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The Compendium of Scientific, Medical, and Media Findings Demonstrating
Risks and Harms of Fracking (the Compendium) is a fully referenced compilation of
evidence outlining the risks and harms of fracking. It is a public, open-access document that is
housed on the websites of Concerned Health Professionals of New York
(www.concernedhealthny.org) and Physicians for Social Responsibility (www.psr.org).
The seven earlier editions of the Compendium have been used and referenced all over the world.
The Compendium has been twice translated into Spanish: independently in 2014 by a Madridbased environmental coalition, followed by an official translation of the third edition, funded by
the Heinrich Böll Foundation and subsequently updated in December 2019 with new data from
the sixth edition. The Compendium has been used in the European Union, South Africa, the
United Kingdom, Australia, Mexico, and Argentina.

About Concerned Health Professionals of New York and the Science and
Environmental Health Network
Concerned Health Professionals of New York (CHPNY) is an initiative by health professionals,
scientists, and medical organizations for raising science-based concerns about the impacts of
fracking on public health and safety. CHPNY provides educational resources and works to
ensure that careful consideration of science and health impacts are at the forefront of the fracking
debate. In June 2021, the Ceres Trust granted funding for CHPNY to become a program of the
Science and Environmental Health Network (SEHN). Since 1998, SEHN has been the leading
proponent in the United States of the Precautionary Principle as a basis for environmental and
public health policy. In service to communities and future generations, the Science and
Environmental Health Network is a research institution that forges law, ethics, and science into
tools for action.

About Physicians for Social Responsibility
Working for more than 50 years to create a healthy, just, and peaceful world for both present and
future generations, Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR) uses medical and public health
expertise to educate and advocate on urgent issues that threaten human health and survival, with
the goals of reversing the trajectory towards climate change, protecting the public and the
environment from toxic chemicals, and addressing the health consequences of fossil fuels. PSR
was founded by physicians concerned about nuclear weapons, and the abolition of nuclear
weapons remains central to its mission.
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About this Report

The Compendium exists within a moving stream of data. As we prepared this eighth edition, the
authors of the Compendium continued to see evidence of the rapid expansion of our knowledge
base, which has grown both quantitatively and qualitatively and enables some fairly solid
conclusions that, even a few years ago, were emerging concerns. The risks and harms of
fracking for public health and the climate are real and growing. Many early warnings in our
previous editions have been borne out. Further, despite the continuing challenges of exposure
assessments, the results of recent studies confirm and extend the validity of earlier findings. We
see a growing consistency of evidence across various themes.

Organizational structure
To organize this now-vast body of research and make it accessible to public officials,
researchers, journalists, and the public at large, we have created both topical categories and have
identified trends within and across these topic areas. The reader who wants to delve deeper can
consult the reviews, studies, and articles referenced herein. In addition, the Compendium is
complemented by a fully searchable, near-exhaustive citation database of peer-reviewed journal
articles pertaining to shale gas and oil extraction, the Repository for Oil and Gas Energy
Research, that was developed by PSE Healthy Energy and is housed on its website
(https://www.psehealthyenergy.org/our-work/shale-gas-research-library/). As of January 1, 2022,
2,239 published peer-reviewed studies that pertain to shale and tight gas development were
archived in the ROGER database.
In our cataloguing of the findings, sixteen topical categories emerged, and these serve as the
chapter titles of the Compendium. Readers will notice the ongoing upsurge in reported problems,
making each section top-heavy with recent data. In accordance, the Compendium is organized in
reverse chronological order within sections, with the most recent information first. Introducing
this compilation of studies is a section of our report called Emerging Trends, which identifies
strong patterns within and across these topic areas. Current Political, Cultural, and Economic
Contexts explores the profound crisis that characterizes the fracking industry in 2022.
The Compendium focuses on topics most closely related to the public health and safety impacts
of drilling and fracking. These necessarily include threats to climate stability. By 2018 there was
extensive documentation of harm. A categorical review of all original research papers
published from 2016-2018 on the health impacts of fracking showed that 90.3 percent of
studies found a positive association with harm or potential harm.1
Additional risks and harms arise from industrial activities associated with drilling and fracking
operations. A detailed accounting of all these ancillary impacts is beyond the scope of this
Kyle Ferrar, Erica Jackson, and Samantha Malone, “Categorical Review of Health Reports on Unconventional Oil
and Gas Development; Impacts in Pennsylvania,” Issue Paper (FracTracker Alliance, 2019),
https://www.delawareriverkeeper.org/sites/default/files/FracTrackerAlliance_DRKHealthReview_Final_4.25.19_0.p
df.
1
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document. Nevertheless, in this edition we include discussions of impacts from fracking
infrastructure that focus on
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

compressor stations and pipelines;
silica sand mining operations;
natural gas storage facilities;
the manufacture and transportation of liquefied natural gas (LNG);
natural gas power plants;
fracking waste disposal; and
carbon capture and storage and the creation of “blue hydrogen.”

(Note that threats from flare stacks are included in the section on air pollution.)
Many other relevant concerns—including the use of fracked gas as a feedstock in petrochemical
manufacturing—are not included here. We hope to take up these issues in future editions.
Similarly, this edition of the Compendium does not examine the harms and risks posed by other
forms of unconventional oil and gas extraction, such as cyclic steaming (which uses pressurized,
superheated water to release oil), microwave extraction (which points microwave beams into
shale formations to liquefy oil), and artificial lift (which uses gases, chemicals, or pumps to
extract natural gas).

Methodology
For this eighth edition of the Compendium, as before, we collected and compiled findings from
three sources: articles from peer-reviewed medical and scientific journals; investigative reports
by journalists; and reports from, or commissioned by, government agencies. Peer-reviewed
articles were identified through databases such as PubMed and Web of Science and from within
the ROGER database. We included review articles when such reviews revealed new
understanding of the evidence. We excluded papers that focused purely on methodologies or
instrumentation. News articles appearing as individual entries signify reports that contain
original research. In many cases, this reportage is based on data collected by industry or
government agencies that were revealed by investigative journalists and not otherwise known to
the scientific community. While advocacy organizations continue to compile many useful reports
on the impacts of fracking and its ancillary infrastructure, these appear in our Compendium only
when they provide otherwise inaccessible data.
For purposes of this Compendium, we use the word “fracking” to refer to a collective suite of
unconventional oil and gas production methods that depend on hydraulic fracturing to extract
dispersed oil or natural gas trapped inside rock layers that would otherwise not flow to the
surface. In other words, “fracking” encompasses a range of activities and ancillary infrastructure
both before and after the actual fracturing stage, including drilling, flowback, and well
completion.
Our entries briefly describe studies that investigated harm, or risk of harm, associated with
fracking, and summarize the principal findings. Entries do not include detailed results or a
6

critique of the strengths and weaknesses of each study. Because much of medicine’s early
understanding of new diseases and previously unsuspected epidemiological correlations comes
through assessment of case reports, we have included published case reports and anecdotal
reports when they are data-based and verifiable.
The scientific papers referenced in the dated entries and catalogued within the Compilation of
Studies & Findings are current through July 15, 2021. The footnoted citations here in the front
matter represent studies and articles that are not referenced in the Compendium itself or which
appeared after July 15, 2021 but before we went to press in April 2022.
Within the compiled entries, we have also provided references to articles appearing in the
popular press, when available, that describe the results of the corresponding peer-reviewed study
and place them in context with the results of other studies. For this purpose, we sought out
articles that included comments by principal investigators on the significance of their findings. In
such cases, footnotes for the peer-reviewed study and the matching popular article appear
together in one entry. We hope these tandem references will make the findings more accessible
and meaningful to readers.
Acronyms are spelled out the first time they appear in each section.
For some sources, cross-referenced footnotes are provided, as when wide-ranging government
reports or peer-reviewed papers straddled two or more topics.

Citation style
For this eighth edition, readers will find changes to our citation style. Footnotes now appear in
Chicago Manual of Style 17th edition (full note) format. Further, between the release of the
previous edition and this one, a change of ownership at the news organization E&E News, from
which we have drawn many important reports, placed some previously open-access stories
behind a pay wall. In such cases, and when available, we have provided footnotes that direct
readers to URLs drawn from the Internet Archive, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that
maintains open access to many documents by “building a digital library of Internet sites and
other cultural artifacts in digital form.”
Please note that the date of a Compendium entry sometimes represents the first online
appearance of an advance copy or a pre-publication version of the paper, whereas the date in the
footnote citation always refers to the formal publication date. Thus, entry dates are not always
identical to dates in corresponding footnotes.

The Compendium as a living document
Given the rapidly expanding body of evidence related to the harms and risks of unconventional
oil and gas extraction, we plan to continue revising and updating the Compendium
approximately every year. It is a living document, housed on the websites of Concerned Health
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Professionals of New York and Physicians for Social Responsibility, which serves as an
educational tool in important ongoing public and policy dialogues.
We welcome your feedback and comments.
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Summary of Findings

As of 2022, hydraulic fracturing techniques have been used on an estimated one million wells
across the United States to shatter rock layers and extract the oil or gas trapped inside. With
hydraulically fractured shale wells now producing at least 79 percent of U.S. natural gas and 65
percent of U.S. crude oil, fracking, no longer “unconventional,” has become the standard method
for oil and gas extraction. As fracking operations in the United States and abroad have increased
in frequency, size, and intensity, a significant body of evidence has emerged to demonstrate that
these activities are harmful in ways that cannot be mitigated through regulation. Threats include
detrimental impacts on public health, climate stability, water and air quality, farming, property
values, economic vitality, and quality of life.
Emerging science also shows that fracking is an environmental injustice, with injuries not borne
equally by all. Throughout the United States, pregnant women, children, Indigenous people,
communities of color, and low-income communities are disproportionately harmed by fracking.
A growing and substantial body of research reveals fundamental problems with the entire life
cycle of operations associated with fracking and its infrastructure. Independent, peer-reviewed
analyses indicate that fracking is an unpredictable process with innate engineering problems that
include uncontrolled fracturing, induced earthquakes, and well casing failures that worsen with
age. Intractable problems also include radiation releases; abandoned wells that serve as pathways
for contamination; and venting, flaring, and blowdowns that result in methane releases.
As documented in more than 100 studies, toxic air pollution accompanies fracking. More than
200 airborne chemical contaminants have been detected near drilling and fracking operations,
and air monitoring has confirmed strikingly high levels of toxic air pollutants in communities
near these sites. Of these, 61 are classified as hazardous air pollutants with known health risks,
including the potent carcinogens benzene and formaldehyde. Additional fracking-related air
pollutants include diesel exhaust, fine particles, hydrogen sulfide gas, nitrogen oxides, and other
chemical precursors of ground-level ozone (smog), which can damage respiratory,
cardiovascular, and nervous systems. In many cases, concentrations of fracking-related air
pollutants in communities where people live and work exceed federal safety standards, with
ground-level ozone reaching levels typical of urban centers in otherwise rural communities.
Research shows that air emissions from fracking and flaring can drift and pollute the air
hundreds of miles downwind.
Each day in the United States, more than two billion gallons of pressurized fracking fluids are
pumped underground for the purpose of extracting oil and gas or, after the fracking is finished, to
inject the extracted wastewater into any of more than 187,000 disposal wells across the country.
As documented by more than 180 studies, these fracking-related activities have depleted or
contaminated water resources, including drinking water sources. Studies from across the United
States provide irrefutable evidence that groundwater contamination has occurred as a result of
fracking activities and is more likely to occur close to well pads. Spills and intentional discharges
into surface water have profoundly altered the chemistry and ecology of streams throughout
entire watersheds, increasing downstream levels of radioactive elements, heavy metals,
endocrine disruptors, toxic disinfection byproducts, and acidity, and decreasing aquatic
9

biodiversity. Demand for water to use in U.S. fracking operations has more than doubled since
2016. The water used for fracking that remains in the shale formation is permanently lost to the
hydrological cycle. Studies also show that fracking can deplete streams and aquifers in ways that
create water scarcity in drought-prone regions. Along with fracking itself, the injection of
fracking waste is a proven cause of earthquakes. The disposal of fracking wastewater remains a
problem with no solution.
With more than 17.6 million U.S. residents living within one mile of at least one active oil and
gas well, the result is a public health and climate crisis. As documented in more than 100 studies,
public health harms now linked with drilling, fracking, and associated infrastructure are wellestablished. They include cancers, asthma, respiratory diseases, skin rashes, heart problems, and
mental health problems. Multiple corroborating studies of pregnant women residing near
fracking operations across the nation show impairments to infant health, including birth defects,
preterm birth, and low birth weight. Emerging evidence shows harm to maternal health—
including elevated risks for eclampsia during pregnancy—and shortened lifespans among older
residents living in proximity to oil and gas wells.
Fracking is accelerating the climate crisis. North American fracking operations for both oil and
gas are driving the current surge in global levels of methane, a greenhouse gas 86 times more
potent at trapping heat than carbon dioxide over a twenty-year period and which has contributed
40 percent of all global warming to date. Methane escapes into the atmosphere from all parts of
the extraction, processing, and distribution system, at significant rates that, as demonstrated
through multiple methodologies, sometimes exceed earlier estimates by a factor of two to six.
Recent scientific findings indicate that slashing methane emissions is far more critical in halting
global warming than previously understood. Liquefying natural gas via super-chilling to allow its
overseas transport as LNG requires immense energy and evaporative cooling technology, both of
which add further to the prodigious greenhouse gas emissions of natural gas obtained via
fracking.
Carbon capture and storage, now being promoted as a tool to address climate change, is an
unproven set of technologies that does not account for methane emissions, cannot obviate the
climate damage created by fracking, and, as currently practiced, mostly serves as a tool of
enhanced oil recovery that allows depleted wells to produce more oil.
In sum, the vast body of scientific studies now published on hydraulic fracturing in the peerreviewed scientific literature confirms that the climate and public health risks from fracking are
real and the range of environmental harms wide. Our examination uncovered no evidence that
fracking can be practiced in a manner that does not threaten human health directly or
without imperiling climate stability upon which human health depends.
The rapidly expanding body of evidence compiled here is massive, troubling, and cries out for
decisive action. Across a wide range of parameters, the data continue to reveal a plethora of
recurring problems that cannot be sufficiently averted through regulatory frameworks. The risks
and harms of fracking are inherent in its operation. The only method of mitigating its grave
threats to public health and the climate is a complete and comprehensive ban on fracking.
Indeed, a fracking phase-out is a requirement of any meaningful plan to prevent catastrophic
climate change.
10

The Compendium in Historical Context

2014: New York State fracking ban
The release of the first edition of the Compendium by Concerned Health Professionals of New
York in July 2014 coincided with a meteoric rise in the publication of new scientific studies
about the risks and harms of fracking. A second edition was released five months later, in
December 2014, and included new studies that further explicated recurrent problems.
Almost concurrently, on December 17, 2014, the New York State Department of Health (NYS
DOH) released its own review of the public health impacts of fracking. (See footnote 1062.) That
document served as the foundation for a statewide ban on high-volume hydraulic fracturing
(HVHF), announced by New York Governor Andrew Cuomo on the same day. Its conclusions—
[I]t is clear from the existing literature and experience that HVHF activity has resulted in
environmental impacts that are potentially adverse to public health. Until the science
provides sufficient information to determine the level of risk to public health from HVHF
and whether the risks can be adequately managed, HVHF should not proceed in New
York State.

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation’s final environmental impact
statement and attendant Findings Statement incorporated the earlier health review into a larger
analysis of the impacts of fracking. (See footnote 796.) The Findings Statement made clear that
no known regulatory framework can adequately mitigate the multiple risks of fracking:
Even with the implementation of an extensive suite of mitigation measures…the
significant adverse public health and environmental impacts from allowing high-volume
hydraulic fracturing to proceed under any scenario cannot be adequately avoided or
minimized to the maximum extent practicable….

2015-2016: Paris Climate Agreement
The third edition of the Compendium, released in October 2015, included the results of the first
substantive government reports on the impacts of fracking.
In December 2015, the third edition became the basis of invited testimony at conferences taking
place concurrently with the United Nations’ climate talks in Paris. Those international
negotiations resulted in an historical international accord, the Paris Agreement, which recognizes
climate change as a grave threat to public health and establishes as a key goal the need to limit
global temperature increases to < 2o Celsius, or, ideally, 1.5o C, above pre-industrial times. As
such, the treaty articulates a vision for energy by compelling nations to monitor their greenhouse
gas emissions and set increasingly ambitious targets and timetables to reduce them.
The Compendium’s fourth edition was released in November 2016, just as the Paris Agreement
went into force and as several new studies conclusively demonstrated that expansion of shale gas
11

and oil extraction was incompatible with climate stability and the goal of rapid decarbonization
that it requires. All together, these data show that because of increasing emissions of methane—a
powerful heat-trapping gas—the United States was on track to miss its pledge under the Paris
Agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 26-28 percent by 2025. (See footnotes 1573,
1574.) The evidence showed that methane leaks from U.S. oil and gas operations were
significantly higher than previously estimated, as were U.S. methane emissions overall. (See
footnotes 1575-1577, 1583, 1594, 1595.)

2017-2020: Environmental retrenchment and COVID-19 pandemic
The fifth, sixth, and seventh editions (released in March 2018, June 2019, and December 2020
respectively) were all launched in a time of deep environmental retrenchment by the federal
government. The Trump administration had announced an era of “energy dominance” based on
surging domestic production of oil and natural gas, most of it extracted via fracking. The White
House declared its intent to withdraw from the Paris Agreement—and did so—even as the
American Meteorological Society released a major report that identified climate change as a
contributor to several recent extreme weather events and even as the Fourth National Climate
Assessment—a quadrennial report compiled by 13 federal agencies—confirmed human activities
as the dominant cause for ongoing global warming.2, 3
Among the more than 100 federal environmental regulations rescinded during this period were
many that governed drilling and fracking operations. These included rules requiring companies
drilling on public and tribal lands to reduce methane leaks and cut back on flaring and venting, a
system for oil and gas facilities to report methane leaks, a rule mandating disclosure of chemicals
in fracking fluid on public lands, and tighter standards for wastewater disposal.4, 5
By September 2018, the United States had become the world’s leading oil and gas producer,
surpassing both Russia and Saudi Arabia.6 Much of that growth was driven by fracking
operations in the Permian Basin of West Texas and eastern New Mexico as the Permian became
the leading source of U.S. crude oil exports.7 By 2019, aggressive attacks on regulatory oversight

Stephanie C. Herring et al., eds., “Explaining Extreme Events of 2016 from a Climate Perspective,” Bulletin of the
American Meteorological Society 99, no. 1 (2018): S1–57, https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMSExplainingExtremeEvents2016.1.
3
“Climate Science Special Report: Fourth National Climate Assessment, Volume 1” (U.S. Global Change Research
Program, 2017), https://www.globalchange.gov/browse/reports/climate-science-special-report-fourth-nationalclimate-assessment-nca4-volume-i.
4
Harvard University Environmental Law Program, “Environmental Regulation Rollback Tracker,” 2019,
http://environment.law.harvard.edu/policy-initiative/regulatory-rollback-tracker/.
5
Chris Mooney, “To Round out a Year of Rollbacks, the Trump Administration Just Repealed Key Regulations on
Fracking,” The Washington Post, December 29, 2017, sec. Climate and environment,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/12/29/to-round-out-a-year-of-rollbacks-thetrump-administration-just-repealed-key-regulations-on-fracking/?utm_term=.f16b4db99128.
6
mU.S. Energy Information Administration, “The United States Is Now the Largest Global Crude Oil Producer,”
Today in Energy, September 12, 2018, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=37053.
7
Kiah Collier, Jamie Smith Hopkins, and Rachel Leven, “As Oil and Gas Exports Surge, West Texas Becomes the
World’s ‘Extraction Colony,’” The Texas Tribune, October 11, 2018,
https://www.texastribune.org/2018/10/11/west-texas-becomes-worlds-extraction-colony-oil-gas-exports-surge/.
2
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of U.S. oil and gas extraction had extended to the science underlying the targeted regulations.8, 9
Unimpeded by federal regulations and driven by fracking, U.S. oil and gas production reached
record levels and spurred a massive build-out of fracking infrastructure, leading to large-scale
industrialization in formerly rural areas and densely populated communities alike. The Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) eased the process to build new pipelines while
executive orders impeded the ability of states to block pipeline construction.10, 11 Throughout
2018 and 2019, in the face of flattening domestic demand for gas and falling prices in a closed
market, the ongoing fracking boom was increasingly directed at export markets, which prompted
the planning of 15 new LNG terminals, beyond the six then in operation.12, 13, 14
In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic slashed global oil demand and sent oil prices to historical
lows. The price of oil dropped by two-thirds, a plunge that even briefly sent the price of crude oil
to negative $40 a barrel. Natural gas prices also declined in 2020, driven down both by warmer
winters and overproduction.15 In both the gas and oil sectors, the pandemic accelerated job layoffs that automation had begun. In August 2020, Exxon’s market value had sunk to just a third of
its 2008 value, and the once-mighty fossil fuel giant dropped off the Dow Jones industrial
average.16 By October 2020, Deloitte had announced that the return on invested capital of oil and
gas companies was largely on par with top renewable energy companies, and the International
Energy Agency (IEA) reported that the worth of major oil and gas companies had fallen by more
than $50 billion, with investment in oil and gas falling by one-third.17, 18 (An autonomous
intergovernmental organization formed in the aftermath of the 1973 oil crisis, the IEA is a
clearinghouse of statistical information on the international oil market, as well as on clean energy
technologies, and serves as the world’s leading energy modeling agency.)

Jonathan Stempel, “U.S. EPA Is Sued for Ousting Scientists from Advisory Committees,” Reuters, June 3, 2019,
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-epa-lawsuit/us-epa-is-sued-for-ousting-scientists-from-advisory-committeesidUSKCN1T42H8.
9
Coral Davenport, “Trump Administration Hardens Its Attack on Climate Science,” The New York Times, May 27,
2019, sec. Climate and environment, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/27/us/politics/trump-climate-science.html.
10
Rachel Leven, “Drilling Overwhelms Agency Protecting America’s Lands,” Associated Press, November 13,
2018, https://www.apnews.com/dac08562077c41a8a08845a291cbfb6c.
11
Nicholas Kusnetz, “Trump Aims to Speed Pipeline Projects by Limiting State Environmental Reviews,” Inside
Climate News, April 11, 2019, https://insideclimatenews.org/news/11042019/trump-pipeline-executive-orderenvironmental-review-keystone-xl-clean-water-act-states-rights.
12
Darrell Proctor, “Plenty of Natural Gas Around-It Just Needs a Market,” Power Magazine, April 1, 2019,
https://powermag.com/plenty-of-natural-gas-to-go-around-it-just-needs-a-market/.
13
European Commission, “EU-U.S. Joint Statement: Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Imports from the U.S. Continue
to Rise, up by 181%,” press release, March 8, 2018, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-19-1531_en.htm.
14
U.S. Department of Energy, “Department of Energy Authorizes Additional LNG Exports from Freeport LNG,”
Press Release, May 29, 2019, https://www.energy.gov/articles/department-energy-authorizes-additional-lng-exportsfreeport-lng.
15
Zak Hudak, “COVID Compounds Pennsylvania’s Fracking Industry Problems,” CBS News, August 7, 2020,
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-compounds-pennsylvanias-fracking-industry-problems/.
16
Dino Grandoni, “Big Oil Just Isn’t as Big as It Once Was,” The Washington Post, September 4, 2020, sec.
Business, https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/09/04/exxon-dow-jones/.
17
Duane Dickson, Tom Bonny, and Noemie Tilghman, “The Future of Work in Oil, Gas and Chemicals,” Deloitte
Insights, October 5, 2020, https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/insights/industry/oil-and-gas/future-of-work-oil-andgas-chemicals.html.
18
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Current Political, Cultural, and Economic Contexts

Profound disruption and crisis characterize the fracking industry in 2022, with contradictory and
opposing forces pushing and pulling the industry in several directions at once.
On the surface, as we go to press with the eighth edition, the U.S. fracking industry appears
ascendent. U.S. oil and gas drillers are working at “breakneck pace,” with companies currently
using almost all available fracking equipment and crews and expected to expand spending by
more than 25 percent in 2022.19 Much of this activity is being driven by a booming export
market. As we write, Europe faces a full-on energy crisis following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, which began on February 24, 2022 and is ongoing. With the European Union presently
relying on Russia for about 45 percent of its natural gas imports, the war has prompted an urgent
and overdue assessment of this relationship. In early March 2022, the International Energy
Agency (IEA) released “A 10-Point Plan to Reduce the European Union’s Reliance on Russian
Natural Gas,”20 and the European Commission followed with its plan, REPowerEU, the
following week.21 The Commission’s plan aims to phase out dependence on fossil fuels from
Russia “well before 2030,” beginning with natural gas.
In the short term, this means diversifying supplies from elsewhere and relying more heavily on
gas from the United States, which would arrive as LNG via ship to existing but also new and
proposed terminals. The EU’s plan also accelerates the adoption of renewable energy
technologies and building upgrades to reduce consumption. In these ways, REPowerEU aims to
reduce two-thirds of EU demand for Russian gas before the end of 2022. On March 8, 2022 the
United States banned the import of Russian fossil fuels, by executive order of the President.22 On
March 25, President Biden pledged to supply Europe with 15 billion cubic meters (bcm) of LNG
in 2022, ramping up to 50 bcms annually until 2030.23
Even before the EU’s war-prompted pivot toward increased reliance on U.S. gas, the swelling
global demand had allowed the United States to surpass Australia and Qatar as the world’s
biggest exporter of LNG. Indeed, by January 2022, U.S. LNG exports into the European Union
had grown 22 times larger since the July 2018 meeting of U.S. and EU Commission Presidents to
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diffuse a trade war.24 The supply for these exports is largely being met by U.S. fracking
operations, especially in the Permian Basin.25 On February 12, 2022, the flow of gas to the
nation’s LNG export terminals had reached record highs, with more than two-thirds of the cargo
ships heading to Europe, and, during the first two months of 2022, the total number of U.S. LNG
cargoes bound for Europe and Turkey reached a record of 164.26 Venture Global LNG’s
Calcasieu Pass facility in Louisiana was given approval by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) to begin exports even though it remains under construction.27 Early
construction work has begun on another.28
In March 2022, under industry pressure and amid a push to increase natural gas exports, FERC
retreated from a sweeping new policy plan to consider climate and environmental justice impacts
in its decision-making on interstate pipeline approvals. This plan, agreed upon only one month
earlier in a 3 to 2 vote, would have addressed upstream greenhouse gas emissions from a
project’s construction and operations as well as emissions from eventual combustion.29, 30 It has
now been declared a draft and its implementation deferred indefinitely.31
However, behind fracking’s apparent momentum, a multiplicity of contradictory forces is roiling
the oil and gas industry. These make fracking’s long-term prospects more uncertain than its
current rebound seems to presage.
At least six interlocking factors now impede or are poised to disrupt the North American
fracking boom:

The surging export market has made renewable energy more attractive
The first factor working against long-term viability of the fracking industry is the surging export
market itself. The U.S. LNG industry exists to ship natural gas abroad and currently consists of
six fully operational terminals, one partially operational plant, and one that is expected to be
functional by 2025. With more than ten percent of the nation’s natural gas production now
European Commission, “EU-U.S. LNG Trade: U.S. Liquefied Natural Gas Has the Potential to Help Meet EU
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headed overseas where prices are higher, domestic gas prices within the United States have
spiked in turn, making renewable energy resources more attractive.32, 33 Further growth in the
export market will only exacerbate this trend. Gas consumption for electric power generation in
the United States peaked in the summer of 2020 and is likely now in an irreversible decline.34
At the same time, further investments in fracking are at odds with trends in the economics of
renewable energy. Continuing innovation, increasing economies of scale, and rapid declines in
the cost of wind, solar, and battery storage prices have made renewable energy a cheaper
alternative than coal and gas for most major economies. A 2022 modeling analysis shows that a
100-percent renewable energy system in the United States would reduce electricity costs, serve
as a hedge on inflation, and eliminate an estimated 53,200 deaths each year—along with $700
billion in health costs—from fossil-fuel associated air pollution.35 Meanwhile, as oil and gas
companies chase reserves that are increasingly difficult to extract, the costs of producing oil and
gas are rising.

Fracking contradicts climate change commitments
Secondly, U.S. fracking and its protracted deregulation are at odds with the scientific consensus
on the scale and tempo of necessary climate change mitigation and with rising alarm about the
climate crisis that this consensus has amplified.36, 37, 38, 39 In a trilogy of major reports released in
2021 and 2021 and affirmed by other international teams of scientists, the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) emphasized that the world needs to reduce
emissions by 45 percent by 2030 and reach net zero by 2050 to avoid the worst outcomes of the
climate crisis and avoid wholesale collapse of ecosystems. In a major review of the findings of
climate science released in August 2021, the IPCC’s first report issued a “code red for
humanity,” starkly warning of irreversible changes to planetary support systems that are, in some
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cases, have already begun.40, 41 In February 2022, the IPCC released a second report that
reviewed the ecological limits of the natural world together with the vulnerabilities and
capacities of human societies to adapt to climate change. Noting that some irreversible ecological
impacts are already underway, the report concluded that climate change has already pushed some
natural and human systems beyond their ability to adapt, thereby harming public health,
undermining global food security, and leaving 3.3 to 3.6 billion people living in contexts that are
highly vulnerable.42 In April 2022, the third IPCC report, focused on mitigation, made clear that
the window to averting runaway, irreversible climate impact is rapidly closing. To prevent global
warming from exceeding 1.5o C—after which severe harm will accelerate—rising emissions
must end before 2025. In a stark warning to fossil fuel investors the IPCC made clear that that
future fossil fuel assets will become stranded if governments act in accordance with the
science.43
In 2021, the IEA released its roadmap for how net zero by 2050 could be reached. In it, the
Agency made clear that the pathway to zero allows for no new fossil fuel production, and,
indeed, that any further investments in fossil fuels—beyond what is already under contract—
must cease. In this way, the IEA, departing from its past support of gas and oil development, has
signaled its support for the conclusions of the IPCC and joined the global call to stop the
expansion of fossil fuel extraction. (See footnote 2142.) To stay within a 1.5° C global warming
scenario, methane emissions from fossil fuels must, according to the IEA, fall by around 75
percent between 2020 and 2030.44

Methane is a key driver of climate change and fracking is a key driver of methane
Third and more specifically, methane is now recognized as a chief agent of climate change as
more accurate methods for calculating emissions inventories reveal that runaway methane
emissions are negating recent declines in carbon dioxide emissions and undermining efforts to
stabilize the climate. For example, in New York State, a study using more comprehensive
inventory approaches found that, as increased consumption of natural gas has replaced coal from
1995 to 2015, total greenhouse gas emissions did not fall but remained largely unchanged.45 In a
conclusion echoed by the IEA, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) made clear
in its May 2021 Global Methane Assessment that any further expansion of natural gas
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infrastructure and usage is incompatible with limiting global warming to 1.5°C. (See footnote
1473.) As part of the Global Methane Pledge, launched in November 2021 at COP26 climate
summit in Glasgow, Scotland, more than 100 countries pledged to cut global methane emissions
by 30 percent by 2030 from 2020 levels.46 (China, Russia, India and Iran—all leading methane
emitters—were not among the pact’s signatories.) After briefing leveling off between 2000 and
2006, atmospheric methane levels have been surging upward ever since. In April 2022, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration announced that methane rose more than any
other year on record in 2021, including 2020, which was also a record-breaking year.47
The growing awareness that cutting methane from fossil fuels is a strong and necessary lever to
slow climate change over the next two decades has roiled conversations within both the United
States and the European Union about commitments to move forward with cross-border natural
gas projects—including fracked gas imports from the United States.48 The European Union
imported more than 83 percent of its gas supply in 2020.49 Of the gas imported as liquefied fuel,
the United States became Europe’s number one supplier in 2020. Prior to the Russian invasion of
Ukraine, the European Union was in the process of negotiating standards to codify its
commitment to reducing upstream methane emissions from imported gas used in its domestic
energy sector.50, 51, 52 In November 2020, a German trading firm, citing lack of interest from
buyers, announced that it was reevaluating its plans to build a new LNG import terminal in
Wilhelmshaven.53 By January 2022, all three of Germany’s proposed LNG import terminals—
which would be serviced by fracked gas imported from the United States—were facing delays as
both wild price swings and ongoing uncertainty about the future of fossil fuels in general had
spooked potential clients.54
Immediately after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, languishing efforts to boost
LNG imports from the United States to the EU were revived. Discussions around proposed
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German LNG terminals, including the one at Wilhelmshaven, rose to the top of the agenda and
include provisions of major public subsidies. In early March, for example, the German state bank
KfW and a utility owned by the Dutch state entered, together with the German energy company
RWE, a memorandum of understanding on one of the three proposed LNG import terminals in
Germany.55 The German state agreed to finance half of the construction costs for the terminal.
However, even with fast-track permitting procedures and even as government officials invoke
the imperative to cease Russian gas imports as justification for pushing forward, none of
Germany’s proposed LNG terminals could be operational before 2024. Twenty-year supply
contracts are necessary to finance their construction, and public concerns about the climate crisis
are blunting enthusiasm for further investments in fracked gas infrastructure.56 On March 11, the
White House shelved an interagency review of ways to boost LNG imports to Europe with
Reuters reporting that the expansion of the U.S. LNG trade has raised raising climate concerns
among the President Biden’s climate team.57 An April 2022 analysis by the Institute for Energy
Economics and Financial Analysis found that the United States can boost gas exports to Europe
without building new LNG terminals beyond what is already under construction.58
At the same time, fracking within the European Union and the United Kingdom has largely
fallen out of favor, with Northern Ireland the most recent economy preparing to ban fracking.59
As part of two symbolic, non-binding resolutions on methane in June and October 2021, the EU
Parliament urged its member states to halt existing fracking operations and stop permitting new
ones. “On the basis of the precautionary principle and the principle that preventive action should
be taken, and taking into account the risks and the negative climate, environmental and
biodiversity impacts involved in hydraulic fracturing for the extraction of unconventional
hydrocarbons – not to authorise any new hydraulic fracturing operations in the EU and to halt all
existing operations.”60 And yet, more recently in the UK, orders to plug and decommission two
pre-existing shale gas wells in Lancashire, which had been drilled prior to the 2019 national
moratorium on fracking, were overturned in April 2022. The fracking of these two wells had
triggered earthquakes, and the operator had been told to permanently seal the wells by June. The
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current ruling delays plugging for another year, as lawmakers debate whether or not to lift the
moratorium, in light of the imperative to break from Russian-supplied hydrocarbons.61, 62
These conversations are taking place against rapidly changing norms on the disclosure of climate
risks within the financial sector. In August 2021, S&P Global reported that governments around
the world have started to make climate-risk reporting mandatory instead of voluntary. Many
policymakers have endorsed the framework of the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD) as a standardized disclosure framework. The financial sector has shown
strong support for the TCFD, with the strongest support coming from Europe, Asia and North
America.63 By October 2021, the Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis reported
that “finance is leaving oil and gas,” citing 66 globally significant financial institutions that have
formally decided to restrict or terminate financial support for oil and gas drilling.64 In March
2022, the Securities and Exchange Commission voted to issue draft rules that would require
public companies to include climate-related disclosures for investors, including information
about registrants’ direct greenhouse gas emissions.65

Labor shortages persist
A fourth drag on the ability of the U.S. fracking industry to continue its expansion is a persistent
labor shortage. Fracking crews and truck drivers, especially those that ferry the vast amounts of
water and sand needed for fracking, are in short supply. Many employees and contractors
relocated to other states and found other jobs during the industry contraction that followed the
price crashes in 2020 and are wary of returning to jobs within a volatile industry that relies on
mass lay-offs to control costs when commodity prices plunge and investment dollars dwindle.66
According to North Dakota’s mineral resources director, lack of skilled workers is the reason
that oil production in the Bakken Shale remained flat in spring and summer 2021 in spite of
higher oil prices. Similar trends were seen this year in the Texas Permian Basin and Canadian
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oilfields.67, 68 A shortage of truck drivers to haul sand to well pads is hampering fracking
operations throughout the Permian Basin.69
Corroborating these reports is a 2021 survey, commissioned by the oil and gas industry, of nearly
17,000 energy-industry recruiters, companies, and workers around the world. The survey found
that applications per vacancy have remained low even as oil and gas extraction activities have
ramped back up, with 43 percent of employees reporting a desire to leave the field altogether
within the next five years, 56 percent of oil and gas workers reporting plans to pursue
employment in the renewables sector, and 31 percent of recruiters identifying an aging, shrinking
workforce as their biggest challenge.70

Drilling locations have become scarce
Depletion of drilling locations—what industry insiders call “limited inventory”—is a fifth
impediment to further growth in the U.S. fracking industry. Companies are running out of new
places to drill that do not interfere with the productivity of nearby pre-existing wells and are thus
unable to respond to higher prices with higher rates of extraction. Individual shale wells, which
deplete more quickly than conventional wells, are pumping less oil and gas than predicted and
require drillers to constantly expand their operations, increasing their capital costs, just to keep
production level. Further, the industry has largely depleted its inventory of already drilled but
untapped wells, which it relied upon to lower costs and survive the pandemic-induced price crash
in 2020.71 The enormous number of new wells now required to return to pre-pandemic extraction
levels, along with labor shortages and lack of available financing, has depressed production even
now that prices are high.
For all these reasons, the Permian Basin, the most prolific U.S. oil and gas region, is now
expected to plateau in 2025, far sooner than had been earlier predicted.72 The Bakken Shale in
North Dakota is now branded as “mature,” with the U.S. Geological Survey recently revising
down its estimate of the volumes of “technically recoverable” oil remaining in the Bakken by 40
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percent from an earlier assessment and raising concerns among operators and investors about the
feasibility of continued extraction and the productivity of existing wells.73, 74
Thus, the apparent ongoing expansion of fracking activities in the United States, with oil and gas
rig counts rising, is paradoxical. The current flurry of drilling is taking place within a struggling,
not a flourishing, industry whose capital expenses are rising, production flattening, and investors
in retreat and which is no longer able to greatly increase the total amount oil and gas flowing out
of the shale in response to higher prices nor at a pace that can quickly compensate for embargoes
against Russian oil.75, 76

With public opinion turned against fracking, many U.S. fracking-related projects have
collapsed or are struggling
The sixth trend working against growth in the fracking industry: public opinion has turned
decidedly against fracking.77, 78 Public polling shows more Americans now oppose fracking than
support it, including 52 percent of registered voters in Pennsylvania.79 By spring 2021, a separate
poll indicated that only 31 percent of Pennsylvania voters wanted fracking to continue in the
state, while 55 percent wanted it to end as soon as possible or be phased out over time.80
Public pressure on state governments to prohibit or limit fracking and, more generally, to reduce
their dependency on fossil fuels in order to address climate change, has intensified. Protests and
legal challenges against pipelines carrying the products of fracking have spread and become
more sophisticated. Some elected officials and government bodies, both in the United States and
abroad, have begun to take steps in response to increasing public alarm at the accelerating
climate crisis and the role that fracking plays in driving it.
Several high-profile projects have recently collapsed or are entangled in complex regulatory
troubles. In all cases, they faced overwhelming, well-organized public opposition.
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In May 2020, New York’s then-Governor Andrew Cuomo blocked a permit for the Williams
Northeast Supply Enhancement pipeline, which would have ferried fracked gas from
Pennsylvania, through New Jersey, across the New York Harbor, and into Long Island. In so
doing, he cited the state’s climate legislation. (However, in May 2021, FERC approved
William’s request for a two-year extension of the certificate to construct this pipeline.81) Signed
into law in July 2019, New York’s Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act
mandates, among other benchmarks, an economy-wide emissions reduction of 85 percent by
2050.
The state’s Climate Act, which specifically requires the state to reach 70 percent carbon-free
electricity by 2030 and 100 percent by 2040, was instrumental in the denial of permits to
multiple proposed fracked gas infrastructure projects in the state.82 These include a fracked-gas
power plant in Queens (the NRG project) and the proposed expansion of the Danskammer gasfired power plant in the Hudson River Valley.83, 84 Separately, in December 2021, the
Gowanus Generating Station on the Brooklyn waterfront withdrew its application to repower
its turbines with natural gas and announced it will be pursuing renewable energy and energy
storage options.85
The fate of National Grid’s North Brooklyn Pipeline, which would carry fracked gas from
Brownsville to Bushwick through low-income communities of color, is still in play. In October
2021, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced it would investigate the
state’s decision to approve the pipeline in response to a federal civil rights complaint. In
November 2021, the U.S. Department of Transportation likewise launched a civil rights probe
into the pipeline’s approval process.86, 87 The pipeline, now partially operational, has been the
subject of widespread protest by community members.
In December 2021, New York City Council passed a local law, signed by the mayor, that bans
the burning of fossil fuels, including natural gas, in all new buildings, with buildings of all sizes
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to be constructed fully electric by 2027.88 In January 2022, New York Governor Hochul
announced her support for a statewide natural gas ban for new buildings, as part of a policy
blueprint that is part of a draft plan for how to fulfill the state’s new climate law. The draft plan
recommends an orderly phase-out of the state’s gas distribution system and includes accelerating
prohibitions on the use of oil and gas for boilers, cooking appliances, and hot water heaters.89
Also in January 2022, National Grid abandoned its plans for the Albany Loop, a fracked gas
pipeline across the Hudson River, a project that, citizen groups argued, was incompatible with
this policy shift.90
In Missouri, the two-year-old, 65-mile Spire pipeline which carries fracked gas as an extension
of the Rockies Express pipeline, lost its license to operate after a judicial panel ruled, in June
2021, that a market need for this pipeline was never established and that it should not have been
approved by FERC. After this ruling was upheld on appeal, the Commission gave Spire an
emergency permit extension through the winter. In February 2022, the Commission agreed to
keep the temporary certificate valid, allowing Spire to remain operational for now. The longterm fate of this pipeline remains unknown.
In addition to the Jordan Cove LNG plant in Oregon, which folded after a 15-year campaign of
public opposition (see pages 67-68), the $6.2 billion Mountain Valley Pipeline, which would
carry fracked gas from northwestern West Virginia 300 miles south to southern Virginia and for
which construction is already underway, has lost key regulatory approvals. In February 2022, the
Army Corps of Engineers announced it would not be issuing a key water permit that would allow
it to cross streams and wetlands until issues regarding endangered species are resolved by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which had initially greenlighted the project until a federal
appeals court invalidated that opinion.91 As of January 2022, 56 civil actions against the
Mountain Valley Pipeline had been brought in state and federal courts in Virginia.92 In 2021 the
Virginia Air Pollution Control Board denied a permit for the Lambert Compressor Station,
which would have pushed gas through a proposed extension of the Mountain Valley Pipeline.
Also in Virginia, the 83-mile Chickahominy Pipeline, under development since 2016, was
suspended in February 2022 after the gas-fired power plant that it was to serve failed to meet
development deadlines, obtain regulatory approvals, and secure financing.93
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Similarly, plans for the 124-mile Constitution pipeline, which would have carried fracked gas
from Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania to Schoharie County, New York, were abandoned in
February 2020 after the developer cited regulatory difficulties obtaining permits and diminishing
returns on investment.94 Further, five acres of forested land seized by eminent domain to make
way for that pipeline were returned to the family who owned them after a federal court vacated
the taking.95
The 116-mile PennEast pipeline project, which would have ferried fracked gas from Luzerne
County, Pennsylvania to Mercer County, New Jersey was blocked after New Jersey denied key
water permits. PennEast’s cancellation in September 2021 took place just months after the U.S.
Supreme Court had ruled in favor of the pipeline company over eminent domain issues.96
The proposed Gibbstown LNG terminal in New Jersey is facing public opposition and
regulatory uncertainties. In June 2019, the Delaware River Basin Commission greenlighted a
plan to construct the terminal on the Delaware River with the aim of exporting natural gas
extracted from shale gas wells in Pennsylvania.97, 98 This decision was appealed, twice delaying
the project.99 The Commission’s final approval of the project came in December 2020.100
However, all three major permits for the project have been appealed and additional approvals are
still required. According to the proposal, LNG will be delivered to the export terminal by truck
and train from a new liquefaction plant planned for Pennsylvania’s Bradford County.101
To make that route possible, the Trump administration’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration (PHMSA) issued a Special Permit for the transport of LNG by rail over
200 miles from Bradford County to Gibbstown.102 Subsequent to that, PHMSA amended
regulations to allow for the nationwide bulk transport of highly explosive LNG by rail tank cars
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(the “Trump Rule”). This rule upended the longstanding federal ban on the transport of LNG by
rail. Despite a legal challenge filed in federal court by fourteen states and the District of
Columbia and environmental organizations,103 the new rule took effect in August 2020.104, 105
However, after two years of no use, the Special Permit expired in November 2021 and is
currently under PHMSA review for possible renewal. The potential impacts to public safety and
greenhouse gas emissions have been further documented since the issuance of the Special Permit
was rushed through. The Biden Administration has proposed a federal rulemaking to suspend the
“Trump Rule” and PHMSA was expected to decide on the federal rule suspension in 2022.106
New Fortress Energy, one of Gibbstown project’s developers, also owns the Shannon LNG
import terminal in Ireland. Quashed several times between 2015 and 2019, this project was
revived again in 2021, continues to face fierce public resistance, and was, strikingly, not listed as
a Project of Common Interest by the European Commission in November 2021.107 New Fortress
Energy also owns an import terminal in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Built without authorization from
FERC, this facility must either shut down or secure FERC approval under the Natural Gas Act,
which is not a given. These continuing uncertainties about two of the company’s planned import
terminals are raising questions about whether its LNG export terminal in Gibbstown will become
a stranded asset.

And yet fracking is far from senescence
In spite of rising public opposition, less-favorable regulatory policies, and faltering long-term
prospects, the fracking industry is far from senescence. In the United States and elsewhere, it has
been able to attract private equity funds and retains a firm and corrupting grip on the political
process.108 As of February 2022, a total of 119 oil pipelines and 477 gas pipelines were under
development around the world in spite of the fact that 90 percent of the global economy is under
a net-zero pledge and despite warnings by both the IPCC and the IEA that exploiting new oil and
gas fields is incompatible with a net zero goal, and “given the rapid decline of fossil fuels,
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significant investments in new oil and gas pipelines are not needed.”109 Here is a sampling of
some of fracking-related projects and initiatives still moving forward:
United States. By February 2022, 20 states—including Texas, Florida, and Ohio—had passed
laws blocking municipalities from banning or disincentivizing natural gas by, for example,
enacting building codes that would mandate electrification of new buildings or phase out gas use
in new or existing buildings. This wave of state laws prohibits the very pathway that the IEA has
called for and identified as the most viable route to net-zero emissions by 2050. And a peerreviewed financial analysis of four oil and gas majors, published in February 2022, reveals
business models and investment behaviors based on continuing oil and gas extraction rather than
a transition to renewable energy sources, in spite of public pledges to the contrary.110
Europe. Opposition to fracking in Europe appears to be softening. To the surprise of many, a
draft of the EU’s “green energy taxonomy” released in December 2021 labeled natural gas a
transitional fuel and included natural gas projects in its list of investments that it considers
sustainable. A technical document that enumerates for the financial sector the investments
considered green by the EU bloc, the taxonomy was endorsed by the European Commission in
February 2022 over objections that it would lead to the construction of more gas-fired power
plants.111 In June 2021, the French utility Engie, of which the French government is a
shareholder, signed a secretive, 11-year sale and purchase agreement with Texas-based Cheniere
Energy to import LNG from its Corpus Christi terminal. This deal represents an about-face for
Engie, which, in November 2020, pulled out of a 20-year, $7 billion contract with the developers
of the Rio Grande LNG export terminal in Brownsville, Texas, citing concerns about greenhouse
gas emissions in Permian Basin fracking operations.112, 113 Germany has entered an agreement
with the Australian oil and gas company Woodside to acquire LNG from the Corpus Christi
LNG Project in Texas.114
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Australia. In April 2022, Woodside’s LNG terminal near Perth in Western Australia received
final approval. One of the largest oil and gas projects in the nation, the $16.5 billion LNG export
facility is expected to go on line in 2026.115
Mexico. In November 2021, one year after Sempra Energy announced that it had received the
final permit from the government of Mexico to construct an LNG export terminal on the Pacific
coast of Baja California, Sempra announced plans to begin building a second LNG export plant
in the Mexican port city of Topolobampo on the Gulf of California.116, 117
Argentina. Fracking has also rebounded in Argentina. During the peak of COVID-19 lockdown
in 2020, fracking activities in the nation’s vast Vaca Muerta Basin had all but ceased and its
future as an economically viable operation was in doubt, with climate campaigners predicting
that it could become one of the first major fossil fuel projects “where a decision is made to ‘keep
it in the ground.’”118
This has not happened. Indeed, fracking activity in Vaca Muerta, which is the world’s secondlargest shale gas deposit and fourth largest shale oil reserve, boomed in 2021 as pandemic
lockdowns eased, demand rose, and pricing structures encouraged expanded drilling for gas and
oil. This spike in fracking operations is the result of a years-long policy process to incentivize
and subsidize further oil and gas exploration in a nation where half of the energy mix is natural
gas, of which 45 percent is extracted through fracking, and fracking is seen by political leaders as
an economic driver. In its 2020 investment plan, Argentina’s state-run energy company
Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales (YPF) and its private partners proposed to spend $2.1 billion
on fracking.119 This company is the nation’s biggest producer both of gas and oil.
In December 2020, Argentina launched a four-year program to “improve returns on gas
production with higher pricing and long-term supply contracts,”120 and Argentina’s President
Alberto Fernandez announced his intention to push forward with a major new pipeline to boost
exports of natural gas extracted from the Vaca Muerta Basin. As reported by Reuters, the
timeline and plans for the new pipeline “come as Argentina seeks to ramp up gas production and
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exports to bring in much-needed foreign currency to refill depleted reserve levels and amid debt
talks with the International Monetary Fund.”121
In January 2022, Mexico-based Vista Oil & Gas acquired two concessions in the Vaca Muerta
Basin and announced that it intended to “redouble its commitment to the shale region’s
development,” with plans to invest $2.3 billion from 2022-2026 to increase extraction and
exports. Among the most problematic issues at the local level and in terms of social and healthrelated impacts are continuing earthquake swarms near extraction zones; inadequate strategies
for storing and treating fracking waste; water scarcity; and the ongoing breaching of human
rights within indigenous Mapuche communities in the area, which are largely opposed to
fracking.
Southern Africa. Local resistance to drilling and fracking is also growing in Namibia and
Botswana, where the Canadian energy company ReconAfrica has licensed more than 13,000
square miles of land in the Kavango Basin. This region includes habitat and migratory routes for
elephants and other endangered wildlife species. According to petroleum engineer Nick
Steinsberger, a pioneer of fracking in Texas’ Eagle Ford Shale and board member of
ReconAfrica who originally led the exploratory effort in the Kavango Basin, “We’re looking for
the next American shale boom, and Africa’s got the most potential.”122
Beginning in January 2021, ReconAfrica began test drilling near a riverbed in Namibia with the
goal of drilling and fracking hundreds of wells in an area that overlaps with critical habitat and
migratory routes for the world’s largest remaining elephant population and could affect the
unique Okavango Delta.123 The license, which includes a contracted production period of at least
25 years, also originally covered the Tsodilo Hills, a World Heritage Site with deep spiritual
significance for the indigenous San people, but this area was subsequently excluded after public
outcry and intervention by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO).124, 125, 126 Fracking in this extremely arid region would require the industrialization
of this pristine landscape as well as the destruction of billions of gallons of fresh water.
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ReconAfrica has expressed confidence in its ability to set up fracking operations in the Kavango
Basin because “surface rights and access are held by the government.”127
In March 2021, National Geographic reported that the waste pits created for the test wells were
unlined, contrary to standard industry practice in British Columbia where the company is
headquartered. Aerial photography taken in September 2021 indicates that ReconAfrica has
drilled in the conservancy without first securing necessary permissions. By December 2021,
ReconAfrica had, without required permits, bulldozed land and drilled a second test well inside a
protected wildlife conservancy area and was accused of offering jobs to local leaders in exchange
for their silence.128
In July 2021, ReconAfrica’s continued exploration activities in Namibia prompted the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to express its concern
about the granting of oil exploration licenses in environmentally sensitive areas within the
Okavango River Basin and, as part of a formal decision, to request further regulatory oversight.
Specifically, UNESCO “urges the States Parties of Botswana and Namibia to ensure that
potential further steps to develop the oil project, which include the use of new exploration
techniques, are subject to rigorous and critical prior review, including through Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) that corresponds to international standards, including an assessment of
social impacts and a review of potential impacts on the World Heritage property,”129 UNESCO
set a deadline of February 1, 2022, for the state parties to submit to the World Heritage Center an
updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the EIA,
but this deadline and the requirement of a proper EIA was ignored by both Namibia and
Botswana. Local and international groups continue to fight the project.
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Introduction to Fracking

How fracking works
Since the end of the 20th century, horizontal drilling has been combined with high-volume
hydraulic fracturing to extract dispersed oil and natural gas, primarily from shale bedrock, that
would otherwise not flow to the surface. Typically, these extraction methods (collectively known
as “fracking”) take place on clustered multi-well pads where individual wellbores extend
vertically down into the shale formation and then turn horizontally, tunneling through the shale
in various directions. These lateral tunnels can extend as far as two miles underground.
To liberate the gas (methane) or oil trapped inside the shale, many small explosive charges
followed by high volumes of pressurized fluid are sent into the shale layer to expand and extend
its many naturally occurring cracks, bedding planes, and faults. Silica sand grains (or sometimes
ceramic beads) are carried by the pressurized fluid into these spaces and remain there after the
pressure is released, acting to prop open these now-widened fissures in the shale and allowing
the methane or oil trapped within to flow up the well.
Formerly called “unconventional gas and oil extraction,” the techniques of fracking are now
standard practice in the United States. About 40 percent of the natural gas inventory in the
United States is used to generate utility-scale electricity, and, enabled by fracking, natural gas
exceeded coal as the nation’s leading source of electricity in 2016.130 Hydraulically fractured
wells now produce 79 percent of U.S. natural gas and 65 percent of U.S. crude oil, with
hydraulic fracturing used in 95 percent of new wells.131, 132

Fracking fluid
Fracking fluid consists of millions of gallons of fresh water to which is added a sequence of
chemicals that include biocides, lubricants, gelling agents, anti-scaling, and anti-corrosion
agents. Some of the water used to frack wells remains trapped within the fractured zone and, as
such, is permanently removed from the hydrologic cycle. The remainder travels back up to the
surface. This flowback fluid contains not only the original chemical additives, many of which are
toxic, but also harmful substances carried up from the shale zone, which often include brine,
heavy metals, and radioactive elements.
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Fracking waste
Once in production, a fracked well continues to generate liquid throughout its lifetime. This
produced water, which contains many of the same toxic substances as flowback fluid, is a second
component of fracking waste, and it also requires containment and disposal. In addition, fracking
waste includes solid drilling cuttings, which are typically laced with various chemical substances
used to aid the drilling process. These cuttings, which can also contain radioactive elements, are
typically disposed of in municipal waste landfills. Fracking waste is exempt from federal
hazardous waste regulations that would otherwise prohibit this practice.
In the United States, more than two billion gallons of water and fracking fluids are injected daily
under high pressure into the earth for the purpose of enabling oil and gas extraction via fracking
or, after the fracking is finished, to flush the extracted wastewater down any of the more than
187,000 disposal wells across the country that accept oil and gas waste. All of that two billion
daily gallons of fluid is toxic, and the wells that ferry it pass through the nation’s groundwater
aquifers on their way to the deep geological strata below, where the injection of fracking waste
demonstrably raises the risk of earthquakes.

Upstream and downstream elements of fracking
Downstream elements of fracking infrastructure, which lie between the wellhead and the point of
combustion, include processing plants, transport infrastructure such as pipelines and compressor
stations, distribution lines, storage facilities, gas-fired power plants, and LNG liquefaction plants
and export terminals. Upstream elements include silica sand mining operations and water
withdrawal operations.

Legal secrecies
Industry secrecy continues to thwart scientific inquiry into the health and environmental impacts
of fracking’s many component parts and operations, leaving many potential problems—
especially cumulative, long-term risks—unidentified, unmonitored, and largely unexplored. This
problem is compounded by non-disclosure agreements, sealed court records, and legal
settlements that prevent families and their doctors from discussing injuries and illnesses that
result from fracking and related operations.
The long-entrenched problem of secrecy shows no sign of resolving. The identity of chemicals
used in fracking fluids remains proprietary and lies beyond the reach of federal right-to-know
legislation that governs other industries. The nation’s largest public database on chemicals used
in fracking operations, FracFocus, operates on a voluntary basis, and while 23 states have
adopted it to serve as a de facto chemical disclosure registry, its data has, over time, become
increasingly less, rather than more, comprehensive and transparent. Rates of withheld
information and claims of trade secrecy have increased since FracFocus was first launched in
2011. (See footnotes 2258, 2259.)
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The incomplete picture created by a lack of transparency in regard to chemicals used, produced,
emitted, or created during the drilling and fracking process complicates the task of identifying
potential hazards and exposure pathways. Nevertheless, the evidence to date indicates that
fracking operations pose severe threats to health, both from water contamination and from air
pollution.
In the air around drilling and fracking operations and their attendant infrastructure, researchers
have measured strikingly high levels of toxic pollutants, including the potent carcinogen benzene
and the chemical precursors of ground-level ozone (smog). In some cases, concentrations of
fracking-related air pollutants in communities where people live and work exceed federal safety
standards. Research shows that air emissions from fracking can drift and pollute the air hundreds
of miles downwind. (See footnotes 459, 460.)

The geography of fracking
Drilling and fracking operations and their ancillary infrastructure have profoundly altered Earth’s
landscape. The flare stacks and artificial lights from major shale plays are visible from space,133
as is the upward buckling of Earth’s surface that is caused by the high-pressure injection of
fracking wastewater into disposal wells.134
The dramatic increase in fracking over the last decade in the United States has pushed oil and gas
extraction operations into heavily populated areas. In the Marcellus Shale alone, which underlies
much of the Mid-Atlantic United States, 15,939 wells were drilled and fracked between 2008 and
2018.135 More than 11,000 of these wells are in Pennsylvania.
At least six percent of the U.S. population—17.6 million Americans—now live within a mile of
an active oil or gas well, a number that includes 1.4 million young children and 1.1 million
elderly people.136, 137 About 8.6 million people are served by a drinking water source that is
located within a mile from an unconventional well. (See footnote 615.) Understanding the
potential for exposure and accompanying adverse impacts is a public health necessity.
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Timeline of Fracking Bans and Moratoriums

As a response to the proliferating documentation of the risks and harms of fracking—augmented
by increasing evidence of its declining benefits and unrealized promises—various countries,
states, and municipalities have instituted bans and moratoriums.138
France banned fracking in July 2011 and Bulgaria in January 2012.
In May 2012, the state of Vermont banned fracking and prohibited the storage and treatment of
fracking waste.
In July 2012, a revision of environmental laws in Austria prompted the main Austrian oil and
gas group to announce a stop to its shale gas plans in the country.
In April 2013, the Luxembourg parliament passed a motion against shale gas exploration.
In July 2014, the Flanders region of Belgium temporarily banned fracking. This ban is still valid.
The California counties of Santa Cruz, San Benito, and Mendocino all banned fracking in 2014.
New York State banned fracking in December 2014.
In January 2015, Scotland became the first country in the United Kingdom to impose a formal
moratorium on fracking. In 2016, as part of the ongoing moratorium process, the government of
Scotland released a series of reports that reconfirmed the evidence for potential contamination of
air and water, threats to worker health from silica dust exposure, and risks to the health of nearby
residents. It further noted that the pursuit of unconventional oil and gas extraction would make it
more difficult for Scotland to achieve its climate targets on greenhouse gas emissions.139, 140 In
October 2017, Scotland’s moratorium was extended “indefinitely” in a decision that led to an
unsuccessful court challenge by the British petrochemical company Ineos. In October 2019, the
government confirmed that would no longer issue licenses for fracking nor grant permission for
any onshore drilling projects.141 In May 2020, Ineos purchased tens of thousands of acres of
leases near Austin, Texas and applied for fracking permits.142
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In February 2015 the government of Wales declared a moratorium on fracking “until it is proven
safe.” In July 2018, the Welsh government confirmed that shale gas was not compatible with
decarbonization targets and said it would not support applications for fracking.
In March 2015, the Canadian province of New Brunswick declared a moratorium on fracking.
In July 2015, the Netherlands banned all shale gas fracking through 2020 on the grounds that
“research shows that there is uncertainty” about impacts. In October 2018, the Dutch government
announced that gas extraction of all kinds in the Groningen gas field would entirely cease by
2030 after public outcry over continuing earthquakes in the region. Gas production has already
been cut by 60 percent since its peak in 2013. On May 22, 2019, Groningen was hit with a
magnitude 3.4 earthquake that damaged multiple homes.143
In August 2015, Denmark declared a stop to new applications for shale gas drilling, extending
its 2012 moratorium.
In December 2015, the plenary of the European Parliament affirmed the incompatibility of
shale gas extraction via hydraulic fracturing with the European Union’s commitment to
decarbonization, and it acknowledged public concerns about the environmental and health
impacts of fracking. While falling short of an outright EU-wide moratorium on fracking, the
report states that “it is questionable whether hydraulic fracturing can be a viable technology in
the European Union.”144
In January 2016, Broward County, Florida, one of three counties that make up the larger
Miami metropolitan region, banned both hydraulic fracking and acid fracking via a unanimous
vote of the Broward County Commission.
In 2016, New Brunswick extended its moratorium on fracking “indefinitely,” citing unresolved
problems with the disposal of fracking wastewater, and in the Canadian province of
Newfoundland and Labrador, where a moratorium had been in place since 2013, a
government-appointed panel recommended that fracking remain “paused,” citing data gaps and
unresolved questions about the underlying geology.
In June 2016, Germany adopted a moratorium on unconventional fracking in shale until 2021
but will permit exploratory drilling research projects. Fracking in sandstone is still explicitly
permitted.
Also in 2016, Butte and Alameda counties in California banned fracking, along with Monterey
County, which also banned all new oil drilling.
In August 2016, the state of Victoria in Australia halted both fracking and conventional gas
extraction on the grounds that the risks outweighed any potential benefits. In March 2020, the
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fracking ban became permanent while the ban on conventional drilling without fracking was
lifted.145
In September 2016, a California judge, arguing that the agency had failed to consider the
dangers of fracking, struck down a bid by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to open one
million acres of public land in central California to oil drilling.
In November 2016, Winona County, Minnesota banned the mining of frack sand, a decision that
was upheld in district court in November 2017 and upheld again by the Minnesota Supreme
Court in March 2020.146, 147 In January 2021 the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear the case,
and the Winona County ban on frack sand mining prevailed.148
In December 2016, the Portland City Council in Oregon approved zoning code changes that
banned the construction of new fossil fuel projects, including terminals for storing and
transporting natural gas, and also prohibited the expansion of pre-existing facilities, including an
LNG plant.
In March 2017, the Castilla Leon region in Spain signed a political agreement to give up on
shale gas exploration. This decision followed the implementation of several other regional bans
in Spain or laws that otherwise made fracking unviable. These regions include Cantabria (April
2013), La Rioja (May 2013), Catalonia (February 2014), Basque Country (June 2015), and
Castillo La Mancha (March 2017). The Climate Change Bill, currently under consideration by
the Spanish Parliament, would ban fracking nationally as part of a strategy to promote green
growth as a driver of COVID-19 recovery.149
In April 2017, Maryland became the third U.S. state to ban fracking when Governor Larry
Hogan signed a ban bill that was overwhelmingly approved by the state legislature. Maryland’s
ban followed a two-and-a-half-year statewide moratorium.
Also in April 2017, Entre Ríos passed the first province-wide ban on fracking in Argentina. This
ban follows 50 individual municipal bans and is intended to protect the Guarani Aquifer, which
extends beneath parts of Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay.
In June 2017, France expanded its fracking ban to include a ban on all new oil and gas
exploration.
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In July 2017, Ireland banned fracking when legislation was signed into law by the president.
Also in October 2017, Canada’s Prince Edward Island included a prohibition on fracking as
part of its Water Act.
In December 2017, Uruguay prohibited fracking for four years.
In March 2018, the Australian state of Tasmania extended its moratorium on fracking until
2025.
In October 2018, the National Authority for Environmental Licenses denied applications for
commercial fracking in Colombia. In December 2019, the Colombian Ministry of Mines
approved a regulatory framework for fracking pilot studies. In April 2022, a judge suspended the
license of one such project on the grounds that Afro-Colombian communities had not been
consulted.
In December 2018, the newly elected president of Mexico announced a suspension of all further
energy auctions for three years, temporarily halting permits for new fracking operations. This
announcement was widely seen as a possible step by President Obrador toward fulfilling a
campaign promise to ban fracking in Mexico.150 However, he has not done so.
In May 2019, Washington State enacted a statewide ban on fracking.
In June 2019, the state of Oregon put in place a five-year fracking moratorium.
Also in June 2019, the state of Connecticut, where no fracking takes place, banned the disposal
of oil and gas extraction waste.
In November 2019, the United Kingdom declared a moratorium on fracking after an Oil and
Gas Authority analysis found that preventing earthquakes associated with fracking is not possible
with existing technology but left open the possibility that the temporary ban could be reversed if
induced seismicity became manageable. In April 2022, the government ordered a new report
from the British Geological Survey to assess any recent changes to the science, a decision seen
by the industry as a possible first step toward overturning the ban.151
Also in November 2019, Governor Gavin Newsom announced a moratorium on all new fracking
and cyclic steam permits for the state of California. This moratorium lasted until April 2020
when 24 new permits were issued for fracking in Kern County.152
In April 2020, the state legislature, in a bill signed by Governor Ralph Northam, banned fracking
east of I-95 in the state of Virginia.
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In June 2020, the new coalition government in Ireland extended its national fracking ban by
pledging to not support construction of LNG terminals to import fracked gas from the United
States, thus halting forward motion on three planned LNG projects, including the long-delayed
Shannon LNG terminal that is under development by a U.S.-based private equity firm. As stated
in the Programme for Government, “As Ireland moves forward on carbon neutrality, we do not
believe it makes sense to develop LNG gas import terminals [and] accordingly we shall
withdraw the Shannon LNG terminal from the EU Projects of Common Interest (PCI) list in
2021”153
On August 3, 2020, New York State banned the importation of out-of-state fracking waste for
disposal in municipal waste landfills and wastewater treatment plants. Seven different landfills
across New York State had accepted liquid and solid fracking waste from Pennsylvania.
In February 2021, the Delaware River Basin Commission—which consists of governors of
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware together with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers—finalized a rule to permanently ban fracking in the Delaware River watershed on the
grounds that fracking exposes its waters to “significant, immediate, and long-term risks.” This
ban replaces a temporary moratorium on fracking that had been in place since 2010.154 In
October 2021, the Commission proposed additional rules that would prohibit the discharge of
fracking wastewater to water or land within the Basin but that would not explicitly disallow the
importation of wastewater from fracking operations located outside the Basin for storage,
treatment, processing, or re-use within the Basin. These rules also do not expressly prohibit
water withdrawals from the Delaware River and its tributaries for export and use in fracking
operations.155 The longest free-flowing river in the Northeast, the Delaware River provides
drinking water to more than 15 million people (approximately five percent of the U.S.
population). About one-third of the river’s watershed is underlain by the Marcellus shale
formations.
In 2021 and 2022 prohibitions under multiple jurisdictions advanced in California. In April
2021, Governor Gavin Newsom announced a plan to ban fracking of new and existing wells by
2024 and to consider phasing out oil production statewide by 2045. In practice, the state has
begun denying fracking permits, citing climate concerns.156 In September 2021, the Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to end oil and gas drilling in the County’s
“unincorporated” areas, which includes 1,600 wells, many in the Inglewood Oil Field, one of the
largest urban drilling sites in the country. Effective November 2021, Culver City, California
prohibited the drilling of any new, or redrilling of any existing, gas or oil well. The City Council
also required the phasing out, plugging and restoration of all existing gas and oil wells, by
November 24, 2026. A portion of the Inglewood Oil Field, one of the largest U.S. urban oil
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fields, lies within Culver City. In late January 2022, the Los Angeles City Council voted
unanimously to ban new oil and gas wells and phase out existing ones.
The government of North Ireland declared a moratorium on fracking in 2011. In February 2022,
Northern Ireland’s Minister for the Economy Gordon Lyons announced that the preferred option
resulting from his Department’s policy review would be a ban on all forms of petroleum
licensing. This comprehensive ban would be a step further than any promised fracking ban bills
that failed to materialize because it would ban licensing for all forms of petroleum (oil and gas)
exploration and extraction. The preferred policy still needs support of the majority of Ministers
in the Northern Ireland Executive to become policy and progress to law. At this writing, the
Democratic Unionist Party has withdrawn its First Minister, and as a result Northern Ireland has
no Executive. It is currently unclear if or when the proposed new policy and legislation needed to
end the ten-year fight to defend Northern Ireland’s fragile post-conflict community health from
fracking will be agreed upon and become law.
In April 2022, in a unanimous vote by the National Assembly, Slovenia imposed a complete ban
on fracking in the face of threatened lawsuits by a UK-based fracking investor seeking to extract
gas in the northeastern part of the country.157
In sum, as evidence continues to mount of its environmental and public health costs, legislative
and governmental bodies are increasingly apprehensive about the risks and harms of fracking.
Nevertheless, in several notable cases, hard-won bans and other restrictions on fracking
have been overturned:
A fracking ban passed by the city of Denton, Texas in 2014 was invalidated in 2015 by a state
law, pushed by oil and gas interests, that prohibits Texas municipalities from passing local bans.
In Colorado, the Colorado Supreme Court struck down local fracking bans in the cities of Fort
Collins and Longmont in May 2016, and a subsequent attempt to reinstate the ban in Longmont
was struck down by a Boulder district judge in November 2020. In January 2019, the Colorado
Supreme Court ruled against a case brought by six youth that would have halted new drilling
permits pending a comprehensive study of health and environmental impacts. The ruling allows
Colorado to continue to weigh costs and technical feasibility against adverse public health
impacts. A statewide ballot measure (Proposition 112) to increase well setback distances to 2,500
feet from occupied buildings, public spaces, and bodies of water narrowly failed in November
2018. According to the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, the measure would
have prevented drilling on approximately 85 percent of non-federal lands in the state.
In April 2019, the Colorado State legislature passed a bill (SB 181) intended to reorient state
oversight of the oil and gas industry away from promoting fossil fuel extraction and toward
protecting public health and the environment. As a result of the law, the state setback distance
was set at 2,000 feet. This buffer zone applies only to new wells on new well pads and allows for
the drilling and fracking of new wells on pre-existing well pads. Further, the rule allows requests
for waivers. In March 2022, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC)
denied a waiver request from Occidental Petroleum for a large proposed fracking site that would
Sebastijan R. Maček, “Slovenia Imposes Blanket Ban on Fracking,” isds.bilaterals.org, April 7, 2022,
https://www.isds.bilaterals.org/?slovenia-imposes-blanket-ban-on.
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have drilled 26 wells fewer than 2,000 feet from 62 homes in a residential area of Firestone.158
SB 181 also grants Colorado municipalities more regulatory authority over fracking activities. In
February 2022, the Broomfield city council banned the use of perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS chemicals) in fracking operations.159 Nevertheless, waivers were granted for
three different projects sited closer than 2,000 feet from homes in 2021 and at least one, thus far,
in 2022. A 2022 analysis of the impact of SB 181 in Colorado one year after its implementation
found that the reforms wrought by this legislation have, up to now, led to many changes in
process but few in outcome. “The oil and gas industry still largely gets its way with the agency
and residents near oil and gas facilities are still suffering from negative effects to their health,
safety, and welfare. The COGCC still operates from an outlook that presumes permitting of new
facilities and the continued operation of existing facilities rather than first determining whether
those activities are truly protective of people, the environment, and wildlife.”160
In December 2017, Australia’s Northern Territory government delayed a decision to extend or
lift a fracking moratorium after a draft final report identified multiple risks to water, land,
tourism, and indigenous culture. In April 2018, it lifted this moratorium. In September 2021,
more than 60 climate scientists issued a dire warning over the plan to frack in the Beetaloo Basin
within the Northern Territory after the federal government used grants to incentivize gas
exploration there.161, 162 In October 2021, Empire Energy won approval to begin fracking in the
Beetaloo Basin. In December 2021, a territorial court voided the fracking grants but did not rule
against fracking. However, consent must be secured from the region’s traditional owners. Lack
of consultation with landowners was the subject of a Senate inquiry in March 2022.163
In November 2018, the statewide moratorium in Western Australia was lifted over intense
opposition, highlighting the limitations of aboriginal land rights. However, local bans in heavily
populated areas of the state were left in place.
In October 2021 a state appeals court struck down a ballot initiative that, five years earlier, had
banned new oil and gas wells and phased out wastewater disposal in Monterey County,
California.
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Timeline of Medical Calls for Fracking Bans and Moratoriums

Health professionals are increasingly calling for bans or moratoriums on fracking, based on a
range of health hazards and as reviews of the data confirm evidence for harm. Concerned Health
Professionals of New York, which provided scientific and medical guidance for the successful
effort to ban fracking in New York State, helped launch a movement by health professionals that
has grown both nationally and, increasingly, around the world. It has inspired multiple
affiliations of like-minded public health scientists and health care providers that have been
advocating for moratoriums or bans on fracking, including Concerned Health Professionals of
Maryland, Concerned Health Professionals of Pennsylvania, Concerned Health Professionals of
Ireland, Concerned Health Professionals of Neuquén, Argentina, and Concerned Health
Professionals UK.
In May 2015, the Medical Society of the State of New York passed a resolution recognizing the
potential health impacts of natural gas infrastructure and pledging support for a governmental
assessment of the health and environmental risks associated with natural gas pipelines. (See
footnote 1826.) The American Medical Association (AMA) adopted a similar resolution that
supports legislation requiring all levels of government to seek a comprehensive Health Impact
Assessment regarding the health and environmental risks associated with natural gas pipelines.
(See footnote 1825.)
In May 2016, Physicians for Social Responsibility called for a ban on fracking. (See footnote
2256.)
In July 2016, the UK health professional organization Medact released an updated assessment of
the potential health impacts of shale fracking in England, concluding that the United Kingdom
should abandon its policy to encourage shale gas extraction and urged an “indefinite
moratorium” on fracking. (See footnote 2254.)
In October 2016, a group of health care professionals in Massachusetts called for an
immediate moratorium on major new natural gas infrastructure until the impact of these projects
on the health of the communities affected could be adequately determined through a
comprehensive Health Impact Assessment. (See footnotes 2250, 2251.) The group noted that the
operation of natural gas facilities increases the risk of human exposures to toxic, cancer-causing,
and radioactive pollution due to the presence of naturally co-occurring contaminants, toxic
additives to the hydraulic fracturing process, and through the operation of transmission pipelines.
Also in 2016, in a unanimous vote of the society’s 300-member House of Delegates, the
Pennsylvania Medical Society called for a moratorium on new shale gas drilling and fracking in
Pennsylvania and an initiation of a health registry in communities with pre-existing operations.
(See footnotes 2248, 2249.)
In March 2019, Doctors for the Environment Australia announced the reinforcement of its
position that no new gas extraction of any kind should occur in Australia. (See footnote 2222.)
In November 2019, over 100 leading Israeli scientists, including Nobel laureate Robert
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Aumann, called for the reversal of the government’s decision to build a new network of gas-fired
power plants and appealed for a transition to renewable energy. “During the production, refining
and delivery of the gas, much greater quantities of methane are released than were previously
recognized. These emissions contain volatile organic compounds that are recognized as
carcinogenic.” (See footnote 2219.)
In January 2020, the Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment called for a
moratorium on the development of new fracked natural gas wells in each province and territory
across Canada and a plan to phase out existing fracking wells to meet Canada’s commitments
under the Paris Agreement. In addition, they asked for health assessments to prioritize wells for
early closure and just transition for industry workers to help them prepare for a new low-carbon
economy. (See footnote 2216.)
In December 2020, the Massachusetts Medical Society passed a resolution calling for “a
legislative review of the approval process of the Enbridge natural gas compressor station in
Weymouth and why the health impact assessment did not include a safety evacuation plan, an
assessment of the project’s climate impact, or consideration of the important health risks from
emissions to the children who live in close proximity to the compressor.”
In February 2022, United Kingdom medical institutions with a combined membership of more
than 250,000, including the British Medical Association and the Royal Colleges of Physicians,
Paediatricians, Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, and Psychiatrists, plus over 600 individual
health professionals, called for an immediate halt to new oil and gas exploration. “As healthcare
professionals, we know that any new fossil fuel projects and their contribution to climate change
constitute a grave threat to our patients and the resilience of our healthcare system.”164
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Emerging Trends
1) Regulations are incapable of preventing harm.
Studies reveal inherent problems in the natural gas and oil extraction process, such as well
integrity failures caused by aging or the pressures of fracking itself, in the process of extracting
fracking fluids from the well, and in the waste disposal process. These issues lead to water
contamination, greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution with carcinogens and other toxic
chemicals, earthquakes, and a range of health, environmental and other stressors inflicted on
communities.
Some of fracking’s many component parts—which include the subterranean geological
landscape itself—are simply not controllable.
Compounding the innate unpredictability of the fracking process: The number of wells and their
attendant infrastructure continues to proliferate, creating burgeoning cumulative impacts, and the
size of individual wells keeps growing. With the horizontal portions of a single well now
extending as far as two miles or more underground, fluid injections, once typically three to five
million gallons per fracked well, now can easily reach 10 to 20 million gallons per well.
The injection of ever-increasing volumes of fluids into an ever-increasing number of wells
creates significant deformations in the shale. These are translated upwards, a mile or more, to the
surface. Along the way, these “pressure bulbs” can impact, in unpredictable ways, faults and
fissures in the overlying rock strata, including strata that intersect freshwater aquifers. Such
pressure bulbs may mobilize contaminants left over from previous drilling and mining activities.
(See footnotes 683, 684.) No set of regulations can obviate these potential impacts to
groundwater.
Regulations cannot eliminate earthquake risks. (See footnote 1202.) Fracking activities have
triggered earthquakes around the world. New research in California finds that oilfield waste
injection is linked to earthquakes near the San Andreas Fault.165 In spite of emerging knowledge
about the mechanics of how fracking and the underground disposal of fracking waste trigger
earthquakes via activation of faults, no model can predict where or when earthquakes will occur
or how powerful they will be. Induced earthquakes can occur many miles from fracking sites.
(See footnote 224.) According to the UK’s Oil and Gas Authority, methods for predicting a
relationship between the volume of injected fracking fluids and the location, timing, and
magnitude of seismic activity “lack convincing empirical evidence or proven theoretical basis.”
(See footnote 1139.)
Regulations cannot prevent air pollution. The state of California determined that fracking can
have “significant and unavoidable” impacts on air quality, including driving pollutants to levels
that violate air quality standards. (See footnote 449.) In northeastern Colorado, ambient levels of
atmospheric hydrocarbons have continued to increase even with stricter emission standards. (See
Thomas H. Goebel and Manoochehr Shirzaei, “More than 40 Yr of Potentially Induced Seismicity Close to the
San Andreas Fault in San Ardo, Central California,” Seismological Research Letters 92, no. 1 (2021): 187–98,
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footnote 464.) Tighter state regulations and tougher enforcement, including unannounced visits
by state health inspectors equipped with infrared cameras, have reduced leaking methane and
toxic vapors at individual well sites, but total air emissions continue to rise as the total number of
wells continues to increase. At this writing, there are 53,000 active oil and gas wells in
Colorado.166
Regulations cannot stop radioactive emissions. Radioactive elements commonly found in
shale formations are released during the process of drilling and fracking. They may accumulate
in tubes, pipes, and equipment at fracking sites at levels known to cause health risks. Excess
radioactivity has been detected in the soil near well pads, downstream of water facilities where
fracking wastewater is treated, and in municipal landfills where fracking waste is dumped. (See
footnotes 825, 827.) Radioactive liquids and solid drilling waste from fracking operations in the
United States are essentially unregulated. Radioactive airborne particles are also released from
fracking wells themselves and are detectable in residential areas downwind from drilling and
fracking operations.167
Regulations cannot stop wells from leaking. Methane leakage of active wells is wildly
variable: Four percent of wells nationwide are responsible for fully half of all methane emissions
from drilling and fracking-related activities. Predicting which wells will become “superemitters” is not possible, according to a survey of 8,000 wells using helicopters and infrared
cameras. However, as is revealed in a recent study, marginal wells near the end of their
lifespans—so-called stripper wells—appear to represent a disproportionately large source of
methane emissions relative to their production, sometimes leaking more gas than is extracted and
put into a pipeline.168 Stripper wells are typically not profitable to operate but, because the cost
of decommissioning them can be greater than the cost of keeping them running, they remain
online or at the ready.
In addition to unintentional well leakage, purposeful methane releases are engineered into the
routine operation of fracking extraction, processing, and transport infrastructure, as when vapors
are vented through release valves in order to regulate pressure and prevent explosions. These
releases are not fixable plumbing problems. (See footnotes 1590, 1591.)

2) Idle and abandoned wells are a significant source of methane leakage.
Long after they have ceased pumping oil or gas, well sites continue to leak in ways that are not
always fixable. Idle and abandoned wells are a significant source of methane leakage into the
atmosphere, and, based on findings from New York and Pennsylvania, may exceed cumulative
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total leakage from oil and gas wells currently in production in these states. Plugging abandoned
wells can, but does not always, reduce methane emissions, and plugs themselves deteriorate over
time. (A well is plugged when the wellbore is filled with cement or clay after debris and
uncemented pipe is removed. See footnote 789. An unplugged well is considered idle if it has not
produced oil or gas for two or more years.) Further, countless abandoned wells are unmapped
and their locations unknown. Many have no apparent owner.
Inactive wells left behind by industry during energy price downturns or after bankruptcy are
growing in number across North America, are poorly monitored and, as conduits for toxic air
pollution and fluid leakage, are health and safety threats. Some have exploded. As well casings
deteriorate, methane gas can mix with gypsum rock to create deadly hydrogen sulfide gas.169
State and federal policies that do not require companies to post bonds covering clean-up costs
prior to the start of operations incentivize companies to delay plugging wells as long as possible.
Of the nearly half million oil and gas wells in Alberta, Canada alone, 172,000 wells are inactive,
decommissioned, or abandoned and in need of reclamation.170 The amount of methane seeping
from them is not known. The risk of leaks is known to increase inexorably as inactive wells
age.171, 172 As revealed in a pair of investigations, there is no systematic auditing or monitoring of
sites that have been deemed reclaimed and mounting evidence to suggest that Alberta’s inactive
oil and gas wells are not reclaimed in the long run.173, 174
In its current draft Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) estimates that 3.5 million inactive oil and gas wells are scattered across the
United States, of which only 39 percent are plugged.175 Pennsylvania alone is home to 200,000 to
750,000 old wells, most of which are not mapped or even visible on the surface.176
California has 124,000 abandoned oil and gas wells and 38,000 idle wells. That same EPA study
measured methane emissions from a representative sample of abandoned oil and gas wells in
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California and found a wide range of leakage rates—with unplugged idle wells leaking more
than plugged abandoned wells and with the worst culprits leaking enough to substantially impact
California’s methane budget.177 No state or federal agency routinely monitors methane leakage
from abandoned and idle wells. (See footnotes 1344, 1349.)
Low prices for oil and gas throughout 2019 and 2020 triggered a 50 percent rise in oil and gas
company bankruptcies and resulted in a further surge in abandoned and so-called orphaned wells
for which no responsible party can be located. The upfront bonds required of drillers to cover
future cleanup and well plugging—a condition of receiving of permit to drill—are typically
inadequate, shifting the full cost of remediation to state and federal taxpayers (See footnote
1307.) In 2019, the U.S. Government Accountability Office estimated a clean-up and plugging
cost of $20,000 to $145,000 per abandoned well and projected a total of cost $60 billion to $435
billion to clean up all of the abandoned oil and gas wells in the United States. (See footnote
1321.) State and federal policies have further incentivized abandoning wells, rather than paying
to plug them, by allowing marginal or idle wells to remain on the books as active wells even
when they may be leaking more methane into the atmosphere than they are capturing. A 2021
Bloomberg investigation of idle wells in Ohio found methane leaks at most of the 44 sites visited
by reporters, with 59 percent of sites leaking methane at levels sufficient to trigger a safety
alarm.178
In November 2021, the bipartisan infrastructure packaged earmarked $4.7 billion for the
plugging and remediation of abandoned or orphaned gas and oil wells, an indirect subsidy to the
fracking industry. As of this writing, 26 states have indicated that they intend to apply for these
funds.

3) Fracking is accelerating the climate crisis.
Natural gas is 85-95 percent methane. On the grounds that natural gas emits, when combusted,
only 53 percent of the carbon dioxide emitted by coal, early promoters of fracking argued that
natural gas could serve as a “bridge fuel” while renewable energy sources ramp up. Scientific
evidence now disproves these claims and shows that natural gas is as damaging to the climate as
coal and may be worse. Now that satellites and aircraft can observe methane on a fine scale, we
see a growing gap between the measurable methane emissions from fracking operations and the
estimated levels reported by the oil and gas industry. Recent research shows that fracking
operations and their ancillary infrastructure are emitting significantly more methane than
disclosed by the industry and several times higher than current greenhouse gas inventories have
estimated.179 The liquefaction and transportation of natural gas as LNG raises its greenhouse gas
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emissions even further, by another 30 percent, both because of the need for evaporative cooling
and venting but also because flaring is used to control pressure during regasification.
Research also demonstrates that methane, while less persistent in the atmosphere than carbon
dioxide, is a far more powerful greenhouse gas than formerly understood. The United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that over a 20-year time frame—
longer than the decade remaining to limit global warming to 1.5o C—methane can, pound for
pound, trap 86 times more heat than carbon dioxide. (See footnote 1641.) Methane
concentrations in the atmosphere have nearly tripled since pre-industrial times, with levels
surging past 1,900 parts per billion by the end of 2021.180
Altogether, the science to date shows that methane is the biggest contributor to the ongoing
failure to meet agreed-upon global emissions targets and stabilize the climate. According to the
IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report, the first installment of which was released in August 2021,
methane has contributed nearly 40 percent of all global warming to date. The report devoted an
entire chapter to the problem of methane and potent heat-trapping gasses other than carbon
dioxide. To avoid exceeding 1.5o C of global warming, the IPCC urged “strong, rapid, and
sustained reductions” in methane emissions. (See footnote 40.) At the November 2021 climate
summit in Glasgow, 105 nations signed the Global Methane Pledge to cut methane emissions
globally by 30 percent by 2030 in an attempt to limit warming to 1.5o C.
The call to curtail methane in order to stabilize the climate was echoed in 2021 by the both the
U.N. Environment Programme (UNEP) and the International Energy Agency (IEA), which found
that oil and gas operations around the world emit a level of methane that is equivalent to all the
energy-related emissions of carbon dioxide from the European Union.181 (See footnotes 1493,
2142.) According to a 2019 study, shale gas production in North America alone contributes more
than half of all of the increased emissions from fossil fuels globally and at least one-third of the
total increased emissions from all sources globally over the past decade. (See footnote 1530.) A
2021 study found that reductions in human-caused methane emissions alone, of which oil and
gas wells are the single largest source, could avert nearly one-third of the global warming
expected in the next two decades. (See footnote 1474.)
Multiple studies, using a range of methodologies, now also show that real-world methane
leakage rates from North American drilling and fracking operations greatly exceed earlier EPA
estimates and are likely driving the current surge in global methane levels. IEA’s Global
Methane Tracker 2022 found that global methane emissions from the energy sector are about 70
percent greater than the amount national governments have officially reported, with North
American methane emissions reported at 14.0 million tonnes (Mt), but estimated by the IEA to
be 20.9 Mt.182
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Methane escapes into the atmosphere from all parts of the extraction, processing, and distribution
system—for both oil and gas—all the way to the burner tip. In the heavily drilled Barnett Shale
of northeastern Texas, methane emissions were shown to be 50 percent higher than the EPA had
estimated. Fracking operations and associated infrastructure contributed 71-85 percent of the
methane emissions in the region. A 2018 analysis of methane leaks from the entire U.S. oil and
gas supply chain found leakage rates were 60 percent higher than reported by the EPA, and a
2019 study in southwestern Pennsylvania found shale gas emissions that were underreported by a
factor of five when compared to EPA estimates. (See footnotes 1523, 1558.) A November 2021
study of the intensely drilled and fracked Uintah Basin in northern Utah found that 6 to 8 percent
of the total gas extracted escaped as atmospheric emissions, a shockingly high leakage rate that
remained constant between 2015 and 2020, even as gas production in the region declined over
the same period.183
The Permian Basin in West Texas and eastern New Mexico—the world’s largest shale deposit
for oil and gas—accounts for more than 30 percent of total U.S. oil extraction. According to a
2020 study using satellite observations, methane leakage from drilling and fracking activities in
the Permian is two times higher than previously estimated and is now thought to contribute half
of the methane emissions from all U.S. oil- and gas-producing regions, with newer wells and
associated flaring operations a major culprit. (See footnote 1492.) As we went to press, a
Stanford University study that combined aerial data with surface-level measurements calculated
methane emissions at 9.4 percent of gas production in New Mexico’s portion of the Permian
Basin, a leakage rate that is 6.7 times higher than the EPA’s 1.4 percent estimate.184, 185 Halting
methane emissions from the Permian could do more to slow climate change than almost any
other single measure.186
Much of the methane emitted from drilling and fracking activities and associated infrastructure
originates not from accidental leaks but from purposeful losses that are inherent in the design of
the industry’s machinery or to normal operating use and are, therefore, not possible to mitigate.
(See footnotes 1818-1820.) Methane is vented into the atmosphere during routine maintenance
on compressor stations and pipelines; to create evaporative cooling for LNG storage and
transport; during the flowback period after a well is fracked; and as an emergency procedure to
control pressures.
Malfunctioning flare stacks are a major culprit. Research from Texas comparing satellite
measurements with data on flaring volumes collected in state databases reveal that mass venting
of raw gas into the atmosphere is much higher than reported, with methane emissions exceeding
3 percent of production rather than the widely presumed 1-2 percent. (See footnotes 397, 398.)
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Liquid storage tanks are significant emitters of methane, according to a 2021 study.187 Inactive,
abandoned wells are also significant methane emitters. Methane leakage at the levels now being
documented, using multiple approaches in measurement and modeling, negates previously
hypothesized benefits from burning methane instead of coal in most existing power plants. A
2020 study demonstrated that trading coal plants for gas plants does not reduce cumulative
lifetime carbon emissions when upstream methane leaks are factored in. (See footnote 1977.)
Rising methane levels in the atmosphere make increasingly difficult the urgent task of limiting
global warming to below levels called for in the Paris Agreement, which was based on older
presumptions that global methane levels had plateaued. Instead, methane levels began to rise in
2007 and then shot up sharply in 2014, a time period that corresponds to a massive increase in
the use of fracking in North America.
Indeed, increasing evidence points to fossil fuels in general, and fracking in particular, as the
main driver of this surge. Isotopic analysis identifies shale gas production as the source of at
least one-third of the total increased emissions from all sources globally and the source of more
than half of the increased emissions from fossil fuels globally. These results suggest that the
North American fracking boom is a major culprit of the ongoing rise in atmospheric methane
levels. (See footnotes 1530, 1537, 1559.)

4) Fracking contaminates and depletes drinking water sources.
Many instances of drinking water sources contamination by drilling and fracking activities, or by
associated waste disposal, exist. As identified by the EPA in 2016, water contamination occurs
through three confirmed pathways: spills; discharge of fracking waste into rivers and streams;
and underground migration of chemicals, including gas, into drinking water wells.
Methane and fracking-related contaminants can reach drinking water sources through cracks in
well casings, through spaces between the casing and the wellbore, through naturally occurring
fractures and fissures connecting shale layers with aquifers, and through abandoned wells.
Methane migration into drinking water aquifers can change water chemistry in ways that
mobilize metals or release hydrogen sulfide. (See footnote 561.)
In June 2020, the attorney general of Pennsylvania announced 15 criminal counts related to
fracking activities in northeastern Pennsylvania, including nine felony charges, filed against
Cabot Oil and Gas stemming from violations of the state’s Clean Streams Law. According to the
grand jury’s report, “We find that, over a period of many years, and despite mounting evidence,
Cabot Oil and Gas failed to acknowledge and correct conduct that polluted Pennsylvania water
through stray gas migration.”188 The charges were part of a two-year grand jury investigation into
environmental crimes committed by fracking companies that focused on contamination of
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drinking water and damage to public health.189, 190 As of February 2022, the case had not yet gone
to trial and had entered a difficult phase as the state’s criminal environmental laws offer limited
penalties and with at least one resident insisting that any settlement must compel Cabot to
connected the homes of affected residents to public water.191
A second company, Range Resources, pleaded no contest to environmental crimes at two sites in
southwestern Pennsylvania involving leaks and spills that contaminated surface water and
groundwater.192 In its report, the grand jury also criticized Pennsylvania’s Department of Health
for failure to collect data and act on health complaints and denounced the state’s Department of
Environmental Protection for its “culture of inadequate oversight” that resulted in harm to public
health and the environment.
Researchers working in Texas found 19 different fracking-related contaminants—including
cancer-causing benzene—in hundreds of drinking water samples collected from the aquifer
overlying the heavily drilled Barnett Shale, thereby documenting widespread water
contamination.
Similarly, researchers working in Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania found chemical additives
known to be ingredients in fracking fluid as well as chemicals associated with fracking
wastewater in private drinking water wells near fracking operations and in nearby lakes, springs,
and ponds. (See footnote 541.) Also in Pennsylvania, a solvent used in fracking fluid was found
in drinking water wells near drilling and fracking operations known to have well-casing
problems. Fracking waste discharged to rivers and streams has led to elevated levels of
brominated and iodinated disinfection byproducts that are particularly toxic and “raise concerns
regarding human health.” (See footnote 599.)
In New Mexico a shift from conventional drilling to fracking triggered dramatic increases in
groundwater contamination with dissolved solids, sodium, and calcium, with levels of
contaminants correlated with density of oil wells.
In California, state regulators admitted that they had mistakenly allowed oil companies to inject
drilling wastewater into aquifers containing clean, potable water. (See footnotes 662, 663.)
A 2021 Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR) investigation revealed that the EPA had, ten
years earlier and over the objections of its own staff scientists, approved the use of chemicals for
oil and gas drilling and/or fracking that the scientists feared could degrade into highly toxic perand polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS, or so-called “forever chemicals”). PSR also found that oil
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and gas companies had used PFAS—or chemicals that could break down into PFAS in at least
1,200 wells in six U.S. states (Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, and
Wyoming). Extensive use of chemical trade secret claims and other lax chemical disclosure rules
prevented PSR researchers from determining whether any of the 1,200 wells were injected with
the same chemicals approved by the EPA. PFAS chemicals are linked to cancer and birth defects
at vanishingly low concentrations, are known to contaminate drinking water sources, and do not
break down in the environment. (See footnotes 514, 515). A follow-up analysis of public data by
the Philadelphia Inquirer identified the use of PFAS in at least eight Pennsylvania fracking wells
between 2012 and 2014.193 Building on the multi-state report, data unearthed by PSR reveals that
PFAS have, since 2008, also been used in fracking operations in at least ten counties in
Colorado, mostly in Weld and Garfield counties.194
Fracking also threatens drinking water supplies through water depletion, especially in arid
regions. According to a 2019 report, the volume of water used for fracking U.S. oil wells has
more than doubled since 2016. (See footnote 558.) Oil and gas operations in the arid Permian
Basin used eight times more water for fracking in 2018 than they did in 2011, threatening
groundwater supplies. (See footnote 7.) In Arkansas, researchers found that water withdrawals
for fracking operations deplete streams used for drinking water and recreation. (See footnote
588.)
With increasing volumes of wastewater now exceeding the storage capacity for underground
injection wells—and with underground injection linked to earthquake risk—Texas and Colorado
are now petitioning the EPA to allow release of fracking wastewater into rivers and streams and
to allow its use for irrigation and watering livestock. These practices further imperil drinking
water sources.195
The trend toward mega-fracking, with longer and more extensive horizontal wellbores per well
pad, coupled with the ongoing proliferation in the number of wells, has pushed the demand for
water use in fracking operations ever higher, exacerbating both the problem of drinking water
depletion and the problem of how to dispose of ever-increasing amounts of toxic fracking
wastewater. A 2018 study found that water used for U.S. fracking operations increased by 770
percent per well between 2011 and 2016, while the amount of wastewater generated increased by
1,440 percent. (See footnote 572.)
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5) Fracking creates air pollution at levels known to harm health.
More than 200 airborne chemical contaminants have been detected near drilling and fracking
sites. Of these, 61 are classified as hazardous air pollutants, including carcinogens; 26 are
endocrine-disrupting compounds that have been linked to reproductive, developmental, and
neurological damage. In addition to the wells themselves, the sources of these air pollutants
include a wide range of equipment, including condensate tanks, wastewater pits, and flare stacks.
(See footnotes 412, 424.) A 2021 systematic review of the literature found that sources of
methane emissions, which are located throughout the oil and gas supply chain, are nearly always
also sources of other health-damaging air pollutants.196
Drilling and fracking operations emit fine particles, including soot from diesel exhaust; volatile
organic air pollutants, including benzene and formaldehyde; and nitrogen oxides that combine to
create ground-level ozone (smog) even in otherwise rural regions. Elevated levels of fine particle
emissions from fracking well pads have been measured at distances of more than four miles. (See
footnote 399.) Exposure to these pollutants is known to cause premature death, exacerbate
asthma, and contribute to poor birth outcomes and increased rates of hospitalization and
emergency room visits.
The production phase of drilling and fracking operations—when the raw gas or oil is flowing
from the well—typically emits the highest levels and most complex mixtures of hazardous air
pollutants over the longest period of time. A 2021 study that quantified ozone precursor
emissions from oil and gas extracting regions across the United States found that volatile organic
pollutants and nitrogen oxides from oil and gas basins are three times higher than current
estimates. (See footnote 376.) In the Permian Basin, levels of hydrogen sulfide gas from drilling
and fracking operations can exceed legal limits in the ambient air of communities near drilling
and fracking operations. (See footnote 393, 394.) In California’s San Joaquin Valley, evaporation
from liquid waste pits is a significant source of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene. (See
footnote 398.)
Of the lower 48 states, six states (Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, North Dakota, West Virginia, and
Pennsylvania) produce nearly 70 percent of the nation’s natural gas and over 74 percent of its
onshore crude oil. These six states experience the highest levels of ground-level ozone and fine
particle pollution attributable to oil and gas extraction activities.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from drilling and fracking operations, together with
nitrogen oxides, are responsible for 17 percent of locally produced ozone in Colorado’s heavily
drilled Front Range. (See footnote 438.) Colorado has exceeded federal ozone limits for the past
decade, a period that corresponds to a boom in oil and gas drilling (See footnote 436.) Air
pollution near drilling and fracking operations is high enough in some Colorado communities to
raise cancer risks, according to a 2018 study. (See footnote 423.) A 2021 study found that the
fracking boom in northeastern Colorado was a significant source of toxic and smog-making air
pollutants, including benzene and toluene. (See footnote 388.)
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Living near drilling and fracking operations significantly increases asthma attacks for residents
of Pennsylvania. Those living near active gas wells are 1.5 to 4 times more likely to suffer from
asthma attacks than those living farther away, with the closest group having the highest risk. (See
footnotes 1043, 1044.)
In California, fracking occurs disproportionately in areas already suffering from serious air
quality problems and can drive ozone and other federally regulated air pollutants to levels that
violate air quality standards. (See footnotes 448, 449.) This increased air pollution and smog
formation pose a serious risk to all those already suffering from respiratory issues, such as
children with asthma. With an average of 203 high-ozone days a year, intensely fracked Kern
County, California is the fifth-most ozone-polluted county in the nation, according to the
American Lung Association. In September 2021, an analysis of drilling sites across California
based on 14 years of air monitoring data found that living near oil and gas wells increases the
exposure of nearby residents to levels of air pollutants sufficient to harm health. The study
documented elevated ozone levels up to 2.5 miles from the wells, with Black and Latino
communities disproportionately affected.197
Several studies have documented a sharp uptick in atmospheric ethane, a gas that co-occurs with
methane and whose presence is attributable to emissions from oil and gas wells. This trend
reverses a previous, decades-long decline. Ethane is a potent precursor to ground-level ozone.
(See footnotes 408, 440-442.)
The United States leads the world in the number of drill site flaring operations. Flares are used
to control pressure but, more frequently, to burn off natural gas as waste during oil drilling in
places that lack infrastructure for gas capture and transport. The ongoing boom in domestic oil
production enabled by fracking has caused natural gas flaring to proliferate. Emissions from flare
stacks contribute to ozone creation and include several carcinogens, notably benzene and
formaldehyde. Flaring also releases carbon monoxide, carbon black, and toxic heavy metals. In
2016, the EPA acknowledged that it had dramatically underestimated health-damaging air
pollutants from flaring operations. (See footnotes 434, 435.) A 2017 study of plume samples
from gas flares in North Dakota found that incomplete combustion from flaring is responsible for
20 percent of the total emissions of methane and ethane from the Bakken shale fields—more
than double the expected value. (See footnote 430.)
Studies of flaring in the Eagle Ford Shale region of Texas show that flaring was the dominant
source of exposure to nitrogen oxide air pollutants in rural areas. (See footnote 414.) An August
2021 study that used aircraft equipped with gas-imaging cameras to identify flares and compared
the results with the state flaring database found that, in the Texas Permian oil basin, more than
two-thirds of flares (69-84 percent) are operating without state permits.198, 199 As we go to press,
a new study of the environmental health costs of flaring in the Bakken Shale region of North
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Dakota finds a link between increased hospitalizations for respiratory distress and increases in
flaring activity, with effects seen in people living up to 60 miles away.200 A second study
calculated that U.S. flaring was responsible for 26 to 53 premature deaths in 2019 from exposure
to the soot-like air pollutant carbon black alone.201

6) Public health problems associated with fracking include prenatal harm, respiratory
impacts, cancer, heart disease, mental health problems, and premature death.
As we go to press, a major new national study from Harvard University has linked air pollution
from fracking sites to early death of nearby residents. Using data gathered from more than 15
million Medicare recipients and records from more than 2.5 million gas and oil wells, the
research team found that older citizens (65 years old and up) living near wells were at higher risk
for dying earlier than those who lived in areas without fracking and, further, that those living
downwind from fracking wells were more likely to suffer premature death than those upwind.202
Poor birth outcomes have been linked to fracking activities in multiple studies in multiple
locations using a variety of methods. Studies of mothers living near oil and gas extraction
operations consistently find impaired infant health, especially elevated risks for low birth weight
and preterm birth. As we go to press, a new study in Pennsylvania finds “consistent and robust
evidence that drilling shale gas wells negatively impacts both drinking water and quality of
infant health.” Using exact geographic locations of mothers’ residences, gas wells, and public
drinking water sources—as well as dates of infant births, timing of drilling and fracking
activities, and water measurements—the research team showed that shale gas operations near
mothers’ homes raises levels of contaminants in drinking water and raises the risk for preterm
birth and low birthweight.203 A new Canadian study found that babies born to individuals living
within 6.2 miles (10 kilometers) of one or more fracking wells in rural Alberta had increased
incidence of low birth weight, premature birth, and major congenital abnormalities. This study,
published in JAMA Pediatrics, included nearly 35,000 pregnancies over a six-year period, 20132018.204
A 2020 study of pregnant women living in the Eagle Ford Shale area of Texas found that
exposure to oil and gas flaring was associated with a 50 percent increase in the risk of preterm
birth.205 (See footnotes 978, 979.) A 2020 study of pregnant women in California’s San Joaquin
Valley found that mothers with the highest exposure to oil and gas wells were 8 to 14 percent
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more likely to experience a preterm birth. These risks were especially pronounced for Black and
Hispanic women. (See footnote 980.) Another 2020 study, the largest of its kind, found that
living near active oil and gas wells during pregnancy increased the risk of low-birthweight babies
born to mothers throughout California. (See footnote 982.)
Similarly, a 2017 study that examined birth certificates for all 1.1 million infants born in
Pennsylvania between 2004-2013 found indicators of poorer infant health and significantly lower
birth weights among babies born to mothers living near fracking sites. (See footnote 1032.)
Another Pennsylvania study found a 40 percent increase in the risk of preterm birth among
infants born to mothers who lived near active drilling and fracking sites, while an Oklahoma
study and two Colorado studies variously found an elevated incidence of neural tube defects and
congenital heart defects. The newer studies add to existing evidence on poor birth outcomes
related to fracking. (See footnotes 1000, 1013, 1019, 1071.)
A 2017 pilot study in British Columbia found elevated levels of muconic acid—a marker of
benzene exposure—in the urine of pregnant women living near fracking sites. (See footnote
1034.) A 2019 study of pregnant Indigenous women living near fracking sites in British
Columbia found elevated levels of the developmental toxicants barium and strontium in their
hair and urine. (See footnote 1004.) A 2021 study found that the air inside the homes of 85
pregnant women living close to fracking operations in British Columbia had higher levels of
volatile organic compounds, including chloroform and acetone, compared with the general
population. Further, greater well density was linked to increased exposure. Proximity to fracking
operations was inconsistently linked to preterm birth and smaller birthweights.206, 207 (See also
footnote 980.)
Prenatal health risks from fracking operations extend to mothers as well as their infants. A
2021study of more than 3 million pregnant women in Texas showed that living near an active oil
or gas well increased the risks for high blood pressure (gestational hypertension) and eclampsia
(onset of seizures or coma during pregnancy or childbirth).208
An emerging body of evidence from both human and animal studies shows harm to fertility and
reproductive success from exposure to oil and gas operations, at least some of which may be
linked to the dozens of known endocrine-disrupting chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing. (See
footnotes 424, 533, 541, 566, 584, 723, 733, 984, 985, 1047, 2252, 2257.)
A 2017 Colorado study found higher rates of leukemia among children and young adults living
in areas dense with oil and gas wells, while a Yale University research team reported that
carcinogens involved in fracking operations had the potential to contaminate both air and water
in nearby communities in ways that may increase the risk of childhood leukemia. The Yale team
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identified 55 known or possible carcinogens that are known to be used in fracking operations and
that may be released into the air and water. Of these, 20 are linked to leukemia or lymphoma.
(See footnotes 1039, 2238.)
In 2019, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette documented 27 cases of Ewing’s sarcoma, a rare bone
cancer that tends to strike young people, in four counties in southwestern Pennsylvania that are at
the center of the Marcellus Shale fracking boom.209 Six cases occurred in the same school
district. (The typical rate is 250 cases of Ewing’s sarcoma per year in the United States as a
whole. The cancer has no known cause.) There are also high numbers of other childhood cancers
in the region, which is home to several polluting legacy industries. The Pennsylvania Department
of Health reported “no conclusive findings” of a cancer cluster in the Canon-McMillan School
District and Washington County, but as additional cases came to light, calls for more
comprehensive investigations grew louder.210, 211, 212, 213, 214 In November 2019, Governor Tom
Wolf announced funding for two additional three-year studies, but the planning for this research
is still in preliminary stages.215
Other documented adverse health indicators among residents living near drilling and fracking
operations variously include exacerbation of asthma as well as increased rates of hospitalization,
ambulance runs, emergency room visits, self-reported respiratory problems and rashes, motor
vehicle fatalities, trauma, drug abuse, and gonorrhea. According to a 2017 study, Pennsylvania
residents with the highest exposure to active fracked gas wells were nearly twice as likely to
experience a combination of migraine headaches, chronic nasal and sinus symptoms, and severe
fatigue. (See footnote 1041.)
Similarly, a 2020 study that used a novel method of quantifying exposures found that respiratory,
neurological, and muscular symptoms tracked with cumulative well density around residential
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areas in southwestern Pennsylvania.216 A 2020 study in Texas documented a link between
intensity of drilling and fracking activities and frequency of hospitalization for childhood
asthma.217
As demonstrated in multiple studies, mental health problems linked to living near drilling and
fracking operations include depression, anxiety, and trauma. (See “Noise pollution, light
pollution, and stress.”)
Accumulating evidence shows connections between proximity to fracking sites and
cardiovascular disease. In 2020, a major study of more than 12,000 heart failure patients in
Pennsylvania showed that those living near fracking sites were significantly more likely to
become hospitalized. The results also showed strong associations between fracking activity and
two types of heart failure. “These associations can be attributed to the environmental impacts of
fracking, including air pollution, water contamination, and noise, traffic, and community
impacts.” (See footnotes 972, 973.)
In 2022, a retrospective cohort study in north central West Virginia documented a rise in cases of
a rare autoimmune disease (ANCA-associated vasculitis) in areas of increased fracking
activity.218

7) Health and safety risks for workers are severe and employment promises unrealized.
Drilling and fracking operations are exempt from federal Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) standards designed to prevent catastrophic releases of toxic, flammable,
or explosive chemicals in workplaces. They are also exempt from OSHA rules written for the
construction industry designed to prevent falls and other accidents on the job. Although
announced by the agency in 1983 as forthcoming, federal safety regulations for the oil and gas
industry have never materialized.219, 220 Instead, inspectors can only apply the “general duty
clause” which is widely recognized as grossly inadequate for an industry with unique hazards
and a fatality rate far above the national average.
From 2008–2017, 1,038 oil and gas extraction workers were killed on the job, resulting in an
annual fatality rate more than six times higher than the rate among all U.S. workers during that
period.221 From 2018 through 2020, 242 more oil and gas workers were killed. This includes
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late-breaking 2020 fatality numbers showing 44 oil and gas extraction worker deaths.222 In 2019,
the most recent year of the AFL-CIO’s “Death on the Job: The Toll of Neglect” report, 104 oil
and gas extraction workers died on the job, accounting for 82 percent of the fatal work injuries in
the mining sector, which overall continues to have fatality rate at least four times the national
average. (See footnote 867.)
Studies in specific states, as well as some national studies, have provided additional details on
regional rates and circumstances of injuries and deaths. Fatality rates among workers in the oil
and gas extraction sector in North Dakota were seven times the national fatality rates in this
industry, which itself has more deaths from fires and explosions than any other private industry.
An increase in workplace deaths likewise accompanied the initial fracking boom period in West
Virginia. Between 2011 and 2016, at least 60 workers at oil and gas drilling sites in Oklahoma
were killed on the job. On January 22, 2018, a natural gas rig exploded in southeastern
Oklahoma, killing five workers trapped inside the driller’s cabin. (See footnotes 890, 891, 895.)
The U.S. Chemical Safety Board determined that two preventive barriers designed to prevent
uncontrolled gas blowouts had failed as a consequence of significant lapses in safety protocols
and further discovered that “there is no guidance to ensure that an emergency evacuation option
is present onboard these rigs or can protect workers in the driller’s cabin from fire hazards.” (See
footnotes 881, 882, 887.)
In 2014, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) began to collect
detailed information about the locations and circumstances related to deaths of workers in oil and
gas extraction. In two consecutive reports, covering 2015-2016 and then 2017, Texas had the
most such fatalities and “well servicing” was by far the most common industry sub-group
represented for the deaths. Consistently, the majority of deaths were transportation and contact
injury related. This project is unique in counting cardiac events that begin at work, recognizing
toxic exposures at oil and gas sites that can induce cardiac events, as well as work conditions that
can influence their outcomes.
Pipeline construction workers also suffer elevated rates of injuries and fatalities, dying on the job
3.6 times more than workers in other industries. (See footnote 893.)
A University of Tennessee study assessed the occupational inhalation risks from the hazardous
and carcinogenic air pollutants emitted from various sources around fracking wells and found
that chemical storage tanks presented the highest cancer risk. Benzene has been detected in the
urine of well pad workers in Colorado and Wyoming. The National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health named oil and gas extraction industry workers among those at risk for
silicosis, an incurable lung disease caused by exposure to silica dust, from the silica sand that is
used extensively in fracking operations. (See footnotes 905, 906, 948, 953.)
In 2020, the National Violent Death Reporting System reported that among the 20 major industry
groups analyzed, men in the labor sector “Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction” had
the highest suicide rate in 2016, at 54.2 per 100,000 workers. (See footnote 877.)
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A 2020 study showed that retired oil and gas workers had the highest prevalence of self-reported
poor health of all industry categories of retirees. (See footnote 869.)
Independent economic analyses show that the promise of job creation, especially in the
Marcellus Shale region of Appalachia, was greatly exaggerated, with many fracking-related jobs
going to out-of-area workers. (See footnote 2008). During the height of the fracking boom, from
2008-2019, the most intensely drilled counties in Appalachia typically experienced both net job
loss and population loss. (See footnote 2019.) Throughout all shale plays, oil and gas jobs are
being increasingly lost to automation, and job losses accelerated with the contraction of the
industry in 2019 and 2020. In the steepest rate of job loss in the industry’s history, oil and gas
eliminated 107,000 U.S. jobs between March and August 2020 alone. The result has been mass
lay-offs and high unemployment among fracking crews and associated workers who often suffer
occupational exposures to harmful substances and lack health insurance.

8) Fracking and the injection of fracking waste cause earthquakes.
Injection of fracking wastewater into underground disposal wells is a known trigger of
earthquake swarms in multiple locations, as demonstrated by several major studies, using
different methods. Newer research in Canada, Oklahoma, Ohio, Texas, the United Kingdom, and
China links the practice of fracking itself to earthquakes, including some that take place many
miles from well sites and many years later, suggesting that seismic risks have been previously
underestimated with much larger areas at risk and for longer periods of time.223, 224 In November
2019, the UK government halted fracking operations indefinitely after a report found that
fracking-related earthquakes in Lancashire were neither predictable nor manageable with
existing technology. (See footnote 1134.)
In Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, and New Mexico, the number of earthquakes linked to fracking
wastewater injection more than tripled between 2017 and 2020. Current trends in this region
show increasing frequency of fracking-related earthquakes as well as increasing strength. In
2021, according to state data analyzed by the Texas Tribune, Texas experienced more than 200
earthquakes of 3.0-magnitude or higher—more than double the number in 2020—with most of
these quakes taking place in the West Texas Permian Basin as a consequence of fracking
wastewater injection.225 A 2021 study led by the U.S. Geological Survey determined that the
proliferation of seismic activity near the Permian Basin city of Pecos since 2000 is likely caused
by fracking wastewater disposal practices.226
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A 2017 study of the Fort Worth Basin showed that a swarm of small earthquakes in northern
Texas was originating in long-inactive fault lines in deep formations where fracking wastewater
was being injected. Human activity is the only plausible explanation. (See footnote 1172, 1173.)
Another study using satellite-based radar imagery provided proof that the migration of fracking
wastewater into faults increased pressures in ways that triggered a 4.8-magnitude earthquake in
east Texas in 2012, while a third study documented the rupture of a fault plane that set off a 4.9magnitude earthquake in Kansas in 2014 immediately following a rapid increase in fracking
wastewater injection nearby. (See footnotes 1196, 1197.)
The number of earthquakes of magnitude 3.0 or higher skyrocketed in Oklahoma starting with
the advent of the fracking boom—with fewer than two per year before 2009 and more than 900
in 2015. The 5.8 earthquake that struck near Pawnee on September 3, 2016 was the strongest in
Oklahoma’s history and prompted an order from state regulators to shut down 67 wastewater
disposal wells in the area. (See footnotes 1194, 1195.) In October 2016, the EPA recommended a
moratorium on the underground injection of fracking wastewater in certain earthquake-prone
parts of Oklahoma because regulations had not solved the problem. (See footnote 1192.)
Earthquake frequency began to decline in the state in 2017. In February 2018, after a new cluster
of earthquakes, the state further restricted fracking activities.227
There is no evidence that fracking-induced earthquakes can be prevented solely by limiting the
rate or volume of injected fluid. A 2018 analysis of shale basins across the United States found
that shallower disposal wells can help lower the risk of earthquakes. However, injection of
fracking waste into shallow formations increases the risk of groundwater contamination. (See
footnote 1156.)
In China’s Sichuan Province, a series of earthquakes have been linked to fracking, including one
in December 2018 with a magnitude of 5.7, the largest fracking-induced earthquake to date. The
likely cause was reactivation of unmapped faults by underground fluid pressure.228 In February
2019, three additional earthquakes, all with a magnitude of over four, struck Sichuan Basin,
killing two people, injuring 13, and damaging 20,000 homes. The government temporarily
suspended fracking operations in the area.229

9) Fracking waste disposal is a problem without a solution.
Fracking generates prodigious amounts of waste that comes in two basic forms: solid waste left
over from drilling—so-called drill cuttings—and liquid wastewater generated after a well is
fracked. As fracking operations with horizontal drilling have evolved toward ever-longer lateral
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wellbores, the volumes of both solid drill cuttings and fracking wastewater have increased
markedly, although no national inventories are kept and not all states collect and maintain data
on volumes of waste generated within their borders. In 1980, oil and gas waste received a
Congressional exemption from the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the flagship
federal law that regulates the disposal of hazardous waste. Hence, fracking waste is not required
to be handled as hazardous although much of it highly toxic and radioactive.230
Drill cuttings, which largely consist of gooey, pulverized rock fragments removed from the
wellbore by augurs during drilling operations, often contain highly toxic metals and naturally
occurring radioactive materials such as radium, lead, uranium, thorium, and polonium isotopes.
Depending on state laws, drill cuttings may be buried on site, spread on soil, or dumped in
municipal landfills where their contaminants can enter the leachate created when rainwater
percolates through the waste piles. The EPA has estimated that 7.5 million tons of drilling
cuttings are generated each year from oil and gas operations.231
In Pennsylvania alone, drilling and fracking operations sent 244,000 tons of drill cuttings to
landfills in 2020. A 2019 study found levels of radium in Pennsylvania drill cuttings that would
exceed regulatory limits for disposal in landfills if drilling cuttings were not exempt from federal
regulations governing hazardous waste. In the same year, a Fayette County water treatment plant
sued after finding high levels of oil and gas contaminants in the leachate sent to it from a nearby
landfill. In July 2021, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection announced it
will require all landfills that take solid fracking waste to test their leachate for radioactive
materials.232 Drill cuttings from Pennsylvania fracking operations are also sent out of state for
disposal, including to Ohio. (See footnote 815.)
The liquid waste that flows out a well immediately after it is fracked is called flowback fluid; the
wastewater that continues to rise to the surface after the well is attached to a pipeline is called
produced water. This shift in nomenclature indicates when in the extraction process the
wastewater is generated and does not represent a substantive chemical difference, although
flowback waste does tend to contain a higher concentration of the chemical additives used in
fracking fluid, and produced water contains proportionately more brine and naturally occurring
toxicants, such arsenic or barium and volatile compounds such as hydrogen sulfide and benzene.
The chemicals used as ingredients in fracking fluid generally decrease over time in produced
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water but can persist for more than eight months after a well is put into production.233, 234 A 2021
study of fracking wastewater from the Utica and Marcellus shale basins found that flowback
fluid from newly fractured wells was the most highly toxic. (See footnote 521.) An estimated
21.2 billion barrels of briny wastewater are generated each year from one million active oil and
gas wells in the United States. (See footnotes 546-548.)
In 2022, a team of chemists led by the University of Toledo used specialized extraction methods
to document the presence of many toxic and cancer-causing contaminants in fracking
wastewater—including volatile organic compounds, hazardous heavy metals, and radioactive
substances—at levels capable of causing harm to humans and wildlife. Some of these hazardous
contaminants represent chemical additives used in the fracking fluid itself, while others represent
contaminants mobilized from the geological fracture zone. In all, the team detected 266 different
dissolved organic compounds and 29 elements in the wastewater they assessed, which was
collected from the Permian Basin and Eagle Ford formation in Texas.235
Like drill cuttings, fracking wastewater is often radioactive and can contain a variety of
radioactive substances—including radium, thorium, and uranium—particularly in the Marcellus
Shale region where some water samples show Radium-226 levels at 3,600 times the EPA’s safe
drinking water standard. A 2018 study in the Marcellus Shale region showed that extreme
salinity, as well as the chemical composition of fracking fluid, interacts with the shale during the
fracking process in ways that mobilize radium and make fracking wastewater radioactive. (See
footnote 834.) In fall 2021, three bills introduced into the Pennsylvania legislature that would
have reclassify oil and gas waste as hazardous did not progress to a vote.236
There is no known solution for the problem of fracking wastewater. It cannot be filtered or
otherwise remediated to create clean, drinkable water, nor is there any safe method of disposal.
Treating and discharging to rivers and streams is associated with elevated bromide and chloride
levels downstream, as well as with the formation of cancer-causing disinfection byproducts.
High levels of radium have been found in sediments downstream of sewage treatment plants
used years earlier for fracking waste disposal. (See footnotes 604, 605.) Recycling fracking
wastewater for use in new fracking operations is an expensive, limited option that increases
radionuclide levels of subsequent wastewater, raises health risks for workers, incentivizes further
fracking activity, and raises questions about the ultimate disposal of production wastewater from
existing wells after the demand for fracking new wells ends. (See “Radioactive releases.”)
Disposal of liquid fracking waste into porous underground rock formations via injection wells is
considered a best practice but is also a proven cause of earthquakes. (See “Earthquakes and
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seismic activity.”) Further, many injection wells are now reaching capacity and cannot continue
accepting more waste.
Transporting fracking waste to injection wells creates additional dangers. An increasing fraction
of the wastewater created from fracking operations in western Pennsylvania is hauled to Ohio for
disposal, both because the geology is more favorable for injection wells and because the rules
governing the handling of oil and gas waste have not been finalized, leaving the disposal of
radioactive waste from fracking operations, in effect, entirely unregulated by state law.237, 238 A
proposal to allow the transport of fracking wastewater by barge down the Ohio River to injection
wells in Ohio is currently under consideration with three companies having submitted
applications to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to obtain construction permits for barge
terminals to receive liquid drilling wastes.239
Pressure is mounting to expand opportunities for the conversion of fracking waste, both solid and
liquid, into ingredients for commercial products, a practice called beneficial re-use. Driving this
discussion is the intractable problem of earthquakes when produced water is injected as liquid
waste into deep geological formations and the declining storage capacities in shallower
formations where groundwater contamination is a bigger risk. At last count, 11 states had
approved various beneficial uses for drill cuttings (concrete, road base, grading). Thirteen U.S.
states allow oil and gas wastewater to be used as a dust suppressant on unpaved roads. However,
the presence of toxic heavy metals and radioactive radium accumulate with repetitive treatments
and have the potential to become airborne. Further, a 2021 study found that the high levels of
sodium render oil and gas wastewater ineffective in actually suppressing dust compared with
other commercially available products.240 However, there is almost no data collected on the
frequency of different uses or the volumes involved. (See footnote 815.)
In western states suffering from water shortages and prolonged drought, the fracking industry
seeks to expand the reuse of fracking wastewater for irrigation and livestock watering. At least
ten known or suspected chemical carcinogens have been identified in wastewater reused for
irrigation and livestock watering in California, and a 2020 study found elevated levels of sodium
and boron in California soils irrigated with wastewater. Agricultural uses of wastewater raise
questions about food crop contamination. Soil degradation, lower crop yields, and impaired
microbial diversity were seen in land irrigated with oil and gas wastewater. Studies and case
reports from across the country have highlighted instances of deaths, neurological disorders,
aborted pregnancies, and stillbirths in farm animals that have come into contact with fracking
wastewater. (See “Threats to agriculture, soil quality, and forests”).
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10) Fracking infrastructure poses exposure risks to those living nearby.
Drilling and fracking activities are relatively short-term operations, but compressor stations are
semi-permanent facilities that pollute the air 24 hours a day as long as gas is flowing through
pipelines. Day-to-day emissions from compressor stations are subject to highly episodic
variations due to pressure changes and maintenance-related deliberate releases and can create
periods of potentially extreme exposures. Compressor stations generally have shorter emissions
stacks than other polluting facilities such as power plants, which means their harmful emissions
are more concentrated at ground level than if released from a greater height. A 2019 study of air
emissions from 74 compressor stations in New York State found 39 chemicals known to be
human carcinogens and documented large releases of greenhouse gases. (See footnote 1756.)
Because of their high pressures, compressor station explosions can have catastrophic
consequences. In January 2019, a compressor station in rural Michigan malfunctioned during a
period of extreme cold and released a large amount of methane gas that ignited and exploded.
An independent, two-part report detailing safety-related risks at a natural gas compressor station
in Weymouth, Massachusetts shows that, in a worst-case scenario explosion, injuries could
extend for thousands of feet into densely populated residential neighborhoods, ignite a nearby
industrial diesel fuel storage tank, and kill motorists driving on an adjacent highway.241 Further,
an assessment of noise, water, and air pollution from the compressor station project revealed
flaws in the regulatory process that allowed the compressor station to be permitted, concluded
that “no regulatory framework can make this facility safe for the surrounding community or for
the residents of the Commonwealth,” and called for a halt to its construction.242 Nevertheless, in
fall 2020, the Weymouth compressor station received permission to operate and went on line in
January 2021. Two accidents during the commissioning process released large plumes of
methane and necessitated emergency shutdowns. Since then, the compressor station has suffered
multiple subsequent accidents, venting gas and volatile organic compounds and going offline for
the fourth time in May 2021.243 In January 2022, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) re-examined its decision to grant the permit and issued a statement saying that it “likely
erred” in siting the compressor station in a “heavily populated area with two environmental
justice communities and a higher-than-normal level of cancer and asthma due to heavy industrial
activity.” However, because “there was no legal basis to prevent [it] from entering into service,”
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the Commission announced it would not be revoking its approval.244 Area residents are now
pressing forward with their opposition in the courts.
The Weymouth compressor station is a key component of the Enbridge Atlantic Bridge pipeline
project intended to ferry fracked gas beneath the Boston Harbor and north into Canada. A 2016
investigation by journalist Itai Vardi and a December 2020 Boston Globe Spotlight report by
journalist Mike Stanton explicated a tangle of industry conflicts of interest during the state and
federal permitting process for the compressor station, as well as sleight-of-hand revisions in early
drafts of the health impact assessment that deleted from the final report evidence documenting
serious risks to nearby residents.245, 246
Pipelines themselves can freeze, corrode, break, and leak. Low-pressure flow lines alone have
been responsible for more than 7,000 spills and leaks since 2009. (See footnote 1791.)
Distribution lines that deliver gas into homes and offices are a significant source of leaking
methane and contribute to the death of urban trees according to a 2020 study. (See footnote
1746.)
Significant pipeline accidents happen roughly 300 times each year in the United States and,
between 1998 and 2017, killed 299 people and injured 1,190 others, according to the PHMSA.
Extreme weather patterns caused by climate change are making pipeline accidents more likely.
Landslides, sinking and caving of land, and other types of land movement have been linked to at
least six ruptures and explosions of gas pipelines built in the steeply sloped Appalachian
Mountains. In May 2019, PHMSA sent a warning to pipeline operators about increased risks of
leaks and explosions caused by more frequent flooding, sinkholes, and severe rainfall patterns in
the eastern United States.247 In September 2018, heavy rains and landslides triggered the
explosion of the Revolution Pipeline in Beaver County, Pennsylvania, destroying a house.248 In
February 2022, Energy Transfer was charged with nine environmental crimes related to that
explosion after a grand jury investigation found it had failed to oversee construction and prevent
erosion.249 In August 2020, a sinkhole formed during the construction of the Mariner East
Pipeline in Chester County, Pennsylvania, and 8,000 gallons of drilling fluid bubbled to the
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surface, contaminating a lake in a state park.250 Subsidence and the development of sinkholes
have plagued the Mariner East Pipeline since construction began and continues to delay its
completion. The Mariner East would transport natural gas liquids from the Marcellus Shale fields
in western Pennsylvania to an export terminal on the Delaware River near Philadelphia.
Gas-fired power plants are major emitters of carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides, which
contribute to smog. In Virginia, greenhouse gas emissions increased after the state largely retired
its fleet of coal-burning power plants and replaced them with gas-fired facilities. (See footnote
1983.)
In the Upper Midwest, Wisconsin residents living near silica sand mining operations that
service the fracking industry reported dust exposure and respiratory problems. Silica dust is a
known cause of silicosis and lung cancer. West Texas is also experiencing a fracking sand boom
where roughly 20 new sand mines have opened since July 2017. (See footnote 7.)
Fracking infrastructure in the United States also includes 400 underground gas storage
facilities in 31 states, with aging equipment and scant federal oversight. A four-month leak at the
nation’s fifth-largest facility, Aliso Canyon in southern California, resulted in exposures of a
large suburban population to an uncontrollable array of chemicals. With a release of nearly
100,000 metric tons of methane between October 2015 and February 2016, it became the worst
methane leak in U.S. history. (See footnote 1881.) It exposed residents in the region to benzene
spikes, high ongoing odorant releases, hydrogen sulfide at levels far above average urban levels,
and many other contaminants of concern. More than 8,300 households were evacuated and
relocated, with residents reporting multiple symptoms, including headaches, nosebleeds, eye
irritation, and nausea. As part of a 2019 agreement with city, county and state authorities,
SoCalGas must pay for the $25 million health research study now being initiated by the Los
Angeles County Health Department.251 Many have criticized the long wait for the study, its
reliance on flawed monitoring, and possible exclusion of clinical evaluation. (See footnote
1840.)
In May 2019, state investigators announced that the cause of the massive leak at Aliso Canyon
was the rupture of a well casing triggered by microbial corrosion within a well that had been
originally drilled in 1954 and, over the years, had come in contact with groundwater.252 The
report also faulted the operator, SoCalGas, for failure to monitor and investigate more than 60
previous leaks at the gas storage complex.253 In November 2020, over intense public opposition,
the California Public Utilities Commission voted unanimously to allow the Aliso Canyon facility
to maintain its current storage capacity until a study could determine the feasibility of shutting it
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down.254 In November 2021, The California Public Utilities Commission voted to increase
storage at the facility, although the Commissioner said the increase would not be permanent and
“in no way diminishes the ability to decommission Aliso.”255 (See also footnote 1886.) The
shutdown feasibility study has not been released. A state senator has introduced a bill that would,
no later than an unspecified date in 2027, [close] all natural gas operations at the Aliso Canyon
natural gas storage facility.”256
In a 2018 analysis of the safety risks of all 14 facilities in California that store gas in depleted oil
fields, the California Council of Science and Technology found that gas companies do not
disclose the chemicals they are pumping underground nor do state regulators possess the
necessary information to assess risks. Further, many wells servicing the storage fields are 60 to
90 years old with no regulatory limit to the age of a well. (See footnote 1874.) After the price
and demand collapse in mid-2020, producers sought and received special permission to store
growing inventories of oil and gas in underground salt caverns in Texas for up to five years over
concerns about possible threats to the nine aquifers underlying the state. (See footnote 1847.)
LNG facilities create acute security, public safety, and climate threats, as well as massive coastal
habitat destruction. LNG is purified methane in the form of a bubbling, super-cold liquid. It is
created through the capital-intensive, energy-intensive process of cryogenics and relies on
evaporative cooling, via methane venting, to keep the liquid fuel chilled during transport. LNG is
explosive and possesses the ability to flash-freeze human flesh. Its greenhouse gas emissions are
30 percent higher than conventional natural gas due not only to its need for venting and
refrigeration but also because flaring is used to control pressure when converting the liquid back
into a gas. The need to strip volatile impurities such as benzene from the gas prior to chilling it
also makes LNG liquefaction plants a source of toxic air pollutants. (See footnotes 1917-1969.)
Cheniere Energy’s Sabine Pass terminal in Louisiana became the subject of a federal
investigation in January 2019 after a steel storage tank cracked and escaping LNG quickly
vaporized into a flammable cloud. Another tank was found to be leaking gas from multiple
places. PHMSA ordered both tanks shut down.257
In Coos Bay, Oregon, the proposed Jordan Cove LNG export terminal and its associated
pipeline from Canada would have imperiled 20 different threatened and endangered species and
crossed 300 bodies of water. Originally rejected by FERC in 2016 for its dependency on seizing
private land through eminent domain while lacking buyers for its gas in Asia, a Republicancontrolled Commission, as part of a March 2020 reversal and over the objection of landowners,
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approved both the terminal and the fracked gas pipeline that would have served it.258, 259 In April
2021, the developer, unable to secure state permits to operate, put the project on indefinite hold
and, in December 2021, asked FERC to cancel authorizations for both the export terminal and
the Pacific Connector pipeline.260

11) Drilling and fracking activities release radioactivity.
Naturally occurring radioactive substances often co-occur with oil and gas inside the deep shale
layers that are targeted for fracking. These substances are brought to the surface in the rocky
material removed during drilling (drill cuttings) and in fracking wastewater. Fracking itself can
open pathways for the migration of radioactive materials, which can be released as airborne
particles from the wellhead itself during operations. Radionuclides can build up in pipes,
equipment, and trucks. Exposure to increased radiation levels from fracking materials is a risk
for both workers and residents.
Levels of radon—a radioactive, carcinogenic gas—inside Pennsylvania homes have risen since
the advent of the fracking boom, and buildings in heavily drilled areas have significantly higher
radon readings than areas without well pads—a difference that did not exist before 2004. Similar
patterns have been documented in Ohio. (See footnotes 830, 847.)
A 2018 simulation study of radium-226 in fracking wastewater from North Dakota’s Bakken
Shale found potential risk to human health from fracking wastewater spills into surface water.
(See footnote 836.)
Potential radioactive exposures are particularly concerning for drivers of brine trucks, as was
documented in a 2020 investigative report on radium in liquid fracking waste. In at least 13
states where it is legal, oil and gas waste that may be radioactive is purposely spread on
roadways as a de-icer in the winter and/or as a dust-control agent in the summer. (See footnote
825.)
In 2020, a Harvard team documented the presence of airborne radioactivity downwind from
fracking sites at levels sufficient to raise health risks for nearby residents. Using data collected
from 157 radiation-monitoring stations built across the nation during the Cold War, the
researchers showed a seven percent increase in radioactive pollution in communities located 12
to 31 miles downwind from operational fracking sites as compared to background levels. The
closer communities were located to the wells, the higher the radioactivity in airborne particles. In
the Fort Worth, Texas area, where more than 600 fracking wells are located upwind from the
city, the team estimated a 40 percent increase in radiation levels. The radioactive elements
carried by the ultrafine particles, including polonium, represent the radioactive decay products of
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, “DEQ Issues a Decision on Jordan Cove’s Application for 401
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uranium isotopes that are liberated from the shale during fracking operations. (See footnote 816.)

12) Drilling and fracking activities harm wildlife.
Animals serve as sentinels for chemical exposures that may also affect human residents who
share their environment. In addition, animals perform ecosystem services essential to human
existence, as confirmed by a landmark United Nations report in May 2019.261 For both reasons,
harm to wildlife by fracking operations has consequences for public health.
Fracking impacts on wildlife are profound, diverse and widespread. A 2022 analysis found that
only restrictions on fracking or a reduction in the number of wells—by, for example, a transition
to renewable energy sources—led to protection of both wildlife populations and public health.
Other types of mitigations, such as siting fracking wells away from residential areas, can simply
shift the burden of harm from human to wildlife populations.262
Wildlife can be killed outright by gas flares and chemical pollution. Birds and other wildlife have
been poisoned by fracking wastewater held in open pits, while spills and discharges of fracking
waste have precipitated mass die-offs of fish, as documented in Ohio, Kentucky, and
Pennsylvania. (See footnotes 719, 744.) Freshwater mussels, which are endangered throughout
North America, accumulate contaminants, including strontium, when fracking wastewater is
discharged through sewage treatment plants. (See footnote 567) Chemicals in fracking waste are
toxic to, or otherwise disrupt development in, many species of fish and amphibians. (See
footnotes 559, 639.) In remote locations in Pennsylvania, streams once classified as high-quality
brook trout habitat had no fish at all after the arrival of drilling and fracking operations. (See
footnote 624.) Overall, aquatic habitats impacted by fracking activities show decreased
biodiversity.
Wildlife is harmed by fracking through loss of food resources. Water fleas (Daphnia spp.), the
basis of freshwater aquatic food chains, become unable to vertically navigate through water
columns upon exposure to trace amounts of fracking fluid. (See footnote 554.) In West Virginia,
populations of Louisiana waterthrush, a warbler that relies on aquatic food sources, have
declined in areas of drilling and fracking. (See footnote 560, 1423.)
Light and noise pollution from oil and gas production disrupt wildlife behavior, including in
protected areas and critical habitats of endangered species, and have been linked to mass die-offs
of waterfowl and declines in songbird populations in Alberta, Canada, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, eastern Ohio, and New Mexico. (See footnotes 1093, 1108.) Chronic noise from
drilling and fracking operations interferes with the ability of birds to respond to acoustic cues.
(See footnotes 1779, 1780.) A 2021 study found that natural gas compressor stations emit loud,
S. Diaz et al., “Summary for Policymakers of the Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Services of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services” (IPBES
Secretariat, 2019),
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low-frequency noise that travels hundreds of meters, is audible to birds, and lowers the hatching
success of eastern bluebirds and tree swallows. (See footnote 1724.) Wildlife biologists in West
Virginia found genetic changes in the Louisiana waterthrush that were linked to fracking
activities and possible exposure to the heavy metals barium and strontium. (See footnote 1423.)
Fracking harms wildlife through climate change and habitat destruction. Oil and gas
infrastructure, including compressor stations, has caused declines in grassland songbirds in
Canada. Populations of forest songbirds declined markedly in response to even low levels of
fracking activities in dense forested Appalachian regions. Sand mining operations in Texas are
imperiling the dunes sagebrush lizard. The proposed route of the now-canceled Atlantic Coast
Pipeline would have cut through critical habitat for four endangered species.
The proposed route of the Mountain Valley Pipeline, bisecting steep, highly erodible terrain in
Virginia and West Virginia, would cross 1,108 bodies of water and 235 miles of forest, including
24 core forest areas, 892 acres of which would suffer permanent damage.263 (In August 2020, its
expansion into North Carolina was denied state approval.264) A 2019 study found that forest
disturbances driven by drilling and fracking activities are altering the abundance of songbird
populations in central Appalachia, particularly harming species whose habitats are forest
interiors.265 Well pad construction hastens the spread of invasive non-native plant species which
harms wildlife habitat. (See footnotes 1432, 1436.)
According to economists, the cost of wildlife habitat fragmentation due to fracking is $3.5 to
4.45 billion per year. (See footnote 2059.)

13) The economic instabilities of fracking exacerbate public health risks.
Fracking is not a stable business. In contrast with conventional drilling, fracking operators are
unable to forecast how much oil or gas can be extracted from a given shale basin based on the
production of existing wells. Shale wells deplete more rapidly than conventional wells and often
yield significantly less oil and gas than their operators predict to their investors. Because the
production of individual shale wells falls precipitously over the course of a few years, operators
must continue drilling new wells at an ever-swifter pace to maintain growth targets—even as
owners are under pressure to cut costs in the face of price declines.
The result is lack of profits, dependency on Wall Street financing and low-interest loans, and
asset sell-offs throughout the fracking industry as a whole. (See footnote 2165.) These unstable
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economic fundamentals have multiple consequences for public health and safety as cumulative
impacts mount from wells both old and new.
Pressures to cut costs incentivize cutbacks in safety measures and leave landscapes pock-marked
by increasing numbers of hastily abandoned wells in need of remediation and long-term
monitoring. The ongoing financial crisis in the oil and gas industry, and the resulting bankruptcy
waves, have allowed companies, which are typically insufficiently bonded, to walk away from
inactive wells and shift decommissioning and clean-up costs to the public. (See Emerging Trend
2 above.)
In both North Dakota’s Bakken Shale and western Texas’ Permian Basin, cost-cutting pressures,
coupled with a desperate rush to drill new oil wells to compensate for declining rates of
production from older wells, have meant that waste natural gas generated as a byproduct of oil
drilling is simply wasted—vented or flared rather than captured—in order to speed up the rate of
oil drilling.266, 267 By April 2019, the amount of natural gas burned off via flaring in the Permian
oil fields had reached a record high and exceeded the amount of gas needed to power every
residence in Texas.268, 269 According to state data compiled by the U.S. Energy Information
Administration, the amount of natural gas lost to venting and flaring operations across the nation
nearly doubled between 2015 (when 289,545 million cubic feet were lost) to 2019 (when
538,479 million cubic feet were lost).270

14) The social costs of fracking are severe.
With the arrival of drilling and fracking operations, communities have experienced steep
increases in rates of crime including sex trafficking, rape, assault, drunk driving, drug abuse, and
violent victimization—all of which carry public health consequences, especially for women.
Social costs include road damage, failed local businesses, loss of affordable rental housing,
higher divorce rates, and strains on law enforcement and municipal services. School districts
report increased stress, increased absenteeism, and lower student test scores. Economic analyses
have found that drilling and fracking activities threaten property values and can diminish tax
revenues for local governments. Additionally, drilling and fracking on private land pose an
inherent conflict with mortgages and property insurance due to the hazardous materials used and
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the associated risks. (See “Inaccurate jobs claims, increased crime rates, threats to property
values and mortgages, and local government burden.”)
A 2019 study that monetized the external and cumulative costs of health and climate impacts of
fracking in Appalachia found that, from 2004 to 2016, premature deaths caused by the industry’s
pollution had a cumulative economic cost of $23 billion, while climate impacts cost an additional
$34 billion. Their findings showed that one year of life is lost for every three job years created by
the industry. (See footnote 2030.)

15) Fracking violates principles of environmental justice and human rights.
Inequalities in opportunities to participate in environmental decision-making, as well as uneven
impacts of environmental hazards along racial and socioeconomic lines, are signature issues of
environmental justice. Studies consistently show that Black, Indigenous, Hispanic, rural, and
low-income white communities bear the brunt of exposures to toxic waste and fossil fuel-derived
air pollution.271, 272, 273 These patterns extend to fracking and its infrastructure.274
In acknowledgement, the U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission announced for the first
time in February 2022 that it will consider a proposed project’s impact on environmental justice
communities as part of its determinations.275
In multiple regions where fracking is practiced, well pads, pipelines, and associated
infrastructure are disproportionately sited in non-white, Indigenous, or low-income
communities.276, 277 A 2019 analysis of socio-demographic characteristics of people living close
to drilling and fracking operations in the states of Colorado, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Texas
found strong evidence that minorities, especially African Americans, disproportionately live near
fracking wells.278 A nationwide study in 2021 found that Black, Indigenous, and people of color
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in the United States are disproportionately exposed to flaring from drill and fracking
operations.279
In southern Texas, patterns of racially biased permitting have been documented in the heavily
drilled Eagle Ford where non-white communities are targeted for both fracking waste disposal
and fracking-associated flare stacks. In 2016, a public health research team showed that disposal
wells for fracking wastewater were more than twice as common in areas where residents are
more than 80 percent people of color than in majority-white communities.280 Since 2007, more
than 1,000 waste disposal wells have been permitted in the Eagle Ford Shale region where
groundwater is the primary source of drinking water.281 A 2020 study found that Hispanic
residents living in the Eagle Ford area were exposed to significantly more fracking-associated
flaring than white residents. Flares to burn off unwanted methane can operate continuously for
months, releasing hazardous air pollutants as well as serving as sources of noise and light
pollution.282 Living near gas flaring operations raises the risk of preterm birth among pregnant
women.283
Racial patterns of gas and oil development also exist in the eighteen counties in North Texas that
sit atop the intensely drilled Barnett Shale. In Denton, Texas, a study found that those
economically benefiting most from shale gas fracking mostly lived elsewhere, while the
environmental burdens remained local and fell hardest on those who did not have a voice in
mineral-leasing decisions. “Non-mineral owners are essentially excluded from the private
decisions, as the mineral owners not only receive the direct monetary benefits, but also hold a
great deal of state-sanctioned power to decide if and how [shale gas development] proceeds.”284
In August 2020, residents in nearby Arlington, Texas, appealed to the city’s racial justice
resolution to block the expansion of fracking activity near African-American and Hispanic
neighborhoods.285
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Poor communities of color are disproportionately affected by drilling activities in California.
More than three-quarters of the 21,397 new oil wells drilled in California between 2011 and
2018 are located in low-income minority communities, according to state data.286 Of Los
Angeles residents living within a quarter-mile of a well, more than 90 percent are people of
color. In November 2015, civic groups led by youth sued the city of Los Angeles for racial
discrimination based on allegations of a preferential permitting process and unequal regulatory
enforcement for oil wells located in neighborhoods of color. Together, these differential practices
have resulted in a higher concentration of wells with fewer environmental protections in Black
and Latino communities.287 South Coast Air Quality Management District records show that oil
drilling operations in Los Angeles neighborhoods released into the air 21 million pounds of toxic
chemicals between June 2013 and February 2017. These emissions included crystalline silica,
hydrofluoric acid, and formaldehyde.288 In February 2021, two historically disenfranchised rural
Kern Counties communities, Arvin and Lamont, won inclusion in a community air protection
law that compels power-sharing between California’s regional air pollution districts and affected
communities. The residents of Arvin and Lamont, surrounded by oil wells and refineries, suffer
from some of the worst air pollution in the state. (See footnote 386.)
In Greeley, Colorado, a massive well pad housing 24 wells was sited near Bella Romera
Academy, an elementary school in a low-income community where 82 percent of students are
Latino, after earlier plans were scrapped for a site near a charter school where students are
majority white and middle-class.289 An analysis of state data in 2020 showed that benzene levels
in the air near the school exceeded health-based limits 113 times, including spikes during four
full school days in 2019.290 Benzene is a known cause of leukemia.
In West Virginia and Pennsylvania, a geographic study found a higher concentration of drilling
and fracking operations in impoverished communities but did not find differences with respect to
race. “The results demonstrate that environmental injustice occurs in areas with unconventional
wells in Pennsylvania with respect to the poor population.”291 These findings are supported by
census tract data in western Pennsylvania showing that among nearly 800 gas wells, only two
were drilled in communities where home values exceeded $200,000.292 In Ohio, geographic
evidence reveals that disposal wells for fracking wastewater are disproportionately located in
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lower-income, rural communities.293
Environmental justice issues extend to downstream fracking infrastructure. In May 2018,
community groups in North Carolina filed an environmental justice complaint against
Dominion’s Energy’s $8 billion Atlantic Coast Pipeline, alleging the project poses
disproportionate risk of harm to people of color. Thirteen percent of those living along the
pipeline route are Native Americans in a state where Native Americans make up only 1.2 percent
of the population.294, 295 A compressor station in Virginia that would service this pipeline was
proposed to be sited in the historically African-American community of Union Hill.296 In January
2020, the 4th U.S. Circuit Court quashed the approval of this compressor station, noting that state
regulators had failed to fully consider disproportionate harms to an environmental justice
community. In July 2020, Dominion Energy canceled the Atlantic Coast pipeline project entirely
and sold off assets.297
Meanwhile, Mountain Valley Pipeline’s 75-mile Southgate Extension, which would ferry
fracked gas from West Virginia between southern Virginia and North Carolina, calls for two
compressor stations that would disproportionately affect Black and Indigenous communities.298,
299
In May 2021, the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality denied certification to
the pipeline itself, the object of Indigenous-led opposition to the project.300 In December 2021,
the Virginia Air Pollution Control Board denied a permit to the Lambert compressor station on
environmental justice grounds.301
In April 2020, FERC approved the Sabal Trail compressor station in the majority Black
community in Albany, Georgia—one of the worst COVID-19 hotspots in the nation at the
time—in a decision that provoked pointed criticism from the National Black Environmental
Justice Network. The Commission also approved three LNG projects in Brownsville, Texas—
even after finding that most of the people potentially harmed by one of these three projects and
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the associated pipeline were Latino and one-third lived below the poverty line. This decision is
currently being challenged in court for failure to consider the disproportionate health impacts on
environmental justice communities.302 (The future of this project, the proposed Rio Grande LNG
export plant, was subsequently called into question in November 2020 when its French financial
backer, Engie, pulled out of its $7 billion, 20-year import contract based on climate change
concerns from the project’s methane emissions.303)
The siting of gas-fired power plants often reveals racial and economic bias. In Pennsylvania, gasfired power plants are disproportionately located in low-income and minority communities.304
Across California, gas-fired power plants are disproportionately located in disadvantaged
communities, as classified by an environmental justice screening tool developed by the state
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment.305 Fully half of California’s fleet of gasfired peaker plants are located in disadvantaged communities. Designed to ramp up quickly to
meet peak electrical demand, peaker plants have higher emission rates of both greenhouse gases
and smog-creating air pollutants when running than do continuously operating gas-fired
plants.306 In Arizona, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York, peaker plants tend to be
located in minority and low-income communities or in areas the state has otherwise designated
as environmental justice communities.307 In southern Virginia, two different gas-fired power
plants have been proposed for an impoverished majority Black community in Charles City
County. In July 2020, plans for one of them were deferred due to environmental justice
concerns.308 In December 2020, the Virginia State Corporation Commission denied a request to
Virginia Natural Gas to file a revised application for the Header Improvement Project, which
encompassed the two proposed power plants.309, 310
In New Orleans, the city council approved the construction of Entergy’s gas-fired power plant to
be built amid largely African American and Vietnamese-American neighborhoods over the
opposition of community groups who had both questioned the necessity of the plant and denied
that meaningful input from local residents—or an investigation into clean energy alternatives—
had ever taken place. The gas plant would annually release more than one million pounds of
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toxic air pollution and more than 700 million pounds of greenhouse gases. In November 2019, a
judge voided the council’s approval, ruling that crucial public meetings had, in fact, been
illegally packed with paid pro-gas actors indirectly hired by Entergy.311 In February 2020, a state
appellate court overturned that decision and let stand the city council’s approval of
construction.312
In New York City, six gas-fired peaker plants located in low-income communities have been
targeted for replacement with renewable energy and battery storage technologies after the New
York Power Authority signed an agreement with a coalition of environmental justice groups.313
Peaker plants operate intermittently at times of peak energy demand.
Apart from disparities circumscribed by race and income, fracking raises fundamental
questions of human rights. A comprehensive analysis that charts the international legal
development of water rights as they apply to oil and gas extraction concluded that the right to
water for residents living near fracking sites is “likely to be severely curtailed.” This analysis
emphasizes that access to clean and safe drinking water is codified by the United Nations
General Assembly as a human right essential to the full development of life and all other human
rights. And yet, the fracking industry does not bear the true societal cost of water in their
production decisions.
Accordingly, the authors argue, ownership of this essential-to-life resource is effectively
transferred from society to industry, with no protection for this essential human right. In the
United States alone, “there is considerable evidence that the human right to water will be
seriously undermined by the growth of the unconventional oil and gas industry, and given its
spread around the globe, this could soon become a global human rights issue.”314
Three international human rights bodies have called for prohibitions on fracking. In February
2019, the Committee on Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, which monitors the
implementation of the 1979 United Nations treaty that serves as an international bill of rights for
women, called on the United Kingdom to ban fracking on the ground that fracking damages
communities and imperils the climate in ways that disproportionately harm women and girls
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living in rural areas.315, 316 In October 2018, the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights warned Argentina that its plans for large-scale fracking in the Vaca Muerta
Shale region would create adverse economic and cultural rights impacts on the indigenous
Mapuche people.317 In May 2018, the Permanent People’s Tribunal, a Rome-based forum
focused on human rights violations, issued an advisory opinion based on a two-year investigation
that collected testimonies and reports from scientists and fracking-impacted communities.
In the words of the Tribunal,
The evidence clearly demonstrates that the processes of fracking contribute substantially
to anthropogenic harm, including climate change and global warming, and involve
massive violations of a range of substantive and procedural human rights and the rights of
nature. Thus the industry has failed to fulfill its legal and moral obligations…. The
dangers of fracking to the rights of people, communities, and nature are inherent in the
industry….We will go beyond the call for a moratorium and recommend that fracking
should be banned.318
In October 2021, the United Nations Human Rights Council, an intergovernmental body within
the United Nations system charged with addressing situations of human rights violations, passed
a resolution recognizing the right to a healthy and sustainable environment as a basic human
right, and in a second resolution, established a Special Rapporteur dedicated specifically to the
human rights impacts of climate change.319

16) Carbon capture and storage fails to mitigate the dangers of fracking.
In the United States, gas and oil companies have turned to carbon capture and storage (CCS) as a
method of offsetting, on paper, their greenhouse gas emissions without ending fossil fuel
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extraction or combustion. This technology is linked to fracking in several ways and has recently
received major support by the Biden administration.320
In contrast to direct air capture of ambient carbon dioxide, CCS is a process by which complex
machinery, typically powered by a gas-fired turbine, is added to an existing point source of
carbon dioxide, such as the smoke stack of a power plant. Its purpose is to catch some of the
carbon dioxide that would otherwise be released into the atmosphere from fossil-fuel
combustion, separate it from other emissions, pressurize it into a liquid, and then transport the
liquefied carbon dioxide through pipelines to an underground repository or to oil fields for use in
oil extraction operations. CCS relies on multiple technologies. Carbon dioxide emissions may be
captured by membranes, for example, or, more typically, absorbed into a solvent.321
All CCS methods are hugely expensive, with carbon capture from a gas-fired power plant
costing $49-$150 per ton of carbon captured.322 Because there is no market for carbon dioxide
waste, CCS must be supported by massive public subsidies, as, for example, by offering tax
credits. Under current law, Section 45Q of the Internal Revenue Code supports CCS efforts by
offering a tax credit for each ton of carbon dioxide captured and stored but does not yet provide
sufficient incentive to make CCS economical. (With the current—and, at this date, stalled—
version of the Build Back Better Act, the 45Q tax credit would significantly increase.)
As a highly experimental set of unproven technologies, CCS has largely failed to reach its
promised rates of capture. Claims that CCS can reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 90 percent
or more have never been realized, with pilot projects capturing as little as 30 percent. Currently
only 27 commercial CCS facilities are operational worldwide, of which twelve are in the United
States. Of these U.S. facilities, four are used for natural gas processing, three for ethanol
production, three for fertilizer production, one for synthesis gas production, and one in hydrogen
production. Only one, the Illinois Industrial Carbon Capture and Storage Project, actually stores
the carbon it captures, and it has consistently failed to reach its promised goal each year.323
Capturing carbon dioxide from gas-fired power plants or other types of fracking infrastructure,
including LNG terminals, has not proceeded past demonstration projects. No commercial-scale
projects are currently operating for utilities. Indeed, CCS has largely failed for coal-fired power
plants and, for gas-fired plants, would require massive investment, complex infrastructure, and
further federal subsidies.324 The flagship demonstration project for CCS, at Chevron’s $54 billion
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Gorgon LNG plant in Western Australia, has been plagued with technical problems and was
operating at only half-capacity in 2021, having buried only 30 percent of the carbon dioxide it
generated since 2016. Failing to meet its five-year target for carbon dioxide injection rates,
Chevron was ultimately forced to purchase carbon offset credits as a penalty.325, 326 Here in the
United States, the sole utility-scale CCS project, the Petra Nova coal-fired plant in Texas, shut
down in 2020 after oil prices crashed. Petra Nova pumped its captured carbon dioxide to the
Permian Basin to assist in oil extraction operations, which were largely suspended during the
pandemic.327
A 2020 review of more than 200 papers on carbon-capturing technology published in scientific
journals concluded that the failures of CCS are systemic and irremediable. Because it can never
store more than it captures, point-source CCS is not a negative emissions technology and cannot
significantly reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide. Indeed, as currently practiced, CCS is net
additive, releasing into the atmosphere more carbon dioxide than it removes.328
A 2021 study found that equipping a coal plant with carbon-capture technology would, over a
20-year period, result in only a 10 percent reduction in carbon dioxide entering the atmosphere
compared to a coal plant operating without CCS.329 Further, the CCS equipment is itself a source
of greenhouse gas emissions, which are unaccounted for in most assessments of CCS climate
impacts. Because powering this equipment is energy intensive, CCS also makes local air
pollution worse. The emissions from the gas turbine that powers the capture equipment is itself
not captured, nor are the methane leaks from the turbine itself, nor are the upstream methane
emissions from extracting and collecting the natural gas to run the turbine. Further, extra energy
is needed to run the carbon-capturing machinery. CCS requires 10 to 20 percent of a power
plant’s energy output, for example.330 Hence, a CCS-equipped facility, such as a gas-fired power
plant, will consume more power and hence generate more air pollution, including soot and smogproducing vapors. Unlike carbon dioxide, these additional co-pollutants are not collected and
captured, and they pose additional health threats to local residents. The total social cost
(equipment plus health plus climate cost) of a coal plant outfitted with gas-powered CCS
equipment is over twice that of wind replacing coal directly (See footnote 328).
Because power plants and other heavy industries targeted for CCS are disproportionately located
in low-income neighborhoods and communities of color, CCS is an environmental justice
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issue.331 In essence, CCS prolongs the life of major sources of pollution, reduces carbon dioxide
emissions only modestly, and increases the levels other deadly co-pollutants linked to asthma,
stroke, heart attack risk, and preterm birth.
The dangers of CCS to public health and the climate continue during the transportation and
storage phases. Once collected, the captured carbon is pressurized to 1,000 pounds per square
inch and thereby turned into liquid for transport through pipelines. These pressurized pipelines
may leak or rupture in ways that cause asphyxiation hazards for nearby residents due to the
ability of carbon dioxide to displace oxygen. In February 2020, a carbon dioxide pipeline
ruptured in Satartia, Mississippi, hospitalizing 49 people. Many victims continue to suffer longlasting health problems.332 (The carbon dioxide within this particular pipeline was also
contaminated with hydrogen sulfide gas.) Widespread development of CCS at commercial scale
would require massive pipeline construction. An oil and gas industry-funded study from
Princeton University proposed a pathway to net zero carbon by 2050 that would necessitate
66,000 miles of carbon dioxide pipelines, including more than 13,000 miles of interstate lines,
heading to thousands of deep-earth burial sites.333, 334
Once the carbon dioxide waste is buried in geological formations, its long-term behavior is
unknown.335 Under Section 45Q of the Internal Revenue Code, companies claiming tax credits
for its capture do not need to ensure that carbon dioxide stays in the ground.336 And there are
reasons to believe it may not. Some fraction of the injected carbon dioxide will begin to
mineralize. However, when in the presence of moisture, carbon dioxide converts to carbonic acid
and can react chemically, leaching heavy metals and dissolving rock and cement.337, 338 If fissures
in caprocks or abandoned wells offer pathways for leakage, liquid carbon dioxide waste could
potentially acidify and permanently contaminate underground aquifers, poisoning drinking water
for millions of people. In the event of a technological failure or earthquake, carbon dioxide
would gasify and immediately be released back to the atmosphere.339 Storage of liquified carbon
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dioxide in deep geological formations is, like the injection of fracking wastewater, linked to
increased risks for earthquakes that could compromise the seal integrity of these repositories.
Even absent significant seismic activity, carbon sequestration itself can create pressure build-up
large enough to break the reservoirs’ seals, releasing the stored carbon dioxide. Old wells,
boreholes, and faults are the most common pathways for free-form carbon dioxide to escape to
the surface.340, 341 To be effective, carbon dioxide repositories need to be monitored for carbon
dioxide leakage over long periods and require a leak rate of less than one percent per thousand
years.342 The U.S. Department of Energy is currently examining 19 sites in the midwestern
United States to serve as possible storage depots for carbon dioxide waste.343
In addition to providing the gas for carbon dioxide-capturing turbines, fracking is linked to CCS
in two other ways. First, the primary current use of CCS is to enhance oil extraction from aging
wells. Indeed, all but one of the 12 CCS projects in the United States use the captured carbon
dioxide for enhanced oil recovery in which captured carbon dioxide is pumped into partially
depleted oil wells to extract more oil.344 Indeed, enhanced oil recovery is the only existing
commercially available market for millions of tons of captured carbon dioxide, and the
downstream emissions from burning this oil, which would otherwise remain underground, is not
accounted for in CCS “net-zero” models.
Second, CCS is used in the production of “blue hydrogen.” There are several methods for
producing hydrogen fuel. One uses electrolysis of water powered by renewable energy to
produce hydrogen and oxygen. This is so-called “green hydrogen.” The other two methods use
natural gas as a starting point. In the first, hydrogen fuel is manufactured by using heat and
pressure to convert the methane in natural gas to hydrogen and prodigious amounts of carbon
dioxide, which is released into the atmosphere. The hydrogen produced in this way is called
“gray hydrogen.” “Blue hydrogen” is produced in the same way as gray hydrogen, but with some
of its carbon dioxide emissions captured and stored. As of 2021, just four facilities globally—
two in Alberta, one in Texas, and one in Oklahoma—used natural gas with CCS to manufacture
blue hydrogen. In all cases the estimated proportion of carbon dioxide captured is below 50
percent.345
Although blue hydrogen has been touted as a climate solution, recent research indicates that its
carbon footprint is 20 percent greater than burning natural gas directly. Furthermore, combustion
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emissions from the machinery needed to run the carbon and capture equipment, plus fugitive
methane emissions, make blue hydrogen a dirtier fuel than burning methane alone.346 Greenhouse
gas emissions from the manufacture of hydrogen using methane as a starting point are
substantial, even with carbon capture and storage.347
In sum, CCS functions as a fossil fuel subsidy, entrenches fossil fuel demand, impedes the phaseout of fracking, requires massive public investment, captures far less carbon dioxide than
claimed, and suffers from incomplete emissions accounting. Namely, CCS strategies fail to
account for upstream fugitive methane emissions as well as for carbon dioxide emissions created
from the combustion of oil retrieved by injecting captured carbon dioxide into otherwise
depleted wells.348 CCS is aimed at prolonging drilling and fracking for oil and natural gas and
does not address the many public health, climate, and environmental justice problems created by
fracking, as detailed in this Compendium. In these ways, CCS enables fracking and is an
expensive, dangerous diversion away from renewable energy investments.349
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Case study: Drilling and Fracking in California

California is the nation’s seventh-most prolific oil-producing state. As of 2021, about 17 percent
of California’s oil and gas was extracted via fracking.350
Fracking is practiced in ten California counties, most notably in Kern County where half of all
new oil wells are fracked. In April 2021, a bill (SB 467) that would have banned fracking in the
state by 2023 and instituted mandatory setback distances between drilling sites and residences
failed to pass the state legislature. Also in April 2021, California Governor Gavin Newsom
announced a plan to stop issuing new fracking permits in the state by 2024 as part of a larger
proposal to phase out all oil extraction in the state by 2045.351 By November 2021, ahead of the
2024 ban, California had already denied 109 fracking permits.352
Hydraulic fracturing in California is practiced differently than in other states, making its risks
different. Wells are more likely to be vertical rather than horizontal, and the oil-containing rock
layer is shallower. Hence, much less water is used per well for fracking as compared to other
states. However, the fracking fluid used is much more chemically concentrated, the fracking
zones are located closer to overlying aquifers, and the risk of a fracture reaching groundwater is
higher. Furthermore, although fracking in California requires considerably less water per well, it
takes place disproportionately in areas of prolonged, severe water shortages and can compete
with municipal and agricultural needs for freshwater.
California is the only state that allows wastewater from oil fields to be held in unlined open pits,
which creates risks for both air and groundwater contamination. Evaporation from wastewater
pits is a significant source of toxic air pollution in California’s San Joaquin Valley. These
emissions include the volatile organic compounds benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene,
all of which are neurological toxicants. Benzene is a known cause of leukemia. The results of a
2020 investigation showed that evaporation of these four toxic chemicals from oil and gas waste
pits alone represented up to two percent of the air basin’s inventory of these substances. (See
footnote 398.) As of July 2018, 1,086 such pits were operational in the Central Valley, with the
vast majority in Kern County. An investigation by reporters for NBC Bay Area found additional
pits not on the state’s official list. In at least two instances, toxic wastewater from the pits had
migrated underground for more than a mile.353
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In 2019, a U.S. Geological Survey team working within the San Joaquin Valley in Kern County
documented aquifer contamination from the downward migration of fluids stored in unlined
wastewater pits as well as from the outward migration of fluids from underground disposal wells.
Contamination of groundwater from disposal wells was detectable as far away as one-third of a
mile (1800 feet) away. (See footnote 543.)
Similarly, a 2021 study documented contamination of groundwater resources from unlined
wastewater pits throughout the southern Tulare Basin region of the San Joaquin Valley, which is
also the nation’s most productive agricultural region with groundwater widely used for irrigation.
In one case, the carcinogen benzene was found in groundwater underlying waste pits at levels 45
times higher than the safety limit for drinking water. However, regulators concluded that
remediation costs would be prohibitive.354, 355
In 2014, the discovery that companies had, for years, been wrongly allowed to inject oil and gas
waste directly into California’s freshwater aquifers led to the closing of 175 disposal wells.
Impacts on drinking water are unknown. (See footnotes 602, 603.) Nevertheless, throughout
2020 and into 2021, the state issued more than 300 permits to oil and gas companies for new
underground injection wells.356
Most fracking operations in California have taken place in areas with a long history of oil
extraction. A high density of old and abandoned wells provides potential leakage pathways,
should fractures intersect with them.
The combination of ongoing drought and lack of disposal options has resulted in the diversion of
fracking wastewater to farmers for irrigation of crops, raising concerns about contaminated water
potentially affecting food crops and draining into groundwater. Investigative reports in 2015
revealed that Chevron Corporation piped 21 million gallons of recycled oil and gas wastewater
per day to farmers for crop irrigation. Tests showed the presence of several volatile organic
compounds, including acetone, which is linked in lab studies to kidney, liver, and nerve damage.
(See footnotes 1445-1447.)
These activities project fracking’s impacts onto geographically distant populations, especially in
cases where wastewater is used in crop irrigation and livestock watering. Kern County, for
example, the epicenter of fracking in California, is also the world’s leading producer of almonds
and pistachios. Food is a troubling possible exposure route to fracking chemicals, in part because
so little is known about these chemicals. According to a hazard assessment of chemicals used in
California oil drilling operations that reuse wastewater for livestock watering and other
agricultural purposes, more than one-third of the 173 chemicals used are classified as trade
secrets: Their identities are entirely unknown. Of the remainder, ten are likely carcinogens, 22
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are toxic air contaminants, and 14 had no toxicity data available. Estimating risks to consumers
of the food produced with wastewater irrigation is thus not possible. (See footnote 1440.)
In fall 2021, the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board assured the public that
eating California crops grown with oil field wastewater “creates no identifiable increased health
risks” based on the results of a study conducted by oil industry consultants.357 The Board’s own
expert panel, however, conceded that the data gaps in the analysis left “potentially significant
unknowns” about the chemicals in question and concluded that the investigation did not answer
fundamental safety questions about irrigating crops with wastewater from drilling operations.
More than 60 percent of chemicals identified in the study as most likely to pose risks to human
health lacked both toxicity information and approved testing methods.358
The other area in California where fracking is concentrated, the Los Angeles Basin, is located
directly under the most populous county in the United States. As of this writing, there are a total
of 7,174 operational oil and gas wells in Los Angeles County; 3,577 are active and 3,597 idle.
“Unincorporated” areas of the county include 1,683 wells; 997 of those are active and 686 are
idle. Of the 2,062 wells located in the City of Los Angeles, 725 are active and 1,337 are idle.
Another city within the county, Culver City, includes a portion of the Inglewood Oil field, one of
the largest urban drilling areas in the country, though the majority of the field’s wells are located
in unincorporated areas.359
At least 1.7 million people in Los Angeles live or work within one mile of an active oil or gas
well, and 600,000 live within a half mile. A 2017 study shows that many of the same chemicals
used to stimulate wells during fracking operations are also used in urban oil wells located in
densely populated areas of southern California. (See footnote 608.) A 2021 study that deployed
air quality monitors in Los Angeles neighborhoods where oil and gas drilling take place found
methane spikes near wells and an associated pipeline. A second study found that ambient air
levels of methane—along with benzene, toluene, styrene, ethane, propane and other volatile
compounds—were highly elevated during operations and fell when wells were subsequently
idled. (See footnote 377.) Air pollutants from urban oil and gas operations disproportionately
affect the city’s Black and Latino residents. (See footnote 286.)
In December 2020, after a lengthy legal analysis, the Los Angeles City Council environment
committee voted unanimously to support a proposal to outlaw all oil drilling within the city
limits via updates to zoning codes that would make oil and gas extraction “nonconforming land
use” across Los Angeles.360 In January 2022, the motion was unanimously passed by the full
Council, which voted to ban all new oil and gas wells and phase out the more than 2,000 existing
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ones. In the interim, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors unanimously voted to phase
out oil and gas drilling and to ban new drilling within the county’s unincorporated areas, on a
schedule to be determined, and Culver City unanimously voted to prohibit the drilling of any
new, or redrilling of any existing, wells, and to require the phasing out, plugging, and restoration
of all existing wells by November 24, 2026.
There are currently no statewide set-back requirements in California, which remains the only oilor gas-producing state that does not limit how close to residences or schools drilling and fracking
activities may be conducted. (Pennsylvania requires a 500-foot setback distance, for example,
while Colorado requires 2,000 feet.) In October 2021, Governor Newsom issued draft
regulations that would halt new drilling within 3,200 feet (one kilometer) of homes, schools,
hospitals, and nursing homes. In February 2022, the state announced it had received 83,500
public comments during the comment period and is currently reviewing them. The setback rule,
as proposed and not yet finalized, would not apply to existing wells and would not prohibit the
drilling of new wells on existing well pads or the redrilling of inactive wells, raising the
possibility that idled wells and well pads close to homes may yet be revived across the state in
spite of the rule.361, 362
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Case Study: Drilling and Fracking in Florida

Gas and oil drilling in Florida, now only a minor industry, is currently concentrated in two areas:
the western Panhandle near Pensacola and the Everglades area of southwest Florida. So far,
fracking has been used at least once—in 2013 at a test well located in the Corkscrew Swamp
Sanctuary near Naples in Collier County. The Texas company that fracked this well, using highpressure acid fracturing techniques to dissolve the bedrock, received a cease-and-desist order
from the Florida Department of Environmental Protection.363
Florida is heavily dependent on natural gas, which provides 70 percent of the electricity
generated in its power plants. Renewed interest in oil and gas exploration in Florida has
prompted public debate about fracking and whether to promulgate state regulations or prohibit it
outright, possibly including a ban on the use of the rock-dissolving technology called matrix
acidizing in addition to hydraulic fracturing per se. Bills that sought to ban fracking but not
acidizing failed to pass in the Florida legislature in the 2019 legislative session.364 In November
2019, a bill to ban both hydraulic fracturing and matrix acidization (SB 200) passed a Florida
Senate committee but failed to pass in the 2020 legislative session.365 A fracking ban proposal
(SB 546) that included matrix acidization also failed in the spring 2021 legislative session, as did
a bill (SB722) that would have banned oil and gas drilling within the Everglades Protection
Area.366
In spite of the failure of fracking ban bills to pass the Florida state legislature, drilling and
fracking in the state has been thwarted by other efforts. In May 2020, the state of Florida
purchased a 20,000-acre tract of land in the Everglades to prevent the family who owned it from
drilling for oil. The owners had won a legal battle that allowed them to secure permits for an
exploratory well.367, 368 In November 2021, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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denied an exploratory drilling permit in Immokalee, one of the nation’s leading tomato-growing
regions and part of the Big Cypress watershed.369
In June 2021, Florida governor Ron DeSantis signed into law a bill (SB 1128/HB119) that
invalidates local comprehensive plans that restrict natural gas use or otherwise pursue 100
percent renewable energy initiatives. An earlier version of the bill would have also preempted
municipalities from enacting local fracking bans. As amended, it does not.370
Florida has more available groundwater than any other state; it is the drinking water source for
93 percent of Florida’s population. Groundwater is also pumped to irrigate crops and provide
frost protection to winter crops. Most of this water is held in the Floridan Aquifer, which extends
across the entire peninsula and into parts of Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina. This aquifer
provides drinking water to ten million people in both rural and urban communities, including
residents of several major cities: Gainesville, Jacksonville, Orlando, Tallahassee, and Tampa.
Overlain by smaller, shallower aquifers in southern Florida, it is a highly permeable, highly
interconnected subterranean system, with water moving rapidly in multiple directions through
massive shelves of limestone, which represent the dissolved shells and fossilized skeletons of
prehistoric marine organisms. Honeycombed with pores, fissures, joints, and caves, the
underground terrain of the Floridan Aquifer resembles a vast, brittle, sponge partly covered with
sand and clay. Springs and sinkholes are common.371, 372
It is not known whether fracking in Florida could induce sinkholes to open up or whether
alterations in underground pressures could cause springs to go dry. Certainly, Florida’s porous
geology makes it vulnerable to groundwater contamination. Crumbly, soluble limestone offers
pathways for contaminants spilled on the surface to travel deep into the aquifer, where they can
be dispersed over great distances by the aquifer’s river-like currents. A 2003 experiment with a
dye tracer showed the special susceptibility of Florida’s groundwater to potential contamination;
within a few hours, the red dye traveled through the aquifer a distance (330 feet) that researchers
had presumed would take days.373
Compounding these risks, Florida’s exposure to hurricanes makes it vulnerable to spills of
fracking-related chemicals. In August 2017, flooding from Hurricane Harvey shut down fracking
sites in Texas and triggered 31 separate spills at wells, storage tanks, and pipelines. (See
footnotes 1385-1387.)
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It is unclear where Florida would send any potential fracking wastewater for treatment and/or for
underground injection. Florida currently injects other types of liquid waste into disposal wells
that are located above, rather than below, oil- and gas-producing zones. The injection of fracking
waste in these same shallower layers may make earthquakes less likely than, for example, in
Oklahoma (where it is injected into deep formations), but it would also locate that waste closer to
the aquifers, which are poorly mapped. To undertake the necessary study to determine how
securely Florida’s geological formations could contain wastewater from drilling and fracking
operations and protect drinking water would be, in the words of two geophysicists, “a
monumental task requiring full-time work…for decades.”374 There are reasons to be concerned.
In South Florida in the 1990s, 20 stringently regulated disposal wells failed and leaked sewage
waste into the Upper Floridan Aquifer, a potential future source of drinking water for Miami.375
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Compilation of Studies & Findings

Air pollution
Air pollution associated with fracking and flaring is a grave concern with a range of impacts.
Researchers have documented more than 200 different air pollutants near drilling and fracking
operations. Of these, 61 are classified as hazardous air pollutants with known health risks, and
26 are classified as endocrine disruptors.
Areas with substantial drilling and fracking build-out show high levels of ground-level ozone
(smog), striking declines in air quality, and, in several cases, increased rates of health problems
with known links to air pollution. Air sampling surveys find high concentrations of fine
particulate air pollutants and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), especially carcinogenic
benzene and formaldehyde, both at the wellhead and at distances that exceed legal setback
distances from wellhead to residence. In some cases, VOC concentrations exceeded federal
safety standards by several orders of magnitude.
Researchers in Colorado have documented that air pollution increased with proximity to drilling
and fracking operations and was sufficiently high to raise cancer risks in some cases. Exposure
to emissions from natural gas flares and diesel exhaust from the 4,000-6,000 truck trips per well
pad also pose respiratory health risks for those living near drilling operations. The United States
leads the world in the number of flare stacks. Air pollutants from flaring operations include
VOCs, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, toxic heavy metals, formaldehyde,
and soot.
Evidence implicates U.S. shale gas extraction in the global spike in atmospheric ethane and
propane. Drilling and fracking operations in North Dakota’s Bakken oil and gas field alone
contribute two percent of global ethane emissions and directly impact air quality across North
America. Like methane, ethane is both a greenhouse gas and a precursor for ozone formation.
A 2021 Harvard study found that, in at least 19 states, burning gas to generate electricity now
kills more people from air pollution than coal due to exposure to the fine particulate matter air
pollution (PM2.5) that is generated when gas is burned.

•

June 23, 2021 – A National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) team
quantified methane emissions and emissions of other volatile organic air pollutants
known to create ozone (smog) from oil- and gas-producing regions across the United
States. The findings showed that volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from oil and
natural gas extraction have likely been underestimated by a factor of two and that oil and
gas emissions represent a significant source of volatile organic compounds to the
atmosphere over the United States.376
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•

May 19, 2021 – Air concentrations of methane, non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC),
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylenes, styrene, n-hexane, n-pentane, ethane, and
propane decreased following the suspension of urban drilling activities in a Los Angeles,
California neighborhood. A USC-led team used ambient air monitoring adjacent to the
AllenCo oil and gas production site during active operations and during the following
idle period, the first study of its kind. The team determined that the drilling activities
contributed 23.7 percent to the total VOCs measured during the active phase, versus 0.6
percent in the idle phase. Average methane concentrations were 2.53 ppm in the active
phase and 1.68 ppm in the idle phase (consistent with background averages in
California), and the highest one-minute averaged real-time methane concentration was
37.54 ppm. Average NMHC concentrations also dropped from the active phase to the idle
phase. Authors wrote, “the results suggests that a broad range of hazardous air pollutants
are co-emitted during active operations, and these compounds may be biologically
additive or act synergistically in the human body, near a vulnerable population.” They
note that the community near the AllenCo site “is home to over 90% people of color…
and approximately three-quarters of households live below 200% of the federal poverty
line,” and is “among the top 10% most disproportionately-environmentally burdened in
the state.”377

•

May 5, 2021 – Ethane co-occurs with methane as a volatile air pollutant released by
drilling and fracking operations. While methane also has many natural sources, such as
wetlands, ethane has almost none. Therefore, ethane can be used as a surrogate for
estimating methane emissions from oil and gas extraction activities. Using measurements
of ethane collected by aircraft in the southcentral and eastern United States, a
Pennsylvania State University research team showed that methane emissions from oil and
gas extraction are significantly higher than previously presumed and, indeed, consistently
exceed values calculated by leak rate estimates used by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). The team estimated that methane emissions arising from
drilling and fracking are larger than EPA inventory values by 48 to 76 percent. This study
corroborates several other earlier studies, all of which raise concerns of a broad, historic
underestimation of methane leakage from U.S. oil and gas operations.378

•

May 5, 2021 – Over the last decade, the U.S. fracking boom has prompted an energy
transition away from coal and toward natural gas and biomass, as gas has replaced coal in
both electricity generation and industry. However, this switch has not eliminated harm to
public health from air pollution. A Harvard-led team used modeling and emissions
inventory data to reconstruct the changes in health impacts from particulate matter air
pollution in the United States from 2008 to 2017. The results showed substantial changes
in the contribution to mortality impacts from stationary sources of fine-particle (PM2.5)
air pollution. In 19 states, burning gas for electricity now kills more people from
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exposure to fine particles than does coal. In 2008, when coal produced nearly half the
nation’s electricity, power plant emissions caused between 59,000 and 66,000 premature
deaths. By 2017, 10,000 to 12,000 deaths were caused by power plants. Sharp reductions
in sulfur dioxide emissions, the source of which is largely electricity generation from
coal, have led to a much more complex picture of contributors to particulate air pollution
and to public health impacts, with many sources now contributing, all within the same
order of magnitude and with transportation emissions now having a larger proportion of
total air pollution health impacts. This study found that air pollution from gas, wood, and
biomass were, by 2017, collectively responsible for between 29,000 and 46,000
premature deaths. The authors emphasized that their study does not include any health
impacts from exposure to ozone or nitrogen oxides or localized health impacts from
hazardous air pollution emissions from fuel extraction processes or combustion. It also
does not include methane leaks across the gas supply and distribution chain or health
impacts of indoor exposures to gas combustion.379 What the study does show, said lead
author Jonathan Buonocore, is that “if you swap out one combustion fuel for another,
that’s not a pathway to a healthy energy system.” As gas represents an increasing fraction
of fuel burned for U.S. electricity production, it has also become increasingly responsible
for a larger proportion of health harms from air pollution generated from stationary
sources. 380
•

April 29, 2021 – An investigation by Bloomberg News revealed that two Permian basin
facilities that process and purify raw natural gas were the two biggest polluters during the
February 2021 cold snap in Texas, accounting for nearly one-fifth of the state’s total air
pollution. Gas processing plants are designed for continuous flow of gas, and power
outages therefore require flaring of all incoming gas. During the prolonged winter
blackouts in Texas, loss of gas supply to power plants contributed to the power outages,
which, in turn, compounded operations problems at the gas processors, leading to “a
complete collapse of general infrastructure.” Further, as revealed in an analysis of state
records, these two plants are persistent super-emitters, releasing hazardous gases above
permitted levels more than 400 times since the beginning of 2019.381

•

March 26, 2021 – Using an ambient air monitoring laboratory, a research team identified
and quantified air contaminants from a fracking well pad in West Virginia from
September 2015 through February 2016. The results showed a shifting profile of air
pollution that was a function of the phase of well pad development. The peak
concentration was observed during the drill-out stage. There was a dramatic increase in
ethane and methane emissions during the flowback phase. The emission rates of benzene
and other volatile organic compounds also peaked during flowback. Benzene was also
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high during hydraulic fracturing as was toluene, which was mainly released from motor
vehicle emissions. Overall, a multivariate analysis showed that there were three potential
factor profiles: natural gas, regional transport/photochemistry, and engine emissions.
“This is the first study, to our knowledge, to collect high-time-resolution ambient
concentrations of compounds emitted from well pad activity on Marcellus Shale during
various phases of operation such that the relative air quality effect of each phase of
development can be investigated.”382
•

March 11, 2021 – Satellite data shows that gas flaring at U.S. oil and gas facilities
reached an all-time high in February 2021 when frigid weather conditions in Texas
forced refineries, gas processing plants, and LNG terminals to release massive amounts
of gas on an emergency basis in response to a collapse in the state’s energy
infrastructure.383

•

March 9, 2021 – An independent analysis by three environmental organizations revealed
that industrial facilities in Texas illegally released more than three million excess pounds
of pollution in advance of, and during, the winter storm in February 2021. In addition,
emissions increased in every major oil field in the state—the West Texas Permian Basin,
South Texas’ Eagle Ford Shale, and the Barnett Shale in North Texas—as drillers flared
off natural gas that they could not store or transport as pipelines started to freeze.384

•

March 3, 2021 – A research team used air quality monitors to evaluate air pollutants over
a four-year period in three Los Angeles neighborhoods where oil and gas drilling takes
place. They found elevated methane levels near drilling sites, including at an oil and gas
facility classified as inactive. Other VOCs were also elevated in close proximity to wells
and appeared related to oil and gas activity.385

•

February 25, 2021 – Two rural communities in California’s Central Valley that suffer
some of the worst air pollution in the state gained negotiating power under a law that
compels regional air pollution districts to share decision-making with communities.
Located in the heart of the state’s oil-producing region, Arvin and Lamont intend to
demand stricter regulations over oil and gas extraction activities in Kern County, where
70 to 80 percent of California’s oil production takes place.386
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•

February 23, 2021 – A research team from University of California, Los Angeles used
satellite observations and census data to estimate the number of nightly flaring events
across all fracking sites (oil shale plays) in the United States between March 2012 and
February 2020. They found that 83 percent of the flaring took place in three basins—the
Williston Basin in North Dakota, Permian Basin in west Texas, and the Western Gulf
Basin in southern Texas and Louisiana—and estimated that over half a million people in
these basins reside within three miles of a flare, with 39 percent of them living near more
than 100 nightly flares. In these regions, Black, Indigenous, and people of color were
disproportionately exposed to flaring. The research team recommended stricter
regulations.387

•

February 1, 2021 – The fracking boom in the Denver-Julesburg Basin is a significant
source of air pollution, including benzene and toluene, in northeastern Colorado. Oil
production in the region increased by eight-fold between 2006 and 2016, while natural
gas production tripled over the same time period. An international team of researchers
estimated the contribution of these pollutants to ozone creation (smog) in Plattville, a
small municipality within an area of intense drilling and fracking, and compared it to the
urban core of Denver. They found that vapors from condensate tanks and other fracking
infrastructure dominated the source contributions in Plattville, whereas vehicular
emissions have a higher contribution in Denver. The largest contributor to benzene in the
ambient air of Plattville was drilling and fracking operations, whereas vehicular
emissions were the largest source of benzene in Denver.388

•

December 22, 2020 – Utah’s Uinta Basin contains about 10,000 active oil and gas wells
and suffers during winter months from high levels of ozone. The oil and gas industry is
the major source of chemical emissions that combine to create ozone. A team from Utah
State University measured the composition and distribution of ozone-forming pollutants
in the basin. They found higher levels of these pollutants in areas of dense oil production
than in dense gas production. Twenty-eight percent of the potential for air pollutants to
create ozone was due to alkenes in areas with dense oil production. The most likely
source of these air pollutants was natural gas-fueled engines in the oil-producing regions,
especially artificial lift engines, which are commonly used at oil wells but not at natural
gas wells.389

•

November 9, 2020 – Using a U.S. Department of Energy mobile air-monitoring
laboratory, researchers collected ambient air monitoring data from two fracking sites in
Pennsylvania and six in West Virginia throughout the production lifecycle—from wellpad construction through drilling, fracturing, flowback, and completion. The objective of
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this study was to analyze the air pollutants from the various upstream stages of shale gas
production and develop a predictive model. The results showed that ethane was the most
consistently detected air pollutant and can be used as a tracer for natural gas operations;
there are few sources of ethane other than those related to natural gas extraction. At two
of the sites, elevated levels of methane levels, emissions of which were sporadic,
corresponded to a change in isotopic signature that showed that its source was the well
pad. The authors found that air pollution risk from fracking can indeed be predicted by
developing a Bayesian network model.390
•

October 20, 2020 – Between 2005 and 2017, more than 18,000 shale gas wells were
permitted in the Marcellus shale region of Pennsylvania, and drilling and fracking
operations moved closer to residential areas. Pennsylvania’s current setback policy is that
no well can be located closer than 500 feet from a home. A study investigated the
sufficiency of this setback distance to protect residents from exposure to fracking-derived
air pollution. Using census block data to estimate the number of people who experience
levels of particulate matter that exceed air quality standards, the researchers demonstrated
that these emissions could increase the number of exceedances by more than 36,000
persons in a single year, which is almost one percent of the population in Pennsylvania’s
Marcellus shale region. Further, most of the elevated exposures were caused by a small
number of wells near populated areas. These results, according to the authors, support the
idea that Pennsylvania’s 500-foot setback distance is not adequate. Instead, policies
should consider the number of wells per well pad and local conditions in addition to
pushing wells back from residential areas.391

•

September 9, 2020 – Ground-level ozone (smog) is created by chemical reactions
between two other air pollutants: VOCs and nitrogen oxides, both of which are released
from fracking operations. Using a simulation model and data from global monitoring
programs, an international research team assessed the air quality impacts of increased
emissions of VOCs and nitrogen oxides from U.S. oil and gas extraction operations
during the 2010-2015 fracking boom. They found effects on surface ozone concentrations
across a large geographical area—but especially in midwestern and central United States
regions—including increased number of days during the year with elevated average
ozone levels. These findings demonstrated that U.S. fracking boom significantly
degraded air quality across most of the United States, can regionally negate ozone
reductions from other sectors, and can impede a region’s ability to meet National
Ambient Air Quality Standard obligations for ozone.392

•

June 29, 2020 – In response to public complaints about noxious odors and increased air
pollution in the heavily drilled Permian Basin, the Texas Commission on Environmental
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Quality conducted two air monitoring surveys in December 2019 and February 2020.
Results showed levels of hydrogen sulfide gas that exceeded legal limits—as high as 500
percent—in several places on multiple days. These levels are sufficient to create longterm health impacts. Hydrogen sulfide is poisonous to the central nervous system and can
impair oxygen utilization.393, 394, 395
•

May 8, 2020 – Along with Russia, Iran, and Iraq, the United States is one of the world’s
top nations for flaring. A team of atmospheric scientists measured air quality in the
heavily drilled Eagle Ford Shale in southern Texas. They identified flaring as a
significant source of smog-forming nitrogen oxides and carcinogenic benzene in this
otherwise rural region. These results confirm those of previous studies.396, 397

•

May 2020 – Evaporation from liquid waste pits connected to oil and gas extraction
operations are a significant source of toxic air pollutants in the San Joaquin Valley air
basin, according to research conducted by the California Environmental Protection
Agency. These emissions include benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene. The total
emissions of this family of volatile organic compounds (total BTEX emissions) estimated
in this study were then compared to the California Toxics Inventory for the San Joaquin
Valley air basin, which currently does not include emissions from wastewater pits. The
results showed that evaporation of toxic BTEX chemicals from the waste pits alone
represented up to two percent of the air basin inventory, indicating that their inclusion in
the inventory should be considered. Although these facilities are not thought to be a
major source of methane emissions, the researchers note that future work could involve
more regular monitoring of facilities in order to better characterize how emissions change
over time.398

•

March 12, 2020 – Fine particulate air pollution has been documented in communities
near drilling and fracking operations. An interdisciplinary research team analyzed fine
particulate samples collected from filters at an active well pad in Morgantown, West
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Virginia to determine which elements were traceable downwind and if they corresponded
to measurements of particulate matter. If so, tracer elements could be used in future
health studies as surrogates to estimate community exposure to air pollution from drilling
and fracking operations. Results suggests that magnesium might serve as a useful tracer.
The team also found that well pad emissions can be measured at distances of more than
four miles (7 kilometers).399
•

January 13, 2020 – A public health team from Harvard, Columbia, and University of
Colorado critiqued a study led by Judy Hess of the Shell Health Risk Science Team, and
funded by Shell Oil, that had called into question epidemiological methods for
ascertaining air pollution exposures and the health harms to residents living near drilling
and fracking operations in the Marcellus Shale. The public health team said, “Because of
the unrepresentative air monitoring locations and inappropriate statistical methods, the
Hess et. al. study does not improve our understanding of the residential exposures
associated with [oil and gas wells.] For these same reasons, the Hess et al. study also does
not provide information useful for decisions relevant to the health of communities
nearby.”400, 401 A response to this critique, also funded by Shell, argued against the
validity of modeling well activity when estimating human exposures to air pollution from
those wells and asserted bias in a suite of earlier studies that had identified health risks
from fracking-related air pollution.402

•

January 6, 2020 – Between 2005 and 2016, one-fifth of electric power infrastructure
across the United States was redistributed as coal-fired power plants were retired and new
gas-fired power plants took their place. An analysis of local air quality during this time
period traced changing patterns of polluting emissions. New natural gas-fired plants
created higher local pollution levels when they came on-line, but the spatial pattern and
chemical composition of these pollutant were different from coal.403

•

December 16, 2019 – An assessment of air quality changes in British Columbia from
2005 to 2018 revealed increasing nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide levels in the
immediate vicinity of drilling and fracking operations. Within the overall increasing trend
of nitrogen dioxide levels during this time period, there was a decreasing trend between
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2011-2013, a two-year period of time that corresponds to stricter compliance and
enforcement of regulations for flaring.404
•

December 6, 2019 – Although the United Kingdom and Germany have shale formations
that contain methane, shale gas extraction via fracking is currently prohibited in both
nations. Using modeling, a German team explored how fracking would affect ozone
formation locally and, via long-distance transport, regionally. Overall, the findings
demonstrate that “shale gas production in Europe can worsen ozone air quality on both
the local and regional scales.”405

•

December 2, 2019 – Fracking activities are known to increase airborne nitrogen oxides,
an important precursor for smog formation. Less known is how these air pollutants may
be transported through atmosphere and deposited back to earth in rain and snow (wet
deposition or as particles and gases (dry deposition). When nitrogen deposition exceeds a
limit known as critical load, it can acidify rivers and streams and disrupt nutrient cycling
in soils. A research team measured total dry deposition attributable to two fracking wells
on a single well pad in the Marcellus Shale. They found that the magnitude of total
nitrogen deposition per well was high enough that it would exceed critical loads in
intensely fracked areas with high densities of wells.406

•

November 12, 2019 – Wyoming is the nation’s seventh largest gas-producing state with
the Upper Green River Basin serving as the center of extraction. A research team studied
how volatile fracking-related pollutants are transported in the air of this region. Previous
estimates varied widely by methodology. Using technology that allowed for direct
measurements from oil and gas facilities, the team found that 20 percent of facilities were
responsible for 67 percent of the total emissions of benzene, toluene, methylbenzene, and
xylenes that traveled off site. (This study was partially funded by the oil and gas industry,
members of which also assisted in the collection of canister samples.)407

•

November 11, 2019 – A long-term trend study found increases in airborne ethane,
propane, butane and other organic carbon compounds in the Barnett Shale in northern
Texas from 2000 to 2017. These trends mirror drilling and fracking activities in the area,
specifically the changes in production volume from nearby natural gas wells and liquid
condensate facilities. Benzene and xylene concentrations followed these same trends,
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suggesting that fracking, rather than vehicular emissions and other urban sources, are
influencing the levels of these hazardous air pollutants.408
•

October 30, 2019 – A Colorado State University team measured emissions of volatile
organic air pollutants from oil and gas wells in Colorado’s Denver-Julesberg basin and
Piceance basin during the periods of drilling, fracking, and flowback. Emission rates of
benzene and other volatile organic compounds were highest in both basins during the
flowback period—when injected fracking fluids return to the surface after a well is
fracked. (This study was partially funded by the oil and gas industry.)409

•

April 8, 2019 – Before fracking was suspended in England, a rural area near Kirby
Misperton in North Yorkshire was one of the first sites in the country to seek permits for
shale gas exploration and became the focus of intensive long-term environmental
monitoring. As part of these efforts, air quality monitoring began in 2016, in advance of
preparatory work on the site, which began in late 2017. The most significant effect noted
during air monitoring was an increase in nitrogen oxide levels during the pre-operational
period when equipment was brought to the site and vehicular activity increased. These
effects were transitory. Hydraulic fracturing of the well did not take place, and the on-site
equipment was eventually decommissioned and removed. Thereafter, air quality
parameters returned to baseline.410

•

April 1, 2019 – A University of California, Berkeley team undertook a comprehensive
review of current peer-reviewed literature on hazardous air pollutants found near oil and
gas extraction operations. Hazardous air pollutants are those known or suspected to cause
cancer, reproductive harm, birth defects, or other serious health effects. Reviewing 37
studies, the team identified a total of 61 different hazardous air pollutants that have been
detected and measured near oil and gas drilling and fracking operations. The sources of
these dangerous pollutants include a wide range of equipment, activities, and facilities—
from dehydrators and condensate tanks to well drilling, flowback treatment, and oil
storage facilities. The team found that the production phase of oil and gas extraction has
the potential to emit the highest concentrations and the most complex mixtures of
hazardous air pollutants over the longest time. (During the production phase, raw oil or
natural gas is flowing from the well and is processed within various ancillary equipment,
all of which can emit hazardous pollutants, such as benzene.) The highest and most
sustained concentrations of hazardous air pollutants were found in “regions rich in oil,
wet gas, and condensate.” Their results further suggest that “exposure risks can be much
higher if production equipment is collocated with condensate storage and wastewater
impoundments.” The research team also uncovered an important disconnect between air
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pollution monitoring studies and those reporting on health impacts. In general, the levels
of air pollution detected in the monitoring studies fell short of those known to cause
health impacts and yet multiple health-based studies continue to find evidence of a spatial
relationship between concentrations of hazardous air pollutants and incidence of health
problems among people living near oil and gas operations. These findings suggest that
existing air sampling methodologies may be under-reporting emissions or that prevailing
health benchmarks are inadequate to identify health problems, especially when exposures
include multiple chemicals.411
•

March 14, 2019 – Approximately 1.7 million people live within one mile of an active oil
or gas well in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. A University of California pilot study
investigated air pollution around active wells in this densely populated urban area and
showed that, even in neighborhoods where residents are exposed to complex mixtures of
air pollution from multiple sources, levels of several volatile organic pollutants are higher
in communities closer to wellheads and decrease in concentration with distance away
from the wellheads. These include the carcinogen benzene and n-hexane. “We were able
to identify gradient behavior along the transect downwind of the target oil/natural gas
facility that was likely due, in part, to emissions from the facility.”412

•

February 15, 2019 – In the first modeling study of drilling and fracking-related air
pollution to include criteria air pollutants, a University of Texas, Arlington team found
that concentrations of pollutants in the Barnett Shale region in north Texas were varied
by terrain, with strongly sloping terrain giving the highest maximum concentrations for
criteria air pollutants compared to level and moderate terrain. (Regulated by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] via applicable standards, the criteria air
pollutants are ozone, particulate matter, lead, carbon monoxide, sulfur oxides, and
nitrogen oxides.) The highest benzene and methane concentrations occurred in flat terrain
and exceeded health-based standards.413

•

January 18, 2019 – Flaring is a widely used practice for disposal of waste natural gas
during oil drilling, in places that lack infrastructure for its capture and transport. Enabled
by fracking, domestic oil production is at an all-time high, and this upswing has outpaced
the build-out of pipelines to contain the natural gas that accompanies the oil as it flows to
the surface. Using satellite technology, researchers identified 43,887 distinct oil and gas
flares in the Eagle Ford Shale region of south Texas from 2012 to 2016, with a peak in
activity in 2014 and an estimated 4.5 billion cubic meters of total gas volume flared over
the study period. Comparing these results with well permit data showed the majority of
flares (82 percent) were linked to oil wells, with more than 90 percent associated with
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horizontally drilled wells. These flares were not equally distributed across the region. Just
five of 49 counties in the Eagle Ford Shale area accounted for 71 percent of flaring. “Our
results suggest flaring may be a significant environmental exposure in parts of this
region.” Air pollutants from flaring operations include VOCs, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, toxic heavy metals, formaldehyde, and soot.414
•

July 27, 2018 – A report written by the United Kingdom’s Air Quality Expert Group
found that shale gas operations would increase air pollution (nitrogen dioxides and
VOCs) both nationally and locally within the United Kingdom. However, the report
languished for three years and was finally released four days after shale gas extraction
was officially approved for the Lancashire region of northwest England.415, 416

•

July 16, 2018 – A team from the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
used existing air monitoring data sets from disparate locations to determine if air
pollution levels near drilling and fracking operations are sufficient to create health
problems in Colorado residents who live more than 500 feet away from a well head.
Overall, they found individual VOC levels below those that are known to pose cancer and
non-cancer health risks. However, the authors could not evaluate the risk of possible
intermittent spikes in emissions during different phases of operation and evaluated only a
subset of all VOCs emitted from drilling and fracking operations at these different
phases. “Future studies are greatly needed that focus on quantifying these acute, peak
exposures to people living near oil and gas operations, with particular emphasis on
characterization of the volatile organic compounds identified as posing the greatest
potential public health concerns, such as benzene.”417

•

July 13, 2018 – Drilling and fracking operations emit pollutants that form ozone and fine
particles. Because air pollution from oil and gas operations originate from a large number
of small, diffuse sources, estimating the level and location of emissions is difficult. An
EPA team used a national emissions inventory for the year 2011 to characterize oil and
gas emissions over space and time and to estimate the future human health burden
attributable to the oil and gas sector. For the year 2025, the authors projected that oil and
gas extraction activities will cause 1000 deaths across the United States from exposure to
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fine particles and 970 deaths from ozone exposure, with the highest impacts in Colorado,
Pennsylvania, Texas, and West Virginia.418
•

June 13, 2018 – A British team used a new air quality forecasting model to simulate the
health impacts of potential emissions from fracking operations in the United Kingdom,
should large-scale fracking go forward. The results showed large projected increases in
nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds across the UK airshed. These increases
would contribute to approximately 110 extra premature deaths (with a range of 50-530
deaths) each year across the U.K.419

•

May 31, 2018 – Using an air pollution model that can describe the movement of
pollutants in the atmosphere, a Pennsylvania study evaluated the minimum necessary
distance from a fracked gas well pad to remain within air quality standards for particulate
matter. The findings show that well pads that host only one active well are unlikely to
expose residents living 500 feet away to unlawful levels of particulate matter. However, a
typical well pad comprised of six wells with high emissions could require a minimum
setback of up to 2400 feet.420

•

May 29, 2018 – An Oregon State University team measured polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon air pollutants near drilling and fracking operations in rural eastern Ohio. A
known component of fracking-related air pollution, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are
linked to cancer risk, respiratory distress, and poor birth outcomes. Using both air
samplers and wristbands to assess personal exposures of residents living near active or
proposed well sites, the researchers found elevated air pollution levels near active well
sites. Further, the wristbands from participants who lived in homes with well pads on
their property registered higher levels of air pollutants than participants without wells.
“These findings suggest that living or working near an active natural gas extraction well
may increase personal polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon exposure.”421

•

May 18, 2018 – A Canadian and U.S. research team monitored methane levels in urban
Morgantown, West Virginia during various stages of hydraulic fracturing at a single well
pad. They found that emissions at the site were greatest during the flow-back stage, a
result that supports previous studies.422
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•

March 27, 2018 – A team led by University of Colorado School of Public Health
scientists found that air pollution levels along Colorado’s heavily drilled Front Range
increased with proximity to drilling and fracking operations and were sufficiently high to
raise cancer risks. For people living within 500 feet of a well, lifetime cancer risks were
eight times higher than the EPA’s upper threshold. Elevated levels of benzene and
alkanes were of particular concern. “These findings indicate that state and federal
regulatory policies may not be protective of health for populations residing near oil and
gas facilities.”423

•

March 21, 2018 – Evaluating 48 peer-reviewed studies that sampled air near drilling and
fracking operations, researchers identified more than 200 different airborne chemicals
associated with oil and gas extraction. Ethane, benzene, and n-pentane were the three
most frequently detected. Twenty-six of these 200 chemicals are classified as endocrine
disruptors—chemicals that can interfere with hormone systems and may affect
reproduction, development, and neurological functioning.424

•

March 18, 2018 – There are now more than 22,000 active fracking wells in the rural
Eagle Ford Shale region of Texas, which has undergone a 10-fold increase in oil and gas
extraction since 2010. A research team from San Francisco State University and
University of Southern California used remote sensing data that incorporated infrared
observations of combustion sources to estimate exposure of local residents to hazardous
air pollutants from associated flaring operations. Their method confirmed extensive
flaring in close proximity to homes.425

•

February 26, 2018 – The presence of ethane and propane in the atmosphere is an
indication of leaks during fossil fuel extraction and distribution, including fracking and
its attendant activities, especially venting and flaring. (Fossil fuel combustion is not a
source of ethane or propane.) According to a study led by a University of York team that
used data collected from 20 observatories around the world, global atmospheric levels of
ethane and propane have been underestimated by more than 50 percent. These results
mean that hydrocarbon emissions from fossil fuel extraction activities in general—
including methane—may be two to three times higher than previously presumed. Both
ethane and methane are ozone precursors and contribute to the creation of smog. The
authors noted that enhanced ethane and propane emission results mean higher levels of
health-damaging ozone in both rural and urban areas.426 In related press materials about
this research, Ally Lewis, a co-author of the study, said, “Levels of ethane and propane
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declined in many places in the 1980s and 1990s, but global growth in the demand for
natural gas means these trends may be reversing. The effects of higher ozone would be
felt in the rural environment where it damages crops and plants, and in cities on human
health.” Co-author Lucy Carpenter, said, “We know that a major source of ethane and
propane in the atmosphere is from ‘fugitive’ or unintentional escaping emissions during
fossil fuel extraction and distribution. If ethane and propane are being released at greater
rates than we thought, then we also need to carefully re-evaluate how much of the recent
growth of methane in the atmosphere may also have come from oil and natural gas
development.”427
•

February 5, 2018 – The Tropospheric Ozone Assessment Report analyzes data from all
available ozone monitors around the world. Its 2018 report found that, in the United
States, levels of ground-level ozone (smog) dropped steadily between 2000 and 2014
except in rural areas of the Rocky Mountain west where levels remained steady or rose.
Oil and gas drilling is likely responsible. Rural areas in the western United States have
fewer emission sources and yet they have been experiencing high ozone levels, especially
in the winter.428

•

November 2, 2017 – In a review paper that explores how the U.S. fracking boom has
contributed to air pollution in impacted communities, Texas A&M atmospheric scientist
Gunnar W. Schade identified ozone and benzene as two important chemicals of concern.
Documenting trends is challenging because fracking-related air pollutants typically
originate in rural places without routine air pollution monitoring. A new air monitor in
the Eagle Ford Shale region allowed researchers to use fingerprinting analysis to show
that 60 percent of ambient benzene in the air now comes from drilling and fracking
operations, including gas flares. Before the shale boom, the majority of benzene in the
region came from tailpipe emissions. “In some areas, decades-long progress on ozone air
quality has stalled; in others, particularly the Uintah basin in Utah, a new ozone problem
has emerged due to the fracking industry’s emissions.” Downwind of the Eagle Ford
Shale, San Antonio’s ozone levels are now trending close to 75 ppb, which exceeds the
new recommended limit of 70 ppb. “The shale boom has create a new source of largescale, diffuse hydrocarbon emissions that adversely affect air toxics levels. . . . The
continued growth of the fracking industry as well as plans to remove regulations on
methane emissions will not alleviate high hydrocarbon emissions and associated regional
ozone problems.”429

•

April 12, 2017 – Using aircraft, a University of Michigan-led team collected plume
samples from 37 flare stacks in the Bakken Shale region of North Dakota to calculate
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emissions of black carbon (soot), methane, and ethane from natural gas flares. They
determined that flares contribute almost 20 percent of the total emissions of methane and
ethane from the Bakken region, as measured by field studies.430
•

December 29, 2016 – Exposure to air pollutants from well pads decreases quickly with
distance. However, according to recent studies, people living kilometers away from
actual drilling and fracking operations also show elevated risk of disease known to be
linked to air pollution. This review paper investigated the possible role that exposure to
diesel exhaust from fracking-related road traffic is playing in creating public health
impacts in surrounding communities. “Road traffic generated by hydraulic fracturing
operations is one possible source of environmental impact whose significance has, until
now, been largely neglected . . . with 4,000-6,000 vehicles visiting the well pad during
the operations.” As a starting point for exposure assessment, the author recommended
GIS modeling studies with a focus on traffic patterns and exacerbation of pediatric
asthma.431, 432

•

October 16, 2016 – A review of recent studies documenting harm to both public health
and agricultural yields from rising ozone levels identified oil and gas fields as “a major
and growing source of ozone in the United States.”433

•

October 16, 2016 – In response to a lawsuit, the EPA acknowledged that its 33-year-old
formula for estimating emissions from flaring operations requires revision as it may
dramatically underestimate levels of health-damaging air pollutants. Emissions from flare
stacks typically include carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, benzene, formaldehyde, and
xylene, but levels of these smog-forming compounds are seldom measured directly.434, 435

•

October 5, 2016 – A review of recent studies documented connections between oil and
gas development and worsening ozone levels in western states. Drilling and fracking
operations have pushed Pinedale, Wyoming out of compliance with federal ozone
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standards. Colorado has exceeded federal ozone limits for the past decade, a period that
corresponds to a statewide boom in oil and gas drilling.436
•

September 1, 2016 – A NASA-led research team collected whole air samples throughout
the Barnett Shale basin in Texas. Chemical analysis showed that they contained benzene,
hexane, and toluene at levels 2-50 times greater than the local background and similar to
those seen in other intensely drilled shale basins in Colorado and Utah. There is “some
evidence to suggest that public concerns for potential chronic health risks are not
unwarranted.”437

•

July 23, 2016 – A study conducted at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory examined
sources of summertime ozone formation (smog) in Colorado’s Front Range and found
that 17 percent of locally created ozone was created by VOCs from drilling and fracking
operations.438 Colorado has exceeded the federal ozone standard for the past nine years, a
period of time that corresponds to a boom in oil and gas drilling in the Wattenberg Gas
Field where the number of active wells has nearly doubled.439

•

June 13, 2016 – Between 2009 and 2014, ethane emissions in the Northern Hemisphere
increased by about 400,000 tons annually, the bulk of it from North American oil and gas
activity, according to research by an international team led by the University of Colorado
Boulder.440 After peaking in the 1970s, global ethane emissions began declining,
primarily due to stricter air quality emission controls. In 2009, however, that downward
trend reversed itself. “About 60 percent of the drop we saw in ethane levels over the past
40 years has already been made up in the past five years…. If this rate continues, we are
on track to return to the maximum ethane levels we saw in the 1970s in only about three
more years. We rarely see changes in atmospheric gases that quickly or dramatically,”
said lead researcher Detlev Helmig.441 Samples were collected from locations around the
world, but the largest increases in ethane were documented over areas of heavy oil and
gas activity in the central and eastern United States. Ethane contributes to the creation of
ground-level ozone pollution (smog), a known human health hazard. The authors noted
that “… ozone production from these emissions has led to air quality standard
exceedances in the Uintah Basin, Utah, and Upper Green River Basin, Wyoming, [oil and
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natural gas] regions.” Two scientists not involved in the study published an
accompanying commentary, concluding, “There is a danger that these non-methane
hydrocarbon emission changes can offset emission policies and controls aimed at
reducing ozone concentrations,” and “[t]hese oil and gas operations are threatening to
reverse what had been an important success story: decades of declining air pollution in
North America.”442 (See also the entry dated April 2, 2016 in Threats to the Climate
System.)
•

June 1, 2016 – Existing data on air pollutants emitted from drilling and fracking
operations “support precautionary measures to protect the health of infants and children,”
according to a review by a team of researchers (members of which include co-authors of
this Compendium). Researchers focused on exposures to ozone, particulate matter, silica
dust, benzene, and formaldehyde—all of which are associated with drilling and fracking
operations—noting that all are linked to adverse respiratory health effects, particularly in
infants and children. Benzene, for example, emitted from gas wells, production tanks,
compressors, and pipelines, is a carcinogen also linked to serious respiratory outcomes in
infants and children, including pulmonary infections in newborns. As the authors
emphasized, this review did not consider other air pollutants commonly associated with
drilling and fracking activities, namely hydrogen sulfide, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen. Although improved exposure assessment, air
monitoring, and long-term studies are still lacking, existing evidence was sufficient for
the authors to “strongly recommend precautionary measures at this time.”443

•

April 26, 2016 – About two percent of global ethane emissions originate from the Bakken
shale oil and gas field, which, according to research led by University of Michigan
researchers, emits 250,000 tons of ethane per year.444 “Two percent might not sound like
a lot, but the emissions we observed in this single region are 10 to 100 times larger than
reported in inventories. They directly impact air quality across North America. And
they’re sufficient to explain much of the global shift in ethane concentrations,” according
to Eric Kort, first author of the study.445 Ethane is a gas that affects climate and decreases
air quality. As a greenhouse gas, ethane is the third-largest contributor to human-caused
climate change. Ethane contributes to ground-based ozone pollution as it breaks down
and reacts with sunlight to create smog. This surface-level ozone is linked to respiratory
problems, eye irritation, and crop damage. Global ethane levels were decreasing until
2009, leading the researchers to suspect that the U.S. shale gas boom may be responsible
for the global increase in levels since 2010.
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•

February 19, 2016 – Legally enforced minimal distances between well sites and
residences are based on political compromises rather than peer-reviewed science and
“may not be sufficient to reduce potential threats to human health in areas where
hydraulic fracturing occurs,” according to the findings of an interdisciplinary team
including medical professionals and other researchers. The team incorporated geography,
current regulations, historical records of blowout incidents and evacuations, thermal
modeling, direct air pollution measurement, and vapor cloud modeling within the
Marcellus (PA), Barnett (TX), and Niobrara (Northeastern and Northwestern Colorado
and parts of Wyoming, Kansas, and Nebraska) Shale regions. The authors focused solely
on well sites and excluded pipelines and compressor stations, which limited the data on
explosions and evacuations and restricted air pollution results. Even so, the results
showed that current natural gas well setbacks in the three areas “cannot be considered
sufficient in all cases to protect public health and safety.” People living within setback
distances are potentially vulnerable to thermal injury during a well blowout, and they are
also susceptible to exposures of benzene and hydrogen sulfide at levels above those
known to cause health risks.446

•

August 1, 2015 – “[C]linicians should be aware of the potential impact of fracking when
evaluating their patients,” concluded a team writing on behalf of the Occupational and
Environmental Health Network of the American College of Chest Physicians. Their
article stated that the over 200,000 U.S. workers employed by well-servicing companies
“… are exposed to silica, diesel exhaust, and VOCs, and, at some sites, hydrogen sulfide
and radon, raising concerns about occupational lung diseases, including silicosis, asthma,
and lung cancer.” The authors went on to say, “[i]n addition to occupational exposures,
workers and nearby residents are also exposed to air pollutants emitted from various
stages of fracking, including nitrogen oxides (NOx), VOCs, ozone, hazardous air
pollutants, methane, and fine particulate matter.” Authors pointed to several recent
reversals in progress on air quality owed to fracking-related activity, including significant
emissions of nitrogen oxides, a precursor of ozone, and spikes in fine particulate matter in
fracking-intensive areas of Pennsylvania.447

•

July 9, 2015 – The California Council on Science and Technology, in collaboration with
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, released the second and third volumes of an
extensive, peer-reviewed assessment of fracking in California. Air quality impacts are the
focus of volume 2, chapter 3. The assessment found that current inventory methods
underestimate methane and volatile organic chemical emissions from oil and gas
operations and that fracking occurs in areas of California—most notably in the San
Joaquin Valley and South Coast Air Basins—that already suffer from serious air quality
problems. Further, no experimental studies of air emissions from drilling and fracking
operations have ever been conducted in California. Although California has welldeveloped air quality inventory methods, they are “not designed to estimate well
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stimulation emissions directly, and it is not possible to determine well stimulation
emissions from current inventory methods.”448
•

July 1, 2015 – In accordance with California Senate Bill No. 4, the California Division of
Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources released a three-volume environmental impact
report on oil and gas well stimulation treatments in the state (which, in California, include
fracking along with acidizing and other unconventional extraction technologies that break
up oil- or gas-containing rock). The Division determined that fracking and related
operations can have “significant and unavoidable” impacts on air quality, including
increasing ozone and other federally regulated pollutants to levels that violate air quality
standards or that would make those violations worse.449, 450

•

May 29, 2015 – Each of stage of the drilling and fracking process “… has distinct
operations that occur and particular sets of air emissions that may affect the respiratory
tract,” wrote West Virginia University researcher Michael McCawley. Some states do
have setback requirements, which “… may provide a margin of safety for fire and
explosions but [do] not necessarily assure complete dilution or negligible exposure from
air emissions.” His paper described the specific air contaminants associated with
respiratory effects for each stage of operations. For example, the actual fracking stage
potentially emits diesel exhaust, VOCs, particulate matter, ozone precursors, silica, and
acid mists. McCawley reviewed the health effects linked to each of the contaminant
types. Though many long-term effects may not yet be apparent in shale gas regions, “[a]t
a minimum, one would expect to see similar rates of respiratory disease to that found near
highways with heavy traffic flow.”451

•

April 21, 2015 – In a study funded by the electric power industry, a research team found
that fracking had diminished air quality in rural areas downwind of gas sites in two
heavily drilled Pennsylvania counties but that concentrations of VOCs were not as high
as expected based on results in other states. Methane levels were higher than previous
research had found.452 The extent to which the results can be generalized to the Marcellus
basin as a whole, the authors emphasized, remains uncertain.453
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•

April 15, 2015 – In a review of the literature, Colorado researchers demonstrated that
four common chemical air pollutants from drilling and fracking operations—benzene,
toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX)—are endocrine disruptors commonly found in
ambient air that have the ability to interfere with human hormones at low exposure levels,
including at concentrations well below EPA recommended exposure limits. Among the
health conditions linked to ambient level exposures to the BTEX family of air pollutants:
sperm abnormalities, reduced fetal growth, cardiovascular disease, respiratory
dysfunction, and asthma.454 “This review suggests that BTEX may…have endocrine
disrupting properties at low concentrations, presenting an important line of inquiry for
future research. BTEX are used globally in consumer products, and are released from
motor vehicles and oil and natural gas operations that are increasingly in close proximity
to homes, schools, and other places of human activity.”455

•

March 31, 2015 – University of Wyoming researchers identified a wastewater treatment
and recycling facility as an important contributor to high winter ozone levels in
Wyoming’s Green River Basin. The facility released a signature mixture of volatile
hydrocarbons, including toluene and xylene, which are ozone precursors.456 This study
documented that recycling activities can transfer volatile pollutants from water into air
when fracking wastewater is cleaned up for reuse and that water treatment emissions can
serve as an important point source of air pollutants.457

•

March 26, 2015 – Fracking can pollute air hundreds of miles downwind from the well
pad, according to the results of a study from University of Maryland. Researchers took
hourly measurements of ethane in the air over Maryland and the greater Washington, DC
area, where fracking does not occur, and compared them to ethane data from areas of
West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Ohio where it does. They found month-to-month
correlations, indicating that the ethane pollution in the air over Maryland appears to be
coming from drilling and fracking operations in these other states. Ethane, a minor
component of natural gas, rose 30 percent in the air over the Baltimore and Washington
DC area since 2010, even as other air pollutants declined in concentration. By contrast,
no increase in ethane levels were found in Atlanta, Georgia, which is not downwind of
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fracking operations.458, 459 Given this evidence for widespread ethane leakage, the paper’s
lead author asked how much methane and other, more reactive emissions might be
escaping from wells, noting that “a substantial amount of hydrocarbons” are emitted as a
result of flowback procedures following the fracturing process.460
•

February 27, 2015 – A team of researchers from University of Texas, funded in part by
the gas industry, examined ozone (smog) production resulting from natural gas extraction
and use in Texas. Previous research by this team had found that the increased use of
natural gas for generating electricity, as a replacement for coal, contributed to overall
reductions in daily maximum ozone concentrations in northeastern Texas. By contrast,
the results of this study found an increase in ozone in the Eagle Ford Shale area of south
Texas. The Eagle Ford Shale is upwind from both Austin and San Antonio.461 A potent
greenhouse gas, methane is also a precursor for ground-level ozone and hence a
contributor to smog formation.

•

January 16, 2015 – Researchers from a number of universities, including the University
of New Hampshire and Appalachian State University, used a source apportionment
model to estimate the contribution of natural gas extraction activities to overall air
pollution, including ozone, in heavily drilled southwest Pennsylvania. This regional air
sampling effort demonstrated significant changes in atmospheric chemistry from drilling
and fracking operations there. The researchers found that drilling and fracking operations
may affect compliance with ozone standards.462

•

November 20, 2014 – The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality confirmed high
levels of benzene emissions and other VOCs around an oil and gas facility in the Eagle
Ford Shale. Symptoms reported by local residents were consistent with those known to be
associated with exposure to such chemicals.463

•

November 14, 2014 – A University of Colorado at Boulder research team found that
residential areas in intensely drilled northeastern Colorado have high levels of frackingrelated air pollutants, including benzene. In some cases, concentrations exceed those
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found in large urban centers and are within the range of exposures known to be linked to
chronic health effects. According to the study, “High ozone levels are a significant health
concern, as are potential health impacts from chronic exposure to primary emissions of
non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) for residents living near wells.” The study also
noted that tighter regulations have not resulted in lower air pollution levels, “Even though
the volume of emissions per well may be decreasing, the rapid and continuing increase in
the number of wells may potentially negate any real improvements to the air quality
situation.”464
•

October 30, 2014 – A research team assembled by University at Albany Institute for
Health and the Environment identified eight highly toxic chemicals in air samples
collected near fracking and associated infrastructure sites across five states: Arkansas,
Colorado, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Wyoming. The most common airborne chemicals
detected included two proven human carcinogens (benzene and formaldehyde) and two
potent neurotoxicants (hexane and hydrogen sulfide). In 29 out of 76 samples,
concentrations far exceeded federal health and safety standards, sometimes by several
orders of magnitude. Further, high levels of pollutants were detected at distances
exceeding legal setback distances from wellheads to homes. Highly elevated levels of
formaldehyde, for example, were found up to a half-mile from a wellhead. In Arkansas,
seven air samples contained formaldehyde at levels up to 60 times the level known to
raise the risk for cancer.465 “This is a significant public health risk,” said lead author
David O. Carpenter, MD, in an accompanying interview: “Cancer has a long latency, so
you’re not seeing an elevation in cancer in these communities. But five, 10, 15 years from
now, elevation in cancer is almost certain to happen.”466

•

October 21, 2014 – Responding to health concerns by local residents, a research team
from University of Cincinnati and Oregon State University found high levels of air
pollution in heavily drilled areas of rural Carroll County, Ohio. Air monitors showed 32
different hydrocarbon-based air pollutants, including the carcinogens naphthalene and
benzo[a]pyrene.467 The researchers plan additional monitoring and analysis.

•

October 21, 2014 – Using a mobile laboratory designed by NOAA, a research team from
the University of Colorado at Boulder, the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory,
and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology looked at air pollution from drilling and
fracking operations in Utah’s Uintah Basin. The researchers found that drilling and
fracking emit prodigious amounts of volatile organic air pollutants, including benzene,
toluene, and methane, all of which are precursors for ground-level ozone (smog).
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Multiple pieces of equipment on and off the well pad, including condensate tanks,
compressors, dehydrators, and pumps, served as the sources of these emissions. This
research shows that drilling and fracking activities are the cause of the extraordinarily
high levels of winter smog in the remote Uintah basin—which regularly exceed air
quality standards and rival that of downtown Los Angeles.468
•

October 2, 2014 – A joint investigation by Inside Climate News and the Center for Public
Integrity found that toxic air emissions wafting from fracking waste pits in Texas are
unmonitored and unregulated due to federal exemptions that classify oil and gas field
waste as non-hazardous.469

•

October 1, 2014 – In a major paper published in Nature, an international team led by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration demonstrated that exceptionally high
emissions of VOCs explain how drilling and fracking operations in Utah’s Uintah Basin
create extreme wintertime ozone events even in the absence of abundant ultraviolet light
and water vapor, which are typically required to produce ground-level ozone (smog).
Current air pollution trends in the United States are toward lower nitrogen oxides from
urban sources and power generation, but increasing methane and VOCs from oil and gas
extraction activities threaten to reverse decades of progress in attaining cleaner air.
According to the study, the consequences for public health are “as yet unrecognized.”470

•

September 6, 2014 – As part of a comparative lifecycle analysis, a British team from the
University of Manchester found that shale gas extracted via fracking in the United
Kingdom would generate more smog than any other energy source evaluated (coal,
conventional and liquefied gas, nuclear, wind, and solar). Leakage of vaporous organic
compounds during the necessary removal of hydrogen sulfide gas, along with the venting
of gas both during drilling and during the process of making the well ready for
production, were major contributors. “In comparison to other technologies, shale gas has
high [photochemical smog]. In the central case, it is worse than solar PV, offshore wind
and nuclear power by factors of 3, 26 and 45, respectively. Even in the best case, wind
and nuclear power are still preferable (by factors of 3.3 and 5.6 respectively).”471

•

September 2014 – ShaleTest Environmental Testing conducted ambient air quality tests
and gas-finder infrared video for several children’s play areas in North Texas that are
located in close proximity to shale gas development. The results showed a large number
of compounds detected above the Method Reporting Limit (the minimum quantity of the
compound that can be confidently determined by the laboratory). Air sampling found
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three known/suspected carcinogens, and a number of other compounds associated with
significant health effects. Benzene results from Denton, Dish, and Fort Worth are
particularly alarming since they exceeded the long-term ambient air limits set by the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, and benzene is a known carcinogen.
“Benzene was found at all but one sampling location …. This is particularly noteworthy
as benzene is a known carcinogen (based on evidence from studies in both people and lab
animals), AND because it exceeds [levels above which effects have the potential to
occur.]”472
•

August 24, 2014 – A Salt Lake City Tribune investigation found that evaporation from 14
fracking waste pits in western Colorado has added tons of toxic chemicals to Utah’s air in
the last six years. Further, the company responsible operated with no permit,
underreported its emissions and provided faulty data to regulators.473

•

August 2014 – A four-part investigation by the San Antonio Express-News found that
natural gas flaring in the Eagle Ford Shale in 2012 contributed more than 15,000 tons of
VOCs and other contaminants to the air of southern Texas—which is roughly equivalent
to the pollution that would be released annually by six oil refineries. No state or federal
agency is tracking the emissions from individual flares.474

•

June 26, 2014 – Public health professionals at the Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental
Health Project reported significant recurrent spikes in the amount of particulate matter in
the air inside of residential homes located near drilling and fracking operations. Captured
by indoor air monitors, the spikes tend to occur at night when stable atmospheric
conditions hold particulate matter low to the ground. Director Raina Ripple emphasized
that spikes in airborne particulate matter are likely to cause acute health impacts in
community members. She added, “What the long-term effects are going to be, we’re not
certain.”475

•

May 8, 2014 – Researchers at NOAA found high levels of methane leaks as well as
benzene and smog-forming VOCs in the air over oil and gas drilling areas in Colorado.
Researchers found methane emissions three times higher than previously estimated and
benzene and VOC levels seven times higher than estimated by government agencies. The
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Denver Post noted that Colorado’s Front Range has failed to meet federal ozone air
quality standards for years.476
•

April 26, 2014 – A Texas jury awarded a family $2.8 million because, according to the
lawsuit, a fracking company operating on property nearby had “created a ‘private
nuisance’ by producing harmful air pollution and exposing [members of the affected
family] to harmful emissions of volatile organic compounds, toxic air pollutants and
diesel exhaust.” The family’s 11-year-old daughter became ill, and family members
suffered a range of symptoms, including “nosebleeds, vision problems, nausea, rashes,
blood pressure issues.”477 Because drilling did not occur on their property, the family had
initially been unaware that their symptoms were caused by activities around them.

•

April 16, 2014 – Reviewing the peer-review literature to date of “direct pertinence to the
environmental public health and environmental exposure pathways,” a U.S. team of
researchers concluded: “[a] number of studies suggest that shale gas development
contributes to levels of ambient air concentrations known to be associated with increased
risk of morbidity and mortality.”478

•

April 11, 2014 – A modeling study commissioned by the state of Texas made striking
projections about worsening air quality in the Eagle Ford Shale. Findings included the
possibility of a 281 percent increase in emissions of VOCs. Some VOCs cause
respiratory and neurological problems; others, like benzene, are also carcinogens.
Another finding was that nitrogen oxides—which react with VOCs in sunlight to create
ground-level ozone, the main component of smog—increased 69 percent during the peak
ozone season.479

•

March 29, 2014 – Scientists warn that current methods of collecting and analyzing
emissions data do not accurately assess health risks. Researchers with the Southwest
Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project showed that methods do not adequately
measure the intensity, frequency, or durations of community exposure to the toxic
chemicals routinely released from drilling and fracking activities. They found that
exposures may be underestimated by an order of magnitude, mixtures of chemicals are
not taken into account, and local weather conditions and vulnerable populations are
ignored.480
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•

March 27, 2014 – University of Texas research pointed to “potentially false assurances”
in response to community health concerns in shale gas development areas. Dramatic
shortcomings in air pollution monitoring to date include no accounting for cumulative
toxic emissions or children’s exposures during critical developmental stages, and the
potential interactive effects of mixtures of chemicals. Chemical mixtures of concern
include benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes.481, 482

•

March 13, 2014 – VOCs emitted in Utah’s heavily drilled Uintah Basin led to 39 winter
days exceeding the EPA’s eight-hour National Ambient Air Quality Standards level for
ozone pollutants the previous winter. “Levels above this threshold are considered to be
harmful to human health, and high levels of ozone are known to cause respiratory distress
and be responsible for an estimated 5,000 premature deaths in the U.S. per year,”
according to researchers at the University of Colorado. Their observations “reveal a
strong causal link between oil and gas emissions, accumulation of air toxics, and
significant production of ozone in the atmospheric surface layer.”483 Researchers
estimated that total annual VOC emissions at the fracking sites are equivalent to those of
about 100 million cars.484

•

March 3, 2014 – In a report summarizing “the current understanding of local and regional
air quality impacts of natural gas extraction, production, and use,” a group of researchers
from NOAA, Stanford, Duke, and other institutions described what is known and
unknown with regard to air emissions including greenhouse gases, ozone precursors
(VOCs and nitrogen oxides), air toxics, and particulates. Crystalline silica was also
discussed, including as a concern for people living near well pads and production staging
areas.485

•

February 18, 2014 – An eight-month investigation by the Weather Channel, the Center
for Public Integrity, and Inside Climate News into fracking in the Eagle Ford Shale in
Texas revealed that fracking is “releasing a toxic soup of chemicals into the air.” They
noted very poor monitoring by the state of Texas and reported on hundreds of air
complaints filed relating to air pollution associated with fracking.486
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•

December 18, 2013 – An interdisciplinary group of researchers in Texas collected air
samples in residential areas near shale gas extraction and production, going beyond
previous Barnett Shale studies by including emissions from the whole range of
production equipment. They found that most areas had “atmospheric methane
concentrations considerably higher than reported urban background concentrations,” and
many toxic chemicals were “strongly associated” with compressor stations.487

•

December 10, 2013 – Health department testing at fracking sites in West Virginia
revealed dangerous levels of benzene in the air. Wheeling-Ohio County Health
Department Administrator Howard Gamble stated, “The levels of benzene really pop out.
The amounts they were seeing were at levels of concern. The concerns of the public are
validated.”488

•

October 11, 2013 – Air sampling before, during, and after drilling and fracking of a new
natural gas well pad in rural western Colorado documented the presence of the toxic
solvent methylene chloride, along with several polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons at
“concentrations greater than those at which prenatally exposed children in urban studies
had lower developmental and IQ scores.” The study linked this single well pad to more
than 50 airborne chemicals, 44 of which have known health effects. 489

•

September 19, 2013 – In Texas, air monitoring data in the Eagle Ford Shale area revealed
potentially dangerous exposures of nearby residents to hazardous air pollutants, including
cancer-causing benzene and the neurological toxicant, hydrogen sulfide.490

•

September 13, 2013 – A study by researchers at the University of California at Irvine
found dangerous levels of VOCs in Canada’s “Industrial Heartland” where there are more
than 40 oil, gas, and chemical facilities. The researchers noted high levels of
hematopoietic cancers (leukemia and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma) in men who live closer
to the facilities.491
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•

April 29, 2013 – Using American Lung Association data, researchers with the
Environmental Defense Fund determined that air quality in rural areas with fracking was
worse than air quality in urban areas.492

•

March 2013 – A review of regional air quality damages in parts of Pennsylvania in 2012
from Marcellus Shale development found that air pollution was a significant concern,
with regional damages ranging from $7.2-$32 million in 2011.493

•

February 27, 2013 – In a letter from Concerned Health Professionals of New York to
Governor Andrew Cuomo, a coalition of hundreds of health organizations, scientists,
medical experts, elected officials, and environmental organizations noted serious health
concerns about the prospects of fracking in New York State, making specific note of air
pollution.494 Signatory organizations included the American Academy of Pediatrics of
New York, the American Lung Association of New York, and Physicians for Social
Responsibility. The New York State Medical Society, representing 30,000 medical
professionals, has issued similar statements.495

•

January 2, 2013 – A NOAA study identified emissions from oil and gas fields in Utah as
a significant source of pollutants that contribute to ozone problems.496 Exposure to
elevated levels of ground-level ozone is known to worsen asthma and has been linked to
respiratory illnesses and increased risk of stroke and heart attack.497

•

July 18, 2012 – A study by the Houston Advanced Research Center modeled ozone
formation from a natural gas processing facility using accepted emissions estimates and
showed that regular operations could significantly raise levels of ground-level ozone
(smog) in the Barnett Shale in Texas and that gas flaring further contributed to ozone
levels.498
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•

March 19, 2012 – A Colorado School of Public Health study found air pollutants near
fracking sites linked to neurological and respiratory problems and cancer.499, 500 The
study, based on three years of monitoring at Colorado sites, found a number of
“potentially toxic petroleum hydrocarbons in the air near gas wells including benzene,
ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylene.” Lisa McKenzie, PhD, MPH, lead author of the study
and research associate at the Colorado School of Public Health, said, “Our data show that
it is important to include air pollution in the national dialogue on natural gas development
that has focused largely on water exposures to hydraulic fracturing.”501

•

December 12, 2011 – Cancer specialists, cancer advocacy organizations, and health
organizations summarized the cancer risks posed by all stages of the shale gas extraction
process in a letter to New York Governor Andrew Cuomo.502

•

October 5, 2011 – More than 250 medical experts and health organizations reviewed the
multiple health risks from fracking in a letter sent to New York Governor Andrew
Cuomo.503

•

April 21, 2011 – Environment & Energy (E&E) reported that ozone levels exceeding
federal health standards in Utah’s Uintah Basin, as well as wintertime ozone problems in
other parts of the Intermountain West, stem from oil and gas extraction. Levels reached
nearly twice the federal standard, potentially dangerous even for healthy adults to
breathe. Keith Guille, spokesman for the Wyoming Department of Environmental
Quality, said, “We recognize that definitely the main contributor to the emissions that are
out there is the oil and gas industry….”504

•

March 8, 2011 – The Associated Press reported that gas drilling in some remote areas of
Wyoming caused a decline of air quality from pristine mountain air to levels of smog and
pollution worse than Los Angeles on its worst days, resulting in residents complaining of
watery eyes, shortness of breath, and bloody noses.505
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•

November 18, 2010 – A study of air quality in the Haynesville Shale region of east
Texas, northern Louisiana, and southwestern Arkansas found that shale oil and gas
extraction activities contributed significantly to ground-level ozone (smog) via high
emissions of ozone precursors, including VOCs and nitrogen oxides.506 Ozone is a key
risk factor for asthma and other respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses.507, 508, 509, 510

•

September 2010 – A health assessment by the Colorado School of Public Health for gas
development in Garfield County, Colorado determined that air pollution will likely “be
high enough to cause short-term and long-term disease, especially for residents living
near gas wells. Health effects may include respiratory disease, neurological problems,
birth defects and cancer.”511, 512

•

January 27, 2010 – Of 94 drilling sites tested for benzene in air over the Barnett Shale,
the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality discovered two well sites emitting what
they determined to be “extremely high levels” and another 19 emitting elevated levels.513
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Water contamination
Drilling and fracking activities, and associated wastewater disposal practices, inherently
threaten groundwater and have polluted drinking water sources. Studies from across the United
States present irrefutable evidence that groundwater contamination occurs as a result of
fracking activities and is more likely to occur close to well pads. In Pennsylvania alone, the state
has determined that 343 private drinking water wells have been contaminated or otherwise
impacted as the result of drilling and fracking operations over an eight-year period.
Evidence of instances and pathways of water contamination exist even though scientific inquiry
is impeded by industry secrecy and regulatory exemptions. The 2005 Energy Policy Act exempts
hydraulic fracturing from key provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act. As a result, fracking
chemicals have been protected from public scrutiny as “trade secrets.” The oil and gas sector is
the only U.S. industry permitted to inject known hazardous materials near, or directly into,
underground drinking water aquifers. At the same time, in most states where fracking occurs,
routine monitoring of groundwater aquifers near drilling and fracking operations is not
required, nor are companies compelled to fully disclose the identity of chemicals used in
fracking fluid, their quantities, or their fate once injected underground.
Nevertheless, of the more than 1,000 chemicals that are confirmed ingredients in fracking fluid,
an estimated 100 are known endocrine disruptors, acting as reproductive and developmental
toxicants, and at least 48 are potentially carcinogenic. Adding to this mix are heavy metals,
radioactive elements, brine, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which occur naturally in
deep geological formations and which can be carried up from the fracking zone with the
flowback fluid. A 2020 study identified 1,198 chemicals in oil and gas wastewater, of which 86
percent lack toxicity data sufficient to complete a risk assessment. A 2021 investigation revealed
that highly toxic polyfluoralkyl substances (PFAS or so-called “forever chemicals”) were used
as ingredients in fracking fluid in at least 1,200 oil and gas wells in six states between 2012 and
2020.
Toxic substances in the fracking waste stream pose threats to surface water and groundwater.
A 2017 study found that spills of fracking fluids and fracking wastewater are common,
documenting 6,678 significant spills occurring over a period of nine years in four states alone.
In these states, between 2 and 16 percent of wells report spills each year. About five percent of
all fracking waste is lost to spills, often during transport. A 2020 survey of groundwater wells in
Kern County, California found widespread contamination with wastewater chemicals, including
salts, that had leached from both surface pits and underground injection wells. A 2021 study in
southeastern New Mexico found that the shift from conventional drilling to fracking was
accompanied by dramatic increases in total dissolved solids, sodium, and calcium levels in
groundwater aquifers with density of oil wells correlating with concentration of contaminants.
Wastewater spills are not becoming uniformly less frequent with time. Data from the Colorado
Oil and Gas Conservation Commission show that the number of gas and oil spills across the
state peaked in 2014 and rose again between 2018 and 2019.
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Spills and intentional discharges of fracking waste into surface water have profoundly altered
the chemistry and ecology of streams throughout entire watersheds, increasing downstream
levels of radioactive elements, heavy metals, endocrine disruptors, toxic disinfection byproducts,
and acidity, and decreasing aquatic biodiversity and populations of zooplankton and sensitive
fish species, such as brook trout. Recent studies documenting changes in the bacterial flora in
groundwater following drilling and fracking operations represent an emerging area of concern.
Offshore fracking operations in the Gulf of Mexico dump fracking waste directly into ocean
waters in amounts sufficient to poison fish and other marine life living nearby.
Demand for water to use in U.S. fracking operations continues to rise and has more than
doubled since 2016. Unlike water used for agriculture or other industrial uses, the water used
for fracking that remains in the shale bedrock is permanently lost to the hydrologic cycle. A
suite of new studies now show that fracking can deplete streams and aquifers in ways that
contribute to water stress and water scarcity. A 2018 study found that water use for fracking
operations increased by 770 percent per well between 2011 and 2016 across all U.S. shale basins.
At the same time, the volume of fracking wastewater generated during the first year of extraction
increased by up to 1440 percent.
There is no known solution for the problem of fracking wastewater. It cannot be filtered to
create clean, drinkable water, nor is there any safe method of disposal. Recycling is an
expensive, limited option that increases radionuclide levels of subsequent wastewater.
Underground rock formations that receive fracking wastewater via injection into disposal wells,
a practice that is linked to earthquakes, are reaching capacity in many regions of the United
States.
•

July 12, 2021 – Using records obtained under the Freedom of Information Act and the
FracFocus database of fracking chemical use, an investigation by Physicians for Social
Responsibility (PSR) found that more than 1,200 oil and gas wells in six states were
fracked using highly toxic per- and polyfluoralkyl substances (PFAS) between 2012 and
2020. These states are Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Texas, and
Wyoming. Nicknamed “forever chemicals” because of their inability to break down in
the environment or in the bodies of living organisms, PFAS chemicals are linked to
cancer, birth defects, high blood pressure during pregnancy, and other health harms.
Drinking water is a major route of exposure to PFAS, which were widely used for
decades in stain-resistant furniture and carpeting, non-stick cookware, and firefighting
foam. In recent years, a growing number of states have set limits on PFAS contaminants
in drinking water as evidence showed groundwater contamination from a variety of
sources. The PSR investigation revealed that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) scientists reviewed a proposal to use PFAS chemicals as an ingredient in fracking
fluid and expressed concerns about human exposures. Despite these concerns, the agency
approved the use of these chemicals for fracking in 2011.514 Researcher and author of the
report, Dusty Horwitt, J.D., said in an interview with the New York Times, “The EPA
identified serious health risks associated with chemicals proposed for use in oil and gas
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extraction, and yet allowed these chemicals to be used commercially with very lax
regulations.”515
•

July 7, 2021 – An investigation by the Center for Biological Diversity found that fracking
is widespread in offshore oil and gas extraction operations, 98 percent of which take
place in federal waters in the Gulf of Mexico. Fracking companies are permitted to
discharge unlimited volumes of fracking waste into the waters of the Gulf. Using data
provided to the EPA by the oil industry, researchers determined that an estimated 66.3
million gallons of liquid fracking waste were dumped into the Gulf of Mexico from 2010
through 2020. Toxicity data shows that these discharges can poison fish and other marine
life and are likely to do so near offshore wells.516 [See also entry for October 14, 2020.]

•

July 1, 2021 – A U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) study of fracking wastewater in North
Dakota aimed to determine whether the geochemical and isotopic fingerprint of fracking
wastewater can be used to pinpoint its specific source, should it contaminate drinking
water or surface water. The researchers found that the chemical composition of
wastewater varies locally across the shale basin. Further, the assumption that wastewater
from newly fracked wells would have a different fingerprint than that of wastewater
emanating from older wells was not consistently validated by the data. On the other hand,
the presence of glycol ethers—which are used as an ingredient in fracking fluid—can
help to distinguish fracking wastewater from naturally occurring brine. Also, assessing a
specific measure of radioactivity in the form of radium activity ratios would be
potentially useful for distinguishing whether the source of the contamination arose from
the Bakken or the Three Forks shale formations.517

•

June 18, 2021 – Investigating the toxicity of fracking wastewater, a laboratory study
exposed larval zebrafish to varying concentrations of sediment mixtures filtered from
flowback and produced water from fracking operations. The results showed that, even
when removed from the fluid itself, these dissolved solids were toxic to the developing
fish. Exposed larva showed alterations in genetic activity, hormone receptor signaling,
and antioxidant response. Because toxic sediments settle at the bottom of natural
wetlands and can act as a continuous source of contamination, these findings suggest that
spills of fracking waste into aquatic ecosystems can create long-term risks for aquatic
life.518 [See also the entry for January 27, 2018.]

•

June 1, 2021 – The Oxnard oil field in Ventura County, California—located north of Los
Angeles along the state’s southern coast—is a large reservoir of oil and tar sands that has
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been intensely drilled for many decades and is now approaching depletion but remains
actively in production. It is also situated within a predominantly agricultural region where
crops such as strawberries, onions, and broccoli are grown. The groundwater underlying
both the oil fields and the agricultural fields is heavily used and shows signs of
contamination by agricultural drainage and seawater intrusion, as well as by upward
movement of deeper water into shallower aquifers. A study designed to determine
whether water and gases from oil-bearing geological strata had found its way into the
groundwater found no evidence of water from oil-bearing strata mixing with overlying
groundwater. However, methane and other hydrocarbon gases (ethane, propane, butane,
pentane) were detected in five of 14 groundwater samples, and their isotopic fingerprint
showed they were not from microbial sources. Further, water samples with the highest
concentrations of these gases were near oil wells. Results of this study are consistent with
findings of previous studies that revealed the presence of petroleum-related gases in the
vicinity of injection wells. The authors conclude that deep formation water is likely to
have moved upward due to large groundwater withdrawals in this area.519
•

April 30, 2021 – A study of deep groundwater aquifers in the Permian Basin of
southeastern New Mexico found that the shift from conventional drilling to fracking
during the recent shale boom has led to dramatic increases in total dissolved solids,
sodium, and calcium levels in groundwater. Also, the density of oil wells correlated with
the levels of these substances in the water samples collected.520

•

April 8, 2021 – Shale formations containing natural gas will, when drilled and fractured,
generate large volumes of wastewater that must be disposed of. Some fraction of this
wastewater represents fluids and additives used for fracking, and some represents briny
water liberated, along with the gas, from the shale formation itself. Using two different
screening assays, a laboratory study assessed the toxicity of fracking wastewater over
time from four wells in the Utica and Marcellus shale regions. The results showed that
early-stage flowback fluid was the most toxic and gradually become less toxic as the
wells matured. Nevertheless, the acute toxicity specific to certain chemical additives in
fracking fluid was still detectable in wastewater up to nine months after hydraulic
fracturing. These results support the idea that specific chemical additives, the reactions
generated by the additives, or the constituents liberated from the formation by the
additives can contribute to the toxicity of hydraulic fracturing wastewater long after the
fracking process is finished. The results also affirm the higher toxicity of fracking
wastewater from newly fractured wells.521

•

April 4, 2021 – A methodological study that investigated the effect of fracking on
surrounding watersheds developed a protocol to assess the composition of microbial
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communities in streams as a predictive biomarker for ecological harm from fracking. The
researchers suggest gene sequencing of ribosomal RNA as an affordable method for
determining bacterial community composition and detail collection methods that allow
for an examination of changes in microbial molecular signatures, including genetic
expression.522
•

March 18, 2021 – A study of groundwater geochemistry within Texas’ Fort Worth Basin
did not find evidence that shallow groundwater was being influenced by the deeper and
highly salty water from the intensely fractured Barnett Shale. However, the research team
did find geochemical evidence for contamination with methane and other gases that
suggest migration from deeper sources to the shallow drinking water aquifers. The
researchers reported drinking water wells that were affected by fugitive gas
contamination and documented an expansion of impacted drinking water wells over time.
The presence of fugitive gases resulted in identifiable geochemical changes in the water,
including sulfate reduction paired with microbial oxidation of the fugitive gas. “Together,
these data suggest that fugitive gas leads to enhanced microbial activity and decreases in
water quality in addition to the explosion hazards associated with a plume of fugitive
natural gas in drinking-water wells.”523

•

February 4, 2021 – The city of Akron, Ohio pulled legislation before the city council to
lease city-owned land just upstream from the public drinking water reservoir to a private
company for drilling and fracking. The company was registered to a local attorney and
former city councilmember. Widespread public opposition focused on the need to protect
drinking water.524 The public outcry followed initial approval of the deal on January
12.525

•

January 15, 2021 – Previous studies have revealed the presence of highly toxic, highly
persistent halogenated organic compounds in fracking wastewater, including
trihalomethanes, which are known bladder carcinogens. A threat to drinking water, these
contaminants are a result of a chemical transformation that takes place when chemical
additives in fracking fluids, especially corrosion-inhibitors and substances needed to
break apart gels, react with chemicals in the shale itself. A study investigated how
halogen radicals so created during these reactions alter the composition of organic
chemicals in fracking fluid. The results showed that halogen radicals, such as bromine
and chlorine, contribute to the halogenation of additives in fracking fluid. These results
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provide the first experimental evidence that halogen radicals are the key intermediates in
the halogenation of the chemical additives in hydraulic fracturing fluids.526, 527
•

December 1, 2020 – The Beetaloo Basin in Australia’s Northern Territory is targeted for
fracking. As part of a pre-drilling environmental assessment of the region and in
collaboration with the gas industry, researchers carried out a pilot survey of groundwater
wells in the basin and, in the process, discovered 11 new species of shrimp-like and snaillike organisms living in the subterranean aquifers. These stygofauna feed on fungus and
microbes in the aquifer and help maintain a complex food web.528 The researchers who
made these discoveries called for the protection of these aquatic habitats. “Groundwater
is vital to inland Australia. Underground ecosystems must be protected – and not
considered ‘out of sight, out of mind.’ Our study provides the direction to reduce risks to
stygofauna, ensuring their ecosystems and groundwater quality is maintained.”529

•

October 14, 2020 – In January 2015, a pipeline carrying fracking wastewater leaked and
spilled into Blacktail Creek near Williston, North Dakota. A study to investigate the
longer-term movement of this plume of contaminants was conducted 2.5 years later and
found oil and gas wastewater markers consistent with spilled pipeline fluid in bank
sediments, streambed sediments, and in groundwater seeps. These discoveries imply the
existence of potential long-term reservoirs for future contamination, including with
radioactivity. Further, the researchers found that the downstream movement of these
sediments had also contaminated the alluvial floodplain. They also identified 41 other
watersheds across the North Dakota landscape that may be subject to similar episodic
inputs from fracking wastewater spills.530

•

October 14, 2020 – Drilling and fracking operations take place offshore in the Gulf of
Mexico where fracking wastewater is also dumped. The mahi-mahi (Coryphaena
hippurus) is a fast-swimming, predatory fish species that inhabits marine ecosystems
where such fracking occurs. An international team of researchers used mahi-mahi fish to
study the cardio-respiratory effects of exposure to fracking wastewater. In aquaria
studies, they found that exposed organisms displayed reduced swimming speed (40
percent slower) and decreased metabolic rates (61 percent slower). Laboratory studies of
individual fish heart muscle cells exposed to diluted concentrations of fracking fluid
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showed diminished contractile properties. Tissue samples showed an eight-fold change in
expression of a gene that regulates contraction of heart muscle was also observed in
exposed fish. The team hypothesized that strontium or barium in the wastewater may be
the mechanism of action. These results collectively identify cardiac function as a target
for fracking wastewater toxicity and provide some of the first published data on the
toxicity of fracking for marine fish.531 These findings tell a cohesive story, according to a
companion commentary in Conservation Physiology: “Exposure to flowback water
caused cardiac abnormalities that resulted in slower-swimming mahi-mahi with less
energy available for essential activities.”532
•

September 8, 2020 – A study of the endocrine-disrupting potential of fracking fluid and
fracking wastewater examined surface water and groundwater samples across Garfield
County, Colorado where fracking operations are densely sited. Using collected surface
water and nuclear receptor reporter gene assays, the researcher team observed elevated
antagonist activities for estrogen, androgen, progesterone, and glucocorticoid receptors
that were associated with nearby shale gas well counts and density. These bioactivities, in
some cases were well above the levels known to impact the health of aquatic organisms.
They were not, however, associated with reported nearby spills. A geochemical analysis
showed that some of these samples exhibited a distinct geochemical pattern that
mimicked fracking wastewater from the region. However, the absence of geochemical
evidence for fracking wastewater contamination in other sites suggests potential spills of
fracking chemicals associated with the freshwater injection fluids, work-over chemicals,
or other chemicals used throughout the development and production activities. These
findings support earlier research by the same team that documented increased endocrine
activities in surface and groundwater collected near fracking sites in Colorado,
downstream from an injection site in West Virginia, and downstream from a fracking
wastewater spill in North Dakota.533

•

March 12, 2020 – An international research team investigated the impact of hydraulic
fracturing on groundwater in three counties in the intensely drilled Permian Basin in
West Texas. The team documented a relationship between intensity of oil and gas
activities and levels of groundwater contamination and, in particular, a link between
fracking activity and levels of arsenic. The authors noted that “fractures generated by
hydraulic fracturing can transport arsenic-rich sediments to upper groundwater
aquifers.”534
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•

March 2, 2020 – Starting in July 2019, contaminated briny fluid, at the rate of 3 to 5
gallons per minute and then accelerating up to 15 gallons per minute, began bubbling up
to the surface on a farm 30 miles northwest of Oklahoma City near eight disposal wells
for fracking wastewater. Eight months later, the problem was still ongoing and the cause
remained unsolved. The affected farmland has turned brown and barren. In response,
three nearby fracking wells were plugged and nearby waste injection wells ceased
operations. However, these efforts did not fix the problem nor is there evidence of
leaking pipes. State officials are treating the problem as a “purge” of fracking waste
linked to too much pressure in the shallow geological formation where companies are
injecting it. The president of the Oklahoma Energy Producers Alliance blamed state
regulations, put in place as an earthquake prevention measure, that deter drillers from
injecting wastes into deeper bedrock. The fracking industry injects 900 billion gallons of
wastewater each year into geological formations. As companies run out of room
underground to store liquid waste, political pressure is building to allow them to dump
the waste into rivers and streams.535, 536

•

February 28, 2020 – Using data from the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission, an investigation by the Center for Western Priorities documented a seven
percent rise in the frequency of oil and gas industry spills across Colorado in 2019 as
compared to the previous year. Half of these spills took place in Weld County, which
leads Colorado in drilling. One of these spills, from a ruptured natural gas pipeline,
contaminated a creek with benzene. Another 2019 pipeline accident contaminated a
gravel pit near the Colorado River with fracking wastewater.537 Reported oil and gas
industry spills in Colorado peaked in 2014, according to state data.

•

February 26, 2020 – A team of chemists at University of Toledo working with
counterparts at University of Texas created a method for identifying 201 different
chemical compounds in fracking wastewater that can be used to screen for the presence
of toxic substances before it is used for agricultural purpose or dumped into waterways.
Among the chemicals identified by the team as present in fracking waste were
carcinogens and solvents known to contaminate drinking water. These included toluene,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, 1,4-dioxane, and the weed killer atrazine.538, 539
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•

January 11, 2020 – The 98th meridian, a line of longitude running North to South from
eastern North Dakota through the center of Texas, corresponds to a sharp drop-off in
rainfall and, ecologically, marks the beginning of the Great Plains. Irrigation is typically
required to support agriculture west of the 98th meridian, and livestock grazing is more
prevalent. This demarcation also corresponds to an exemption in the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System: west of the 98th meridian it is permissible to release
wastewater from oil and gas extraction activities into rivers and streams for agricultural
purposes (irrigation or livestock watering) if it is “of good enough quality.” A research
team from Colorado State and Pennsylvania State Universities undertook a chemical
analysis of a stream in a remote region of Wyoming containing fracking wastewater from
multiple wells. They found that most carbon-based contaminants were not detectable
beyond 9.3 miles (15 kilometers) of the point of discharge because they had evaporated,
biodegraded or became attached to sediments. Some non-carbon-based compounds
(strontium, barium, and radium) also gradually decreased in concentration further
downstream. Others, however, including sodium, sulfate, and boron, increased further
downstream because of water evaporation. These results indicate that “while discharge
may be safe, changes downstream could result in water that is unsuitable for beneficial
reuse.” Multiple organic contaminants, for example, were detected in a shallow
downstream lake used by livestock, birds, and wildlife. The health implications of these
findings are not clear. First, many of these chemicals have not been assessed for toxicity
and lack regulatory limits. Second, mixture effects have not been considered. “Regulatory
health thresholds for humans, livestock, and aquatic species for most chemical species
present at the discharge are still lacking. As a result, toxicity tests are necessary to
determine the potential health impacts to downstream users.”540

•

December 23, 2019 – Using biological assays and liquid chromatography-high resolution
mass spectrometry, an interdisciplinary team led by Cornell University researchers
analyzed surface and groundwater throughout Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania,
specifically focusing on samples collected near Dimock, where fracked gas wells are
known to be impaired. The team collected water from private drinking water wells,
streams, ponds, springs and a lake. They found that water collected near impaired gas
wells showed increased biological activity as measured by alterations of aryl hydrocarbon
(Ah) receptor activity in yeast cells, a sign that gene expression has been disrupted. They
also found chemicals, including chemical additives known to be present in fracking fluid,
associated with samples that were either collected close to impaired wells or that showed
either Ah or estrogen receptor activity. In total, the team detected in their water samples
17 potential fracking fluid additives and chemicals associated with fracking wastewater.
“Although most of these compounds have other uses in addition to natural gas extraction,
the association with biological activity and impaired wells suggests that anthropogenic
activities, including hydraulic fracturing operations, have resulted in water
contamination.”541
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•

November 6, 2019 – Oil and gas extraction operations bring to the surface 900 billion
gallons of liquid waste every year. In a comprehensive literature review, researchers
identified 1,198 chemicals as detected in oil and gas wastewater, of which 86 percent lack
toxicity data sufficient to complete a risk assessment.542

•

September 15, 2019 – A U.S. Geological Survey team working in Kern County,
California investigated the migration of wastewater from oil drilling operations into the
Tulare aquifer, using geophysical logs archived in state agencies to determine changes in
aquifer salinity over time. The study identified two different routes of contaminant
migration. The first is downward migration of fluids from unlined wastewater pits
through the soil and into the groundwater aquifers below. The second is outward
migration of fluids from underground disposal wells into the surrounding aquifers.
Contamination from the waste pits was confined to the shallower alluvial aquifer. A clay
layer prevents brine from reaching the Tulare aquifer below. Contamination of
groundwater from disposal wells in the Tulare formation was detectable as far away as
one-third of a mile (1800 feet) from the disposal well.543

•

July 26, 2019 – Using state-based records, a Mississippi State University geoscientist
modeled fracking spills from 2005-2014 in New Mexico and Colorado. In New Mexico,
the average volume of fracking-related spill ranged from 3996-5626 gallons and showed
no temporal-spatial clustering. In Colorado, average volume of a spill was 1895-3481
gallons, and spills were clustered. The author noted inconsistencies in recordkeeping for
fracking-related spills because federal laws require minimal reporting for certain kinds of
spills and because, in general, fracking fluid and flowback waste are exempt from federal
regulations altogether. Because each state has its own monitoring and reporting system,
comparisons are difficult. The requirement for a submitting a spill report often depends
on the volume of the spill exceeding a certain threshold value, and that threshold may
vary from state to state.544

•

June 27, 2019 – A U.S. Geological Survey team working in the Marcellus Shale region
analyzed water samples from private drinking water wells located near shale-gas wells
(<1 kilometer) and compared them to wells located further away (>1 kilometer). Using
multiple tracers, the team also estimated what fraction of the water in the various wells
had been there since 1950. This information, which measures the rate of groundwater
recharge, can reveal the vulnerability of well water to contamination from land-surface
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sources. The results showed the presence of thermogenic methane in one nearby well that
appeared to have been mobilized by shale gas drilling. Another nearby well contained
five volatile hydrocarbons, including benzene, that are known to be associated with
drilling and fracking activities. However, the age of the groundwater predated shale gas
development in that area, suggesting that surface spills from drilling and fracking
operations were not the source of the contamination. Subsurface leakage from the nearby
gas well, however, remains a possibility. “Although vulnerability to land-surface sources
of contamination in the Marcellus region is relatively high, the groundwater-age
distributions indicate that most of the water in samples from the proximal wells could
largely predate [fracking] activity. This suggests that more time is needed to fully assess
the effect of past [fracking-related] spills at the land surface on groundwater quality.”545
•

June 24, 2019 – Produced water is the name for wastewater that comes up to the surface
from deep geological formations when oil or gas is extracted. Typically salty, produced
water includes groundwater naturally found deep in the earth as well as hydrocarbons,
radioactive materials, fracking fluids, and other chemicals that were used in the process
of extraction. Most produced water is injected into geological layers of porous rock as a
form of waste disposal. Some is mixed with fluids used for fracking additional wells. The
Groundwater Protection Council, a consortium of state ground water regulatory agencies,
released a report on the possibilities of using produced water for beneficial purposes
rather than treating it as waste. Driving this discussion is the growing scarcity of fresh
water supplies in many drought-prone regions of the United States; the intractable
problem of earthquakes when produced water is injected as liquid waste into deep
geological formations; and declining storage capacity in shallower formations that are
receiving ever-growing quantities of produced water. The Groundwater Protection
Council concluded that new regulatory frameworks would need to oversee the
recategorization of produced water from waste product to resource for use outside of the
oil and gas industry. These frameworks would need to include concerns about ownership
and legal liability. “As water becomes scarcer, the increasing benefits of reusing
produced water in some regions may outweigh the costs of managing, treating, storing,
and transporting it if health and environmental risks can be understood and appropriately
managed.” One million oil and gas wells in the United States generate about 21.2 billion
barrels of produced water each year.546, 547, 548
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•

June 10, 2019 – A research team from University of Arizona and University of
Saskatchewan investigated damage to groundwater from techniques of conventional oil
and gas extraction as practiced in both the United States and Canada. These techniques,
used since the 19th century, involve injecting water underground to flush out oil and gas-albeit not under pressures high enough to fracture the surrounding rock. The leftover
wastewater is eventually disposed of by injecting it into depleted oil fields. The research
team found that ten times more water was used in conventional oil and gas extraction
than in hydraulic fracturing. While the injection of fluids associated with fracking are of
higher pressure, conventional injections are of longer duration and “could allow for
greater solute transport distances and potential for contamination.” The reinjection of this
wastewater has changed underground pressures and the movement of water in ways that
can contaminate aquifers. Additionally, conventional wells, when abandoned, can leak
and provide further pathways for contamination.549, 550

•

April 6, 2019 – In a first study of its kind, an international team evaluated the
carcinogenicity of chemicals known to be present in both fracking fluids and fracking
wastewater. Among 1,173 such chemicals, 1,039 were found only in fracking fluid, 97
only in wastewater, and 37 in both. However, 84.3 percent of the chemicals known to be
present in fracking fluid and/or fracking waste have never been assessed for their ability
to cause cancer. The researchers found information for only 104 chemicals, of which 48
to 66 are recognized as potential human carcinogens. “Our evaluation suggests that
exposure to some chemicals in hydraulic-fracturing fluids and wastewater may increase
cancer risk…. Because the amount of each chemical and potential interaction between
chemicals in proprietary fracking fluids are unknown, the exact level of cancer-causing
potential for exposure to carcinogen-contained fracking fluids is not clear. However, the
likelihood of many if not most of the chemical being carcinogenic in large doses or even
small doses in fracking fluids is probably high.”551

•

March 28, 2019 – Chemical surfactants are added to fracking fluid to emulsify, reduce
surface tension, and inhibit corrosion. An engineering team looked at the chemical fate of
these additives when they come back to the surface as shale gas wastewater. They found
that high dissolved solids (salts) in the wastewater inhibit microbes that assist in
biodegradation. “The presence of higher total dissolved solids appeared to exert an
appreciable, long-standing effect on microbial community composition within one week
of exposure to increased salinity, suggesting that an accidental release of recycled
produced water may upset naturally occurring microbial communities.” These results
imply that accidental spills of shale gas wastewater—or deliberate releases (as when
fracking wastewater is used for de-icing roads or irrigation)—are likely to result in the
environmental persistence of these surfactant chemicals. These findings have
implications for treating and recycling fracking wastewater. Its high salt levels mean that
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it must be filtered through special desalinating membranes, but the persistent presence of
surfactant chemicals can clog and damage these membranes.552
•

March 14, 2019 – Rainbow trout exposed to levels of fracking wastewater that mimic
those that would result from a low-level spill, as from a pipeline leak into a small river,
did not show significant signs of salinity stress. However, their blood plasma did
accumulate strontium and bromide. This study did not examine possible endocrine
disrupting effects.553

•

March 5, 2019 – Water fleas (Daphnia spp.) are freshwater zooplankton that feed on
phytoplankton and play a crucial role in aquatic food webs. In a Canadian study, water
fleas exposed to various concentrations of fracking wastewater displayed altered
behaviors that impaired their ability to orient toward light, a response that allows them to
avoid predation and find food. This study helps explain the results of earlier research that
links fracking fluid exposure to decreased water flea survival. Water fleas are unable to
detect and avoid fracking fluid spills.554 (See also entry for April 28, 2018.)

•

February 28, 2019 – An American University team compared water quality parameters in
19 small streams in an intensely fracked area of southwestern Pennsylvania with those of
10 equivalent streams in western Maryland where fracking is banned and has never taken
place. Streams in both study areas overlie the Marcellus Shale. Even after accounting for
variations in forest cover, urban development, and historical impacts from coal mining,
the researchers found significant differences in concentrations of certain salts and heavy
metals, including arsenic. The results “imply that water quality has been affected by
[shale gas] development in the Marcellus Shale region” and “support the idea that the
Pennsylvania streams have received greater pollution inputs than have the Maryland
streams.”555

•

February 11, 2019 – The U.S. Justice Department reached a settlement with Antero
Resources Corporation over claims that it violated the Clean Water Act at 32 different
drilling and fracking-related sites in West Virginia. The violations involved unauthorized
dumping of fracking waste into local waterways.556
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•

February 7, 2019 – The Karoo Basin in South Africa is a semi-arid region underlain by
gas-containing shale. Its bedrock is also rich in uranium, and, consequently, the basin has
a range of different naturally occurring radioactive materials, including radium and radon
gas. As part of a baseline study prior to fracking, a South African team monitored the
presence of radon in groundwater in 53 aquifers throughout the Karoo Basin. They found
that water in seven sites had levels of radon above levels considered safe by the World
Health Organization. They also observed lower levels in cool, deep aquifers and higher
levels of radon in warm, shallow aquifers, where seasonal and annual fluctuations were
common.557

•

January 22, 2019 – Demand for water to use in fracking operations for oil extraction has
more than doubled since 2016, according to data from Rystad Energy, an energy research
intelligence company. In the Permian Basin alone, located in west Texas and southeastern
New Mexico, water demand for fracking now exceeds the total U.S. demand in 2016.558

•

January 7, 2019 – From samples of fracking wastewater in Alberta, a Canadian team
isolated a previously unidentified class of contaminants, aryl phosphates, which degrade
into diphenyl phosphate. Experiments showed that diphenyl phosphate does not bind to
clay-rich soils. Therefore, its transportation into groundwater following fracking waste
spills would be swift. Further research showed toxic effects of low-level exposure of
diphenyl phosphate on fish embryos and embryonic chick tissue. Noting that hundreds of
fracking waste spills are reported in Alberta each year, the researchers expressed concern
that diphenyl phosphate “may pose an environmental risk to aquatic ecosystems if
released into the environment.”559

•

November 28, 2018 – Drilling and fracking operations in the Marcellus Shale region are
known to harm biodiversity and reduce the populations of aquatic invertebrate animals
that are the basis of the food chain in streams. A research team working in West Virginia
investigated whether an observed population decline in a species of bird, the Louisiana
waterthrush, might be related to loss of these aquatic invertebrates, which are its prey.
While the results varied from year to year and loss of food resources did not wholly
explain the declines in waterthrush populations in areas of active drilling and fracking,
“collective evidence suggests there may be a shale gas disturbance threshold at which
waterthrush respond negatively to aquatic prey community changes.”560
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•

November 19, 2018 – Methane can find its way into groundwater through naturally
occurring fractures and fissures in shale deposits or through openings created by nearby
drilling and fracking operations. A team led by Pennsylvania State University geochemist
Susan Brantley sampled methane in drinking water wells in Pennsylvania with and
without fracking, focusing on an area where fracking wells had been cited for
contaminating nearby drinking water wells—in some cases with levels of methane high
enough to be at risk for explosion. Researchers found that elevated methane levels in
water wells near these fracking operations were accompanied by attendant spikes in iron
and sulfates. These findings “document a way to distinguish newly migrated methane
from pre-existing sources of gas.” They also showed that methane and ethane
concentrations in local water wells increased after gas drilling compared with predrilling
concentrations and that these levels remained elevated seven years after leaks were
initially reported.561, 562 “We’ve documented that recent methane migration can change
water chemistry in a way that can mobilize metals, such as iron, and release other
unwanted chemical compounds, such as hydrogen sulfide,” said Joshua Woda, a coauthor of the study, in a press statement.563

•

November 6, 2018 – As reported by the news outlet, WyoFile, contaminated drinking
water in Pavillion, Wyoming was likely caused by gas leaking from faulty gas wells as
well as by leaks from 40 unlined pits that, for many years, served as dumps for drilling
wastewater. This was the conclusion of three researchers, including two former U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) scientists, who had been investigating the
pollution of Pavillion’s groundwater, including drinking water wells for at least 30
homes. The scientists presented their findings to the community in advance of publishing
a peer-reviewed scientific journal article. Statistical analyses show a correlation between
what was disposed in the pits and contaminants appearing in nearby drinking water wells.
One of the former EPA scientists told community members that the Wind River
Formation drinking water aquifer will likely never be cleaned up. A preliminary report
from the EPA in 2011 about groundwater contamination in Pavillion was never
finalized.564

•

October 21, 2018 – Fracking brine, among other factors, is contributing to “freshwater
salinization syndrome,” according to a study that examined the increasing saltiness of
North American inland waters. Freshwater salinization, in turn, alters the behavior of
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other chemicals in water, mobilizing diverse chemical mixtures that alter drinking water
quality.565
•

October 17, 2018 – An international team of researchers tested fracking wastewater from
two different wells in the Fox River area of Alberta, Canada for presence of endocrinedisrupting compounds. Using laboratory assays, they found that organic extracts of the
wastewater samples did indeed disrupt hormone signaling pathways in environmentally
relevant concentrations, as might occur in an accidental spill, however the wastewater
from the two different wells did so in two different ways. “The results suggest that the
properties and origins of endocrine-disrupting compounds in [fracking wastewater] from
Wells A and B are different, complicating our understanding of potential environmental
effects of releases.”566

•

September 4, 2018 – Chemicals from fracking wastewater dumped into the Allegheny
River Watershed a decade ago are still accumulating in mussels that live there.
Researchers working in Pennsylvania found elevated levels of strontium in the shells of
freshwater mussels living downstream of a disposal facility that treated fracking
wastewater and released it into streams between 2008 and 2011. (The practice was halted
thereafter when heavy metals and radioactivity began rising in drinking water). Mussels
living upstream of the treatment plant showed no such elevated levels. Strontium is an
elemental metal and a contaminant of fracking waste. It is absorbed by living organisms
in a similar manner to calcium. Because mussels excrete their shells in discreet layers that
can be aged (like tree rings), researchers were able to show that shell layers created after
2011, when dumping of fracking waste into streams had ceased, did not show a sharp
reduction in strontium, suggesting that downstream sediments may act as a reservoir for
persistent contaminants years after dumping stops.567 This is one of the first studies to
show bioaccumulation of fracking contaminants in the bodies of living animals, which
means that fracking contaminants are entering the food chain. The most endangered of all
North American fauna, freshwater mussels are currently suffering a mass extinction
event, as a likely result of degraded water quality.568 Commenting on these findings in a
press statement, lead author Nathaniel Warner said, “We know that Marcellus
development has impacted sediments downstream for tens of kilometers. And it appears
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it still could be impacted for a long period of time. The short timeframe that we permitted
the discharge of these wastes might leave a long legacy.”569
•

August 29, 2018 – Using reports created by the oil and gas industry, a Colorado State
University team evaluated fracking waste spills in Weld County, Colorado and found that
while large-scale operations generated less fracking wastewater per unit of energy
generated, the total volume of spilled waste increased as the size of the operation
increased. “The results suggest that employing fewer, large-scale operators would help
reduce the overall volume of [wastewater] generated but not the overall volume spilled.”
This study also found that the probability of groundwater contamination from those spills
was not correlated with either the spill area or with the volume spilled. Instead, the depth
to groundwater was a more accurate predictor of the probability of contamination, with
shallow water tables at highest risk.570

•

August 17, 2018 – With 548 permitted wells as of 2017, Belmont County is the most
intensely fracked county in the state of Ohio. A Yale University team collected drinking
water samples from 66 households in Belmont County that were located at varying
distances away from well pads and analyzed them for the presence of fracking-related
chemical contaminants. They also interviewed residents about their health symptoms.
The primary goal of this exploratory study was to determine whether residential
proximity to fracked wells was related to detection and concentrations of health-relevant
drinking water contaminants. A second objective was to evaluate possible relationships
between proximity to wells and health complaints in the community. The team found that
all homes had at least one volatile organic compound or other organic compound above
detectable levels and that prevalence of contaminants in drinking water, including
toluene, bromoform, and dichlorobromomethane, was higher in homes closer to the
wells. Further, people who lived closer to multiple wells were more likely to report health
problems including wheezing, stress, fatigue, and headache. This is the first study to
concurrently collect drinking water samples, health information, and data on proximity to
drilling and fracking operations.571

•

August 15, 2018 – Using well information from the U.S. Energy Information Agency as
well as state-based agencies, a Duke University team examined changes in water use
intensity in U.S. drilling and fracking operations as horizontal drilling has evolved toward
ever-longer lateral wellbores. They found that water use for fracking operations increased
by 770 percent per well between 2011 and 2016 across all U.S. shale basins. At the same
time, the volume of fracking wastewater generated during the first year of extraction
increased by up to 1,440 percent. “The steady increase of the water footprint of hydraulic
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fracturing with time implies that future unconventional oil and gas operations will require
larger volumes of water for hydraulic fracturing, which will result in larger produced oil
and gas wastewater volumes.” Noting that the freshwater used for hydraulic fracturing is
either retained within the shale formation or returns as highly saline flowback waste that
is often subsequently disposed of via deep well injection, the authors concluded that “the
permanent loss of water use for hydraulic fracturing from the hydrosphere could
outweigh its relatively lower water intensity” compared to other industrial uses of water,
such as agriculture, where water is not lost to the hydrological cycle.572
•

August 5, 2018 – Using water collected from streams and a reservoir near Middletown,
Pennsylvania, a research team investigated how contamination with fracking chemicals,
as during a spill event, alters the formation of disinfection byproducts when surface water
is chlorinated for use as drinking water. They found a shift toward the creation of more
brominated compounds. This finding has significant concerns for public health because
brominated chemicals are not easily removed during the water treatment process and
because discharge of bromide to surface waters remains largely unregulated.573

•

July 19, 2018 – By simulating spills and discharge of fracking wastewater into rivers and
streams, a Pennsylvania research team investigated the effects of fracking wastewater
salinity on the creation of disinfection byproducts during drinking water treatment. They
found evidence that the ions in salty fracking waste enhance the creation of these
deleterious chemicals in ways that conventional water treatment processes cannot easily
remove. “Further studies should focus on salinity removal technologies such as reverse
osmosis, nanofiltration, electrodialysis, ion exchange, and lime/soda ash softening.”574

•

July 13, 2018 – Chemicals associated with fracking operations have been known to
contaminate surface and ground water, and many of them have been identified as
endocrine disruptors in mammals, raising questions about possible perturbations of other
biological processes, such as immunity. Using tadpoles, an international team
investigated how chemicals found in fracking wastewater might affect the developing
immune system in amphibians. They found evidence for concern. Even at doses below
those found in groundwater near spill sites, many exposed tadpoles died. “A first finding
of this study is the startling toxicity of the [fracking chemical] mixture to tadpoles…it
seems likely that the lethal effect results from the combined activity of some or all of
these chemicals.” Lower doses significantly altered genes associated with immune
functioning and made the developing frogs less able to fight off viral infections. “These
findings suggest that [fracking-associated] water pollutants at low but environmentally
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relevant doses have the potential to induce acute alterations of immune function and
antiviral immunity.”575
•

July 4, 2018 – Wastewater samples from a newly fracked oil well in Colorado were
examined over 220 days using assays to assess changing toxicity levels. The results
revealed significant toxicity throughout well production and during the first 55 days of
flowback, with peak toxicity occurring on the first day of flowback. Researchers also
looked at the community of microbes (bacteria and archaea) living in the wastewater.
Some of these organisms originated from deep in the shale formation and others from the
source water used for fracking. These species rapidly changed in relative abundance to
one another as the toxicity of the wastewater evolved over time. “Late stage produced
water communities gradually became similar to those in the earliest sample of flowback
water, indicating that early conditions have a great impact on the resident microbiota over
the life of the well.”576

•

June 21, 2018 – A Duke University-led lab study used mouse tissue cultures to
investigate possible impacts of fracking wastewater exposure on the development of fat
cells. They found that exposure to mixtures of 23 fracking chemicals, as well as raw
stream water believed to be contaminated with fracking waste, promoted the growth of
fat cells—even at very low concentrations. Collectively, these results show that fracking
wastewater has the potential to impair metabolic health at levels found in the
environment.577 In a statement to the media, co-author Chris Kassotis said, “We saw
significant fat cell proliferation and lipid accumulation, even when wastewater samples
were diluted 1,000-fold from their raw state and when wastewater-affected surface water
samples were diluted 25-fold.”578

•

April 28, 2018 – A Canadian study found that the water flea (Daphnia magna) becomes
immobilized when the surface of test waters are contaminated with fracking waste. This
effect was persistent and occurred at concentrations significantly lower than is required to
kill this common zooplankton outright. Immobilized Daphnia did not recover after 48
hours, could not feed, and became unable to shed their carapace, thus impeding
reproduction. The evidence suggests that surfactants in fracking fluid together with
floating hydrocarbons work together to reduce surface tension in ways that disallow
Daphnia from re-entering the water column. “The current study shows that an important
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component of the toxicity of [fracking wastewater] to Daphnia magna is physical
impairment. Depending on how the endpoint of a toxicity test is defined, this mode of
action may not be accounted for in laboratory assessments used to determine risk.
However, physical toxicity effects are likely to be important in environmental settings
where [fracking wastewater] spills may occur.”579 (See also entry for March 5, 2019.)
•

April 11, 2018 – A Drexel University team undertook a risk assessment of residential
exposures to drinking water contaminated by fracking wastewater (flowback water). This
simulation study found that within just eight hours—a realistic timeline for continual
exposure due to a spill event—radioactive substances in the wastewater could produce
demonstrable risks to human health, especially through the inhalation route. These
radioactive compounds posed a greater threat to human health than other contaminants
examined in this assessment, including arsenic, benzene, and vinyl chloride.
“Radionuclides, which are known to exist in [fracking wastewater] as a result of
occurring naturally within shale formations, pose a significant risk to human health and
increase the likelihood of developing cancer in exposed individuals…median values for
inhalation risk are at unacceptable levels. These exposures are due to the radionuclides
aerosolizing from water primarily during showering.… Exposure to certain compounds
of flowback water for only a few hours or days…can still present adverse effects.”580

•

April 9, 2018 – An analysis of the bacterial community in 31 northwestern Pennsylvania
trout streams showed that fracking activity altered the composition of species found in
the sediment. Confirming the findings of previous studies, streams near drilling and
fracking activity had significantly higher numbers of methane-metabolizing and methaneproducing microorganisms, which are tolerant to acidic conditions. “Altogether, this
study highlighted stable bacterial taxa responding to Marcellus shale activity and further
supplements a longitudinal correlation of increased acidity of stream water and fracking
activity adjacent to headwater streams over five years.”581

•

April 8, 2018 – Working in the South Fork Little Red River watershed in northern
Arkansas, a research team found that populations of invertebrate animals were reduced
downstream of drilling and fracking operations relative to upstream.582

•

April 6, 2018 – Chemical characterization and toxicological testing of wastewater from
fracked and conventionally drilled oil and gas wells in Pennsylvania were compared.
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Wastewater from both types of wells was equally toxic to animal and human cells
growing in culture and was corrosive at high concentrations. This toxicity was not
attributable to the presence of salts alone. Hydrocarbon chemicals were found in both
well types and are known to be toxic to multiple human organs. “In vitro assays showed
that normal cell survival, behavior, and morphology were severely impaired by shortterm exposure to either type of sample at up to 1000-fold dilutions. … Taken together,
these results suggest that exposure to leaks or spills associated with either conventional or
unconventional oil and gas extraction could potentially impact human health.”583
•

April 5, 2018 – Led by researchers from the University of Missouri, a study conducted in
Pavillion, Wyoming compared the effects of water pollution linked to fracking to effects
from conventional drilling. Endocrine-disrupting chemicals were found in 22
groundwater samples taken near both kinds of wells. However, the results showed that
contaminated groundwater collected near fracking sites was more disruptive to hormonal
signaling in human cells than contaminated groundwater collected from conventional
well pads. These results corroborate those of past studies.584 In an associated news story
in WyoFile, Christopher Kassotis, one of the co-authors of the new study, said, “We have
now reported similar endocrine bioactivities across numerous unconventional oil/gas
sampling regions, and other researchers are beginning to demonstrate similar effects in
cell and animal models. These, above all else, lend strong support for our findings.”585

•

March 5, 2018 – An exemption in the Safe Drinking Water Act allows hydraulic
fracturing operations to escape federal regulation, leaving it up to individual states to
determine how groundwater resources used for drinking are protected during fracking
operations that take place on lands without federal or tribal mineral rights. A research
team from Stanford University, University of California, Berkeley, and Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory assessed these state-based oil and gas regulations in 17
different states. They found that the definitions of “protected groundwater” are vague,
inconsistent and, very often, offer less protection than federal regulations. For example,
in Alabama and New Mexico, protection of drinking water appears discretionary. In
Colorado and Texas, protection of drinking water depends on the location of the oil and
gas fields. In Illinois, protection during fracking only applies to horizontal wells. In
California, drinking water must be monitored but not explicitly protected. Concluding
from these findings that the nation’s drinking water resources are vulnerable to
contamination from oil and gas extraction and wastewater disposal, the research team
recommended that criteria defined by the EPA for an underground drinking water source
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be consistently used to define protected groundwater in state-based oil and gas
regulations.586
•

February 15, 2018 – A UK team used reports from the Texas Railroad Commission
(1999-2015) and the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (2009-2015) to
examine spill rates from oil and gas well pads. They found that the spill rate in both
Colorado and Texas significantly increased over the recorded time period, with
equipment failure cited as the most common cause. In Colorado, 33 percent of the spills
were discovered during site remediation and random site inspections. Using these data,
the team predicted that a UK fracking industry would likely experience a spill for every
19 well pads developed.587

•

January 31, 2018 – Researchers in Arkansas found that water withdrawals for fracking
operations can dangerously deplete water levels in up to 51 percent of streams in ways
that potentially threaten drinking water supplies, damage aquatic life, and disrupt
recreation. “There is potential for these withdrawals to cause water stress,” the paper
concluded.588 Water stress represents risk of water scarcity for people caused by increases
in economic costs or altered stream flow that results in loss of aquatic biodiversity and
ecosystem functioning.

•

January 27, 2018 – Fracking wastewater is a developmental toxicant to zebra fish
embryos, according to results of a laboratory study conducted by a Canadian team of
researchers. Exposure to various concentrations of fracking flowback and produced
water, collected from well sites in Alberta, was linked to spinal and heart abnormalities
and patterns of altered gene expression consistent with endocrine disruption.589

•

January 23, 2018 – An Ohio State University team developed and used numerical models
to simulate how methane from a leaking well could migrate into different types of
drinking water aquifers. Their results showed that rapid, long-distance gas flow was most
likely to occur when a pulse of gas under high pressure from a faulty gas well entered
into a fractured rock aquifer. In these cases, methane can easily migrate a distance of 1
kilometer within a week and in many different directions, including laterally away from
the natural gas well. Current efforts to evaluate natural gas leakage from faulty wells
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“likely underestimate contributions from small-volume, low-pressure leakage events,”
which require extended periods of environmental monitoring.590
•

January 16, 2018 – An editorial in the journal Groundwater warned researchers against
being too quick to dismiss the presence of methane in groundwater near fracking sites as
“always naturally occurring,” especially in places where no pre-drill baseline data are
available or in studies where average methane levels are being compared. Noting that the
geological conditions that facilitate the natural migration of hydrocarbons are often
“muddled, obfuscating the presence of hydrocarbon pollution due to gas leaking from
production wells,” the editorial encouraged study designs that make use of odds-ratio
tests and geochemical tracers. Fractured rocks within shallow aquifers, in particular, are
concerning “both in terms of their potential for facilitating rapid … gas flow, and their
inherent geometric complexity, which impact hydrocarbon gas transport mechanisms.”591

•

January 16, 2018 – The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
determined that fracking wastewater that had leaked from a storage pit contaminated
groundwater and rendered a natural spring used for drinking water in Greene County
undrinkable.592

•

January 9, 2018 – A University of Texas team collected groundwater samples from
across shale basins in Texas and reported on the discovery of opportunistic, pathogenic
bacteria in fracking-impacted water wells in Texas. These results raise questions about
fracking’s effects on the microbial ecology of aquifers. Commenting on their findings,
the researchers noted, “The results were quite surprising. Not only did we find that
various opportunistic pathogens could survive in the presence of hydrocarbon gases and
chemical additives, they appeared to thrive and exhibited robust resistance profiles to
multiple antibiotics. We even observed that certain pathogens were resilient to high levels
of chlorination.”593

•

December 11, 2017 – A report by the Texas Observer investigated groundwater depletion
by fracking operations in west Texas at the southern edge of the Ogallala Aquifer.
Groundwater conservation districts lack legal financial resources to restrict groundwater
pumping or even compel metering on water wells that would monitor exactly how much
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water is pumped. In Howard County alone, water used for fracking is now believed to
constitute about 20 percent of average annual water use.594
•

November 16, 2017 – The 2005 Energy Policy Act prohibited the EPA from regulating
fracking under the Safe Drinking Water Act and from requiring that operators disclose
their chemicals. According to an investigation by Inside Climate News, the scientific
study that justified this provision (which is widely known as the Halliburton loophole)
was the subject of a whistleblower complaint. The study was also disavowed by its
authors, who said the conclusion of the report—that fracking posed no risk to
groundwater—was not supported by the evidence. These authors removed their names
from the final document. Interviewed for the story, one of these authors said that the
belief that fracking was safe for water was a foregone conclusion at the EPA under
George W. Bush. “What we would have said in the conclusion is that there is some form
of risk from hydraulic fracturing to groundwater. How you quantify it would require
further analyses, but, in general, there is some risk.”595

•

November 9, 2017 – As part of a preliminary study, a Texas team assessed the
groundwater microbiome in a rural area of southern Texas where farming and fracking
co-exist. Each of the sampled water wells had a unique community of microorganisms
living in the water. The dominant bacteria were denitrifying species that transform
nitrates into gaseous nitrogen or those that break apart hydrocarbon molecules. Earlier
studies have postulated that fracking can alter the chemical composition of groundwater
and change the species composition of the microbial communities living within it. The
results of this study “do not provide a definitive link between [fracking] or agricultural
activities and the groundwater microbiome; however, they do provide a baseline
measurement of bacterial diversity and quantity in groundwater located near these
anthropogenic activities.”596

•

November 1, 2017 – In Oklahoma, horizontal wells can be fracked within 600 feet of
older, vertical wells that do not use fracking. Oil companies in Oklahoma that extract oil
using conventional, vertical wells alleged that hundreds of their wells have been
inundated by fluids from nearby horizontal wells that use high-volume hydraulic
fracturing, as documented by E&E News. Vertical well operators have raised questions
about whether these “frack hits” from nearby horizontal wells that have flooded their own
wells have also reached the groundwater. “Logic said it will impact [groundwater],” said
one driller. “There was water coming up out of the ground. There was enough pressure to
bring it to the surface.” Small operators of vertical wells, organized as the Oklahoma
Energy Producers Alliance (OEPA), released a study estimating that, in just one county
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alone, there were 400 cases of frack fluid from horizontal wells flooding nearby vertical
wells.597, 598
•

October 31, 2017 – A study of fracking wastewater disposed of in rivers and streams
found that chemical contaminants in the waste were transformed into more toxic
substances when they chemically reacted with chlorinated compounds discharged from
downstream drinking water treatment plants. The result was dozens of different,
brominated and iodinated disinfection byproducts (DBPs). A lab analysis found that all
were highly toxic to mammalian cells. Conventional water treatment practices do not
remove these chemicals. “It is likely that in oil- and gas-impacted drinking water sources,
iodo-phenolic DBPs could form at significant levels, particularly in cases in which
chloramination is used.”599

•

October 18, 2017 – Researchers concerned about reports of skin rashes, gastrointestinal
distress, and breathing problems among people who live near drilling and fracking
operations found increased levels of certain harmful bacteria in private water wells
impacted by fracking in the Barnett and Eagle Ford Shale areas in Texas. These results
raise questions about whether drilling and fracking activities could alter the communities
of microorganisms in groundwater in ways that pose health risks. According to one of the
lead authors of the study, interviewed in the Dallas News, “the potential contribution of
these microbes to these health effects is probably understudied, underappreciated,
unknown.”600, 601

•

August 3, 2017 – Due to permitting errors and a mix-up in records 30 years ago,
wastewater from drilling operations in California was mistakenly injected directly into
drinking water aquifers. Six years after the discovery of the problem, 175 wastewater
wells that were illegally injecting into protected aquifers have been shut down, but
hundreds more are still operating. An investigation by KQED Science revealed that
California state water regulators know very little about the actual impact of those
injections on the state’s drinking water reserves. “State water regulators say they hope to
figure out what the larger impacts have been in years ahead, but have no set timeline. The
risk is that they’ve allowed oil companies to contaminate drinking water aquifers to such
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an extent that Californians may have permanently lost those sources of fresh water.”602
An earlier investigation by KQED Science revealed that illegal wastewater wells would
still be allowed to operate while the necessary paperwork was filed.603
•

July 12, 2017 – In western Pennsylvania, a team of researchers looked at sediments in the
Conemaugh River watershed downstream of a treatment plant that was specially designed
to treat fracking wastewater. The researchers found contamination for many miles
downstream with fracking-related chemicals that included radium, barium, strontium, and
chloride, as well as endocrine-disrupting and carcinogenic compounds. The peak
concentrations were found in sediment layers that had been deposited during the years of
peak fracking wastewater discharge. Elevated concentrations of radium were detected as
far as 12 miles downstream of the treatment plant and were up to 200 times greater than
background. Some stream sediment samples were so radioactive that they approached
levels that would, in some U.S. states, classify them as radioactive waste and necessitate
special disposal.604, 605

•

May 31, 2017 – A U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) team sampled drinking water wells
near drilling and fracking sites in the Eagle Ford, Fayetteville, and Haynesville Shale
basins and found detectable levels of methane and benzene. However, the sources of
these contaminants were unclear, and, given the slow travel time of groundwater,
“decades or longer may be needed to fully assess the effects of potential subsurface and
surface releases of hydrocarbons on the wells.”606

•

May 1, 2017 – A study examining the impacts of drilling and fracking operations on
public drinking water in Pennsylvania found evidence of contamination when drinking
water source intakes were located within one kilometer (.62 miles) of a well pad. Noting
that many Pennsylvanians living near well pads drink bottled water, the authors
concluded, “our results suggest that these perceived risks may in fact be justified.”607
(See also entry below for October 13, 2016.)
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•

April 19, 2017 – Using data from the South Coast Air Quality Monitoring District, a team
of researchers in California compared chemicals used in fracking operations with those
used in the routine maintenance of conventional oil and gas wells where chemicals are
used to aid in drilling, for corrosion control, to clean the wellbore, and to enhance oil
recovery. They found significant overlap in both the types and amounts of chemicals
used. “The results of this study indicate regulations and risk assessments focused
exclusively on chemicals used in well-stimulation activities may underestimate potential
hazard or risk from overall field chemical-use. . . . Our analysis shows that hydraulic
fracturing is just one of many applications of hazardous chemicals on oil and gas
fields.”608

•

April 5, 2017 – A three-year study in West Virginia led by scientists at Duke University
assessed surface water and groundwater drawn from drinking water wells both before and
after drilling and fracking began in the region. Using geochemical techniques, including a
suite of tracers that help distinguish naturally occurring methane and salts from those
contained in fracking fluid, the researchers found no evidence of groundwater
contamination. They did, however, document threats to surface water from fracking
wastewater spills.609 In an accompanying statement, the researchers noted, “What we
found in the study area in West Virginia after three years may be different from what we
see after 10 years because the impact on groundwater isn’t necessarily immediate.”610

•

Feb 21, 2017 – Between 2005 and 2014, researchers surveyed spill record data from
drilling and fracking operations in four states (Colorado, New Mexico, North Dakota, and
Pennsylvania). During these nine years, they documented 6,678 total spills, or about five
spills each year for every 100 wells. Between 2 and 16 percent of wells reported a spill
each year. Half of all spills were related to storage and transport of fluids through flow
lines. The authors also found that the chances of spills are highest during the first three
years of a well’s life and that spill reporting requirements differ markedly from state to
state, making impossible the task of comparing states or creating a national picture.611, 612

•

January 31, 2017 – California is the only state that allows fracking waste to be held in
unlined, open pits, creating risks for groundwater contamination. A California Water
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Boards investigation found that, as of January 2017, 1,000 such pits were operational,
with 400 lacking required state permits. The vast majority is located in Kern County.613
•

December 14, 2016 – To better understand the impact of fracking fluid spills on aquatic
animals, scientists at the University of Alberta exposed rainbow trout in laboratory tanks
to various dilutions of fracking fluids. Even at very low exposures, the fish experienced
adverse effects, including alterations in liver functioning and disruption of hormonal
pathways. [This study was partially funded by industry.]614

•

December 13, 2016 – The final version of the EPA’s six-year, $29 million study on the
impacts of hydraulic fracturing on the nation’s drinking water confirmed that fracking
activities have caused contamination of water resources in the United States, and it traced
the various routes by which drinking water can be impacted by fracking. Documented
cases of drinking water contamination have resulted from spills of fracking fluid and
fracking wastewater; discharge of fracking waste into rivers and streams; and
underground migration of fracking chemicals, including gas, into drinking water wells.
Depletion of aquifers caused by water withdrawals has created other impacts.615, 616, 617,
618
The final EPA report detailed the problem of fracking-related drinking water
contamination in three communities—Pavillion, Wyoming; Dimock, Pennsylvania; and
Parker County, Texas.619 Summing up the report, then-EPA Deputy Administrator Tom
Burke said in a statement to American Public Media, “We found scientific evidence of
impacts to drinking water resources at each stage of the hydraulic fracturing cycle.”620
(See also the entry for June 5, 2015, which describes the contents of the 2015 draft
report.)
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•

December 1, 2016 – According to a review paper that examines the potential
environmental impacts of oil and gas wastewater, about 5 percent of fracking waste is
accidentally or illegally spilled. Almost all of the rest is transported off site and injected
into disposal wells that are drilled into porous geological formations. In North Dakota’s
Bakken Shale, disposal wells are located within miles of the well pad, and the wastewater
can travel there via pipeline. In Pennsylvania’s Marcellus Shale, drilling activity exceeds
the capacity for disposal of waste in local wells and must be trucked out of state.621

•

November 4, 2016 – A critical review of potential routes of water contamination from
drilling and fracking operations in the Bakken Shale noted that the high salinity of
fracking wastewater minimizes its recycling options and thus contributes to the need for
disposal wells. Transportation of large volumes of waste to these wells, via truck or
pipeline, presents opportunities for large spills that can threaten groundwater.622

•

October 16, 2016 – A team of scientists led by researchers at the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory evaluated chemicals used for fracking in California oil fields.
Chemical additives included a wide variety of solvents in large amounts, as well as other
toxic substances, including biocides and corrosion inhibitors.623

•

October 14, 2016 – One of the first studies to investigate the impacts of fracking on the
ecology of streams found that fracking “has the potential to alter aquatic biodiversity and
methyl mercury concentrations at the base of food webs.” The researchers sampled 27
remote streams in the Marcellus Shale basin of Pennsylvania where drilling and fracking
is taking place. They showed that methyl mercury levels in stream sites where fracking
occurs were driven upwards by higher acidity and lower numbers of macroinvertebrates.
In streams with the highest numbers of fracking fluid spills, “fish diversity was nil,” and
in some cases, there were no fish at all, including in streams previously classified as highquality brook trout habitat. “Fracking and flowback fluids can contain various highly
acidic agents, organic and inorganic compounds, and even Hg [mercury]. The flowback
fluids can reach nearby streams through leaking wastewater hoses, impoundments, and
lateral seepage and blowouts, as well as by backflow into the wellhead. Flowback water
reaching streams can . . . decrease aquatic biodiversity. . . . Lowered stream pH increases
Hg solubility, leading to increased bioaccumulation in food webs.”624

•

October 13, 2016 – Researchers at Pennsylvania State University and Ohio State
University combined GIS data on drilling and fracking activities in Pennsylvania and
Ohio with household data on bottled water purchases. They found that yearly household
purchases of bottled water increased as local drilling and fracking intensity increased.
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This “averting behavior” is a measure of perceived risk. In 2010, averting-behavior
expenditures in the form of bottle water purchases by people living in Pennsylvania’s
shale counties totaled $19 million.625 (A subsequent study suggests that those engaged in
tapwater averting behaviors in Pennsylvania have evidence-based reasons to be
concerned. See entry above, for May 1, 2017.)
•

September 22, 2016 – Using the agency’s list of 1076 chemicals that have reported use as
ingredients in hydraulic fracturing fluid, EPA scientists developed a framework to
analyze and rank subsets of chemicals in order to better understand which frackingrelated chemicals pose the greatest risk to drinking water. Their model collates multiple
lines of evidence. For example, data on inherent toxicity are combined with data on
occurrence and propensity for environmental transport. In the absence of local data on
actual human exposures, this model can serve as a qualitative metric to “identify
chemicals that may be more likely than others to impact drinking water resources.”626

•

September 16, 2016 – A reconnaissance analysis of groundwater in the Eagle Ford Shale
region in southern Texas found sporadic detections of multiple VOCs and dissolved gas,
providing evidence that “groundwater quality is potentially being affected by neighboring
[drilling and fracking] activity, or other anthropogenic activities, in an episodic fashion.”
The authors called for a more extensive investigation of possible groundwater
contamination in the Eagle Ford basin.627, 628

•

July 11, 2016 – An interdisciplinary team led by University of Colorado researchers
found methane in 42 water wells in the intensely drilled Denver-Julesburg Basin where
high volume, horizontal fracking operations began in 2010. By examining isotopes and
gas molecular ratios, the researchers determined that the gas contaminating these wells
was thermogenic in origin, rather than microbial, and therefore had migrated up into the
groundwater from underlying oil- and gas-containing shale. The steady rate of well
contamination over time—two cases per year from 2001 to 2014—suggests that well
failures, rather than the process of hydraulic fracturing itself, was the mechanism that
created migration pathways for the stray gas to reach drinking water sources. Of the 42
affected wells, 11 had already been identified by state regulators as suffering from
“barrier failures.”629 Duke University geochemist Avner Vengosh, who was not an author
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of the paper, commented on the study in an accompanying article in Inside Climate News:
“The bottom line here is that industry has denied any stray gas contamination: that
whenever we have methane in a well, it is always preexisting. The merit of this is that it’s
a different oil and gas basin, a different approach, and it’s saying that stray gas could
happen.” In this same article, Inside Climate News reported that national standards for
well construction do not exist, nor are there laws governing the type of cement that is
used to seal the wellbore and prevent leaks.630
•

May 24, 2016 – ATSDR conducted a public health evaluation using groundwater data
gathered in 2012 by the EPA from 64 private drinking water wells in Dimock,
Pennsylvania where natural gas drilling and fracking activities began in 2008 and where
residents began reporting problems with their water shortly thereafter. The agency found
that water samples collected from 27 Dimock wells contained contaminants “at levels
high enough to affect human health.” These included methane, salts, organic chemicals,
and arsenic. In 17 wells, levels of methane were high enough to create risk of fire or
explosion.631 Methane levels were not assessed in wells prior to the start of fracking
activities in the area. Hence, the study is limited by lack of pre-drilling baseline data, and
investigators did not attempt to determine the source of the contaminants. However, in its
focus on identifying health impacts, ATSDR’s evaluation is a more comprehensive study
than that conducted four years earlier by the EPA and calls into question its earlier, more
reassuring conclusions.632, 633

•

May 9, 2016 – Sampling downstream of a fracking wastewater disposal facility in West
Virginia, a USGS team documented changes in microbial communities and found
evidence indicating the presence of fracking waste in water and sediment samples
collected from Wolf Creek in West Virginia. Specifically, the researchers documented
increased concentrations of barium, bromide, calcium, sodium, lithium, strontium, iron,
and radium downstream of the disposal well.634 In a Washington Post story about this
study, lead author Denise Akob said that the key take-away message “is really that we’re
demonstrating that facilities like this can have an environmental impact.”635 (This study
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was done in collaboration with Susan Nagel’s team, which studied endocrine-disrupting
activity in this same stream. See entry below for April 6, 2016.)
•

April 30, 2016 – As part of an investigation based on aerial photographs taken by
emergency responders during spring 2016 flooding, the El Paso Times documented
plumes and sheens of chemicals from tipped-over storage tanks and inundated oil wells
and fracking sites entering rivers and streams. “Many of the photos shot during Texas’
recent floods show swamped wastewater ponds at fracking sites, presumably allowing
wastewater to escape into the environment—and potentially into drinking-water
supplies.”636

•

April 27, 2016 – Using geochemical and isotopic tracers to identify the unique chemical
fingerprint of Bakken region brines, a Duke University study found that accidental spills
of fracking wastewater have contaminated surface water and soils throughout North
Dakota where more than 9,700 wells have been drilled in the past decade. Contaminants
included salts as well as lead, selenium, and vanadium. In the polluted streams, levels of
contaminants often exceeded federal drinking water guidelines. Soils at spill sites showed
elevated levels of radium.637 The study concluded that “inorganic contamination
associated with brine spills in North Dakota is remarkably persistent, with elevated levels
of contaminants observed in spill sites up to 4 years following the spill events.” In a
comment about this study, lead author and Duke University geochemist Avner Vengosh
said, “Until now, research in many regions of the nation has shown that contamination
from fracking has been fairly sporadic and inconsistent. In North Dakota, however, we
find it is widespread and persistent, with clear evidence of direct water contamination
from fracking.”638

•

April 6, 2016 – A research team led by Susan Nagel at the University of Missouri traced
a spike in endocrine-disrupting activity in a West Virginia stream, Wolf Creek, to an
upstream facility that stores fracking wastewater. Levels detected downstream of the
waste facility were above levels known to create adverse health effects and alter the
development of fish, amphibians, and other aquatic organisms. Endocrine-disrupting
compounds were not elevated in upstream sections of the creek.639, 640 (See also entry for
May 9, 2016 above.)
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•

March 29, 2016 – A study by Stanford University scientists determined that fracking and
related oil and gas operations have indeed contaminated drinking water in the town of
Pavillion, Wyoming where residents have long complained about foul-tasting water. The
researchers found substances in the water that match those used in local fracking
operations or found in nearby pits used for the disposal of drilling waste. Chemical
contaminants included benzene, a known carcinogen, and toluene, a neurotoxicant.
Possible mechanisms for contamination include defective cement well casings; spills and
leaks from disposal pits; and underground migration of chemicals into aquifers from the
fracked zone, which, in this area, is quite shallow. Also, in the Pavillion area, operators
sometimes fracked directly into underground sources of water.641 One of the authors of
this study, Dominic DiGuilio, was also a lead scientist on the EPA’s earlier aborted
investigation of Pavillion’s drinking water. (See entry for December 6, 2015 below.) In
an interview about his new research, DiGiulio said that his findings raise concerns about
similar water pollution in other heavily fracked regions. “Pavillion isn’t geologically
unique in the West, and I’m concerned about the Rocky Mountain region of the U.S. The
impact on [underground drinking water sources] could be fairly extensive. Pavillion is
like a canary in a coal mine and we need to look at other fields.”642 Co-author Rob
Jackson noted, “There are no rules that would stop a company from doing this anywhere
else.”643

•

February 22, 2016 – Relying on voluntary disclosures reported to the FracFocus registry
and a list compiled by the U.S. Congress, a German team surveyed the physiochemical
properties of chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing fluid to evaluate their environmental
fate and potential toxicity. Common ingredients included those known to contaminant
groundwater, such as solvents, as well as those known to react strongly with other
chemicals, such as biocides and strong oxidants, indicating that almost certainly, new
chemical products are formed during the process of fracking and its aftermath. Hence,
non-toxic additives could potentially react with other substances to create harmful
byproducts. The authors conclude that a comprehensive assessment of risks would
require an unabridged list of the chemical additives used for fracking, and they call for
full disclosure.644, 645

•

February 9, 2016 – An investigation of water contamination in the Barnett Shale by
ABC-affiliate station WFAA in Dallas found numerous violations by operators who
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ignored regulations that require sealing vertical well pipes with a cement sheath to protect
groundwater from stray gas and other vapors that might escape and migrate upwards into
overlying aquifers. The WFAA report said that the Texas Railroad Commission, which
oversees drilling and fracking operations in Texas, has failed to respond to alleged
violations of a rule that requires cement seals around steel well casings in geological
zones where drilling has penetrated layers of rock containing oil and gas deposits.646
•

February 8, 2016 – An investigation by the Columbus Dispatch revealed that the amount
of water that operators use for hydraulic fracturing in Ohio gas wells increased steadily
from 2011 to 2015. The total amount of water increased, as did the volume of water used
per well—from an average of 5.6 million gallons per well in 2011 to 7.6 million in 2014.
The reason is that the horizontally drilled holes beneath each well have become longer,
and these require more water during the fracking process.647

•

February 2016 – In a lengthy account to Congress on the status of the underground waste
injection well program that is overseen by the EPA, the U.S. Government Accountability
Office (GAO) reported that the agency “has not consistently conducted oversight
activities necessary to assess whether state and EPA-managed programs are protecting
underground sources of drinking water” from contamination by fracking waste.
Specifically, the GAO took the EPA to task for failure to require well-specific
inspections, collect data on enforcement actions, review permitting requirements by state
regulatory agencies, or analyze the resources the agency would need to do all the above
to adequately oversee the Underground Injection Control program. The GAO noted that it
had once before, in 2014, previously found the EPA negligent in its responsibilities to
monitor drinking water sources for possible contamination with fracking waste.648 (See
entry below for September 23, 2014.)

•

January 6, 2016 – Yale School of Public Health researchers analyzed more than 1,021
chemicals either used in fracking fluid or created during the process of hydraulic
fracturing. They found that 781 of these chemicals lacked basic toxicity data. Of the 240
that remained, 157 were reproductive or developmental toxicants. These included arsenic,
benzene, cadmium, formaldehyde, lead, and mercury.649 Commenting on this study, lead
author Nicole Deziel said, “This evaluation is a first step to prioritize the vast array of
potential environmental contaminants from hydraulic fracturing for future exposure and
health studies. Quantification of the potential exposure to these chemicals, such as by
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monitoring drinking water in people’s homes, is vital for understanding the public health
impact of hydraulic fracturing.”650
•

December 15, 2015 – A research team led by geologist Mukul Sharma from Dartmouth
College discovered that chemical reactions between fracking fluid and rock can
contribute to the toxicity of fracking wastewater. Specifically, the researchers found that
fracking fluid can chemically react with the fractured shale in ways that cause barium, a
toxic metal, to leach from clay minerals in the Marcellus Shale.651, 652

•

December 6, 2015 – The Caspar Star Tribune investigated the EPA’s decision to transfer
its study of possible fracking-related drinking water contamination in Pavillion,
Wyoming to a state agency in 2013. Preliminary data from the EPA suggested that
drilling and fracking operations had contaminated drinking water supplies. To date, the
state study has found no definitive link between drilling and water contamination.
Interviews with officials and documents obtained under the Freedom of Information Act
revealed that the EPA had bowed to political pressure from state officials and industry
representatives and that Wyoming regulators narrowed the scope of the study
considerably and conducted little fieldwork.653 (See also entry above for March 29,
2016.)

•

November 19, 2015 – The Science Advisory Board (SAB) for the EPA reviewed the
EPA’s June 2015 draft assessment of fracking’s impacts on drinking water, and
challenged some of the summary statements that accompanied it, saying that they were
over-generalized and not always aligned with the data in the report itself. Specifically, the
SAB said, in a draft review, that the data cited by the report were too limited to support
the headlined claim in the executive summary that drinking water impacts were neither
“widespread” nor “systemic.” The SAB also critiqued the study for downplaying local
impacts in its conclusions, noting that these impacts can sometimes be severe.654

•

October 19, 2015 – A six-month investigation by Penn Live found long-standing
“systemic failures” on the part of the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (PA DEP) to enforce regulations governing drilling and fracking operations.
Lack of oversight and reliance on industry self-policing have been the hallmarks of
Marcellus Shale development for the past ten years, in violation of Pennsylvanians’
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constitutional right to clean air and water. Among the findings of this investigation:
chronically leaking wastewater impoundments for which no fines or notices were issued
to the operator; laboratory coding systems designed to obscure possible detections of
certain chemical contaminants in residents’ drinking water; and lack of inspections at
well sites.655
•

October 13, 2015 – An international team of researchers found detectable levels of
multiple organic chemical contaminants in private drinking water wells in northeastern
Pennsylvania where fracking is practiced. One of the compounds was a known additive
of fracking fluid. Chemical fingerprinting and noble gas isotopes were used to determine
if the contaminants most likely originated from surface spills at the well site or via
upward transport from the shale itself. The organic pollutants found in the water did not
contain chemical markers—certain elements and salts—that would indicate migration
from deep geological strata. The authors concluded that “the data support a transport
mechanism…to groundwater via accidental release of fracturing fluid chemicals derived
from the surface rather than subsurface flow of these fluids from the underlying shale
formation.”656, 657

•

September 23, 2015 – A team of researchers, examining how natural gas drilling and
fracking operations across the nation affect creeks, streams and rivers, developed a
predictive model and vulnerability index for surface water. They found that “all shale
plays, regardless of location, had a suite of catchments that spanned highly degraded to
those that are less altered and naturally sensitive to alteration.” Surface water in
Pennsylvania’s Marcellus Shale region is classified by this model as vulnerable to
fracking-related impacts because of steep slopes and loose, erodible soils within the
watersheds.658

•

July 30, 2015 – As reported by the Los Angeles Times, unlined waste pits and hillside
spraying of oil-field wastewater have contaminated groundwater in Kern County,
California. Five of six monitoring wells in the 94-acre waste site showed high levels of
salt, boron, and chloride, but it is not known how far and fast the contaminated plume has
traveled.659
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•

July 21, 2015 – By surveying records for 44,000 wells fracked between 2010 and 2013,
researchers from Stanford University, Duke University, and Ohio State University
attempted a first-ever assessment of the range of depths at which fracking occurs across
the United States. They found that many wells are shallower than widely presumed.660 As
the authors noted, vertical fractures are able to propagate 2,000 feet upward, and hence,
“shallow hydraulic fracturing often has greater potential risks of contamination than
deeper hydraulic fracturing does.” This study showed that drinking water sources may be
more vulnerable from upward migration of fracking contaminants than previously
presumed. Surprisingly, the researchers found no strong relationship between depth and
the volume of water and chemicals used for fracking. Many wells were both shallow and
water-intensive, with significant variation in water use from state to state.661

•

July 9, 2015 – A multi-volume report from the California Council of Science and
Technology (CCST) found threats to groundwater in California from several parts of the
fracking lifecycle, most notably from toxic wastewater. First, wastewater from California
fracking operations is sometimes used for crop irrigation, in which case contaminants
may seep from the surface of agricultural areas into groundwater. Second, nearly 60
percent of fracking wastewater in California is disposed of in unlined, open-air pits, a
practice that is banned in almost all other states. There are 900 such waste disposal pits in
the state, most of which are located in Kern County. Third, for many years, fracking
wastewater in California has been mistakenly sent, via injection wells, directly into
protected aquifers containing clean freshwater.662 California’s Division of Oil, Gas and
Geothermal Resources allowed fracking wastes to be injected into aquifers that it
believed were exempt from the U.S. Safe Drinking Water Act. Conceding this mistake,
the agency has shut down 23 injection wells for fracking waste disposal and established a
two-year timetable for phasing out other wells injecting waste into aquifers that should
have been protected.663 Fracking also threatens California’s groundwater resources
through water consumption, according to the CCST study. While this volume of water
represents a small percentage of overall annual water consumption in California,
fracking-related water use is, the study noted, disproportionately concentrated in areas of
the state already suffering from water shortages. Further drawdowns of these aquifers
may interfere with agricultural and municipal water needs.664 In addition, because the oilcontaining rock layers in California are located closer to the surface than in other states,
the state’s groundwater is potentially vulnerable to chemical contamination through
vertical faults and fissures and via old and abandoned wells. The absence of evidence for
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direct contamination of groundwater by fracking, the study concluded, reflects absence of
investigation rather than evidence of safety.665
•

June 30, 2015 – The USGS released the first nationwide map of water usage for hydraulic
fracturing. It shows wide geographic and temporal variation in the amount of water used
to frack a single well. In general, gas wells consume more water per well (5.1 million
gallons on average) than oil wells (4 million gallons). Median annual water volumes
needed to frack a single horizontal oil or gas well increased dramatically—by a factor of
25 or more—between 2000 and 2014. A typical gas or oil well that is horizontally
fracked now requires between six and eight Olympic-sized swimming pools of water. In
2014, the majority (58 percent) of new hydraulically fracked oil and gas wells were
horizontally drilled. The watersheds where the most water was consumed for hydraulic
fracturing are mostly located in southern or southwestern states and correspond to the
following shale formations: the Eagle Ford and Barnett Shales in Texas; the HaynesvilleBossier Shale in Texas and Louisiana; the Fayetteville Shale in Arkansas; the Tuscaloosa
Shale in Louisiana and Mississippi; and the Woodford Shale in Oklahoma. The Marcellus
and Utica Shales—which underlie watersheds in parts of Ohio, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, and New York—were also in the top seven water-consuming shale plays in the
United States.666

•

June 26, 2015 – A decade-long USGS study of 11,000 public drinking water wells in
California—nearly all the groundwater used for public supply—found high levels of
potentially toxic contaminants in about 20 percent of the wells, affecting about 18 percent
of the state’s population.667 Although the study did not specifically investigate
contaminants from oil and gas extraction, it does provide evidence for farm irrigation
draining into groundwater, raising questions about the possible contamination of drinking
water aquifers from the reuse of fracking wastewater for crop irrigation.668

•

June 16, 2015 – A University of Texas research team documented widespread drinking
water contamination throughout the heavily drilled Barnett Shale region in northern
Texas. The study, which analyzed 550 water samples from public and private water
wells, found elevated levels of 19 different hydrocarbon compounds associated with
fracking (including the carcinogen benzene and the reproductive toxicant, toluene),
detections of methanol and ethanol, and strikingly high levels of 10 different metals.669
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“In the abstract, we can’t state that unconventional oil and gas techniques are
responsible,” the lead author, Zachariah Hildenbrand, said in a media interview. “But
when you get into areas where drilling is happening, you find more instances of
contamination. It’s not coincidental. There are causes for concern.”670
•

June 5, 2015 – The EPA’s long-awaited 600-page draft report on the potential impacts of
fracking for drinking water resources confirmed specific instances of drinking water
contamination linked to drilling and fracking activities. The report also identified
potential mechanisms, both above and below ground, by which drinking water resources
can be contaminated by fracking. In some cases, drinking water was contaminated by
spills of fracking fluid and wastewater. In other cases, “[b]elow ground movement of
fluids, including gas . . . have contaminated drinking water resources.” The EPA
investigators documented 457 fracking-related spills over six years but acknowledged
that they do not know how many more may have occurred. Of the total known spills, 300
reached an environmental receptor such as surface water or groundwater. The EPA also
conceded that insufficient baseline drinking water data and a lack of long-term systematic
studies limited the power of its findings. The EPA investigation confirmed a number of
specific instances where these potential mechanisms did indeed lead to drinking water
contamination. An assertion in the EPA’s accompanying press release that it had not
found “widespread, systemic impacts to drinking water resources” was quoted out of
context by many media sources as proof that fracking poses little threat to drinking water.
To the contrary, this report confirmed that drilling and fracking activities have
contaminated drinking water in some cases and acknowledged that it cannot ascertain
how widespread the problem was due to insufficient data.671 EPA Science Advisor
Thomas A. Burke later clarified that the report does not show that fracking is safe. Burke
said, “That is not the message of this report. The message of this report is that we have
identified vulnerabilities in the water system that are really important to know about and
address to keep risks as low as possible.”672

•

May 19, 2015 – A Pennsylvania State University research team documented the presence
of a fracking-related solvent, 2-n-Butoxyethanol, in the drinking water from three homes
in Bradford County, Pennsylvania, as part of an investigation of private drinking water
wells near drilling and fracking operations that contained methane and foam. This finding
represents the first fully documented case of a commonly used fracking chemical entering
a drinking water source. “The most likely explanation of the incident is that stray natural
gas and drilling or [hydrofracking] compounds were driven ~1-3 km along shallow to
intermediate depth fractures to the aquifer used as a potable water source.”673 In an
accompanying New York Times story, lead author Susan Brantley described the geology
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in northern Pennsylvania “as being similar to a layer cake with numerous layers that
extend down thousands of feet to the Marcellus Shale. The vertical fractures are like
knife cuts through the layers. They can extend deep underground, and can act like
superhighways for escaped gas and liquids from drill wells to travel along, for distances
greater than a mile away.”674
•

May 15, 2015 – A research team from the University of Colorado Boulder and California
State Polytechnic Institute developed a model for identifying which fracking fluid
chemicals are most likely to contaminate drinking water. Of 996 fracking fluid
compounds known to be in use, researchers screened 659 of them for their ability to
persist, migrate, and reach groundwater aquifers over a short time scale. Of the fifteen
compounds so identified, two were commonly used in fracking operations: naphthalene
and 2-butoxyethanol. Both are ingredients in surfactants and corrosion inhibitors. The
authors noted that 2-butoxyethanol has been detected in drinking water in a heavily
fracked area of Pennsylvania. Exposure to 2-butoxyethanol has been linked to birth
defects in animals. Naphthalene is a possible human carcinogen that is toxic to red blood
cells and contributes to kidney and liver damage. Researchers did not consider the impact
of mixtures, interactions between contaminants, or chemical transformations during the
fracking or flowback process and noted, “the need for data on the degradation of many
compounds used in fracturing fluids under conditions relevant for groundwater
transport.”675

•

May 7, 2015 – A survey of streams in Arkansas, led by the University of Central
Arkansas, found alterations in macroinvertebrate communities to be related to drilling
and fracking operations in the Fayetteville Shale. Fracking activity near streams was
associated with greater sediment and more chlorophyll. “This study suggests that land
disturbance from gas development affected stream communities.”676

•

April 20, 2015 – A USGS team analyzed water brought to the surface during natural gas
extraction at 13 fracked wells in northern Pennsylvania. They found large variability in
the VOCs and microorganisms in the water samples from different wells. Organic
chemical contaminants included benzene, toluene, and perchloroethylene, chloroform,
and methylene chloride. The presence of microbes was associated with concentrations of
benzene and acetate. Despite the addition of biocides during the fracking process,
hydrogen sulfide-producing bacteria were present at culturable levels, along with
methogenic and fermenting bacteria. The source of these microorganisms was not
determined. “Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that these microorganisms are
native to the shale formation and reactivated by [hydrofracking] activities, as their
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physiology does not indicate a terrestrial surficial source.”677
•

April 8, 2015 – A University of Colorado Boulder research team’s analysis of the organic
chemicals found in liquid waste that flowed out of gas wells in Colorado after they had
been fracked revealed the presence of many fracking fluid additives, including biocides,
which are potentially harmful if they leak into groundwater. According to the authors,
treatment of fracking wastewater must include aeration, precipitation, disinfection, a
biological treatment to remove dissolved organic matter, and reverse osmosis
desalination in order for it to be appropriate for non-fracking uses, such as crop
irrigation.678

•

March 18, 2015 – Using a new stream-based monitoring method, a team of scientists with
USGS, Pennsylvania State University, and University of Utah found elevated levels of
methane in groundwater discharging into a stream near drilling and fracking operations in
Pennsylvania. In this same area, several private water wells contained high levels of
methane as a result of gas migration near a gas well with a defective casing. The
monitoring technique used by the scientists allowed them to demonstrate that the source
of the methane was shale gas from the Middle Devonian period, which is the kind of gas
found in the Marcellus Shale.679 Researcher Susan Brantley said, “I found it compelling
that using this new method for a reconnaissance of just 15 streams in Pennsylvania, we
discovered one instance of natural gas entering the stream, perhaps from a nearby leaking
shale gas well.”680

•

March 12, 2015 – A team led by geologist Donald Siegel of Syracuse University found
no relationship between methane levels in drinking water wells and proximity to oil or
gas wells in a heavily fracked area of northeastern Pennsylvania.681 However, Siegel
failed to reveal in his paper — as is required by the journal — that he had received
industry funding from the Chesapeake Energy Corporation. Subsequently, the journal
published a lengthy correction that revealed that Chesapeake had not only privately
funded the lead author but had provided the baseline groundwater data set. A second
author was revealed to be a former employee of Chesapeake, and another had worked as
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a consultant in the energy sector.682
•

March 3, 2015 – A Duquesne University study of private drinking water wells in an
intensely drilled southwestern Pennsylvania community compared pre-drill and post-drill
data on water quality and found changes in water chemistry that coincided with the
advent of drilling and fracking activities. Levels of chloride, iron, barium, strontium, and
manganese were elevated. In some cases, concentrations exceeded health-based
maximum contaminant levels. Methane was detected in most houses tested. Surveys of
residents revealed widespread complaints about changes in water quality that began after
drilling and fracking operations commenced. Violation records from the PA DEP
uncovered possible pathways for water contamination. The researchers concluded that
alterations of local hydrology caused by the injection of large volumes of hydraulic
fracturing fluids may have mobilized contaminants left over from legacy oil, gas, and
mining operations as well as opened pathways for the migration of fracking fluids
themselves.683

•

March 3, 2015 – A research team from Duquesne University reviewed the evidence for
environmental impacts to air and water from activities related to shale gas extraction in
Pennsylvania and explored potential mechanisms for contamination of air and water
related to the drilling and fracking process itself. Among them: deformations of the shale
bedrock caused by the injection of large volumes of fluid result in “pressure bulbs” that
are translated through rock layers and can impact faults and fissures, so affecting
groundwater.684

•

February 23, 2015 – The arrival of drilling and fracking activities coincided with an
increase in salinity in a creek that drains public land in a semi-arid region of Wyoming,
determined a USGS study. The dissolved minerals associated with the rise in salinity
matched those found in native soil salts, suggesting that disturbance of naturally salt-rich
soils by ongoing oil and gas activities, including pipeline, road, and well pad
construction, was the culprit. “As [shale gas and oil] development continues to expand in
semiarid lands worldwide, the potential for soil disturbance to increase stream salinity
should be considered, particularly where soils host substantial quantities of native
salts.”685

•

February 14, 2015 – A review by a Dickinson Press news reporter of disposal well files
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and more than 2,090 mechanical integrity tests revealed that North Dakota frack waste
injection wells were often leaky and that state regulators continued to allow fluid
injection into wells with documented structural problems even though the wells did not
meet EPA guidelines for wellbore integrity. Officials with the North Dakota Division of
Oil and Gas said they had primary enforcement responsibilities and that EPA guidance
did not apply to these wells. The investigation noted, “… a review of state and federal
documents, as well as interviews with geologists, engineers, environmental policy experts
and lawyers who have litigated under the Safe Drinking Water Act, suggests the agency
is loosely interpreting guidance and protocols that are meant to maintain the multiple
layers of protection that separate aquifers from the toxic saltwater.” The Dickinson Press
is the daily newspaper for Stark County in southwest North Dakota.686
•

February 11, 2015 – The Los Angeles Times analyzed self-reported testing results on
fracking wastewater that California drillers were required to submit to the state. Samples
of wastewater collected from 329 fracked oil wells found that virtually all—98 percent—
contained benzene at levels that exceeded standards for permissible concentrations in
drinking water. This finding likely underrepresents the extent of the problem, according
to the newspaper investigation, because many operators failed to comply with reporting
requirements. The discovery that fracking wastewater is high in benzene is particularly
alarming in light of the admission by the state of California that it had inadvertently
allowed frack waste disposal directly into aquifers containing clean water that could
potentially be used for drinking. Those wells are now the subject of federal and state
review.687

•

February 1, 2015 – An investigation of the chemical make-up of fracking fluid found that
the compositions of these mixtures vary widely according to region and company,
making the process of identifying individual compounds difficult. Classes of
hydrocarbon-based chemicals include solvents, gels, biocides, scale inhibitors, friction
reducers, and surfactants. Chemical analysis identified around 25 percent of the organic
compounds that are believed to be present in fracking fluid and that are necessary to test
for in identifying groundwater and drinking water contamination.688 Dr. Imma Ferrer,
lead author, explained in a Science Daily article about her research that “[b]efore we can
assess the environmental impact of the fluid, we have to know what to look for.”689
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•

January 30, 2015 – A USGS review of national water quality databases found that
insufficient data exist to understand the impact of fracking on drinking water.690 In a
media interview, lead author Zack Bowen said, “There are not enough data available to
be able to assess the potential effects of oil and gas development over larger geographic
areas.”691

•

January 21, 2015 – A team of researchers from the USGS and Virginia Tech University
established that petroleum-based hydocarbons can break down underground in ways that
promote the leaching of naturally occurring arsenic into groundwater. Arsenic is a known
human carcinogen that causes bladder, lung, and skin cancer. Elevated levels of arsenic in
drinking water represent a public health threat.692 Researchers found that arsenic
concentrations in a hydrocarbon plume can reach 23 times the current drinking water
standard of 10 micrograms per liter. The authors of the study said that the metabolism of
carbon-rich petroleum products by subterranean microbes is involved in a complex
geochemical process that leads to mobilization of arsenic into aquifers.693

•

January 14, 2015 – Researchers from Duke University, Dartmouth College, and Stanford
University found high levels of iodide, bromide, and ammonium in samples of
wastewater from fracking operations in both the Marcellus and Fayetteville Shales. These
same chemicals were present when fracking wastewater was discharged into rivers and
streams at three treatment sites in Pennsylvania and during an accidental spill in West
Virginia. Iodide and bromide are known to create toxic disinfection byproducts when
downstream water is subsequently chlorinated for drinking water. In water, ammonium
can convert to ammonia, which is toxic to aquatic life. The authors noted that this is the
first study to identify ammonium and iodide as widespread in fracking waste
discharges.694 In an interview with the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, lead author Avner
Vengosh said that the findings raise new concerns about the environmental and health
impacts of wastewater from drilling and fracking operations.695
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•

November 27, 2014 – An interdisciplinary team of researchers found methane
contamination in drinking water wells located in eight areas above the Marcellus Shale in
Pennsylvania and the Barnett Shale in Texas, with evidence of declining water quality in
the Barnett Shale area. By analyzing noble gases and their isotopes (helium, neon, argon),
the investigators were able to isolate the origin of the fugitive methane in drinking water.
The results implicate leaks through cement well casings as well as via naturally occurring
cracks and fissures in the surrounding rock.696 In a related editorial, one of the study’s
authors, Robert Jackson, called on the EPA to reopen its aborted investigation into
drinking water contamination in heavily fracked areas of Texas. Jackson also emphasized
that methane migration through unseen cracks in the rock surrounding the wellbore
“raises the interesting possibility that a drilling company could follow procedures —
cementing and casing below the local aquifer — and still create a potential pathway for
gas to migrate into drinking water.”697

•

November 26, 2014 – A critical review of biocides in fracking fluid by a Colorado State
team found that the fate of these chemicals underground is not known and their toxicity
not well understood. While many biocides are short-lived, some may transform into more
toxic or persistent compounds. Among the most common chemical components of
fracking fluid, biocides are used to inhibit the growth of deep-life microorganisms,
including sulfate-reducing bacteria that contribute to corrosion of well casings and can
form biofilms that prevent the upward flow of natural gas. Oxidizing biocides that are
chlorine- or bromine-based can react with other fracking chemicals and may produce
toxic halogenated byproducts. The authors noted biocides pose a unique risk for drinking
water when fracking liquid waste is treated for discharge to surface water via sewage
treatment plants. Sub-lethal concentrations may contribute to adaptation of surviving
microorganisms and, hence, antibiotic resistance of pathogens. They cited particular
concern over surface spills and well integrity issues associated with casing or cement
failure.698

•

November 3, 2014 – The West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection
confirmed that three private drinking water wells were contaminated when Antero
Resources mistakenly drilled into one of its own gas wells. Benzene, a human
carcinogen, and toluene, a reproductive toxicant, were detected in the drinking water at
concentrations four times the legal maximum limit. Additionally, a nearby abandoned gas
well, a drinking water well, and an actively producing gas well were all pressurized as a
result of the mishap and began exhibiting “artesian flow.”699
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•

October 22, 2014 – A follow-up to the August 2014 Environmental Integrity Project
report describes an even greater potential public health threat from a loophole in the Safe
Drinking Water Act, wherein companies are allowed to inject other petroleum products
(beyond diesel) without a permit, and many of these non-diesel drilling fluids contain
even higher concentrations of the same toxins found in diesel. The authors recommend
that “EPA should revisit its guidance and broaden the categories of diesel products that
require Safe Drinking Water Act permits before they can be injected into oil and gas
wells.”700

•

October 20, 2014 – While developing a technique to fingerprint and trace accidental
releases of hydraulic fracturing fluids, researchers showed that liquid waste from shale
gas fracking operations is chemically different than waste flowing out of conventional
wells. The researchers hypothesized that the hydraulic fracturing process itself liberates
elements from clay minerals in the shale formations, including boron and lithium, which
then enter the liquid waste.701

•

October 15, 2014 – Four thousand gallons of liquid fracking waste dumped into
Waynesburg sewer system was discovered by sewage treatment plant workers in Greene
County, Pennsylvania. The Department of Environmental Protection surmised that
“someone removed a manhole cover in a remote location and dumped the fluid.” The
treatment plant discharges into a creek that feeds the Monongahela River, which provides
drinking water to more than 800,000 people.702

•

October 6, 2014 – A state investigation that found no fracking-related water
contamination in a drinking water well in Pennsylvania’s Washington County was
invalidated by testimony presented to the state Environmental Hearing Board. Not all
contaminants that were present in the water were reported, and the investigation relied on
obsolete testing methods. More sophisticated testing revealed the presence of several
chemical contaminants in the well water. The well is located 2,800 feet down gradient
from a drilling site and fracking waste pit where multiple spills and leaks more than four
years earlier had contaminated two springs.703

•

September 23, 2014 – In a two-part audit of records, the GAO found that the EPA is
failing to protect U.S. drinking water sources from fracking-related activities such as
waste disposal via injection wells. Nationwide, 172,000 injection wells accept fracking
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waste; some are known to have contaminated drinking water. And yet, both short-term
and long-term monitoring is lax, and record-keeping varies widely from state to state.
The EPA neither mandates nor recommends a fixed list of chemicals for monitoring on
the grounds that “injection fluids can vary widely in composition and contain different
naturally occurring chemicals and fluids used in oil and gas production depending on the
source of the injection fluid.” 704 Disposal of oil and gas waste via injection wells is, in
fact, subject to regulation under the Safe Drinking Water Act, but, in practice, no one
knows exactly what the waste contains, and regulations are deficient. In the United
States, at least two billion gallons of fluids are injected into the ground each day to
enable oil and gas extraction via fracking or to dispose of liquid waste from fracking
operations.705, 706
•

September 18, 2014 – Range Resources was fined a record $4.5 million by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection for contaminating groundwater.
The culprits were six leaking pits in Washington County that each held millions of
gallons of fracking wastewater.707

•

September 12, 2014 – A Pennsylvania State ecosystems scientist, together with USGS
scientists, reviewed the current knowledge of the effects of fracking and its associated
operations on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems in 20 shale plays in the U.S. Findings of
species and habitats at highest risk include (in addition to land-based examples) vernal
pond inhabitants and stream biota. The research builds on previous reviews identifying
“three main potential stressors to surface waters: changes in water quantity (hydrology),
sedimentation, and water quality.” Researchers determined that there are no published
data specifically on the effects of fracking on forest-dwelling amphibians, but “many
species breed in vernal ponds which are negatively affected by changes in water quantity
and quality and direct disturbance. Many amphibians are also highly sensitive to road
salts.” Given that the U.S. EPA recently found 55 percent of all rivers and streams to be
in poor condition, these researchers warned, “Large-scale development of shale resources
might increase these percentages.” They expressed concern for the native range of brook
trout by the cumulative effects of shale development, especially in Pennsylvania.708

•

September 9, 2014 – A research team from Stanford and Duke Universities discovered
that fracking wastewater processed by sewage treatment plants contributes to the
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formation of carcinogenic chemical byproducts. These raise public health risks when
downstream surface water is used for drinking. Even when fracking wastewater was
diluted by a factor of 10,000, the bromides and iodides in the waste reacted with organic
matter to create highly toxic halogenated compounds—at troublingly high concentrations.
These toxic compounds are not filterable by municipal wastewater treatment plants.
Halogenated disinfection byproducts in drinking water are linked to both colon and
bladder cancers.709
•

August 29, 2014 – A review of Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
files on fracking-related damage to drinking water—which are kept on paper and stored
in regional offices—revealed that 243 private water supplies in 22 counties had been
contaminated or had lost flow and dried up as a result of nearby drilling and fracking
operations in the past seven years. Pollutants included methane, metals, and salts as well
as carbon-based compounds (ethylene glycol and 2-butoxyethanol) that are known to be
constituents of fracking fluid. As reported by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, this tally—
which came as a response to multiple lawsuits and open-records requests by media
sources—was the first time the agency “explicitly linked a drilling operation to the
presence of industrial chemicals in drinking water.”710, 711

•

August 13, 2014 – Over the last decade, drilling companies have repeatedly claimed they
are no longer using diesel fuel in fracking, although a 2011 investigation by U.S. House
Democrats concluded otherwise. The Environmental Integrity Project examined
disclosure data submitted to FracFocus and identified at least 351 wells in 12 states that
have been fracked over the last four years with one or more of the five prohibited
products identified as diesel. EIP researchers also discovered numerous fracking fluids
with high diesel content for sale online, including over a dozen products sold by
Halliburton and advertised as additives, friction reducers, emulsifiers, etc.712

•

August 13, 2014 – An international team of researchers found high levels of carbonbased compounds in liquid fracking waste. These impurities can react with chlorine and
bromine to create toxic byproducts. This study suggests that chemical treatment of liquid
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fracking waste will magnify its toxic potency, as will reusing and recycling it.713 The
European Commission subsequently published a summary of these findings.714
•

August 13, 2014 – A team from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory reported that
scientific efforts to understand the hazards of fracking continue to be hampered by
industry secrecy. A comprehensive examination of the chemical formulations of fracking
fluid—whose precise ingredients are protected as proprietary business information—
revealed that no publicly available toxicity or physical chemical information was
available for one-third of all the fracking chemicals surveyed. Another ten percent of
chemicals, including biocides and corrosion inhibitors, were known to be toxic to
mammals.715, 716

•

August 12, 2014 – A Stanford University research team working in the Pavillion gas
basin in Wyoming documented that fracking in shallow layers of bedrock, including
those that serve as drinking water aquifers, is not uncommon. This finding overturns the
industry claim that oil and gas deposits targeted by fracking operations are located at
much greater depths than underground drinking water sources and are isolated from them
by hundreds of feet of impermeable rock. Because it is exempt from provisions of the
Safe Drinking Water Act, fracking in drinking water aquifers is not prohibited by law.717

•

August 3, 2014 – An investigation by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette found that half of all
fracking-related spills that resulted in violations and fines were not discovered by the gas
companies themselves, even though Pennsylvania state law requires them to pro-actively
seek and report such incidents. The newspaper’s analysis of hundreds of thousands of
state and company documents showed that self-regulation in the gas fields is a failure.
One-third of all spills were discovered by state inspectors, while one-sixth were found by
residents. Likely, much contamination is entirely undetected and unreported.718

•

July 21, 2014 – An investigation by the Columbus Dispatch showed that Halliburton
delayed disclosure to federal and state EPA agencies of the full list of chemicals that
spilled into a creek following a fire on one of its well pad in Monroe County, Ohio.
Although the creek is an important supply of drinking water for downstream communities
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and the spill precipitated a mass die-off of fish and other aquatic wildlife, five full days
passed before EPA officials were provided a full inventory of chemicals used at
Halliburton’s operation. As a result, the public was denied knowledge of potential
chemical exposures.719
•

July 17, 2014 – A team of environmental scientists, biologists, and engineers, from
institutions including the University of Michigan and McGill University, assessed the
current state of understanding of the impact fracking and its associated activities have on
the ecological health of surface waters. Though various approaches such as geographic
information systems and site monitoring provide insights into potential risks to aquatic
ecosystems, the authors concluded that inadequate data currently exist. They identified
possible outcomes such as, “erosion and sedimentation, increased risk to aquatic
ecosystems from chemical spills or runoff, habitat fragmentation, loss of stream riparian
zones, altered biogeochemical cycling, and reduction of available surface and hyporheic
water volumes because of withdrawal-induced lowering of local groundwater levels.”720

•

July 7, 2014 – California Department of Gas, Oil, and Geothermal Resources ordered
seven energy companies to stop injecting liquid fracking waste into aquifers. The
ongoing drought that has compelled farmers to supplement irrigation with water drawn
from groundwater sources prompted state officials to look at the status of aquifers
previously considered too deep for use or too poor in quality. They discovered that at
least seven injection wells were very likely pumping liquid fracking waste into protected
groundwater supplies rather than aquifers that had been sacrificed for the purpose of
waste disposal. Across the United States, more than 1000 aquifers are exempt from any
type of pollution protection at all, and many of these are in California, according to a
related ProPublica investigation.721

•

June 25, 2014 – A study by Cornell University researchers found that fracking fluid and
fracking wastewater mobilized previously deposited chemical contaminants in soil
particles in ways that could potentially exacerbate the impacts of fracking fluid spills or
leaks. The research team concluded that, by interfering with the ability of soil to bond to
and sequester pollutants such as heavy metals, fracking fluids may release from soils an
additional repository of contaminants that could migrate into groundwater.722

•

June 23, 2014 – Building on earlier findings that water samples collected from sites with
confirmed fracking spills in Garfield County, Colorado exhibited moderate to high levels
of estrogen and androgen-disrupting activity, a University of Missouri team extended
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their investigation to other types of hormonal effects. As reported at a joint meeting of the
International Society of Endocrinology and the Endocrine Society, their research
documented that commonly used fracking chemicals can also block the receptors for
thyroid hormone, progesterone, and glucocorticoids (a family of hormones involved in
both fertility and immune functioning). Of 24 fracking chemicals tested, all 24 interfered
with the activity of one or more important hormone receptors. There is no known safe
level of exposure to hormone-disrupting chemicals.723
•

May 11, 2014 – According to the GAO, the federal government is failing to inspect
thousands of oil and gas wells located on public land, including those that pose special
risks of water contamination or other environmental damage. An investigation by the
Associated Press found that the Bureau of Land Management “had failed to conduct
inspections on more than 2,100 of the 3,702 wells that it had specified as ‘high priority’
and drilled from 2009 through 2012. The agency considers a well ‘high priority’ based on
a greater need to protect against possible water contamination and other environmental
safety issues.”724

•

March 25, 2014 – An industry-funded study of oil and gas well integrity found that more
than six percent of wells in a major shale exploration region in Pennsylvania showed
evidence of leaking and conceded that this number is likely an underestimate.
Researchers concluded that the percentage of wells with some form of well barrier or
integrity failure is highly variable and could be as high as 75 percent. A separate analysis
in the same study found 85 examples of cement or casing failures in Pennsylvania wells
monitored between 2008 and 2011.725

•

March 7, 2014 – In a comprehensive evaluation, Duke University scientists and
colleagues reviewed the state of knowledge on possible effects of shale gas and hydraulic
fracturing on water resources in the United States and concluded, “Analysis of published
data (through January 2014) reveals evidence for stray gas contamination, surface water
impacts in areas of intensive shale gas development, and the accumulation of radium
isotopes in some disposal and spill sites.”726

•

February 19, 2014 – A Pennsylvania court found a gas corporation guilty of
contaminating a woman’s drinking water well in Bradford County. Methane levels after
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fracking were 1,300-2,000 times higher than baseline, according to the court brief. Iron
levels and turbidity had also increased. The brief stated, “In short, Jacqueline Place lived
for ten months deprived totally of the use of her well, and even after its ‘restoration,’ has
been burdened with a water supply with chronic contamination, requiring constant
vigilance and ongoing monitoring.”727
•

January 16, 2014 – Data from the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
showed that fracking-related chemical spills in Colorado exceed an average rate of one
spill per day. Of the 495 chemical spills that occurred in that state over a one-year period
of time, nearly a quarter impacted ground or surface water. Sixty-three of the spills
spread within 1,500 feet of pigs, sheep, and cows; 225 spread within 1,500 feet of
buildings.728

•

January 10, 2014 – Duke University water tests revealed ongoing water contamination in
Parker County, Texas, providing evidence that the EPA had prematurely ended its prior
investigation into the water contamination.729

•

January 5, 2014 – An Associated Press investigation into drinking water contamination
from fracking in four states—Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Texas—found
many cases of confirmed water contamination and hundreds more complaints. The
Associated Press noted that their analysis “casts doubt on industry view that it rarely
happens.”730

•

December 24, 2013 – A report from the EPA Inspector General concluded that evidence
of fracking-related water contamination in Parker County, Texas was sound and faulted
the EPA for prematurely ending its investigation there, relying on faulty water testing
data from the gas industry in doing so, and failure to intervene when affected residents’
drinking water remained unsafe.731 As reported by Business Insider, “The EPA Screwed
Up When It Dropped This Fracking Investigation.”732
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•

December 16, 2013 – Lead by Susan Nagel of the University of Missouri School of
Medicine, researchers documented endocrine-disrupting properties in chemicals
commonly used as ingredients of fracking fluid and found similar endocrine-disrupting
activity in groundwater and surface water samples collected near drilling and fracking
sites in Garfield County, Colorado. Endocrine disruptors are chemicals that interfere with
the activity of hormones in the body and, at very low concentrations, can raise the risk of
reproductive, metabolic, and neurological disorders, especially when exposures occur in
early life. 733, 734, 735

•

December 7, 2013 – Reporting on the second gas leak at a single gas well in one month,
the Fort Worth Star-Telegram uncovered another inherent risk of fracking for
groundwater contamination: Silica sand, which is used as an ingredient in fracking fluid
for its ability to prop open the shale fractures, can damage steel pipes as it flows back up
the well along with the gas. According to Dan Hill, head of the petroleum engineering
department at Texas A&M University, new wells are the most susceptible to sand erosion
because “the amount of sand and gas rushing through valves and flow lines is at its
greatest when a well first goes into production.”736

•

November 26, 2013 – A USGS report found serious impacts of fracking on watersheds
and water quality throughout the Appalachian Basin, as well as issues with radiation and
seismic events. As noted in the report, the knowledge of how extraction affects water
resources has not kept pace with the technology.737 Meanwhile, clean fresh water is
becoming an increasingly scant resource. A report prepared for the U.S. State Department
forecasts a serious freshwater shortage by 2030, with global demand exceeding supply by
40 percent.738

•

November 22, 2013 – A USGS study of pollution from oil production in North Dakota,
where horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing are heavily used, identified two
potential plumes of groundwater contamination covering 12 square miles. The cause was
traced to a casing failure in a wastewater disposal well. Drilling companies had
incorrectly assumed that, once injected underground, the wastewater would remain
contained. According to EnergyWire, the development of the Bakken oil formation is
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“leaving behind an imprint on the land as distinct as the ones left by the receding ice
sheets of the ice age.”739
•

October 25, 2013 – An Associated Press investigation uncovered nearly 300 oil pipeline
spills in North Dakota in the previous ten months, all with no public notification. These
were among some 750 “oil field incidents” that had occurred in the state over the same
time period, also without public notification. Until the AP inquiry, industry and state
officials had kept quiet about one particular “massive spill” that had been accidentally
discovered by a wheat farmer. Even small spills can contaminate water sources
permanently and take cropland out of production.740

•

September 10, 2013 – Pennsylvania Attorney General Kathleen Kane filed criminal
charges against Exxon Mobil Corporation’s subsidiary, XTO Energy Corporation, for a
spill of 50,000 gallons of toxic drilling wastewater in 2010 that contaminated a spring
and a tributary of the Susquehanna River. In July, XTO settled civil charges for the
incident without admitting liability by agreeing to pay a $100,000 fine and improve its
wastewater management.741

•

September 10, 2013 – Out of concern for risks posed to drinking water in the nation’s
capital, George Hawkins, General Manager of DC Water, Washington, DC’s local water
provider, called for a prohibition on horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing in the
George Washington National Forest until the process can be proven safe.742 The Potomac
River is the source of the District’s water supply and has its headwaters in the George
Washington National Forest, which sits atop the Marcellus Shale. The general managers
of Fairfax Water, provider of drinking water for Fairfax County, Virginia, and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers have called for a similar prohibition.743

•

August 28, 2013 – A joint USGS and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service study documented a
causal link between a fracking wastewater spill and the widespread death of fish in the
Acorn Fork, a creek in Kentucky.744
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•

July 25, 2013 – A University of Texas at Arlington study of drinking water found
elevated levels of arsenic and other heavy metals in some samples from private drinking
water wells located within five kilometers of active natural gas wells in the Barnett
Shale.745

•

July 3, 2013 – ProPublica reported that the EPA was wrong to have halted its
investigation of water contamination in Wyoming, Texas and Pennsylvania—where high
levels of benzene, methane, arsenic, oil, methane, copper, vanadium, and other chemicals
associated with fracking operations have been documented.746 Although numerous
organizations and health professionals around the country have since called on the agency
to resume its investigation, no action was taken.

•

June 6, 2013 – Reviewing hundrends of regulatory and legal filings, Bloomberg News
reported that drillers have offered out-of-court cash settlements and property buyouts to
homeowners who claim that fracking ruined their water. These agreements typically
come with gag orders and sealed records. This strategy, the investigation noted, allows
the industry to continue claiming that no cases of water contamination due to fracking
have ever been confirmed, impedes public health research, and shields data from
regulators, policy makers, and the new media.747 The EPA also long ago noted how nondisclosure agreements between oil and gas operators and landowners challenge scientific
progress and keep examples of drilling harm secret from the public. In a 1987 report, the
EPA wrote, “In some cases, even the records of well-publicized damage incidents are
almost entirely unavailable for review. In addition to concealing the nature and size of
any settlement entered into between the parties, impoundment curtails access to scientific
and administrative documentation of the incident.”748

•

June 3, 2013 – A study by Duke University researchers linked fracking with elevated
levels of methane, ethane, and propane in nearby groundwater.749 Published in
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, the study included results from 141
northeastern Pennsylvania water wells. Methane levels were, on average, six times higher
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in drinking water wells closer to drilling sites when compared with those farther away,
while ethane was 23 times higher.750
•

May 19, 2013 – In Pennsylvania, the Scranton Times-Tribune released details of an
investigation that revealed at least 161 cases of water contamination from fracking
between 2008 and the fall of 2012, according to state Department of Environmental
Protection records.751

•

April 2013 – Researchers analyzing publicly available Colorado data found 77 surface
spills impacting groundwater in Weld County alone. Samples of these spills often
exceeded drinking water maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) for benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene and xylene; for benzene, a known carcinogen, 90 percent of the samples
exceeded the legal limit.752

•

March 4, 2013 – Researchers at the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public
Health analyzed samples of gas drilling wastewater discharged to surface water through
wastewater treatment plants. Barium, strontium, bromides, chlorides, and benzene all
exceeded levels known to cause human health impacts.753

•

December 8, 2012 – State data in Colorado showed more than 350 instances of
groundwater contamination resulting from more than 2,000 spills from oil and gas
operations over the past five years. Further, as the Denver Post reported, “Contamination
of groundwater—along with air emissions, truck traffic and changed landscapes—has
spurred public concerns about drilling along Colorado’s Front Range.”754

•

May 4, 2012 – A report for the Canadian Government, released under the Access to
Information Act, reviewed the process, the regulatory framework globally, and the
potential health hazards related to shale gas extraction. Additionally, the report evaluated
mechanisms for potential impacts and summarized the data knowledge and data gaps.
Regarding water contamination, the report determined, “Although quantitative data are
lacking, the qualitative data available indicate that potential contamination of water
related to the shale gas industry may present hazard to the public health, especially for
local population.” Regarding air contamination: “air emissions related to the shale gas
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industry present health hazards since the air pollutants originating from the vehicles and
engines fuelled by diesel are toxic to the respiratory and cardiovascular systems and can
cause premature mortality, volatile organic compounds have been associated to
neurotoxicity and some of these compounds (e.g. benzene) as well as NORMs are known
or possible human carcinogens.” The report concluded, “Any step of shale gas
exploration/exploitation may represent a potential source of drinking water and air
contamination; Hydraulic fracturing and wastewater disposal were identified as the main
potential sources of risk.”755
•

May 2012 – A report by researchers at Natural Resources Defense Council and Carnegie
Mellon University found that the options available for dealing with fracking wastewater
are inadequate to protect public health and the environment, resulting in increasing
quantities of toxic wastewater as an ongoing problem without a good solution.756

•

January 11, 2012 – The USGS reported that the Marcellus Shale is already highly
fractured and that numerous fissures naturally occurring within the formation could
potentially provide pathways for contaminants to migrate vertically into water
supplies.757

•

October 25, 2011 – After receiving new information from two companies, members of
Congress updated their findings to show that between 2005 and 2009, oil and gas service
companies injected 32.7 million gallons of diesel fuel or hydraulic fracturing fluids
containing diesel fuel in wells in 20 states.758

•

October 17, 2011 – Thomas P. Jacobus, General Manager of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers’ Washington Aqueduct, called for a prohibition on horizontal hydraulic
fracturing in the George Washington National Forest because of concern that fracking
poses risks to drinking water. The Washington Aqueduct—which provides drinking
water to Washington, DC, Arlington County, Virginia, and Falls Church, Virginia—is
supplied by the Potomac River, which has its headwaters in the George Washington
National Forest that sits atop the Marcellus Shale. Jacobus said, “Enough study on the
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technique [hydraulic fracturing] has been published to give us great cause for concern
about the potential for degradation of the quality of our raw water supply….”759
•

October 11, 2011 – Charles M. Murray, General Manager of Fairfax Water, called for a
prohibition on horizontal hydraulic fracturing in the George Washington National Forest.
“Natural gas development activities have the potential to impact the quantity and quality
of Fairfax Water’s source water,” Murray wrote. “Downstream water users and
consumers will bear the economic burden if drinking water sources are contaminated or
the quality of our source water supply is degraded.”760 Fairfax Water provides drinking
water for Fairfax County in Virginia.

•

September 7, 2011 – In its draft Supplemental Generic Environmental Impact Statement
(SGEIS), the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYS DEC)
acknowledged that “there is questionable available capacity”761 for New York’s public
sewage treatment plants to accept drilling wastewater, yet the agency said that it would
allow those facilities to accept such waste if the plants meet permitting conditions.762 The
NYS DEC proposed underground injection as one alternative to sewage treatment
procession of fracking waste. Although it is a common method of disposal for fracking
wastewater,763 the last significant government study of pollution risks from oil and gas
wastewater injection wells occurred in 1989 and found multiple cases of costly
groundwater contamination.764 In subsequent years, studies have continued to link
underground injection of drilling wastewater to pollution as well as earthquakes.765

•

September 2011 – A team led by Theo Colburn of the Endocrine Disruptor Exchange
found that 25 percent of chemicals known to be used in fracking fluids are implicated in
cancer, 37 percent could disrupt the endocrine system, and 40-50 percent could cause
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nervous, immune and cardiovascular system problems. The research team also found that
more than 75 percent could affect the skin, eyes, and respiratory system, resulting in
various problems such as skin and eye irritation or flu-like symptoms.766
•

August 3, 2011 – As reported by the New York Times, the EPA had alerted Congress in
1987 about a case of water contamination caused by fracking. Its report documented that
a shale gas well hydraulically fractured at a depth of more than 4,200 feet contaminated a
water supply only 400 feet from the surface.767, 768, 769

•

May 18, 2011 – The state of Pennsylvania fined Chesapeake Energy Corporation
$900,000 for an incident in which improper cementing and casing in one of the
company’s gas wells allowed methane to migrate underground and contaminate 16
private drinking water wells in Bradford County.770

•

May 17, 2011 – A Duke University study documented “systematic evidence for methane
contamination of drinking water associated with shale gas extraction.”771 The study
showed that methane levels were 17 times higher in water wells near drilling sites than in
water wells in areas without active drilling.772

•

April 22, 2011 – Describing one of many blowouts, the Associated Press reported on a
shale gas well in Canton, Pennsylvania that spewed thousands of gallons of chemicallaced water on farmland and into a stream for two consecutive days before being brought
under control.773

•

April 18, 2011 – As part of a year-long investigation into hydraulic fracturing and its
potential impact on water quality, U.S. Representatives Henry Waxman (D-Calif.),
Edward Markey (D-Mass.) and Diana DeGette (D-Colo.) released the second of two
reports issued in 2011. Their analysis of hydraulic fracturing fluids used by the 14
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leading oil and natural gas service companies between 2005 and 2009 found, among
other things, that the companies used more than 650 different products that contained
chemicals that are known or possible human carcinogens, regulated under the Safe
Drinking Water Act, or listed as hazardous air pollutants under the Clean Air Act. The
report also showed that “between 2005 and 2009, the companies used 94 million gallons
of 279 products that contained at least one chemical or component that the manufacturers
deemed proprietary or a trade secret … in most cases the companies stated that they did
not have access to proprietary information about products they purchased ‘off the shelf’
from chemical suppliers. In these cases, the companies are injecting fluids containing
chemicals that they themselves cannot identify.”774 These findings were reported in the
New York Times.775
•

January 2011 – A team of scientists led by a University of Central Arkansas researcher
called attention to the threat posed to surface waters by rapidly expanding shale gas
development, noting a lack of data collection accompanying the rush to drill. “Gas wells
are often close to surface waters that could be impacted by elevated sediment runoff from
pipelines and roads, alteration of stream flow as a result of water extraction, and
contamination from introduced chemicals or the resulting wastewater.”776

•

January 31, 2011 – As part of a year-long investigation into hydraulic fracturing and its
potential impact on water quality, U.S. Representatives Henry Waxman (D-Calif.),
Edward Markey (D-Mass.) and Diana DeGette (D-Colo.) reported that “between 2005
and 2009, oil and gas service companies injected 32.2 million gallons of diesel fuel or
hydraulic fracturing fluids containing diesel fuel in wells in 19 states.” Furthermore,
revealing apparent widespread violation of the Safe Drinking Water Act, the investigation
found that no oil and gas service companies had sought—and no state or federal
regulators had issued—permits for the use of diesel fuel in hydraulic fracturing.777

•

April 29, 2010 – In 2010, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission fined
Occidental Petroleum Corporation (OXY) USA a record $390,000 for an incident of
pollution, discovered in 2008, when its drilling wastes leaked through an unlined pit,
contaminated two springs with benzene, and polluted other nearby water sources. In
addition, the regulators separately fined OXY USA $257,400 for a nearby case of
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pollution, also discovered in 2008, in which a torn liner in a pit caused drilling waste
fluids to leak out and contaminate two springs with benzene.778
•

June 4, 2009 – A leaking pipe carrying fracking waste in Washington County,
Pennsylvania, polluted a tributary of Cross Creek Lake, killing fish, salamanders,
crayfish, and aquatic insect life in approximately three-quarters of a mile of the stream.779

•

April 26, 2009 – Officials in three states linked water contamination and methane leaks to
gas drilling. Incidents included a case in Ohio where a house exploded after gas seeped
into its water well and multiple cases of exploding drinking water wells in Dimock,
Pennsylvania.780

•

November 13, 2008 – ProPublica reported more than 1,000 cases of drilling-related
contamination documented by courts and state and local governments in Colorado, New
Mexico, Alabama, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.781

•

September 1, 2008 – In Bainbridge, Ohio, a gas well that was improperly cemented and
subsequently fractured by Ohio Valley Energy Systems Corporation allowed natural gas
to migrate outside of the well, causing a home to explode. In addition, 23 nearby water
wells were contaminated, two of which were located more than 2,300 feet from the
drilling site.782, 783, 784
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Inherent engineering problems that worsen with time
Studies show that many oil and gas wells leak, allowing for the migration of natural gas and
potentially other substances into groundwater and/or the atmosphere. About five percent of
wells leak immediately, 50 percent leak after 15 years, and 60 percent leak after 30 years. The
act of fracking itself can redistribute stress and open underground pathways for fluid migration,
which, in turn, can communicate with other pathways created during the fracking of
neighboring wells, by the deterioration of cement in aging well casings, or by earthquakes,
leading in all cases to the risk of groundwater contamination and atmospheric emissions. The
injection of fracking waste into subterranean rock formations can also intersect with active and
abandoned wells in ways that allow vertical migration of toxic fluids and vapors.
The problem of leaking wells, first identified by industry, has no known solution. Data from
Pennsylvania’s Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) agree, showing over nine
percent of shale gas wells drilled in the state’s northeastern counties leaking within the first five
years. Leaks pose serious risks, including potential loss of life or property from explosions and
migration of gas and other harmful chemicals into drinking water supplies. Methane leaking
into aquifers can, under some conditions, be transformed by bacteria into hydrogen sulfide and
other poisonous byproducts. Microbes from deep shale formations can likewise generate
sulfides contributing, over time, to corrosion of pipes and casings.
There is no evidence to suggest that the problem of cement and well casing impairment is
abating. Industry has no solution for rectifying the chronic problem of well casing/cement
failures and resulting leakage. Plugging old, inactive wells is an imperfect solution because, as
research shows, the cement plugs themselves degrade over time and because many wells leak
from outside the well casing.
•

February 5, 2021 – Fracking wastewater gushed for four days from an unplugged oil and
gas well in southeastern Ohio (Noble County) that had been idle since 2012. The fluid is
thought to have migrated from nearby fracking waste injection wells, of which there are
at least nine in the county. Six were active at the time of the gusher.785

•

September 5, 2020 – Fracking wastewater from an underground injection well in
southeastern Ohio (Washington County) migrated to gas-producing wells five miles
away, according to the Ohio Department of Natural Resources. The fracking waste was
detected in 28 gas wells.786

•

February 1, 2020 – Researchers studied possible interconnections between wells on
adjacent and nearby pads to assess the potential for such wells to communicate through
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fracture-like pathways. Results from microseismic data, chemical and radioactive tracers,
and production interference (volume and pressure measurements) confirm
communication among wells at distances up to 1200 meters (0.75 miles) horizontally and
164 meters (0.10 miles) vertically (crossing shale boundary layers) and lasting for up to
1.7 years. The intensive well communication over long distances appeared to be due to
reactivation of natural faults or fractures, in addition to fractures propagating into preexisting hydraulic fractures. Since fracture height is “generally assumed as formation
thickness, neglecting the possibility of fracture growth beyond the target shale
formations,” these results challenge existing understandings of the fracturing process,
provide support for claims of contamination by fracking fluids of aquifers outside target
formations, and suggest the need for set-backs of at least 1200 meters to protect
subsurface water resources near fracking sites.787
•

November 27, 2019 – To gauge the extent of possible contamination of air and water
resources by subsurface leakage from oil and gas wells, Canadian researchers used
ArcGIS to perform cluster analysis and identify “hot spots” where high densities of oil
and gas wells (both active and abandoned) overlap with high densities of earthquake
activity in California, Oklahoma, and British Columbia. The well-documented
catastrophic leakage of gases from the Aliso Canyon Natural Gas Storage Field
corresponds to one of the identified hot spots. Of note, a comparison of known major
fault locations with earthquake clusters shows that “there are regions in each
province/state where a major fault is not mapped but an earthquake cluster exists.”788

•

April 19, 2018 – As part of a major review, a University of Aberdeen team of researchers
assessed the various underground pathways by which fracking creates methane leaks and
concluded that aging well casings are a leading cause of methane leaks from drilling and
fracking operations. While the intersection of fracture propagation with naturally present
geological faults in the subsurface is another potential route for methane leakage, the
more important route is the intersection of fracture propagation with other wells with old
cement. “The major sources of methane leakage related to shale gas activities are the
intersections of hydraulic fractures with abandoned oil and gas wells which have a
reduced mechanical well integrity due to cement degradation. As a result, the stress
redistributions caused by hydraulic fracturing and the deterioration of cement in
abandoned wells with age allow migration pathways to be created easily, leading to both
groundwater contamination and atmospheric emissions.” Plugging wells is an imperfect
solution because the cement commonly used for this process itself degrades with time,
especially in the presence of carbon dioxide. “No concrete method [has been] established
for the methane leakage mitigation from shale gas wells.”789
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•

November 23, 2017 – An investigative journalist from The Tyee in Vancouver obtained a
copy of a 2013 report from British Columbia’s Oil and Gas Commission warning about
hundreds of uncontrolled methane leaks from shale gas wells located in the northern
Rocky Mountain range near Fort Nelson. The commission’s report, never shared with the
public or with elected officials, remained an internal document until it was uncovered by
the newspaper. Cornell University engineer Anthony Ingraffea, quoted in the story, said
the report’s findings served as another confirmation that wells leak badly and inevitably
over time. “What do they expect from underground operations such as these, total
obedience to design intent? Why are operators and regulators around the world seemingly
surprised when things go wrong underground, and in so many ways, and so often?”
Ingraffea said.790, 791

•

July 5, 2017 – A team of researchers led by microbiologists from Ohio State University
investigated bacteria from hydraulically fractured shale by sampling fracking wastewater
from a well drilled in the Utica shale. The dominant microrganism was a bacterium that
generates sulfides, which can contribute to corrosion of well casings. “The impact of
microbial metabolism within these environments is poorly understood. . . . These findings
emphasize the potential detrimental effects that could arise from thiosulfate-reducing
microorganisms in hydraulically fractured shales, which are undetected by current
industry-wide corrosion diagnostics.”792

•

April 1, 2017 – The rapid depletion of fracked wells requires drilling ever more wells to
keep up with production. As time goes by, wells become more densely packed into a
drilling section. Decreasing distances between wells increases the risk of inter-well
communication, which occurs when the pumping of fracking fluid into one well affects a
nearby well. According to an analysis in the Journal of Petroleum Technology, these so
called “frack hits” are unpredictable, uncontrolled, and can be violent, damaging tubing,
casings, and well integrity. In some cases, frack hits involve blowouts of fracking fluid.
The industry has no solution for this increasingly common problem.793 Indeed, as a sequel
report describes, operators use frack hits as a tool for revealing how tightly wells can be
spaced in a drilling section to maximize extraction—even while acknowledging inherent
safety risks. A drilling section with no frack hits at all is presumed to lack sufficient well
density for optimal “economic recovery.”794
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•

July 9, 2015 – As part of a larger examination of the potential health and environmental
impacts of fracking in California, the California Council on Science and Technology
(CCST) documented cases of well failures triggered by underground movements that
caused well casings to shear. Sheared well casings can allow gas and fluids from the
fracking zone to migrate to overlying aquifers. The CCST team identified several
mechanisms by which casing shears can occur in California as oil wells age: surface
subsidence, heaving, reservoir compaction, and earthquakes. Prolonged drought can also
damage the integrity of well casings: as groundwater levels fall, landforms can sink and
contribute to casing shear.795

•

June 30, 2015 – According to the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYS DEC) Findings Statement, “there is a risk that well integrity can fail,
especially over time, and questions have arisen about whether high-volume hydraulic
fracturing can cause seismic changes which could potentially result in fracturing fluid
migration through abandoned wells or existing fissures and faults. Thus, high-volume
hydraulic fracturing could result in significant adverse impacts to water resources from
well construction and fracturing fluid migration.”796

•

June 4, 2015 – As part of a draft assessment of fracking’s impact on drinking water, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) examined cases of water contamination
across the United States and concluded that “construction issues, sustained casing
pressure, and the presence of natural faults and fractures can work together to create
pathways for fluids to migrate toward drinking water resources.” Fracking older wells
poses additional risks, the draft study notes, because aging itself “can contribute to casing
degradation, which can be accelerated by exposure to corrosive chemicals, such as
hydrogen sulfide, carbonic acid, and brines” and because many older wells were never
designed to withstand the high pressures and stress of fracking operations. The EPA
estimates that 6 percent of the 23,000 U.S. oil and gas wells (= 1,380 wells) first fracked
in 2009 or 2010 were drilled more than ten years earlier.797

•

December 2, 2014 – Problems with structural integrity have been documented in a well at
the only hydraulically fractured site in the United Kingdom. Email messages obtained
under freedom of information laws reveal that problems with wellbore integrity emerged
in April of 2014 and attempts were made to remediate the problem, although nothing was
reported at that time to regulators. The drilling company, Cuadrilla Resources, continues
to deny that any problems exist with the well, emphasizing that “no leak of fluids”
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occurred and that “the issue” was resolved during the abandonment process. Cuadrilla
had previously been reprimanded for failing to disclose a more minor deformation in the
well casing. The well was abandoned at the end of last year, following two earthquakes in
2011, which scientists determined to have been caused by fracking at the site.798
•

August 11, 2014 – Researchers affiliated with multiple universities and with the Los
Alamos National Laboratory summarized recent field observations of wellbore-integrity
failure, concluding that, because at least some well failures are not identified, reported
barrier failure rates of 1-10 percent of wells and reported rates of groundwater
contamination of 0.01-0.1 percent of wells constitute a “lower bound” for possible
environmental problems. Citing hydraulic fracturing, as well as temperature and pressure
changes, as operations that can induce pathways for leaks, the authors point out that few
studies have considered the very-long-term fate (“>50 years”) of wellbore systems. They
include “whether unconventional resource development alters the frequency of well
integrity failures” as a critical topic for future research.799

•

July 30, 2014 – Based on records obtained from Pennsylvania’s DEP, Scranton’s TimesTribune reported that five natural gas wells in Bradford County have leaked methane for
years because of persistent casing and cement problems. In the most recent violation, a
PA-DEP inspector found combustible gas flowing through vents connected to the cement
between layers of pipe. The agency issued a notice of violation for each well, saying
combustible gas outside the well’s surface casing violates state regulations. Each of the
wells has four layers of steel casing, but nothing prevents leaking (stray) methane from
flowing into the atmosphere. No evidence of water contamination has yet been seen.
None of the wells have produced any gas for sale.800

•

June 30, 2014 – A study published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
by a Cornell University research team projected that over 40 percent of shale gas wells in
Northeastern Pennsylvania will leak methane into groundwater or the atmosphere over
time. Analyzing more than 75,000 state inspections of more than 41,000 oil and gas wells
in Pennsylvania since 2000, the researchers identified high occurrences of casing and
cement impairments inside and outside the wells. A comparative analysis showed that
newer, unconventional (horizontally fracked) shale gas wells were leaking at six times
the rate of conventional (vertical) wells drilled over the same time period. The leak rate
for unconventional wells drilled after 2009 was at least six percent, and rising with time.
In the state’s northeastern counties between 2000 and 2012, over nine percent of shale
gas wells drilled leaked within the first five years.801 The study also discovered that over
8,000 oil and gas wells drilled since 2000 had not received a facility-level inspection.
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This study helps explain the results of earlier studies that documented elevated levels of
methane in drinking water aquifers located near drilling and fracking operations in
Pennsylvania and points to compromised structural integrity of well casings and cement
as a possible mechanism.
•

May 22, 2014 – In a 69-page report, University of Waterloo researchers warned that
natural gas seeping from 500,000 wellbores in Canada represents “a threat to
environment and public safety” due to groundwater contamination, greenhouse gas
emissions, and explosion risks wherever methane collects in unvented buildings and
spaces. The report found that 10 percent of all active and suspended gas wells in British
Columbia now leak methane. Additionally, the report found that some hydraulically
fractured shale gas wells in that province have become “super methane emitters” that
spew as much as 2,000 kilograms of methane a year.802, 803

•

May 1, 2014 – Following a comprehensive review of evidence, the Council of Canadian
Academies identified inherent problems with well integrity as one of its top concerns
about unconventional drilling and fracking. According to one expert panel, “the greatest
threat to groundwater is gas leakage from wells from which even existing best practices
cannot assure long-term prevention.”804 Regarding their concerns related to well integrity
and cement issues, the panel wrote:
Two issues of particular concern to panel members are water resources, especially
groundwater, and GHG emissions. Both related to well integrity…. Natural gas
leakage from improperly formed, damaged, or deteriorated cement seals is a longrecognized yet unresolved problem …. Leaky wells due to improperly placed
cement seals, damage from repeated fracturing treatments, or cement deterioration
over time, have the potential to create pathways for contamination of groundwater
resources and to increase GHG emissions.
They further explain:
Cement may crack, shrink, or become deformed over time, thereby reducing the
tightness of the seal around the well and allowing the fluids and gases … to
escape into the annulus between casing and rock and thus to the surface…. The
challenge of ensuring a tight cement seal [will] be greater for shale gas wells that
are subjected to repeated pulses of high pressure during the hydraulic fracturing
process than for conventional gas wells. This pressure stresses the casing and
therefore the cement that isolates the well from surrounding formations
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repeatedly.
•

January 8, 2013 – According to state inspections of all 6,000 wells drilled in
Pennsylvania’s Marcellus Shale before 2013, six to ten percent of them leaked natural
gas, with the rate of leakage increasing over time. The rate was six percent in 2010 (97
well failures out of 1,609 wells drilled); 7.1 percent in 2011 (140 well failures out of
1,972 wells drilled); and 8.9 percent in 2012 (120 well failures out of 1,346 wells
drilled).805 These data include wells that were cited for leakage violations, and wells that
were noted to be leaking by inspectors but which had not been given violations. The NYS
DEC forecasts that 50,000 wells could be drilled over the life of the Marcellus Shale
play. If they fail at the same rate as wells in Pennsylvania, 4,000 wells would fail and
leak in New York almost immediately.806

•

March 2009 – A study published by the Society of Petroleum Engineers of more than
315,000 oil, gas, and injection wells in Alberta, Canada, found that 4.5 percent of the
wells had unintended gas flow to the surface. In one designated area, officials required
testing for gas migration outside the well casings in addition to routine testing for gas
leaks within the rings of steel casings (annuli). Within this special testing zone, 15.5
percent of wells (3,205 of 20,725) leaked gas, and the incidence of gas leaks was four
times percent higher in horizontal or deviated wells than in vertical wells.807

•

Autumn 2003 – Schlumberger, one of the world’s largest companies specializing in
hydraulic fracturing and other oilfield services, reported in its in-house publication,
Oilfield Review, that more than 40 percent of approximately 15,500 wells in the outer
continental shelf area in the Gulf of Mexico were leaking gas. These included actively
producing wells, in addition to shut-in and temporarily abandoned wells. In many cases,
the gas leaked through the spaces (annuli) between layers of steel casing that drilling
companies had injected with cement precisely to prevent such gas leaks. Leakage rates
increased dramatically with age: about five percent of the wells leaked immediately; 50
percent were leaking after 15 years; and 60 percent were leaking after about 30 years.808
Gas leaks pose serious risks including loss of life from explosions and migration of gas
and associated contaminants into drinking water supplies. Leaks also allow the venting of
raw methane into the atmosphere where it acts as a powerful greenhouse gas.

•

November 2000 – Maurice Dusseault, a specialist in rock mechanics at the University of
Waterloo in Ontario, and two co-authors presented a paper published by the Society of
Petroleum Engineers, in which they reported that oil and natural gas wells routinely leak
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gas through cracks in their cement casings, likely caused by cement shrinkage over time
and exacerbated by upward pressure from natural gas. According to their paper, in
Alberta, it is common for wells to leak natural gas into aquifers. “Because of the nature of
the mechanism, the problem is unlikely to attenuate,” they wrote, “and the concentration
of the gases in the shallow aquifers will increase with time.”809
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Radioactive releases
Radioactive materials, including uranium, polonium, and radon, are commonly found in shale
formations. These can be released as airborne contaminants during drilling and fracking
operations, as revealed by a 2020 study that documented the presence of airborne radioactive
particles downwind from fracking sites at levels sufficient to raise health risks for nearby
residents. Radioactive materials are also often components of solid and liquid fracking waste,
raising exposure risks for workers and the general public. Exemptions from federal hazardous
waste laws mean that no national regulatory framework exists for handling these radioactive
materials. Instead, regulation is the responsibility of individual states, which vary widely in their
approaches.
High levels of radiation documented in fracking wastewater from many shale formations raise
special concerns in terms of impacts to groundwater and surface water. Measurements of
radium in fracking wastewater in New York and Pennsylvania, from the particularly radioactive
Marcellus Shale, have been as high as 3,600 times the regulatory limit for drinking water, as
established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Studies have found toxic levels
of radiation in Pennsylvania waterways even after fracking wastewater was disposed of through
an industrial wastewater treatment plant. In 2020, New York State banned the practice of
dumping out-of-state fracking waste in municipal landfills. A 2021 investigation found that a
fracking waste disposal site in Texas has been importing radioactive oilfield waste from abroad.
Increasing evidence documents illegal, haphazard dumping of radioactive fracking waste, along
with its disposal in municipal landfills not engineered to contain radioactivity. Drill cuttings—
the pulverized rock pulled up during the drilling process—are a special concern as this form of
solid waste, generated in prodigious amounts, is typically disposed of in municipal landfills
lacking special protections for hazardous waste. Radioactivity in drill cuttings has been shown
to exceed, in some cases, the regulatory limits for landfills that accept fracking waste. In some
states, drill cuttings are repurposed as road-building materials.
New research suggests that the chemical composition of fracking fluid itself helps to mobilize
radioactive materials in the shale.
Studies have found high levels of radon in buildings located in heavily drilled areas of both
Pennsylvania and Ohio, with levels of radon rising since the start of the fracking boom. Unsafe
levels of radon and its decay products in natural gas produced from the Marcellus Shale may
also contaminate pipelines and compressor stations, as well as pose risks to end-users when
allowed to travel into homes.

•

June 1, 2021 – A longstanding target of public opposition, the Keystone Sanitary
Landfill, near Scranton, Pennsylvania accepts radioactive fracking waste and is seeking
approval for a major expansion across 435 acres. An investigative report found that this
facility has contaminated groundwater, dumped illegally, and is under federal
investigation and litigation. Of particular concern are the open piles of radioactive
materials that continue to accumulate in this facility. In response, the Pennsylvania
Attorney General opened an investigation into Keystone regarding an alleged leachate
191

dumping incident in September 2016 with a specific focus on the “harmful effects on the
air quality, safety, and health of the citizens of Scranton, as well as the water quality of
Meadow Brook Creek and the Lackawanna River.”810
•

April 26, 2021 – Solid waste from oil-based drilling operations contains carcinogenic
contaminants, including heavy metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, as well as
radionuclides. A research team assessed the chemical composition and radioactive
strength in samples of this waste, in order to estimate the public health risks from
exposure to these wastes when incorporated into roadbed materials. This risk assessment
evaluated several pathways of exposure—ingestion, respiration, and via groundwater—
and found that repurposing drill cuttings for roadbed materials poses unacceptable levels
of risk.811

•

April 22, 2021 – A year-long independent investigation documented that a large West
Texas oil and disposal facility, Lotus LLC, already cited for not following its disposal
protocol, has been importing radioactive oilfield waste from abroad. Classified as nonhazardous under the Bevill and Bentsen Amendments, oil and gas waste is often highly
radioactive. Indeed, Lotus LLC received a drum of waste from Australia, transported on a
cargo jet, containing levels of radium that exceeded EPA limits for Superfund sites and
uranium mills by a factor of 400. The investigation found, through aerial photos and
interviews, multiple instances of radioactive material stockpiled in “damaged, rusted, and
degraded tanks or barrels stored directly on an unlined surface without proper
containment to prevent leaching, runoff, and other direct risks to groundwater and surface
contamination.” Open tanks had large quantities of “filter socks” and pipe scale from
drilling sites. Both are known to be typically highly radioactive. The state’s Railroad
Commission found no violations in its most recent inspection and had no comment on the
photos or independent investigation. No specific permits are required to import
radioactive oil and gas waste.812

•

March 1, 2021 – In September 2020, Roulette Oil & Gas applied for an EPA permit to
convert one of their conventional wells in Potter County, Pennsylvania into a Class II-D
injection well to dispose of liquid waste from 110 conventional oil and gas wells in the
area and possibly three fracked wells. Only 10 Class II-D permits have ever been issued
for all of Pennsylvania. Local officials were not notified of the application, arousing
suspicion that the secrecy was intentional. An investigative news report revealed that the
permit application did not state that oil and gas waste would contain radioactive material
and that the federal permit itself, if received, would only require chemical testing every
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two years and would not require testing for radioactive materials. Radiation testing would
be left to the state of Pennsylvania, which has not created such regulations for oil and gas
wastewater injection wells.”813
•

February 18, 2021 – Two workers suffered burns in an eruption and blaze fueled by oil
and gas waste materials at a truck stop cleaning station in West Virginia, prompting
community and workers to raise concern about such facilities accepting and processing
oil and gas waste, including radioactive waste, within Marcellus and Utica shale regions.
As determined by the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection, this
particular blaze was likely ignited by a torpedo space heater when it came into contact
with oil and gas vapors wafting from the fracking flowback waste and brine waste in a
truck. Both materials were being processed by the facility at the time.814

•

December 14, 2020 – Two oil and gas industry professionals described shocking
experiences of radiation exposure to themselves and others, in an investigative report that
referred to fracking workers in Appalachia’s Marcellus Shale region as “the industry’s
black box.” The investigation, which interviewed gas and oil industry whistleblowers,
reported that workers in Ohio and Pennsylvania are exposed to radioactive materials
through various tasks which bring them into direct contact with drill cuttings from
fracking bores that have cut through radioactive shale, and with scales and sludges
formed on piping and in tank bottoms. According to a radiation control consultant
interviewed in the investigation, these materials can be, “much hotter than most stuff in
nuclear plants.” Radiation monitors are not typically found on site. One of the industry
professionals, a hazardous materials technician for several of the largest companies
regionally, described the challenge of workers trying to control their own risk when they
did not have information on the hazard, as when he and co-workers decided to take their
own gamma scanners onto cleanup project sites. With no training from the clients who
hired them, he described a, “deliberate failure to disclose.” A second professional, who
trained as a nuclear health physicist in the U.S. Navy and started his own company to
help the industry with radiation safety, described his encounters with “incredibly unsafe”
situations for workers and their families. After finding one pipeyard with “particularly
egregious” concentrations of radium-226, his company visited the employees’ homes,
and found “incredibly hot” laundry, as well as highly contaminated, bedding, clothing,
and carpets, with two small children interacting with these materials as he took
measurements. He described industry resistance to even simple interventions that
companies could use to reduce risks to workers and their families.815
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•

October 13, 2020 – A Harvard team documented the presence of airborne radioactivity
downwind from fracking sites at levels sufficient to raise health risks for nearby
residents. Using data collected from 157 radiation-monitoring stations built across the
nation during the Cold War, the researchers showed a seven percent increase in
radioactive pollution in communities located 12 to 31 miles downwind from operational
fracking sites as compared to background levels. The closer communities were located to
the wells, the higher the radioactivity in airborne particles. In the Fort Worth, Texas area,
where more than 600 fracking wells are located upwind from the city, the team estimated
a 40 percent increase in radiation levels. The radioactive elements carried by the ultrafine
particles, including polonium, represent the radioactive decay products of uranium
isotopes that are liberated from the shale during fracking operations.816

•

September 7, 2020 – With growing public concern about more than two dozen cases of
rare Ewing’s sarcoma among teens and young adults in intensely fracked areas of
southwestern Pennsylvania, investigative reporters at Public Herald pressed the
Pennsylvania Department of Health (DOH) for more information about the scope and
progress of the public health studies that were promised to local residents. DOH has
relinquished the study format to the University of Pittsburgh, and there is no indication
that the research team is planning to investigate the issue of fracking-related radioactivity
despite the concern of many residents that such exposures may be playing a role in the
unusually high incidence of an otherwise rare cancer.817

•

August 5, 2020 – Using state records and right-to-know-law requests, an investigative
team at the Public Herald found that final destination of 66 percent of the leachate from
30 different landfills in Pennsylvania that accept oil and gas waste from fracking
operations is unknown. Further, the leachate is not being tested for radioactivity before
being discharged into rivers and streams. Leachate is a landfill’s liquid waste formed by
rainwater percolating through the landfill. It is typically sent to wastewater treatment
plants before being discharged into surface water. Oil and gas waste from Marcellus
Shale fracking operations that are dumped in landfills can contain high levels of
Technically Enhanced Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (TENORMS), meaning
that naturally occurring radioactivity within the earth’s geological layers is mobilized and
concentrated by the activities of fracking when it is brought to the surface as a constituent
of liquid and solid waste. TENORMS are not removeable by the filtration systems of
most treatment plants. Pennsylvania state records show radium-226 levels in fracking
wastewater can be as high as 26,000 picocuries per liter, which is more than 5,000 times
the limit for radium in drinking water. The team found that the Pennsylvania Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) is limiting the amount of TENORM coming into its
landfills by limiting the amount of waste the landfill can receive. However, the agency is
not tracking the amount of TENORM leaving the landfill and heading to water treatment
facilities in the form of leachate. “The DEP says that the transaction is private between
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the two entities: the landfill and the treatment plant.”818 New state legislation was drafted
in 2019 that would prevent TENORM disposal in Pennsylvania public waters.819
•

August 3, 2020 – Oil and natural gas waste became subject to state law regulating the
transportation, treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous waste, as New York State
Governor Andrew Cuomo signed into law S3392/A2655.820 Though the state had banned
extraction of natural gas by fracking in 2015, fracking waste arrives into the state from
Pennsylvania and was previously treated as non-hazardous, in spite of the carcinogenic
compounds and naturally occurring radioactive materials it contains.821

•

July 18, 2020 – Exposure to radionuclides from oil and gas waste was greater when waste
was in bulk rather than containerized, and greater exposure occurred with smaller
vehicles for transport, according to researchers from the Department of Civil
Engineering-University of Indonesia and the Indonesian Nuclear Energy Regulatory
Agency.822 The team evaluated exposure to radionuclides from oil and gas waste by
landfill worker job description: drivers, workers receiving the waste, and workers
disposing of the waste. The method used was that of the US Department of Energy to
evaluate radiation exposure at Transport, Storage and Disposal (TSD) facilities.

•

April 22, 2020 – The National Council of Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP), which is chartered under, but not overseen by, the U.S. Congress, called for the
development of a full report to provide science-based national guidelines for the disposal
radioactive waste from fracking operations. In its commentary, the NCRP described the
geological origins of radioactivity in oil and gas drilling; the historical and current
regulatory framework; options for the disposal of radioactive waste; legal considerations;
and radiation protection measures for workers. The NCRP further notes that the EPA
does have the authority to regulate individual radionuclides under a suite of federal
environmental laws. However, because EPA has not thus far provided any regulations or
even guidance, regulatory action has, heretofore, fallen to the states with little input from
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federal advisory bodies. In the absence of consistent, standard regulations across the
states—and in some states there are none at all—compliance difficulties arise.823
•

February 13, 2020 – In violation of Oregon state regulations, two million pounds of
radioactive fracking waste from North Dakota Bakken’s oil field was received by a
chemical waste landfill near Oregon’s Columbia Gorge, delivered by rail in 2016, 2017
and 2019. Some of the waste “registered radium at 300 times the state’s limits,” and on
average, “registered radium at 140 picocuries per gram,” while the state maximum for the
facility is five picocuries, according to a state nuclear waste remediation specialist quoted
in Oregon Live.824 Citing lack of malicious intent, authorities will not fine the landfill, but
require the company to create a risk assessment and action plan to address the violation.

•

January 21, 2020 – Rolling Stone reporter Justin Nobel investigated radioactive materials
in fracking waste, including fracking waste dumped in landfills and through sewage
treatment plants, liquid fracking waste spread on roadways, and wastewater hauled to
underground injection wells for disposal. Truckers are not required to wear protective
gear or wear dosimeters to measure exposure, and they frequently become soaked in the
wastewater they are disposing. Involving hundreds of interviews, Rolling Stone’s
investigation uncovered “a sweeping arc of contamination—oil-and-gas waste spilled,
spread, and dumped across America, posing under-studied risks…. There is little public
awareness of this enormous waste stream, the disposal of which could present dangers at
every step—from being transported along America’s highways in unmarked trucks;
handled by workers who are often misinformed and underprotected; leaked into
waterways; and stored in dumps that are not equipped to contain the toxicity. Brine has
even been used in commercial products sold at hardware stores and is spread on local
roads as a de-icer.” A set of recently settled lawsuits among Louisiana oil and gas
workers revealed chronic exposures that led to fatal cancers. Historical industry
documents expose long-standing inhouse concerns about liability for oil and gas workers’
health from radiation exposures.825

•

December 23, 2019 – In a study of radioactivity within the Polish gas pipeline network,
excess radon, or 222Rn, concentrations were found in gas from national mines compared
to gas from international sources, due to transit time and radon’s short half-life. Very
high radiolead, or 210Pb, was found in “black powder” samples. Black powder is a
product of corrosion of steel pipes and is found in filters at compressor stations and from
pigging operations. Faculty researchers from the University of Science and Technology
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in Krakow, Poland concluded that handling black powder presents radiological risk to
employees.826
•

November 29, 2019 – Exposure to TENORM waste from the oil and gas industry “may
lead to multiple environmental and health risks,” according to a review analyzing and
comparing available international data from extraction, production and transport.827 The
American Petroleum Institute reported that scales in the oil and gas industry, often found
inside pipes and tubes at fracking sites, had concentrations as high as tens of thousands of
Bq g−1; it can also contain radon offspring, such as 210Pb and 210Po. In addition, some
studies found excess radioactivity in soil in the vicinity of oil and gas industry fields and
facilities. Based on their review of many studies, the authors concluded that oil and gas
activities exceed the 10,000 Bq kg−1 exemption level recommended in the safety
standards of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). In particular, they wrote
that TENORM waste produces high levels of radiation exposure because radioactivity
often accumulates on machinery and equipment, due to mismanagement, physical
conditions, and other factors.

•

September 25, 2019 – Radioactive materials in oil and gas industry waste represent an
unknown risk for workers and community members. An Egyptian research team
investigated the potential health effects of low-levels exposure to these substances in
laboratory rats. Waste exposure for one and two months resulted in a significantly
increased production of cellular free radicals, elevations in lipid peroxides, and damage to
red blood cells.828 Exposure also triggered a radio-adaptive response in rats subsequently
exposed to a higher dose of gamma radiation, particularly in the longer-exposed animals.

•

September 11, 2019 – A Pennsylvania municipal worker observed irregularities in
sewage releases that led to the discovery that 40 percent of waste in a local landfill was,
in fact, solid oil and gas waste, including drill cuttings. The superintendent of the Belle
Vernon Municipal Authority, which runs the town’s small sewage treatment plant on the
banks of the Monongahela River, found barium, chlorides, and, of particular concern,
radium, in the leacheate from the landfill at levels higher than allowed by EPA’s drinking
water standards. A StateImpact Pennsylvania investigation found that this sewage
treatment plant, along with 12 others, were “too small to automatically qualify for stricter
regulations on leachate, and have to police the landfills themselves.” Duke University
geochemist Avner Vengosh cautioned, “I predict that the radium will start to accumulate
on the sediments at the bottom of this discharge site…The radioactivity level could be
really high. And of course the risk is that once there is high radium in the sediments,
there is incorporation into the ecological chain.”829
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•

April 10, 2019 – In a study of 118,421 homes in all 88 Ohio counties, a University of
Toledo team used multilevel modeling to investigate the relationship of indoor radon
concentrations and fracked well locations for the years 2007-2014. The found that
proximity of Ohio homes to fracking wells was linked to higher indoor concentrations of
radon gas.830 “The shorter the distance a home is from a fracking well, the higher the
radon concentration. The larger the distance, the lower the radon concentration,”
according to lead researcher, Ashok Kumar.831 Most of the gas wells were located in
eastern Ohio which overlies the shale deposits. The mean radon concentrations among
the tested homes was 5.76 pCi/l, which is higher than the EPA’s “safe” levels of 4.0
pCi/l. (The World Health Organization recommends mitigation at 2.7 pCi/l.) The highest
radon concentration, 141.85 pCi/l, was found in central Ohio. The data in the study were
collected from self-reported devices. Researchers concluded, “there is a strong correlation
between indoor radon concentrations and hydraulic fracturing in Ohio.”

•

March 15, 2019 – Due to a 1980 hazardous waste exemption from the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), drill cuttings from oil and gas fields became
exempt from federal oversight, leaving it to states to regulate the disposal of this solid
waste stream. A team of researchers measured radioactivity in drill cuttings extracted
from Pennsylvania wells and found levels of radium-226 and radium-228 that exceeded
the regulatory limits for landfills in Ohio and New York, two states where there are
regulatory limits and that accept fracking waste from other states, including from
Pennsylvania. The authors recommended rescinding the RCRA exemption for hazardous
fracking waste to better protect public health.832

•

August 3, 2018 – A two-part study by Dartmouth College researchers investigated the
source of radium in fracking wastewater from Marcellus Shale wells. By comparing the
isotopic ratios, they showed that the high salinity of the wastewater is responsible for
extracting radium from the shale. “Experimental results and wastewater data together
provide a coherent picture, that the distinctive Ra isotopic signature of Marcellus
wastewaters results from contemporaneous water-rock interactions that promote
desorption of 226Ra from organics during hydraulic fracturing.”833 In the second part of
the study, the researchers used mass balance and isotope mixing models to attribute both
the extreme salinity and the presence of radium in liquid fracking waste to the
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progressive, hydrologic enrichment of injected fluids during hydraulic fracturing.834 In
sum, the chemical composition of fracking fluid itself and its interactions with black
shale during the fracking process combine to make fracking waste radioactive.
Explaining these findings in a news article, co-author Makul Sharam said, “Radium is
sitting on mineral and organic surfaces within the fracking site waiting to be dislodged.
When water with the right salinity comes by, it takes it on the radioactivity and transports
it.”835
•

February 19, 2018 – A study conducted in the Bakken Shale region of North Dakota used
a multivariate regression model to predict radium-226 levels in fracking wastewater
based on levels of other elements (barium, strontium, calcium). Their simulation model
gave results that align with the extremely limited actual data based on direct
measurements of radionuclides in Bakken Shale wastewater. The research team then used
their model to predict potential harm to human health based on spills into surface water
that is issued as a source of drinking water, irrigation, and recreational fishing. Even in
the best-case scenario, using simulated concentrations on the low end, the results
indicated that “there is potential risk to human health” in North Dakota due to radium226 in fracking wastewater spills. This model can be used for any area where oil and gas
waste is produced. “Overall, the results presented in this study can be treated as a
warning and a reference to conduct further investigations.”836

•

February 6, 2018 – A research team from City University of New York School of Public
Health and Health Policy surveyed the various state-based regulations and state licensing
requirements governing the disposal of radioactive waste from oil and gas waste streams.
They found that 17 states had drafted express regulations to reduce exposure to radiation
from oil and gas waste. States with active oil and gas drilling that lack such regulations
“may leave the public and workers susceptible to adverse health effects from radiation.”
Among the authors’ policy recommendations: due to accumulation of radioactivity on
equipment, future studies should explore impacts on workers; exposed workers should
wear badges to monitor exposures; worker exposures should be limited by shift changes;
regulations across states should be harmonized to prevent cross-state dumping of large
amounts of radioactive solid waste and assure protection of the public from the risk of
radiation from exposure to oil and gas drilling wastes.837

•

January 4, 2018 – A research team from Duke and Pennsylvania State universities
collected stream sediments upstream and downstream from three disposal sites in
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Pennsylvania that receive oil and gas wastewater, treat it, and release it into surface
water. While the practice of treating and dumping liquid waste from fracking operations
into Pennsylvania streams largely ended in 2011, these three facilities continue to treat
and release waste from conventional drilling operations. The researchers consistently
detected elevated radioactivity in stream sediments in the vicinity of the outfall compared
to upstream areas. The ratios of radium isotopes to their decay products showed that
some of the radium had accumulated in the sediments in recent years—after discharges of
fracking waste had been halted. Hence, radioactivity from conventionally drilled wells is
the likely source of the high levels of radium in sediments downstream from these three
treatment plants. Consequently, policies that prohibit disposal only of fracking waste
fluids “are not adequate in preventing radioactive contamination in sediments at disposal
sites.” Permission to treat and release any type of oil and gas wastewater via centralized
waste treatment facilities “should be reconsidered.”838
•

September 22, 2017 – State health regulators confirmed that unknown quantities of
radioactive waste from drilling and fracking operations have been illegally buried in
Colorado landfills not permitted to accept it.839

•

November 23, 2016 – University of Iowa researchers evaluated radioactive materials—
uranium, thorium, radium, lead, and polonium isotopes—from drill cutting samples
extracted from a single well drilled in northern Pennsylvania. They found complex
patterns of vertical stratification. For example, the deep drill cuttings had significantly
more uranium (U) than the cuttings removed from shallow portions of the well. Noting
that virtually all drill cutting waste from the Marcellus Shale is deposited in landfills, the
authors examined the stability of the various radioactive materials by simulating different
conditions of landfill leaching. The results suggested some environmental mobility of
radionuclides in drill cuttings. In particular, as acidity increased, radionuclide leaching
increased, with 238U and 234U being the most leachable radionuclides. The authors
concluded, “Although previous studies have suggested that [radioactive materials] in drill
cuttings pose a minimal health risk to the general public when deposited in landfills, our
results indicate that Marcellus Shale drill cuttings warrant further radiochemical
investigation.”840

•

April 27, 2016 – Duke University researchers who studied oil and gas wastewater
(“brine”) spills reported that “the water contamination from brine spills is remarkably
persistent in the environment, resulting in elevated levels of salts and trace elements that
can be preserved in spill sites for at least months to years .…” In addition, radioactivity
was elevated in soil and sediment sampled at spill sites, indicating that radium had
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accumulated in the soils of spill-affected areas.841 The bigger the spill, the higher the soil
radioactivity level. Study author Avner Vengosh told Inside Climate News, “We found
even if you take away the spill water… you still left behind the legacy of radioactivity in
the soils,” where it can linger for thousands of years.842
•

March 10, 2016 – Louisville’s Courier-Journal reported on illegal dumping of
radioactive oil and gas drilling wastes in two Kentucky landfills. Landfill operators in
Greenup and Estill counties were issued violation notices for failing to “accurately
characterize the waste for what it was, allowing what’s considered an illegal release of a
hazardous material into the environment.” The illegal dumping at the Greenup County
landfill alone consisted of 369 tons of radioactive drilling waste.843

•

February 26, 2016 – Radioactive oil and gas waste from fracking operations in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia was illegally sent to Estill County, Kentucky’s Blue
Ridge Landfill. The radioactive level of the material that was buried “was at least 340
times more than the amount that is allowed to be buried at a solid waste landfill,”
according to WKYT in Lexington. WKYT reported that Estill County leaders would
“fight ‘tooth and toenail’ to get the bottom of how low-level radioactive waste ended up
in a county landfill,” and do its own testing at the landfill and nearby schools.844

•

November 23, 2015 – Absence of federal oversight and, in some cases, a total lack of
state regulations for handling radioactive oil and gas waste was the topic of a report in
High Country News, which detailed the regulatory situation in six Western states:
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming. North Dakota
alone generates an estimated 70 tons a day of radioactive oil and gas waste. “Because the
waste is often too radioactive to be disposed of in landfills, it sometimes gets dumped
illegally.” Proposed new rules in North Dakota would raise the radioactivity limit for the
waste.845

•

July 8, 2015 – Radium-226 is the dominant radioactive material in flowback water from
hydraulically fractured wells in the Marcellus Shale. A Pittsburgh team of researchers
studied its fate in three wastewater storage pits in southwestern Pennsylvania over a 2.5year period of time. They found that radium-226 concentrations increased when flowback
water was being reused for additional fracking operations. Also, radium-226 tended to
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accumulate in the bottom sludge. This sludge could be classified as radioactive solid
waste because it exceeded the radium-226 limit for landfill disposal. A risk assessment
showed that potential radiation dose equivalent levels around the three fracking waste pits
were within the regulatory limit for the general public.846
•

April 9, 2015 – A Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health study found that
levels of radon in Pennsylvania homes—a region with some of the highest indoor radon
concentrations in the US—have been rising since 2004, around the time the fracking
industry arrived in the state.847 Radon exposure is the second leading cause of lung cancer
worldwide, after cigarette smoking.848 Researchers found that buildings in counties where
the most fracking has taken place in the past decade have had significantly higher radon
readings compared with those in low-fracking areas, a difference that did not exist before
2004. Use of well water was associated with 21 percent higher indoor radon
concentrations than in buildings using public water sources. This study, the first to define
and evaluate the predictors of indoor radon concentrations in Pennsylvania, concluded
that radon’s presence was related to geology, water sources, weather, and natural gas
drilling.849

•

April 2, 2015 – A team of toxicologists, geochemists, and radiation scientists led by the
University of Iowa analyzed the contribution of various naturally occurring radioactive
materials (NORM) to the total radioactivity of fracking waste fluids, finding evidence of
long-lived, environmentally persistent radioactive decay products.850 “NORM is
emerging as a contaminant of concern in hydraulic fracturing/unconventional drilling
wastes, yet the extent of the hazard is currently unknown.” The study determined that
previous testing and study methods likely underestimate radioactivity by focusing only
on radium. The researchers developed a new method to accurately predict the
concentrations of uranium, thorium, and radium and their alpha-emitting progeny,
polonium and lead, in fracking wastewater. They found that, under certain conditions,
radioactivity increased over time, due to ingrowth of alpha-emitting radioactive progeny
of long-lived parent radionuclides such as radium. The authors warned that these decay
products may potentially contaminate recreational, agricultural, and residential areas, and
that a more detailed understanding is needed of how radionuclides accumulate in higher
organisms. In an accompanying article in Environmental Health Perspectives, James
Burch, a University of South Carolina epidemiologist who was not involved in the study,
said that fracking activities and wastewater disposal, which often take place in close
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proximity to where people live and work, raise risks for human exposure. “The
technology is vastly outpacing what we know about the health effects.”851
•

May 8, 2014 – A group of leading medical experts and the American Lung Association of
the Northeast detailed research and growing concerns about potential health impacts of
radon and radium associated with natural gas production and the Marcellus Shale, in
particular. High levels of radiation in the Marcellus Shale could pose health threats if
high concentrations of radon and its decay products travel with natural gas, a problem
compounded by the short distance Marcellus gas could travel in pipelines to people’s
homes.852

•

March 23, 2014 – A team led by toxicology researchers at the University of Iowa
identified high levels of radioactivity in fracking wastewater as a significant concern and
noted that the testing methods used and recommended by state regulators in the
Marcellus Shale region can dramatically underestimate the amount of radioactivity—
specifically radium—in fracking wastewater.853 Results obtained using EPArecommended protocols can be obscured by the presence of other contaminant mixtures.
Regarding the use of EPA protocols with fracking wastewater or other highly saline
solutions, Duke University geochemist Avner Vengosh noted, “People have to know that
this EPA method is not updated.”854

•

February 2014 – The Marcellus Shale is known to have high uranium and radium
content. According to Mark Engle, USGS geochemist, the concentration of radium-226
can exceed 10,000 picoCuries/Liter (pCi/L) in the shale. Radium-226 has a half-life of
1,600 years. Radium and other naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM) can be
released from shale rock during drilling and fracking and can emerge with flowback and
produced waters. It can thus enter the ambient environment and become concentrated in
the sludge that results from treatment of flowback water, and in river sediment around
water treatment facilities. It can also be found in landfills in which sludge and sediment
have been disposed. Some radium can be found in drinking water. Geochemist Avner
Vengosh warned, “Once you have a release of fracking fluid into the environment, you
end up with a radioactive legacy.”855
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•

October 2, 2013 – A peer-reviewed study of the impacts of drilling wastewater treated
and discharged into a creek by a wastewater facility in western Pennsylvania documented
radium levels approximately 200 times greater in sediment samples near the discharge
location than in sediment samples collected upstream of the plant or elsewhere in western
Pennsylvania. “The absolute levels that we found are much higher than what you allow in
the U.S. for any place to dump radioactive material,” one of the authors told Bloomberg
News. The pollution occurred despite the fact that the treatment plant removed a
substantial amount of the radium from the drilling wastewater before discharging it. The
researchers wrote that the accumulation of radium in sludge removed from the
wastewater “could pose significant exposure risks if not properly managed.”856, 857

•

February 2013 – In an analysis of fracking sludge samples from Pennsylvania,
researchers “… confirmed the presence of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation in the soil
and water in reserve pits located on agricultural land.” Total beta radiation exceeded
regulatory guideline values by more than 800 percent, and elevated levels of some of the
radioactive constituents remained in a vacated pit that had been drained and leveled. It is
imperative, the research team concluded, “that we obtain better knowledge of the quantity
of radioactive material and the specific radioisotopes being brought to the earth’s surface
from these mining processes.”858

•

July 26, 2012 – Responding to concern about radon in natural gas produced from the
Marcellus Shale, the USGS analyzed ten samples of gas collected near the wellheads of
three Pennsylvania gas wells. The agency found radon levels ranging from 1-79
picocuries per liter, with an average of 36 and a median of 32. (The highest radon activity
reported here would decay to 19.8 pCi/L in approximately a week; by comparison, the
EPA’s threshold for indoor air remediation is 4 pCi/L.) Asserting they knew of no
previous published measurements of radon in natural gas from the Appalachian Basin,
which contains the Marcellus Shale, agency scientists concluded that the number of
samples “is too small to … yield statistically valid results” and urged “collection and
interpretation of additional data.”859

•

January 11, 2012 – In its review of the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation’s (NYS DEC) Supplemental Generic Environmental Impact Statement
(SGEIS) on high volume fracturing, the EPA expressed concerns about the diffusion of
responsibility for the ultimate disposal of radioactive wastes generated by treatment or
pretreatment of drilling wastewater. The EPA also raised concerns about the lack of
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analysis of radon and other radiation exposure. “Who is responsible for addressing the
potential health and safety issues and associated monitoring related to external radiation
and the inhalation of radon and its decay products?” the EPA asked. “Such potential
concerns need to be addressed.”860
•

September 7, 2011 – The USGS reported that radium levels in wastewater from oil and
gas wells in New York and Pennsylvania, including those in the Marcellus Shale, “have a
distinctly higher median … than reported for other formations in the Appalachian Basin,
and range to higher values than reported in other basins.” The median level of radium
found in Marcellus Shale wastewater in New York, 5,490 pCi/L, is almost 1,100 times
the maximum contaminant level for drinking water, which is five pCi/L. In other words,
if a million gallons of Marcellus Shale wastewater contaminated with the median level of
radium found in New York were to spill into a waterway, 1.1 billion gallons of water
would be required to dilute the radium to the maximum legal level.861 (The EPA’s healthbased goal for radium in drinking water is zero.) Over time, radium naturally decays into
radioactive radon gas. Thus, higher radium levels also suggest that higher levels of radon
may also be present in natural gas produced from the Marcellus Shale.

•

February 27, 2011 – The New York Times reported on the threat to New York’s drinking
water from Pennsylvania drilling waste due to the presence of chemical contaminants,
including high levels of radioactivity. The investigation found that sewage treatment
plants were neither testing for nor capable of removing that radioactivity, which was
subsequently discharged into waterways that supply drinking water, and that, in some
cases, wastewater contained radium levels that were hundreds of times higher than the
drinking water standard. Drillers sent some of this waste to New York State for disposal
even though, as the article noted, EPA scientists had warned the state about this very
problem in a December 2009 letter that advised against sewage treatment plants
accepting drilling waste with radium levels 12 or more times as high as the drinking
water standard.862

•

2008-2009 – The New York State DEC found that wastewater from 11 of 13 vertical
wells drilled in New York’s Marcellus Shale in 2008 and 2009 contained radium levels
ranging from 400 times to nearly 3,400 times EPA’s safe levellimit for radium in
drinking water. These figures later informed the 2011 study of radium in drilling
wastewater conducted by the USGS.863
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•

January 1993 – NORM contamination in the oil and gas industry is widespread and can
occur as radioactive scale, films, and sludges. “Some contamination may be sufficiently
severe that maintenance and other personnel may be exposed to hazardous
concentrations,” according to this 1993 article in the Journal of Petroleum Technology.864
Uranium, thorium, radium, and associated decay products from the production of oil is
typically found in radioactive scale and produced water. Radon and its long-lived decay
products more typically contaminate natural gas facilities. Federal agencies in the United
States do not regulate oil and gas waste, so it is up to individual states to regulate the
serious problem of disposal of radioactive materials and equipment.
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Occupational health and safety hazards
Drilling and fracking jobs are among the most dangerous jobs in the nation with a fatality rate
at least four times the national average. Irregularities in reporting practices mean that counts
of on-the-job fatalities among oil and gas workers are likely underestimated. Contract workers
are especially at risk. In 2019, the most recent year for which data are available, 104 oil and gas
extraction workers died on the job, up from 94 in 2018. These deaths represent over 82 percent
of the fatal work injuries in the mining sector. In a 2020 study of suicide deaths by industry,
workers employed in mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction had the highest suicide rate.
A 2020 study showed that retired oil and gas workers had the highest prevalence of self-reported
poor health of all industry categories of retirees.
Occupational hazards in the fracking industry include head injuries, traffic accidents, blunt
trauma, burns, inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors, toxic chemical exposures, radiation exposure,
heat exhaustion, dehydration, and sleep deprivation. An investigation of occupational exposures
found high levels of benzene in the urine of well pad workers, especially those in close proximity
to flowback fluid coming up from wells following fracturing activities. Exposure to silica dust,
which is definitively linked to silicosis and lung cancer, was singled out by the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) as a particular threat to workers in fracking
operations where silica sand is used. [See also Sand Mining and Processing and Radioactive
Releases.] At the same time, research shows that many gas field workers, despite these serious
occupational hazards, are uninsured or underinsured and lack access to basic medical care.
In 2018, the first independent investigation of its kind showed that pipeline construction workers
die on the job 3.6 times more often than the average U.S. worker. Pipeline worker deaths occur
from crushings, fires, and heat exhaustion. The number of miles of U.S. pipelines tripled from
2006 to 2016, and newer pipelines are less safe than older ones. Pipelines built after 2010 suffer
higher failure rates than pipelines built at any other time.

•

June 23, 2021 – Minnesota state regulators fined Precision Pipeline $25,000, the
minimum required by law, in an incident involving the death of an employee who was
run over by a forklift while checking a list of materials at the Enbridge Energy Line 3 site
in northern Minnesota. Precision Pipeline contested the citation.865

•

May 21, 2021 – In its final report on the October 2019 deadly hydrogen sulfide (H2S)
release at the Aghorn Operating Inc. oil and gas site in Odessa, Texas, the U.S. Chemical
Safety and Hazard Investigation Board (CSB) identified “six serious safety issues.” These
were nonuse of personal H2S detector, nonperformance of “lockout/tagout,” confinement
of H2S inside pump house, lack of a safety management program, nonfunctioning H2S
detection and alarm system, and deficient site security. The CSB made nine
recommendations, seven to the company and one each to regulators OSHA and the Texas
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Railroad Commission. The release killed an Aghorn employee and his spouse. (See July
21, 2020 entry.)866
•

May 4, 2021 – In 2019, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics category that includes oil and
gas extraction workers (“mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction”) had the second
highest fatality rate, 14.6 per 100,000 workers, of any industry category. Oil and gas
extraction workers specifically comprised 82 percent of the on-the-job fatalities (104 of
the 127 deaths) in this category. Oil and gas extraction workers suffered ten more deaths
in 2019 than in 2018, which was greater than each year before that, since 2014. Oil and
gas extraction workers, according to this federal categorization system, include oil and
gas extraction, drilling oil and gas wells, and support activities for oil and gas
operations.867

•

April 26, 2021 – Reporting on OSHA’s “Top 10” violations for various industries in
2020, Safety and Health Magazine reported that out of a total of 258 OSHA violations for
the oil and gas extraction, 102 were cited as serious. In addition, the article noted that
2020 was a year of one of the lowest total OSHA inspections on record.868

•

October 26, 2020 – Retired oil and gas extraction workers had the highest prevalence of
self‐reported poor health and were over twice as likely as retirees in other industries to
report poor health status. They also suffered a significantly higher prevalence of hearing
loss than all other retirees, according to a study conducted by National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) researchers. This study, the first to examine the
health of retired manual labor miners and oil and gas extraction workers compared with
other U.S. retirees, used a 2002-2017 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) dataset.
The NHIS is “a nationally representative survey of civilian, noninstitutionalized adults
that collects information on this population's longest‐held job, health status, and chronic
diseases.” The survey also showed that retired oil and gas extraction workers—similar to
retired miners—suffer a higher prevalence of lung dysfunction or breathing problems
than retirees from other industries. The researchers note that the boom and bust of
extraction industries can lead to involuntary retirement and also that lack of a mandatory
retirement age can compel oil and gas workers to work until they are physically unable.
Researchers also noted that these workers have a higher morbidity during their working
years, and this continues into retirement. This study did not have the statistical power to
analyze and compare incidence of specific cancers within retirees from different
industries. Researchers urged the development of illness prevention strategies and
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reductions in workplace exposures to prevalent hazards such as noise, silica, and diesel
exhaust.869
•

October 6, 2020 – In 2018, 94 oil and gas extraction workers were killed on the job,
accounting for 72 percent of the fatal work injuries in the “Mining, quarrying, and oil and
gas extraction” sector, and 13 deaths more than the previous year. This edition of the
AFL-CIO’s yearly Death on the Job: The Toll of Neglect stated that the reporting year
saw “no forward action on critical safety and health problems, including… silica in
mining.”870

•

July 21, 2020 – E&E News investigated the increase in oil and gas sites handling
hydrogen sulfide across Texas, particularly in the Permian Basin, with a focus on the
circumstances of the death of an oil worker and his wife in October 2019.871 A “lethal
fog” of hydrogen sulfide at levels 137 times the fatal dose killed Jacob Dean, 44, while at
work on a repair, and Natalee Dean, 37, who went looking for him when he had not
returned home. In the Deans’ county alone there were 2,552 oil and gas sites with
hydrogen sulfide permits. Between 2015 and 2019, 96 percent of the inspections of these
sites statewide only involved verification of whether warning signs and fences were in
place, according to the investigation. Though both “OSHA and Texas have regulations
meant to protect people against hydrogen sulfide…. the agencies each police different
aspects of the industry, and they often don’t communicate with each other.”

•

May 14, 2020 – In a study of liquid storage tanks for organic chemical additives on
72,023 U.S. fracking well pads, over 95 percent of the total non-methane volatile organic
compound (VOC) emissions were Agency for Toxic Substances & Disease Registry
(ATSDR) priority-list hazardous substances. Nearly 17 percent of the emissions
identified in the study were caused by 15 carcinogenic compounds. Moreover, the
researchers found that median well emissions rose dramatically between 2008 and 2014,
due to the increase in the amount of chemicals used to fracture each well. Researchers
cautioned that limitations they faced in their ability to collect data resulted in an
underestimate of emissions. They were not able to access information on proprietary
chemicals, which may be toxic and/or carcinogenic, and, of the 2,000 chemicals that were
reported, the researchers could only locate complete information for 475. “Therefore, the
emissions of the approximately 1500 remaining compounds (including a large number of
organic compounds) were not estimated.”872
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•

April 30, 2020 – The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
released its 2017 data set from the Fatalities from the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry
(FOG) database.873 The FOG database was established to collect detailed information
about the circumstances related to deaths of workers in oil and gas extraction. For the
year 2017, “FOG captured 69 fatalities as a result of 65 incidents, including 3 multiple
fatality incidents.” As before, Texas was the state with the most fatalities and “well
servicing” was by far the most common industry group represented. “Vehicle incidents”
and “contact injuries” describe again the majority of the “event type” leading to the
fatalities. 2017 data contain further detail about the material being transported during
transportation-involved fatalities: the majority involved transportation of “fluids.” It is
important to note the FOG database is not designed to be comparable with other statistics,
e.g. those of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), but rather to collect detailed
information on the fatalities. “The case definitions (i.e. inclusion criteria) differ.
Therefore, each system will have a different number of fatalities each year.” Importantly,
in contrast to BLS, FOG includes all cardiac events where symptoms begin at work.
Cardiac events that begin at work are included in FOG because acute exposure to
some chemicals or toxic substances can mimic or induce cardiac events. Also, they
are included to support the identification and characterization of factors that may
influence the occurrence or outcome of these incidents, such as physically demanding
work, and working alone and in remote locations.
The release of 2018 data and a forthcoming summary spanning 2014-2018 have been
delayed due to the current COVID-19 response.874 The 2014 data set was the first of the
program and a 2015-2016 data set was released last year. (See entries below for May 13,
2019 and August 24, 2017.)

•

April 28, 2020 – A worker’s foot and lower leg were crushed and permanently injured as
a result of a hydraulic line blowout on a Wyoming fracking site, and he filed suit against
the fracking company as well as the company that provided the equipment. The worker
alleged these entities owed him a “‘duty of reasonable care’ to ensure the fracking
equipment on the job sites was safe and properly maintained,” which was violated when
they “failed to have regular equipment inspections and repairs done – knowing that not
doing so could result in serious injury or death.”875

•

March 3, 2020 – Using data from a Canadian population-based case-control study,
researchers evaluated the associations between workplace exposures of inhaled silica
particles and bladder cancer. For this study, fracking workers would presumably be
included in the category “Mining and quarrying including oil and gas field occupations,”
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where researchers found over 76 percent were exposed to silica.876 Researchers noted that
petrochemical workers are documented to have an increased risk of bladder cancer. For
this study, they used detailed lifetime occupational histories, and considered latency,
concentration, frequency and duration of silica exposure. Results indicated “workers
exposed at high frequencies and/or for long durations are at increased risk of bladder
cancer.” This finding for silica was consistent with an exposure-response relationship.
•

January 24, 2020 – The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), using data
from the 2016 National Violent Death Reporting System, reported on suicide deaths by
industry and occupation in 32 states. Researchers identified a total of 15,779 such deaths,
including 12,505 (79 percent) men and 3,274 (21 percent) women.877 They found that,
among the 20 major industry groups analyzed, men in the group “Mining, Quarrying, and
Oil and Gas Extraction” had the highest suicide rate, at 54.2 per 100,000 workers. The
next highest was Construction at 45.3 per 100,000 workers. The average for men in the
entire study population was 27.4 per 100,000 workers. The data was not broken down in
order to see the specific rate of oil and gas workers within the larger group.

•

December 19, 2019 – In this economic analysis considering the health‐related economic
impact of using silica sand as the proppant in fracking, researchers found that “the use of
each ton of silica proppant results in $123 of external costs from fatalities and nonfatal
illness arising due to exposure to silica for a crew handing 60,000 tons of proppants.”878
They find that replacement with a less harmful, more expensive alternative would be
economical if these health-related “externalities” were taken into account.

•

December 17, 2019 – In 2018, the most recent year for which data are available, 94 oil
and gas extraction workers died on the job, up from 81 in 2017. These deaths represent
over 72 percent of the fatal work injuries in the mining sector.879

•

September 11, 2019 – NIOSH’s Western States Division staff published a paper outlining
the proceedings of a day-long conference for health and safety professionals working in
oil and gas exploration and production that addressed controls related to frack sand
exposure. Respirable crystalline silica (RCS) is linked to silicosis, lung cancer, kidney
and skin diseases. The controls described fell into the categories: elimination through use
of alternative proppants; substitution (use of treated quartz sand to minimize aerosol
emissions); and engineering controls. The NIOSH group was following up on their 2013
determination that “RCS exposures during these operations exceeded the relevant
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occupational exposure limits, in some cases by a factor of 10 or more.” Though they cited
progress on controls implemented to help limit worker exposures in the interim years,
authors pointed out limitations to the information presented at the conference. “These
include lack of more exhaustive detail related to industrial hygiene sampling data and
results as well as the lack of third-party confirmation and public reporting of the control
assessments.” The authors wrote that few scientific publications on new controls and
evaluation of their effectiveness were available. They said the imperative is “that we
focus as intently on controls to mitigate the risks for ‘long and latent’ adverse health
outcomes, in this case preventable but extremely serious lung disease, including lung
cancer.”880
•

June 12, 2019 – According to the U.S. Chemical Safety Investigation Board (CSB), the
January 2018 explosion of a natural gas rig in southwestern Oklahoma, which killed five
workers during the drilling process, was caused by the failure of two protective barriers
designed to prevent uncontrolled gas blowouts. As a consequence, a mixture of mud and
gas blew upwards out of the well, and the gas ignited and exploded. These mechanical
failures, determined the CSB investigators, were, in turn, the result of significant lapses
in safety protocols, including warning alarms that did not sound. All five workers who
died were trapped inside the driller’s cabin when fire blocked both exit doors. This
problem, inherent to the design of the cabin, is not exceptional. The CSB investigation
found that “there is no guidance to ensure that an emergency evacuation option is present
onboard these rigs or can protect workers in the driller’s cabin from fire hazards.”881, 882
This accident remains one of the worst oil field incidents in U.S. history.

•

May 13, 2019 – NIOSH released a data set covering 2015-2016 from the FOG database,
capturing “92 fatalities as a result of 79 incidents, including eight multiple fatality
incidents.”883 Sixty-three of these fatalities occurred in 2015 and 29 in 2016. Forty-five of
the 92 occurred in Texas, 13 in North Dakota, 8 in Oklahoma, and 5 in New Mexico.
Fifty-four of the workers who were killed worked in “well servicing,” and 18 in “drilling
operations.” Twenty-six of the fatalities involved a “vehicle incident,” 22 involved a
“contact injury” (crushed or struck), and 13 involved explosions. Other variables within
the database describing the fatalities include ages of victims and their years of
experience, whether they were working unobserved and/or alone, and the circumstances
surrounding the multiple fatality incidents. Also noted is whether the information in any
given category is unknown.
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•

April 25, 2019 – In 2017, 81 oil and gas extraction workers died on the job, accounting
for 72 percent of the fatal work injuries in the mining sector, which, overall, has a fatality
rate nearly four times the national average.884 There were 18 more fatal occupational
injuries in oil and gas extraction industries than the previous year.885 (The 29th edition of
this AFL-CIO report, covering 2018, appeared on October 6, 2020; see Emerging
Trends.)

•

February 19, 2019 – An investigation into the death of oil worker Dennis Mason by E&E
News shows how inhalation of toxic vapors is systematically overlooked as a possible
cause of workplace mortality and “indicates that more than four years after worker safety
officials started warning of the lethal dangers of inhaling petroleum gases, the danger is
still ignored in some corners of the oil patch.”886 NIOSH has linked at least 13 oil worker
deaths to inhalation of petroleum gases, such as butane and propane. However, because
medical examiners do not always test for the substances, and attribute the deaths to
“natural causes,” there are likely more. In this case, The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) investigators immediately suspected that Dennis Mason was
killed by toxic vapors and sent information and materials to the responsible Oklahoma
state medical examiner, but state officials said they did not receive them. These materials
included a paper by an occupational medicine specialist describing how exposure to high
concentrations of hydrocarbon gases and vapors in an oxygen-deficient atmosphere can
result in sudden cardiac death among oil and gas extraction workers. Instead, the medical
examiner tested only for illegal drugs and alcohol before attributing his death to natural
causes.

•

February 13, 2019 – A series of catastrophic explosions and fires at a gas-processing
facility in Pascagoula, Mississippi shut the plant down for six months in June 2016. This
facility receives raw gas from drilling operations and separates it into natural gas and
hydrocarbon liquids, which are used to make petrochemicals. The U.S. Chemical Safety
Board’s final report identified “thermal fatigue” as the probable cause of the series of
conditions leading to the explosions. A “major loss of containment” in a heat exchanger
resulted in the release of methane, ethane, propane, and several other hydrocarbons,
which subsequently ignited. The report’s interactive 3D model showed that the heat
exchanger used at the Enterprise Plant, as well as at over 500 other U.S. gas processing
facilities, is innately vulnerable to thermal fatigue. The timing of the explosions at the
Pascagoula Gas Plant, which occurred shortly before midnight, likely prevented injuries.
According to the final report, had the event happened during the day, with many more
workers present, the consequences could have been much worse. The report noted that
many nearby residents chose to evacuate, and afterwards, a local community organization
informed the Board that residents did not know how to respond to the explosions. “They
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felt uninformed and ill equipped to know if they were in harm’s way.” The final report’s
recommendations included the development of a “robust and engaged community alert
network.”887
•

December 21, 2018 – In the decade between 2008 and 2017, 1,566 U.S. workers died
from on-the-job injuries in the oil and gas drilling industry and related fields. These
figures were derived from data collected by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of
Labor Statistics as part of a special investigative report that included participation by the
Texas Tribune. In a slightly longer overlapping period, OSHA cited companies in the oil
and gas extraction industry for 10,873 violations and investigated 552 accidents that had
resulted in at least one worker death. Upstream drilling and fracking operations are
exempt from safety rules that govern all downstream sectors of the oil and gas industry.
Among these are rules that require refineries, petrochemical plants, and other high-hazard
operations to adopt procedures to prevent fires, explosions, and chemical leaks. The
investigation detailed a number of specific oil and gas industry deaths in Texas,
highlighting the various preventative and regulatory failures associated with traumatic
injury; exposure to toxic gases, including hydrogen sulfide; and blowout risk and fires.888

•

October 11, 2018 – In addition to social isolation and the wide-ranging effects of jobrelated stress, the physical costs to well pad workers are high, according to a qualitative
study on oil workers’ social, emotional, and psychological well-being. The study
consisted of in-depth interviews with 14 oil industry workers in Alberta, Canada. Twelve
were men and two were women. Thirteen of the fourteen workers were employed by
third-party contractors. They included heavy-equipment operators, surveyors, health and
safety specialists, environmentalists, biologists, wireline engineers, derrick hands,
consultants, and drillers. All were rotational workers. Rotational work involves travel to
various oil fields and working extended shift schedules, which typically involves 21
consecutive days of work followed by three days off. Most of the respondents said they
experienced physical pain on a somewhat regular basis. These findings corroborate the
results of other studies reviewed by the authors. “Rotational oil field workers are
vulnerable to personal, social, and economic stressors that may result in degraded
wellbeing…. As we explored here, ‘good jobs’ in the patch come at a steep psychosocial
and physical health cost to the labourers.”889

•

October 10, 2018 – The most “cohesive explanation yet” for one of the worst oil field
accidents in U.S. history, the January 2018 Oklahoma well fire which killed five workers,
came from a lawsuit based on dozens of depositions. OSHA had sought penalties but did
not offer an explanation, and the U.S. Chemical Safety Board stated plans to issue a
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report over a year later. (See Emerging Trend 6 in the front matter of this report,
regarding the findings of the final report.) The factors explained in the lawsuit included
ignoring warnings about using a cheaper and lighter drilling mud, and a broken and
locked door out of which the five workers may have been able to escape.890 The operating
company blamed contractors.891 (See also entry below for August 16, 2018.)
•

September 12, 2018 – In 2016, oil and gas pipeline construction workers died on the job
3.6 times more often than the average U.S. worker, as determined by the first independent
investigation to compile and present fatality rates for those who build oil and gas
pipelines in the United States. That same year oil and gas pipeline construction workers
had the highest death rate and number of deaths for those employed in these jobs since
2012. “If we add the deaths of workers whose job it is to maintain and monitor the
pipelines as they carry the fuels (pipeline transport), 2016 was the deadliest year for oil
and gas pipeline workers since 2009.”892 Pipeline worker deaths occurred from crushings,
fires, and heat exhaustion. The number of miles of U.S. pipelines carrying oil and other
hazardous liquids tripled from 2006 to 2016, and newer pipelines are less safe than old
ones. Pipelines built after 2010 suffer failures at a higher rate than pipelines built “at any
time in the last century,” with pipelines carrying natural gas over five times more
disaster-prone. The author made available her complete methodology and references for
the project, with a discussion of her methodology and other data sources, including
strengths, weaknesses, and comparability. Her stated intention in building a first-of-its
kind oil and gas pipeline fatality report was to be “as straightforward and replicable as
possible.”893

•

August 20, 2018 – Nearly 1,000 workers have been killed in the ten years since hydraulic
fracturing and horizontal drilling technologies rapidly expanded, although the current oil
and gas worker fatality rate is down from its earlier high at seven times higher than across
all industries. Persistent fatality risk factors include the practice of manual tank gauging,
vehicle crashes, and inexperienced workers.894

•

August 16, 2018 – On January 22, 2018, five workers were killed during the drilling of a
gas well in Pittsburg County, Oklahoma. While the drill pipe was being lifted, a mixture
of mud and gas blew upwards out of the well, and the gas subsequently ignited and
exploded. A “factual update” as part of the ongoing investigation by the U.S. Chemical
Safety Board found that a piece of safety equipment designed to control the release of
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fluids from the well was unable to fully close on the day of the accident and that other
safety corners had been cut.895
•

April 29, 2018 – Improper or inadequate use of personal protective equipment was of
highest concern in a survey of industry workers and regulators that was designed to find
the frequency of “failure incidents” and near misses at wellhead sites. Workers and
regulators also cited spills of flowback water due to equipment failure as a major
concern, with regard to the welfare of both workers and the general public, as these spills
“occur more frequently than any other scenario examined in this study.”896

•

April 26, 2018 – There were 63 deaths in oil and gas extraction in 2016, as reported in the
2018 edition of the AFL-CIO report, Death on the Job, The Toll of Neglect. The fatality
rate for the overall mining sector, which includes oil and gas extraction, was 10.1 per
100,000 workers, nearly three times the national average. These 63 deaths in oil and gas
accounted for 71 percent of the total number of fatal work injuries in the mining sector.897

•

March 21, 2018 – The trade publication, Industrial Safety & Hygiene News, published a
summary of January 2015 to February 2017 oil and gas extraction worker “incidents,”
which included 481 hospitalizations and 166 amputations. The article outlined the data
gaps and limitations that make accurate tallies of severe injuries in upstream oil and gas
operations hard to calculate:
•
•
•
•

•

State-run OSHA programs are not included in the count.
Reporting errors and underreporting are common. Based on workers
compensation data, underreporting is estimated at 50 percent; self-reported
incidents may lack crucial detail or information.
OSHA jurisdiction does not cover incidents that occur on public streets,
highways, or during commuting.
Trucking/hauling related incidents may be listed under other [National
Association of Insurance Commissioners] codes.898

December 6, 2017 – Two occupational fatalities and numerous injuries resulted from
explosions and fires along oil and gas pipelines in Colorado in the time since two men
were killed at home from such a blast in April 2016, according to a Denver Post
investigation. One contract worker was killed and two others were injured in May while
they “were changing ‘dump lines’ and ‘one or more tanks exploded,’ according to a
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report filed in [Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission’s] database.” Another
worker died of his burn injuries from a flash fire in November that broke out during work
on a pipeline. “The COGCC did not receive a report on this incident… because the
pipeline was a ‘gathering line’ outside the agency’s regulatory purview.” The
investigation documented additional gaps in regulatory oversight and responses to deaths
and injuries.899
•

October 1, 2017 – An investigation by the Toronto Star, the National Observer, Global
News, and four Canadian journalism schools reported on hydrogen sulphide (H2S)-related
health threats and incidents (including one occupational death) in Saskatchewan, and
government and industry failure to prevent, warn, and respond to this threat. The more
than 50 reporters involved “examined thousands of industry and government documents,
analyzed terabytes of data and delved into dozens of freedom-of-information requests,”
documenting, for example, the existence of government data describing H2S “hotspots”
across the province, that were never released to the public despite agency deliberations.
In addition, reporters wrote,
Ministry and industry met four times between 2012 and 2014 to plot strategy,
including emergency planning zones, a public communications document, a code
of practice and a licensing regime for high-risk, single-well batteries. Those plans
were never adopted, a ministry statement confirms.
An industry salesman was killed in 2014 while taking samples. A valve broke and the
concentration of H2S in the spewed fluids, according to the company, “was estimated at
40,000 parts per million, more than enough to bring near-instant death.” The
investigation found that four months after the death, “a secret ministry report listed 161
facilities ‘that may be in violation of (the ministry’s) sour gas emission control.’”900

•

August 24, 2017 – NIOSH’s Fatalities in Oil and Gas Extraction (FOG) database
identified 88 fatal incidents accounting for 101 fatalities, for the year 2014. In ten of the
88 incidents, more than one worker was fatally injured. The FOG database was
established to collect detailed information about deaths related to U.S. oil and gas
extraction. The report, which represents only a portion of the deaths that occurred in the
industry due to the focus and limitations of the database, aims to provide a deeper
understanding of the circumstances of the fatalities, such as the industry group the worker
was employed by, and operations and types of activities occurring at the time of the fatal
incident. The majority of fatalities in FOG, 45 percent, involved workers employed
by servicing companies. These servicing company worker fatalities occurred throughout
oil and gas extraction operations: completions (14 fatalities), production (11 fatalities),
and well servicing, workover, or intervention (5 fatalities). The industry group
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responsible for the second highest number of fatalities was drilling companies, at 27
percent, with most of those deaths occurring during drilling operations (20 fatalities).901
•

May 30, 2017 – In a “rare, but not unprecedented” case, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) opened an investigation of air emissions from two North
Dakota oil well sites where worker deaths occurred in 2012 and 2014. EPA requested
information from both companies to determine Clean Air Act compliance on the day of
the deaths. According to the E&E News report, it was not clear whether the agency was
“looking at civil or criminal sanctions.” Both workers, who were “flow testers,”
“assigned to regularly measure tank levels by hand,” were found dead near tank
hatches.902 (No further information could be located on this investigation.)

•

April 28, 2017 – Fatality rates for oil and gas extraction workers associated with falls
increased two percent per year during 2003–2013, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention’s Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report. These 63 fatal falls
represented 15 percent of the fatal events among this group in the time period. The
majority of those who were killed by falls worked for drilling contractors. In the vast
majority of cases, “fall protection was required by regulation, but it was not used, was
used improperly, or the equipment failed.” Authors noted several limitations of their
report, such as the lack of information on self-employed workers and lack of detail in
some fatality reports.903

•

April 26, 2017 – The 2017 edition of the AFL-CIO report, Death on the Job: The Toll of
Neglect, which reported on the year 2015, showed that, although the number of deaths in
the oil and gas extraction industries decreased compared to 2014 (89 compared to 144),
employment in oil and gas extraction also decreased from 613,783 in 2014 to 533,184 in
2015. The deaths in the oil and gas extraction industries “accounted for 74% of the fatal
work injuries in the mining sector.” Referring to the challenges of getting a firm handle
on statistics in this industry, the report stated that, “[f]atality rate data for the oil and gas
industry are limited, but available data during the past seven years show fatality rates in
oil and gas extraction that are four to seven times the national fatality rate.” Further,
“[n]ot surprisingly, states with large amounts of oil and gas activity also have high job
fatality rates.” Citing the continuing problem of assigning cause of death in the case of
possible inhalation of toxic fumes, the report stated, “[w]hile some deaths are
appropriately classified as inhalation deaths, others can be labeled as cardiac arrhythmia
or respiratory failure, without further investigation as to whether the health event was
induced by acute chemical exposure.” As in previous years, the report expressed concerns
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about the regulatory gaps in controlling a range of potentially fatal hazards in the
industry.904
•

February 1, 2017 – Caused by exposure to silica particles or dust, silicosis is a
progressive, autoimmune disease that scars lung tissue and restricts the ability to breathe.
Any level of exposure to respirable crystalline silica can trigger silicosis. A special report
on the history of silicosis in the Journal of Environmental Health provided background
on silicosis as a workplace threat in various industries and identified drilling and fracking
operations as a source of contemporary exposure. The report predicts a future cluster of
silicosis among well pad workers, noting that research has already identified
“unacceptable levels” of silica dust in air samples collected at fracking operations and
that workers are seldom offered appropriate respiratory equipment to prevent exposure.
Fracking “has the potential for future clusters of silicosis cases to emerge.”905

•

February 1, 2017 – University of Tennessee Civil and Environmental Engineering faculty
investigated the occupational inhalation risks from the emissions of chemical storage
tanks in 60,644 fracking wells. They also analyzed the combined occupational inhalation
risks caused by open flowback pits and the storage tanks. They used AERMOD, the air
pollution dispersion modeling system developed by the American Meteorological Society
and EPA, and inhalation risk assessment to determine potential acute non-cancer, chronic
non-cancer, acute cancer, and chronic cancer risks. Their results showed the percentage
of wells presenting these risks were 12.41, 0.11, 7.53, and 5.80, respectively. They also
found that the storage tanks presented the majority of the cancer risks, and the non-cancer
risks were associated primarily to the open pits. The known human carcinogen
formaldehyde was “the dominant contributor” to both acute (4,267 wells) and chronic
(3,470 wells) cancer risk. Authors also reported that volatile organic compound (VOC)
emissions from nearby wells and other on-site sources means that the data used in their
study “were lower than reported concentrations from field measurements where higher
occupational inhalation risks for exposure may be expected.” 906

•

January 19, 2017 – A group of Canadian physicians published a report documenting ten
intentional intoxications from the ingestion of fracking fluid. Each individual survived,
which the authors attribute to “[r]apid case finding and diligent contact tracing.” Their
report, published in the American Journal of Kidney Diseases, focused on this
appropriate response and treatment, but also described the “outbreak” challenge from a
public health perspective and emphasized the need for prevention education and
“requiring secure storage of these products.” Though the professions or workplaces of the
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patients are not described, presumably they were oil and gas industry workers with easy
access to fracking fluid.907
•

September 25, 2016 – A four-chapter investigative series by the Denver Post explored in
detail Colorado’s 12-year record of an oil and gas worker dying, on average, every three
months. The piece documented the obstacles present in even clarifying the occupational
mortalities owing to the differing reporting practices of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
OSHA, and state officials. “Regulation is so disjointed that no one can even agree on the
number of workers killed on the job.” Investigating the details of the deaths through any
available records, the Post described a “regulatory vacuum,” as well as “little
consequence” to the industry when deaths (or worksite violations) occur. Worker death
circumstances examined in the piece included electrocutions, falls and collapsed
structures, crushings by equipment, explosions, and a drowning in frack sand. The Post
also identified five lawsuits over 15 years “in which workers alleged that they were
punished for reporting injuries or safety hazards.”908

•

April 27, 2016 – According to the 2016 edition of the AFL-CIO report, Death on the Job:
The Toll of Neglect, the fatality rate for workers in the oil and gas extraction industries is
nearly five times the national average, and the states with prominent oil and gas
industries are among the most dangerous states to work. In addition, the report
emphasized, the industry has been exempted from some critical OSHA standards,
including that for carcinogenic benzene. The report also emphasized the danger of silica
dust exposure in hydraulic fracturing-related work and the significant delays in
controlling workers’ exposures in these operations. “Oil and gas extraction is subject to
OSHA general industry and construction regulations, none of which are designed to
address the particular safety and hazards in the oil and gas industry…. The escalating
fatalities and injuries in the oil and gas extraction industry demand intensive and
comprehensive intervention,” the report stated.909

•

April 21, 2016 – According to an updated report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
fatal work injuries in oil and gas extraction industries in 2014 reached a new high of
144.910

•

February 29, 2016 – Inside Energy’s report on high rates of hydrocarbon vapor poisoning
among oilfield workers noted that an outdated reliance on manual measurements rather
than automated monitoring contributes to ongoing toxic exposures of workers. Under
federal oil and gas regulations, oil companies are effectively required to send workers “up
on oil and gas tanks to manually measure crude oil, putting them at risk.” The report
explained that the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) allows just one kind of automated
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measurement. The method is expensive and uncommonly used: “there are only 1,500 in
use, compared to more than 83,000 oil tanks on federal land. By being so inflexible,
BLM’s outdated rules make it very hard to use safer oil measuring devices while making
manual oil tank measurement—which endangers workers—the most viable option for
companies.”911
•

February 19, 2016 – The fatal injuries of a backhoe operator who struck and hit an
unmarked, high-pressure gas line in July 2015 prompted an investigation by StateImpact
in Pennsylvania. The news group noted that “there are no local, state or federal rules on
how deep the lines should be buried underground, or even if they’re buried at all. There
are no standards for building and maintaining the lines. They don’t have to be marked.
And the operator of the line doesn’t have to participate in PA One Call [a statewide
communications system for preventing damage to underground facilities], which led to
the fatality in Armstrong County.”912

•

January 15, 2016 – In a publication in Centers for Disease Control’s Mortality &
Morbidity Weekly Report, researchers urged local and state epidemiologists and medical
examiners to not overlook hydrocarbon exposure as an underlying cause of death in gas
and oil field workers. “Health and safety professionals need to recognize and act on
nonfatal warning signs and symptoms, such as dizziness, confusion, immobility and
collapse in oil and gas workers who might have been exposed to high concentrations of
[hydrocarbon gas vapors] and to [oxygen]-deficient atmospheres.” Only three of nine
deaths that occurred between 2010 and 2015 in the oil and gas fields west of Appalachia
were ruled by coroners to have resulted from exposure to gas vapors, although all nine
had opened hatches of storage tanks and were exposed to hydrocarbon vapors and
oxygen-deficient air.913 The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette quoted emeritus professor at the
University of Pittsburgh Bernard Goldstein saying, “Occupational health experts also
suspect that some deaths involving fires, falls, crashes and mishandling of equipment
have resulted from faulty judgement or ‘wooziness’ associated with hydrocarbon vapor
exposure … [b]ut that underlying factor rarely shows up in fatality reports.”914

•

December 14, 2015 – As reported in the Guardian, the suicide rate in the Canadian
province of Alberta spiked by 30 percent spike in the first half of 2015, possibly linked to
the boom-and-bust cycle of the fracking industry. At the time of reporting, 40,000 jobs
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had been lost in Alberta since the drop in oil prices in late 2014. Mental health
professionals interviewed for the report included Edmonton social worker Leonard
McEwan, who specializes in clinical crises intervention and whose patients include those
directly or indirectly employed in the oil fields, noticed a sharp increase in suicides after
the recent plunge in oil prices. As revealed in the investigative report, three in every four
Alberta suicides are male and the vast majority are under 55. Gladys Blackmore,
executive director of a mental health program that targets those employed in the industry,
believes that young, male workers “living high-risk lifestyles, often in work camps,
where they ‘fly-in/fly-out’ for up to 24 days at a time” are particularly vulnerable.915
•

November 7, 2015 – The Denver Post reported on a “new federal database that was
developed to more precisely capture the deadly nature of oil and gas extraction.” For
Colorado, the national Fatalities in Oil and Gas Extraction (FOG) database contained two
additional oil and gas worker deaths for 2014 than did the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
“‘We knew from the Bureau of Labor Statistics data about the basics of what’s killing
workers,’ said Kyla Retzer, an epidemiologist who led the effort to compile the FOG
report. ‘We just wanted to be more in-depth in finding out what were the types of
operations and equipment were involved in these deaths.’”916 (See entry for August 24,
2017 above for official report.)

•

November 4, 2015 – San Antonio’s Express-News Editorial Board called for specific
actions to address Texas’s status “a national leader in oil field deaths.” The Board wrote
that federal fines are too low and unchanged since 1991 and that there is no Level 1
trauma center south of San Antonio near the region’s oil- and gas-producing counties.917

•

September 17, 2015 – The Bureau of Labor Statistic reported that the number of fatal
work injuries in oil and gas extraction industries rose 27 percent between 2013 and
2014.918

•

September 15, 2015 – E&E Publishing’s EnergyWire reported on the potentially deadly
risk of exposure to vapors from oil and gas field storage tanks, including deaths that were
officially attributed to cardiac arrest, though inhalation of toxic gases and lack of oxygen
played a role, as demonstrated in subsequent litigation. The reporter gave detail on the
circumstances of several of the deaths, including that of a long-haul trucker who had
heart disease and was diabetic, and whose death was classified as natural. “But he didn’t
suffer a heart attack that day, or a diabetic episode. Medical experts said he likely
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wouldn’t have died outside the toxic atmosphere on the catwalk.” A Denver cardiologist
testified that “there was no other reason for him to have died that day.”919 (NIOSH has
subsequently targeted outreach to medical examiners to improve their recognition of this
hazard and potential cause of death; see above.)
•

September 5, 2015 – In partnership with Rocky Mountain PBS I-News, The Durango
Herald reported on the oil and gas industry’s varied practices in their handling of silica
sand with regard to worker protection. In 2012 the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health issued an alert concerning workers at fracking sites being exposed to
silica dust at levels that exceeded occupational exposure limits. Industry has resisted
updates to the standards. The Herald report addressed technological and work practice
controls to reduce exposure on the part of some companies. Still, authors wrote, silicosis
“can hide for a decade before causing symptoms. No one knows how many oil and gas
workers may have already been exposed.”920

•

June 29, 2015 – An investigation by the Center for Public Integrity (CPI) found that lungdamaging silica is not sufficiently regulated to prevent silicosis (which is incurable and
has no effective treatment) or lung cancer in the workplace. Rules governing
occupational exposure to silica dust are far outdated, and advocacy efforts to tighten them
are four decades old. At particular risk, say the authors, are workers in oil and gas fields
where silica sand is used in fracking operations. Citing research by NIOSH, the CPI team
noted that nearly 80 percent of the air samples on the well pads were above the
recommended exposure limit for silica dust.921

•

June 15, 2015 – EnergyWire examined issues surrounding exposure to crystalline silica
from frack sand mining, which is a health concern to those living near mines and to those
working in the industry. Families living near industrial sand mining reported that their
health has been compromised by sand mine development and are concerned that
companies are not properly monitoring their extraction sites. The article noted that OSHA
is working on a new exposure rule for workers that the agency estimates would save
nearly 700 lives and prevent 1,600 new cases of silicosis annually. The oil and gas
industry is fighting the rule because of the cost associated with complying with a more
stringent permissible exposure limit. Crispin Pierce, public health researcher at the
University of Wisconsin in Eau Claire, is in the midst of a three-pronged research project
to look at the industry’s air effects. Among other findings, his project’s air monitors
around sand plants have found consistently finding higher readings than the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources’ reported regional values.922
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•

June 15, 2015 – In an update, NIOSH noted that silicosis death rates are rising again,
reversing an earlier, decade-long decline. In the list of job tasks with known high silica
exposures, the update named hydraulic fracturing of gas and oil wells. These results are
particularly concerning in light of earlier research showing significant under-detection of
silicosis among deceased workers with known exposure to silica dust.923

•

June 13, 2015 – Reporting on North Dakota’s fracking boom, the Center for Investigative
Reporting found that the major oil companies have largely written the rules governing
their own accountability for accidents. Deeply entrenched corporate practices and weak
federal oversight, according to the report, have led to high injury and death rates and a
shift of assigned responsibility to others. Using data from U.S. and Canadian regulators,
the journalists verified 74 on-the-job deaths among workers in Bakken Shale drilling and
fracking operations since 2006. The actual number of deaths is likely higher than
currently reported because federal regulators do not have a systematic way to record oiland gas-related deaths, and OSHA does not include certain fatalities, including those of
independent contractors. The report concluded that there was too little oversight from
OSHA, that laws to protect workers were outdated, and that there was a culture of selfregulation by the industry.924

•

May 29, 2015 – The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published statistics on
work-related fatalities during the fracking boom. The occupational fatality rate among
U.S. oil and gas industry extraction workers between 2003 and 2013 remained an average
of seven times higher than among U.S. workers in general (25.1 versus 3.7 deaths per
100,000 workers per year). Within this 11-year period, the industry doubled the size of its
workforce and increased drilling rigs by 71 percent. The number of occupational deaths
increased 27.6 percent, with a total of 1,189 deaths, but it did not increase as much as the
number of workers, resulting in an overall decrease in the fatality rate of 36.3 percent.
Transportation accidents and contact with objects and equipment were the most frequent
fatal events. Evidence suggests that the increased use of automated technologies on
drilling rigs may be contributing to the decline in death rates.925

•

April 22, 2015 – The AFL-CIO published data for job injuries, illnesses and deaths in a
national and state-by-state profile of worker safety and health in the United States,
presenting comparisons by state and industry. For the third year in a row, North Dakota
had the highest on-the-job fatality rate in the nation: 14.9 deaths per 100,000 workers, a
rate that is more than four times the national average, and which has more than doubled
since 2007. The fatality rate in the mining and oil and gas extraction sector in North
Dakota was 84.7 per 100,000, which is nearly seven times the national fatality rate of
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12.4 per 100,000 in this industry.926, 927
•

April 10, 2015 – In a study that was inclusive of fracking-based extraction but not
specific to it, NIOSH researchers updated their investigation into the sudden deaths of
nine oil and gas extraction workers found near hatches where hydrocarbons were stored.
All nine victims died between 2010 and 2014 and were unobserved or working alone at
the time of their deaths. The first report attributed the fatalities to “inhalation of volatile
petroleum hydrocarbons.”928 The update noted that when workers open hatches on
production tanks, a plume of hydrocarbon gases and vapors can be rapidly released due to
high internal pressure. Exposure to high concentrations of these low-molecular-weight
hydrocarbons creates asphyxiation and explosive hazards and can have narcotic effects,
resulting in disorientation, dizziness, and light-headedness. The authors cited reports of
other sudden deaths following butane and propane inhalation, exposure to which can
induce irregular heartbeat, insufficient oxygen supply, and respiratory depression.929 As
reported by the Denver Post, most of the death certificates listed natural causes or heart
failure as the cause likely because medical examiners can easily miss signs of toxic
inhalation during a routine autopsy. The nomadic nature of the industry presents
obstacles to proper training in tank handling techniques.930 NIOSH issued
recommendations for worker protections, including respiratory protection training and
engineering controls for remote gauging and venting.931

•

February 15, 2015 – Burn injuries among North Dakota workers surged to more than
3,100 over the past five years as the area has become the epicenter of a massive drilling
and fracking boom, as reported by the Star Tribune. Despite the flammability of Bakken
crude oil and the danger of oil rig work, North Dakota has no burn centers, and burn
victims must be transported out of state, typically to the Minneapolis-St. Paul area some
600 miles away. The article also covered the severe, debilitating, costly, and sometimes
fatal aspects of these occupational injuries.932
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•

February 13, 2015 – NIOSH reported that while silicosis death rates declined between
2001 and 2010, silicosis deaths were still occurring among young persons aged 15 to 44
years old, indicating extremely high exposures to respirable silica dust. Among emerging
new settings that put workers at risk for silicosis, the authors named oil and gas extraction
industry workers.933

•

January 14, 2015 – The Charleston Gazette-Mail reported that, due to an increase in
workplace deaths that has accompanied the boom in natural gas drilling and production
from the Marcellus Shale fields in Northern West Virginia, the Governor there has called
for a study aimed at reversing that trend. “Between 2009 and 2013, as the industry
boomed in the Marcellus region, 15 natural gas workers died on the job in West Virginia,
according to the federal data. During the previous five-year period, from 2004 to 2008,
three workers died in West Virginia’s oil and gas industry, according to the [U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics].”934

•

January 12, 2015 – Oil and gas production employs less than one percent of the U.S.
workforce, but in the past five years it has had more than ten percent of all workplace
fatalities from fires and explosions. A review by EnergyWire of federal labor statistics
last year found the industry had more deaths from fires and explosions than any other
private industry. The only “industry” with more fire and explosion fatalities than oil and
gas was firefighting, the report stated. These statistics are inclusive of deaths related to
fracking operations but are not specific to them.935

•

December 26, 2014 – A report in the Houston Chronicle illustrated the difficulties oil and
gas workers encounter when injured on the job. In one case a worker fell from a rig,
injuring his head. Supervisors did not record the accident. After he became too ill to
work, he was shifted to other jobs and soon after, sent home. His daughter filed a
Worker’s Compensation claim, which was denied for “late reporting, no knowledge of
injury by employer and no medical reports.” The article noted that oilfield injuries are
generally undercounted nationally. These include injuries related to drilling and fracking
operations as well as those linked to other techniques of extraction.936

•

December 4, 2014 – Benzene, a naturally occurring component of crude oil and natural
gas, is a known carcinogen, with no known threshold of safety. Although the American
Petroleum Institute in 1948 stated that “the only absolutely safe concentration … is zero,”
the organization since then undertook an intensive campaign to combat strict exposure
limits. An investigation by the Center for Public Integrity found that, “[f]or decades, the
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petrochemical industry spent millions on science seeking to minimize the dangers of
benzene.… Taken together, the documents—put in context by interviews with dozens of
lawyers, scientists, academics, regulators and industry representatives—depict a ‘research
strategy’ built on dubious motives, close corporate oversight and painstaking public
relations.”937
•

December, 2014 – In a report intended to inform employers and workers about the known
hazards that result from hydraulic fracturing and flowback operations, OSHA noted that
there is no publicly available worker injury, illness, or fatality data specific for fracking
or flowback operations. At the same time, more workers are exposed to fracking- and
flowback-related hazards due to the huge increase in the numbers of these operations
over the past ten years. “In light of this, OSHA has determined that additional
information concerning hydraulic fracturing and flowback operations hazards should be
provided to educate and protect workers.”938

•

November 11, 2014 – University of Wisconsin toxicologist Crispin Pierce documented
super-fine dust drifting from facilities that process silica sand for fracking operations.
Pierce and his team detected silica dust in ambient air near frac sand operations at levels
that exceed EPA air quality standards by a factor of four. Occupational exposure to
respirable crystalline silica is linked in adult workers to silicosis, lung cancer, and
pulmonary tuberculosis. Health threats to the general public from frac sand-related air
pollution have not yet been studied directly. One of the first investigations of silica dust
levels in the community environment, the Wisconsin study will appear next year in the
Journal of Environmental Health.939 (See entry for November 6, 2015 in Sand mining
and processing.)

•

November 11, 2014 – A high-pressure water line ruptured, killing one worker and
seriously injuring two others during the hydraulic fracturing of an oil well in Weld
County, Colorado.940

•

October 13, 2014 – A legal news publication described the multiple lawsuits alleging that
drilling rig workers were not made aware of and protected from asbestos in drilling muds.
“Various plaintiffs have testified that they were made to work in an environment where
there was asbestos drilling mud dust everywhere from the powder, and that no guidance
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or protective gear was provided.”941 Breathing asbestos is definitively linked to
asbestosis, lung cancer, and mesothelioma of the pleura.
•

October 6, 2014 – Toxicologist Peter Thorne, chair of University of Iowa’s Department
of Occupational and Environmental Health, warned the Winneshiek County Board of
Supervisors about potential community impacts and cancer risks of silica exposure from
sand used for fracking operations. Thorne’s ongoing investigation, which involves air
sampling, risk assessments, and inhalation toxicology studies, focuses on the public
health hazards of mining, processing, and storing sand. His team has documented spikes
in silica particulate matter related to the transport of the silica sand by rail. The study
aims to determine if mining poses an “unacceptable exposure” to the public and quantify
the level of risk. For silica-exposed workers, NIOSH continues to identify needed heath
protections. Thorne noted, “Workers handling materials should be using respirators, but
most are not.”942

•

September 25, 2014 – The Civil Society Institute’s Boston Action Research, in
cooperation with Environmental Working Group and Midwest Environmental Advocates,
issued a report on the hazards of silica mining. The report noted that frac sand mining is
expanding rapidly in the United States and poses a little-understood threat to public
health, the environment, and local economies. Given the pace of the drilling and fracking
boom, silica extraction could spread to a dozen other states with untapped or largely
untapped sand deposits, including Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri,
New York, North Carolina, South Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Vermont, and
Virginia. The International Business Times published a summary of the findings.943, 944

•

August 29, 2014 – In a peer-reviewed study, NIOSH partnered with oil and gas operators
and service companies to evaluate worker exposures to, and internal uptake of, volatile
organic chemicals at six sites in Colorado and Wyoming where wells were being
prepared for production. The study found benzene in the urine of well pad workers.
Benzene is “naturally present in flowback fluids and the time spent working around
flowback and production tanks … appears to be the primary risk factor for inhalation
exposures.” In some cases, airborne concentrations of benzene exceeded the NIOSH
Recommended Exposure Limit concentrations and, in a few instances, the American
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Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists’ Threshold Limit Value, “when
workers performed work tasks near a point source for benzene emissions.”945
•

July 29, 2014 – As part of an investigation into the health impacts of drilling and fracking
on animal health, veterinarian Michelle Bamberger and Cornell biochemist Robert
Oswald, published an interview with a twenty-year oil and gas industry worker about his
experiences and worker safety. His account included injuries, 16-hour workdays, fatigue,
exposure to chemicals, and inadequate health and safety training. “No one out there tells
you about stuff that has latency. That is the last thing they are going to do is tell you that
something that you are handling will take you out in 20 years or 10 years or cause you
some kind of ailment, or you can potentially drag this home to your family.”946

•

July 14, 2014 – As part of an analysis of safety and research needs associated with
drilling and fracking, researchers at the Colorado School of Public Health and the College
of Health Sciences at the University of Wyoming documented high injury and on-the-job
mortality rates among gas and oilfield workers. The occupational fatality rate was 2.5
times higher than that of the construction industry and seven times higher than that of
general industry. By contrast, injury rates were lower than the construction industry,
suggesting that injuries are underreported. Researchers documented crystalline silica
levels above occupational health standards and identified the existence of other hazards,
including particulate matter, benzene, noise, and radiation. The team called for exposure
assessments for both chemical hazards and physical hazards that lead to occupational
illness (noise, radioactivity); screening and surveillance systems to assess incidence and
prevalence of occupational illness; industry/academic collaboration to conduct
occupational epidemiologic studies; and assessment of the effectiveness of industry
interventions to reduce exposures.947

•

July 2014 – The British labor journal Hazards identified health concerns in the drilling
and fracking industry: increased rate of death on the job, toxic releases, silica exposure,
and exposure to hydrocarbons and endocrine disruptors. The union that organizes the
construction, rig, and transport workers, on which fracking would rely, agreed at its July
2014 national conference to lobby for a moratorium on fracking because “[d]elegates
want union members to be made aware of the dangers of fracking and be advised not to
work on fracking sites.”948
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•

June 29, 2014, and August 31, 2014 – An initial report and follow-up analysis in The
Columbus Dispatch examined fire hazards at well pads. In one notable case,
malfunctioning hydraulic tubing allowed a well pad fire in Monroe County, Ohio to
spread rapidly, prompting evacuations. Local firefighters had neither the correct
equipment nor did they know the chemicals they were trying to extinguish. One
firefighter was treated for smoke inhalation.949, 950

•

May 19, 2014 – Underscoring the dangerous nature of chemicals used in fracking
operations, NIOSH reported that at least four gasfield workers have died since 2010 from
acute chemical exposures during flowback operations and warned that flowback
operations can “result in elevated concentrations of volatile hydrocarbons in the work
environment that could be acute exposure hazards.” The agency further noted that such
volatile hydrocarbons “can affect the eyes, breathing, and the nervous system and at high
concentrations may also affect the heart causing abnormal rhythms.”951, 952

•

May 16, 2013 – A NIOSH study revealed that worker exposure to crystalline silica dust
from sand used in fracking operations exceeded “relevant occupational health criteria” at
all eleven tested sites, and the magnitude of some exposures exceeded NIOSH limits by a
factor of 10 or more. “[P]ersonal respiratory protection alone is not sufficient to
adequately protect against workplace exposures.” Inhalation of crystalline silica can
cause incurable silicosis, lung cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, kidney
disease and autoimmune diseases.953 Although community exposures distant from mines
are possible, there are no federal or state standards for silica in ambient air.954

•

May 8, 2014 – A report by the AFL-CIO found that the fracking boom has made North
Dakota the most dangerous state for U.S. workers—with a fatality rate five times higher
than the national average—and that North Dakota’s fatality rate has doubled since 2007.
The AFL-CIO called North Dakota “an exceptionally dangerous and deadly place to
work.” U.S. Secretary of Labor Thomas E. Perez called the rising rate of workplace
deaths suffered in the oil and gas sector “unacceptable.”955
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•

April 24, 2014 – A University of Texas San Antonio report commissioned by the
Methodist Healthcare Ministries found that many oil and gas field workers in the Eagle
Ford Shale are uninsured or underinsured and that “the most noticeable health impacts so
far are work-related illnesses and injuries: heat exhaustion, dehydration, sleep
deprivation, exposure to oil and gas spills and accidents.” The study also noted that oil
and gas production has put strain on healthcare facilities.956

•

April 10, 2014 –West Virginia University researcher Michael McCawley reported that
some of the nation’s highest rates of silicosis are in heavily drilled areas within the
Northern Panhandle of West Virginia and southwestern Pennsylvania. A disease that
hardens the lungs through inflammation and development of scar tissue, silicosis is
entirely attributable to exposure to silica dust, a known occupational hazard at drilling
and fracking operations. Two years earlier, OSHA and NIOSH issued a joint “Hazard
Alert” to warn fracking workers of the health hazards of exposure to silica dust, including
silicosis.957

•

February 25, 2014 – A year-long investigation by the Houston Chronicle found that
fracking jobs are deadly, with high fatality rates and high rates of serious injury. Within
just one year in Texas, 65 oil and gas workers died, 79 lost limbs, 82 were crushed, 92
suffered burns and 675 broke bones. From 2007 to 2012, at least 664 U.S. workers were
killed in oil and gas fields.958, 959

•

December 27, 2013 – National Public Radio (NPR) reported spiking rates of fatalities
related to oil and gas drilling operations, which had increased more than 100 percent
since 2009. NPR noted that in the previous year, 138 workers were killed on the job,
making the fatality rate among oil and gas workers nearly eight times higher than the
average rate of 3.2 deaths for every 100,000 workers across all industries.960

•

October 30, 2012 – In a policy statement, the American Public Health Association
(APHA) asserted that, high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing (HVHF) “poses
potential risks to public health and the environment, including groundwater and surface
water contamination, climate change, air pollution, and worker health.” The statement
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also noted that the public health perspective has been inadequately represented in policy
processes related to HVHF.961 The policy statement added:
[H]ydraulic fracturing workers are potentially exposed to inhalation health hazards
from dust containing silica. There may also be impacts on workers and communities
affected by the vastly increased production and transport of sand for HVHF.
Inhalation of fine dusts of respirable crystalline silica can cause silicosis. Crystalline
silica has also been determined to be an occupational lung carcinogen.
•

2005 – A researcher at Stanford University examined hazards associated with oil and gas
extraction from exposure to radiation and determined that inhalation of high levels of
radon gas is a serious concern to workers and those living nearby. Because the boiling
point of radon lies between those of propane and ethane, gaseous radon (222Rn) will
concentrate in ethane and propane fractions. “Elevated Rn activity concentration values
have been measured at several processing plant sites…. It is well known that the
radiological impact of the oil and gas-extracting and processing industry is not
negligible.”962

•

May 9, 2003 – A New York Medical College study re-evaluated the chest X-rays of
patients with exposure to silica who died from various respiratory problems and found
that more than eight percent had undiagnosed silicosis. The study suggested that
occupational lung disease may be undercounted in high-risk occupations. The authors of
this study said that improved OSHA standards, with ongoing exposure monitoring and
medical surveillance, would significantly improve the recognition of cases and justify
more stringent preventive measures to reduce exposure. They further noted that
practitioners need skills in taking an occupational exposure history. Although ten years
have passed since this study was published, both recommendations have yet to be
implemented.963
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Public health effects, measured directly
By several measures, increasing evidence for fracking-related health problems has emerged
across the United States and Canada.
In multiple states, studies of pregnant women in regions of intensive unconventional oil and gas
extraction point to reproductive and developmental risks, including low birth weight, preterm
births, and birth defects. In Oklahoma, Texas, and Colorado, birth defects were elevated among
infants whose mothers lived near drilling and fracking sites while pregnant. In Texas, mothers
who lived near active flare stacks while pregnant suffered higher rates of preterm birth. Also in
Texas, living near fracking wells during pregnancy increased risks of preterm birth, reduced
gestational age, and reduced birth weight, with Hispanic women disproportionately harmed. In
California’s San Joaquin Valley, women who lived with the highest exposure to oil and gas
wells in early pregnancies were eight to 14 percent more likely to experience preterm births. A
2019 study in Oklahoma found evidence that drilling and fracking activities harm infant health
by several measures. In British Columbia, pregnant indigenous women living near fracking
sites had elevated levels of the developmental toxicants barium and strontium in their hair and
urine.
Fracking has been linked to cancers in at least two states. In Colorado, children and young
adults with leukemia were 4.3 times more likely to live in an area dense with oil and gas wells.
A 2017 study in Pennsylvania found elevated rates of bladder and thyroid cancers among
residents living in areas of fracking activity. In southwestern Pennsylvania, dozens of children
and young adults were diagnosed with a rare cancer, Ewing sarcoma, as well as other rare
cancers, in a six-county area where more than 3,500 fracking wells have been drilled.
As shown by multiple studies in Pennsylvania, as the number of gas wells increase in a
community, so do rates of hospitalization, and community members experience sleep
disturbance, headache, throat irritation, stress/anxiety, cough, shortness of breath, sinus
problems, fatigue, wheezing, and nausea. Also in Pennsylvania, hospitalizations for pneumonia
among the elderly are elevated in areas of fracking activity.
Drilling and fracking operations in multiple states are variously correlated with increased rates
of asthma; increased hospitalizations for pneumonia and kidney, bladder, and skin problems;
high blood pressure and signs of cardiovascular disease; elevated motor vehicle fatalities;
symptoms of depression and anxiety; ambulance runs and emergency room visits; and incidence
of sexually transmitted diseases.
Benzene levels in ambient air surrounding drilling and fracking operations are sufficient to
elevate risks for future cancers in both workers and nearby residents, according to studies.
Animal studies show numerous threats to fertility and reproductive success from exposure to
various concentrations of oil and gas chemicals at levels representative of those found in
drinking water. At least 43 chemicals used in drilling and fracking operations are classified as
known or presumed human reproductive toxicants, while 31 others are suspected human
reproductive toxicants. Two dozen chemicals commonly used in fracking operations are known
endocrine disruptors that can variously disrupt organ systems, lower sperm counts, and cause
reproductive harm. Endocrine disrupting chemicals have also been identified in fracking
wastewater. Tissue culture and animal studies show endocrine-disrupting effects in response to
233

exposures to mixtures of fracking chemicals that reflect concentrations found in fracking
wastewater.

•

April 17, 2021 – A Stanford, Berkeley, and Columbia medical and public health science
team identified a link between fracking-related air pollution and migraine headache as
part of a study of long-term exposure to nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and methane from
industrial “super-emitters.” One of two categories of methane super-emitters in the study
included power plants, refineries, oil and gas production sites, wastewater treatment
facilities, and oil and gas distribution infrastructure, such as compressors stations and
distribution lines. The study also found that living within ten kilometers of any active oil
and gas well was associated with increased frequency of outpatient neurologist visits,
frequency of migraine-specific urgent care visits, and odds of at least one migrainespecific emergency room visit per person-year of follow-up. (This measurement takes
into account the number of people in the study and the amount of time each person is in
the study.) This study, the first to uncover a potential link between exposure to methane
super-emitters and migraine, used a Northern California electronic health record data set
of nearly 90,000 migraine cases between 2014 and 2018 and compared them to matched
controls. It also documented a link between annual average NO2 and fine particulate
matter exposure and migraine headache severity. In addition to emitted air pollutants as
risk factors, authors also noted that super-emitters such as oil and gas wells produce noise
pollution, and both noise and odors are consistently linked with migraine headache.964

•

March 31, 2021 – Fracking operations shorten lifespans and otherwise represent
significant risks to the public health in Oklahoma, according to a unique study using a
comprehensive health profile of the population across 76 counties, over twenty years
(1998–2017). This research demonstrated that an increase in the number of fracking wells
in a county has a detrimental effect on life expectancy. On average, a one percent
increase in the number of fracking wells in a county leads to a 4.2 percent reduction in
life expectancy. Researchers found analogous trends with other health outcomes. A one
percent increase in the number of fracking wells led to a 7.9 percent increase in cancer
incidence, a 7.3 percent increase in cardiac diseases, and a 5.9 percent increase in
respiratory diseases. Researchers recommended that policymakers “dismiss fracking as a
viable option and promote energy technologies that can have less harmful effects on
health,” and that “the public health risks results presented in this study can be beyond any
effective regulation in which case prevention becomes a major policy option.”965

•

March 29, 2021 – Living near urban oil drilling sites in South Los Angeles was linked
with reduced lung function among residents in a community-driven epidemiological
study led by a University of Southern California and Occidental College team. The
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researchers obtained 747 valid spirometry tests of residents living less than 1000 meters
from two oil well sites (one active, one idle) in the Las Cienagas oil field, measuring
FEV1 (forced expiratory volume in the first second of exhalation) and FVC (forced vital
capacity). These are measures of lung capacity and lung strength, and they are both
predictors of serious health problems, as well as of early death. The study found that
living fewer than 200 meters from oil operations was associated with on average −112
mL lower FEV1 and −128 mL lower FVC compared to those living more than 200
meters from the sites. Further, residents living downwind and less than 200 meters from
oil operations had on average −414 mL lower FEV1 and −400 mL lower FVC, compared
to residents living upwind and more than 200 meters away from the wells. Researchers
adjusted for factors including but not limited to proximity to freeway, smoking status,
and asthma status. Researchers wrote that the impacts on lung function they found among
non-asthmatic participants indicated that the drilling “may have adverse effects on
otherwise healthy people.” A second part of the study, which included the collection of
self-reported acute health symptoms, indicates that residents living near the active drilling
site had a greater prevalence of symptoms, including wheezing, sore throat, chest
tightness, dizziness, and eye or nose irritation compared to residents near the idle well
site. Authors said that their urban findings are similar to those found in studies of rural
residents near gas fracking sites. The area where this study was situated “is among the top
10% most disproportionately-environmentally burdened in the state.”966 In media
coverage addressing a failed state legislative effort to enact 2,500-foot buffer between
drilling sites and schools, home and playgrounds, lead study author Jill Johnston of USC
said that the link between worse lung function and the drilling sites found in the
communities where her research took place “shows this is a real public health hazard.”967
•

March 1, 2021 – High levels of fracking-related chemicals were found in the bodies of
residents living in five southwestern Pennsylvania households located near fracking
operations. None of the households included smokers and each included at least one
child.968 An investigative journalist and her colleagues with Environmental Health News,
in consultation with scientific advisors, collected 59 urine samples, 39 air samples, and
13 water samples, which were subsequently analyzed in a University of Missouri lab.
(Raw data by family and compound is available in the referenced link.)969 This pilot
study was the first to document the body burden of fracking-related chemicals in
Pennsylvanians and represents one of very few biomonitoring studies of these chemicals.
Findings included very high levels of chemicals known to be released from fracking sites
in the bodies of a family living within 1.5 miles of six wells. This family had benzene,
toluene, naphthalene, and 15 other chemicals in their urine samples. These chemicals are
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all known to have negative health impacts, including reproductive harm and cancer risk.
A biomarker for toluene in a 9-year-old child in the family was 91 times as high as that of
the average American. Each of the family’s sample levels exceeded the U.S. 95th
percentile for mandelic acid, a biomarker of ethylbenzene and styrene, and more than half
of the family's samples exceeded the U.S. 95th percentile for phenylglyoxylic acid,
another biomarker for ethylbenzene and styrene, as well as for trans, transmuconic acid, a
biomarker for benzene. These U.S. percentiles for comparison were drawn from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey. Overall, families in the investigation that lived closer to fracking operations had
higher levels of several chemicals than those living further away. Highlighting this
investigation, 35 members of the Pennsylvania House and Senate responded by publicly
requesting that the Pennsylvania governor “direct adequate funding to thoroughly study
the full and complete health impacts of fracking.”970
•

February 11, 2021 – An investigation of fracking and heart attack risk found that longterm exposure to fracking operations was associated with increased acute myocardial
infarction (AMI) hospitalization rates and increased AMI death rates in a study that
compared Pennsylvania and New York counties atop the Marcellus Shale, from 2005–
2014. This study design was made possible by the natural experiment created by New
York’s statewide ban on fracking and the opposing decision by Pennsylvania to pursue
shale gas extraction enthusiastically. Specifically, one hundred cumulative fracking wells
drilled in a county was linked with 1.4–2.8 percent increases in AMI hospitalizations,
depending on age and sex, and with a 5.4 percent increase in AMI deaths among men age
45 to 54. Of these findings, the authors wrote, “To put this into perspective, three
Pennsylvania counties – Bradford, Washington, and Susquehanna… – each had over a
thousand unconventional wells by the end of 2014, with hundreds more drilled since
then. Not coincidentally, these three counties are the ones with the most individual
cardiovascular health complaints submitted to the Pennsylvania Department of Health
between 2011 and February 2018.” Noting that their findings are consistent with a few
previous studies on fracking and cardiovascular hospitalizations, the authors concluded
that these results “suggest that bans on hydraulic fracturing can be protective for public
health.”971

•

December 15, 2020 – A major study published in the Journal of the American College of
Cardiology documented a link between fracking and heart failure. Using a case-control
analysis and data on more than 12,000 patients from health records in an integrated health
system across the state of Pennsylvania, researchers from Johns Hopkins University
found that heart failure patients living near fracking sites were significantly more likely
to become hospitalized. The results showed strong associations between fracking activity
and two types of heart failure, with older heart-failure patients particularly vulnerable to
adverse health impacts from fracking activity. Heart failure patients exposed to the
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highest intensity of fracking activity were more likely to be hospitalized for heart failure
compared with those who were in the lowest intensity of exposure.972 “These associations
can be attributed to the environmental impacts of fracking, including air pollution, water
contamination, and noise, traffic, and community impacts” with possible underlying
mechanisms including systemic inflammation, autonomic dysfunction, prothrombotic
pathways, and epigenomic changes, all of which are known to contribute to heart
failure.973
•

November 24, 2020 – Pregnant women living near fracking sites in Texas had increased
risk for serious birth defects in their infants, including neurological defects, heart defects,
and gastroschisis, according to a case-control study that compared nearly 53,000 cases
with birth defects to 642,399 controls, from 1999 to 2011. Gastroschisis is an abnormality
of the abdominal wall that allows the baby’s intestines (and sometimes other organs) to
protrude outside of the body. Specifically, researchers found links between maternal
addresses within one kilometer (0.6 miles) of the highest fracking site density and the
following birth defects: anencephaly, spina bifida, gastroschisis (for births from older
mothers), aortic valve stenosis, hypoplastic left heart syndrome, and pulmonary valve
atresia or stenosis. Based on these geographic patterns, the research team suggests that
neural tube defects may be linked to “acute, frequent, and concentrated airborne
exposures from high-intensity” fracking activities. Almost always fatal, anencephaly is a
neural tube defect in which a large part of the skull is absent along with parts of the brain;
spina bifida is a neural tube condition that affects the spine and spinal cord and can create
paralysis. In addition, researchers found significant increased risk of congenital heart
defects at all three maternal address distances to fracking that the study analyzed, radii of
of 1, 3, and 7.5 kilometers. Because this type of risk was consistent across the three
different distances, the researchers suggest that exposures linked with congenital heart
defects might be due to groundwater contamination of a public supply serving an
extended geographic area. An additional component of the study showed an increased
risk for ventricular septal defects and atrial septal defects over time, possibly reflecting
the increasing fracked well numbers around the state. Researchers wrote that their study
supports previous research investigating fracking and birth defects, and that their analyses
suggest that vulnerable populations near fracking sites, particularly minority and lower
socioeconomic status (terms used by the authors) mothers, may be at greater risk for birth
defects.974

•

November 20, 2020 – A study appearing in the journal Public Health Nursing found a
correlation between oil development and gonorrhea rates in North Dakota between the
fracking boom years of 2002 to 2016. Previous research has documented the link between
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sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and fracking in Ohio and Pennsylvania, but,
heretofore, North Dakota has been far less studied. A second part of the study evaluated
the state’s public health infrastructure and ability to respond to the STI-related needs of
North Dakota’s growing transient population during that same period. Researchers found
wide-ranging deficits, including lack of primary care services, limited STI testing, limited
funding, large service areas, and lack of confidentiality. The authors recommended
expanding the role of public health nurses in North Dakota to implement STI screening,
which would allow for comprehensive reporting and treatment. This study documented
increased STI rates across the state during the fracking boom without evidence of greater
infection rates in oil-producing counties than in others. Authors posit this is due to factors
unique to North Dakota such as the public health infrastructure deficits mentioned above,
as well as factors such as workers traveling to oil-producing counties for work and
returning home to more urban areas, where STI rates are documented to be higher.975
•

September 30, 2020 – In a study that corroborates earlier findings from Pennsylvania on
an association between asthma and fracking activities, researchers reported links between
childhood asthma hospitalizations and both unconventional and conventional gas
development in Texas. The team used a database of inpatient hospitalizations between
2000 and 2010, and zip code-level information including gas drilling type, production
volumes, and gas-flaring volumes. They found increasing production volumes tracked
with increased childhood asthma hospitalizations, following an exposure-response
pattern. This study found inconsistent associations with gas flaring, but the authors noted
that the available data on flaring was only “reasonable for inferring if flaring occurred,
but the relative magnitude of flaring is more difficult to determine,” and that flaring
activity peaked in 2018 (beyond the years covered in the study). Hence, this study may
have underestimated the impact of exposure to flaring. This study also has important
environmental justice dimensions. Researchers found communities with lower income
and more non-White population had higher odds of childhood asthma hospitalizations.
Authors noted, “the U.S. Department of Energy is specifically instructed to monitor the
impact of the energy sector on these communities, and the current study provides
evidence that drilling exposures seem to be inequitably distributed in Texas.”976

•

August 18, 2020 – A modeling study that used a retrospective analysis and a novel
method to quantify exposures from fracking wells in southwest Pennsylvania found that
respiratory, neurological, and muscular symptoms tracked with cumulative well density
around residential areas. The results suggest that living in proximity to wells may be
associated with health symptoms. These findings also indicate that an estimation of
exposure that relies on proximity to fracking wells alone may be simplistic, particularly
in communities with increasing density of wells. The authors suggest that future research
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should examine how the aggregation of exposures from fracking wells and potency of
exposures at the residence levels affects health.977
•

July 15, 2020 – Maternal proximity to flaring, the open combustion of natural gas, was
linked to a fifty percent increased chance of preterm birth in a study of 23,487 birth
records from 2012 to 2015 in the Eagle Ford Shale of south Texas.978 The USC and
UCLA researchers used satellite data on flaring activity to determine how much flaring
took place during the pregnancies, within five kilometers of the maternal residence. They
defined a “high” amount as ten or more nightly flare events within three miles of the
residence. The researchers statistically adjusted for other known pregnancy risks, also
including numbers of oil and gas wells in their analyses, “suggesting the effects of flaring
on the length of gestation are independent of other potential exposures related to oil and
gas wells.” In addition to the flaring exposure effects, the study also found that living
within five kilometers of oil and gas wells was independently linked to a higher chance of
preterm birth, reduced gestational age, and reduced birth weight. In this first study to
address the human health effects of flaring, offspring of Hispanic women were especially
impacted. The researchers stated that this finding suggests theirs was “the first study to
document greater health impacts associated with [oil and gas development] among
women of color.” Researchers expressed environmental justice concerns, given that
approximately 50 percent of residents living within five kilometers of an oil or gas well
are people of color. In an interview with Environmental Health News, a lead author said,
“Historically, much of the waste disposal in the U.S. is concentrated in communities of
color… One theory is that we’re seeing the same pattern with flaring, which is essentially
another type of waste disposal.”979 Authors called for measures to protect the health of
infants, including reducing reliance on fossil fuels.

•

July 10, 2020 – Researchers found inconsistent links between density/proximity to
fracking wells during pregnancy and lower birthweight, and limited evidence of a link
with increased risk of preterm birth, in the first epidemiological study of its kind in
Northeastern British Columbia. They analyzed over 6,000 births at one hospital between
December 30, 2006 and December 29, 2016, and the density and proximity of fracking
wells in areas of 2.5, 5, and 10 kilometers (1.5, 3.1, and 6.2 miles) around the pregnant
women’s postal codes. Precise maternal addresses were not available to the researchers.
The study found increased risk of preterm birth among women in the second quartile of
well density/proximity of the 2.5-kilometer category. The researchers noted that a key
limitation was their relatively small sample size compared to other epidemiological
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studies of fracking and birth outcomes, “which can decrease precision in our effect
estimates.”980
•

June 5, 2020 – San Joaquin Valley, California women who lived with the highest
exposure to oil and gas wells in the first and second trimesters of their pregnancies were
eight to 14 percent more likely to experience a spontaneous preterm birth at 20 to 31
weeks’ gestation, according to Stanford University research.981 The women studied did
not have maternal comorbidities for preterm birth, such as gestational or pregestational
diabetes, gestational hypertension, and preeclampsia/eclampsia. The researchers analyzed
data on 27,913 preterm births and 197,461 comparison term births between 1998 and
2011, with data for 83,559 wells in preproduction or production during the same period,
establishing four “exposure quantiles” (no exposure up to the highest exposure). Most of
these California wells were drilled using conventional methods. The harmful birth
impacts of living near oil and gas wells were strongest among the women who were
Hispanic, Black, or had fewer than 12 years of education. In a secondary analysis, the
researchers determined that exposure to wells in preproduction was associated with
higher concentrations of particulate matter. Though they found a link between preterm
birth and exposure to both new and active wells, researchers were not able to determine
whether exposure to wells in either stage presents more risk.

•

June 3, 2020 – Living near active oil and gas wells during pregnancy was found to
increase the risk of low-birthweight babies, specifically in rural areas, according to the
largest study of its kind and the first in California.982 The UC Berkeley-led study found
that pregnant people who lived within 0.62 miles (one kilometer) of the highest
producing oil and gas wells (more than 100 barrels of oil or the natural gas equivalent)
were 40 percent more likely to have low birth weight babies. Further, among full-term
births from mothers with the same proximity to highest producing wells, 20 percent were
more likely to have babies who were small for their gestational age. The researchers used
nearly 3 million birth certificates of babies born to mothers living within ten kilometers
of at least one active or inactive well from 2006 to 2015, in the Sacramento Valley, San
Joaquin Valley, South Central Coast and Los Angeles Basin. Mothers in the study group
exposed to high production volume had an average of 160 inactive wells and 32 active
wells within one kilometer. For urban areas, the group within one kilometer of high
production volume, compared to no exposure, showed increased odds of small for
gestational age babies. They also found modest impacts on birth outcomes linked to
proximity to inactive wells, and suggested a possible role of emissions from inactive
wells such as methane and residual off-gassing of BTEX contaminants. Certain factors
that the researchers could not take into account, such as maternal occupation, housing
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quality, and indoor air quality, may have contributed to differences between findings in
rural and urban populations. Though the study could not account for maternal changes of
residence during pregnancy, researchers suggested that because they saw similar effects
across trimesters, “any bias resulting from maternal residential and occupational mobility
is likely non- differential across trimesters.” Authors concluded that prenatal exposure to
active oil and gas production using the range of conventional and unconventional
techniques employed in California was associated with adverse birth outcomes. Coauthor Kathy Tran said to the Guardian, “Because researchers don’t have direct access to
the actual oil and gas sites, it’s hard to get a good estimate of what people actually
experience… The more in-depth exposure assessment we can get, the more we can really
understand why we are seeing the [birth outcome] effects that we see.”983
•

May 27, 2020 – A fracking chemical called Genapol-X100 can interfere with normal
activity of the male hormones, according to research performed by University of
California toxicologists.984 The scientists ranked 60 fracking chemicals used in
California, based on their potential to interfere with androgens’ ability to bind with living
human cells. Their assessment found five fracking chemicals with the highest potential to
interfere with this process, subsequently identifying Genapol-X100 as a significant
androgen disruptor. In their discussion they said that exposure to these chemicals “can
affect the normal physiology of androgen pathways such as male reproduction health,”
and have other related adverse outcomes. Previous research in 2016 reported that
Genapol-X100 was used as a chemical constituent in well stimulation treatments more
than 500 times, but authors stated that the levels of this chemical in humans and wildlife
is not well documented. They wrote that their findings demonstrate this chemical “may
pose significant environmental and health risks as it noncompetitively inhibits [human
androgen receptor] and alters the expression of androgenic genes at relatively low
concentrations.”

•

May 8, 2020 – A water disinfection byproduct (DBP), monohalogenated iodoacetic acid
(IAA), disrupted each major level of the female reproductive axis in an animal model
experiment by University of Illinois scientists.985 DPBs arise when chemicals used to for
water decontamination combine with organic material and they have been linked to
reproductive disfunction. IAA forms when iodide reacts with a disinfectant. The
researchers noted, “not only is iodide widely present in the water supply, especially in
coastal communities and those near fracking sites, but IAA has been found to be one of
the most cyto- and genotoxic DBPs.” Their study linked exposure to IAA to disruptive
expressions of key endocrine genes related to reproductive function.
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•

March 4, 2020 – Exposures to a mixture of fracking chemicals commonly found in
wastewater caused effects on diverse physiological systems though hormone disruption,
according to a set of coordinated studies carried out collaboratively by an
interdisciplinary team.986 (See also July 25, 2019 and May 22, 2019 entries below.) These
studies, conducted in laboratory animals and human tissue culture cells, used four
different doses of a 23-chemical mixture which reflected realistic concentrations ranging
from those found in surface and ground water in fracking-dense regions, to
concentrations found in fracking wastewater. In human tissue culture cells, exposures to
the chemical mixture showed “potent antagonist activity” for the estrogen, androgen,
glucocorticoid, progesterone, and thyroid hormone receptors. In animal models,
developmental exposures “profoundly impacted” pituitary hormones, reduced sperm
counts, and altered maturation of the ovarian follicle. These exposures also altered the
mammary gland ductal density and produced precancerous lesions. Finally, exposure
additionally had effects on energy expenditure, behavior, and the immune system. The
team concluded, “Taken together, these data suggest a strong need to examine the
impacts of residential and occupational UOG exposure in humans and other wildlife in
drilling areas.”

•

March 2, 2020 – University of Illinois environmental economists documented a causal
link between fracking-related trucking and fatal traffic crashes in the Bakken Formation
in North Dakota from 2006-2014.987 The researchers found that each additional postfracking well within six miles of a road segments led to eight percent more fatal crashes
and over seven percent higher per-capita costs in accidents. In their study, post-fracking
wells were those horizontal wells completed in the previous month from which postfracking wastewater flowback is a hauled to disposal sites. They extrapolated from their
data “that an additional 17 fatal crashes occurred every year due to the fracking
operations near the sampled 225 road segments… representing a 49% increase relative to
the 2006 baseline crash counts of the eighteen drilling counties in North Dakota.” They
noted that an increase in alcohol-involved crash drivers was most likely “due to their
vulnerability to heavier fracking- induced traffic rather than more alcohol-involved truck
drivers near the fracking sites.”

•

January 27, 2020 – Pressured by families affected with rare childhood cancers in
southwestern Pennsylvania, Governor Tom Wolf announced that his administration will
spend $3 million to fund two studies to investigate the possible link between fracking and
childhood cancers. Although an initial analysis had determined no “cancer cluster”
existed in Washington County, it had had considered only three cases of the six cases
known within a single school district. Nine preschoolers and students in the CanonMcMillan school district were diagnosed with rare cancers in the 2018-2019 school year.
The state’s chief epidemiologist, Sharon Watkins, said the results of the earlier analysis
could change after more recent data is included. The first study will review existing
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literature on general health harms of fracking. The second will investigate whether young
cancer patients had higher exposures to fracking than the general population.988 From
2006-2017, 31 people in four counties in southwestern Pennsylvania had been diagnosed
with Ewing’s sarcoma, a rare bone cancer. This represents a 40 percent jump from 19952005, a period prior to the arrival of drilling and fracking activities in the area.989 (See
entry for May 14, 2019 below.)
•

January 23, 2020 – Oil and gas development does not improve the “rural mortality
penalty” according to an analysis of a large sample U.S. mortality rates from 2000-2016
and county-level counts of active wells.990 The rural mortality penalty is the phenomenon
in which those living in rural locations have higher mortality rates than those in suburban
and urban places. This began to be the case approximately a half century ago, increasing
over time, with a further 75 percent increase between 2004 and 2016. Though fracking
may increase job growth and earnings in some places, the author concluded,
“Importantly, [unconventional oil and gas development] does not seem to improve
mortality rates, suggesting that UOGE cannot address this unique problem. This raises
several questions of justice and fairness, as host communities do not seem to retain all the
potential benefits of UOGE.”

•

January 9, 2020 – Rates of two sexually transmitted infections, gonorrhea and chlamydia,
were respectively fifteen and ten percent higher in Texas counties with high levels of
fracking compared to those without, in a Yale School of Public Health study.991 The
researchers considered the reported cases of these diseases, plus syphilis, from 2000-2016
in Texas, Colorado, and North Dakota. They sought to add to previous research on the
link between increases in migrating and/or non-local workers and increased rates of
sexually transmitted infections in host communities. Previous research took place in the
Marcellus Shale formation states. Authors wrote, “Associations between shale drilling
and chlamydia and gonorrhea in Texas are consistent with the previously observed
associations in the Marcellus Shale, and may reflect increased risk in areas with greater
drilling activity and increased proximity to major metropolitan areas.” They expressed
concern in the rise of both of these diseases; with gonorrhea due to the rise antibioticresistant infections, and chlamydia because asymptomatic people may not be treated.

•

October 17, 2019 – Exposure to chemicals used in oil and gas development, such as
benzene, may cause short-term negative health impacts including headaches, dizziness,
respiratory effects, and skin and eye irritation at distances from 300 to 2000 feet from a
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well pad, concluded Colorado’s state-funded human health risk assessment.992, 993The
study used actual emissions data from oil and gas operations in the state, to model
exposures and risks of health impacts. The study did not use actual health impacts. This
contracted assessment followed the state’s 2017 small health impacts study, which called
for further research into the possible health effects and exposures for people living close
to wells. A peer-reviewed summary of this 2019 assessment was published in the Journal
of the Air & Waste Management Association.994 The Denver Post reported, “While
benzene has been linked to cancer, state officials said the study, based on measuring of
emissions and computer modeling, did not find a basis for predicting long-term health
harm.”995 The regulating agency, Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, said
that though they were not previously involved in testing air around residents’ homes, they
will “immediately begin reviewing more strictly all industry applications to drill new
wells within 2,000 feet of homes and start measuring air emissions around industry sites.”
The study only addressed the scenario of a single well pad, not the risks for those living
near large, multi-well pads.
•

October 11, 2019 – The first analysis of infant health at birth and proximity to fracking in
Oklahoma counties found a clear, detrimental relationship, by several measures.996 The
analysis used 590,780 birth records across all 76 Oklahoma counties, from 2006–2017.
Oklahoma’s fracking boom began in 2006. Researchers determined distance between
maternal residence and fracking wells, and their measures of infant health were total
weight, low weight, and a composite health index of overall infant health. Researchers
determined that 121,862 births took place within one kilometer of fracking wells,
148,783 births within five kilometers, 157,664 within ten, and 128,485 within 20
kilometers. The harmful effects of fracking wells on infant health were found for total
birth weight and for the composite health index. For total birth weight, the results were
significant within five kilometers and strongest within one kilometer. For the composite
health index, the findings were significant across all distances, with the strongest impact
taking place for maternal residence within one kilometer of fracking wells. These
researchers also ran comparison analyses for conventional drilling, which constituted
about 29 percent of Oklahoma drilling in the study period. They found more minor
impacts, and at distances up to one kilometer only, concluding, “These findings provide
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supportive evidence to the substantial (negative) role of fracking drilling activities for
infants’ health status.”
•

August 15, 2019 – Building on their previous work that considered health-related
symptoms of those living near fracking wells, researchers developed a study that added
processing plants and compressor stations, while also creating the first such study to
incorporate weather and atmospheric conditions in their exposure estimates. They
analyzed respiratory health outcomes in a sample of 87 people living near fracking sites
who participated in a Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project data
collection project between February 1, 2012 and December 31, 2017. Seventy-two
percent of the people studied reported at least one respiratory symptom “that began or
worsened after the onset of drilling activity and could not be plausibly attributed to preexisting or current medical conditions, or practices such as smoking.”997 Forty percent
reported sore throat, 36 percent reported both cough and shortness of breath, 26 percent
reported sinus problems, and 16 percent report wheezing. Seventy-seven percent of those
studied lived within two kilometers of at least one source, 29 percent within one to nine
sources, one quarter within 10 to 19 sources, and 23 percent of those studied lived within
two kilometers of 20 or more fracking-related exposure sources. Results showed some of
the sources studied linked specifically to cough, shortness of breath, and “any respiratory
symptom.”

•

July 25, 2019 – In this set of experimental studies in human tissue culture cells and
laboratory animals, exposure to a mixture of fracking chemicals was linked to potent
hormone disrupting activity.998 This paper presented results that were part of a set of
coordinated studies carried out collaboratively by an interdisciplinary team using four
different doses of a 23-chemical mixture, reflecting realistic concentrations ranging from
those found in surface and ground water in fracking-dense regions, to concentrations
found in fracking wastewater (see March 4, 2020 entry above and May 22, 2019 below).
In the human tissue culture cells, exposure to the mixture was linked to “potent
antagonist activity for the estrogen, androgen, glucocorticoid, progesterone, and thyroid
receptors.” In a laboratory mouse model, the fracking chemical mixture given in
pregnancy led to profound impacts on health and behavior in the developing and adult
offspring. Offspring had reduced sperm counts, altered ovarian follicle development, and
precancerous lesions. The mixture impacted energy expenditure, exploratory and risktaking behavior, and the immune system. The research also found immune system effects
in a frog model. Using these different model systems and demonstrating various
physiological impacts, the researchers concluded that fracking “may be an important
source of human [endocrine disrupting chemical] exposure and altered health
parameters.”
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•

July 23, 2019 – Researchers found 4.3 additional cases of prenatal anxiety or depression
per 100 women, among mothers who lived amid the most fracking activity during their
pregnancies, compared to those who lived around less.999 The study included 7,715
mothers without anxiety or depression at the time of conception, who delivered their
babies at Geisinger Health System in central and northeast Pennsylvania, between
January 2009 and January 2013. It included women who gave birth to single babies,
without serious birth defects, and of viable weight and gestational age. In the highest
quartile of the fracking activity metric developed for this study there were an average of
130 wells within 20 kilometers of the mothers’ home, compared to 10 wells for mothers
in the other three quartiles. The prevalence of anxiety or depression during pregnancy
was 15 percent in the highest quartile, and 11 percent in the lower three quartiles.
Researchers determined that the risk was greatest among low income women, among
whom there were 5.6 additional cases of anxiety or depression per 100. In this study,
researchers did not find a relationship between anxiety or depression during pregnancy
and preterm birth and reduced term birth weight, though the same team found a link
between proximity to fracking and these adverse birth outcomes.

•

July 18, 2019 – Colorado mothers living in areas with the most intense levels of oil and
gas activity were 40 to 70 percent more likely to have children with congenital heart
defects (CHDs) in a study 3,324 of infants born in the state from 2005-2011.1000
University of Colorado researchers developed a measure of the monthly intensity oil and
gas well activity around mothers’ residences from three months prior to conception
through the second month of pregnancy, including the phase of oil and gas development,
the size of well sites, and production volumes. These considerations as well as other
features of this study, such as additional checks on the infants’ diagnoses, built on
previous research documenting the link between proximity to oil and gas and CHDs.
Some of the most common hazardous air pollutants emitted from drilling and fracking
sites are “suspected teratogens that are known to cross the placenta.” CHDs are a leading
cause of developmental problems, brain injury, and death among infants with birth
defects. The four specific defects addressed were aortic artery and valve (AAVD),
pulmonary artery and valve (PAVD), conotruncal (CTD), and tricuspid valve (TVD)
defects. Authors concluded that the study provided further evidence of a link between
maternal proximity to drilling and fracking and several types of CHDs, particularly in
rural areas, where chances of an infant born with AAVD, CTD, or TVD were 2.6 to 4.6
times more likely in the high exposure group compared to the low exposure group. With
regard to urban areas, authors wrote that it is likely that other sources of air pollution
obscured possible links.

•

July 12, 2019 – The driver of a tractor-trailer rig and four oil field workers riding in a
pickup truck were killed in a head-on crash along New Mexico State Route 128, one of
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several highways experiencing increased crashes in “the busiest oil and gas region in the
United States.1001 Crashes along this route, as well as New Mexico State Route 31 and
U.S. 285, have increased over the last year, as upkeep, patrols, and interventions such as
safety corridors do not keep pace with the significant increase in traffic and driver
behavior issues brought by the fracking boom.
•

June 26, 2019 – The investigative journalism organization Searchlight New Mexico
examined trends in fracking-region highway deaths, their circumstances, and community
reactions, reporting, “Locals have a new name for the section of US 285 where [local
men] Ponce and Martinez perished: Death Highway.”1002 In 2018, there were 49 crashes,
up from 31 crashes in 2017. There were five deaths resulting from the crashes along this
highway in 2017 and two in 2018. “For local residents—especially those living in rural
areas—the combination of congestion, roads thick with truck traffic, unsafe driver
behavior, poorly maintained vehicles and deteriorating pavement can make even a routine
trip to the farm supply store a white-knuckle obstacle course.” According to research by
an Albuquerque engineering and planning firm, most of the crashes were caused by
speeding. Another group said that a scarcity of local qualified drivers, and many drivers
hired by oil companies unfamiliar with the region, are key to the problem. Finally,
government funding for needed road improvements is inadequate, according to the
Searchlight report.

•

May 22, 2019 – Exposure of laboratory mice to an environmentally relevant mixture of
23 fracking chemicals altered developmental programming, resulting in changed energy
expenditure and activity in adult female offspring.1003 Part of an ongoing set of studies
examining the endocrine disruption effects of this mixture using laboratory animals and
human tissue culture cells (see also March 4, 2020 and July 25, 2019, above), this was the
first study to examine these direct developmental effects of exposure to fracking
chemicals. Researchers exposed female mice the mixture of five weeks prior to mating,
and from the first day of gestation day to the 21st day postnatally. Pre- and post-natal
exposure to the fracking chemical mixture decreased total and resting energy expenditure
in some of the groups, but it was not linked with altered body weight or body
composition in the adult females. Researchers wrote that although “one would typically
expect higher body mass or fat mass to track with lower energy expenditure, this is not
always the case.”

•

May 14, 2019 – A pilot study in northeastern British Columbia reported elevated levels
of barium and strontium in urine and hair samples of pregnant indigenous women living
in an area of intense fracking activity. These trace metals, released during hydraulic
fracturing, are known developmental toxicants. The researchers cited the need for
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systematic water monitoring program in the region, and, following this small pilot study,
they intend to “carry out a multi-faceted study to assess exposure to contaminants
including trace metals with more precision.”1004
•

May 14, 2019 – An investigation by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette documented 27 cases of
Ewing’s sarcoma, a rare bone cancer that tends to strike children and young adults, in
four counties in southwestern Pennsylvania (Fayette, Greene, Washington, and
Westmoreland) that are at the heart of the Marcellus fracking boom and where more than
3,500 wells have been drilled since 2008.1005 Six cases occurred in the same school
district. (The typical rate is 250 cases of Ewing’s sarcoma per year in the United States as
a whole.) This cancer has no known cause but does not appear to have hereditary links.
There are also high numbers of other rare cancers in the region, which is home to several
polluting legacy industries. The Post-Gazette documented ten such rare cancers
Washington County’s Canon-McMillan School District alone and tallied 13 childhood
and young adult cancer deaths in the region since 2011, including three since 2015 in the
West Greene School District. In April 2019, the Pennsylvania Department of Health
reported “no conclusive findings” of a cancer cluster in the Canon-McMillan School
District and Washington County.1006 Subsequently, additional cases came to light, and
public calls for more comprehensive investigations continued.1007, 1008, 1009, 1010

•

April 15, 2019 – Overall, oil and gas booms had very modest effects on local alcohol
consumption in a U.S.-wide study using county-level data, but the effects varied greatly
across states and by gender.1011 Taken as a whole, oil and gas production slightly
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increased heavy drinking for males and slightly decreased binge drinking for females.
Researchers recommended that data be gathered at smaller spatial scales rather than by
county, and that hospital admissions or arrest records could provide further insight into
this question.
•

January 21, 2019 – Increased hospitalizations for diseases of the genitourinary system,
such as urinary tract infections, kidney infections, and kidney stones, were “strongly and
positively associated with cumulative [unconventional natural gas] well density” in
Pennsylvania.1012 The strongest association for the genitourinary hospitalization rates was
for women aged 20 to 64, particularly for kidney infections, stones in the ureter, and
urinary tract infections. The researchers compared yearly hospitalization rates for each of
Pennsylvania’s 67 counties with the number of new fracking wells drilled, the total
number of wells, and the density of wells by land area for each county by year, from
2003-2014. Noting that hospitalizations, in contrast with outpatient physician visits,
reflect acute illness or serious exacerbations of chronic disease, the research team pointed
out that these same health problems addressed in an outpatient setting, or not addressed at
all, were likely also rising but would not have been counted in this study. The findings
also revealed a link between cumulative gas well exposure measures and hospitalization
rates for skin problems, particularly among men aged 20 to 64.

•

December 12, 2018 – University of Oklahoma public health scientists found a
significantly increased prevalence of neural tube defects among children whose birth
residence was located within two miles of a drilling and fracking site, compared to those
which were not.1013 The researchers examined records of all 476,600 singleton births and
congenital anomalies in Oklahoma from 1997 through 2009, together with historical
location and production data on active natural gas wells for each year of the study. No
stillbirths were included in this study. Hence, as the researchers note, the link they found
would likely be an underestimate “if natural gas activity is related to severe anomalies
with high prenatal mortality.”

•

December 6, 2018 – Early signs of cardiovascular disease—including high blood
pressure, changes in the stiffness of blood vessels, and markers of inflammation—
occurred more often in people who live in communities with more intense oil and gas
development, according to a study of 97 adults living in northeastern Colorado between
October 2015 and May 2016.1014 Artery stiffness, as measured by augmentation index,
was highest among people living in areas with the greatest drilling and fracking activity,
as was systolic and diastolic blood pressure (for those not taking prescription
medications). This was the first study to evaluate, with direct measurements, indicators of
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cardiovascular disease and the intensity of oil and gas activity. The results are consistent
with previous research showing increased rates of cardiology inpatient hospital admission
in these areas.
•

August 28, 2018 – The top 10 oil and gas producing counties in Colorado had higher
truck accident rates than the remaining 54 counties in an analysis by Colorado School of
Public Health researchers. Researchers also performed an additional geospatial study
technique called a “grid level analysis” using the Colorado Oil and Gas information
System (COGIS), census population information, and home locations. These results
showed that grid cells with more homes and/or wells were associated with more truck
accidents, as well as with more multi-vehicle truck accidents with an injury.1015

•

August 13, 2018 – Babies in Pennsylvania whose mothers lived near at least one gas well
during their pregnancies were at higher risk for adverse birth outcomes, according to a
study published in the Journal of Health Economics. This investigation examined statebased data on the locations of 2,459 natural gas wells drilled between 2006 and 2010
together with restricted-access birth and mortality data for the years 2003–2010.1016
Mothers living within 2.5 kilometers (1.5 miles) of gas wells gave birth to infants with
increased incidence of low birth weight and small for gestational age (SGA). SGA
generally increases with exposure to environmental pollution and helps determine
immediate health care needs, as well as predicting long-term adverse health outcomes. In
addition, the study found term birth weight for these infants was lower on average, and
the prevalence of APGAR scores less than eight was increased by 26 percent. APGAR
scores are used to evaluate the health of infants immediately after birth. This study builds
on growing evidence that air pollution from shale gas development damages infant health
and stands out for thoroughly controlling for predictors of infant health and for estimating
the extensive and intensive margins of drillings. Within the intensive margin (which
includes an estimation of the impact of well density), one additional well was associated
with a seven percent increase in low birth weight, a five gram reduction in term birth
weight, and a three percent increase in premature birth. Each of these adverse outcomes
carries high associated medical costs. The author conservatively estimated the added cost
associated with one low birth weight infant to be $96,500 in the first year alone, not
counting any loss of parent income. The author noted that these impacts are “likely to
persist throughout these children’s lives.”

•

August 10, 2018 – A study of Pennsylvania counties focusing on the period 2003–2012
found that counties with fracking activities have higher rates of gonorrhea and chlamydia
infections (up 7.8 percent and 2.6 percent, respectively), as well as a 19.7 percent higher
rate of prostitution-related arrests.1017 Authors found no evidence that confounding
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factors such as opioid prescription rates, viral hepatitis deaths, or drug abuse arrests
influenced these results. These findings provide “strong evidence that unconventional or
shale gas development poses significant risks to public health and that unconventional or
shale gas development has policy implications beyond the economic and environmental
impacts often cited.”
•

July 28, 2018 – Road fatalities in the Permian Basin region of west Texas have risen and
fallen with the price of oil, according to an investigative piece in Bloomberg using New
York Mercantile Exchange and Texas Department of Transportation data.1018
Interviewees in the article pointed to inexperienced and exhausted drivers, sinkholes,
oversized trucks on roads not designed for the amount of traffic they now carry, and other
factors as reasons for the ongoing fatalities.

•

July 27, 2018 – In this study of almost 5,000 Pennsylvanians, a team of medical and
public health scientists found a link between living closer to more and bigger
unconventional shale gas wells and increased symptoms of depression. This is the first
epidemiologic study to address a mental health outcome with regard to proximity to
fracking and related operations. The researchers combined information from a mailed
questionnaire, electronic health record data, and residential proximity to more and bigger
wells, using well data from three agencies. Size of wells was ascertained by combining
data on total well depth and volume of natural gas produced. Researchers concluded that
drilling and fracking activities “may be associated with adverse mental health in
Pennsylvania” and called for including potential mental health consequences in future
risk-benefit calculations.1019

•

June 21, 2018 – Using individual inpatient data for the whole state of Pennsylvania from
2003 through 2014, researchers found consistent associations between childhood asthma
hospitalizations and nearby drilling and fracking activity. When they compared
unexposed children to children in the top third of patients exposed to shale gas drilling,
the research team found that, during the same calendar quarter a gas well was drilled, the
odds of children and adolescents being hospitalized for asthma increased by 25 percent. If
there was ever a well drilled within a zip code, the odds of these pediatric asthma-related
hospitalizations increased by 19 percent. This finding demonstrates that the increased risk
remains for years after wells are drilled.1020 This study is notable because it is the first to
control for 180 pre-existing respiratory health risks. Researchers also considered specific
air emissions from drilling and fracking sites. They found that increased levels of 2,2,4trimethylpentane, carbon dioxide, formaldehyde, nitrous oxide, volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), and x-hexane were associated with increased risks of pediatric
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asthma hospitalizations across age groups, as well as links for younger children to
additional pollutants.
•

May 21, 2018 – Using the most stringent classification within and across countries
internationally, researchers examined reproductive toxicity among chemicals used in
drilling and fracking operations for oil and gas. They found that 43 chemicals are
classified as known or presumed human reproductive toxicants, while 31 others are
suspected human reproductive toxicants. The team, which included Yale School of
Medicine and School Public of Health researchers, further analyzed the 43 reproductive
toxicants for their carcinogenic and mutagenic properties and found that seven
reproductive toxicants doubled as carcinogens and mutagens. They are potassium
dichromate, cadmium, benzene, ethylene oxide, nickel sulfate, N,N-dimethylformamide,
and lead. Of these, benzene and lead are found in both fracking fluid and in fracking
wastewater. Researchers noted that their study was limited to 157 chemicals previously
identified as having evidence of reproductive toxicity, which is only a fraction of the
more than 1000 chemicals identified as being present in fracking fluid, fracking
wastewater, and fracking-related air emissions. They recommended that their framework
be extended to all those chemicals.1021 (See also entry for January 6, 2016 in Water
Contamination.)

•

May 1, 2018 – In a laboratory study, prenatal exposure to fracking-related chemicals
triggered immune problems in mice, especially females. All three immune system
illnesses tested—a house dust mite-induced allergic disease, influenza A virus, and a
disease similar to multiple sclerosis—were impaired in mice exposed in the womb to a
mixture of fracking chemicals.1022 Using a chemical mixture “laced with chemicals at
levels similar to those found in groundwater near fracking sites” and already
demonstrated to have harmful developmental and reproductive effects, the researchers
found sex-linked effects.1023 The exposed female mice showed more severe damage to
their immune systems and ability to resist disease. In addition, the multiple scleroris-like
disease, experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis, developed earlier and more
severely in female mice as compared to male mice. Authors concluded, “These
observations suggest that developmental exposure to complex mixtures of water
contaminants, such as those derived from [drilling and fracking] operations, could
contribute to immune dysregulation and disease later in life.”

•

March 23, 2018 – Yale University public health scientists investigated possible
connections between shale gas drilling and sexually transmitted diseases in Ohio. They
found that, compared to counties with no shale gas activity, counties with high activity
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had 21 percent increased rates of chlamydia and 19 percent increased rates of
gonorrhea.1024 They classified all 88 counties in the state as having none, low, and high
shale gas activity in each year from 2000 through 2016, using Ohio Department of
Natural Resources data. Their findings showed magnitude of effect for the association
with gonorrhea that is similar to a prior analysis, adding strength to observed
associations. Speaking to the Columbus Dispatch, the lead author noted, “Although there
has been a decrease in new permits in recent years, [sexually transmitted infection] rates
continue to climb because once a disease is introduced… it can be exchanged within the
communities even after the workers leave.”1025
•

March 20, 2018 – In the Texas Barnett Shale, women with homes within a half-mile
radius of the most dense gas drilling activity or gas production activity at the time of their
child’s birth had, respectively, 20 percent and 15 percent higher risk of preterm birth,
compared with women with no such activity near their residence. The greatest proximityrelated risk was for extremely premature births (prior 28 weeks gestation): mothers living
near the densest drilling activity and the densest production activity were, respectively,
100 percent and 53 percent more likely to give birth to extremely premature babies.1026,
1027
For purposes of this study, the drilling phase included drilling of the wellbore,
installation of casing, and fracking, whereas the production phase, which can last for
years, included the flowback of gas, condensate, and produced water, as well as possible
on-site storage of these materials. Researchers noted that they did not have access to
information that would have allowed more refined classification of phases. The study
included 13,332 preterm birth cases and 66,933 term births in the 24-county Barnett
Shale region between 2010 and 2012. The study also addressed trimester-specific
differences in risk, finding little evidence for that factor. (See also entry for September
19, 2017.)

•

March 13, 2018 – A research team found higher rates of hospitalizations for pneumonia
among individuals ages 65 and older in Pennsylvania counties with drilling and fracking
operations compared to those without. This result is consistent with other studies
reporting links between respiratory problems and air pollution. This study, which used
enhanced county-specific data from 2001 to 2013, expands on earlier research in its
geographical reach and longer time horizon. The research team also found higher average
hospitalization rates for other air pollution-sensitive diseases (acute myocardial
infarction, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, and upper respiratory
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infections) in counties containing unconventional natural gas wells than in those without
wells, but those links were not as strong statistically as for pneumonia among the elderly.
Noting that their study design may actually underestimate the impact of natural gas
development on pneumonia, the research team stated that their study “helps establish a
consistent link between unconventional natural gas extraction and higher rates of
disease.”1028
•

February 7, 2018 – Female mice exposed to a mixture of 23 fracking chemicals during
early life developed dose-specific abnormalities in their mammary glands. The
researchers saw changes in tissue morphology, cell proliferation, “and the induction of
unique intraductal hyperplasias.”1029 (Intraductal hyperplasia is an overgrowth of cells
that is considered a marker for future breast cancer risk.) Researchers used four doses; the
lower two used were equivalent to concentrations found in drinking water in fracking
regions and the highest dose represented concentrations that have been measured in
industry wastewater. Mammary gland effects varied for each the doses, but all groups
developed intraductal hyperplasia. According to a co-author, “This study shows that a
mixture of [fracking] chemicals can affect the long-term health of the mouse mammary
gland, even after low level exposures in the womb.”1030

•

January 15, 2018 – A study of urban oil drilling in two Los Angeles neighborhoods found
elevated asthma rates among residents living within 1,500 feet of oil wells. Researchers
compared diagnosed asthma rates in these areas to a representative comparison area (the
California Health Interview Survey’s “SPA6” in South Los Angeles) and to Los Angeles
County as a whole.1031 The diagnosed asthma rates in the two study areas were
statistically significantly higher (16.1 percent and 23.6 percent) than the comparison area
(9.8 percent). Asthma prevalence in one of the two study areas was significantly higher
than that in Los Angeles County as a whole. Households with smokers were excluded
from the analysis. This interdisciplinary team worked in partnership with the local
residents to conduct this community-based survey with limited resources and urged
further studies with more complex scientific design.

•

December 13, 2017 – A team of health economists analyzed fracking’s health impacts on
infants. They examined birth certificates for all 1.1 million infants born in Pennsylvania
between 2004 and 2013 and combined these data with maps showing when and where
gas wells were drilled in the state. Their results indicated that the introduction of fracking
“reduces health among infants born to mothers living within 3 km (1.9 miles) of a well
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site during pregnancy.” For mothers living within one kilometer (.6 miles), they found a
25 percent increase in the probability of low birth weight, “significant declines” in
average birth weight, as well as declines in other measures of infant health. They also
observed reductions in infant health when mothers lived within one to three kilometers of
a fracking site; these were about one-third to one-half of the declines of those mothers
living closer.1032 The researchers estimated that “about 29,000 out of the nearly 4 million
U.S. births (0.7 percent) annually occur within 1 kilometer of a fracking site and 95,500
are born within 3 kilometers.” “For policymakers weighing the costs and benefits of
fracking before deciding whether to allow it in their communities, this study provides a
clear cost: an increase in the probability of poorer health for babies born near these sites.”
1033

•

November 6, 2017 – As part of a pilot project, a team of Montreal-based public health
researchers evaluated exposure of pregnant mothers to VOCs in an area of intensive
fracking in northeastern British Columbia. At least 28,000 unconventional natural gas
wells had been drilled to date in the Peace River Valley. Analyzing the urine of 29
pregnant women, researchers found high concentrations of muconic acid, which is a
degradation product of benzene, a widely studied developmental toxicant and an air
contaminant in the vicinity of gas wells. The median concentration of this chemical was
approximately 3.5 times higher in the study group than in the general Canadian
population. In five of the 29 women, the concentration of muconic acid exceeded an
exposure index by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists that
was designed for workplace settings. (No guidelines for the public exist.) By design, this
small pilot study sets the groundwork for more extensive biomonitoring and
environmental analysis.1034

•

September 19, 2017 – University of Texas Health Science Center researchers conducted a
case-control study nested within their larger cohort of women with single births (see
entry for July 21, 2017, below) in the 24-county Barnett Shale between November 30,
2010 and November 29, 2012. Its specific purpose was to consider timing of
unconventional gas development activity “during potentially sensitive windows of
exposure,” as well as “potential differences in risk by UGD drilling phase,” with regard
to preterm births. Results suggest a link between maternal residential proximity to UGDactivity and preterm births, which were similar by drilling phase and “slightly stronger in
the first two trimesters of pregnancy.”1035
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•

September 14, 2017 – Researchers reviewed health assessments taken between February
2012 and October 2015 of adults in Pennsylvania communities with intense
unconventional natural gas development (UNGD). The most frequently reported
symptoms were sleep disturbance, headache, throat irritation, stress/anxiety, cough,
shortness of breath, sinus problems, fatigue, wheezing, nausea, each occurring in over 20
percent of the sample. Over 43 percent of the sample reported sleep disturbance. To meet
the inclusion criteria, as developed and implemented by a physician and nurse
practitioner, the symptoms were reviewed to ensure no plausible cause relating to “past
medical and surgical history, concurrent medical conditions, family and social history,
and environmental exposures unrelated to UNGD. For example, if the social history
indicated a ½ pack/day smoking history, the symptom of ‘difficulty breathing’ was not
included.” Independently, the timing of the exposure for each symptom that met the
inclusion criteria was determined, using the beginning drilling date for each
unconventional natural gas well within one kilometer (.6 miles) of the patient’s residence;
records were excluded if it was not possible to verify at least one gas well within this
distance.1036

•

August 21, 2017 – Using county-level data from 2003 to 2013, researchers found that, all
together, counties in the Marcellus Shale region that experienced a boom in hydraulic
fracturing showed a 20 percent increase in the incidence rate of gonorrhea.1037

•

July 21, 2017 – A University of Texas Health Science Center School of Public Health
team assessed the links between the residential proximity of pregnant mothers to
unconventional natural gas development activity and various newborn health problems:
preterm birth, small-for-gestational age (SGA), fetal death, and low birth weight. They
found evidence of a “moderate positive association” between residential proximity to
UGD-activity and increased odds of preterm birth, and a “suggestive association” with
fetal death. Nearly 159,000 births and fetal deaths from November 30, 2010 to November
29, 2012 in the 24-county Barnett Shale area were considered.1038

•

February 15, 2017 – A study from the University of Colorado School of Public Health
and Anschutz Medical Campus showed that children and young adults between the ages
of 5 and 24 with acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) were 4.3 times more likely to live in
area dense with active oil and gas wells. The researchers did not find such a link with
ALL cases in 0-4 year olds, or with incidence of non-Hodgkin lymphoma. The study
focused on rural areas and towns in 57 Colorado counties and did not include cities of
more than 50,000 people. Authors wrote, “Because oil and gas development has potential
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to expose a large population to known hematologic carcinogens, such as benzene, further
study is clearly needed to substantiate both our positive and negative findings.”1039
•

October 26, 2016 – A study that investigated possible links between fracking and cancer
incidence in southwest Pennsylvania found elevated rates of bladder and thyroid cancers
in six counties with shale gas activity.1040 Bladder cancer was elevated in both males and
females, with a 10 percent increase in the number of observed cases from 2000 to 2012.
Over the same time period, thyroid cancer jumped even more dramatically. “There was a
huge 91.2% increase in the number of observed cases from 2000 to 2012.” Patterns of
leukemia incidence were less clearly related to shale gas activity. The author expressed
caution in attributing these trends solely to shale gas development due to “the multiple
sources of potentially toxic, harmful exposures in southwest Pennsylvania, many dating
back decades,” the long latency time required for many cancers to develop, and possible
synergisms between exposures from shale gas development and past toxic exposures.

•

August 25, 2016 – Researchers found that Pennsylvanians residing near intensive
unconventional gas well activity were significantly more likely to experience chronic
rhino sinusitis (at least three months of nasal and sinus symptoms), migraine headaches,
and higher levels of fatigue than residents who do not live near such activity.1041 Data
were gathered from nearly 8,000 patients of Geisinger Health System from 40 counties in
north and central Pennsylvania, and matched with the proximity of respondents to all
phases of gas drilling activity and intensity, using information from the Pennsylvania
Departments of Environmental Protection (PA DEP) and Conservation and Natural
Resources, as well as satellite imagery. According to lead author Aaron W. Tustin, MD,
MPH, resident physician in the Department of Environmental Health Sciences at the
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, “[t]hese three health conditions can
have debilitating impacts on people’s lives… In addition, they cost the health care system
a lot of money.”1042

•

July 18, 2016 – Living near fracking operations significantly increases asthma attacks,
according to a Johns Hopkins University study of 35,000 medical records of people with
asthma in north and central Pennsylvania, from 2005 to 2012.1043 The data show that
those who live near a higher number of, or larger, active gas wells were 1.5 to 4 times
more likely to suffer from asthma attacks compared to those who live farther away, with
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the closest group having the highest risk. There was increased risk in all three types of
exacerbations defined: mild (new oral corticosteroid medication order), moderate
(emergency department encounter), or severe (hospitalization). In addition, researchers
identified increased risk during all four phases of well development: pad preparation,
drilling, stimulation (fracking), and production. The study was praised for its “rigorous
research methods,” by a scientist not part of the team.1044
•

July 5, 2016 – Researchers from five universities and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
identified a link between exposure to fracking and drilling chemicals and adverse
reproductive and developmental outcomes in laboratory mice. The study used 23 oil and
gas chemicals in four different concentrations, representing concentrations found in
drinking water and groundwater, to higher concentrations found in oil and gas industry
wastewater. Offspring of pregnant laboratory mice consuming these mixtures were
compared to those that did not. Results suggested “numerous potential threats to fertility
and reproductive success … including altered pituitary hormone levels, reproductive
organ weights, and disrupted ovarian follicle development.” Researchers observed these
negative outcomes even in the offspring exposed to the lowest dose of chemicals.
Building on previous research showing reduced sperm counts in male offspring, they also
reported on “tentative mechanistic information for the observed adverse health
effects.”1045

•

February 9, 2016 – An exploratory study of hospitalization rates for three study areas in
Queensland, Australia showed rates for specific types of hospital admissions increased
more quickly in a coal seam gas study area than in other study areas (a coal mining area
and a rural/agricultural area). Coal seam gas is the methane trapped in pores and fractures
in underground coal deposits; its exploitation is a form of unconventional natural gas
development. A portion of coal seam gas extraction uses fracking. This preliminary study
found the strongest link between increased hospitalization rates over time in a coal seam
gas area to be for the category of ‘Blood/immune’ diseases.1046

•

October 14, 2015 – Using an animal model, an interdisciplinary research team measured
the endocrine-disrupting activities of 24 chemicals used and/or produced by oil and gas
operations, finding that 23 of them “can activate or inhibit the estrogen, androgen,
glucocorticoid, progesterone, and/or thyroid receptors, and mixtures of these chemicals
can behave synergistically, additively, or antagonistically.” Further, the researchers tested
prenatal exposures to the chemicals and found effects on multiple organs, including
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adverse reproductive effects on the matured offspring.1047 This study is the first to
demonstrate that endocrine-disrupting chemicals, which are commonly used in fracking
operations, can harm the reproductive health of mice, at levels of exposure that are
realistic for humans. The study’s senior author told ScienceDaily, “In addition to reduced
sperm counts, the male mice exposed to the mixture of chemicals had elevated levels of
testosterone in their blood and larger testicles. These findings may have implications for
the fertility of men living in regions with dense oil and/or natural gas production.”1048
•

October 8, 2015 – Pregnant women who live near active fracking operations in
Pennsylvania were at a 40 percent increased risk of giving birth prematurely and at a 30
percent increased risk for having obstetrician-labeled high-risk pregnancies, according to
a study by Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and other researchers.
High-risk pregnancies were those that included hypertension, high pre-pregnancy body
mass index, and asthma. The study used data from the Geisinger Health System on 9,384
pregnant women and their 10,496 newborns between January 2009 and January 2013;
Geisinger covers 40 counties in north and central Pennsylvania. Researchers developed
an index for proximity to fracking wells based on distance from the women’s homes,
stage of drilling and depth of wells dug, and the amount of gas that was produced at those
wells during the pregnancies. The highest-activity quartile had the highest rates of
premature births and high-risk pregnancies.1049, 1050

•

July 22, 2015 – Using a mammal model, New York University School of Medicine
scientists, together with other U.S. and Chinese researchers, demonstrated cancerous
changes linked to exposure to wastewater from Marcellus fracking operations. Their
study also documented elevated levels of barium and strontium in exposed animal cells.
The wastewater studied originated in Pennsylvania and was stored for a time to allow
radioactivity and levels of short-lived VOCs to decline. The results suggest that “even
aged flow back water could pose substantial health threats to exposed humans.”1051

•

July 15, 2015 – A study by University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University
researchers found that drilling and fracking activity was associated with increased rates of
hospitalization in Pennsylvania. During a period of dramatic increase in drilling and
fracking activity between 2007 and 2011, inpatient prevalence rates surged for people
living near shale gas wells. Cardiology inpatient prevalence rates were significantly
associated with number of wells per zip code and their density, while neurology inpatient
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prevalence rates were significantly associated with density of wells. Hospitalizations for
cancer, skin conditions, and urological problems also rose significantly. During the same
time period, no such increase in health problems was observed in a control Pennsylvania
county without any drilling and fracking activity. In communities with the most wells, the
rate of cardiology hospitalizations was 27 percent higher than in control communities
with no fracking. “While the clinical significance of the association remains to be shown,
[fracking] has just begun in Pennsylvania, and thus observing a significant association
over this short time is striking.… Our study also supports the concept that health care
utilization should be factored into the value (costs and benefits) of hydraulic fracturing
over time.”1052 In a related Newsweek story, lead researcher Reynold Panettieri, Jr. said,
“At this point, we suspect that residents are exposed to many toxicants, noise and social
stressors due to hydraulic fracturing near their homes and this may add to the increased
number of hospitalizations.”1053
•

July 9, 2015 – As part of a scientific assessment of well stimulation treatments, including
fracking, the California Council on Science and Technology studied the potential impacts
of well stimulation on human health in California. The risk factors directly attributable to
well stimulation stem largely from the use of a very large number and quantity of
stimulation chemicals. The unknown number and toxicity of chemicals that are mixed
together in well stimulation fluids made it difficult to fully quantify risk to the
environment and to human health, but the study highlighted the potential health risks
from exposure to fracking-related air pollution for the people of Los Angeles, 1.7 million
of whom live or work within one mile of an active oil or gas well.1054 Jane Long, coauthor, said, “officials should fully understand the toxicity and environmental profiles of
all chemicals before allowing them to be used in California’s oil operations,” according
to the Los Angeles Times.1055

•

June 22, 2015 – A longtime midwife reported her personal analysis of an ongoing spike
in infant deaths, miscarriages, and placental abnormalities in Utah’s Uintah Basin that has
followed the advent of drilling and fracking activity there and appears linked to air
pollution episodes.1056

•

June 3, 2015 – A University of Pittsburgh study linked fracking to low birthweight in
three heavily drilled Pennsylvania counties. The more exposure a pregnant woman had to
gas wells, the higher her risk for a smaller-than-normal baby. Exposure was determined
as proximity and density of wells in relation to the residence of the pregnant woman.
Compared to mothers whose homes had the fewest surrounding gas wells, mothers whose
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homes were nearest to a high density of wells were 34 percent more likely to have babies
who were “small for gestational age,” meaning they weighed significantly less than
expected for the number of weeks of pregnancy. Although the study did not investigate
mechanisms, researchers identified air as the likely route of exposure. They supported
this argument by referencing another study done in Western Pennsylvania where airborne
particulate pollution correlated with low birth weight and by noting that particulates are
established shale gas infrastructure emissions.1057, 1058 Low birth weight is a leading cause
of infant mortality.
•

March 3, 2015 – A follow-up study of 21 case studies from five states found that the
distribution of symptoms in animals and humans affected by nearby fracking operations
was, since 2012, unchanged for humans and companion animals. In food animals,
reproductive problems decreased over time while respiratory problems and growth
problems increased. “This longitudinal case study illustrates the importance of obtaining
detailed epidemiological data on the long-term health effects of multiple chemical
exposures and multiple routes of exposure that are characteristic of the environmental
impacts of unconventional drilling operations.”1059

•

March 3, 2015 – A cross-sectional study by Yale University School of Medicine
researchers using companion animals as sentinels of human exposure to fracking-related
chemicals investigated possible associations between reported health conditions of
companion and backyard animals in Southwest Pennsylvania and household proximity to
drilling and fracking operations. Among dogs living in households located less than one
kilometer from a gas well, risks for health problems were elevated, especially for dermal
conditions, compared to animals living more than two kilometers from a well.1060

•

January 1, 2015 – A Yale-led team studied the relationship between household proximity
to drilling and fracking operations and reported health symptoms in Washington County,
Pennsylvania where 624 gas wells were in active operation, most of which had been
drilled in the past five to six years. Researchers found that health symptoms reported by
residents increased in frequency as distance between household and gas wells decreased.
Among persons living less than one kilometer from drilling and fracking operations,
rashes and upper respiratory problems were more prevalent. The authors of this study, the
largest to date on the link between reported symptoms and natural gas drilling activities,
say that their findings are “… consistent with earlier reports of respiratory and dermal
conditions in persons living near natural gas wells.” They also cite literature
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demonstrating the biological plausibility of a link between oil and gas extraction
activities and both categories of health effects reported.1061
•

December 17, 2014 – As part of a lengthy review that became the foundation for New
York State’s ban on high volume hydraulic fracturing, the New York State Department of
Health (NYS DOH) identified environmental problems associated with fracking that
could contribute to adverse public health impacts. Among them: air pollution (particulate
matter, ozone, diesel exhaust, and VOCs) that could affect respiratory health; drinking
water contamination from underground migration of methane and/or fracking chemicals
associated with faulty well construction or seismic activity; drinking water contamination
from inadequate water treatment of fracking waste or from surface spills of fracking
chemicals or wastewater; earthquakes and the creation of fissures; increased vehicle
traffic; increased noise; increased demand for housing and medical care; and public
health problems related to climate change impacts from methane and other greenhouse
gas emissions into the atmosphere. The NYS DOH Public Health Review also discussed
findings from surveys of health symptoms among residents living near high volume
hydraulic fracturing activities. These included skin rash, nausea or vomiting, abdominal
pain, breathing difficulties, cough, nosebleed, anxiety, stress, headache, dizziness, eye
irritation, and throat irritation in populations living near drilling and fracking operations.
The NYS DOH Public Health Review noted that ongoing studies by both government
agencies and several academic institutions were exploring the public health risks and
impacts of fracking but that many of these studies were years from completion. The
review concludes:
… significant gaps exist in the knowledge of potential public health impacts from
[high volume hydraulic fracturing]…. The existing science investigating
associations between [high volume hydraulic fracturing] activities and observable
adverse health outcomes is very sparse and the studies that have been published
have significant scientific limitations. Nevertheless, studies are suggestive of
potential public health risks related to [high volume hydraulic fracturing] activity
that warrant further careful evaluation.
In an accompanying letter to the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation, Health Commissioner Howard Zucker, MD, concluded,
… the overall weight of the evidence from the cumulative body of information
contained in this Public Health Review demonstrates that there are significant
uncertainties about the kinds of adverse health outcomes that may be associated
with [high volume hydraulic fracturing], the likelihood of the occurrence of
adverse health outcomes and the effectiveness of some of the mitigation measures
in reducing or preventing environmental impacts which could adversely affect
public health. Until the science provides sufficient information to determine the
level of risk to public health from [fracking] to all New Yorkers and whether the
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risks can be adequately managed, DOH recommends that high volume hydraulic
fracturing should not proceed in NYS.1062
•

October 13, 2014 – According to the North Dakota Health Department, the number of
HIV and AIDS cases in North Dakota more than doubled between 2012 and 2014, and
cases were shifting to the state’s western oil fields, where 35-40 percent of all new cases
occurred. Previously, only 10 percent of cases were in that region.1063 This trend followed
on the heels of an upsurge in sexually transmitted chlamydia cases in the same region.
The North Dakota state director of disease control, Kirby Kruger, attributed the uptick in
HIV cases to the drilling and fracking industry and attempted to spread HIV prevention
messages at the “man camps” that house young male workers in the oil industry.1064
Human trafficking for purposes of prostitution accompanied the fracking boom, but there
was a shortage of medical professionals to address this public health crisis, according to
Kruger, who noted that it was difficult to hire nurses and medical staff who could live in
the area on a public health wage.

•

October 2, 2014 – According to researchers from the University of Pennsylvania’s Center
of Excellence in Environmental Toxicology, an increasing number of gas wells in
Pennsylvania is significantly correlated with inpatient rates of hospitalization. The
research team collected data from seven different insurance providers for three counties;
the study’s publication is forthcoming.1065

•

September 11, 2014 – In Texas, commercial vehicle accidents have increased more than
50 percent since 2009 when the state’s ongoing drilling and fracking boom began,
according to an investigation by the Houston Chronicle and Houston Public Media News
88.7. “For six decades, highway deaths have dropped steadily all across the United
States…. But in Texas all motor vehicle fatalities – and accidents involving commercial
trucks – have turned back upward since the state’s oil drilling and fracking boom began
in 2008.” This rising motor vehicle death toll is especially felt in formerly rural counties
in the Eagle Ford and Permian Basin, now places of heavy drilling and fracking. A new
Department of Public Safety “Road Check” program finds annually, “27 to 30 percent of
Texas’ commercial trucks shouldn’t be operating at all due to potentially life-threatening
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safety problems like defective brakes, bald tires, inoperable safety lights and unqualified,
unfit or intoxicated drivers.”1066, 1067
•

August 3, 2014 – Hospitals in the Bakken Shale region reported a sharp rise in ambulance
calls and emergency room visits after 2006. “Mercy Medical Center in Williston and the
Tioga Medical Center in neighboring Williams County saw their ambulance runs increase
by more than 200 percent. Tioga’s hospital saw a staggering leap in trauma patients by
1,125 percent. Mercy had a 373 percent increase.” Drugs (including overdoses of
prescription drugs, methamphetamine, and heroin) explain many of the cases, with
oilfield related injuries such as “fingers crushed or cut off, extremity injuries, burns and
pressure burns” accounting for 50 percent of the cases in one of the region’s hospital
emergency rooms.1068

•

May 21, 2014 – Raising questions about possible links to worsening air pollution from
the Uintah Basin’s 11,200 oil and gas wells, health professionals reported that infant
deaths in Vernal, Utah, rose to six times the normal rate over the past three years.
Physician Brian Moench said, “We know that pregnant women who breathe more air
pollution have much higher rates of virtually every adverse pregnancy outcome that
exists…. And we know that this particular town is the center of an oil and gas boom
that’s been going on for the past five or six years and has uniquely high particulate matter
and high ozone.”1069 Although it formerly had pristine air quality, Uintah County, Utah
received a grade “F” for ozone in the American Lung Association’s 2013 State of the Air
Report.1070

•

January 28, 2014 – Congenital heart defects, and possibly neural tube defects in
newborns, were associated with the density and proximity of natural gas wells within a
10-mile radius of mothers’ residences in a study of almost 25,000 births from 1996 to
2009 in rural Colorado. The researchers note that natural gas development emits several
chemicals known to increase risk of birth defects (teratogens).1071

•

January 4, 2014 – Preliminary data from researchers at Princeton University, Columbia
University, and MIT showed elevated rates of low birthweight among infants born to
mothers living near drilling and fracking operations during their pregnancies.1072
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•

August 26, 2013 – Medical experts at a rural clinic in heavily-drilled Washington
County, Pennsylvania reported case studies of 20 individuals with acute symptoms
consistent with exposure to air contaminants known to be emitted from local fracking
operations.1073, 1074

•

May 2, 2013 – A community-based participatory research study in Pennsylvania tested
air and water quality and surveyed self-reported health symptoms of more than 100
residents living near drilling and fracking operations. The team detected a total of 19
VOCs in ambient air sampled outside of homes. The reported health symptoms closely
matched the established effects of chemicals detected through air and water testing at
those nearby sites. Moreover, those symptoms occurred at significantly higher rates in
households closer to the gas facilities than those farther away.1075 Indicative of the
growing prevalence of such health impacts in the state, a poll showed that two-thirds of
Pennsylvanians support a moratorium on fracking because of concern about negative
health impacts.1076
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Noise pollution, light pollution, and stress
Drilling and fracking operations and ancillary infrastructure expose workers and nearby
residents to continuous noise and light pollution that is sustained for periods lasting many
months. Chronic exposure to light at night is linked to adverse health effects, including breast
cancer.
Sources of fracking-related noise pollution include blasting, drilling, flaring, generators,
compressor stations, and truck traffic. Noise-mitigating sound barriers do not always resolve
complaints of nearby residents. Exposure to environmental noise pollution is linked to
cardiovascular disease, cognitive impairment, and sleep disturbance. In Colorado, noise
measured during construction and drilling of a large, multi-well pad in a residential area
exceeded levels knowns to increase the risk of cardiovascular diseases and hypertension.
Denton, Texas residents reported increased levels of stress and anxiety compared to periods of
time prior to the arrival of drilling fracking in their community. In rural Canada, residents
living near drilling and fracking operations experienced community upheaval and showed
multiple signs of trauma. Oil and gas production noise may be disrupting wildlife health in
protected areas. Workers and residents whose homes, schools, and workplaces are in close
proximity to well sites are at risk from these exposures as well as from related stressors. Existing
“setback distances” may not be adequate to reduce public health threats, especially for
vulnerable populations. A UK Health Impact Assessment (HIA) identified stress and anxiety
resulting from drilling-related noise—as well as from a sense of uncertainty about the future
and eroded public trust—as key public health risks related to fracking operations. These results
are corroborated by research in the United States showing links between fracking-related stress,
lower self-reported health, a sense of helplessness, and distrust in regulatory agencies.
•

May 5, 2021 – Induced earthquakes linked to gas extraction and related activities have
caused structural damage to housing in the Netherlands. Using previously validated
health measures, the first study to address the long-term, stress-related effects on
residents experiencing this kind of property damage found evidence of negative health
impacts over time. Self-rated health, mental health, and other stress-related health
impacts were all greater in a study group of people who had experienced this kind of
damage to their homes when compared to a control group whose members did not. These
negative impacts increased over time. Those whose homes had repeated damage were
1.60 times more likely to report poor health, 2.11 times more likely to report negative
mental health, and 2.84 times more at risk of elevated stress-related health symptoms.
The study population was drawn from 25,000 residents of Groningen, Netherlands from a
complete registry of all legal residents, and the resulting groups completed questionnaires
at five time-points over two years. These findings, the researchers concluded, “suggest
that for chronic disasters/hazards, negative effects can accumulate over time, presumably
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because the recurrent threat and poor crisis response leads to an accumulation of
stress.”1077
•

January 19, 2021 – Drilling and fracking significantly increased light pollution in rural
areas of the United States from 2000 to 2012, while in these same areas, residents
experienced increased levels of insufficient sleep, according to a study that found a doseresponse relationship between the number of horizontal wells and measures of
insufficient sleep. Residents in counties with more than 100 wells were three percentage
points more likely to report insufficient sleep, and six percentage points more likely to
report sleep fewer than seven hours sleep per night. Light pollution has established links
to human health: disruptions to melatonin levels and circadian rhythm are linked with
mood regulation, depression and sleeping disorders, in addition to metabolic disease and
cancer. This study also found that, in areas that had minimal light pollution prior to the
shale gas boom, drilling increased the dispersion of nighttime lights by over 100 percent.
Urging further research on light pollution from the shale gas industry, authors note that
many drilling and fracking operations are sited within International Dark Sky Places
where work practices continue around the clock and are dependent on intense artificial
lighting and gas flaring.1078

•

March 14, 2020 – Living in a community with extensive fracking was linked with lower
self-rated health, according to an interdisciplinary research team.1079 The team designed
and carried out survey research with three northern Colorado communities with different
historical and current levels of fracking: Greeley, Fort Collins, and Windsor. Self-rated
health, the researchers explained, has been used successfully across multiple disciplines
in thousands of studies. Research has shown there is a strong link between self-rated
health and actual health status. Living in Greeley, surrounded by some 21,000 active
drilling locations in 2015-2016 when the study was carried out, was associated with
lower self-rated health compared to Fort Collins, which voted for a (subsequently
overturned) ban on fracking, and has little drilling in the community. Perceived stress
from fracking was also linked to lower self-rated health. A third finding was that trust in
regulatory agencies improved self-rated health. Authors noted, “Recalling that people in
our study who reported the least satisfaction with their health were low-income and also
experiencing stress from [unconventional oil and gas extraction], we may see links to
environmental injustice and specifically procedural inequity, regarding people’s (lack of)
control over their local environment and their perceived health impacts.”

•

March 4, 2020 – More than 300 residents filed noise complaints about new fracking
activity near Broomfield, Colorado’s northeast side, between fall 2019 and publication of
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this KUNC piece.1080 The radio station obtained the information through a public records
request, finding the community had not gotten relief, despite an overnight noise
ordinance that went into effect in late January: “…the noise drones on, according to
resident complaints.” A municipal judge was, at time of publication, determining whether
the new ordinance applied to the oil and gas operator responsible for the noise, as the
company maintained they were in compliance with a previous agreement.
•

February 13, 2020 – Residents of Denton, Texas reported increased stress and anxiety
compared to periods of time prior to the introduction of fracking in the area.1081 Defining
“socio-psychological health” as “one’s well-being pertaining to dimensions of both their
mental (including emotional) and social health,” the researchers sought to build on
previous research identifying socio-psychological impacts from fracking, through indepth, semi-structured interviews. Specific socio-psychological features of participants’
experiences included concerns about the environmental health of the community,
increased prevalence of personal ailments and physical disorders, and feelings of
helplessness linked to lack of response from government officials. Areas where study
results were mixed included optimism versus pessimism, and various measures of social
cohesion. On the one hand, the “us versus them” construct was a common theme, and on
the other, the participants, who were recruited via a town hall meeting, also reported
instances of community members brought closer together through their concern and
activism.

•

January 15, 2020 – The Broomfield, Colorado, City Council “unanimously approved an
emergency noise ordinance that will return the onus to a person or company to prove
noise generated during restricted hours is below Broomfield’s decibel standards.”1082 The
ordinance does not specifically address the oil and gas industry but followed a spike in
noise complaints from residents near an 18 gas well site. Hundreds of complaints
included specific health symptoms that residents linked to the noise, including headaches,
difficulty sleeping, and anxiety and stress.

•

December 12, 2019 – The City of Broomfield, Colorado issued a statement reacting to
the breaching of noise standards by an oil and gas company operating in the city. “We
hear you, we acknowledge the impact and we are taking the steps to pursue all legal
options to keep our community safe… Our residents are enduring continuous impacts
which now includes disturbing noise, sometimes in the middle of the night. Immediate
action is necessary,” said City and County Manager Jennifer Hoffman addressing city
residents in the press release.1083 The City received over 35 official noise complaints and
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verified that there were over 80 noise level readings above the established thresholds in
the previous two-week period.
•

September 16, 2019 – Residents of Brooke County, West Virginia expressed
dissatisfaction with “sound walls” put up to mitigate noise surrounding a local gas well
pad. “Residents say one thing that is particularly concerning is the hours that the noise is
most bothersome; when they are trying to sleep. It is affecting their sleep and in turn,
their health.”1084 The company responsible, Southwestern Energy, stated that noise was
not exceeding the levels set by county ordinance and that it would “continue to monitor
the situation and work with elected officials.”

•

May 28, 2019 – Noise levels exceeded World Health Organization guidelines for two
types of measurements, A-weighted and C-weighted noise, at four residences in Weld
County, Colorado, during all four unconventional oil and gas development phases at a
nearby 22-well pad with “sound walls” in place.1085 This study also included air pollution
and truck traffic measurements, finding the highest pollution levels (particulate matter
and black carbon) and the greatest number of heavy trucks trip per hour during the
fracking phase of operations. During daytime hours on weekdays, one of these measures
at one of the four residential sites exceeded the guideline for A-weighted decibels at least
73 percent of the time for each well development phase, drilling, fracking, flowback, and
production. During “the high impact phases” of drilling, fracking, and flowback, the
second guideline, for C-weighted noise, was exceeded 65 more than half of the time
“regardless of whether it was a weekday/weekend or a daytime/nighttime,” except at one
of the sites. Authors wrote, “The cumulative health effects from multiple stressors for
individuals living near these facilities is not known. Furthermore, excessive noise levels
and increased truck traffic during the night, when people are home and trying to sleep,
could have compounding effects on health and quality of life.”

•

April 24, 2019 – Northern Colorado communities experienced disturbance including
vibration from “massive thumper trucks doing seismic exploration” for the best sites to
drill.1086 One community member said, “Actually made me gasp because it was shaking
so loudly… I’ve felt earthquakes in California and I would say it was similar to that.”
The company did not provide notification to the targeted neighborhoods until the
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission sent a cease-and-desist letter. After
complying with notification requirements, the company was allowed to move forward
with the estimated four to six weeks of exploration.
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•

October 8, 2018 – Researchers collected noise measurements from residential areas,
inside and outside homes, near two different gas well pads and a compressor station,
north and south of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Measurements from all of the outside areas
had at least some decibel levels exceeding the recommended limits of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and one indoor measurement near the
compressor station exceeded the recommended level for noise measured inside homes.
An accompanying survey documented that 96 percent of respondents were “worried
about their overall health as a result of the noise.” Fifty-seven percent were bothered “a
great deal” by the noise, and slightly more than half of respondents said that their sleep
was disturbed “a great deal” by the noise.1087

•

October 4, 2018 – In the month following one or more earthquakes greater than
magnitude 4 experienced in an Oklahoma county, motor vehicle crashes increased 4.6
percent. Anxiety-inducing life events increase the risk of motor vehicle crashes, and
earthquakes are known to increase anxiety. University of California, Berkeley public
health researchers used data on Oklahoma earthquakes between 2010 and 2016, known to
have drastically increased in the state due to fracking wastewater injection, and countylevel monthly vehicle crash counts. Authors noted “the high economic and social costs of
such vehicle crashes,” which were $2.9 billion in Oklahoma in 2010.1088

•

May 30, 2018 – Anxiety-related Google searches increased 5.8 percent during months
when there was more than one magnitude 4 or higher earthquake experienced in
Oklahoma, from January 2010 to May 2017. Google searches for anxiety peaked three
weeks after magnitude 4 or higher quakes, University of California, Berkeley public
health researchers found. Oil and gas wastewater injection has dramatically increased
seismicity in Oklahoma; in the study period, there were 8,908 earthquakes across the
state of Oklahoma, an average of 218 earthquakes per month. Authors noted, “excessive
anxiety… may disable individuals and has long-term implications for health and
functioning,” and that “excessive symptoms of anxiety occur more readily in response to
a recurrent and unpredictable stressor, such as the Oklahoma earthquakes included in our
study.”1089

•

May 11, 2018 – Over 40 percent of daytime and 23.6 percent of nighttime audible noise
measurements taken during construction and drilling of a large, multi-well pad in a
residential area were found to exceed the level that research has demonstrated to increase
the risk of health effects, such as cardiovascular diseases and hypertension. When the
researchers used an additional measurement that captures low frequency noise levels,
these results showed that 97.5 percent of daytime and 98.3 percent of nighttime
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measurements exceeded the level “recommended to minimize impacts such as nausea and
headaches.” The measurements collected during this study were from four locations, over
three months, in residential areas with oil and gas development in Colorado. Researchers
concluded that the distances from the well pad at which some of their measurements were
taken, highlight “that homes in closer proximity to operations will likely experience noise
exposure at levels of concern even with the implementation of sound mitigation best
management practices.”1090
•

December 29, 2017 – Every participant reported experiencing effects in one or more of
five categories—psychological stress, social stress, environment, physical health, and
traffic—in a study of how residents of two adjacent counties in Ohio are impacted by
unconventional natural gas development. Most respondents reported impacts in three or
more of the five categories. Types of psychological stress reported included general stress
and uncertainty about the future; feeling frustrated and manipulated after interactions
with the oil and gas industry; experiencing stress from noise or light pollution; and
regional displacement. Researchers found that experiences of social stress extended to
include divisions among family or community; fears of, or direct experiences of,
environmental health harms; observing dying, unhealthy trees; and traffic-related effects.
Nearly all residents interviewed had experienced dangerous encounters with oil and gas
truck drivers and observed that damaged roads had become increasingly common.1091

•

July 28, 2017 – A Canadian case study of the social impacts of fracking in a conservative,
upper middle class, rural region of southern Alberta found that residents experienced
“complete upheaval in their beliefs, and for many, their experiences with contamination,
and fears of future exposure, dominate their lives.”1092 Participants described acute
impacts to their own health, to family members’ health, to their livestock (including
fertility problems), and to their land (included disrupted crop production and abrupt
changes to the landscape). The study further reported that authorities failed to respond,
“in a manner expected by the victims” to these problems. In addition, “corrosion of
community” occurred at a time when victims needed community support the most. The
author posited, following a consideration of the literature on toxic contamination and
trauma, that her interviewees had experienced the three key indications of trauma: loss of
agency, hyperarousal, and ontological insecurity linked to the negative effects on normal
daily routines, a sense of order and continuity, and human dignity. The author noted that
the contamination experienced by the interviewees reflected a “new normal of nonconventional fossil fuel industries.”
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•

May 5, 2017 – Oil and gas production was one of the main anthropogenic noise sources
(though the proportion for which it was responsible was not determined) in a study that
quantified the degree and extent of noise pollution in U.S. protected areas (PAs) and
critical habitat for endangered species. Authors “compared noise pollution among land
management and protection status and investigated sources responsible for generating
noise across PAs.” The team of biologists and engineers found that human-caused noise
doubled background sound in 63 percent of U.S. protected areas, and produced a tenfold
or greater increase in 21 percent of protected areas. These levels are “known to interfere
with human visitor experience and disrupt wildlife behavior, fitness, and community
composition.” Researchers also found a 10-fold increase in sound levels in 14 percent of
critical habitats of endangered species.1093

•

April 3, 2017 – A University of Maryland team conducted a pilot study of noise pollution
at eight homes located less than a half mile (750 meters) from natural gas compressor
stations in West Virginia and compared decibel levels to those collected from homes
located further away. They found that daytime and nighttime noise levels were higher at
properties located closer to a compressor, as measured both inside and outside the homes.
Five of six homes that were monitored for a full 24-hour period had combined day-night
indoor average noise levels that exceed 60 decibels (dBA), which exceeds both EPA’s
recommended limits for chronic noise exposure as well those recommended by the World
Health Organization. To date, no federal noise standards exist for oil and gas
operations. Noting that noise exposure has been associated in previous studies with sleep
disruption, poor academic performance, and hypertension, the authors conclude,
“Findings indicate that living near natural gas compressor stations could potentially result
in high environmental noise exposures. Larger studies are needed to confirm these
findings and evaluate potential health impacts and protections measures.”1094

•

December 9, 2016 – A review analyzing the relevant scientific literature on the potential
public health impacts of ambient noise related to unconventional oil and gas development
found that “oil and gas activities produce noise at levels that may increase the risk of
adverse health outcomes, including annoyance, sleep disturbance, and cardiovascular
disease.” The team of environmental and occupational health scientists collected
available measurements of noise levels at oil and gas operations and analyzed the data
with established noise standards. Authors stated that many noise sources from fracking
operations are similar to those of conventional oil and gas development, but that highvolume hydraulic fracturing activities present additional noise risks. These arise from
conditions including four to five times the length of time needed to drill the well, and the
much greater volume of water and higher pressures needed, compared to a traditional
vertical well. They described the complexity of noise associated with oil and gas
operations, including both intermittent and continuous noise, varying in intensities. The
review included focus on vulnerable populations, including children, the elderly, and the
chronically ill. Authors noted that existing “setback distances” – already often the result
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of political compromise and not evidence-based – may be insufficient to reduce public
health threats, and that maximum allowable noise levels should be lower for schools and
hospitals.1095
•

July 9, 2015 – As part of its assessment of potential health impacts, the California
Council of Science and Technology looked at the impacts of noise and light pollution
from oil and gas operations in California. The researchers noted that a number of
activities associated with drilling and fracking generated noise at levels considered
dangerous to public health. Noise is a biological stressor that can aggravate or contribute
to the development of hypertension and heart problems. In California, noise from well
stimulation was associated with both sleep disturbance and cardiovascular disease in a
dose-response relationship. Exposure to artificial light at night has been linked to breast
cancer in women, although almost no research has been conducted on the public health
implications of light pollution from oil and gas extraction specifically.1096

•

December 17, 2014 – The New York State Department of Health (NYS DOH) identified
community impacts related to noise as a potential contributor to a variety of negative
health impacts from drilling and fracking operations but noted that considerable scientific
uncertainty remains on the issue of noise exposure per se as a risk factor. Noise, air
pollution, traffic, vibration, odors, and nighttime lighting may all increase together as
proximity to a drilling site decreases.1097

•

December 1, 2014 – Range Resources Corporation warned supervisors in Pennsylvania’s
Donegal Township that a “big burn” natural gas flare will continue for as long as a week
and “will produce a continuous noise of as much as 95 decibels at the well pad. Sustained
decibel levels between 90 and 95 can result in permanent hearing loss, but workers will
be equipped with ear protection.” Township supervisor Doug Teagarden expressed
concern for residents, saying, “They told us the flare would be double the size of other
well flares, and the noise will be like a siren on a firetruck…. There are houses within a
couple of hundred yards of the well pad, and those folks are going to hear it.”1098

•

November 6, 2014 – Sakthi Karunanithi, Director of Public Health in Lancashire, UK,
reported on a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) of the two proposed shale gas exploration
sites in Lancashire. Karunanithi’s study determined that key risks to the health and wellbeing of the residents who live near the two proposed sites in Lancashire include stress
and anxiety from uncertainty that could lead to “poor mental wellbeing,” and noise-
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related health effects due to continuous drilling. The HIA also noted a lack of public trust
and confidence.1099, 1100
•

September 2014 – The Ohio Shale Country Listening Project, a collaborative effort to
solicit, summarize, and share the perspectives and observations of those directly
experiencing the shale gas build out in eastern Ohio, found that the more shale gas wells
a community has, the less popular the oil and gas industry becomes. Many residents
reported that they had not experienced the economic benefits promised by the oil and gas
industry. They complained of increased rents and costs of gas and groceries, an influx of
out-of-state workers, more vehicular accidents, road destruction from large trucks, and
damaged landscape and cropland. Locals reported feeling less secure and more
financially strapped.1101

•

June 20, 2014 – In its discussion of “Oil and Gas Drilling/Development Impacts,” the
U.S. Office of Indian Energy and Economic Development detailed noise pollution from
bulldozers, drill rigs, diesel engines, vehicular traffic, blasting, and flaring of gas. “If
noise-producing activities occur near a residential area, noise levels from blasting,
drilling, and other activities could exceed the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) guidelines. The movement of heavy vehicles and drilling could result in frequentto-continuous noise…. Drilling noise would occur continuously for 24 hours per day for
one to two months or more depending on the depth of the formation.”1102 Exposure to
chronic noise can be deadly. The World Health Organization has documented the
connection between environmental noise and health effects, including cardiovascular
disease, cognitive impairment, sleep disturbance, and tinnitus. At least one million
“healthy life years” are lost every year from traffic-related noise in the western part of
Europe.1103

•

February 24, 2014 – In a review of the health effects from unconventional gas extraction
published in the journal Environmental Science & Technology, leading researchers noted,
“Noise exposure is a significant hazard due to the presence of multiple sources, including
heavy equipment, compressors, and diesel powered generators. Loud continuous noise
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has health effects in working populations. It is likely that exposure to noise is substantial
for many workers, and this is potentially important for health because drilling and
servicing operations are exempt from some sections of the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration noise standard.” They noted that research should investigate
stressors such as noise and light in the context of drilling and fracking operations in order
to understand the overall effect of chemical and physical stressors together.1104
•

May 30, 2014 – The Denver Post reported that in order to help meet Colorado’s noise
limits for fracking operations in suburban neighborhoods (and partially block the glare of
floodlights), Encana Oil and Gas erected 4-inch-thick polyvinyl walls up to 32 feet high
and 800 feet long. Residents said that the plastic walls do not completely solve the
problem.1105

•

October 25, 2013 – An analysis of well location and census data by the Wall Street
Journal revealed that at least 15.3 million Americans now live within a mile of a well
that has been drilled since 2000. According to this investigation, the fracking boom has
ushered in “unprecedented industrialization” of communities across wide swaths of the
nation and, with it, “24/7” industrial noise, stadium lighting, earth-moving equipment,
and truck traffic.1106

•

April 16, 2013 – In a presentation on oil field light pollution for a conference on
“Sustainable Environment and Energy: Searching for Synergies,” Roland Dechesne of
the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada described problems of “light trespass,” glare,
and poorly-aimed fixtures in oil fields in Alberta. He described resulting “mass waterfowl
mortality” linked to artificial illumination and other biochemical impacts of light
pollution on wildlife, as well as the possibility of these effects on humans, including
circadian disruption, melatonin suppression, and possible resulting hormonally-linked
diseases.1107 Known to have ecological impacts, outdoor light pollution from drilling and
fracking operations may also be linked to artificial light-associated health effects
documented in humans, including breast cancer.1108

•

April 2013 – Led by the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health, a
study of community members living in proximity to Marcellus Shale drilling in
Pennsylvania found adverse impacts to mental health, with stress the most frequently
reported symptom. At least half of all respondents in each set of interviews reported these
specific stressors, including: being taken advantage of; health concerns;
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concerns/complaints ignored; corruption; denied information or provided with false
information. Many also reported the desire to move or leave community, estrangement
from community, and financial damages. Researchers noted that stress can result in direct
health impacts.1109 Notably, mounting evidence indicates that chronic stress magnifies
individuals’ susceptibility to effects of pollution; for children, this interactive effect can
begin during prenatal life.1110
•

September 7, 2011 – A study by researchers at Boise State University and Colorado State
University at Fort Collins modeled the potential impacts of compressor station noise from
oil and gas operations on Mesa Verde National Park in Colorado. The study found the
sound of 64 compressors outside Mesa Verde elevated the sound level within the park by
34.8 decibels on average, and by 56.8 decibels on the side of the park located closest to
the compressors. According to the EPA, 55 decibels is the highest “safe noise level” to
avoid damage to the human ear.1111
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Earthquakes and seismic activity
As shown in an increasing number of studies from Canada, China, the United Kingdom, and
the United States, fracking has triggered earthquakes. In November 2019, the UK government
declared a moratorium on fracking after an agency report on fracking-related earthquakes in
Lancashire concluded that it was not possible to predict their likelihood or size.
Definitive evidence from Ohio, Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, and Colorado links
fracking wastewater disposal wells to earthquakes of magnitudes as high as 5.8, in addition to
swarms of minor earthquakes. Both the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and state geological
agencies such as the Oklahoma Geological Survey now acknowledge that earthquakes can be
caused by wastewater injection into disposal wells. Between 2017 and 2020, the number of
earthquakes linked to fracking wastewater injection more than tripled in Oklahoma, Texas,
Louisiana, and New Mexico. Current trends in this region show increasing frequency of
fracking-related earthquakes as well as increasing strength.
Many recent studies focus on the mechanical ability of pressurized fluids to trigger seismic
activity by unclamping stressed faults. Fracking wastewater does not always stay put after it is
injected into a disposal well. Because briny wastewater can be denser than other fluids within
geological formations, it can continue sinking after disposal, finding its way into deeper
geological layers, creating pressure fronts that can risk the rupture of deeper faults that are
linked to higher-magnitude quakes.
Emerging evidence suggests that frequency of induced earthquakes can continue to rise for
years after waste injection, that these earthquakes can take place at distances far from the site
of waste injections, and that earthquake risks cannot be prevented through “proper” fracking
protocols or by solely limiting the rate or volume of injected fluid. 2021 studies from Canada
show that elevated earthquake activity in heavily fracked regions continued during a period of
industry quiescence brought on by the COVD-19 pandemic.
Injecting fracking waste into shallower zones is one method for reducing earthquake risk, but
shallow injection raises the risk for groundwater contamination. The question of what to do
with fracking wastewater remains a problem with no viable, safe solution.

•

June 10, 2021 – According to Norwegian energy research firm Rystad Energy,
earthquakes attributed to fracking waste disposal in Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, and
New Mexico more than tripled in frequency over a three-year period. In 2020, 938
earthquakes above magnitude 2.0 were recorded in the region, up from 242 in 2017. This
3.85-fold increase in seismic activity coincides with a period of steadily increasing
volumes of wastewater pumped into underground injection wells. Injection volumes in
the United States have increased almost 50 percent over the past decade to 11.3 billion
barrels last year, more than double the volume of oil that was produced. Some oil
companies report recycling the wastewater, for use in additional oil drilling, crop
irrigation, or other purposes, but in 2020, only 1.5 billion barrels of wastewater (less than
15 percent of barrels produced) were recycled, according to Rystad. “Around 570 similar
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induced tremors have been recorded through the first five months of 2021, meaning we
may see a new record this year if the trend continues,” the report read. “The trend appears
to be moving not only to more frequent, but also larger events.”1112
•

May 26, 2021 – An analysis of trends based on detailed records of 2,865 wells and 439
earthquakes in the Peace River region prompted a former senior scientist with British
Columbia’s oil and gas commission, Allen Chapman, to predict that induced earthquakes
of magnitude 5.0 or greater will very likely to occur in the future if current fracking
activities in the region continue unabated. In an rebuke of reliance on so-called “traffic
light” protocols as a form of earthquake management, Chapman warned that frackinginduced earthquakes of large magnitudes can and do occur without precursor warning and
thus represent significant risks to public safety and infrastructure. Noting the likelihood
of industry unwillingness to alter their practices due to the necessity of a “high degree of
brute force” to hit production goals and financial targets, Chapman recommended the
establishment of “frack-free zones proximal to populations and critical infrastructure.”1113

•

May 17, 2021 – Researchers in the United Kingdom used detailed microseismic data
from a single fracking site in Lancashire to conclude that pore pressure increases are the
likely mechanism for the earthquakes induced at the site, with “each operation
activat[ing] different faults with different orientations.” Despite examining a single site in
detail with extensive data from prospective monitoring, the researchers stress that
establishing the causative processes for induced seismicity is a complex and challenging
computational task because multiple physical processes during hydraulic fracturing act in
tandem to reactivate faults.1114

•

May 10, 2021 – Increases in the pressures of fluid within the pores of deep geological
strata is commonly invoked as the main driver for induced earthquakes triggered by the
injections of fracking wastewater. However, a comprehensive investigation of a surge of
earthquakes in the Delaware Basin in Texas from 1993 to 2020 revealed that changes in
poroelastic stresses that can refer to other hydraulically isolated rock layers, rather than
changes in pore pressure per se, can be the dominant stress change that induces
earthquakes in some cases. Poroelastic stresses refer to fluid-mediated deformation of
solid materials. That is, human activities in shallow geological strata can cause
poroelastic stresses that trigger unexpected, unpredictable, and uncontrollable responses
in isolated, sometimes distant, tectonic regions, especially if major faults are present, and
sometimes after long time delays. “We show that the widespread deep seismicity is
mainly driven by shallow wastewater injection through the transmission of poroelastic
stresses assuming that unfractured shales are hydraulic barriers over decadal time scales.”
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Relying on industrial, seismic, geodetic, and geological data to develop new, integrated
models of induced seismicity led researchers to conclude that “induced seismic hazard
can be minimized by injecting fluids into porous sediments rather than a low-porosity
basement.”1115
•

April 1, 2021 – A fracking wastewater injection well in Youngstown, Ohio caused a
magnitude 4.0 earthquake on December 31, 2011, just prior to ceasing operation. Now
abandoned and with no identifiable owner, the 9,200-foot-deep well was ordered sealed
two years ago and yet remains open, with the well’s former operators in prison and the
company charged with plugging the well in bankruptcy.1116

•

March 31, 2021 – During the early months of the global Covid-19 pandemic, from April
to August 2020, fracking and wastewater disposal operations virtually halted in Alberta
and northeast British Columbia, yet seismic stations recorded 389 earthquakes in those
two Canadian provinces. Researchers observed that seismic events during this period of
industry quiescence seem to share many characteristics with seismicity generated during
fracking operations. According to their analysis 65 percent of the seismicity detected
during the lockdown period is attributable to latent ongoing geological processes related
to prior fluid injection. They posit mechanisms such as aseismic slip, with fault and
fracture weakening over extended distances, to explain how an elevated background
seismicity rate has become the “new normal” with earthquake activity continuing even
during a period of temporarily ceased fracking and wastewater disposal activities.1117

•

March 21, 2021 – Citing research from 2018 demonstrating that injected wastewater can
cause sufficient pressure to trigger earthquakes more than 55 miles away [Note for
authors: fn # 924 in V7 of Compendium], regulators in Kansas reversed their original
interpretation of the origin of a series of more than a dozen earthquakes occurring in
Wichita at the end of 2020. Additional earthquakes in 2021 pointed to injection of
wastewater as the likely cause of the earthquake swarm. According to Rick Miller, senior
scientist and seismologist at Kansas Geological Survey, the oil and gas industry accounts
for a majority of wastewater wells in Kansas, although other industries, such as chemical,
petrochemical, and food processing, also dispose of wastewater in underground wells.
Which industry is responsible for inducing the large increase in earthquakes in Kansas in
2020 and 2021 remains unknown.1118
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•

November 11, 2020 – An examination of more than 40 years of data from California
demonstrated extremely high correlations between oilfield waste injection and the
occurrence of earthquakes near the San Andreas Fault. As in Oklahoma, the size of the
spatial footprint of induced seismicity is quite large, in California reaching to distances
up to 24 kilometers (almost 15 miles). Researchers observed deformation of the surface
of the earth in close proximity to the wastewater injection wells, with significant surface
uplift.1119 Separately, a co-author of this study argued that California’s natural earthquake
activity may have been masking industry-induced quakes.1120 However, this new research
reveals that fluid-injection operations, even though they take place near seismically
active, well-known faults in California, are activating smaller unmapped faults and
elevating injection-induced seismic hazards. The authors note that injection of waste
directly above the geological basement layer, high-rate, broadscale injection into
permeable zones, and the presence of tectonically stressed faults are likely all
contributing factors and suggest that operators look for more stable regions in which to
inject wastewater.

•

September 2, 2020 – Seismic hazard risk assessment has until recently focused almost
exclusively on risk exposure related to naturally occurring tectonic earthquakes.
However, the timing and location of induced earthquakes offer unique opportunities for
intervention because they are functions of economic forces as well as public policy
decisions. Hence, earthquakes are an environmental justice issue. In Oklahoma,
investigators found that induced seismicity disproportionately impacts communities with
“low-income, female-headed and African-American households, workers employed in
the primary economic sector, and Hispanic populations of employed men.” Moreover,
vulnerable populations may have decreased ability to participate in the generation of
mitigation plans or to choose to move elsewhere. Authors recommend targeting areas of
high exposure to earthquake exposures and high social vulnerability for measures to
lessen risk, reduce social vulnerability, or both.1121

•

August 5, 2020 – Researchers studied the characteristics of wastewater, particularly
pressure, temperature, and composition, to identify whether fluid properties can
contribute to the generation of induced seismicity in laboratory simulations. They found
that oilfield wastewater with higher concentrations of total dissolved solids than are
present in the fluids held within subsurface basement layers can result in density-driven
pressure gradients that, along with fracture permeability, contribute to the generation of
induced earthquakes. These findings help to explain the observed transfer of high
pressure from wastewater injection across long distances (exceeding 10 to15 kilometers,
or approximately 6 to 9 miles). In some modeled scenarios, fluid pressure could be
expected to increase locally below injection wells for up to 20 years after the end of
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injections. Injecting high-density brines into geologic formations with “seismogenic”
basements (typically characterized by low-density brines) creates conditions that may
result in fluid pressure transients sufficient to trigger earthquakes.1122
•

July 14, 2020 – Geologists in Alberta investigated a swarm of earthquakes that persisted
over 10 months following the cessation of fracking activities in western Canada and
determined persistent aseismic slip to be the likely primary causative mechanism rather
than fluid migration or other mechanisms. Their model posits that increased pore pressure
from fracked wells loads faults in unstable regions, causing seismicity with lateral
confinement of the creeping region eventually resulting from increased pore pressure.
Some swarms (both induced and naturally occurring) previously ascribed to a pore
pressure migration model might better be understood as generated by aseismic slip. This
model suggests that current mitigation strategies, such as “traffic light protocols,” for
mitigating induced seismicity caused by fracking may be “sub-optimal” because these
protocols “assume that a larger magnitude earthquake is preceded by smaller precursory
events, and that changes in operations … have an immediate effect on the source process
of induced events.” These assumptions are not borne out by current evidence.1123

•

May 31, 2020 – An analysis of USGS earthquake catalogs for 17 major fracking
locations across the United States for the period from 1998 to 2018 shows statistical
associations between fracking locations (including wastewater disposal sites) and
increased earthquake activity. The association between fracking activities and
earthquakes is particularly strong in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas.1124

•

May 7, 2020 – It is not currently possible to confidently forecast the occurrence or
maximum size, of a fracking-induced earthquake, nor are retrospective strategies
sufficient “to protect critical or vulnerable infrastructure that have unacceptable failure
consequences,” according to a review published in Nature Reviews Earth &
Environment. The review by three Canadian geoscientists determined that induced
earthquakes, once triggered, are similar to their natural counterparts, although their
hazards “might greatly exceed the natural earthquake hazard in regions of low to
moderate seismicity.” “Traffic light protocols,” in which fracking operators reduce
injection for an amber light or stop injection for a red light in response to predefined
thresholds of quakes and population density, have not been successful, according to the
review.1125 Referring to this work, a Canadian investigative report outlined the deficits of
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British Columbia’s practice of limiting fracking only after earthquakes have been
triggered, adding to decades-long concern about the troubled Site C dam project in
northeastern British Columbia, in a region of increasing earthquakes.1126 Increasing
understanding of the mechanisms by which induced seismicity can destabilize previously
stable geologic formations also contributes to concerns about Site C dam. The review
states that “it is clear that hazard mitigation, via the use of forecasting models to control
the magnitude of the largest possible event, is in its infancy,” and cannot, for example,
account for the unpredictable nature of fault propagations possibly related to rupture of
entire fault plains. Thus, limiting (yellow light) or stopping (red light) fracking activities
upon the occurrence of small, induced earthquakes may not prevent future and possibly
larger earthquakes from occurring.
•

April 21, 2020 – Researchers employed satellite-based InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar) to monitor surface deformation to study three sites in western Texas.
They then correlated observed patterns of deformation with earthquake distributions and
other factors to distinguish the causes of deformation. Groundwater withdrawals appear
to have played a role in geologic changes, including subsidence, while wastewater
injection (disposal) probably played a dominant role at two sites. Similarities and
differences at the three studied sites “suggest the importance of local rock structures and
properties in determining seismic behavior and sensitivity to injection.”1127

•

March 10, 2020 – Comparing the ground motion and damage potential of naturally
occurring and induced earthquakes based on instrumental data and felt reports, a
Canadian geologist concluded that both types of seismic activity have “significant
damage potential within 10 km [over six miles],” at magnitude 5.0, while events of
magnitude 5.5 would have “damage potential to a distance of 20 km [over 12 miles].”
Detailing damage from induced earthquakes around the globe, the author noted damage
in Oklahoma to brick buildings with accompanying soil liquefaction and slumping; injury
to 135 people in Korea, with damage to 57,000 structures; and collapse of houses,
landslides, and injuries to 19 people in China. To preclude earthquake damage, the author
wrote, hazard mitigation measures must aim to prevent the occurrence of induced
earthquakes of magnitude 3.5 or greater within approximately 5 kilometers (3 miles) of
vulnerable structures.1128

•

February 25, 2020 – Scientists used a variety of seismological techniques to conclude
with a newly emerging cluster of earthquakes in Alberta, Canada, are “almost certainly”
the result of nearby hydraulic fracturing activities.1129 The largest event ascribed directly
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to fracking measured magnitude 4.18 ML, believed to have resulted from thrust-slip on a
fault underlying the target formation. In March 2019, Alberta introduced a new “traffic
light” regulatory framework to interrupt fracking activities associated with earthquakes of
increasingly high magnitude.
•

January 9, 2020 – BC Hydro, the publicly owned Canadian electric utility in the province
of British Columbia, knew for “well over a decade that its Peace Canyon dam is built on
weak, unstable rock and that an earthquake triggered by a nearby natural gas industry
fracking or disposal well operation could cause the dam to fail.” This information,
obtained through freedom of information legislation, had not been shared with various
relevant governmental entities and panels, nor even a construction manager at the dam.
Hundreds of emails, letters, memos and meeting notes documented concerns discussed at
the highest levels, and that the utility’s dam safety specialist wrote “email after email to
his superiors expressing fear about how encroaching fracking operations could destabilize
BC Hydro’s Peace Canyon dams.”1130

•

December 14, 2019 – Researchers used improved catalogs of earthquake activity and
multistation template matching to determine that while the vast majority of earthquakes
in western and southern Texas between 2015 and 2018 were associated with wastewater
disposal, “at least ~5% of the seismicity was induced directly by hydraulic fracturing.”
While geologic features may act to influence the occurrence and location of induced
seismicity, fracking induced seismicity is pervasive in the neighboring state of
Oklahoma, and the researchers suggest that the frequency of earthquakes and the number
of earthquakes greater than magnitude 3 will continue to increase if industry operations
continue unaltered.1131

•

November 13, 2019 – Fracking induced 94 earthquakes with a magnitude greater than 2.0
from 2014 through 2018 in the Eagle Ford Shale.1132 This included what may have been
the largest fracking-related earthquake in the United States, a magnitude 4.0 quake that
occurred near the site of a 4.8 quake that occurred in 2011, thought to be induced by fluid
extraction. The research team wrote that their study “demonstrates that faults in this area
are capable of producing felt and potentially damaging earthquakes due to ongoing
[fracking].” In addition, they proposed that fracking by “simultaneous stimulation of
multiple laterals” was three times more to cause earthquakes than a single well strategy.

•

November 4, 2019 – Considerably expanding understanding of the history of the Pecos
earthquake cluster in west Texas, researchers demonstrated that anomalous earthquakes
began in 2009 and increased dramatically, with more than 2,000 earthquakes in 2017.
The largest of these had a local magnitude of 3.7, but the overall activity pattern did not
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rule out future earthquakes of larger magnitude. The team observed that seismic activity,
petroleum production, fluid waste injection, and hydrofracturing activity all rose in
tandem, suggesting that fracking-related activities may be responsible for inducing this
unusual earthquake activity between 2009 and 2017. They did not speculate which
specific activities may have led to the onset of the quakes in 2009, nor which of these
activities are most responsible for the recent spike in their frequency.1133
•

November 2, 2019 – The UK government declared a moratorium on fracking after an Oil
and Gas Authority (OGA) report concluded that predicting the risk, size, and location of
earthquakes linked to fracking operations is not possible. However, it left open the
possibility that the temporary ban could be lifted if further scientific discoveries allowed
fracking-induced seismicity to be managed.1134 The OGA’s report was based on an
assessment of fracking operations taking place at Preston New Road in Lancashire in
northwest England. It found that susceptibility to earthquakes depends on local geology
but the precise geological characteristics creating that susceptibility are not sufficiently
understood to serve as applicable predictors. “Methods for predicting the maximum
magnitude that adopt a link between injected volume and the maximum magnitude of
induced events lack convincing empirical evidence or proven theoretical basis.” After
repeated seismic events and a magnitude 2.9 earthquake, fracking operations were
suspended at the Preston New Road site in August 2019. The OGA concluded that, based
on the pattern of ground motion, the likely cause was a rupture of a previously
unidentified strike-slip fault, and the “possibility of larger events could not be
excluded.”1135

•

October 14, 2019 – Some earthquakes in west Texas are more likely due to fracking itself
than frack waste disposal, according to a team that matched earthquake times and
locations with those of fracking activities. A new seismic monitoring program of nearly
60 seismographs created in 2015 resulted in this “improvement in absolute location
accuracy.”1136 This study is a first in challenging the view that the induced quakes are
only caused by wastewater injection wells rather than the fracking process. The new
program, TexNet, is funded by the state of Texas and its research arm, the Center for
Integrated Seismicity Research, is funded by the state in partnership with oil and gas
companies.1137
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•

August 28, 2019 – The mechanism by which fracking triggers earthquakes is an area of
unsettled science. Calling into question earlier studies that ascribe a central role to pore
pressure diffusion or poroelastic stress changes as the trigger of earthquakes caused by
hydraulic fracturing, researchers from the University of Calgary in Alberta, Canada,
instead invoke an alternative model. This team argues that fault activation is caused by
progressive loading of distant, unstable regions of a fault by a phenomenon called
“aseismic slip,” in which displacement along a fault radiates out to a seismogenic area.
Noting that key features of the fundamental processes of fault activation remain poorly
understood and that so-called “traffic light protocols” rely on the assumptions that
smaller seismic events precede large-magnitude earthquakes and that changes in injection
operations will have immediate effects, the new model calls for a better characterization
of rock properties and faults near fracking and disposal zones.1138

•

August 26, 2019 – In accordance with a Hydraulic Fracturing Plan with a “traffic light
system” modeled after ones used in Canada, fracking operations at the Preston New Road
site in Lancashire, England were suspended after multiple earthquakes at the fracking
site, including a 2.9 magnitude tremor that was felt at the surface.1139

•

July 29, 2019 – As a first step in predicting future fracking-related earthquakes more
accurately, a model must be able to account for the distribution, frequency, and historical
time course of past earthquakes. Researchers using a “physics-based” forecasting model
that includes consideration of both pore pressure and poroelastic stresses (the mechanical
properties of rocks, such as elastic response to fluid pressures) have been able
retroactively to simulate the observed pattern of induced seismicity in Oklahoma, where
earthquake activity has increased 900-fold since 2008.1140 According to the study’s lead
author, “An interesting finding… was that a tiny change in the rocks’ elastic response to
changes in fluid pressure can amplify the number of earthquakes by several times. It’s a
very sensitive factor.”1141 In addition, the model indicates that shutting down injection
wells where fracking waste is disposed may not immediately alleviate the probability of
large earthquakes as the underground diffusion of fluid continues even after injection
stops.

•

July 16, 2019 – Because briny oilfield wastewater is more dense than host rock fluids, it
will continue to migrate downward long after it is injected into an underground well.
Even when injection rates are significantly reduced as a technique to alleviate the risk of
earthquakes, sinking wastewater can cause a pressure front to migrate downward at
comparable rates. The result is elevated subsurface fluid pressures that persist for more
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than a decade and increase with depth.1142 This phenomenon raises the risks for
earthquakes of higher magnitude because deeper faults, which are under higher stress,
can release more energy when they rupture.1143 As a consequence, wastewater disposal
via underground injection effectively creates a time bomb as the risk of high-magnitude
earthquakes may continue to rise even as overall earthquake activity slows.
•

May 3, 2019 – Researchers at Tufts University combined field data and modeling data in
a study that found that fracking wastewater disposal can trigger earthquakes originating
from zones far beyond where the fracking wastewater diffuses. Overturning previous
assumptions, these results suggest that waste fluids can activate slippage in faults that
then quickly outpaces the spread of fluid underground. That is, a rupture front can
develop and accelerate ahead of regional pore-pressure increases caused by migrating
fluids and, potentially, activate slippage in distant pre-existing faults. If so, these runaway
ruptures might trigger earthquakes of magnitudes greater than predicted based on an
assessment of fluid-pressurized volumes.1144, 1145

•

March 27, 2019 – The USGS deployed additional seismometers in the area around south
Alabama and the Florida Panhandle following the detection of five earthquakes in the
course of a week. The earthquakes, ranging in magnitude from 2.1 to 3.7, occurred in an
area flagged as likely experiencing more seismic activity over the past decade due to oil
and gas operations in the area.1146 In 1997, a series of earthquakes, including the second
largest in Alabama’s history (at magnitude 4.9), occurred in the same region and was
tentatively linked to oil and gas drilling and two associated injection wells nearby.1147

•

March 8, 2019 – Over a two-day period in February 2019, three earthquakes struck a
farming community in an area of China’s Sichuan Province that is experiencing a
fracking boom. Two people were killed, 13 injured, 20,000 homes destroyed, and 1,600
people displaced. In response to citizen protests, fracking operations were suspended.1148

•

March 1, 2019 – A USGS-led team monitored leakage and fluid pressure over time in a
permeable bedrock formation used for disposal of fracking waste in Osage County,
Oklahoma. By inserting specially designed instruments into an unused disposal well
within this formation, the team demonstrated an overall trend of increasing fluid pressure.
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“The only conceivable source of this increase is due to the injection of wastewater.” The
results also showed evidence that fracking waste is leaking out of the reservoir where it is
being injected “at a significant rate.” The direction of the leakage appears mostly
downward into the basement rock below. The authors note that disposal of fracking waste
is the leading cause of pressure changes on faults in Oklahoma and that fluid pressure
changes are, in turn, the leading cause of earthquakes in Oklahoma.1149
•

December 12, 2018 – For six continuous years, hydraulic fracturing and related activities
have triggered multiple earthquakes of varying magnitudes in northwestern Alberta and
northeastern British Columbia, with the operations of one company linked to tremors that
have jolted Fort St. John from 2012 to 2018.1150 Between September 2013 and January
2015 alone, researchers in western Alberta, Canada detected than 900 seismic events,
ranging in magnitude from 1 to 4. Real-time recordings of seismic activity were generally
consistent with published empirical and point-source simulation models. Approximately
80 percent of the events in the compiled database occurred “in distinct clusters in time
and space that are characteristic of induced events.”1151 These induced earthquakes pose
hazards to roads, pipelines, dams, groundwater, and public safety. Canadian scientists
question whether any regulatory system could effectively forecast, control, or prevent
them. In some cases, cessation of injection activities following large, potentially
damaging earthquakes appears to a sufficient response. However, in other cases, quakes
occur months after injection activities, falling outside the windows of immediate
intervention that most “traffic light systems” are put in place to address.1152 Further,
companies are allowed to continue their activities despite predictions that considerable
seismic activity may result, including earthquakes of much greater magnitude than
predicted.1153

•

November 28, 2018 – Noting that fracking is a microseismic event, a research team
investigated whether the activity of hydraulic fracturing itself, and not just the disposal of
fracking waste, can trigger earthquakes and might be contributing to the dramatic
increases in frequency of seismic events across the central and eastern United States. The
team focused on Oklahoma where they identified roughly 700 fracking-induced
earthquakes, including 12 with magnitude between 3 and 3.5. Previous reports had
described only two fracking-induced earthquakes in Oklahoma. Results also confirmed
that, in Oklahoma, proximity of an injection site to a critically stressed fault is a better
predictor of induced seismicity than a more commonly accepted general approach based
on proximity to the Precambrian basement layer. These results demonstrate that public
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research provides far greater detail and accuracy than data and notifications voluntarily
released by drilling operators.1154
•

November 11, 2018 – In Lancashire, England, fracking has triggered at least 37 minor
earthquakes. Regulations require suspension of fracking activities when seismicity
exceeds magnitude 0.5. Energy company Cuadrilla, which had previously supported
these limits, lobbied the government to relax the regulations in order to allow fracking to
continue. These calls have been rejected by the energy minister.1155

•

October 31, 2018 – A holistic analysis of fracking waste disposal practices and seismicity
compared intensely drilled regions across the United States, including the Bakken, Eagle
Ford, and Permian shale basins, as well as basins in Oklahoma. Results showed
consistent links between increased seismicity and increased depth of wastewater
injection, increased rate of injection, and increased regional injection volumes. Shallower
disposal wells help lower the risk of earthquakes. However, they raise the risk of
groundwater contamination as increased pressures can push fluids through “faults or
fractures or through abandoned oil wells that have not been properly plugged.” The
researchers also noted that deep waste disposal carries the risk of introducing toxic fluids
into karstified areas where there is “limited geologic characterization of the disposal
zone.” These deep, cave-like zones may transmit fluids in an unknown, unpredictable
fashion.1156

•

August 31, 2018 – To delineate possible mechanisms for the induction of earthquakes at
unexpectedly large distances from injection wells, researchers looked at data in the public
domain from around the world. They found two patterns. One type of seismicity,
manifesting a “direct pressure effect,” clusters near wells and tends to be shallow, of
modest magnitude, and to decay abruptly. The second type of seismicity, potentially
triggered by elastic stresses, tends to occur in deeper layers, decay slowly, and exhibit
larger spatial footprints and magnitudes. Both shallow and deep formations present
unique risks, and these should be included in mitigation strategies.1157 With low to
moderate-sized human-made earthquakes putting 1 in 50 people in the United States at
risk according to a recent USGS analysis, injection practices for oil and gas wastewater
are “creating a ripple effect far beyond … drilling locations.”1158
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•

April 27, 2018 – The use of fracking to enhance geothermal energy recovery activated
two faults in a previously unknown fault system and triggered a magnitude 5.5
earthquake near Pohang, South Korea. Using primarily publicly available data, the
researchers characterized the fault dimensions, faulting mechanism, and depth of
earthquake activity, which correlated with surface deformation at the time of the
earthquake activity. The earthquake’s main shock caused extensive structural damage to
buildings in and around Pohang and injured 70 people.1159

•

March 16, 2018 – Utilizing satellite radar imagery, researchers observed and analyzed
ground deformation, earthquake activity, and subsidence (depressions and sinkholes) that
appear to be the result of “decades of oil activity and its effects on rocks below the
earth’s surface.”1160, 1161 Noting that West Texas has been “punctured like a pincushion
with oil wells and injection wells since the 1940s,” the team documented an “alarming
rate” of heaving and sinking across a 4,000-square-mile area.1162 The researchers
documented visible surface-level and subsurface changes from fracking, fracking waste
injection, carbon dioxide injection that is used to aid in oil and gas exraction, and
abandoned and uncapped wells. Some data may help sort out why hazards manifest in
one site rather than another. Satellite assessments of deformation can provide crucial
safety information to protect roadways, homes, businesses, industrial facilities, pipelines,
and people from “potential larger catastrophic events.”

•

February 27, 2018 – Since December 2016 in Oklahoma, 74 earthquakes of at least 2.5
magnitude have been linked directly to fracking. As a result, state regulators tightened
mitigation protocols and required operators to use seismic arrays to detect underground
movement and pause their work when earthquakes exceed magnitude 2.5.1163 These
changes make Oklahoma’s new regulations tougher than Canada’s, where “the industry
holds the record for causing magnitude 4-plus earthquakes by high volume fracking.”1164
Described by industry sources as “a cautious move forward, limiting though not
hamstringing [the] oil industry,” the new regulations will be evaluated in the field for
their effectiveness in reducing the frequency of earthquakes large enough to be felt at the
surface.1165
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•

February 20, 2018 – Researchers in Kansas used high-precision data from an extensive
seismometer network to detail features of a surge of earthquakes that they concluded
were induced by wastewater injection in southern Kansas. Some areas were free from
earthquakes, despite injection activities, suggesting that unknown local geological
conditions play a role in determining seismic activity. Lack of seismic activity in these
areas is “either due to a lack of fluid pathways to the basement [deep geological layer] or
due to the absence of faults that are close to failing.” Regional influences led to more
prolonged seismicity and were observed from wastewater injection wells located 10 or
more kilometers away.1166

•

February 15, 2018 – In Kansas, swarms of earthquakes near oil wastewater disposal wells
began in 2013. By 2017, the prodigious volumes of injected fluid created sufficient
pressure to trigger earthquakes more than 50 miles away and form a “triggering front”
that advanced at an average rate of nearly 10 miles per year along a permeable fault
zone.1167 A mapping project based on gravity loads, magnetic fields, and seismic activity
dating to 1979 revealed a previously unidentified subsurface fault running from central
Nebraska 200 miles southeast to Kansas.1168

•

February 5, 2018 – Focusing their investigation on areas in Ohio that are isolated from
fracking waste injection activities, researchers found that fracking itself induced
earthquakes in two distinct manners. In some cases, earthquake activity occurred in
shallow subsurface layers and was of short duration and small magnitude. In other, more
troubling cases, earthquakes were more powerful and took place in very deep layers, far
below the layers being fracked, even when fracking did not directly contact faults in the
basement rock. At three of five sites, earthquake activity continued for over a month after
fracking activities ceased. These results support a causal role for poroelastic stress,
sometimes operating over long distances, in addition to more predictable pore fluid
pressure changes, in the generation of earthquakes by fracking.1169, 1170

•

January 19, 2018 – Some of the largest earthquakes related to fracking have occurred
near Fox Creek, Alberta, in Canada. Using publicly available data, researchers studied
earthquakes induced both by fracking waste injection and by hydraulic fracturing itself.
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In both cases, the volume of fluid injected, rather than injection rate or injection pressure,
was most strongly correlated with seismic activity. Geologic factors also played a role,
with earthquakes more likely if fracking and disposal activities were conducted closer to
faulting and areas of stress. Combining injected volume with geologic factors,
researchers developed a model that can predict 96 percent of the seismic variability in the
region, improving hazard estimations. Calculating a “seismogenic activation potential,”
particularly if coupled with microseismic monitoring in real time to detect previously
unknown faulting, may improve earthquake forecasting.1171
•

November 24, 2017 – A team of geologists confirmed conclusively that recent
earthquakes in Texas’ Fort Worth Basin were induced by underground injection of
fracking waste that caused deep, critically stressed faults to slip.1172 The authors of this
study employed a classical structural geology analysis that relied on high-resolution
seismic reflection imaging, described in an interview with geophysical researcher Maria
Magnani as “a little bit like an ultrasound.”1173 Maps of the seismically active faults in the
Fort Worth Basin show no evidence of previous motion over the past millions of years
and instead have been “sleeping” for approximately the past 300 million years until
“awakened” at the start of the 2008 earthquake swarm associated temporally with
extensive wastewater injection activities.1174

•

October 21, 2017 – Extending the findings of two previous studies, an investigation of
earthquakes in the Raton Basin along the border of New Mexico and Colorado identified
wastewater injection wells as the cause of the quakes and identified a mechanism.1175 All
together, the location of the earthquakes, modeled pore pressures, and the direct
correlation between cumulative volume of injected waste in nearby wells and the number
of quakes show that seismicity in the Raton Basin is likely induced, and that elevated
pore pressures deep underground are “well above earthquake-triggering thresholds.”1176

•

September 14, 2017 – An investigation by Politico found that the U.S. crude oil storage
hub in Cushing, Oklahoma—the world’s largest store of oil—was not designed with
seismic considerations in mind, nor are there seismic regulations in place for its 250,000barrel oil tanks, which are under the purview of the Department of Transportation’s
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Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. Central Oklahoma, where
Cushing is located, became seismically active about five years ago when “wastewater
injection and other fracking-related activities changed the seismic face of Oklahoma in
dramatic fashion.”1177 (See also entry below for November 8, 2016.)
•

August 11, 2017 – Using multiple lines of evidence, researchers in China determined that
a series of high-magnitude earthquakes between 2014 and 2017 in Sichuan Basin was
triggered by fracking activities that re-activated pre-existing faults. “The present study
shows that short-term injections (continuing over several months) for shale gas
hydraulic fracturing are … very likely to induce M W 4–5 class earthquakes in sites
with similar geological and tectonic conditions within the southern Sichuan Basin. ”1178

•

May 3, 2017 – Studying two patterns of fracking waste injection in Oklahoma, geologists
observed a large, unexpected impact on seismic activity at sites where injection rates
drastically changed in recent years, as compared with those whose injection volumes held
steady. They demonstrated that, in addition to direct pore pressure effects, deformations
due to fluid flows (“poroelastic effects”) play an important role in generating earthquake
activity. Elevated risks for earthquakes can persist years after fracking waste is injected
underground. Their findings also showed that the “magnitude of the initial change in
injection rate is particularly important, but the opposite effect occurs in the transition to
zero injection” (i.e., shut-in or closing a well). This result implies that “in certain faulting
regimes it is theoretically possible to mitigate damaging effects of rapid shut-in by
carefully tapering injection rates.”1179 Geophysicist Andrew Barbour, lead author of the
study, said that fluctuating injection rates likely have a “profound effect” on earthquake
risk.1180 These findings suggest that the 2016 Pawnee earthquake, the strongest
earthquake ever recorded in Oklahoma, may have been triggered by pulses of
underground oil and gas activity years earlier.1181

•

April 27, 2017 – Recognizing that increased seismicity from both hydraulic fracturing
and underground disposal of fracking wastewater poses a hazard to critical infrastructure,
such as large dams, a Canadian geologist proposed strategies to keep the likelihood of
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high-failure consequences under one per ten thousand per year.1182 The primary strategy
is the creation of “no frack” exclusion zones with a 5-kilometer (3.1 mile) radius that
would surround vulnerable, critical facilities. In a larger ring beyond the exclusion zone,
to approximately 25 kilometers (15.5 miles), monitoring and response protocols would be
used.1183
•

March 1, 2017 – Despite decreases of up to 40 percent in the volume of fracking
wastewater injected underground in Oklahoma, researchers from the USGS Earthquake
Hazard Program forecasted that seismic hazards would remain significantly elevated
there throughout 2017, with the odds of damage from induced earthquakes within the
next year “similar to that of natural earthquakes in high-hazard areas of California.”
About three million people in Oklahoma and southern Kansas now live with continuing
increased potential for damaging shaking from induced seismicity.”1184 According to
Mark Petersen, chief of the USGS National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project, the hazard
risk remains “hundreds of times higher than before man-made activity began.”1185

•

February 17, 2017 – Pennsylvania’s Department of Environment Protection (PA DEP)
announced that a series of small earthquakes in Lawrence County had been induced by
fracturing of wells in the Utica Shale.1186 PA DEP officials held a webinar to discuss the
situation and formulate “procedures to reduce seismic risk going forward,” but no formal
report or regulatory changes have yet been made public.1187

•

December 20, 2016 – In an attempt to reduced the risk of earthquakes caused directly by
fracking, the Oklahoma Corporation Commission’s Oil and Gas Conservation Division
introduced monitoring and response guidelines that include provisions requiring oil
producers to “implement mitigation plans following an earthquake of magnitude 2.5 or
more and to suspend operations following a quake of magnitude 3.5 or greater.”1188

•

November 17, 2016 – A study of fault activation found a connection between fracking
and earthquake activity in a region of Alberta, Canada that had previously been
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seismically quiescent. The researchers demonstrated that new earthquake activity in the
Fox Creek area was tightly spatially correlated with hydraulic fracturing activities. Their
findings further suggested that seismic activity resulted from “stress changes due to the
elastic response of the rockmass to hydraulic fracturing,” as well as “pore-pressure
changes due to fluid diffusion along a permeable fault zone.”1189 In contrast to the central
United States, where induced seismic activity is primarily caused by massive
underground disposal of fracking waste, these findings pointed to the fracking process
itself as the trigger. In an interview with the New York Times, co-author David Eaton
compared fracking to a series of “small underground explosions” that travel into the rock
formation and “rapidly change the stress patterns within.” These stress changes can be
sufficient to trigger a slip at a critically stressed, previously undetected fault.1190
•

November 17, 2016 – An investigation by the Dallas Morning News chronicled a pattern
of corruption and regulatory failings at the Texas Railroad Commission, the state agency
charged with overseeing the oil and gas industry, in its disregard of evidence linking
fracking waste disposal to earthquakes in North Texas.1191

•

November 8, 2016 – On November 6, 2016, a magnitude 5.0 earthquake struck Cushing,
Oklahoma near the oil hub where 60 million barrels of crude oil were stored. The quake
injured one, damaged more than 40 buildings, closed a school, and triggered evacuations.
Oil infrastructure was not damaged.1192 (See also entry above for September 14, 2017.)

•

October 7, 2016 – The EPA recommended a moratorium on the underground injection of
fracking wastewater in certain earthquake-prone parts of Oklahoma after a 5.8 earthquake
struck near Pawnee on September 3, 2016.1193 The strongest in Oklahoma’s history, the
Pawnee earthquake was felt by residents in five states and prompted a state of emergency
declaration as well as an order from state regulators to shut down 67 wastewater disposal
wells in the area.1194, 1195

•

September 22, 2016 – A study using satellite-based radar imagery found that the earth’s
surface rose, by 3 millimeters per year, in areas of fracking waste injection. Underground
pore pressures for this area exceeded those known to trigger earthquakes. These findings
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provide proof that the migration of fracking wastewater into faults increased pressures in
ways that triggered a 4.8 magnitude earthquake in east Texas in 2012. The researchers
emphasized that pore pressure elevation and propagation from fracking wastewater
injection may evolve over periods of months to years before affecting critically stressed
faults.1196
•

September 14, 2016 – Researchers from the USGS used a newly deployed seismic
monitoring network to document the rupture of a fault plane that set off a magnitude 4.9
earthquake in Milan, Kansas in 2014, immediately following a rapid increase in fracking
wastewater injection nearby.1197

•

June 30, 2016 – Using mathematical equations, researchers can replicate the pattern and
intensity of naturally occurring (tectonic) earthquakes in the plots of earthquakes induced
by hydraulic fracturing, wastewater disposal, enhanced geothermal stimulation, and
subsurface injections for research purposes. In these retrospective examinations, the total
number of induced earthquakes follows the volume of fluid injected, while the size of the
largest earthquakes induced is not limited by fluid volumes but instead “whatever it is
that limits earthquake magnitudes on tectonic faults….” That is, there is nothing intrinsic
to the geophysics of induced earthquakes that prevents them from being as large or larger
than previously observed naturally occurring earthquakes.1198

•

May 2016 – In a study that has “far-reaching implications for assessment of inducedseismicity hazards,” a Canadian team of researchers determined that hydraulic fracturing
itself is linked to earthquake swarms in western Canada, in contrast to the central United
States where disposal of fracking waste is the cause of most induced seismicity.
Furthermore, lowering the volume of injected fluid may not be sufficient to prevent
quakes. In the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin, “it appears that the maximumobserved magnitude of events associated with hydraulic fracturing may exceed the
prediction of an often-cited relationship between the volume of injected fluid and the
maximum expected magnitude…. Rather, we propose that the size of the available fault
surface that is in a critical state of stress may control the maximum magnitude…. Our
results indicate that the maximum magnitude of induced events for hydraulic fracturing
may not be well correlated with net injected fluid volume.”1199

•

April 29, 2016 – Five small earthquakes in one 24-hour period originated in an area in
Lawrence County, Pennsylvania near a fracking operation that was drilling into the deep
Utica Shale at the time. Quoted in the Pittsburg Post-Gazette, researchers noted that it is
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very difficult for operators to avoid areas with faults because their locations are very
often unknown.1200
•

March 28, 2016 – A summary of the evidence linking drilling and fracking activities to
earthquakes appeared in Scientific American. Emerging data suggests that pressure
changes caused by fracking wastewater injection can migrate for years before
encountering a geological fault and altering stresses in ways that allow for slippage. In
this way, earthquake risks can spread out over both time and space—traveling for miles
beyond the disposal well and persisting for a decade or more as injected fluids travel
underground. In spite of increasing scientific clarity about these mechanisms, regulators
have been slow to respond.1201

•

February 1, 2016 – An article in the Texas Journal of Oil, Gas, and Energy Law
exhaustively reviewed the literature on earthquake activity in areas of six states
(Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas) where fracking takes place or
drilling wastes are disposed underground and concluded that courts should impose strict
liability for earthquake damage caused either by fracking itself or by the underground
injection of fracking fluids. “Earthquakes sometimes occur when subsurface formations
are properly fractured. Likewise, the risk of earthquake damage is not substantially
mitigated by the exercise of due care when frack fluids are injected into the ground.”1202

•

January 22, 2016 – An international research team investigated a swarm of earthquakes in
California’s Central Valley that occurred in 2005. Using hydrogeological modeling, the
researchers concluded that the underground injection of wastewater from oil drilling
operations had contributed to seismicity via changes in localized pressures along an
active fault.1203

•

January 12, 2016 – As reported by CBC News, a Canadian regulatory agency ordered a
drilling and fracking operation in northwestern Alberta to shut down after a magnitude
4.8 earthquake struck nearby. The operator was fracking at the time the earthquake
happened.1204
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•

November 15, 2015 – A spokesperson for the Oklahoma Corporation Commission, which
regulates the oil and gas industry in the state, said that Oklahoma now leads the world in
earthquake frequency.1205

•

October 29, 2015 – The Kansas Corporation Commission extended limits on the injection
of wastewater from fracking operations after a drop in the frequency of earthquakes that
followed an earlier order to limit such injections.1206 Between 2013 and October 2015,
Kansas recorded more than 200 earthquakes. Before that, the average rate was one
earthquake every two years.

•

October 23, 2015 – Bloomberg explored the national security risks that fracking-induced
earthquakes in Oklahoma create for the nation’s largest oil storage hub in Cushing, where
aboveground tanks hold more than 60 million barrels of crude oil and serve as a way
station for oil from North Dakota’s Bakken Shale as it heads to Gulf Coast refineries.
Earthquake swarms have hit within a few miles of Cushing and may be harbingers of
larger quakes in the future. “Now that quakes appear to have migrated closer to Cushing,
the issue of what to do about them has morphed from a state issue to one of national
security…. Not only is Cushing crucial to the financial side of the oil market, it is integral
to the way physical crude flows around the country.”1207

•

September 21, 2015 – An international team of geologists investigated possible causes of
the Lusi mudflow, which began suddenly in 2006 when mud began erupting from the
ground in a volcano-like fashion in an urban area of Java in Indonesia. The ongoing
disaster has, as of 2015, displaced 39,700 people and cost nearly $3 billion in damages
and disaster management. Looking at data on the emissions of subsurface gases before
and after the eruption began, the team concluded that the likely cause was nearby gas
drilling that forced fluid into the clay layer via the open well. “We therefore conclude that
the Lusi eruption was not triggered naturally but was instead the consequence of drilling
operations.”1208 In interviews with the New York Times, lead author Mark Tinjay said,
“We are now 99 percent certain that the drilling hypothesis is valid,” while other experts
who were not authors of the paper expressed less certainty.1209

•

July 27, 2015 – During a seven-day period in late July, the state of Oklahoma
experienced 40 earthquakes. According to the USGS, three registered above magnitude
4.0, one of which was strong enough to be felt by 1.9 million people, including residents
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of several surrounding states.1210 In response, gas and oil operators voluntarily shut down
two nearby wastewater injection wells and reduced operations by half at a third well.1211
According to the Oklahoma Geological Survey, the recent quakes are occurring along a
fault line that extends north of Oklahoma City and signal greater potential for a larger
earthquake.1212 Ten days before the voluntary shutdowns, the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission, which regulates the oil and gas industry, put 211 wastewater disposal wells
under extra review.1213 The next month, Oklahoma regulators, acknowledging that
previous efforts have been unsuccessful in reducing seismic activity, asked operators of
23 injection wells to decrease the amount of wastewater injected by 38 percent and
signaled that more sweeping regulatory actions may follow.1214
•

July 1, 2015 – Two researchers, from the USGS and the Geological Survey of Canada,
offered a summary of the history, basic geology, and engineering of fracking fluid
injection and induced seismicity. Noting that since 2001 Oklahoma had experienced two
earthquakes of very large magnitude (5.0 and 5.3), the authors called for “a detailed
understanding of the physical processes involved in inducing large magnitude events and
a detailed understanding of the geology and hydrology at the site of the earthquakes.”
They also noted that many important parameters are either unknown or not easily
constrained, making it “difficult to determine the wells that will induce earthquakes and
those that will not.”1215

•

June 30, 2015 – The Oklahoma Supreme Court ruled that homeowners who have
sustained injuries or property damage that they believe is due to earthquakes caused by
oil and gas operations can sue for damages in state trial courts. The number of
earthquakes with magnitude 3.0 or higher has skyrocketed in Oklahoma, with 1,100
predicted to occur in 2015. Earlier this year, scientists at the state’s geological survey
reversed prior views and embraced the conclusion that the majority of the recent
earthquakes in central and north-central Oklahoma were “very likely triggered” by
underground wastewater disposal. Industry lawyers have complained that liability for
such damages will be economically unsustainable. A separate class action lawsuit is
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planned.1216
•

June 19, 2015 – By compiling a database of 187,570 injection wells in the central and
eastern United States, University of Colorado Boulder and USGS researchers were able
to test for associations between fracking waste disposal and earthquakes. Results showed
far more injection wells were potentially related to earthquakes than had previously been
realized, and active disposal-only wells were more than 1.5 times more likely than active
oil extraction wells to be associated with an earthquake. In addition, high-rate injection
wells, receiving more than 300,000 barrels of fluid per month, were much more likely
than lower-rate wells to be associated with an earthquake, while other factors, including
wellhead injection pressure, appeared unrelated to increased earthquake activity. The
study called for managing injection rates as “a useful tool to minimize the likelihood of
induced earthquakes.” The researchers did not address the impact of hydrofracturing
activities per se as a potential confounding variable.1217, 1218

•

June 18, 2015 – Close examination of several areas in Oklahoma by Stanford University
geophysicists revealed that dramatic increases in recent earthquake activity followed 5- to
10-fold increases in deep-well injection of briny “produced water,” the highly salty fluid
that rises to the surface from water-bearing oil reserves and requires disposal. The rate of
earthquake occurrence, which began to increase in 2009, is now 600 times higher than it
was before the onset of widespread fracking in the state. The disposal of this type of
waste in Oklahoma mostly occurs via injection into geological formations that appear to
be in hydraulic communication with potentially active faults in the crystalline basement.
The study proposed that increasing pressure, spreading away from injection wells over
time, could eventually trigger slips on critically stressed faults, resulting in earthquake
activity. It is likely that, “even if injection from many wells were to stop immediately,
seismicity would continue as pressure continues to spread out from past injection.”1219

•

June 12, 2015 – Researchers in France uncovered an unexpected mechanism by which
subsurface fluid injections, such as those used in high volume hydrofracturing, can cause
earthquakes. They found that injection of pressurized water can cause fault lines to
“creep” rather than slip suddenly as occurs during earthquakes. Earthquakes did follow
this slow movement but took place in a portion of the fault outside the pressurized zone.
This research demonstrated that subsurface injection of fluids under pressure can cause
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primary gradual slippage of fault planes leading to secondary sudden seismic activity.1220,
1221

•

June 11, 2015 – As reported by the Vancouver news magazine The Tyee, seismic events
of magnitude greater than 2.0 (but less than 4.0) in the Fox Creek area were reported in
Alberta, Canada since the initiation in February of a novel “traffic light system” for
responding to measured seismic activity. The system requires varying responses
according to the magnitude of the event, ranging from no action up to ceasing operations
and informing the Alberta Energy Regulator for events at magnitudes greater than 4.0.
Experts noted that the system does not work well when the largest event in the sequence
is the first event. Moreover, once a sequence of earthquakes is initiated, the sequence
may continue, sometimes with larger earthquakes, long after potentially causally related
drilling or injection activities have ceased.1222

•

June 1, 2015 – In a data-rich presentation, a team of researchers from St. Louis
University, Colorado State University, and USGS concluded that “a fundamental change
in the earthquake-triggering process has occurred” in central Oklahoma. Using advanced
field monitoring and high-performance software, computer models illustrate active
earthquake sequences associated with long fault structures “that might be capable of
supporting large earthquakes (M 5 to 6)” and possibly cascades of earthquakes, which
could occur near population centers and expensive infrastructure associated with the oil
and gas industry, such as a large underground crude-oil storage facility.1223

•

May 11, 2015 – A series of directives from the Oklahoma Corporation Commission
revealed a slowly evolving approach to the regulation of disposal well operations in that
state, and the gradual tightening of a “traffic light system” introduced in 2013 to
determine whether disposal wells for fracking waste should be permitted, permitted only
with special restrictions and requirements, or not permitted, in light of the now-proven
connection between the injection of liquid waste and the soaring frequency of
earthquakes in Oklahoma. Since 2013, earthquake activity in Oklahoma has continued to
increase in rate and intensity.1224, 1225

•

April 23, 2015 – In a first-of-its-kind approach, the USGS is updating its National
Seismic Hazard Model to address the rapidly increasing, highly variable, and difficult-to-
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predict hazards of induced earthquakes.1226 This initial report identified 17 areas within
eight states (Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, and
Texas) with increased rates of induced seismicity, including many areas experiencing
earthquakes of large magnitude.1227 Two days before the release of this report,
Oklahoma’s state government acknowledged for the first time that wastewater disposal
related to oil and gas drilling is “very likely” to blame for the huge surge of earthquakes
in many areas of Oklahoma, the New York Times reported.1228 Several states have
developed protocols to shut down existing wells and halt drilling of new disposal wells
following an upsurge in earthquake activity.
•

April 21, 2015 – Analyzing the unusual increase of seismicity in north Texas since 2008,
researchers from Southern Methodist University, the USGS, and University of Texas at
Austin concluded that observed earthquake swarms were associated both with extraction
(of gas and brine formation waters) and injection (of fracking wastewater), via significant
stress changes at earthquake depths. The research team noted that baseline pressure
monitoring data, though easy to obtain and routinely collected by industry at well sites,
were currently “neither required nor typically available for analysis.” Greater
transparency and cooperation in regional seismic monitoring is needed to generate more
comprehensive data sets that are necessary for robust earthquake hazard analysis, they
asserted.1229, 1230

•

April 21, 2015 – In a statement reporting on an increase in earthquakes in Oklahoma of
greater than magnitude 3.0 from less than two per year historically to over two per day in
2015, the Oklahoma Geological Society acknowledged that that the primary, suspected
source of “triggered seismicity” is the injection and disposal of produced water associated
with oil and gas production.1231

•

March 30, 2015 – Bloomberg Business reported that Oklahoma state seismologists had
received pressure from oil industry representatives to downplay the evidence linking
fracking wastewater disposal to the soaring frequency of earthquakes in the state.1232
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•

March 6, 2015 – A careful and detailed analysis of historical data coupled with onsite,
real-time measurements of seismic activity in central Oklahoma via rapidly deployed
seismic sensors revealed that reactivated ancient faults responsible for thousands of
earthquakes in Oklahoma are capable of causing larger seismic events. Current hazard
maps did not include induced seismicity and therefore underestimate earthquake hazard,
the USGS reported. Until new hazard maps become available, providing information
about the type, length, and location of these reactivated faults could provide guidance to
the oil and gas industry and help inform public policy decisions.1233 In addition, noted
lead author Dan McNamara, such information can “aid in adapting building codes to
ensure that structures can withstand more damaging earthquakes.1234

•

February 20, 2015 – Scientists with the USGS reported in Science about grappling with
an unexpected increase in injection-related seismic activity across the middle of North
America. In 2014, the number of measured earthquakes with magnitude of 3 or greater in
Oklahoma exceeded that in California, and observations increasingly suggested that the
effects of fluid injection were not confined to the target formation but instead were
communicated, sometimes to greater depths, along pre-existing faults. Making hazard
modeling more difficult, “most of these faults are only detected when they are imaged by
well-located induced earthquakes.” Consequently, predicting and controlling such
seismic activity may not be possible, leading to a recommendation that injection projects
should be sited away from population centers.1235

•

February 5, 2015 – Citing an association between increased water use and frackinginduced seismic activity, a research scientist at the Geological Survey of Canada offered
the quantity of water injected underground as his hypothesis for an observed increase in
the frequency and magnitude of earthquake activity in areas near fracking wells.
Although the Council of Canadian Academies in 2014 called for more monitoring and
data collection, there are only ten monitoring stations in British Columbia, overseeing the
operations of thousands of fracking wells, reported the Vancouver Observer.1236

•

January 29, 2015 – The industry-funded Alberta Energy Regulator confirmed that the
location of an earthquake of magnitude 4.4 near Fox Creek, Alberta, was “consistent with
being induced by hydraulic fracturing operations,” making it the largest felt earthquake
yet believed to be related to fracking. Despite claims from industry that tremors related to
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deep-level fracking could never reach magnitudes that would allow them to be felt on the
surface, Gail Atkinson, who holds the Canada Research Chair in Induced Seismicity
Hazards at Western University in Ontario, noted, “With fracking, the magnitudes have
been increasing every year.”1237
•

January 6, 2015 – Using a specialized program, Miami University researchers analyzed
data from multiple seismic stations and determined that a cluster of 77 earthquakes in
Poland Township, Ohio, which occurred over the course of a little more than a week, was
related temporally and spatially to active hydraulic fracturing operations. When the
fracturing operations were shut down, the rate of earthquake activity declined to only 6
events in the next 12 hours and only a single event over approximately the next two
months. Among this cluster of seismic activity, an earthquake of magnitude 3.0 ranks as
one of the largest earthquakes in the United States to be induced by hydraulic fracturing.
The mechanism for these earthquakes appears to be induction of slip along a pre-existing
fault or fracture zone. Because “no known fault or historical seismicity had been
[previously] identified in the area,” regulations prohibiting fracturing within three miles
of a known fault would not have been protective.1238, 1239

•

December 18, 2014 – In Canada, an investigation by the British Columbia Oil and Gas
Commission found that induced seismicity in the Horn River Basin could be attributed
both to wastewater disposal and to hydraulic fracturing operations. The Commission
recommended mitigation of induced seismicity from wastewater disposal by “reducing
injection rates, limiting the increase in [subsurface] reservoir pressure, and locating distal
from faults,” among other mitigation techniques.1240, 1241

•

October 23, 2014 – Researchers from USGS and the Global Seismological Services in
Golden, Colorado, linked a 2011 magnitude 5.3 earthquake in Colorado, which damaged
the foundations of several homes, to underground disposal of fracking wastewater. The
study determined that the earthquake ruptured an 8-10 kilometer-long segment of normal
faults—an unexpectedly long length for a magnitude 5.3 earthquake—suggesting that
wastewater disposal may have triggered a low stress drop.1242 Lead author Bill Barnhart,
a USGS geophysicist, told Reuters, “We saw a big increase in seismicity starting in 2001,
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including magnitude 5 earthquakes, in many locations in the basin, and that coincided
with a surge in gas production and injection of wastewater.”1243
•

September 23, 2014 – Youngstown State University geologist Ray Beiersdorfer described
increased seismic activity in Youngstown, Ohio in an essay that explores how fracking
and fracking-related processes are causing “earthquake epidemics” across the United
States.1244

•

September 15, 2014 – Researchers at the National Energy Technology Laboratory teamed
up with researchers from industry and academia to publish data and analysis from a
closely watched project that involved field monitoring of the induced fracturing of six
horizontal Marcellus Shale gas wells in Greene County, Pennsylvania. Touted in earlier
media reports as demonstrating that, during short-term follow-up, fracking chemicals
injected into these six wells did not spread to overlying aquifers1245, the study’s most
notable finding is striking documentation of fractures from three of the six wells
extending vertically to reach above an overlying rock layer previously thought to create
an impenetrable “frac barrier” (that is, an upper barrier to fracture growth). In one case, a
fracture extended vertically 1,900 feet, a surprisingly far distance. No pre-existing fault
had been detected at this location, suggesting that small “pre-existing fractures or smalloffset (sub-seismic) faults may have focused the energy of hydraulic fractures on certain
areas….” Perhaps because of the extremely small sample size and a design focused
primarily on monitoring for potential gas and fluid migration, the study’s analysis
includes no discussion of the seismic relevance of extremely long, vertical induced
fractures.1246

•

September 15, 2014 – Scientists from USGS ascribed causality to wastewater injection
wells from coal-bed methane production for increases in seismic activity in New Mexico
and Colorado and, in particular, for an earthquake that measured magnitude 5.3 in
Colorado in 2011—the second largest earthquake to date for which there is clear
evidence that the earthquake sequence was induced by fluid injection.1247

• September 6, 2014 – The Ohio Department of Natural Resources suspended operations at
two deep-injection wells for fracking wastewater near Warren in northeastern Ohio after
discovering evidence that the operation possibly caused a magnitude 2.1 earthquake. The
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injection well operator, American Water Management Services, had recently received
permission to increase pressures at the site of the wells. In 2012, Governor John Kasich
had halted disposal of fracking wastewater surrounding a well site in the same region
after a series of earthquakes were tied to a deep-injection well. The company that ran that
well has disputed the link. The state placed seismic-monitoring devices in the Warren
area under protocols adopted after the series of earthquakes in nearby Youngstown.1248
•

September 1, 2014 – Explaining the need for increased seismic monitoring,
Andrew Beaton, Director of the Alberta Geological Survey, stated that over a long period
of time, stresses increase in and around an injection wellbore. Seismic movement can be
caused if the rate of injection is too fast or if there is a geological feature, such as a fault
or fracture in nearby areas. Although Albertans in rural areas have been reporting for
years that they can feel tremors under their feet near oil and gas activity, especially
around areas of fracking, the Alberta Energy Regulator noted that deep well injections
have been shown to create more of an earthquake hazard than hydraulic fracturing.
Alberta experienced 819 earthquakes between 1918 and 2009. In comparison,
Saskatchewan recorded 13 in the same time period and British Columbia recorded more
than 1,200 earthquakes in 2007 alone. There are currently 24 seismic monitors in Alberta,
which are tied into other networks, such as those belonging to Environment
Canada, University of Calgary, and University of Alberta.1249

•

August 26, 2014 – In a first-of-its-kind lawsuit, a resident of Prague, Oklahoma, sued two
energy companies after rocks fell from her chimney and injured her leg during an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5. The lawsuit claims that underground injection of
fracking wastewater conducted by New Dominion LLC and Spess Oil Company has
caused shifts in fault lines that have resulted in earthquakes.1250

•

July 31, 2014 – William Ellsworth, a research geophysicist at the USGS Earthquake
Science Center, reported that USGS is developing a hazard model that takes induced
earthquakes into account. In addition, residents of Oklahoma, where a sharp spike in
earthquake activity has been noted over the past decade, are showing an increased interest
in obtaining earthquake insurance.1251

•

July 3, 2014 – Using data from the Oklahoma Corporation Commission, a team of
researchers led by Cornell University geophysicist Katie Keranen found that a steep rise
in earthquakes in Oklahoma can be explained by fluid migration from wastewater
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disposal wells. Moreover, injected fluids in high volume wells triggered earthquakes over
30 kilometers (over 18 miles) away. All of the wells analyzed were operated in
compliance with existing regulations. Similar mechanisms may function in other states
with high volumes of underground injection of wastewater from unconventional oil and
gas production.1252 Reporting on the study and the increase in earthquakes across the
United States and the link to fracking and wastewater disposal, the Associated Press
noted that some states, including Ohio, Oklahoma, and California, have introduced new
rules compelling drillers to measure the volumes and pressures of their injection wells as
well as to monitor seismicity during fracking operations.1253
•

July 1, 2014 – Seismologists linked the emergence of a giant sinkhole that formed in
August 2012 near Bayou Corne in southeast Louisiana to tremors (earthquakes) caused
by high-pressure pulses of either natural gas or water charged with natural gas. The
surges of natural gas that caused the explosive tremors (earthquakes) may have weakened
an adjacent salt cavern and caused its collapse. Alternatively, part of the salt cavern may
have collapsed, causing a nearby gas pocket to give off surges of gas, later followed by
the complete collapse of the salt cavern. These findings help illuminate the role of
pressurized fluids in triggering seismic events.1254

•

June 24, 2014 – Following two earthquakes within a one-month period, the Colorado Oil
and Gas Conservation Commission directed High Sierra Water Services to stop disposing
wastewater into one of its Weld County injection wells. Monitoring by a team of
seismologists from the University of Colorado had picked up evidence of continuing lowlevel seismic activity near the injection site, including a magnitude 2.6 event less than a
month following a magnitude 3.4 earthquake that shook the Greeley area on May 31,
2014.1255

•

May 6, 2014 – The USGS and Oklahoma Geological Survey (OGS) jointly issued an
official earthquake warning for Oklahoma, pointing out that the number of earthquakes in
the state has risen 50 percent since just October—when the two agencies had issued a
prior warning. The advisory stated that this dramatic increase in the frequency of small
earthquakes “significantly increases the chance for a damaging quake in central
Oklahoma.” Injection wells used for the disposal of liquid fracking waste have been
implicated as the presumptive cause of the earthquake swarm. According to the OGS,
about 80 percent of the state of Oklahoma is closer than ten miles from an injection
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well.1256 Since the joint earthquake advisory was released in May, the number of
earthquakes in Oklahoma has continued to rise. During the first four months of 2014,
Oklahoma had experienced 109 earthquakes of magnitude 3 or higher on the Richter
scale. By mid-June, the number of earthquakes had topped 200, exceeding the frequency
of earthquakes in California.1257
•

May 2, 2014 – At the annual meeting of the Seismological Society of America, leading
geologists warned that the risks and impacts of earthquakes from fracking and injection
wells are even more significant than previously thought, pointing out that such
earthquakes could occur tens of miles away from wells themselves, including quakes
greater than magnitude 5.0. Justin Rubinstein, a research geophysicist at the USGS said,
“This demonstrates there is a significant hazard. We need to address ongoing
seismicity.”1258 Seismologist Gail Atkinson reported, “We don’t know how to evaluate
the likelihood that a [fracking or wastewater] operation will be a seismic source in
advance.”1259

•

April 11, 2014 – State geologists reported a link between fracking and a spate of
earthquakes in Ohio, prompting the Ohio Department of Natural Resources to place a
moratorium on drilling in certain areas and to require greater seismic monitoring.1260

•

April 3, 2014 – Researchers linked earthquakes in Mexico to fracking in the Eagle Ford
Shale, which extends beneath both southern Texas and northern Mexico. They also noted
a statistical correlation between seismic activity and fracking, particularly in the border
state of Nuevo Leon, which registered at least 31 quakes between magnitude 3.1 and
4.3.1261

•

April 2014 – Researchers from the University of Alberta and the Alberta Geological
Survey published a study in the Journal of Geophysical Research that found wastewater
injection in Alberta is highly correlated with spikes of seismic activity between October
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2006 and March 2012.1262 On November 13, 2014, CBC News reported on a more recent
increase in earthquakes, which may also be linked to injection wells.1263
•

March 7, 2014 – USGS researchers published a study confirming that Oklahoma’s
damaging magnitude 5.7 earthquake in 2011 was caused by fracking wastewater
injection.1264 One of the authors of the study, seismologist Elizabeth Cochran, noted,
“Even if wastewater injection only directly affects a low-hazard fault, those smaller
events could trigger an event on a larger fault nearby.”1265

•

January 30, 2014 – A USGS research team linked the rise in earthquakes in Colorado to
fracking wastewater injection wells and announced that a study will be published in six to
nine months.1266

•

December 12, 2013 – The New York Times detailed the growing link between fracking
wastewater injection wells and earthquakes, as well as between fracking itself and
earthquakes, with a focus on Oklahoma and a recent magnitude 4.5 earthquake there. As
the New York Times noted, “Oklahoma has never been known as earthquake country,
with a yearly average of about 50 tremors, almost all of them minor. But in the past three
years, the state has had thousands of quakes. This year has been the most active, with
more than 2,600 so far, including 87 last week…. State officials say they are concerned,
and residents accustomed to tornadoes and hail are now talking about buying earthquake
insurance.”1267

•

November 19, 2013 – Reuters reported that a series of Oklahoma earthquakes in
September of 2013 damaged several homes, and that more scientists in a number of states
are concerned about earthquakes related to oil and gas development. Seismologist Austin
Holland with the University of Oklahoma said, “This is a dramatic new rate of
seismicity.”1268
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•

July 19, 2013 – A study from the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory linked 109
earthquakes in Youngstown, Ohio to fracking wastewater disposal.1269, 1270

•

July 11, 2013 – A study in Science by Columbia University’s Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory showed that deep-well injection of fracking waste can stress geological
faults in ways that make them vulnerable to slipping. The research shows that distant
natural earthquakes triggered swarms of smaller earthquakes on critically stressed faults.
The researchers wrote, “The fluids [in wastewater injection wells] are driving the faults to
their tipping point…. Areas with suspected anthropogenic earthquakes are more
susceptible to earthquake-triggering from natural transient stresses generated by the
seismic waves of large remote earthquakes.”1271

•

April 2013 – A group of British researchers stated that hydraulic fracturing itself was the
likely cause of at least three earthquakes powerful enough to be felt by human beings at
the surface. The researchers proposed that increases in the fluid pressure in fault zones
were the causal mechanism for these three known instances of “felt seismicity” in the
United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The largest of these earthquakes was a
magnitude 3.8 in the Horn River Basin, Canada.1272

•

March 26, 2013 – Scientists from the University of Oklahoma, Columbia University and
USGS linked a 2011 swarm of earthquakes in Oklahoma to fracking waste disposal in
that state.1273 This included a magnitude 5.7 earthquake—possibly the largest ever
triggered by wastewater injection—that injured two people, destroyed 14 homes, and was
felt across 17 states.1274 The research team concluded in a paper in the journal Geology
that their data called into question the previously predicted maximum size of injectioninduced earthquakes.1275, 1276

•

December 14, 2012 – At a 2012 American Geophysical Union meeting, scientists
presented data and concluded that some U.S. states, including Oklahoma, Texas and
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Colorado, have experienced a significant rise in seismic activity coinciding with a boom
in gas drilling, fracking and wastewater disposal. Scientists further found that Oklahoma
has seen a significant increase in earthquakes linked to wastewater injection, that a 5.3
earthquake in New Mexico was linked to wastewater injection, and that earthquakes were
increasingly common within two miles of injection wells in the Barnett Shale region of
Texas. Art McGarr, a researcher at the USGS Earthquake Science Center, concluded that,
“The future probably holds a lot more in induced earthquakes as the gas boom
expands.”1277
•

November 30, 2012, January 11, 2012, December 22, 2009 – In three different sets of
comments on proposed fracking guidelines and regulations, citing scientific reports
linking oil and gas infrastructure to seismic activity, the New York City Department of
Environmental Protection (NYC DEP) raised serious concerns about the impacts of
potential seismic activity from fracking-related activities on New York City’s water
supply infrastructure. Between 2009 and 2012, the NYC DEP consistently raised
concerns that seismic activity surrounding New York City’s aquifers and watershed
infrastructure could threaten the city’s drinking water supply by triggering microseismic
events and small induced earthquakes that, in turn, could threaten the integrity of the
aging, 100-mile-long aqueducts that carry drinking water from the Catskill Mountains
into the New York City metropolitan area. The agency expressed specific concerns about
the ability of hydraulic fracturing fluids to migrate underground and to intercept and
reactivate faults miles away.1278, 1279, 1280

•

September 6, 2012 – The British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission determined that
fracking itself causes earthquakes, pointing to the results of a probe into 38 seismic
events near fracking operations in the Horn River Basin. The report noted that no quakes
had been recorded in the area prior to April 2009, before fracking began. The report
recommended that the link between fracking and seismic activity be further examined.1281

•

March 29, 2012 – The USGS found that between 2001 and 2011, there was a six-fold
increase in earthquakes greater than magnitude 3.0 in the middle of the United States that
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“are almost certainly manmade.” The agency further reported that the increase appears to
be linked to oil and gas production and deep injection of drilling wastewater.1282, 1283
•

July 31, 2011 – Numerous earthquakes in Arkansas motivated the Arkansas Oil and Gas
Commission to shut down a disposal well and enact a permanent moratorium on future
disposal wells in a nearly 1,200 square-mile area of the Fayetteville Shale.1284

•

March 10, 2010 – In Texas, a 2008-2009 swarm of earthquakes in the Dallas-Fort Worth
area was linked to produced water disposal wells.1285

•

June 12, 2009 – The Wall Street Journal reported that earthquakes shook Cleburne,
Texas, a small town at the epicenter of fracking activity. More earthquakes were detected
during that period of fracking activity than in the previous 30 years combined.1286
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Abandoned and active wells as pathways for gas and fluid migration
Individually or together, abandoned and active wells can serve as underground conduits for the
migration of fluid and vapors. The most probable pathway of contaminant transport takes place
outside the well casing, allowing leaks to migrate upward within the well, contaminating soil or
groundwater and emitting methane into the atmosphere. A 2020 investigation in Pennsylvania
identified uncemented sections of well casings as the most common cause of water
contamination incidents.
The proportion of active wells that leak gas and fluids is unknown, but a 2021 study that
examined the records of more than 100,000 oil and gas wells in three states estimates an overall
leakage of 14.4 percent with fracked and horizontal wells showing a higher frequency of leaks
than vertical wells (30.3 percent versus 11 percent). The cost of remediating fracked wells at the
end of their lifespan is also significantly higher than for conventional wells, with costs that can
exceed $100,000 per well.
Most fracking operations take place in oil and gas fields with a long history of conventional
drilling and therefore with many abandoned wells. Multiple lines of evidence reveal that
abandoned wells can and do allow pressurized fluids and gases to migrate to the surface and, in
some cases, intersect active wells. Whether plugged or unplugged, abandoned wells are a
significant source of methane leakage into the atmosphere and, based on findings from New
York and Pennsylvania, may exceed cumulative total leakage from oil and gas wells currently
in production. No state or federal agency routinely monitors methane leakage from abandoned
wells. A 2021 study found that annual methane emissions from abandoned oil and gas wells
might be underestimated by as much as 150 percent in Canada and 20 percent in the United
States.
The location and status of most abandoned wells are not recorded in state databases, and many
remain unplugged. Of the approximately 4,700,000 oil and gas wells in the United States, close
to 3 million are no longer in production and an estimated 2.6 million are unplugged. These
numbers are likely underestimates because of poor recordkeeping. As many as 750,000 to 1
million abandoned wells are orphaned: their owners either cannot be located at all or are unable
pay the costs of decommissioning them. In Pennsylvania alone, an estimated 200,000 wells are
orphaned. In California, 5,540 wells are orphaned or at high risk of becoming orphaned. In the
United States, the number of abandoned wells increased by over 12 percent since the onset of
the fracking boom in 2008. According to a 2021 study, the number of orphaned wells in the
United States is expected to increase as the economy transitions to renewables.
$300 billion is the estimated cost of cleaning up and remediating of the entire U.S. inventory of
abandoned wells. This cost is likely to rise, according to a 2021 analysis, as newer abandoned
wells tend to be fracked wells which are much deeper and more difficult and expensive to
remediate.
Most abandoned wells are not adequately bonded, leaving the full cost of plugging them to state
or federal taxpayers. The financial stress of continued low prices led to a 50 percent rise in
bankruptcies in 2019 and a further increase in orphaned wells. Also in 2019, the U.S.
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Government Accountability Office (GAO) reported that 84 percent of bonds for extraction of oil
and gas on federal lands were insufficient to cover cleanup costs.
The federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lacks good methods for tracking idle oil and
gas wells drilled on public lands, and funding is inadequate to plug those orphaned wells which
have already been identified.
Various state and federal proposals have suggested public works projects that create jobs for
laid-off oil and gas workers that involve locating and remediating abandoned and orphaned
wells. These plans hinge on a conundrum: public funds allocated for clean-up represent and
indirect subsidy for fracking operators who use bankruptcy declarations to shirk their
responsibility for these wells. In 2021, two bills were proposed in California to help address the
problem of bankruptcy loopholes and to compel operators to clean up orphaned wells.

•

July 1, 2021 – As reported in the Los Angeles Times, an analysis by the National Parks
Conservation Association (NCPA) identified almost 32,000 orphaned oil and gas wells
within 30 miles of national parks nationwide. They are not productive, have not been
properly plugged, and the owners are bankrupt or cannot be found. An interactive map of
national parks and orphaned wells shows that about 5,700 of these wells are near the
Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area. These leaky wells contribute to poor
air quality, and aside from contributing to climate change, increase the threat of wildfires,
contaminate aquifers, and harm the ecosystem. About 120,000 jobs could be created by
the federal government by a national program to plug orphaned wells, potentially keeping
oil and gas workers employed during the switch to renewables. And yet, as America
Fitzpatrick, energy program manager at NPCA, noted, such public works projects
represent indirect subsidies to the oil and gas industry. “It’s really unfortunate that the
American taxpayer has (had) to address the cleanup that these oil and gas companies
should really be responsible for.”1287

•

June 25, 2021 – An analysis in the California newspaper Desert Sun, explicates how
companies use bankruptcy protection to shift the clean-up costs of abandoned wells to
taxpayers. Oil and gas companies are required to put up bonds for cleanup prior to the
onset of drilling, but the required amounts are often grossly inadequate to cover the costs.
Companies have no incentive to spend more money, and essentially walk away. Since
2015, over 260 oil and gas companies have filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy in North
America, essentially reaping the profits of fossil fuel extraction but leaving the
responsibility and costs to state and federal governments. Only $110 million in bonding
has been set aside for remediating California’s depleted oil and gas wells, while the
cleanup costs are estimated to be in the billions. California state Senator Monique Limon
commented that the problem of companies leaving California with a cleanup bill
“absolutely is a systemic issue.” Rincon Island, an artificial island built in the 1950s to
drill for oil is a case in point. It has not produced oil since 2008, has been cited for
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multiple violations, and has changed hands many times. Purchased in 2002 in a
bankruptcy sale, the buyer then filed for bankruptcy and taxpayers were left with a $27
million tab.1288
•

May 10, 2021 – Since the mid-1880s, over one quarter million wells have been drilled in
Ohio. Identifying which ones have been properly plugged and which should be deemed
orphans is difficult work. Many are found only after problems are reported. For example,
one old well was discovered under the gym floor of an Ohio elementary school.
Magnetometers mounted on drones can scan a large area and identify anomalies in the
ground’s magnetic field that signify the presence of a vertical well casing. In a recent
study, this technique located almost 90 possible wells in an area where records had
indicated only 39. Not all old wells retain their original metal casings; in these cases, the
use of LIDAR (LIght Detection And Radar) technology may be needed. Ohio hopes to
use these both techniques to identify orphan wells and is also planning to increase the rate
of plugging them. The Ohio Department of Natural Resources has set a goal of locating
and plugging at least 200 depleted wells a year, but, at this pace, hundreds of years would
be required to plug all of them. Use of high-tech tools like magnetometers and drones
could help by identifying wells nearby to an existing remediation site, thereby allowing
contractors to batch plugging jobs together. According to proponents of this plan,
plugging Ohio’s abandoned wells could create at least 8,000 jobs over a 20-year period, a
cost-effective measure that brings ecosystem benefits, especially when weighed against
the social costs of greenhouse gas emissions.1289

•

May 7, 2021 – In early 2020, Canada allocated $1.7 billion in federal funding to clean up
orphaned and inactive oil and gas wells owned by companies that were financially
incapable of doing so. The province of Alberta alone received $1 billion. An
investigation by a nonprofit news organization, the Narwhal, found that half of the
funding went to help clean up sites owned by eight of Canada’s largest oil and gas
companies. Sites owned by Canadian Natural Resources Limited were allocated over
$102 million, despite the company having reported an average of $1.9 billion in annual
net profits over the last decade and having increased shareholder dividends by 11 percent
in March 2021. Among other findings: bonds required of companies in Alberta to ensure
adequate funding of cleanup are inadequate, and no legislation indicates when wells must
be sealed. Further, the current estimated cost of cleanup is about $30 billion, but only
$216 million in bonds are held for this purpose. Morrigan Simpson-Marran, an analyst
with the Pembina Institute, has urged a redirection of federal money to help smaller
companies address their orphan well problem and regulations requiring larger companies
to clean up their own wells.1290
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•

May 2, 2021 – A proposed $30 million project to plug 1,600 oil wells in Pennsylvania’s
Allegheny National Forest has been plagued with delays, possible fraud, and allegations
of criminal felonies. Resources Preservation, legally responsible for plugging the wells,
created a partnership with AquaPower Holdings, which has floated a complex plan that
requires the purchase of a decommissioned power plant and wastewater treatment
facility. Sand would be transported in one direction, and salt would be transported back.
Coal fly ash would be mixed into concrete to be used for new roads and well pads, while
fracking wastewater would be turned into road salt and other salable products that would
then pay to plug old wells. The legal agreement with the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) required Resources Preservation to plug at least 10
wells and return 60 abandoned wells to production by the end of 2020. However, 15
months after the agreement, there has been no progress, and Resources Preservation has
stated that it lacks financial resources to proceed, and blames AquaPower, which has not
made required payments to Resources Preservation totaling $600,000. The state of
Pennsylvania has subpoenaed financial records and plans to use forensic accountants to
evaluate the issue. Financial hardship does not excuse the company from its obligations,
as noted by EPA enforcement officer Leah Zedella. “Compliance with the Safe Drinking
Water Act is required without contingencies.” At the time of publication Resources
Preservation had plugged only one well and paid for it by selling equipment.1291

•

April 28, 2021 – There are approximately 4,700,000 oil and gas wells in the United States
and 790,000 in Canada. About 60 percent of these are inactive but only one in three of
the inactive wells are plugged. The number of wells no longer in production is likely an
underestimate because of poor recordkeeping of older wells. Inactive wells pose
environmental hazards related to air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, groundwater
contamination, and ecosystem damage. They can leak underground even if there is no
surface leak and substances may reach the surface through complex pathways. The
number of orphaned wells, which are abandoned wells for which no responsible party
exists, is expected to increase as the economy transitions to renewables. This study
evaluated oil and gas data from the United States and Canada in order to identify policies
that could address environmental problems related to inactive wells. It identified barriers
to plugging and the potential for leaks, and urged further research on the potential for
plugged wells to leak. Oil and gas industry bonds for well-plugging and site restoration
are inadequate, and possible additional sources of funding, such as carbon credits and
repurposing land for wind and solar, can augment these. The benefits of well-plugging
when including carbon pricing, the social cost of greenhouse gas emissions, and
restoration of ecosystem impacts could offset much of the cost. The authors provide a list
of policy recommendations for monitoring and managing abandoned wells and
recommend further studies on the environmental impacts of abandoned wells and
plugging.1292
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•

April 25, 2021 – An analysis of financial inequity related to oil and gas wells at the end
of their productive lifespans described the ways in which the cost of clean-up is
transferred to taxpayers. When production at an oil or gas well falls, a large corporation
often will sell it to a smaller one, along with the responsibility for cleanup. Bonds are
required to cover the cost of clean-up prior to drilling but in most states the bonds cover
only about two percent of the actual clean-up cost. Companies are also allowed to buy
“blanket bonds,” which allow an unlimited number of wells for one price. When
production falls below profitability, many smaller companies find it easier to file for
bankruptcy or leave the state rather than clean up. This is the point at which the cost of
cleanup falls to taxpayers. For example, the estimated cost of plugging all orphaned wells
in Louisiana is now over $200 million. An Abandoned Well Act that would create a
federal Abandoned Well Administration and set realistic bonding requirements may be
necessary. In addition, the author suggests that oil and gas companies should start paying
now for their prior 150 years of damage to the environment.1293

•

April 16, 2021 – Oil and gas companies are attempting to sell off over $110 billion worth
of assets to compensate for financial losses in 2020 and to show apparent reductions of
their carbon footprints. Regulations regarding the decommissioning and environmental
liabilities of offshore assets are tougher than onshore; selling an offshore asset does not
relieve a company from the responsibility of the cost of decommission as it does with
onshore wells. This discrepancy has caused sale prices of offshore assets to fall
significantly. For example, Exxon sold its North Sea assets for only half of the original
price, likely related to the high projected cost of decommissioning. Onshore rules for
decommissioning wells are, by contrast, much more lax, allowing gas and oil companies
to simply abandon unprofitable wells, leaving taxpayers on the hook for the cost of
decommissioning.1294

•

April 14, 2021 – An analysis of President Biden’s plan to plug orphaned oil and gas wells
estimated the number of documented unplugged well at 2.6 million with another 1.2
million undocumented unplugged wells. The cost for cleaning up all of them could reach
$300 billion. Further, this cost is likely to rise, as newer abandoned wells tend to be
fracked wells which are much deeper and more difficult to remediate. States require
bonds to cover the cost of well plugging, but estimates suggest that the required bonds
would cover only about one percent of cleanup costs. Companies therefore frequently
abandon the wells when production falls and taxpayers are left with the bill. The
American Jobs Plan would invest $16 billion to begin cleanup of orphaned wells, but the
ongoing concern is how to avoid creating incentives for more well abandonment.
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Proposals are under consideration to add stricter financial requirements for oil and gas
producers that would limit the likelihood of well abandonment.1295
•

April 6, 2021 – The proportion of active gas and oil wells in the United States that leak is
unknown. Fluid leaks can migrate upward within the well, often through a poorly
cemented well annulus, contaminating soil or groundwater and emitting methane. A team
of researchers investigating the frequency of leaks in active oil and gas wells looked at oil
and gas regulatory databases of 33 states but were only able to obtain adequate
information for analysis from three: Colorado, New Mexico and Pennsylvania. From the
records of these three states, the team created a dataset of almost 475,000 tests of leakage
on over 105,000 oil and gas wells. These tests were of two types: sustained casing
pressure (SCP) tests and casing vent flow (CVF) tests of well integrity. SCP testing is
done by measuring annular pressure buildup after an initial “bleeding off” of pressure,
whereas CVF testing involves observation for leakage through an open annular valve. By
combining these records, the researchers estimated that 14.4 percent of the tested wells
had exhibited leakage. Deviated or horizontal wells showed a higher frequency of leaks
than vertical wells (30.3 percent versus 11 percent). A combination of well construction
information and SCP testing was used as a proxy to identify wells with a potential for gas
migration into groundwater. The findings indicated that directional wells were more
likely than vertical ones to have a potential for gas migration in Colorado and
Pennsylvania, although this pattern was not seen in New Mexico and was less apparent in
Pennsylvania for wells drilled after 2011. The dataset included only about 10 percent of
the active wells in the United States. The authors suggest a standardized testing protocol
to identify well integrity issues and allow better planning of remediation or abandonment
of wells.1296

•

March 19, 2021 – British Columbia has dedicated a $100 million fund to clean up
dormant oil and gas wells. The funds cover 50 percent of the cost of restoration, up to
$100,000 per well. An investigation by The Tyee found that much of the money is going
to financially secure major oil and gas companies. One quarter of the first $50 million
will be used to clean up sites owned by Canadian Natural Resources, Ltd, a company
worth $45 billion. Shanghai Energy Corp., of which the Chinese Communist Party has an
ownership stake, is another recipient of funding. Supporters of this plan highlight job
creation and environmental benefits. Critics argue that companies benefiting from oil and
gas extraction in British Columbia should be fully responsible for cleaning up their
sites.1297

•

January 29, 2021 – No U.S. federal regulations govern the remediation of orphaned
wells, a task that falls to state governments. A study of how states manage this problem
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examined underlying factors that influence state policies regarding the financial risks of
abandoned and orphaned wells. The researchers tested combinations of five variables,
including the adequacy of bonding requirements and the use of fees and taxes to cover
the costs. They added the state governor’s party as well as the Forbes Green Index and
the stringency of state oil and gas regulations regarding oil and gas production to the
assessment. Binary values were assigned to the variables and ordinary least squares
regression was used to correlate them. The findings showed that that states with more
restrictive oil and gas rules and which are less reliant on oil and gas revenues had
stronger financial assurance policies. There was no correlation with the state governor’s
political party or with anticipated cleanup costs. Overall, their model accounted for about
60 percent of the variability between states. The authors recommend avenues for future
research, including better data collection and reporting of the number of orphan wells and
the costs of remediation. Notably, the cost of remediating orphaned and abandoned oil
and gas wells is much higher for fracked wells and can exceed $100,000 per well.1298
•

January 12, 2021 – Writing in Current Affairs, energy market analyst Megan Milliken
Biven proposed the development of a national Abandoned Well Administration to
directly employ displaced oil and gas workers, to identify and remediate the millions of
abandoned wells in the United States, and to establish a national monitoring and safety
response program. She also recommended the establishment of an abandoned well tax on
all well owners to begin paying for cleanup. The cost of plugging and site remediation is
high; an estimated $280 billion would be needed to properly plug the 2.6 million
documented wells in the United States. With a lack of federal oversight, oil and gas
companies strongly influence local tax and zoning laws and the cost of bonding required
to clean up wells at the end of their productive life. Companies often avoid the cost of
plugging by delaying abandonment or by offloading the wells to smaller firms, which are
less likely to afford well closures. Taxpayers end up shouldering the costs in violation of
the “polluter pays” principle. An Abandoned Well Administration would also redress a
humanitarian issue arising from the failure to link federal allocations to clean up wells
with requirements to hire or retain workers. In Louisiana, prisoners are used by the oil
and gas industry for this purpose and work long hours for minimal pay.1299

•

January 3, 2021 – An historical analysis of oil and gas records in Michigan, where
drilling began in 1859, showed that about 60,000 oil and gas wells have been drilled in
the state, with the location of many older wells unknown and the number of orphaned
wells growing, similar to the situation across the United States. Michigan regulations
require oil and gas companies to notify the Michigan Department of Environment, Great
Lakes, and Energy about non-producing or dry wells and to pay for plugging themselves.
The agency also administers specific plugging instructions for each well. The process is
expensive, but blanket bonds for cleanup at well end-of-life, covering all of a company’s
wells in the state, range from $100,000 to $250,000. This amount is grossly inadequate.
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A 2017-2018 orphaned well report indicated that it cost Michigan over $1 million to plug
just six wells in difficult locations. An orphan well fund in Michigan collects two percent
of a severance tax from the oil and gas industry but these funds are also insufficient to
cover the cost of plugging. Michigan regulators, as opposed to most other states, have the
authority to examine the receiving company’s assets to see if they would have the ability
to pay for remediation. This makes it much harder for oil and gas companies to walk
away from financial responsibility in the state. Municipalities in Michigan are not
allowed to pass zoning laws limiting drilling, and the state requires a setback of only
1,320 feet from homes.1300
•

December 15, 2020 – A McGill University team collected data on methane emissions
from almost 600 abandoned wells in the United States and Canada, across seven states
and two provinces, and used estimates of the number of abandoned wells in both
countries to extrapolate a cumulative total of methane leakage from this source. Regional
variations, plugging status, and well type (gas, combined oil and gas, and unknown) were
considered in the analysis, and five different scenarios were used to see how different
approaches would affect the estimates. The results showed that 96 percent of cumulative
emissions come from 10 percent of wells, with unplugged gas wells serving as the
highest emitters. Abandoned gas wells emitted almost double the emissions of abandoned
combined oil and gas wells. The findings indicate that, for both the United States and
Canada, methane emissions from abandoned wells are significantly higher than
previously estimated (by 20 percent in the United States and by as much as 150 percent in
Canada) and that there remains a great deal of uncertainty about the actual quantity of
these emissions. Less than 0.01 percent of abandoned oil and gas wells in the United
States and Canada have been measured for leakage, and the actual number of such wells
also remains unclear. These results also suggest that emissions could be markedly
reduced by plugging abandoned wells and by locating “super emitters.”1301, 1302
Commenting on the study, David Risk, a professor of earth sciences at St. Francis Xavier
University said, “But if there’s one thing that oversight studies have taught us, it's that
when we measure more, we often find more. I think there’s a strong possibility that
emissions are larger than expressed here.”1303

•

October 30, 2020 – California has over 124,000 abandoned oil and gas wells and 38,000
so-called idle wells: unplugged wells that have not produced oil or gas for two more
years. The wells can continue to leak methane, which is not only a climate threat but
presents an explosion risk and can contaminate groundwater. Methane is also involved in
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the formation of ozone, and benzene and toluene can be co-contaminants. A research
team evaluating methane emissions from abandoned wells in California used a
combination of methods that allowed more sensitive measurements than those collected
by the California Methane Survey. Looking at a representative sample of abandoned oil
and gas wells in California, the researchers found a wide range of leakage rates, with
unplugged idle wells leaking more than plugged abandoned wells and with the worst
culprits leaking enough to substantially impact California’s methane budget.
Extrapolating the data suggests that the leakage rate might increase the California
Methane Survey’s estimate of emissions by 31 percent. The authors recommend further
samples of idle and active wells at a low detection limit and additional measurements in
areas where groundwater pumping has caused high levels of subsidence.1304
•

August 10, 2020 – “Stripper” wells are oil or gas wells near the end of their lifespans that
produce less than 15 barrels of oil equivalent. They are typically not profitable to operate
but, because the cost of decommissioning them can be greater than the cost of keeping
them running, they remain online or at the ready. Stripper wells are the most abundant
type of oil and gas well, with more than 700,000 of these low-producing, marginal wells
in the United States, and they appear to represent a disproportionately large source of
methane emissions relative to their production, sometimes leaking more gas than is
extracted, captured, and sent to market. Making direct measurements of emissions from
marginal oil and gas wells in the Appalachian Basin of southeastern Ohio, a research
team from University of Cincinnati showed that emissions of both methane and volatile
organic compounds followed a skewed distribution, with many wells having zero or low
emissions and a few wells responsible for the majority of emissions. Follow-up
measurements at five wells indicated high emissions were not episodic. Some wells were
emitting all or more of their reported production gas into the atmosphere. The authors
surmised that stochastic processes, such as maintenance, may be the main driver of
emissions. “This makes marginal wells a disproportionate greenhouse gas emissions
source compared to their energy return, and a good target for environmental
mitigation.”1305

•

June 22, 2020 – The bonds that states require of companies to cover plugging of orphan
oil and gas wells are grossly inadequate, according to an E&E News report.1306 Orphan oil
and gas wells are unplugged abandoned wells the owners of which either cannot be
located or cannot afford to properly plug them. Abandoned wells have been implicated in
ground water contamination and can leak methane, a potent greenhouse gas. The
Interstate Oil and Gas Commission identified 57,000 confirmed orphan wells in the
United States, up to an additional 750,000 “potential” orphans, and up to 3 million
abandoned and idle wells that have an identifiable owner. Further, more recent wells are
deeper and are at higher pressures than older ones. The estimated cost of plugging a
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(fracked) shale well is about $300,000, versus $40,000 to $50,000 for a conventional
well. The piece reported on Congress considering using federal stimulus funds to help
cover the cost of plugging orphan wells, providing jobs for oil field workers and pollution
reduction. The limited number of skilled workers and specialized equipment for is a
challenge already experienced in Ohio.
•

June 16, 2020 – A Reuters review of government data and interviews with scientists,
regulators, and United Nations officials estimated that globally there are 29 million
abandoned oil and gas wells, leaking about 2.5 million tons of methane yearly.1307 The
wells “pose a serious threat to the climate that researchers and world governments are
only starting to understand,” according to the review. Groundwater and soil
contamination have also been linked to these wells, and, in rare cases, leaking gas has
caused explosions. In the United States, the number of abandoned wells increased by
over 12 percent since the onset of the fracking boom in 2008. Continued low oil prices
putting financial stress on the industry led to a 50 percent in rise bankruptcies in 2019,
likely to result in a further increase in abandoned wells. The upfront bonds required of
drillers to cover future cleanup and well plugging are markedly inadequate: “the rules are
patchwork, with wildly differing requirements, and they seldom leave governments
adequately funded,” according to the report. Referencing the US Government Accounting
Office estimate of $20,000 to $145,000 per abandoned well clean up and plugging, it
would cost between $60 billion to $435 billion to clean up all of the United States’
abandoned wells.

•

June 11, 2020 – The president of the Northwest Landowners Association in North
Dakota, Troy Coons, questioned why the state was using $33.1 million from the CARES
Act to plug abandoned wells, rather than have the “bad actor” oil and gas companies
fulfill their obligations, according to the Williston Herald.1308 There are 358 wells on the
state’s list for confiscation but the actual number of abandoned wells is likely much
higher. 2,161 inactive wells had been identified in North Dakota as of May 2020. Coons
believes that plugging will be more expensive than the state estimates, and that if the state
does not adjust bonding requirements to cover the actual cost of well decommissioning,
the burden will continue to fall on taxpayers and landowners.

•

May 5, 2020 – COVID-19 pandemic-related economic impacts on the oil and gas sector
could add thousands to the already over three million abandoned oil and gas wells in the
United States, reported E&E News. If a solvent responsible party cannot be found, the
cost of cleanup falls to state or federal taxpayers. States such as Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, and Wyoming have instituted policies to help stressed oil and gas companies
remain solvent. The federal BLM offered guidance to companies on how to suspend
leases. An energy finance analyst, however, said that the poor financial shape and
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structural weakness of the shale industry already create a “‘perfect storm’ for a cleanup
crisis.”1309
•

April 19, 2020 – An audit by the Louisiana Legislative Auditor’s office noted a 50
percent increase in orphaned oil and gas wells in the state, and that it would take an
estimated 20 years and $128 million to plug the nearly 4,300 wells. “Rock-bottom” oil
prices will force more firms out of business, leading to the number of orphaned wells
further rising. Nola.com reported that only about two-thirds of the state’s wells have
financial security guarantees, and the actual cost of plugging was significantly higher
than these guarantees. The audit recommended that the Louisiana legislature adjust fees
to cover plugging costs. Nola.com covered some improvements with state regulation
since a “scathing” 2014 audit, but serious financial risks to the state persist. Further, only
about half of active wells with a major violation had undergone a required reinspection,
and the Department of Natural Resources Office of Conservation had not forced
companies to plug almost two thirds of those wells beyond a 90-day requirement and not
on an extended closure schedule.1310

•

April 3, 2020 – There are about 200,000 orphaned wells in Pennsylvania, all with the
potential to leak oil and gas to the surface, pollute water, and create explosion hazards,
according to a Pittsburgh Post-Gazette feature.1311 At the rate and cost at which the
state’s Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) is sealing old wells, it would take
17,500 years and $6.6 billion to complete. The state requires operators to seal their wells
at the end of production but does not require them to demonstrate that they have adequate
financial resources. The feature highlighted the story of ARG resources, owner of 1,600
wells, 150 miles of road, and many buildings and tanks in the Allegheny National Forest.
The company closed operations in 2019 because of lack of funds, abandoning wells and
leaving nine spills unresolved. According to the DEP, ARG had earned enough during its
period of profitability to pay for the cleanup: “plugging and restoration costs should not
have been insurmountable.” Taxpayers should not have been left with the bill, a DEP
supervisor said. Rather than pursue lengthy legal proceedings, DEP signed a consent
order involving a revenue-sharing arrangement between ARG and a chemical company,
AquaPower, to clean brine wastewater and turn it into commercial salt and synthetic
gypsum on ARG’s property, with a portion of the proceeds dedicated to abandoned well
cleanup. The plan is seen as a potential model to pay for abandoned well management,
though AquaPower, at the time of publication, was delinquent in its deposits to begin the
operation.

•

March 6, 2020 – There are nearly 1,000 orphaned oil and gas wells across Los Angeles
County, “deserted by their owners and left to the state to clean,” determined a “first-of-
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its-kind analysis of state records” by the Los Angeles Times and the Center for Public
Integrity.1312 Los Angeles mandates that oil or gas wells be restarted or shuttered if
inactive for one year but has been delinquent in enforcement. The investigation
determined that there was only one full time well inspector until recently, and that the
city had not consistently employed a full time “petroleum administrator” despite the city
code requiring it to do so. Industry and labor groups have challenged the city’s authority
to enforce cleanup, as community groups press for closure of old wells and residents
nearby, often low-income and Latino, have reported nosebleeds, headaches, and nausea.
“Eight hundred oil companies have dissolved over the years without scheduling wells for
cleanup or paying state fees,” according to the California Geologic Energy Management
Division, and bond requirements have not been updated in about 60 years and are
inadequate, reported the city controller.
•

February 26, 2020 – Uncemented sections of well casings provide pathways for methane
to flow from intermediate subterranean zones to shallow aquifers, according to a review
of EPA investigations by Maryland Department of the Environment and Penn State
scientists.1313 The researchers evaluated EPA investigations in Dimock, Pennsylvania,
Parker-Hood County, Texas, Pavilion, Wyoming, and Sugar Run, Pennsylvania and other
studies, regarding the impact of methane migration on water resources. They reviewed
various potential causes of methane migration identifying uncemented sections of well
casings as the most common cause of contamination incidents from active wells. They
noted that they were working with “relatively few, detailed, site-specific studies,” and
that “the actual scope of the problem is difficult to demonstrate, since impacts to water
supplies due to migration of fugitive gases are often adjudicated between operators and
homeowners involving nondisclosure agreements.” The authors noted that less than half
of the attempts to address this problem by “squeeze cementing” were successful. They
suggested collecting predrilling samples to determine if methane concentrations increase
later on, and recommended forensic methods including isotope analysis of gases to
accurately determine fugitive gas sources. The studies did not address potential water
resource contamination by hydraulic fracking fluids.

•

January 23, 2020 – Plugging the approximately 5,540 oil and gas wells that are orphaned
or at high risk of becoming orphaned in California would cost the state over $500 million,
estimated the California Council on Science and Technology, a nonpartisan, nonprofit
organization created by the state’s Legislature, in a report requested by the Division of
Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources.1314 The report identified another 69,425
economically stressed wells that produce less than five barrels of oil daily and are at risk
of becoming orphaned, which would bring the cost to an estimated $5 billion. According
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to the report, plugging all 107,000 wells in the state would cost more than $9 billion, and
there are also wells that are plugged but may need to be replugged. Though legally
required to pay for plugging of their wells, the bonds collected by the state from industry
only totaled $107 million at the time of the report. The report makes several
recommendations to help limit the state’s financial and environmental liability. These
include investigation of environmental impacts of orphan wells and evaluating potential
changes to bonding rules.
•

June 13, 2019 – Both plugged and unplugged abandoned oil and gas wells continue to
emit methane, and some categories of plugged wells are high emitters. When the social
costs of methane pollution were considered, mitigation of abandoned high-emitting wells
was cost-effective, according to a Canadian-U.S. research team.1315 Social costs were
defined as air quality, climate, and human/ecosystem impacts. The authors cited estimates
of the social cost of methane emissions as $1143 to $4822 per ton. The study evaluated
strategies and costs of mitigating methane emissions. The mitigation options reviewed for
high emitting abandoned wells included plugging without venting, or alternatively with
venting and flaring, or with venting and usage of the emitted gas. Flaring or usage
without plugging address methane pollution but not groundwater contamination, a social
cost. The researchers found savings were possible for all mitigation strategies when the
full social cost of methane was considered. Because state bonding requirements across
the U.S. show that most are insufficient to cover the average plugging cost, they
recommended the inclusion of methane emission reduction from abandoned wells in
climate and energy policies, and “increased government funding at state/provincial and
federal levels to manage the growing number of AOG wells in the US, Canada, and
abroad.”

•

December 8, 2019 – There are an estimated 93,000 inactive and orphaned gas and oil
wells in Alberta, Canada, and a rising number of these are owned by companies that are
under financial stress and which cannot afford to clean them up. “One of the primary
barriers to a clear understanding of the problem appears to be the absence of a credible
and transparent assessment of cleanup costs,” according to a University of Calgary law
professor, writing in the Globe and Mail.1316 In Alberta, the Orphan Well Association is
responsible for inactive and orphaned wells, and the levy on industry for cleanup is
insufficient to cover the average per well cleanup cost of $27,000 to $34,000 that can also
run as high as $210,000. The writer recommended “an independent inquiry into the
extent of the oil and gas sector’s underfunded environmental liabilities,” addressing the
problem that, in a worst-case scenario, could triple within a generation from its current
$80 billion.

•

November 7, 2019 – Many shallow wells were drilled off the coast of Santa Barbara
County in the early 1900’s, later abandoned, and never plugged properly. This history, on
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through present activity of the oil and gas industry in the region, was the focus of an E&E
piece.1317 Adding to natural seeps in the area, oil leaks from legacy wells and oil spills
and pipeline ruptures have polluted beaches and four state marine conservation areas. The
California State Lands Commission leads the inventory process and has identified 200
“high priority” orphaned offshore wells. The state passed legislation allocating two
million dollars yearly for 10 years, “to take inventory of the orphaned wells, plug them
when they are leaking, and clean up jetties and piers.” More recent oil and gas industry
bankruptcies also threatened to leave wells abandoned. The piece described Exxon nearly
walking away from responsibilities for an offshore platform, later agreeing to a cost share
with California. The legislated funding is likely to fall far short: in 2018 it cost $1.2
million to plug one offshore well alone. Exxon continues to try to obtain trucking permits
in order to continue producing oil offshore in Santa Barbara County.
•

November 6, 2019 – Houston Oil and Gas, based in Calgary, Alberta, ceased operations
and left an estimated $81.5 million cleanup liability.1318 It held 1264 wells, 41 facilities,
and 251 pipelines. Some of the wells have already been transferred to Alberta’s Orphan
Well Association, essentially transferring the burden to taxpayers. The Houston Oil and
Gas website, however, states that the company will manage its end-of-life liabilities.
Other Alberta oil and gas companies have also shut down or are in financial difficulty
since oil prices crashed in late 2014.

•

October 22, 2019 – The federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM) does not have a
good way of tracking the thousands of idle oil and gas wells on federal land. Funding is
inadequate to plug those orphan wells which have already been identified. Aside from the
cost to taxpayers, the wells pose a risk of groundwater pollution from hydrocarbons. The
federal oil and gas program was included on a 2011 U.S. Government Accountability
Office (GAO) list of “high risk” programs vulnerable to fraud, abuse, and
mismanagement. In 2019 the GAO reported that 84 percent of bonds (the security that
industry pays in advance for cleanup liability) for federal oil and gas development were
inadequate to cover cleanup costs. E&E reported that despite multiple government
investigations, federal data is difficult to obtain, and it is states dealing with orphan wells
that “sometimes provide a clearer picture of the challenge.”1319 Wyoming, for example,
estimated that there are 2,200 wells on federal land in that state that appear to be
orphaned. BLM may be making improvements. The article reported that the agency had
collected 16 percent of the additional bonding it has deemed needed for end-of-life well
cleanup. BLM lacks authority to directly charge oil and gas operators for cleanup.

•

October 1, 2019 – The magnitude and duration of barometric pressure changes directly
influenced the natural gas emissions from wells, discovered a team of scientists from the
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University of British Columbia.1320 At least seven percent of oil and gas wells show some
loss of well bore integrity. Natural gas release from leaking oil and gas wells can cause
aquifer contamination, explosive conditions, and greenhouse gas emissions. Complex
processes are involved in gas migration and emission. High barometric pressure inhibits
the release of soil gas, and the opposite occurs with low pressure, determined the study.
The most significant effect seemed to occur in areas with deep water tables. The study
used controlled release of natural gas injected 12 meters below ground level in an attempt
to quantify the effect of atmospheric pressure on fugitive gas emissions. The findings of
barometric pressure impacts on emissions indicates that “snapshot” measurements of
emissions at well pads may not be accurate. Continuous monitoring over longer time
periods is therefore required “to accurately detect and quantify fugitive gas emissions at
oil and gas sites with a deep water table.”
•

September 18, 2019 – A GAO report to Congress identified 2,294 oil and gas wells on
federal land which had not produced in over ten years and had not been reclaimed, and
warned about the risks from insufficient bonds to reclaim these wells.1321 The
investigation found that BLM identified 89 new orphaned wells between July 2017 and
April 2019. The average value of oil and gas bonds the BLM held in 2018 was $2122 per
well, slightly lower than in 2008, according to the GAO analysis. Bonds are set at their
regulatory minimum and the values have not been adjusted in about 60 years. They do
not account for well depth, nor the number of wells covered, factors which greatly
influence the cost of cleanup. GAO recommendations included providing the BLM with
the authority to assess user fees for reclamation costs and establishing a mechanism to
obtain those fees from operators. Congress had not done so as of the time of publication.
The BLM should also adjust bond levels to cover expected reclamation costs. The BLM
continues to collect and analyze data, but its analysis is not expected to be ready until the
first quarter of fiscal year 2021.

•

September 6, 2019 – NPR featured an overview of the orphaned oil and gas well situation
nationwide.1322 Given the one million orphaned oil and gas wells in the United States as
estimated by the EPA in 2018, responsibility for which typically falls to the states,
markedly inadequate bonding to cover well cleanup is a growing problem. Colorado,
Alabama, Ohio, and Pennsylvania have dramatically increased state funds allocated for
well cleanup. The backlog of wells, however, is very large, with an estimated 560,000
abandoned wells in Pennsylvania alone. Industry has pushed back on the suggestion that
companies pay the full price of plugging before drilling starts.

•

August 10, 2019 – In 2016 San Francisco passed a climate-related ordinance requiring
that no city-owned property be used for oil production, specifically to address a lease that
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Chevron held in Kern County on the city’s behalf. Bakersfield.com provided an update on
ongoing negotiations on covering the costs of decommissioning the wells.1323 The cost of
decommissioning the wells is estimated to be between one million and five million
dollars, as a best-case scenario. San Francisco wants Chevron to cover the cost of
decommissioning the wells. According to the senior real estate project manager for the
City and County of San Francisco, “While I can’t get into specifics of our negotiations
with Chevron, we believe our lease assigns decommissioning responsibilities to the
tenant, in this case, Chevron.”
•

July 2, 2019 – Many fossil fuel extraction sites have been abandoned in the Atlantic
Canadian Provinces since extraction began in the early 1600s. Multiple pathways can
lead to methane emissions from these wells, including improper abandonment practices,
compromised well bore integrity, and subsurface fluid migration. This study used
multiple sampling methods to measure methane emissions from abandoned coal mine
openings in Nova Scotia as well as from a legacy oil field (abandoned prior to 1952,
when abandonment protocols were begun).1324 A small percentage of sites accounted for
the majority of methane emissions. Overall, low emission intensity and frequency were
documented compared with other studies. Time after abandonment may have played a
role. Emissions may have peaked early after abandonment and may have decreased over
time.

•

June 23, 2019 – 22,000 deserted oil and gas wells have been identified in Kansas,
reported the Hutchinson News.1325 Over 19,000 of the abandoned wells are in Eastern
Kansas. The Kansas Corporation Commission (KCC) has prioritized 25 percent of those
for cleanup, because of their risk for groundwater contamination. The KCC created a
fund in 1996 to finance plugging of abandoned wells, financed by the oil industry.
According to the article, the KCC and industry are optimistic about the commitment to
plug all the wells, but community members and environmental groups, noting that
industry has deep political influence on the Kansas legislature and the KCC and project,
are far less satisfied with progress and commitment. Further, the KCC does not have the
resources to track all owners of idle wells, and there reportedly are not enough
contractors willing to bid on plugging.

•

May 20, 2019 – Within the nation’s largest regional concentration of abandoned oil and
gas wells, the estimate of abandoned oil and gas wells in Pennsylvania alone ranges from
200,000 to 750,000, according to E&E News.1326 Those wells are estimated to cause
between five and eight percent of the state’s human-caused methane emissions, in
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addition to presenting other risks including explosion hazards and environmental
contamination from leaking oil. The piece reviewed the inadequacy of available funds for
cleanup by states as well as on public lands. “Most [states] don’t have enough funds to
clean up the legacy wells left from the oil industry’s first century, and most aren’t ready
to clean up the tens of thousands of wells drilled during the first decades of the shale
drilling boom. Pennsylvania, for example, only has enough money to plug a dozen or so
each year.” Pennsylvania has allocated about $400,000 per year for well plugging, which
at the current rate would require 17,500 years to complete the work. Colorado is planning
to update bonding requirements, and Ohio has voted to increase the amount of oil and gas
production taxes the state spends on well plugging. Ohio’s tax on energy production,
however, is one of the lowest in the country.
•

March 11, 2019 – There are roughly 200,000 abandoned oil and gas wells in
Pennsylvania left over from more than a century of drilling. Most are not mapped.
Alabama-based Diversified Gas & Oil, which now owns about 23,000 gas wells in the
state, reached an agreement with the PA DEP to plug 1,400 abandoned wells over the
next 15 years—or bring them back into production. The agreement requires the company
to submit a $7 million performance bond to cover the costs of plugging. In 2018, the
company plugged 41 wells across its entire operating area.1327

•

March 5, 2019 – There are 30,000 abandoned oil wells in California, with 1,850 in Los
Angeles County. The state is currently not required to report to the public on toxic air
emissions from these wells before, during, or after they are plugged, even when idle wells
are located within densely populated residential communities. The process of capping
wells can itself release harmful gases. Legislation has been proposed to remediate this
oversight.1328

•

February 21, 2019 – While preparing to mine over a natural gas storage field in Greene
County, Pennsylvania, a coal company discovered dozens of undisclosed abandoned gas
wells at the site, according to a report by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. “Pennsylvania’s
history of fossil fuel extraction, combined with modern operations harvesting coal, oil
and gas at different depths, makes it a particularly thorny place to work underground.”1329

•

January 25, 2019 – Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper signed an executive order to
force the “plugging, remediation and reclamation of all medium- and high-priority
orphaned wells and orphaned sites.” There are roughly 55,000 oil and gas wells in
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Colorado. At least 260 are orphaned, which means that the well’s owner cannot be
identified, usually because of bankruptcy. Inactive wells that are orphaned become the
responsibility of the state.1330
•

December 21, 2018 – Most fracking operations take place in oil and gas fields with a
long history of conventional drilling and therefore with many abandoned wells. The
possibility of hydraulic fractures intercepting these old wells and opening a pathway for
rapid vertical transport for fluids to the surface or to groundwater aquifers depends on
multiple variables. A University of Goettingen-led team used modeling to explore the
relevant factors that predict long-term flow and transport of fracking fluids into
groundwater aquifers through a leaky, abandoned well. The results showed that wellbore
integrity of the abandoned well and its distance from the fracking operation are the two
most influential parameters determining the vertical transport of fracking fluid through an
abandoned well. The most probable pathway of contaminant transport takes place outside
the well casing. Hydraulic fracking fluid tends to spread laterally when sediment layers
are permeable, decreasing upward movement of fluid and decreasing contamination
distribution in the aquifer. When freshwater aquifers are shallow, the short-term
probability of contamination is negligible even in the presence of a leaky, abandoned
well. “Model results show that hydraulic fracturing fluid reaches the aquifer three years
after production.”1331

•

December 15, 2018 – A University of Vermont-led team explored the ability of various
predictive models to forecast fluid migration from and through abandoned wells in
Alberta, Canada. Although all the models “performed better than random guessing,” none
of them perfectly predicted which wells would leak in part because of incomplete data. In
Alberta, wells that do not leak at the time they are drilled are not retested until they are
abandoned. Continuous monitoring of wells in a small area would allow the models to be
retrained with more accurate information. Consistent with previous findings, the models
did show that the most important features in predicting whether an abandoned well will
leak is the deviation of the well from vertical and the year the well was constructed.1332

•

November 20, 2018 – An investigation by WPXI, an NBC-affiliated television station in
Pittsburgh, reported that Pennsylvania lacks funds to locate, plug, and remediate all
potentially dangerous abandoned wells in the state. “Overall the problems could cost the
state close to $4 billion, so it is responding to the most critical cases first.”1333
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•

November 20, 2018 – There are an estimated 12,000 abandoned wells in West Virginia,
of which 4,000 are orphaned and have no owners, according to a story in the Charleston
Gazette-Mail that reported how gas companies are saving money by leaving depleted
wells behind instead of plugging them.1334

•

September 5, 2018 – An investigation of abandoned wells on Native American lands in
the San Juan Basin found that the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), responsible for
monitoring oil and gas wells on most tribal lands, has routinely failed to require operators
to file paperwork on abandoned wells, lacks a clear strategy for identifying them, and
does not prioritize cleaning up or remediating them.1335

•

May 16, 2018 – The GAO reported to Congress that BLM needs to improve its oversight
of abandoned oil and gas wells. Companies are supposed to provide bonds up front to
cover the costs of plugging abandoned wells and reclaiming the sites, but if they don’t, or
if the costs exceed expectations, BLM can be liable and taxpayers can shoulder the cleanup costs. “Reclamation costs and potential liabilities likely increased since 2010, but we
couldn’t determine how much because BLM does not systematically track the data.” The
GAO recommended that, among other things, the director of BLM should systematically
track the actual costs that the agency incurs when reclaiming orphaned wells, the number
of orphaned and abandoned wells over time, and the information needed to determine the
agency’s potential liabilities. The BLM concurred with the GAO’s recommendations.
There are roughly 94,000 oil and gas wells on federal lands overseen by BLM.1336

•

Dec 26, 2017 – In 1965, a blowout at a gas well in northeastern Netherlands caused the
formation of quicksand, which swallowed up an entire drill rig. Eventually, the area was
turned into a park. More than 50 years later, a team of researchers discovered that the site
is still leaking methane. They found in the groundwater high levels of methane with an
isotopic composition that matched that of the gas reservoir. An analysis of groundwater
flow conditions showed that this methane is not a remnant of the blowout but the result of
ongoing leakage. “Combined, the data reveal the long-term impact that underground gas
well blowouts may have on groundwater chemistry, as well as the important role of
anaerobic oxidation in controlling the fate of dissolved methane.”1337, 1338
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•

June 28, 2017 – The Tyee made public the results of an unreleased 2016 report by the
Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) showing that 36 of 335 abandoned oil and gas wells that
are located close to occupied buildings in urban areas of Alberta are leaking methane. Six
abandoned wells were leaking at levels (10,000 ppm) that pose explosion risks and are
considered life-threatening. (Natural background level is about 1.9 ppm.) Based on these
findings, the report also estimated that 17,000 of 170,000 abandoned wells in rural
Alberta were likely also leaking. The author of the unreleased report said in an interview
with The Tyee that AER, a corporation that functions in part as a regulatory agency, does
not have the capacity to evaluate the potential threat to public health and safety. “The
expertise to assess the health risk of abandoned wells really doesn’t exist in house.”1339,
1340

•

March 27, 2017 – In an experimental study, Canadian researchers injected methane gas
into a shallow sand aquifer over a 72-day period and monitored methane migration for
eight months. After 72 days, they found that half of the methane had vented into the
atmosphere and half remained in the groundwater, traveling laterally a greater distance
than expected and degrading at a rate less than expected. “Our findings demonstrate that
even small-volume releases of methane gas can cause extensive and persistent free phase
and solute plumes.”1341, 1342

•

December 21, 2016 – The Texas Tribune investigated abandoned oil wells in Texas
where the Texas Railroad Commission, which is charged with regulating the oil and gas
industry, has tracked and mapped 6,628 unplugged, orphaned wells. The commission is
struggling with a ballooning inventory of inactive, leaking wells and decreasing clean-up
funds to deal with them. The most recent oil boom, involving horizontal drilling with
fracking, added to the problem as drillers cut corners in the rush to bring oil to market.
“Just drill the well as fast as possible, because they were under such pressure to get cash
flow going,” according to a geoscientist interviewed for the story who had recently
retired as a groundwater advisor for the Railroad Commission.1343

•

November 14, 2016 – Methane emissions from abandoned wells vary widely, with a few
high emitters responsible for a disproportionately large share of the problem. Using new
field measurement and data mining techniques, a Stanford University-led team
investigated gas leaks at 88 inactive wells in Pennsylvania in an attempt to identify the
characteristics of these “super-emitters.” Their results showed that unplugged gas wells
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and wells located in coal areas had the highest methane flow rates. Well plugging does
not always reduce methane emission, especially when the wells are vented. In many areas
with extensive coal layers, decommissioning requirements for wells included mandatory
venting. Using comprehensive databases, the team also estimated the number of
abandoned wells in Pennsylvania to be between 470,000 and 750,000, considerably more
than previous estimates of 300,000 to 500,000. The research team calculated that, all
together, Pennsylvania’s abandoned wells contribute 5-8 percent of the state’s annual
greenhouse gas emissions.1344, 1345
•

June 20, 2016 – Pennsylvania’s attorney general began reviewing regulations requiring
drillers to document abandoned oil and gas wells within 1,000 feet of a new fracking site.
According to a Bloomberg investigation, “This puts Pennsylvania among states such as
California, Texas, Ohio, Wyoming and Colorado confronting the environmentally
catastrophic legacy of booms as fracking and home development expand over former
drilling sites. As the number of fracked wells increases, so does the chance they might
interact with lost wells.” As noted by Bloomberg, state databases document only about 10
percent of the nation’s 2.6 million abandoned oil and gas wells; the whereabouts of the
vast majority are unknown. Current efforts in Pennsylvania to increase documentation on
the location and status of inactive wells rely on “citizen scientists” equipped with GPS
and methane sniffers, as well as home and farm-owners living on top of abandoned wells.
Over a period of three decades, PA DEP has located and plugged only about 3,000
abandoned wells.1346

•

May 30, 2016 – New developments of houses, schools, and shopping centers are being
built over abandoned oil and gas wells, according to a report by Wyoming Public Media.
In most states there is no requirement for homeowners to be notified about abandoned
wells on their properties, and these wells are not systematically monitored for leaks, nor
are their locations well mapped. A builder who worked in the oil and gas industry for
decades and suffered cardiac arrest when methane from an abandoned well he was
inadvertently working atop exploded, said that there were “no signs” that a well was
there.1347

•

January 26, 2016 – Researchers tested soil methane levels at 102 United Kingdom
decommissioned oil and gas wells between 8 and 79 years old. Thirty percent of the wells
had methane at the soil surface that was significantly higher than their control samples in
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nearby fields. Thirty-nine percent of well sites had significantly lower surface soil
methane than their respective controls. Researchers suggested several explanations for
the latter results, including replaced soils.1348
•

October 19, 2015 – Abandoned oil and gas wells near fracking sites can be conduits for
methane escape that is not currently being measured, according to University of Vermont
researchers. Fractures in the surrounding rock may connect to existing unused oil and gas
wells in the area during fracking processes, thus providing a pathway for methane to
migrate to the surface. The study used a mathematical model based on the large part of
southern New York State underlain by the Marcellus Shale, incorporating “the depth of a
new fracturing well, the vertical growth of induced fractures, and the depths and locations
of existing nearby wells.” The researchers concluded the probability that new frackinginduced fractures would connect to a pre-existing well to be .03 percent to 3 percent.
Density of nearby abandoned wells was the largest factor, and researchers pointed out the
continuing problem of undocumented abandoned wells.1349 As noted in an accompanying
press release, probabilities are likely much higher: “Industry-sponsored information made
public since the paper was published vastly increased assumptions about the area
impacted by a set of six to eight fracking wells known as a well pad – to two square miles
– increasing the probabilities cited in the paper by a factor of 10 or more.”1350

•

July 9, 2015 – As part of an extensive, peer-reviewed assessment of fracking in
California, the California Council on Science and Technology identified leakage through
failed, inactive wells as a known mechanism for fracking-related water contamination in
other states, including Texas and Ohio, and said that it is not known whether abandoned
wells in California likewise function as conduits for groundwater contamination and gas
leakage. In California, there are more inactive than active wells. Of the state’s nearly onequarter million oil and gas wells, more than half (116,000) have been plugged and
abandoned, while another 1,800 inactive wells are “buried” with only an approximate
location known. The locations of another 338 old wells are entirely unknown. California
also has 110 orphaned wells, that is, abandoned wells with no owners. Most of
California’s abandoned wells (53 percent) are located in Kern County.1351

•

May 15, 2015 – CBC News reported that falling gas and oil prices have prompted many
smaller companies to abandon their operations in Alberta, Canada, leaving the provincial
government to close down and dismantle their wells. In the past year alone, the number
of orphaned wells in Alberta increased from 162 to 702. At the current rate of work,
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deconstructing the inventory of wells abandoned just in the past year alone will be a 20year task.1352
•

April 27, 2015 – In a peer-reviewed study, researchers with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service documented 5,002 wells located on National Wildlife Refuge System units, in
addition to 1,339 miles of pipeline. Almost half of the wells were inactive, while onethird were active and the remainder either plugged and abandoned or with status
unknown. Highlighting the impacts of leaks, spills, and routine operation and
maintenance on wildlife conservation efforts, the authors called for regular on-site
ecological assessments, improved efforts to plug inactive wells and restore inactive well
sites, and a “consolidated and robust regulatory framework” to protect the public’s
interests.1353

•

March 24, 2015 – Analyzing data from 42 abandoned oil and gas wells in western
Pennsylvania, a Princeton and Stanford team documented a wide range of leakage
potentials. As a group, gas wells have higher permeability than oil wells. Among gas
wells, methane flow rates are positively correlated with permeability. Subterranean
temperatures and temperatures, along with well depth, are all variables that can influence
leakage potentials of abandoned wells. The leakage potential of wells drilled prior to
1960 is moderate to high, and plugged wells, as well as unplugged wells, can leak. The
authors note that cement plugs are imperfect barriers that can develop defects that allow
fluids to flow through gaps between the plug and surrounding hole, through pores or
fissures within the plug itself, or directly through cracks in the well casing.1354

•

December 8, 2014 – A Princeton University team found that abandoned oil and gas wells
in Pennsylvania, left over from prior decades of conventional drilling, leak significantly
more methane than previously thought. Between 300,000 and 500,000 abandoned oil and
gas wells are located in Pennsylvania, and many go unchecked and unmonitored for
leaks. Nearly three-quarters are unplugged. Based on direct measurements of methane
flow from 19 such wells, most of which were a half century old or older, the researchers
estimated that the methane leaks from abandoned wells alone could account for between
4 and 7 percent of human-caused methane emissions in the state. Based on these
measurements of positive methane flow from decades-old wells, the authors concluded
that cumulative emissions from these abandoned wells “may be significantly larger than
the cumulative leakage associated with oil and gas production, which has a shorter
lifetime of operation.” Further, methane flow rates from plugged wells measured in this
study were not consistently lower than unplugged wells and indeed were sometimes
higher, even though wells are plugged for the precise purpose of limiting the escape of
gases. The authors noted that an estimated three million abandoned oil and gas wells are
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scattered across the United States and likely represent “the second largest potential
contribution to total US methane emissions above US Environmental Protection Agency
estimates.” In the United States, no regulatory requirements for monitoring methane leaks
from abandoned wells exist.1355, 1356
•

December 1, 2013 – An analysis of reports from the NYS DEC found that three-quarters
of the state’s abandoned oil and gas wells were never plugged. New York State has
approximately 48,000 such wells; many of their locations remain unknown.1357

•

Aug. 4, 2011 – A report from the EPA to Congress in 1987—and discovered by the New
York Times—concluded that abandoned natural gas wells may have served as a pathway
for hydraulic fracturing fluids to migrate underground from a shale gas well to a water
well in West Virginia. In noting that the water well was polluted due to hydraulic
fracturing and that such contamination was “illustrative” of contamination from oil and
natural gas drilling, the report suggested that additional cases of groundwater
contamination from hydraulic fracturing may exist.1358

•

April 4, 2011 – ProPublica reported that abandoned wells have caused problems across
the nation including contamination of drinking water in Colorado, Kentucky, Michigan,
New York, Texas, and other states. ProPublica also found that a draft report from the
Pennsylvania DEP described a 2008 incident in Pennsylvania in which a person died in
an explosion triggered by lighting a candle in a bathroom after natural gas had seeped
into a septic system from an abandoned well. The same draft report documented at least
two dozen additional cases in which gas leaked from old wells, and three in which gas
from new wells migrated into old wells, seeping into water supplies and requiring the
evacuation of homes.1359

•

May 20, 2010 – The British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission issued a safety advisory
after hydraulic fracturing caused a large “kick,” or unintentional entry of fluid or gas, into
a nearby gas well. The commission reported that it knew of 18 incidents in British
Columbia and one in Western Alberta in which hydraulic fractures had entered nearby
gas wells. “Large kicks resulted in volumes up to 80 cubic meters [about 100 cubic yards]
of fluids produced to surface. Invading fluids have included water, carbon dioxide,
nitrogen, sand, drilling mud, other stimulation fluids and small amounts of gas.” These
cases occurred in horizontal wells with a distance between wellbores of up to 2,300 feet.
The Commission wrote, “It is recommended that operators cooperate through
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notifications and monitoring of all drilling and completion operations where fracturing
takes place within 1000m [3,280 feet] of well bores existing or currently being drilled.”
Such communication between active wells raises the potential that similar
communication can occur between active wells and abandoned wells.1360
•

2010 – The NYS DEC cautioned that “abandoned wells can leak oil, gas and/or brine;
underground leaks may go undiscovered for years. These fluids can contaminate ground
and surface water, kill vegetation, and cause public safety and health problems.” As the
agency reported, “DEC has at least partial records on 40,000 wells, but estimates that
over 75,000 oil and gas wells have been drilled in the State since the 1820s. Most of the
wells date from before New York established a regulatory program. Many of these old
wells were never properly plugged or were plugged using older techniques that were less
reliable and long-lasting than modern methods.”1361 The agency published similar
comments in 2008 and 2009.

•

January 2009 – In a presentation before the Society of Petroleum Engineers, industry
consultant Michael C. Vincent reported on evidence that fractures from hydraulically
fractured wells can communicate with nearby oil and gas wells. In spite of numerous
examples of fractures intersecting with adjacent wellbores, the industry is reluctant to
publish reports documenting these cases because “such information could unnecessarily
alarm regulators or adjacent leaseholders.” Vincent added, “Although computing tools
have improved, as an industry we remain incapable of fully describing the complexity of
the fracture, reservoir, and fluid flow regimes.” These findings raise the possibility that
there could be similar communications between existing fracked wells that are fractured
and abandoned wells and that operators cannot accurately predict how these will interact.
1362

•

2005 – M.K. Fisher, Vice President of Business Management at Pinnacle, a service of
Halliburton that specializes in hydraulic fracturing, reported in an article published by the
Society of Petroleum Engineers that a single fracture produced during a fracking
operation in the Texas Barnett Shale had unexpectedly spread 2,500 feet laterally in two
directions. He also described fractures in the Barnett Shale as “extremely complex.”1363
These findings raise the possibility that well communication over very large distances
could occur due to fractures that spread “unexpectedly.”

•

October 1999 – The U.S. Department of Energy reported that there were approximately
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2.5 million abandoned oil and gas wells in the U.S.1364
•

Early 1990s – An underground waste disposal well in McKean County, Pennsylvania,
contaminated groundwater when the wastewater traveled up a nearby abandoned,
unmapped, and unplugged oil well. Owners of private water wells that were contaminated
by the incident eventually had to be connected to a public water system.1365

•

July 1989 – In the past, the investigative agency for Congress, the U.S. General
Accounting Office (now the Government Accountability Office—GAO) studied oil and
natural gas underground injection disposal wells and found serious cases of
contamination. The agency reported that, in several cases, wastewater from oil and
natural gas operations had migrated up into abandoned oil and natural gas wells,
contaminating underground water supplies. The GAO found that “if these abandoned
wells are not properly plugged—that is, sealed off —and have cracked casings, they can
serve as pathways for injected brines [waste fluids from natural gas and oil drilling] to
enter drinking water…. Because groundwater moves very slowly, any contaminants that
enter it will remain concentrated for long periods of time, and cleanup, if it is technically
feasible, can be prohibitively costly.”1366

•

December 1987 – The EPA submitted a report to Congress on oil and natural gas wastes
in which the agency cautioned that abandoned wells must be plugged with cement in
order to avoid “degradation” of ground and surface waters as a result of pressurized brine
or injected waste from wastewater disposal wells migrating into to aquifers, rivers, or
streams.1367 While the EPA did not address the potential for contamination through
abandoned wells as a result of hydraulic fracturing, both hydraulic fracturing and
underground injection disposal wells require underground injection of fluid under
pressure, raising the potential that there is a similar risk of groundwater contamination
when hydraulic fracturing occurs near abandoned wells.

•

1985 – In an investigation of 4,658 complaints due to oil and natural gas production, the
Texas Department of Agriculture found that “when a water well is experiencing an
oilfield pollution problem (typically, high chlorides), the pollution source is often
difficult to track down. The source could be a leak in the casing of a disposal well,
leakage behind the casing due to poor cement bond, old saltwater evaporation pits, or,
most often, transport of contaminants through an improperly plugged abandoned well”
(emphasis in original). The agency found more than a dozen confirmed or suspected
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cases in which pollutants had migrated up abandoned wells and contaminated
groundwater. In one case, drilling wastewater migrated up an abandoned well a half mile
away from where the wastewater was injected underground for disposal.1368
•

November 1978 – In a report later cited by the EPA in its 1987 report to Congress (cited
above), the state of Illinois Environmental Protection Agency found that oil and natural
gas wastes injected underground could migrate through abandoned oil and natural gas
wells and contaminate groundwater. The agency wrote, “In old production areas,
abandoned wells may pose a serious threat to ground water quality. Unplugged or
improperly plugged wells provide possible vertical communication between saline and
fresh water aquifers.”1369
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Flood risks
Fracking exacerbates flood risks in two ways. First, massive land clearing and forest
fragmentation that necessarily accompany well site preparation increase erosion, run-off, and
risks for catastrophic flooding. The construction of access roads, easements for pipelines, and
build-out of other related infrastructure further contribute to the problem. Compared to an acre
of forest or meadow, an acre of land subject to fracking construction activity releases 1,0002,000 times more sediment during rainstorms. In addition, in some cases, operators choose to
site well pads on flood-prone areas in order to have easy access to water for fracking, to abide
by setback requirements intended to keep well pads away from inhabited buildings, or to avoid
productive agricultural areas.
Second, the vulnerability of fracking sites to flooding increases the known dangers of
unconventional gas extraction, heightening the risks of contamination of soils and water
supplies, the overflow or breaching of containment ponds, and the escape of chemicals and
hazardous materials. Storage tanks on oil and gas sites appear particularly vulnerable to floodrelated damage resulting in toxic spills. A 2019 study documented over 600 hazardous chemical
releases from gas installations and offshore oil facilities and pipelines triggered by Hurricanes
Rita and Katrina. During Hurricane Harvey flooding in Texas in 2017, Eagle Ford operators
reported 31 spills at oil and gas wells, storage tanks, and pipelines. A 2021 study found that such
flood-related toxic incidents in the greater Houston area were disproportionately higher in
impoverished communities.
Rising sea levels, more powerful hurricanes, and increased storm surges in coastal areas, all
consequences of climate change, are expected to represent an increasing threat to oil and gas
infrastructure, especially along the Gulf coast. According to a 2018 study, natural gas
processing plants in U.S. coastal areas are among the energy infrastructure most vulnerable to
inundation by sea level rise. So-called natural hazard‐triggered technical disasters, or “natech
events” are the focus of a growing area of research.

•

April 19, 2021 – The concentration of oil and gas waste facilities, petroleum and natural
gas facilities, and petroleum bulk terminals was greatest in the lower socioeconomic
status (SES) areas of the greater Houston metropolitan area, and the majority of incidents
at toxic sites occurred at petroleum and natural gas facilities, according to the first study
addressing disparities in exposure to toxic incidents following Hurricane Harvey in 2017.
This Mount Sinai School of Medicine-led analysis demonstrated that low SES areas were
more likely to have a toxic release, even after taking into account the greater number of
toxic sites in lower SES areas. The actual flooding was highest in the second-lowest
quintile of SES and lowest in the highest SES quintile of the study areas. But because
flooding was not found to be a significant predictor of an incident at a toxic site related to
the hurricane, researchers wrote that this suggests “there are other unmeasured variables
that contribute to incidents occurring in lower SES areas,” possibly including “lower
maintenance or upkeep of facilities, gaps in safety measures, encompassing an overall
absence of resiliency to natural disasters.” After petroleum and natural gas facilities,
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other site types with high numbers of incidents were chemical facilities and superfund
sites.1370
•

December 16, 2020 – Of the major storms impacting southeast Texas from 2001 through
2019, Hurricane Harvey had by far the most serious effect on the oil and gas sector,
including impacts on employees. Lamar University researchers analyzed industry
practices related to resilience and recovery, using a participatory methodology. As
expressed by industry representatives, unmet needs included the modernization of flood
gauges; availability of high-water vehicles; revised regulations allowing for the use of
drones for emergency response; revised labor standards to ease labor shortages following
emergencies; and improved logistics and communications, as flooded roadways impeded
the ability to receive cargo, including spare parts, from the airport. Rainfall during
Harvey exceeded the internal drainage capacity of the oil and gas facilities. At one plant,
corrosion of equipment remained unremediated for more than a year after the flood. The
study also looked at industry changes made in the aftermath of Harvey. These included
the physical raising of facilities and equipment. The study reported that nearly half of oil
and gas industry employees were affected personally by the flood, and employees’ family
safety and damaged homes impeded their return to work. Employees on site at the time of
the hurricane could not go home, and lack of food and medication on site were identified
as problems. Some companies reported considering purchasing high-water vehicles with
40-inch tires to move personnel in these emergencies.1371

•

April 29, 2020 – Fracking should be designated an “unacceptable use” of the floodplains
of Australia’s western Queensland channel country, according to the report of an
independent scientific panel commissioned by that state’s government that was blocked
from public release.1372 Guardian Australia obtained the panel’s report which said it
“wanted the state to establish a designated wetland and floodplain precinct in which
fracking would be banned, and gas wells restricted from frequently flooded areas.”

•

December 24, 2019 – Hurricane Harvey in 2017 resulted in “extraordinary damage” to
onshore industrial facilities, including oil and gas infrastructure, and storage tanks were
the most frequently damaged pieces of equipment, according to an investigation using
government incident databases documenting accidents involving hazardous chemicals.
Researchers found that fully 42 percent of the hurricane-related accidents involved
storage tanks, thus adding data and evidence to previous research that had identified
storage tanks as highly vulnerable to catastrophic damage from storms and floods.
Storage tanks released hundreds of thousands of kilograms of their hazardous contents
during Harvey. No plans were in place to deal with the volume of rain that fell during this
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category 4 hurricane. Calling this an “unforeseen new failure mode,” and acknowledging
the role of climate change in causing more frequent and more severe disasters,
researchers called for review and updating of design standards of floating roof storage
tanks. At least 400 storage tanks in the Houston region have this type of roof.1373
•

November 5, 2019 – Noting that floods will be increasing in frequency and severity due
to climate change, researchers studied the impact of flood water on natural gas pipeline
transmission valves to identify possible threats to safety and demonstrated that flooding
presents risks of corrosion beyond routine threats. The chemical composition of flood
waters, which can vary widely, “had an aggressive effect on the metals.” Flood waters
may also scour the surrounding land, leading to loss of mechanical stability of gas
pipelines, particularly at various parts including valves. Specifically, this study found that
the loss of stability of a gas pipeline would be most dangerous for flange connections,
due to the additional forces of the underwater environment, and can also be the result of
“force moments,” which can trigger changes in the load balance. Flange connections
comprise some valve connections in aboveground gas pipelines. This study provides
additional evidence and detail to previous research demonstrating the long-term negative
impact of flood waters on the operation of transmission systems. “[T]here is often a
conflict between economic conditions and ensuring the appropriate safety of transmission
systems,” researchers wrote.1374

•

August 5, 2019 – The oil and gas industry is “both a victim and a perpetrator” of the
landslides and sinkholes linked to the industry’s Pennsylvania activity and infrastructure,
according to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.1375 “With hundreds of well pads and thousands
of miles of pipelines newly added to the ground in Pennsylvania over the past decade, the
industry’s development disturbs the surface and eliminates some trees and vegetation that
would otherwise absorb rainfall. Then the rain, in turn, floods culverts, soaks the ground
and moves soil without regard for what pipelines may be relying on its support.” The
article also covered the “precipitation spikes” in the state, noting the twelve months
previous to publication were the rainiest on record, with nearly two feet more rain than an
average year for the last century. According to an engineering professor quoted in the
piece, very few of the industry’s infrastructure standards have been updated to account
for this climate change impact.

•

May 29, 2019 – A George Washington University research team described the “potential
disastrous and growing” public health risks that the combination of increasingly extreme
weather, chemical facilities, and vulnerable populations presents. They present findings
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on recent natural hazard‐triggered technical disasters, or “natech” events, which are the
focus of a growing area of research. Natech events include the “over 600 hazardous
material releases from gas installations and offshore oil facilities and pipelines,” triggered
by Hurricanes Rita and Katrina.1376 Their own research identified 872 highly hazardous
chemical facilities within 50 miles of the hurricane‐prone U.S. Gulf Coast, and 4,374,000
people, 1,717 schools, and 98 medical facilities within 1.5 miles of these facilities.
•

March 5, 2019 – In the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, which brought record rainfall and
widespread flooding to Houston and Galveston, the state of Texas and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) prohibited a National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) plane “equipped with the world’s most sophisticated air
samplers” to fly over chemical spills, fires, flooded storage tanks, damaged plants, and
flooded Superfund sites. Instead, a single-prop plane was used by the EPA to gather
information on about two dozen air pollutants, whereas the NASA jet could have
analyzed more than 450. At the same time, the Texas governor began a seven-month
suspension of state air pollution emissions rules. A subsequent investigation by the
Associated Press and the Houston Chronicle showed there was “widespread, unreported
pollution and environmental damage in the region. The team identified more than 100
storm-related toxic releases, including a cloud of hydrochloric acid that leaked from a
damaged pipeline and a gasoline spill from an oil terminal that formed ‘a vapor
cloud.’”1377

•

November 30, 2018 – According to the Miami Herald, a new Florida Power & Light gas
plant, replacing an existing one, will be raised 11.5 feet “to protect from sea level rise, a
growing threat caused by emissions from fossil fuel plants.” The region is expected to see
14 to 34 inches of sea level rise by 2062. Testimony at a public hearing, following an
outpouring of public opposition to the project, included objections to further investments
in fossil fuel projects. “What will you tell residents when the last of their personal
possessions wash out to sea and the plant that fuels that tide stands above them?”1378

•

November 29, 2018 – Storm protections will not be coming nearly as quickly as the
planned tens of billions of dollars in new natural gas processing and chemical facilities
along the Texas gulf, explained a collaborative investigative article in the Texas Tribune.
“Many of the proposed, under-construction or recently built facilities along the Texas
Gulf are in areas that felt [Hurricane] Harvey’s bite.” Harvey dropped more rain than any
storm on U.S. record and led to chemical spills, contaminant releases to the air, and
explosions at oil, gas, and chemical facilities. “Extensive storm modeling by top Texas
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scientists has shown that if a hurricane hit near the southern end of Galveston Island
outside Houston… storm surge would pour into the Port of Houston, dislodging
thousands of storage tanks full of crude oil and hazardous chemicals.”1379
•

September 14, 2018 – In Beaver County, Pennsylvania, a landslide following heavy rains
and flooding caused an explosion of a new section of Energy Transfer Partners’
Revolution Pipeline one week after it was operational, according to an investigative piece
in Environmental Health News. The explosion destroyed a house, other structures, and
vehicles, and forced evacuations. A few months earlier, a TransCanada natural gas
pipeline in Marshall County, West Virginia exploded due to landslide. In its recent permit
application, Shell Pipeline Company identified 25 locations prone to landslides along the
route of its proposed Falcon Ethane Pipeline through Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West
Virginia.1380

•

September 11, 2018 – Pipeline construction guidelines are based on standards that do not
account for recent changes in weather patterns, and flood risks are particularly
exacerbated along the Mountain Valley Pipeline route, which passes through
extraordinarily rugged terrain. In a mountainous area of Virginia, pipeline construction
workers were compelled to rush preparations for catastrophic rain from Hurricane
Florence in summer 2018 as the abnormally wet summer overcame efforts to prevent
runoff and erosion.1381

•

August 22, 2018 –The state of Texas sought at least $12 billion, nearly all of it coming
from public funds, to build a nearly 60-mile “spine” of concrete seawalls, earthen
barriers, floating gates, and steel levees on the Texas Gulf Coast. This region is home to
one of the world’s largest concentrations of petrochemical facilities, including most of
Texas’ 30 refineries. Facilities that would be protected by this project include those
owned by the Saudi-controlled Motiva, Chevron, DuPont, and others. Scaled back from
earlier proposals, the current one focused on refineries, according to the Associated
Press.1382

•

April 28, 2018 – In their assessment of coastal energy infrastructure at risk along the Gulf
Coast, scholars at Louisiana State University concluded that natural gas processing plants
in the United States are particularly vulnerable to inundation by sea level rise compared
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to other energy infrastructure, with up to eight percent of natural gas processing capacity
at risk. Tidal flooding is known to be an ancillary effect of sea level rise. Hence, apart
from sea level rise itself, “storm surges and flooding from extreme weather-related events
often increase the current exposure of these facilities to near-term damage.”1383 Fifteen
natural gas processing plants were in the potential inundation zones of the study’s various
sea level rise scenarios, with nine plants projected to be inundated under all three
scenarios.
•

December 29, 2017 – Flooding was a central theme in an internationally focused review
of energy critical infrastructures at risk from climate change. Potential flood impacts on
oil and gas infrastructure take many forms: storm surge flooding damaging aboveground
fuel storage tanks; flood-related soil erosion exposing buried underground oil and gas
pipelines; and inundation of oil refineries. The authors noted that as climate change
“leads to an increase in atmospheric moisture content, the likelihood of extreme
precipitation and the risk of flooding increase with associated physical impacts” on
infrastructure such as power plants and gas pipelines.1384

•

September 15, 2017 – Hurricane Harvey and its resulting flooding affected various parts
of metropolitan Houston’s vast oil and gas operations, as well as the Eagle Ford shale
region of South Texas. Reuters reviewed company reports to the U.S. Coast Guard on the
various releases of petrochemicals around the time of Harvey’s hit and subsequent
flooding. In addition to more than 22,000 barrels of crude oil, gasoline, diesel, drilling
wastewater, and petrochemicals spilled from refineries, storage terminals, and other
facilities in the days after the storm, 27 million cubic feet (765,000 cubic meters) of
natural gas was released.1385 Pipeline operators are required to report oil and gas, but not
drilling wastewater, spills to the Texas Railroad Commission. An environmental
organization retrieved and listed this data, finding 31 spills at oil and gas wells, storage
tanks, and pipelines during the hurricane’s flooding. The group notes that though the data
contains many “produced water” spills, they are likely underreported since they are not
mandatory.1386 More than half the fracking rigs running in the region were estimated to
have shut down. “Given that much of oil and gas activity occurs in areas only accessible
via dirt roads, the heavy rainfall usually makes the movement of trucks and supplies
much more difficult…The trucking and rail of sand, chemicals, and personnel to the well
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site will all take more time given the likely nasty condition of many Eagle Ford access
roads,” according to an energy analyst.1387
•

May 25, 2016 – The removal of photos of flood-related oil spills on a Texas state-run
website appears to be an effort to hide visuals that “don’t portray the energy business in a
flattering light,” according to the El Paso Times Editorial Board. The photos revealed
potential environmental damage caused by flooding at fracking sites.1388 As earlier
reported by the El Paso Times, many of the photos shot during Texas’ recent floods
“show swamped wastewater ponds at fracking sites, presumably allowing wastewater to
escape into the environment—and potentially into drinking-water supplies.”1389

•

May 1, 2016 – Spring floods across Texas inundated oil wells and fracking sites, tipped
over storage tanks, and flushed crude oil and fracking chemicals into rivers, as
documented in an Associated Press story that referenced dozens of aerial photographs
showing flooded production sites along the Sabine River on the Texas-Louisiana border.
(The photographs were later removed from direct public access; see above.) Past
president of the American Public Health Association Walter Tsou, MD, called the
situation “a potential disaster.”1390

•

June 12, 2015 – At the beginning of 2015, after a month of record-breaking rainfall, Fish
and Wildlife Service officials at the Hagerman National Wildlife Refuge in Texas found
that floodwaters flowing through oil production well pads in the refuge had inundated
dozens of jackpumps, pipelines, and other oil and gas infrastructure, leaving bubbling,
oily water and a gassy stench. In 1989, the U.S. Government Accountability Office
(GAO) called for “bold action” to address fossil fuel production activities incompatible
with the mission of the refuge system. Subsequent reforms have been exceedingly slow,
according to a report from Greenwire. In most cases, the Fish and Wildlife Service does
not know how much fossil fuel is produced or spilled on refuges, and remediation efforts
are inadequate. Severe weather events are expected to increase in frequency and severity
as climate change progresses, amplifying flood related concerns.1391

•

June 20, 2014 – The Coloradoan reported that Noble Energy storage tanks damaged by
spring flooding in Colorado dumped 7,500 gallons of crude oil, fracking chemicals, and
fracking wastewater into the Cache la Poudre River, which is both a National Heritage
area and a habitat for Colorado’s only self-sustaining population of wild trout. Recent
high river flows had undercut the bank where the oil tank was located, which caused the
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tank to drop and break a valve.1392
•

March 2014 – An extraordinary flood that struck the Front Range of Colorado killed ten
people, forced the evacuation of 18,000 more, destroyed more than 1,850 homes, and
damaged roads, bridges, and farmland throughout the state. More than 2,650 oil and gas
wells and associated facilities were also affected, with 1,614 wells lying directly within
the flood impact zone. Many of these storm-damaged facilities and storage tanks leaked
uncontrollably. In a later accounting, Matt Lepore, Director of the Colorado Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission, estimated the flooding had resulted in the release to the
environment of 48,250 gallons of oil or condensate and 43,479 gallons of fracking
wastewater from 50 different spill sites across the state. In Colorado, more than 20,850
oil and gas wells lie within 500 feet of a river, stream, or other drainage. According to
Director Lepore, setback requirements that keep drilling and fracking operations away
from residential areas inadvertently encourage operators to drill in unoccupied
floodplains. At the same time, oil and gas operators prefer locations close to supplies of
water for use in fracking. These twin factors result in a clustering of drilling and fracking
operations in low-lying areas prone to catastrophic flooding.1393

•

2004-2013 – In 2004, 2005, 2006, 2009, 2011, and 2013, several counties targeted for
shale gas drilling in New York State experienced serious flooding. These include the
counties of Albany, Broome, Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Chenango, Delaware, Erie,
Greene, Madison, Orange, Otsego, Schoharie, Sullivan and Ulster. In 2004, 2005, 2006,
2009 and 2011, floods exceeded 100-year levels in at least some of the counties.1394, 1395,
1396, 1397, 1398, 1399, 1400

•

February 7, 2013 – In its 2012 annual report to investors, oil and gas drilling company
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Noble Energy stated, “Our operations are subject to hazards and risks inherent in the
drilling, production and transportation of crude oil and natural gas, including … flooding
which could affect our operations in low-lying areas such as the Marcellus Shale.”1401
•

September 7, 2011 – The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation’s
(NYS DEC) draft shale gas drilling plan recommended that drilling be prohibited within
100-year floodplains but acknowledged that many areas in the Delaware and
Susquehanna River basins that were affected by flooding in 2004 and 2006 were located
outside of officially designated flood zones.1402 In 2004, 2005, 2006, 2009, and 2011,
flooding in New York exceeded 100-year levels in at least some of the counties where
drilling and fracking may occur.

•

1992 – In its Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) for oil and natural gas
drilling, which was predicated on conventional drilling, the NYS DEC raised concerns
that storage tanks holding drilling wastewater, spent hydraulic fracturing fluid, or other
contaminants could be damaged by flooding and leak. At the time, the GEIS called for at
least some of these tanks to be properly secured.1403 Shale gas extraction via horizontal
fracking would require many more storage tanks for fracking fluids and wastewater than
conventional drilling operations anticipated in 1992 when the agency estimated that oil
and gas wells in the state would each require 20,000-80,000 gallons of fracking fluid.1404
As of 2011, the agency anticipated that high volume, horizontally fracked shale gas wells
in New York State would each require 2.4-7.8 million gallons of fluid—roughly 100
times the 1992 estimate.1405
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Threats to agriculture, soil quality, and forests
Drilling and fracking operations pose risks to farming, soil, and forests. In California, fracking
wastewater illegally injected into aquifers threatens crucial irrigation supplies to farmers in a
time of severe drought. Fracking wastewater reused for irrigation and livestock watering in
California’s San Joaquin Valley may contain at least ten known or suspected chemical
carcinogens, as well as over a dozen chemicals with no available toxicological data and many
unidentified compounds currently classified as “trade secrets.” A 2020 study found elevated
levels of sodium and boron in California soils irrigated with wastewater. Agricultural uses of
wastewater, as well as flowback water spills, raise questions about direct exposure of affected
soils, contamination of food crops via bioabsorption through plant roots, and impacts on
livestock due to ingestion. Soil degradation, lower crop yields and microbial diversity were seen
in land irrigated with oil and gas wastewater.
Studies and case reports from across the country have highlighted instances of deaths,
neurological disorders, aborted pregnancies, and stillbirths in farm animals that have come into
contact with wastewater. In Pennsylvania, ingestion of farm water contaminated with fracking
chemicals has been linked to dysphagia, an extremely rare birth defect of the neuromuscular
control of swallowing, among horses.
Additionally, farmers have expressed concern that nearby fracking operations can hurt the
perception of agricultural quality and invalidate value-added organic certification.
Land use changes and transport of invasive species by drilling and fracking operations have led
to documented harm to forests and natural areas. In forested areas of Pennsylvania, drilling
and fracking operations have greatly reduced canopy covers and thereby diminished the carbon
storage capacity of photosynthesizing forest trees. Soil compaction in cleared areas is
detrimental to new plant growth and encourages the growth of invasive species. Sharp declines
in the abundance and diversity of songbirds in Appalachian forest interiors accompany the
arrival of fracking development activities even at low levels of forest loss.
Loss of farmland in areas with multiple wells is exacerbated by potentially permanent soil
contamination. Planting tree cover could lead to a triple return on investment, but remediation
is hampered by inadequate bond requirements, which leaves wells abandoned and opportunities
for potential carbon sequestration squandered.
•

April 14, 2021 – A study in an area of New Mexico with intense and continuous natural
gas drilling activities found that elevated sound levels from gas wells and associated
compressor stations impeded the growth and maturation of juniper and pinion pine
seedlings. This study also found that noise directly altered the community of seeddispersing animals upon which both tree species depend for reproduction, resulting in a
decline in these foundational species. “We found support for long-term negative effects
of noise on tree seedling recruitment, evenness of wood plants and increasingly dissimilar
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vegetation communities with differences in noise levels…Our results add to the limited
evidence that noise has cascading ecological effects.”1406
•

April 9, 2021 – Before proceeding with production-scale fracking, South Africa can learn
important lessons about surface impacts to rural and natural areas from the experience of
fracking in North Dakota’s agricultural Bakken region, according to a South African and
North Dakota-based research team. The researchers noted that “energy sprawl” is the
largest driver of land-use change in the United States, and that South Africa is unprepared
to deal with these impacts. The research was based on the apt comparison of the Bakken
to eastern South Africa: the mix of dryland farming and cattle ranching, rural towns,
areas of Native lands, and federal conservation lands. A primary lesson learned in this
analysis was the necessity to prioritize environmental integrity from the outset in order to
prevent the kind of impacts seen in the Bakken. Researchers wrote that Bakken
landowners eventually learned strategies to improve outcomes from the industry’s soil
and vegetation restoration projects, by, for example, writing into their contracts the
imperative to use native grasses rather than exotic and annual species for revegetation. By
contrast, however, restoring natural grassland is simply not currently feasible in South
Africa because commercial seed harvesting and processing are not available at a volume
or scale sufficient to support widespread restoration projects.1407

•

April 9, 2021 – A study of landcover changes and forest structural changes in the
Muskingum River Watershed in Appalachian Ohio found extreme damage to forest
ecosystems in two areas—Carroll-Harrison counties and Belmont-Guernsey-MonroeNoble counties—where intensive drilling and fracking activities took place during a
boom that reached its peak in 2014 and slowed down by 2018. The loss of core forest was
over 14 percent in regions where fracking operations were most dense and also included
pipeline rights-of-way. High-resolution aerial images and other remote sensing
techniques revealed that about two-thirds of the core forest was lost during the rising
phase of the boom, while one-third occurred during the declining phase. The study
documented a range of complex ecological damage, including break-up of the forest
canopy; conversion of large continuous forest zones into small, isolated forest zones;
irreversible changes in microclimate conditions; and the fragmentation and altered
movement of wildlife populations.1408

•

March 15, 2021 – A journalistic investigation found that the pipeline company Cheniere
and its construction contractors have trucked away valuable topsoil from Oklahoma
farms, flooded fields, and left construction debris and unrepaired swaths cut through soil.
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Cheniere cited an economic downturn, cost overruns, and the pandemic as reasons for the
lack of reconstruction of the farmers’ lands.1409
•

March 12, 2021 – A proposed 12-mile natural gas pipeline to be built by Louisville
Electric and Gas (LG&E) will cut through Kentucky’s Bernheim Research Forest and
Arboretum’s Cedar Grove wildlife corridor, which includes habitat for endangered
species, including Kentucky glade cress, which grows nowhere else in the world. A
media investigation revealed that Beam Suntory, the parent company of Jim Beam
Bourbon, would be the sole recipient of the gas for the first five years.1410

•

March 8, 2021 – Fracking harms natural landscapes in ways that are not limited to its
infrastructure footprint alone. An Arkansas-based research team estimated restoration
costs on land currently occupied by 400,000 restoration-eligible, non-producing well
sites. These sites are largely located on temperate deciduous forest, grassland and pasture,
and agricultural lands. The team then also calculated the economic benefits of restoration,
including carbon sequestration and agricultural sales. The results showed that the value of
carbon sequestration and agricultural benefits from the restoration, accrued over 50 years,
was $21.3 billion in 2018 dollars. By contrast, the cost of restoration was $6.9 billion.
Thus, the benefit-cost ratio of restoration exceeds 3:1. While the restoration of all
abandoned fossil fuel lands in the United States showed economic benefits in this study,
the restoration of deciduous forests, grasslands, and Mediterranean ecoregions had the
biggest value.1411

•

February 23, 2021 – Fracking in the Permian Basin of west Texas and New Mexico takes
place in arid and semi-arid landscapes. A study that evaluated 1300 cross-sectional
parcels of land in this region using high-resolution remote sensing research found
significant harm to shrubland and grassland/pasture, with damage to shrubland most
pronounced. The impacts were more strongly associated with the shale oil and gas
production volume than with the number of wells drilled. The results showed that
fracking activities affect vegetation cover in two ways: direct land-use change by clearing
vegetation and, secondarily, from spillover impacts on nearby vegetation, as when
fracking waste creates surface salt formation. These secondary impacts are more difficult
to determine and take more time to assess.1412

•

February 1, 2021 – Benzene from a pipeline leak contaminated soil over four acres and at
20-foot depths on a farm in western Weld County, Colorado. Landowners Julie and Mark
Nygren were ultimately forced to remove the soil and demolish their house after
discovering that liquid hydrocarbons had pooled beneath it. In April 2019, after years of
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observing trees dying off on their property, they found green liquid floating in a ditch 130
feet from their house in a discovery that led to a determination that an underground
“gathering line” had breached below their farm. As described by Julie Nygren, the
resulting clean-up has created ongoing upheaval on their farm including the challenge of
“planning to maneuver around the heavy equipment and the trucks that haul as many as
100 loads of contaminated soil to a landfill each day.”1413
•

January 22, 2021 – From 2012 to 2017, the core forest in the karst region of southwestern
China decreased by 5.7 percent due to drilling and fracking activities, as determined by
high-resolution, remote-sensing images. Though shale gas development was not the main
driver of deforestation in this region, which has been experiencing other kinds of
development as well, its impact will likely accelerate as shale gas industry development
ramps up. Of all the various shale gas activities studied, pipeline construction had the
greatest impact on core forest landscape.1414

•

January 15, 2021 – In a study of North Dakota’s four core shale-producing counties and
two peripheral counties, researchers using GIS technology found that the footprints of
both single wells and multi-well pads were significantly higher than industry estimates.
The average single-well pad required 5.26 acres, while the average multi-well pad
footprint was 8.60 acres. In the six counties, 23,077 acres of farmland were lost when
they were converted by the fracking industry to 3,577 well pads plus access roads that
service them. Authors estimated that 22.57 farms were lost with the six affected counties,
with an estimated income loss of $4.45 million per year. In addition to farmland, 440
wetlands and 154.68 acres of native woodlands were impacted by well pads and access
roads.1415

•

December 29, 2020 – In some states, fracking wastewater is re-used to irrigate food
crops. To determine if the plants can absorb some of the chemicals known to be present
in the waste stream, researchers irrigated wheat with four fracking chemicals known to be
linked to health risks, in a greenhouse experiment. They found significant uptake into
both the wheat grain and stems for two of the chemicals, diethanolamine and
tetramethylammonium chloride (TMAC), compared to the control plants. They found the
third chemical, acrylamide, in statistically higher concentrations in the stems only, while
didecyldimethylammonium chloride, the fourth chemical, was not detected in grain or
stems. To reflect a worst-case scenario situation, researchers used in their experiment the
maximum concentrations of the fracking fluid chemicals as reported in the FracFocus
database. Results indicated that consuming the wheat with study levels of TMAC, a
biocide, would present elevated health risks in both adults and children. Researchers
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acknowledged that their experimental design did not represent the true chemical
complexity of fracking fluids that might potentially be used for agricultural irrigation.
They recommended evaluation of more complex chemical mixtures, at various levels, on
other plant species. They noted that the expense and resources needed for the research to
address the data gaps are significant.1416
•

June 26, 2020 – “Landscape alteration” is likely to increase by approximately 42 percent
under a “low-impact” oil and gas development scenario and by as much as about 299
percent under a “high-impact” scenario, in the Permian Basin of Texas and New
Mexico.1417 Researchers determined through these low-, medium-, and high-impact
scenarios that, under each respectively, 60,000, 180,000, and 430,000 new well pads
could be constructed through 2050. The Chihuahuan Desert, the largest portion of the
study area, was determined to have the largest area of alterations, approximately 70, 200,
and 500 percent under the three scenarios. The study’s projections only include well pad
development, not infrastructure, such as pipelines, compressor stations, and new roads,
and authors cited research documenting these developments “can double the amount of
alteration caused by well pads alone.”

•

June 4, 2020 – If reclamation took place on Arkansas lands with abandoned Fayetteville
Shale oil and gas infrastructure, researchers estimated a gain of over $2 million annually
in agricultural, timber, and carbon sequestration benefits, with benefits far outweighing
the costs. The study used an ecosystem services approach, measuring changes using a
monetary calculation of the value of natural resources beneficial to humans. Restoring
lands to their original habitat, the researchers wrote, would have profound benefits to
species requiring contiguous habitat as well as providing an important carbon sink.
Almost 20 percent of wells in the Fayetteville Shale are currently non-producing, and as
of 2017 only about 20 percent of those had been reclaimed. Nearly all wells in the
Fayetteville Shale will be abandoned by 2050, according to the researchers. As the
number of active wells declines, the cumulative costs would continue to increase while
any oil and gas economic benefits decrease. The study suggested that there would be a
two- to four-year break-even period after which regained ecosystem services benefits
following reclamation would offset the reclamation costs. The researchers appealed for
public education to understand the benefits and to support reclamation, with agricultural
benefits an “especially efficacious as a way to communicate to the Arkansas public,” as
the public “might be especially receptive to programs that improve agricultural output,
and subsequently the value of private property.” Public support of policy changes would
be necessary since the state’s bonding requirements are inadequate.1418
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•

May 12, 2020 – Soil irrigated by “oilfield produced water” (OPW) in Kern County,
California had systematically higher boron and sodium levels than soil irrigated by
groundwater, in a study by a team of California and North Carolina researchers.1419
Researchers concluded that long-term utilization of this blend of oilfield wastewater and
surface water could induce boron and sodium toxicity and threaten crops in the long term.
The study focused on inorganic chemistry and naturally occurring radioactive materials
(NORM), “aiming to evaluate the long-term impact from irrigation with blended OPW as
compared to local groundwater.” Results indicated that the blended OPW was of
comparable quality to the groundwater, with constituents measured below drinking water
and irrigation standards. But the findings of elevated boron and sodium, the researchers
concluded, pose “long-term risks to soil sodification [excess sodium], groundwater
salinization, and plant health.” The continued use of OPW for irrigation will require
planting of boron-tolerant crops to avoid boron toxicity.

•

May 5, 2020 – Research performed by a team from three veterinary research centers
found a link between farm water contaminated with fracking chemicals and dysphagia, an
extremely rare birth defect involving the neuromuscular control of swallowing, in
horses.1420 Dysphagic foals have difficulty suckling effectively. In 2014, veterinarians at
the Cornell University Hospital for Animals found five out of ten foals born on one farm
in Pennsylvania (PA) carried this defect. The research team that responded analyzed
dysphagia cases in neonatal foals born between 2014 and 2016 on that farm, as well as on
an unaffected New York (NY) farm with the same owner, evaluating biological data and
environmental exposures on each. The PA farm is located in the northeast region of the
Marcellus shale formation and has 28 fracking wells within 10 kilometers. Of the 69 foals
born during the study period, 17 were dysphagic and all born in PA, and 48 were normal
(11 born in PA, 37 born in NY). Several mares that were on the PA farm for the first half
of pregnancy had healthy offspring after being moved to the NY farm mid-pregnancy,
and several mares starting off in NY and moving to the PA farm gave birth to dysphagic
foals. Both farms used the same feed and hay. The study’s environmental analysis found
the PA well water to contain higher levels of several polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
compared to the NY farm water, including 3,6-dimethylphenanthrene, fluoranthene,
pyrene, and triphenylene. The study’s analysis supported nearby fracking activities as the
possible contamination source. The installation of a water treatment system reducing the
PAHs in the PA water to NY levels eliminated the occurrences of dysphagia. Noting that
a “similar study of these environmental variables would be nearly impossible to
undertake in humans,” the researchers state that “domestic large animals such as horses
can serve as important sentinels for human health risks” linked to fracking.

•

April 27, 2020 – Forest interior songbird numbers declined “at relatively low levels of
overall forest loss” associated with shale gas in Marcellus-Utica shale area landscapes
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within Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and eastern Ohio, a team of forest and wildlife
ecologists determined.1421 Their study consisted of 2,589 bird surveys at 190 sites across
this region over two years. They found that some forest interior species “decreased
abruptly in abundance and frequency of occurrence above a threshold of 17.0% overall
forest loss.” Some more sensitive species similar declined at lower thresholds, from 8.7 to
15.9 percent forest loss. Whereas research has shown that some highly adaptive bird
species can increase with human disturbance, this study found that species in these other
habitat categories did not increase in landscapes with more than 30.5–36.5 percent forest
loss from shale gas development. Researchers concluded that their findings of “declines
in abundance and richness of forest interior birds in response to anthropogenic forest
disturbance at relatively low levels of forest loss” were consistent with previous findings,
and warned that the time period is which shale gas development has taken place in the
region would not yet allow for science to have observed “the full range of successional
impacts to affected forests, or the full response of species to ongoing changes.”
•

April 10, 2020 – A case study considered the “misalignment of conservation objectives”
by analyzing the effects of fracking in the Bakken shale on North Dakota’s Theodore
Roosevelt National Park (TRNP).1422 Authors discussed the potential for conflict between
federal oversight of shale oil and gas reserves development with the federal obligation “to
preserve designated areas of ‘wilderness,’ as well as protect social and cultural
significance, ecosystem services, recreational benefits, and inherent beauty,” with
particular attention to the Trump administration’s executive orders weakening and
repealing pertinent protections. Twelve national parks contain active oil and gas wells
within their boundaries, while others, including TRNP, do not, but effects of surrounding
oil and gas development have included air pollution, noise pollution, and land
fragmentation. Documented “evidence of encroachment” included “noticeable changes to
viewscape and soundscape.” The authors posit that the Trump administration’s steps
toward weakening protections and prioritizing oil and gas development over conservation
“conflicts with the original intent to set aside TRNP and other federal parklands for
current and future generations.” They ask, “In regulating fracking and conservation, can
the federal government be both the gamekeeper and the poacher?”

•

March 27, 2020 – West Virginia wildlife researchers found sex-specific genetic changes
in Louisiana waterthrush linked to shale gas development, concluding these changes
“may affect long-term population survival and fitness” of the species.1423 This was the
first study relating shale gas development to a molecular-level, epigenetic response in a
wildlife population. This species is known to be sensitive to changes in ecological
conditions and is of conservation concern. It has a specialized habitat and its core
breeding range overlaps the Marcellus-Shale region. The researchers’ previous six-year
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study determined that shale gas development negatively impacted the Louisiana
waterthrush population. Here, the researchers studied the epigenetic response—DNA
changes, or, methylation variation, in response to environmental exposures that may be
inherited by future generations—of this species, comparing those in shale gas
development regions to those without disturbance from shale gas development.
Researchers wrote that their study “adds to existing evidence that methylation varies with
pollutant concentrations,” and was the first to show a differing pattern of methylation
between males and females in a wildlife population. Females had more “methylated
restriction sites” than males, which authors proposed may be due to their different use
and movement patterns within their territories. Researchers also correlated methylation to
the accumulation in feathers of barium and strontium, two heavy metals linked to
fracking and already documented to be higher in waterthrush feathers in fracking areas.
•

March 14, 2020 – Researchers found degraded soil health, lower wheat yields, and loss of
microbial diversity in a greenhouse experiment that involved treating wheat with various
dilutions of wastewater from oil and gas production in an effort to determine if it can
safely be used as a viable water source for agricultural irrigation. Using a soil health
index that reflected chemical, biological, physical, and nutrient properties, the team found
irrigation with wastewater from oil and gas production significantly reduced soil health as
compared to the soil receiving the control irrigation water. Both dilutions led to lower
wheat yields. Further, the microbial community within the soil was significantly different
between irrigation treatments in ways that may affect biochemical cycling.1424

•

November 19, 2019 – Expanding oil and gas well pads and infrastructure covered 2.5
percent and nearly eleven percent of two priority greater sage-grouse population habitat
management area zones within the Parachute-Piceance-Roan, according to study by
Colorado Parks and Wildlife researchers.1425 Oil and gas infrastructure developed during
the 2005-2015 study period included 195 new well pads, 930 hectares of new pipelines,
and 230 kilometers of new roads. The total oil and gas “footprint” within the greater
sage-grouse range in this location more than doubled in the study period, with the rate of
new energy development slowing from 2009 to 2015. The researchers predicted,
however, that oil and gas will continue to be the main source of greater sage-grouse
habitat loss and change in this area over the next few decades. The greater sage-grouse is
a “species of concern,” that “has experienced historical population declines, especially in
peripheral populations” such as the Parachute-Piceance-Roan, and energy development
has been widely cited, including by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, as one of the main
concerns. This study sought to remedy the “lack the comprehensive, accurate, timestamped spatial data layers needed to rigorously quantify effects of energy infrastructure”
in a greater sage-grouse population. Researchers chose Parachute-Piceance-Roan, which
overlays large shale reserves, for its increasing oil and gas development and concern
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about long-term population viability. Within the study area researchers found that the
same topographic constraints that lead to oil and gas development in gentler topography,
hold true for the greater sage-grouse habitat preference.
•

September 23, 2019 – Farmers in the path of the Spire Inc. STL gas pipeline in Illinois
said access to their fields has been blocked, their topsoil damaged, and fields flooded by
the construction.1426 The farmers’ claims were backed up by an 80-page inspection report
by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, linked in the E&E News piece, and a
consulting firm working on behalf of some of the farmers filed at least 25 complaints
with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) on their behalf. Fifty farmers in
the pipeline’s path had denied easements; the company subsequently employed a legal
process called “quick take” to gain access to the properties.

•

August 7, 2019 – Between 1975 and 2017, four British Columbian shale gas plays
together lost over one percent of their forest cover, due to the construction of well pads,
access roads, and pipelines.1427 The Canadian and U.S. research team combined a
geospatial approach with metrics from landscape ecology. Authors suggested that forest
cover loss was held to the degree found due to the International Boreal Conservation
Science Panel recommendation that “at least fifty percent of the intact boreal forest of
Canada should be conserved,” but that increased understanding is needed of “specific
forest conservation or land management context of each of these shale gas plays.”

•

June 11, 2019 – Drilling and fracking activities decreased the abundance of forest
interior-dependent songbird populations in central Appalachia, according to a study of the
relationship between 27 bird species and their distance from shale gas construction in
northern West Virginia from 2008 to 2017.1428 Ovenbird species populations declined 35
percent and cerulean warblers by 34 percent. Over the study period the footprint of shale
gas increased tenfold, with a larger increase in new “forest edges.” Though other, highly
adaptable species may benefit from forest disturbance, the researchers noted that species
negatively affected include those of “conservation concern.” The researchers stated that
their findings of losses to populations of edge-avoiding, forest interior bird declines near
shale gas development is consistent with other studies of energy development impacts on
birds.

•

April 9, 2019 – Shale gas development impacted “site fidelity,” or breeding site return
rates, of the Louisiana waterthrush, according to a six-year study by West Virginia
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wildlife researchers.1429 This species is of “conservation concern” because of its
specialized habitat, and because most of its core breeding range is within the MarcellusUtica shale region. Previous research by the team showed diminished waterthrush habitat
quality, nest survival, and productivity, and this study turned its focus to site fidelity,
typically high among Louisiana waterthrush. This is important, as researchers explained,
because “site fidelity can directly influence fecundity and survival of individuals.”
Specifically, the study analyzed waterthrush annual site fidelity, factors that might affect
annual site fidelity, and apparent annual survival across 14 headwater streams with
varying amounts of shale gas disturbance in the Lewis Wetzel Wildlife Management
Area in West Virginia. Shale gas disturbance on streams varied greatly within each year
of the study, but on average streams had more than one-fifth of their length disturbed by
fracking development, and there were no undisturbed streams. Results showed that the
males had very high site fidelity initially, returning to areas despite lowered habitat
quality, but females were less likely to return, had a higher number of breeding attempts,
and lowered productivity. The disruptions to the birds’ normal behaviors, such as
maintaining pair bonds from one year to the next, “may affect the population’s long-term
persistence,” according to the researchers, and their study “adds to previous evidence that
shale gas disturbed areas may serve as sink habitats.” In sink habitats, death rates exceed
birth rates.
•

September 15, 2018 – Drilling and fracking operations and their associated infrastructure
removed a large volume forest canopy in the upper Susquehanna River basin of New
York and Pennsylvania from 2006 to 2013. This loss can be considered permanent,
according to U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) scientists. Using “lidar” (light detection and
ranging) remote sensing technology, the research team assessed three-dimensional
volumetric change of forest loss, as opposed to two-dimensional areal loss. Because trees
capture carbon dioxide on the surfaces of their canopy leaves during photosynthesis,
three-dimensional measurements allow for the assessment of the carbon storage capacity
that is sacrificed to gas development via tree removal. The researchers found that a total
of 991,326,760m3 of forest canopy was removed by oil and gas activities in the upper
Susquehanna River watershed area studied. New York’s loss was “relatively low”
because of the state’s fracking moratorium during the study period. The largest losses in
forest volumes took place in the Pennsylvania counties of Lycoming, Tioga, Sullivan,
Bradford, Wyoming, and Susquehanna. Although timber operations removed more
canopy overall, that loss was concentrated in a smaller area.1430

•

September 7, 2018 – Cleared areas around fracking well pads in Pennsylvania state
forests are subjected to soil compaction equivalent to that in parking lot construction,
according to researchers quoted in a StateImpact article. Although not used once the well
is in production, these cleared areas are not typically repaired or replanted. Further, this
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level of compaction is detrimental to new plant growth as the soil has fewer pores to store
water or gases needed for plant survival. Experimenting with repair for these areas, Penn
State University soil scientist Patrick Drohan said, “A lot of our native species, especially
the grasses, are very deeply rooted. So if they can get down through 20 inches of
loosened soil they’re going to be able to develop really deep, nice root systems.” Though
involved with these experiments and resulting step-by-step repair directions, the
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources is “not proposing to
make any of these methods mandatory.”1431
•

July 18, 2018 – A USGS study on the Colorado Plateau investigated vegetation cover at
inactive well sites. Researchers found that on half of plugged and abandoned oil and gas
well sites, the median vegetation cover after five years was 26 percent, while sites with
high vegetation cover were dominated by invasive, non-native species. Using satellitebased Landsat time series analysis, the scientists looked at three to six years of vegetation
regrowth at 365 well sites in Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico, drilled in 1985 or after
and abandoned in 1997 or after. Vegetation recovery generally slowed over time and was
related to moisture conditions year to year. Recovery was lower on abandoned well sites
in shrublands or evergreen woodlands, which produced only about half the regrowth of
well sites in grasslands. The grassland recovery, however, was dominated by invasive
annuals such as cheatgrass and Russian thistle. There are currently over 26,000
abandoned and 63,000 active well pads on the Colorado Plateau.1432

•

July 17, 2018 – A simulation study that applied actual fracking wastewater to local soils
in the Denver area investigated how fracking spills might affect the growth of crops.
Spills of fracking wastewater resulted in metal contamination at environmentally relevant
concentrations as well as a dramatic decrease in water infiltration rate in ways that could
have “severe impact on crop production.”1433 Many of the metals studied, including
copper, lead, and iron, “met or approached water quality standards and could have
important environmental and human health impacts.”

•

April 13, 2018 – Grasslands and row crop habitats were most affected in a predictive
modeling study of vegetation conversion and landscape fragmentation that would result
from future drilling and associated well pad construction in the Eagle Ford Shale. The
study, which used “energy production outlook” predictions, found that these impacts
increased in spatial extent and magnitude as oil prices increased. The study anticipated
that up to 83,000 wells would be drilled through the year 2045 and include as many as
45,500 well pads. In this scenario, between 26,485 and 70,623 hectares (65,446 to
174,513 acres) would undergo vegetative conversion. These results are consistent with
findings from related studies. The authors cautioned that their model did not include
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future locations of associated infrastructure, such as surface water impoundments and
compressor stations. If they were included, “doubling land-change results of this study…
would result in a reasonable estimate of overall footprint of all hydrocarbon extractive
infrastructure.”1434
•

July 20, 2017 – Penn State Unversity researchers identified a direct correlation between
the spread of invasive, non-native plants in Pennsylvania’s northern forests and specific
aspects of fracking operations. Researchers surveyed 127 Marcellus Shale gas well pads
and adjacent access roads in seven state forest districts in the Allegheny National Forest.
The study “found that within less than a decade invasive non-native plants have spread to
over half of the 127 well pads in our survey, and for the 85% of the pads that were less
than 4 years old it occurred in a much shorter period of time.” Gravel shipments and mud
on the tires and undercarriages of trucks carry and deposit seeds and propagules of
invasive plants. “Given the fact that on average 1235 one-way truck trips delivering
fracturing fluid and proppant are required to complete an unconventional well, the
potential to transport invasive plant propagules is significant.”1435 “The spread of invasive
non-native plants could have long-term negative consequences for the forest ecosystem in
a region where the ubiquitous woods provide timbering revenue, wildlife habitat, and
ecotourism, warns team member David Mortensen, professor of weed and applied plant
ecology.”1436

•

May 15, 2017 – By 2015, the annual ecological cost of fracking in the United States
reached over $272 million per year, according to a team of biologists from Hendrix
College in Arkansas. They reached this value by estimating the impact of land-use
changes on “ecosystem services,” the benefits that natural habitats provide to humans,
such as carbon sequestration, flood mitigation, food security, ecotourism revenue, and
genetic diversity. Authors considered this estimate to be conservative. In addition, they
wrote, “[d]epending on future well-drilling rates, cumulative ecosystem services costs
projected to the year 2040 range from US$9.4 billion to US$31.9 billion.” Their results
showed, “that temperate grassland and deciduous forest are being disproportionately
impacted by unconventional oil and gas development. Temperate grasslands are some of
the most imperiled ecosystems in North America.” They found “considerable variation in
ecosystem services costs between different plays, with Haynesville, Bakken/Three Forks,
and Fayetteville showing the highest annual costs.”1437
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•

April 2, 2017 – Nearly four percent of “core forest” was lost within six years of shale gas
development in Lycoming County, Pennsylvania, from 2010 to 2016. Pipelines were the
largest contributor to the industry’s spatial footprint and were identified as the major
fragmenting feature. “Linear infrastructure” (pipelines and roads) led to 3.2 percent loss
of core forest, whereas well pad infrastructure (well pad, water impoundment,
compressor station, etc.) resulted in 0.9 percent loss of core forests. “Limiting loss of core
forest and fragmentation is of particular importance in Pennsylvania and central
Appalachia due to potential impacts to area sensitive species.”1438

•

November 29, 2016 – A study by engineers and environmental scientists from China, the
U.K., and the Republic of Korea investigated the impact of contaminated fracking
flowback water on soil health, using soils from representative shale gas areas in China.
They also performed a preliminary human health risk assessment of exposure to the
arsenic found in such soils. The solutions they tested were representative of flowback
water from various stages following a fracked well’s establishment, and their study found
that the temporal change in the composition of these wastewaters “leads to different
environmental implications.” They tested heavy metal mobility and bioaccessibility,
finding that even though mobility was reduced by high ionic strength of flowback water,
the metals maintained relatively high bioaccessibility. Soil toxicity moderately increased
after a month “aging” with the flowback water treatment. Arensic, one of the metals
included in the testing, is a known human carcinogen and therefore the focus of the
human health risk assessment. Results indicated “a low level of cancer risk through
exposure via ingestion.”1439

•

October 4, 2016 – A research team from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
University of California Berkeley, and University of the Pacific released preliminary
results from a first-ever hazard assessment of chemicals used in California oil drilling
operations that reuse wastewater for livestock watering and other agricultural purposes in
the San Joaquin Valley. This evaluation, compiled as a technical report by PSE Healthy
Energy and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, revealed that more than one-third of
the 173 chemicals used are classified as trade secret and their identities are therefore
unknown. Of the remainder, ten are classified as either carcinogenic or possibly
carcinogenic in humans, 22 are classified by the state of California as toxic air
contaminants, and 14 had no ecotoxicity or mammalian toxicity data available. “It is
difficult or impossible to estimate risks to consumers, farmworkers or the environment,”
the authors concluded, “when identification of chemical additives remains in trade secret
form and/or lacks toxicity and environmental profile information.”1440
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•

June 1, 2016 – “Co-contaminant interaction effects” can occur when multiple chemicals
are involved in spills of oil and gas wastewater on agricultural soils, according to a study
by a Colorado State University research team. Through simulations, researchers analyzed
how degradation was affected when combinations of three fracking-related organic
chemicals spilled, alone or together: polyethylene glycol, a commonly used surfactant;
glutaraldehyde, a biocide to prevent pipe corrosion from microbial activity; and
polyacrylamide, a friction reducer. In addition to interactions between the chemicals, they
analyzed the role of naturally occurring salts. Results showed that polyethylene glycol
surfactants alone can break down in topsoil within 42−71 days, but, in the presence of the
biocide glutaraldehyde or salt concentrations typical of fracking wastewater, their
biodegradation was impeded or halted altogether. Authors emphasized that the
interactions they studied account for only a fraction of the hundreds of fracking
chemicals in use, but that their results “show a complex picture of co-contaminant fate
and toxicity” that has, so far, been ignored.in the regulatory process.1441

•

December 12, 2015 – A research team at the University of Aberdeen found high levels of
selenium, molybdenum, and arsenic in rock samples collected from a region in northern
England that has been targeted for fracking. The finding is important due to the possible
risk that these toxic elements will be released into groundwater during shale gas
operations. Selenium poisoning has occurred among Irish horses confined to pastures
underlain by black shale. While small amounts of selenium are essential for metabolism,
high levels (which, in the case of human consumption, is above 400 μg/day) are toxic.
Possible consequences include neurotoxicity, cancer and diabetes.”1442

•

November 23, 2015 – Gas-related impacts on Pennsylvania farmers may include
pipelines criss-crossing fields and forests, as well as jeopardization of organic
certification, according to a report covering a State Agriculture Department spokesman’s
presentation, on the Potter County government website. The spokesman said, “steps
should be taken to steer this development in ways that diminish impact on soil quality
and fragmentation.” “With trees and other vegetation being cleared from pipeline rightsof-way, he noted, it’s important for the acreage to be replanted with plant species that are
beneficial to agriculture—pollinating plants, as an example.”1443

•

October 25, 2015 – More than 180 million gallons of wastewater from oil and gas
operations spilled from 2009 to 2014, according to an Associated Press analysis of data
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from leading oil- and gas-producing states (Texas, North Dakota, California, Alaska,
Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Wyoming, Kansas, Utah and Montana). A Dallas
Morning News report focused on how the resulting contamination of groundwater and
soils has affected agricultural and ranching. In one case, wastewater from pits seeped
beneath a cotton and nut farm near Bakersfield, California and forced the grower to
remove 2,000 acres from production. In western Texas, pipeline failures and illegal
dumping of frack waste contaminated ranches and pastures.1444
•

May 2, 2015 – The Los Angeles Times reported that farmers in Kern County, California
purchased over 21 million gallons per day of treated oil field wastewater to use for crop
irrigation. The article identified lingering questions about chemicals remaining after
treatment and their potential impact both on the crops and those who consume them.
Independent testing identified chemicals including acetone and methylene chloride, along
with oil, in the treated irrigation water.1445 Acetone and methylene chloride are powerful
industrial solvents that are highly toxic to humans, and samples of the wastewater
contained concentrations of both that were higher than those seen at oil spill disaster
sites. (Chevron’s own report confirmed the presence of acetone, benzene, and xylene,
though in lesser concentrations; Chevron did not appear to test for methylene
chloride.1446) Broader testing requirements involving chemicals covered under
California’s new fracking disclosure regulations went into effect June 15, 2015.1447

•

April 24, 2015 – Unconventional technologies in gas and oil extraction facilitated the
drilling of an average of 50,000 new fractured wells per year in North America over the
past 15 years. An interdisciplinary study published in Science demonstrated that the
accumulating land degradation has resulted in continent-wide impacts, as measured by
the reduced amount of carbon absorbed by plants and accumulated as biomass. This is a
robust metric of essential ecosystem services, such as food production, biodiversity, and
wildlife habitat, and its loss “is likely long-lasting and potentially permanent.” The land
area occupied by well pads, roads, and storage facilities built during this period is
approximately three million hectares, roughly the land area of three Yellowstone National
Parks. The authors concluded that new approaches to land use planning and policy are
“necessary to achieve energy policies that minimize ecosystem service losses.”1448

•

January 26, 2015 – Two Colorado scientists performed a detailed analysis of vegetative
patterns—followed chronologically—over a selected group of well pads in Colorado
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managed by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, including two undisturbed reference
sites. They documented the disturbance of plant and soil systems linked to contemporary
oil and gas well pad construction, and found that none of the oil and gas well pads
included in the study returned to pre-drilling condition, even after 20-50 years. Full
restoration may require decades of intensive effort.1449
•

October 14, 2014 – State documents obtained by the Center for Biological Diversity
show that almost three billion gallons of fracking wastewater have been illegally dumped
into central California aquifers that supply drinking water and farming irrigation. The
California Water Board confirmed that several oil companies used at least nine of 11
injection wells that connect with high-quality water sources for disposal of fracking
wastewater, which included high levels of arsenic, thallium, and nitrates. The California
Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources has shut down 11 oil field injection wells
and is scrutinizing almost 100 others for posing a “danger to life, health, property, and
natural resources.” At least one farming company has sued oil producers in part for
contaminating groundwater that farms use for irrigation.1450

•

September 6, 2014 – Al Jazeera America examined the challenges that North Dakota
farmers are facing in light of wastewater spills from oil and gas development. Notably, in
heavily drilled Bottineau County, some levels of chloride, from sites where an estimated
16,800-25,200 gallons of wastewater had seeped into the ground, were so high that they
exceeded the levels measurable with the North Dakota Department of Health’s test strips.
State records, testimonies from oil workers and various residents, and the decades-long
failure of contaminated fields to produce crops indicate that wastewater spills are a
significant hazard in the current fracking boom.1451

•

August 6, 2014 – The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PA DEP)
found that leaks of fracking wastewater from three impoundments contaminated soil and
groundwater. The findings prompted the state to issue a violation and increase testing.1452

•

August 5, 2014 – Michelle Bamberger, a veterinarian and researcher, and Robert Oswald,
a professor of molecular medicine at Cornell University, published a book that describes
their research into the impacts of drilling and fracking on agriculture and animal health.
They detail results of 24 case studies from six gas drilling states, including follow-up on
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cases they previously published in the peer-reviewed literature, raising concerns about the
effects of drilling and fracking on agriculture and the health of animals.1453
•

August 1, 2014 – At least 19,000 gallons of hydrochloric acid spilled during completion
of a fracking well on an alfalfa farm in Kingfisher County, Oklahoma. The Oklahoma
Corporation Commission reported concerns about rain pushing chemical runoff into a
nearby creek that flows into the town of Hennessey’s water system. The responsible
company, Blake Production, planned to pay for the alfalfa crop for six years. The
landowner and a neighbor were pursuing litigation.1454

•

May 3, 2014 – In an analysis of state data from Colorado, the Denver Post reported that
fracking related to oil and gas drilling is putting soil quality and farmlands at risk due to
significant amounts of toxic fluids penetrating the soil. According to report, 578 spills
were reported in 2013, which means that, on average in the state, a gallon of toxic liquid
penetrates the ground every eight minutes. Colorado State University soil scientist
Eugene Kelly, said that the overall impact of the oil and gas boom “is like a death
sentence for soil.”1455

•

November 28, 2012 – In conjunction with the Food & Environment Reporting Network,
The Nation reported that serious risks to agriculture caused by fracking are increasing
across the country and linked these concerns to risks to human health.1456

•

January 2012 – A study of gas drilling’s impacts on human and animal health concluded
that the drilling process may lead to health problems. The study reported and analyzed a
number of case studies, including dead and sick animals in several states that had been
exposed to drilling or hydraulic fracturing fluids, wastewater, or contaminated ground or
surface water.1457 The researchers cited 24 cases in six states where animals and their
owners were potentially affected by gas drilling. In one case, a farmer separated 96 head
of cattle into three areas, one along a creek where fracking wastewater was allegedly
dumped and the remainder in fields without access to the contaminated creek; the farmer
found that, of the 60 head exposed to the creek, 21 died and 16 failed to produce, whereas
the unexposed cattle experienced no unusual health problems. In another case, a farmer
reported that of 140 head of cattle exposed to fracking wastewater, about 70 died, and
there was a high incidence of stillborn and stunted calves in the remaining cattle.1458
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•

January 2011 – U.S. Forest Service researchers reported dramatic negative effects on
vegetation caused by the drilling and fracking of a natural gas well in an experimental
forest in northeastern West Virginia. In June 2008, the researchers found browning of
foliage near the well pad, a lack of ground foliage, and that many trees nearby had
dropped their foliage. They attributed these impacts to the loss of control of the wellbore
on May 29, 2008, which caused an aerial release of materials from the well. Trees
showed no apparent symptoms the following summer. However, the researchers also
found “dramatic impacts on vegetation” where drilling and fracking wastewater had been
sprayed on the land as a disposal technique following completion of the well. Just after
the spraying of approximately 60,000 gallons of wastewater at the first disposal site, the
Forest Service researchers found 115 damaged trees and other evidence of harm. This
figure grew to 147 trees almost a year later. At a second site, where about 20,000 gallons
of wastewater was sprayed, the damage was less dramatic, yet the researchers still found
“considerable leaf browning and mortality of young northern red oak seedlings.” The
researchers concluded that the spraying of the drilling fluids resulted in an “extreme”
dose of chlorides to the forest.1459

•

May 2010 – Pennsylvania’s Department of Agriculture quarantined 28 cows in Tioga
County after the animals wandered through a spill of drilling wastewater and may have
ingested some of it. The Department was concerned that beef eventually produced from
the cows could be contaminated as a result of any exposure. In May 2011, only ten
yearlings were still quarantined, but the farmer who owned the cows, Carol Johnson, told
National Public Radio that of 17 calves born to the quarantined cows in the spring of
2011, only six survived, and many of the calves that were lost were stillborn. “They were
born dead or extremely weak. It’s highly unusual,” she said, continuing, “I might lose one
or two calves a year, but I don’t lose eight out of eleven.”1460

•

March 2010 – A Pennsylvania State Extension analysis of dairy farms in the state found a
decline in the number of dairy cows in areas where fracking was prevalent. Pennsylvania
counties that had both more than 10,000 dairy cows and more than 150 Marcellus Shale
wells experienced a 16-percent decline in dairy cows between 2007 and 2010.1461

•

April 28, 2009 – Seventeen cows in Caddo Parish, Louisiana died within one hour after
apparently ingesting hydraulic fracturing fluids spilled at a well that was being fractured.
“It seemed obvious the cattle had died acutely from an ingested toxin that had drained
from the ‘fracking’ operation going on at the property,” Mike Barrington, a state
veterinarian said in a document obtained from the state Department of Environmental
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Quality by the Times-Picayune.1462, 1463
•

August 1977 – A paper in the Journal of Arboriculture described how natural gas leaks in
soil can damage plants and crops. The paper notes that vegetation dies in the vicinity of
natural gas leaks. Due to the oxidation of methane by methane-consuming bacteria, gas
leaks drive down the oxygen concentration to extremely low levels and cause carbon
dioxide concentration to rise. The resulting low oxygen concentration is the greatest
contributing factor in the death of trees and other vegetation near natural gas leaks.1464
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Threats to the climate system
Natural gas is not a climate-friendly fuel. Methane, which escapes from all parts of the natural
gas extraction and distribution system, is a powerful greenhouse gas that traps 86 times more
heat than carbon dioxide over a 20-year time frame. According to the best available evidence,
fuel-switching that replaces coal with natural gas to generate electricity offers no clear climate
benefits and likely represents a step backwards. As is now documented in many studies, fugitive
methane emissions from U.S. drilling and fracking operations, storage, and ancillary
infrastructure are omnipresent and much higher than previously supposed. The science is
settled on these facts.
A significant proportion of these methane leaks are not preventable through engineering fixes.
Indeed, some represent intentional venting during routine maintenance or during attempts to
control pressure and prevent explosions during malfunctions. Venting takes place at all points
along the supply chain, from well pads, pipelines, and compressor stations to liquefied natural
gas (LNG) export terminals. Storage tanks, compressor stations, and unlit flare stacks are
emerging as significant sources of methane emissions, according to 2021 studies published in
both Canada and the United States. The problem of methane leakage appears to be getting worse
rather than better with newer fracking sites in the Permian Basin leaking more methane than
older sites. A 2018 analysis of methane emissions from the U.S. oil and gas supply chain that
used a combination of measurement methodologies found leakage rates 60 percent higher than
reported by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and concluded that natural gas
is just as damaging as coal for the climate over a 20-year time frame. Collectively, a range of
studies disprove the claim that natural gas is a transitional “bridge” fuel that can lower
greenhouse gas emissions while renewable energy solutions are developed.
A sharp rise in global atmospheric methane concentrations began in 2007 and has accelerated
since 2014. The causes for this spike are not yet fully understood and likely include both
biogenic sources (livestock, agriculture, wetlands, landfills, forest fires) and fossil fuel sources.
As both satellite and ground measurements reveal, U.S. methane emissions are responsible for
30-60 percent of the recent upsurge in global atmospheric methane concentrations. Most of this
excess methane appears to represent fugitive emissions from U.S. oil and gas operations, which
underwent its own surge in activity during the same time period.
Although the science is not yet settled on the relative importance of the various sources of this
methane, several lines of evidence point to the important role of drilling and fracking operations
in driving greenhouse gas emissions upward. These include the atmospheric pattern of
increased methane concentrations directly over intensively fracked areas of the United States;
sharp upticks in global methane and co-occurring ethane levels that correspond to the advent
of the U.S. shale gas and oil boom; and documentation of large pulses of methane released from
storage facilities and other “super-emitting” sites. A major study from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) in 2017 found that methane from biomass sources, such as
fires, decreased over the time period 2001-2016 while fossil fuel sources of methane increased.
Reducing atmospheric methane is key to reducing the rate of global warming and limiting
temperature rise to 1.5 o C according to a May 2021 assessment from the United Nations, which
identified the fossil fuel industry as the sector with the greatest potential to cut methane
emissions rapidly.
367

The widely touted claim that the U.S. shale gas and oil boom has contributed to recent declines
in carbon dioxide emissions in the United States has been invalidated by research showing that
almost all the reductions in CO2 emissions between 2007 and 2009 were the result of economic
recession rather than coal-to-gas fuel switching. Other lines of research show that expanded
use of natural gas impedes rather than encourages investments in, and deployment of,
renewable energy infrastructure. In sum, fracking, which enables the extraction of oil and gas
from shale, is a major driver of rising methane emissions, is incompatible with climate stability,
and stands as an obstacle to rapid decarbonization that the goal of climate stability requires.

•

July 12, 2021 – Combining two different methods of measurement, Canadian researchers
found that methane emissions from oil and gas extraction operations in British Columbia
are 1.6 to 2.2 times higher than estimated by Canada’s current federal inventory. Their
results showed that more than half of emissions could be attributed to three main sources:
tanks (24 percent); compressors (15 percent); and unlit flares (13 percent). The
researchers wrote, “In particular, tank emissions appear much more important than
current inventories suggest and unlit flares are a second important gap, bolstering
observations from recent helicopter measurements in the Permian basin.” This new
combined-measurement approach, which matched optical gas imaging (OGI) cameras on
the ground with aerial surveys, greatly improved accuracies in sites where OGI surveys
alone are unreliable. Total emissions measured by the aerial survey were 18 times higher
than those recorded by the OGI cameras. In the case of leaking tanks, for example,
disparities between ground and aerial measurements of methane emission rates differ by a
factor of more than 40: whereas the ground survey mean rate, as estimated by OGI, was
1.3 kg/h, the rate estimated by aerial surveys was 48.3 kg/h. Further, methane emissions
from unlit flairs are inherently difficult to capture by OGI camera, and this study’s aerial
measurements showed that they were a significant contributor to methane emissions.
Similarly, the study found that “unburned methane entrained in natural gas engine-driven
compressor exhaust,” also not easily measurable with OGI, is responsible for much of the
total emissions at compressor stations. Conversely, the aerial survey identified 10-fold
fewer total sources of emissions than did OGI, suggesting that the two methodologies are
prone to different types of inaccuracies in data collection. The research team concluded
that “policy and regulations that rely on OGI surveys alone risk missing a significant
portion of total emissions.”1465

•

June 30, 2021 – The Permian Basin is now the largest oil and gas-producing basin in the
United States. Using high-resolution satellite measurements collected over several days,
an international team of researchers identified 37 different “extreme” methane plumes
(that is, those emitting more than 500 kg of methane per hour) and attributed them to
specific types of infrastructure. The results showed that newer facilities—those starting
production in 2018 or later—contributed more extreme emissions than older facilities.
Specifically, extreme emissions occurred 2.6 times more frequently for new facilities
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than old, and the amount of methane emitted by new facilities is twice that of older
facilities. “This result supports the speculation that recently developed wells and
infrastructure associated with these wells are the major methane emitters in the Permian
basin, which is likely due to a faster development of gas extraction methods than of
storage and processing capabilities.” The results showed that fully half of all methane
emissions originated from compressor stations, 24 percent from tank batteries, 21 percent
from flaring, and 6 percent from wells themselves. The high proportion of emissions (21
percent in terms of both number of plumes and amount of methane emitted) that come
from flare stacks was a surprising discovery. “Such high emission rates can only be
explained by inefficient or malfunctioning flaring operations…. Our results suggest that
the rapid installation of new O&G production facilities in the Permian basin might not be
counterbalanced by sufficient parallel development of gas gathering and processing
infrastructure, which would lead to a high concentration of extreme emissions in the
region due to issues such as unlit associated gas flares.”1466
•

June 24, 2021 – At least 123 oil and gas sites in Austria, Czech Republic, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Poland and Romania emit methane, according to data released by the
international nonprofit organization Clean Air Task Force (CATF) and reported by
Reuters. At the time of reporting, the European Union did not regulate methane leaks and
vents to the atmosphere and reporting requirements were limited to only some of the
individual nation states. Hence, no laws were broken by companies responsible for these
emissions. According to James Turitto, who filmed the emissions for CATF, 90 percent
of the sites visited in the Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Romania were
emitting methane, while the frequency of leaking sites in Germany and Austria was
lower. Using independent experts to review a selection of the CATF infrared
thermography, Reuters reported that a significant proportion of these emissions was
avoidable with commercially available measurement and abatement technology. While
the omnipresence of leaks in Europe’s gas system currently resembles that of the United
States, said Reuters, proposed EU restrictions on venting and flaring methane have put
energy companies on notice. These rules will not go into force until 2023 or
thereafter.1467

•

June 15, 2021 – Newly launched and soon to be deployed satellites will continue to
sharpen identification of methane leaks from oil and gas operations, filling gaps left by
ground-based sensors and aerial surveys, according to an analysis by Yale Environment
360. While earlier generations of satellites were consistently unable to link specific
sources with emissions data, newer satellites have been able, despite the pandemic, to
match recent rises in methane releases to their origins in Russia, Turkmenistan, and
Canada.1468
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•

June 2, 2021 – A report funded by Bank of America and developed by the energy
consultancy M.J. Bradley & Associates—in collaboration with the non-profit
organizations Ceres and the Clean Air Task Force—looked at the relationship between
methane emissions and oil and gas extraction volumes. An analysis of 295 oil and gas
producers that report data to the EPA under its Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program
showed that the magnitude of methane emissions was not a function of a company’s
production levels.1469 Indeed, the largest methane emitter in the United States, Hilcorp
Energy, emitted 50 percent more methane from its operations than did Exxon Mobil,
even though Hilcorp pumps far less oil and gas. Four other relatively unknown
companies—Terra Energy Partners, Flywheel Energy, Blackbeard Operating and Scout
Energy—each self-reported more methane emissions than many top producers. As further
described in reporting by the New York Times small, privately held drilling companies
that are buying up high-polluting assets from larger companies are rapidly becoming the
nation’s highest emitters of methane and other greenhouse gases. In this way, oil and gas
majors are able to remove highly leaky facilities from their books. “Hilcorp’s methane
emissions intensity, or leak rate, was almost six times higher than the average of the top
30 producers, largely caused by high emissions from its aging San Juan operations.”1470

•

June 1, 2021 – After a brief pandemic-related drop, fracking activities in the Permian
Basin in West Texas once again rebounded and now represent the number one source of
methane emissions in the United States. Continued expansion of these operations
threatens “any credible US response to the climate crisis,” according to investigative
reporter Rebecca Leber, who described several formidable obstacles to reining in this
“ticking time bomb.” Sited on land entirely state-owned or privately held, Permian Basin
fracking operations are not governed by future regulations that might restrict new federal
leasing. Further, economic incentives do not constrain methane emissions. Permian
producers, for whom oil brings a bigger profit, largely consider natural gas a waste
product and, hence, intentionally release methane via unlit or burning flares in the
absence of any state-based regulation. Leber notes that the EPA could be authorized to
intervene but has limited resources for doing so. Another strategy, which goes beyond
limiting emissions to addressing production, seeks to interrupt industry’s export plans, on
which the industry is relying in light of US market “saturation.” Declaring a climate
emergency, Leber wrote, may be the federal administration’s only option to “cut off
producers from their global customers” if Congress does not enact appropriate climate
measures. “There is a narrow pathway to do this. In 2015, Congress lifted a crude-oil
export ban but kept a ‘get-out’ clause. It allows a president to suspend these exports by
declaring a national emergency. Other kinds of exports, like liquefied natural gas, would
require permitting from FERC, an independent energy regulatory agency, and the
Department of Energy.”1471
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•

May 27, 2021 – Episodic releases of methane from various types of fracking
infrastructure create monitoring challenges. Researchers investigated the potential impact
of variations over time in emissions from known “super-emitter” sites by performing 17
methane audits at one such natural gas extraction site over a four-year time period, from
2016 to 2020. Results revealed high temporal variability, with minimum and maximum
levels varying by a factor of 560. These results suggest that substantial methane
emissions may go undetected by infrequent audits. “These data highlight that single
snapshots in time from direct methane quantification audits could significantly
overpredict or underpredict methane emissions on an annual basis.” The results also
highlighted the importance of storage tanks as a potential source of methane emissions.
At this super-emitting facility, tank emissions represented the majority of emissions for
eight audits (54.7−99.7 percent by mass) and overall represented 91 percent of all
measured methane emissions.1472

•

May 6, 2021 – Reducing atmospheric methane is key to reducing the rate of global
warming and limiting temperature rise to 1.5o C, and the fossil fuel industry has the
greatest potential to cut methane emissions rapidly, according to the latest United Nations
assessment report. The assessment found the fossil fuel industry is responsible for 35
percent of human-caused emissions and identified “readily available targeted measures”
that could reduce emissions 30 percent by 2030. The industry could implement up to 80
percent of these measures at negative or low cost. The report states that methane
mitigation must take place even alongside decarbonization strategies, and that “expansion
of natural gas infrastructure and usage is incompatible with keeping warming to 1.5° C.”
In addition to the climate-related urgency of reducing this powerful, short-lived climate
pollutant, the report points to other reasons for global action on methane, including its
contribution to the formation of ground-level ozone. The assessment “found that every
million tonnes (Mt) of methane reduced prevents approximately 1,430 annual premature
deaths due to ozone globally.”1473

•

May 4, 2021 – A U.S. team of researchers analyzed the climate benefits of rapidly
reducing methane emissions across all known sectors, which would improve the ability to
limit climate damages in the near term. Using a validated model for assessing greenhouse
gas-induced climate change, they found that pursuing all known mitigation measures now
could slow the global-mean rate of near-term warming by around 30 percent within the
decade and so avoid a quarter of a degree centigrade of additional warming by
midcentury. Such an approach would create a path that could prevent a rise in mean
global temperatures that would exceed more than half a degree centigrade by end of this
century. Conversely, a slow implementation of measures to limit methane may well result
in an additional tenth of a degree of warming by midcentury and a five percent faster
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warming rate when compared to rapid action. Waiting to pursue these measures until
midcentury may result in an additional two tenths of a degree centigrade by midcentury
and 15 percent faster warming rate. The researchers also note that existing mitigation
measures across all sectors (rice, livestock, oil and gas, coal mining, landfills,
wastewater), if deployed now, could cut expected 2030 methane emissions in half, with a
quarter of these at no net cost. “We find that full deployment of these available mitigation
measures by 2030 can slow the rate of global-mean warming over the next few decades
by more than 25 percent.”1474
•

April 30, 2021 – In response to announced plans by the Mexican government to reduce
oil and gas related methane emissions in the country by 40-45 percent by year 2025
(relative to 2012 levels), a research team used satellite imagery of areas overlying
onshore and offshore oil and gas facilities in eastern Mexico to quantify the current
magnitude of emissions and better understand the location of their key sources. Data
showed substantial methane concentrations along the eastern coastal areas and in Mexico
City, with enhanced concentrations of nitrous oxide, attributable to gas flaring, also
observed over both onshore and offshore production areas. Estimates of methane
emissions from satellite data were nearly double those estimated by ground-based,
facilities-level emission inventories. The research team calculated an overall methane
loss rate of 4.7 percent for oil and gas extraction operations in eastern Mexico (as
compared to a 3.7 percent loss rate in the Texas Permian basin gas and oil fields). High
loss rates reveal that Mexico’s oil and gas basins have “strong mitigation potential,”
especially at production sites and processing plants.1475

•

April 24, 2021 – Reducing methane emissions is required to ward off the worst effects of
climate change, according to a New York Times review of a forthcoming UN report (see
May 6, 2021 entry above). According to the summary obtained by the Times in advance,
the report will single out the fossil fuel industry as the sector which can make the easiest
cuts to methane emissions, at little or no cost. The report will also state that expanding
the use of natural gas is very likely incompatible with keeping global warming to 1.5o
C.1476

•

March 22, 2021 – Using satellite observations of atmospheric methane across the entire
United States and Mexico, an international team discovered that anthropogenic (humancaused) emissions increased between 2010-2015, rather than decreased, as had been
estimated by the EPA. For the oil and gas sector, measured methane emissions were
almost twice the level estimated by the EPA’s greenhouse gas inventory, with the
increase largely driven by the rapid growth of fracking operations in the eastern United
States. Emissions from oil and gas production facilities in Mexico were also higher than
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in the nationally reported inventory. The discrepancies between satellite-generated
estimates in this study and the national inventories are likely due to an undercount of all
potential sources of emissions and high variability of leakage rates within those
sources.1477 The EPA calculates total emissions by estimating methane leaks from
specific types of processes and equipment and then extrapolating, based on the numbers
of pieces of that kind of equipment operating across the country. This method, noted lead
author Joannes Maasakkers, “makes it really hard to get estimates for individual facilities
because it is hard to take into account every possible source of emission.” Maasakkers
also emphasized that “we shouldn't wait until we fully understand these emissions to start
trying to reduce them.”1478
•

January 26, 2021 – Combining satellite data with estimates of methane emissions as
determined by aircraft-based measurements above onshore and offshore facilities in
Mexico, an international research team calculated methane leakage rates and compared
these findings with estimates from Mexico’s national greenhouse gas inventory.
Estimates of offshore emissions were an order of magnitude lower than the official
inventory estimate, but onshore emission estimates were more than an order of magnitude
higher. The results showed that a large proportion of emissions is attributable to flaring.
One single facility—an onshore gas-processing complex that receives offshore gas—was
responsible for greater emissions than the entirety of the largest offshore production
region, “suggesting that offshore-produced associated gas is being transported onshore
where it is burned and in the process some released to the atmosphere.” The majority of
those emissions are from flaring and represents “a substantial waste of gas, enough to
cover half the natural gas consumption for the national residential section during 2018.”
The low combustion efficiency of gas flaring operations also makes them a locally
important source of unhealthful air pollutants, including volatile organic compounds,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, and
soot. The researchers urge a greater reliance on empirically estimated methane emissions,
along with more effective mitigation policies, especially when communities live in
proximity to oil and gas production regions.1479

•

December 15, 2020 – The U.S. natural gas supply chain is leaking substantially more
methane than previously presumed, according to the nonprofit organization Global
Energy Monitor’s “Gas Index.” Compiling data from dozens of studies that have
measured methane emissions from all components of the U.S. natural gas system—from
oil and gas extraction wells to urban distribution pipelines and within homes and
businesses—this analysis calculated full life-cycle methane leakage for 71 U.S. cities.
The results showed that, in all cases, methane leakage is more extensive across the
system than in many earlier estimates, including the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory,
with some cities showing leakage rates over four times higher than EPA estimates. City-
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by-city results highlight where efforts to fix the gas system can be most effective and
how cities can achieve large reductions in emissions by switching homes and other
buildings from natural gas to electricity, especially for heating systems. “Electrifying
building heating would lead to emissions reductions in many cases… replacing gas
heaters with efficient electric heat pumps would lead to emissions cuts in every city
evaluated.” The ten cities with the leakiest gas supplies are Indianapolis, Los Angeles,
Phoenix, Miami, Oklahoma City, Orlando, Boston, Little Rock, Reno, and Tampa.1480
•

November 5, 2020 – Satellite maps compiled in 2014 revealed an anomalous methane hot
spot over the intensely drilled and fracked San Juan Basin that straddles the Colorado and
New Mexico border. As part of a follow-up study led by the University of Colorado and
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s Earth System Research
Laboratory in Boulder, a research team investigated daily wind patterns in the region and
collected both ground-based and airborne atmospheric data on levels of methane, ethane,
and other light-chain carbon concentrations to identify and characterized the sources of
the emissions. The results revealed that fossil fuel sources are collectively responsible for
the vast majority (72-85 percent) of the observed methane and ethane over the San Juan
Basin, with emissions from coalbed methane and natural gas operations alone
contributing 66-75 percent of the methane in the hot spot and with 75 percent of the
detected methane originating from operations in New Mexico. Moreover, ground-based
measurements and meteorological data illustrate that local methane sources are especially
influencing surface air composition at night and in the early morning “when limited air
circulation leads to the pooling of emissions near sources, especially in low elevation
portions of the basin.” While mean leakage rates appear to be comparable to other basins
in the United States, emissions in some parts of the San Juan Basin are essentially trapped
due to topography. Noting that the background air quality in and near Durango, Colorado
is likely being harmed by emissions from oil and gas operations in the San Juan Basin,
these researchers cite the need for “rapid and deep” mitigation, with “much bolder
emission cuts necessitating substantial and industry transformations” in order to meet
global climate goals.1481

•

October 15, 2020 – A team led by University of Wyoming researchers determined that
methane emissions from oil and gas well pads in the western Permian Basin are 5.5-9.0
times greater the EPA has estimated. Using a mobile laboratory that collects ground-level
data, researchers obtained measurements of methane 40-200 meters downwind of 71 oil
and gas facilities in the Permian Basin of western Texas and southeastern New Mexico.
Methane emissions in the Permian Basin had not previously been studied in ground-based
fashion, and most of the basin is difficult to study with aerial approaches. Detailed
analysis of the data revealed differences between “simple” sites, with no or minimal
processing equipment and storage of liquids on-site, and “complex” sites that stored and
processed liquids at or near the well pad. The emission profile of the simple sites was
distinct, with far more simple sites registering methane levels below detection thresholds.
Disaggregating these two types of sites in the data analysis can lead to greater accuracy in
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evaluating the high end of the emission distribution where complex sites account for 91
percent of total emissions and also allows for more meaningful statistical analysis, with
better fit of data in commonly used probability plots. Total estimated emission rates for
the New Mexico portion of the Permian Basin, as calculated by these methods, ranged
from approximately 520,000 to 610,000 tons per year.1482
•

September 19, 2020 – Researchers at the California Air Resources Board developed and
deployed a novel measurement system for mobile sampling of methane emissions with
the intent of identifying and fixing unexpected fugitive leaks. Measurements from a
highly instrumented sport utility vehicle (the Mobile Measurement Platform) correlated
with and extended inventory-based estimates when used for monitoring emissions at 86
natural gas well pads, including 20 idle well pads. Within approximately 100 meters
downwind of emission sources, the system was able to detect low-level emissions,
making the system potentially much easier to use than Optical Gas Imaging cameras,
which require close proximity to a source (approximately 3-10 meters) for detection of
methane at similar and lower levels. The mobile system documented a highly skewed
distribution. For active well pads, the top 10 percent of leaking wells were responsible for
80 percent of total emissions, and the top 20 percent were responsible for roughly 90
percent of total emissions. Findings for the idle well pads showed a similar distribution
pattern but at much smaller magnitudes. These results demonstrate that using a mobile
measuring system as a screening tool may lead to real-time detections of previously
overlooked sources of large, potentially avoidable emissions of methane and “suggest
that controlling a small number of large emitters can significantly reduce methane
emissions.”1483

•

July 21, 2020 – A lawsuit brought by 15 states, spearheaded by Massachusetts and New
York, led to the release of email messages that documents a successful, coordinated effort
by oil and gas industry leaders to compel the White House to cancel nationwide methane
reporting requirements. The suit alleges that the EPA engineered the repeal of the
requirements without any internal analysis, illegally delaying the development of
additional regulations to reduce methane emissions.1484

•

July 15, 2020 – Continuing a “living review” of global methane emissions, an
interdisciplinary consortium of scientists working under the rubric of the Global Carbon
Project conducted a three-year update of their meta-analysis of data relevant to the global
methane cycle. These data were gleaned from hundreds of individual studies.
Incorporating regional atmospheric measurements, they calculated global methane
emissions at 576 teragrams per year (range of 550-594), with 60 percent of global
methane emissions coming from anthropogenic sources of all kinds. According to their
analysis, mean annual emissions continue to rise with oil and gas production accounting
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for approximately 35 percent (range 30-42 percent) of total global anthropogenic
emissions.1485
•

July 14, 2020 − Stanford-led researchers estimated methane emissions by combining “top
down” measurements of atmospheric methane emissions with a “bottom up” analysis of
comprehensive global inventories to attribute emissions by sector. (“Top down” methods
involve using aircraft to measure methane levels over an entire region. “Bottom up”
approaches measure methane emissions on the ground from a representative sample of
equipment.) They concluded that methane emissions reached a record high in 2017, the
last year for which complete data are available.1486 “Throughout the study period,
agriculture [primarily cattle and sheep ranching] accounted for roughly two-thirds of all
methane emissions related to human activities; fossil fuels contributed most of the
remaining third. However, those two sources have contributed in roughly equal measure
to the increases seen since the early 2000s.”1487

•

July 12, 2020 – An investigation by Hiroko Tabuchi of the New York Times revealed that
many oil and gas companies were hurtling toward bankruptcy, potentially leaving wells
untended and leaking planet-warming methane, with the costs of clean up left to local
communities. Rystad Energy, an analytics company, noted that almost 250 oil and gas
companies could file for bankruptcy protection by the end of next year, more than the
previous five years combined. As these businesses collapse, millions of dollars often flow
to executive compensation.1488

•

June 9, 2020 – Methane leaking from its natural gas infrastructure is increasing Israel’s
overall greenhouse gas emissions by eight percent and is threatening its international
climate change commitments. The estimation of methane leakage addressed “the entire
chain of production and distribution of Israel’s Tamar and Leviathan gas wells, up to its
arrival at gas-fired power stations.” The more comprehensive national estimate reflects
emissions that are routinely neither measured nor reported. Israel reported 7,000 tons of
methane to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change in 2018, but the report
calculated that the Tamar and Leviathan wells 372,672.2 tons.1489
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•

May 13, 2020 – Pennsylvania gas drillers released more than 1.1 million tons of methane
into 2017, 16 times the amount they reported to the state, according to an online report
building on an earlier, peer-reviewed study. (See June 21, 2018 entry.) The updated data
showed that fugitive emissions from fracked wells alone totaled 543,000 tons for 2017,
not the 70,150 tons reported to the state Department of Environmental Protection (DEP).
A similar amount was calculated from older, conventionally drilled wells, data that is not
collected by the state. The total is more than 15 times higher than what oil and gas
companies reported.1490

•

May 1, 2020 – A helicopter survey of the Permian Basin employing infrared cameras
found that 1 in 10 flares burning at oil and gas sites was unlit or malfunctioning and
venting methane gas straight into the atmosphere. These unlit flares may be responsible
for more than 10 percent of the Permian’s overall methane emissions.1491

•

April 22, 2020 – Satellite analysis from a Harvard-led study using high-resolution
instrumentation showed that methane is leaking from Permian Basin wells into the
atmosphere at a rate of 3.7 percent.1492, 1493 This leakage rate is approximately 60 percent
higher than the national leakage rate of 2.3 ± 0.3 percent, a discrepancy that the authors
attribute to the practice of extensive venting and flaring in the Permian oil fields. The
Delaware sub-basin, part of the larger Permian, demonstrated an even higher rate than the
average for the Basin, at 4.1 percent. Authors wrote, “with the rescinding of U.S. federal
requirements on gas capture and fugitive emissions in 2018, current regulations on O/G
methane emissions in the Permian Basin are less stringent at both federal and state
levels… All these factors may increase the incentive for operators to vent and flare their
product.”

•

April 17, 2020 – In 2020, the U.S. EPA began collecting emissions estimates from
individual pieces of equipment, walking back an Obama-era method of estimating
emissions drawn from “gathering stations,” facilities that transport and control the flow
of natural gas to processing plants and transmission pipelines. The new method can omit
very large intermittent emissions and emissions from super-emitting sites. Environmental
analysts contend that the new method may under-report methane emissions by as much as
40 percent. The old method reported 2.2 million metric tons of methane emissions in
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2017, whereas the new method measured only 1.3 million metric tons of leaking methane
even though production had increased.1494
•

April 13, 2020 – Using technology previously used to detect methane emissions from
land-based fossil fuel development, researchers found an “effective loss rate” of 2.9
percent over offshore oil and gas platforms in the Gulf of Mexico.1495 Authors wrote that
onshore methane emissions are large and often underestimated, while offshore methane
emissions have not been closely examined. Gulf of Mexico drilling represented three
percent of U.S. gas production in 2017. The study findings suggest the federal
government’s calculations of such emissions are too low, and “analogous to the highest
emitting onshore basins.” Large shallow-water central hub facilities are particularly likely
to be related to “disproportionately high emission events.”

•

April 9, 2020 – Using Pennsylvania’s unique quarterly mechanical inspection reports,
researchers determined that methane emissions from abandoned and active wells were at
least 15 percent higher than previously thought.1496 The researchers used 589,175
operator reports on methane leaks from both fracked and conventional oil and gas wells
in the state from 2014 to 2018. The rate of flow of escaping methane from fracked wells
(18.5 percent) was great than that from conventional wells. Extrapolating these findings
to the nation as a whole, where over three million wells are in operation, shows that
methane escaping from oil and gas wells undermine efforts to address climate change.
“Another 15 percent of methane going into the atmosphere that we didn’t know about is
very significant for climate change in the short term,” professor emeritus of engineering
at Cornell and the study’s lead author Anthony Ingraffea told Environmental Health
News.1497

•

April 7, 2020 – The International Energy Agency (IEA) cautioned that a sharp decline in
oil and gas revenues during the pandemic may lead some companies to cut expenses by
failing to fix leaks in gas pipes or cut losses by increasing the venting and flaring of
unwanted gas. If so, atmospheric methane emissions may increase during the pandemic
even as demand for natural gas falls off. A Scientific American report documents exactly
this. The composition of greenhouse gases changed markedly the early months of 2020
and included a 10 percent reduction in carbon dioxide and a 50 percent reduction in
carbon monoxide, as measured in New York City in March 2020 by researchers at
Columbia University. In contrast to the carbon dioxide declines, attributable to the
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temporary slowdown in transportation and other industries, methane levels did not fall.
However, lack of reliable data from global oil and gas producers, make the understanding
of these trends difficult.1498
•

April 6, 2020 –Since 1983, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) has tracked atmospheric methane levels through a globally distributed network
of air sampling sites. In 2019, its Trends in Atmospheric Methane data project
documented a dramatic leap in airborne methane levels.1499 This project does not
distinguish between the various natural and human-generated sources. However,
commenting on the data, climate scientist Drew Shindell said, “The easiest way to stem
methane pollution… is to limit its release from oil and gas drilling sites…. You see the
benefits in the first decade or two that you make cuts. You see fewer people dying from
heat waves. You see less powerful storms and all of the stuff that comes from climate
change.”1500

•

March 31, 2020 – Pointing toward its online “Methane Tracker” as a tool to encourage
both governments and the oil and gas industry to make proactive changes to reduce the
emission of methane and other global greenhouse gases, the IEA highlighted the
importance of new measuring capabilities provided by satellite and aircraft and the costeffectiveness of reducing leakage during periods of reduced gas prices. The IEA wrote
that methane trends held more uncertainty than carbon dioxide trends, and that “a drop in
methane emissions from oil and gas cannot be taken for granted, even if oil and gas
consumption falls.” It is possible that a decline in revenues from oil and gas operations
would lead to less effort to decrease emissions, and that low gas prices may lead to
increases in flaring or venting.1501

•

March 30, 2020 – Using an innovative, off-site approach, researchers mounted methanemeasuring equipment on a nearby, downwind tower just prior to unconventional well
drilling and fracturing. They documented large, frequent spikes of methane escaping
from the observed well site, especially during the vertical drilling phase (316 percent
greater amplitude than baseline) and the hydraulic stimulation phase (509 percent greater
amplitude than baseline). Measurements of carbon-13 isotopes confirmed that the source
of the methane emissions was geological. The researcher recommends this approach for
passive, offsite measurement of methane leaks that can enable researchers and
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community members to obtain a clearer picture of the time-course of emissions at
particular sites.1502
•

March 6, 2020 – An international team of researchers used isotopic analysis and a
published data set to assess what proportion of the ongoing global surge in atmospheric
methane emissions is attributable to oil and gas extraction, especially from shale, as
opposed to other sources of atmospheric methane, such as wetlands and cattle. They
concluded that methane from shale gas and conventional natural gas do not greatly differ
in their carbon-13 composition, suggesting that the isotopic signal now observable in the
atmosphere is not consistent with that from fossil fuel-derived methane. This assessment
contests Cornell University researcher Robert Howarth’s earlier attribution of increasing
global methane emissions to North American fracking operations, which is premised on
the existence of an isotopic difference between shale gas and conventional gas caused by
fractionation as methane slowly migrates from inside shale formations to conventional
gas reserves. (See entry for August 14, 2019.) The authors stress nonetheless that “oil and
gas industry expansion remains a significant factor in the complex patterns of global
atmospheric methane emissions and concentrations.”1503

•

February 29, 2020 – Annual emissions from fracking operations in Australia’s Northern
Territory could be as large as 22 percent of the nation’s current annual emissions,
according to government records obtained by the Australia Institute.1504 Obtained under
Freedom of Information procedures, the documents revealed that high production
scenarios in the Territory would be “worse than the emissions of Australia’s coal fleet
across the National Energy Market (NEM) in 2030, and require more offsets each year
than have ever been issued in Australia to date,” threatening Australia’s ability to meet
international emissions reduction obligations. In the documents, government officials
stated that emissions from fracking “could reach 39 million tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent (MtCO2e) per year under one production scenario, and up to 117 MtCO2e per
year under larger scale production.”

•

February 27, 2020 – Researchers at the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis explored technical solutions for curbing methane emissions and transitioning to
carbon-free energy alternatives and their costs. While technical solutions and alternative
exist, adoption of new methods, policies, and approaches is only feasible through
regulation or “if the future price of gas become[s] high enough to make gas recovery
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profitable.” Specifically, extensive technical opportunities exist to control emissions
“from waste and wastewater handling and from fossil fuel production and use.”1505
•

February 21, 2020 – Using measurements of carbon-14 and its isotopes from ice cores
reflecting the most recent prior deglaciation period on earth (approximately 18,000 to
8,000 years before present), a team of researchers discovered that relatively little methane
was emitted from “old carbon” sources, such as permafrost and methane hydrates under
ice sheets.1506 Instead, “old methane is often rapidly consumed by microorganisms living
in sediments, soils, and water, which convert it to carbon dioxide before it can be released
to the atmosphere.”1507 A similar pattern may hold as present global temperatures
increase. Thus, the paper’s lead author said, “we need to be more concerned about the
anthropogenic emissions—those originating from human activities—than the natural
feedbacks.”1508

•

February 19, 2020 – A University of Rochester-led team conducted an isotopic analysis
of pre-industrial ice cores. The results showed that naturally occurring methane emissions
from geological sources are relatively small (1.6 million tons per year) and contribute far
less to global methane emissions than has been estimated (30 million to 60 million tons).
Instead, human activities that liberate methane from geological formations—namely,
fossil fuel extraction, distribution, and use—make a far greater contribution to global
methane emissions and have heretofore been underestimated by 25 to 40 percent.
Accordingly, reducing anthropogenic methane emissions is a firm target for mitigating
climate change.1509, 1510

•

February 12, 2020 – Researchers used drones to sample methane emissions downwind
from a single fracking operation, demonstrating the utility of this method for a rapid
response, highly precise, “snap shot” study in settings where access for other forms of
monitoring may be restricted or where the study area is too small for satellite or high
altitude aerial surveillance. High levels of methane emissions were correlated to venting
at the fracking site. Such sampling can complement and supplement other methods for
compiling inventories of methane emissions and can be used to study relative
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contributions to emissions of differing phases of fracking, including flow-back, venting,
storage, and compression.1511
•

February 3, 2020 – According to data available through the federal Energy Information
Administration (EIA), flaring and venting of methane by the oil and gas industry
increased in 2019 for a third year in a row. Compared to 20l8 levels, flaring and venting
rose by seven percent in the Permian Basin underlying Texas and New Mexico, while the
volumes of gas released or burned in North Dakota’s huge Bakken oil field increased by
36 percent. Many states allow the practice, and few enforce regulations that are in
place.1512

•

January 28, 2020 – Researchers extended the use of the high-resolution, satellite-based
instrumentation to measure methane emissions in multiple basins in the United States,
including the Central Valley of California, the Uintah Basin in Utah, several basins in
Texas, and a range of other states, including Florida. After corroborating their findings
with findings from ground-based and airborne measurements, they suggest the possibility
of greater accuracy, completeness, and utility through “future determination of regional
methane emissions [via satellite] with a high time resolution and soon after the time of
emission” in both the United States and internationally.1513

•

January 11, 2020 – A report issued by New Mexico’s Methane Advisory Panel,
appointed by the Governor, suggests that methane venting and flaring have increased,
despite conflicting claims from industry and declining numbers in EPA inventories,
following changes in reporting methods. Compiling comments from multiple interested
parties, “the report lays out comprehensive technical recommendations meant to guide
environmental regulators as they craft a new methane rule involving everything from
leaks in oil and gas storage tanks to pneumatic pumps.”1514

•

December 16, 2019 – Methane escapes from all parts of the extraction, distribution, and
storage system for natural gas. Quantifying these emissions is difficult and yet dictates
how quickly further investments in natural gas should end in order to meet greenhouse
gas reduction targets. Researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
calculated that reductions in leakage rates from natural gas infrastructure on the order of
30 to 90 percent would be required in order to meet proposed climate targets for 2030.
The team projected out multiple scenarios to show the impact of differing approaches to
reaching that goal, as well as the potential benefits and importance of identifying and
targeting methane super-emitters. Given the difficulties of both measuring and mitigating
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methane emissions and given that virtually all scenarios for meeting greenhouse gas
reduction targets call for ultimately phasing out natural gas by mid-century, further
investments in natural gas infrastructure raise questions.1515 “A certain amount of
investment probably makes sense to improve and make use of current infrastructure, but
if you’re interested in really deep reduction targets, our results make it harder to make a
case for that expansion right now,” according to author Jessika Trancik.1516
•

December 16, 2019 – Positing that lack of reliable measurements of accidental methane
releases and intermittent emissions from high-volume point sources (super-emitters) in
the oil and gas industry leads to omission of such data from emission inventories and
reporting, researchers enlisted the use of a space-borne instrument to detail an extremely
large methane plume observed in 2018, traceable to a natural gas well blowout in
Ohio.1517 Satellite records put the emission rate of the event in Ohio at 120 metric tons
per hour, double the widely reported leak from the Aliso Canyon storage facility in
California in 2015, yet its full extent had gone undetected prior to investigation of the
satellite’s records, despite health complaints among residents closest to the well that
included “throat irritation, dizziness, breathing problems.”1518 The extent of the methane
released had also escaped the state’s routine greenhouse gas accounting systems.
Estimates of the total methane from the event, which lasted approximately 20 days, put
that single source at roughly 60 kilotons of methane, equivalent to a quarter of Ohio’s
reported annual methane emissions and the total reported emissions of some countries.
These results reinforce other recent findings that methane emissions from drilling and
fracking operations are bigger and more problematic than previously assumed. The
researchers urge the expanded use of such observations to identify methane hot spots in
order to record these events and target them for intervention.

•

December 10, 2019 – Thermal imaging equipment has allowed the nonprofit organization
Earthworks to document billowing plumes of methane at oil and gas production sites in
New Mexico, made visible through the infrared lens, according to the Albuquerque
Journal.1519 Clouds of gas emissions can signal open vents or malfunctioning equipment.
Earthworks uses the information to seek reductions in emissions and, if necessary, reports
emissions violations to the New Mexico Environment Department. Some measured
emissions of methane in the Permian Basin in New Mexico are five times higher than
EPA estimates. These findings have helped pushed Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham to
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pursue a first-of-its-kind state partnership with a commercial laboratory “to measure
methane—accurately and in real time—using satellite tech and weather patterns.”
•

December 5, 2019 – After proclaiming publicly that Colorado would adopt aggressive
climate goals, cut down on methane emissions through strict regulations, and keep
pressure on the oil and gas industry for improved practices, elected officials were
confronted with inaccuracies in the state-funded system to collect data and verify
reductions in emissions. The state has declined to hire or to use data from other in-state
sources such as aerial surveys by NOAA or private companies like Scientific Aviation,
that can do precise real-time monitoring.1520

•

December 4, 2019 – An international team of researchers examined the growing
dependency on fossil fuels around the globe, “amidst declarations of planetary emergency
and reports that the window for limiting climate change … is rapidly closing.”1521 They
determined that the ongoing natural gas boom is serving a major barrier to rapid
decarbonization. Natural gas is the fastest growing fossil fuel in the world. While it has
indeed displaced coal—the use of coal in the United States has fallen by half over the
past 15 years—the use of natural gas has soared so fast that the methane emissions from
burning it have more than offset the decline in carbon dioxide emissions from the
dwindling use of coal. The result is that carbon dioxide (or CO2-equivalent) emissions
from fossil fuels grew each year from 2017-2019. The low costs of natural gas, and new
methods for transporting it, such as LNG tankers, are keeping the use of fossil fuels high
even as renewable energy sources are also growing. As a result, the carbon intensity of
global energy production has remained essentially unchanged since 1990. The study calls
for “accelerated energy efficiency improvements and reduced consumption, rapid
deployment of electric vehicles, carbon capture and storage technologies, and a
decarbonized electricity grid, with new renewable capacities replacing fossil fuels,”
assisted by stronger global commitments and carbon pricing. “I have strong concerns
about the pace of our natural gas build-out in the United States and globally because
those facilities will be producing pollution for many decades,” said lead author and
Stanford University earth system scientist Rob Jackson.1522

•

November 26, 2019 – Meteorologists used measurements from airborne instruments to
model methane emissions across multiple oil and gas regions in Arkansas, Texas,
Louisiana and Oklahoma that are estimated to contribute 40 percent of the oil and gas
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produced in the United States.1523, 1524 These aerial data confirm other research showing
that 1.1 to 2.5 times as much methane is being emitted by oil and gas activities than is
estimated by inventories collected on the ground, such as those compiled by the EPA.
Tracers, including ethane, allowed researchers to segregate methane emissions
originating from the oil and gas sector from biogenic sources, such as livestock and
manure. They also found that flying through massive methane plumes concentrated by
regional weather front boundaries allowed them to measure methane emissions from a
wide area.
•

November 6, 2019 – Researchers employed the “Next Generation Airborne
Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG)” to detect, geolocate, and quantify
point sources of less than 10 meters in diameter that emit methane, with a focus on
identifying super-emitting landfills, livestock facilities, and oil and gas infrastructure.
Their results allowed the team to estimate that the emissions from point sources were
equivalent to 34-46 percent of the state’s 2016 methane inventory. They also found
super-emitters among every sector of point sources, with 10 percent of them accounting
for roughly 60 percent of point-source emissions.1525 Regular scans for such emissions
are needed, especially since sharing data about these localized “puffs” of methane with
collaborating infrastructure operators in some cases led to mitigation.1526

•

October 25, 2019 – High-resolution satellite instrumentation detected an unexpectedly
large, persistent methane source in Central Asia, along with additional nearby sources of
high emission.1527 The amount of methane detected equaled the “total emissions from the
Aliso Canyon disaster—the largest accidental release of greenhouse gases in U.S.
history.”1528 While the exact cause of the emissions cannot be determined, venting
(blowdowns) from a gas compressor station or malfunction of a valve on a pipeline seem
likely. The researchers compared and confirmed their results with observations from
another satellite based measuring instrument. The results point toward a potential strategy
for monitoring in which “instruments with global coverage at coarse spatial resolution
can first identify methane hot spots and then instruments with fine spatial resolution but
limited coverage can zoom in to identify the facilities responsible for the hot spots.”
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•

October 16, 2019 – Despite pledges from oil and gas industry executives to curb the
energy-wasting practice of flaring off excess natural gas, rates of flaring have
significantly increased in recent years, along with rates of venting unburned gas. In 2018,
operators across three basins (the Eagle Ford and Permian basins in the Southwest and
the Bakken Formation at the Canadian border) flared or vented a record 320 million cubic
feet of gas, more than 40 percent above levels seen just five years ago. Oil producers
often treat natural gas as a liability, flaring it rather than paying to pipe it away for sale.
“Last year in Texas, venting and flaring in the Permian Basin oil field alone consumed
more natural gas than states like Arizona and South Carolina use in a year.”1529

•

August 14, 2019 –Isotopic analysis can distinguish methane produced from microbes
(biogenic methane) from methane emissions arising from oil and gas operations
(thermogenic methane). During the final 20 years of the 20th century, as atmospheric
methane concentrations rose, isotopic analysis allowed scientists to conclude that fossil
fuels and not microbes were driving the increase. During a second methane surge,
beginning in 2009, the isotopic evidence led some researchers to conclude that biogenic
sources, such as tropical wetlands, rice culture, or animal agriculture were the most likely
driver of the observed methane increases. (See entry for March 10, 2016.) However,
Cornell University biogeochemist Robert Howarth proposes an alternative view, noting
that previous studies did not explicitly consider shale gas, which has a lighter isotopic
signature that more closely resembles that of microbial methane. Correcting the earlier
analyses for this difference, Howarth concluded that shale gas production in North
America over the past decade may have contributed “more than half of all of the
increased emissions from fossil fuels globally and approximately one-third of the total
increased emissions from all sources globally over the past decade.” In other words, the
North American fracking boom is globally important in the current rise in global methane
levels and “may well be the leading cause of the increased flux.”1530 Stabilizing the
climate by slashing methane emissions from the extraction, transport, storage, processing,
and use of fossil fuels—particularly those obtained via fracking—is “the low-hanging
fruit to slow global warming.”1531 (See also entry for March 6, 2020 above.)

•

July 29, 2019 – To measure fugitive methane emissions from urban areas and identify the
sources of those emissions, scientists used atmospheric observations of methane, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, and ethane downwind from six “old and leak-prone major
cities” along the northeast coast of the United States. Their findings showed that these
regions are leaking twice as much methane as indicated in EPA inventories. This
discrepancy is possibly due to underestimates of natural gas leakage from urban
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distribution sources or from lack of inclusion of end-use emissions, or both.1532 The
amount of methane emitted by these six cities is large (“well over triple the amount
emitted by gas production in the Bakken shale formation in the U.S. Midwest”) and
preventable. Possible sources of the leaks include natural gas pipelines, pumps, valves,
water treatment systems, gas-fired power plants, and leaks from within homes and
businesses.1533
•

July 15, 2019 – Measurements of methane from a remote sensing spectrometer located
just outside Los Angeles documented a correlation between methane levels and
consumption of natural gas by residential and commercial consumers in the city, with
measured emissions more than twice the level of estimates derived from monitoring
equipment on the ground. If a causal correlation exists between the greater amount of gas
burned in cold weather and higher methane levels, then the study estimates that about 1.4
percent of the commercial and residential natural gas consumption in Los Angeles is
released into the atmosphere.1534 To meet mandated reductions in emissions in California,
sources of emission must be identified and quantified—in this case, the entire urban
distribution system, “from storage fields to pipelines to stoves and furnaces.”1535 This
approach provides a simple and relatively inexpensive method to address an oftenoverlooked component of global methane pollution.

•

July 2, 2019 – Venting and flaring events at fracking sites release not only the greenhouse
gases carbon dioxide and methane but also toxic air pollutants, including hydrogen
sulfide, formaldehyde, sulfur dioxide, benzene, and volatile aromatic hydrocarbons.
These events are self-reported by the industry to state agencies. Because there is almost
no independent auditing, the precision and accuracy of self-reported venting and flaring
volumes remain unknown. A research team from Texas A&M working in the Permian
and Eagle Ford basins therefore created and attempted to match detailed maps of flared
gas from both self-reported data collected on-site by the operators and satellite aerial
data. Their results revealed that flaring volumes measured by satellite were at least two
time greater than self-reported volumes submitted by the operators to the state. The
authors note that venting and flaring reports are not mandated until after the well is
drilled, fracked, and hooked up to the pipeline and also enjoy other exemptions. “Self-
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reported volumes significantly underestimate the volume of gas being vented or
flared.”1536
•

June 7, 2019 – In a perspective published in Science, researchers from the National
Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research in New Zealand considered the climate
risks posed by rising global methane levels and their possible sources. In 2007, after a
seven-year period of no change, the amount of methane in the atmosphere began to rise.
The rate of increase then doubled from 2014 to the end of 2018, threatening to undermine
the goals to limit planetary temperature increases, as set out in the Paris Agreement. The
cause of this ongoing methane surge has four possible explanations, according to the
authors: fossil fuel sources, biogenic sources, especially ruminant livestock; methane
release from wetlands, particularly in the southern tropics, triggered by rising global
temperatures; or a decline in the atmosphere’s ability to break methane molecules apart,
slowing the natural decay rate of methane.1537

•

May 27, 2019 – In response to discussions about possible future fracking activities in
Germany and the United Kingdom, researchers at the Institute for Advanced
Sustainability Studies in Germany developed projections for emissions of greenhouse
gases and associated local air pollutants, with a realistic scenario assuming “business-asusual” activities and an optimistic scenario based on “the lowest emissions technically
possible” including “full compliance with a stringent regulatory framework….”1538 In
addition to other harmful effects from fracking activities such as earthquakes and surface
and groundwater contamination, projections of atmospheric impacts from drilling 480
wells annually in the two countries suggest that methane and carbon dioxide emissions
with fracking are considerably higher than with conventional oil and gas production
under the realistic scenario, with leakage rates only meeting current government figures
under the ‘optimistic’ scenario, which the researchers acknowledge is “rather unlikely to
be systematically employed or achieved.” One of the reviewers suggested that “In light of
the climate crisis, the environmental risks posed by gas emissions need to move quickly
onto the agenda in policy making and in negotiations with the gas industry in order to
keep the adverse effects of a European shale gas industry to an absolute minimum.”1539

•

March 12, 2019 – Using aircraft, a team of researchers from multiple universities and
institutions estimated emissions from both coal mines and shale gas wells in southwestern
Pennsylvania. For coal, their results largely aligned with EPA estimates. However, for
natural gas wells, emissions were five times higher than EPA figures. Because the
volume of gas extracted per well is higher than in other shale basins, production-scaled
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methane emissions were still comparatively low, with carbon dioxide emissions from
combustion remaining the dominant source of greenhouse gas emissions.1540
•

March 7, 2019 – Methane is a very strong greenhouse gas, with 120 times the power to
trap heat than an equivalent amount of carbon dioxide. However, methane persists in the
atmosphere for an average of only 12.4 years whereas carbon dioxide can linger for a
century or more. Using a combination of approaches, a London team assessed the
contribution of natural gas extraction to future greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States, taking into account timing as well as magnitude of emissions and changing prices.
They found that methane emitted further into the future—and therefore closer to the year
where climate stabilization needs to take place—has a disproportionately large bearing on
the overall climate impact of drilling and fracking activities, with long-lived gas fields
having the most effect. “A key finding of this study is that the environmental and
economic consequences of emissions are likely to rise with the age of a field, thus
exposing long-lived assets to the greatest potential losses….Overall, our results suggest
that future cumulative greenhouse gas emissions from existing US [gas] fields have a
significant short-medium climate impact.” The authors recommend carbon pricing as a
strategy to shorten the lifetime of long-lived gas fields. They also report that 40 percent
of carbon dioxide output from natural gas is directly related to drilling activities.1541

•

February 28, 2019 – Australia’s LNG export industry contributed significantly to rising
carbon emissions from that country in the 12 months prior to September 2018, according
to Australia’s National Greenhouse Gas Inventory. Emissions from power plants fell
during this same time period as the result of a 31 percent jump in renewable energy
serving eastern Australia. These declines, however, were more than offset by soaring
increases in industrial and fugitive emissions from Australia’s LNG plants.1542 LNG
exports rose by one fifth in 2018.1543 This jump represents the third consecutive year of
rising greenhouse gas emissions from Australia. The expansion in LNG production and
export was identified as the major contributor to this trend.1544

•

February 27, 2019 – An international team investigated the climate and the public health
harms attributable to fossil fuel combustion. Their global model estimated an avoidable
excess mortality rate of 3.61 million deaths per year from air pollution alone. Air
pollution also chemically reacts with dust to create aerosols that disrupt the hydrologic
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cycle and impede rainfall patterns. If fossil fuel burning ended, not only would deaths due
to air pollution be avoided but additional lives would be saved as water and food security
improved in densely populated areas of India, northern China, and central America. In
sum, “a rapid phaseout of fossil fuel-related emissions and major reductions of other
anthropogenic sources are needed to save millions of lives, restore aerosol-perturbed
rainfall patterns, and limit global warming to 2 Co.”1545
•

February 12, 2019 – In southeastern Saskatchewan, Canada, conventional gas and oil
drilling takes place side by side with unconventional drilling via fracking. In a first study
of its kind, a St. Francis Xavier University research team directly compared methane
emissions from both types of co-located wells. By conducting truck-based air sampling
downwind from 645 conventional wells and 289 unconventional wells, the team found
that 28 percent of conventional wells leaked methane compared to 32 percent of fracked
wells. The bigger difference was in measures of mean emission intensities from the wells
that were leaking. Leaking fracked wells emitted nearly three times as much methane (59
cubic meters of methane per day) as leaking conventional wells (20 cubic meters of
methane per day). “Our results showed that unconventional sites in southeastern
Saskatchewan emit about as often as nearby conventional sites, but with somewhat
greater severity.”1546

•

February 5, 2019 – A team led by University of Maryland researchers conducted aircraft
sampling in 2015 to assess leakage from drilling and fracking operations in the
southwestern Marcellus Shale. Coalbeds were the likely source of more than 70 percent
of the emitted methane. Of the methane that likely arose from shale gas wells, the
estimated mean emission rate was 1.1 percent of the total natural gas extraction. These
results were consistent with (but at the low end of) estimates determined by previous
observational studies in this region. They indicate that the climate impact of natural gas
combustion falls below that of coal. Nevertheless, the full range includes values up to 3.5
percent, which falls above the break-even point with coal over a 20-year time span.1547

•

February 5, 2019 – Sampling air from remote locations all over the world, an
international team of atmospheric scientists confirmed a sharp rise in global atmospheric
methane. This spike began in 2007 and has accelerated since 2014. The causes for the
increase are not fully understood. The research team also documented, over the same
time period, a shift in the carbon isotope ratio, which may signal a shift in the relative
proportions of emissions from different sources. (These various methane sources include,
for example, gas leaks, microbes, livestock, landfills, biomass burning.) Alternatively—
or additionally—it may signal a decline in the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere,
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which breaks apart methane molecules. A change in the rate of methane destruction can
also change the carbon isotope ratio. Either way, a sharp, ongoing increase in global
methane concentrations was not predicted by the future greenhouse gas scenarios that
were incorporated into the targets of the Paris Agreement. If the current increase
continues, the goals of that treaty could be out of reach. “There is now urgent need to
reduce methane emissions, especially from the fossil fuel industry… anthropogenic
methane emissions are relatively very large and thus offer attractive targets for rapid
reduction, which are essential if the Paris Agreement aims are to be attained.”1548
•

February 4, 2019 – Permafrost is soil that remains frozen year-round. If it thaws,
microbes turn the carbon contained in the soil into carbon dioxide and methane. Because
such a vast amount of carbon is held in permafrost, warming Arctic temperatures may
release a large pulse of climate-destabilizing methane and so trigger an uncontrolled
positive feedback loop. A study by an international team looked at the fate of permafrost
under different scenarios of greenhouse gas mitigation, including some in which no
progress is made toward decreasing fossil fuel-based emissions and others in which the
targets of the Paris Agreement are met. In their analysis, the team determined the highest
level of natural methane emissions that can be released from the Arctic by 2100. This
level is considerably lower than likely anthropogenic methane emission levels over the
same time period, which indicates that human-made emissions can be reduced
sufficiently to limit methane-causing climate warming by 2100 even if the permafrost
undergoes an uncontrolled emission feedback—but only if a committed, global effort to
reduce fossil fuel use takes place very soon.1549 In a press release about this research, one
of the authors of the study, Lena Högland-Isaksson, said, “It is important to put the two
estimates alongside each other to point out how important it is to urgently address
methane emissions from human activities, in particular through a phase out of fossil
fuels. It is important for everyone concerned about global warming to know that humans
are the main source of methane emissions and that if we can control humans’ release of
methane, the problem of methane release from the thawing Arctic tundra is likely to
remain manageable.”1550

•

December 4, 2018 – Research firm Rystad Energy reported that gas flaring in the west
Texas Permian Basin has doubled since 2017. Oil wells in the region pump out large
volumes of associated natural gas. Without pipelines to bring the gas to burner tips, and
in order to maintain the rapid pace of oil drilling, operators simply waste the gas—worth
more than $1 million per day—by burning it off in flare stacks. Flaring permits are
limited to 45 days but are now routinely extended for up to six continuous months.1551
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•

November 23, 2018 – In a report commissioned by the Obama administration in 2016,
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) provided estimates on greenhouse gas emissions
associated with the extraction and combustion of fossil fuels produced from federal lands.
Between 2005 and 2014, fully one-quarter of all U.S. carbon emissions come from fossil
fuels that were extracted from public lands. The report found that forests on federal lands
can offset some of these emissions but only by 15 percent. Fossil fuels are extracted from
public lands in 28 states with more than half the total carbon emissions coming from
Wyoming.1552, 1553

•

October 29, 2018 – The Basin Methane Reconciliation Study was a large-scale field
investigation that brought together more than 80 scientists from multiple institutions.
They examined why different methods of accounting for methane emissions from natural
gas drilling sites vary so widely across the United States. The study took place in 2015 in
Arkansas’ Arkoma Basin and utilized both bottom-up and top-down approaches, which is
to say, measurements were taken on the ground at selected facilities as well as in the
atmosphere over the region, via aircraft. This type of concurrent dual analysis had never
been attempted before. The study revealed spikes of high emissions that occur during
daytime maintenance operations, as when, for example, liquids are being removed from a
well and natural gas is freely vented into the air for the duration of that process. The high
temporal variability and episodic nature of methane emissions likely explain the
persistent gap between the two accounting methods and mean that researchers who
attempt to determine how much methane is escaping from drilling and fracking
operations require “detailed activity data, unfettered and unbiased site access, and timeresolved operations data.” This type of study necessarily requires cooperation with
industry employees.1554

•

August 1, 2018 – The Groningen natural gas field in the northern Netherlands is one of
Europe’s major gas fields where extraction, gas processing, and gas storage all take place.
It is also a region with intensive agriculture and cattle operations. An international
research team investigated methane emissions there with the intent of distinguishing
between methane from fossil fuel sources and methane arising from livestock, wetlands,
and agriculture. Using both ground and aircraft measurements, the researchers
determined that emissions from oil and gas operations account for 20 percent of regional
methane, with the remainder from biogenic sources. That figure for fossil fuel sources is,
nevertheless, ten times higher than the 1.9 percent that was estimated by previous
inventories. Ground-based measurements at extraction, processing, and storage sites
found low emission rates compared to gas production facilities in the United States.
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Production volume was a poor predictor of emission rates. Even wells with no production
still had emissions.1555
•

August 1, 2018 – California’s climate goals call for an 80 percent reduction in emissions
by 2050. With this goal in mind, a Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory team set out
to estimate what fraction of California’s greenhouse gas emissions represent methane
emissions from residential homes, including leakage from gas pipes, stovetops,
combustion appliance pilot lights, and forced air furnaces. Total methane emissions from
California homes represent 15 percent of the total emissions from the natural gas sector in
California and represent two percent of the state’s total methane emissions, as calculated
in the 2015 state inventory. The team also found that emissions from pilot lights
constitute a significant fraction as do flames in domestic hot water heaters. “While
methane emissions from houses are small compared to most sources, California’s
ambitious goals…suggest value in testing and repairing obvious leaks in residential gas
lines, modernizing combustion appliances to move away from pilot lights, and gradually
increasing the use of non-fossil fuel energy sources for residential space and hot water
heating and cooking.”1556

•

July 10, 2018 – In 2015, as part of a follow-up study, a research team used helicopters to
measure methane emission patterns at 353 well pads in North Dakota’s Bakken Shale that
had been surveyed in the same way in 2014. In the interim, 21 newly producing well pads
were added to the sampling area. They found that the individual well pads that emitted
methane in 2014 were far more likely to be still emitting in 2015 than would be expected
by chance alone. The reasons for this persistent leaking were not identified but potentially
include tanks without vapor recovery systems, overpressurization, undersized flaring
systems, stuck or clogged valves, and “poorly designed equipment.” Altogether,
researchers quantified 33 plumes of methane and ethane arising from these well pads.1557

•

June 21, 2018 – An analysis of methane leaks from the U.S. oil and gas supply chain
found that natural gas is just as damaging as coal for the climate over a 20-year time
frame. This study combined on-the-ground measurements of leaks at selected facilities
(bottom-up methods) with data collected from the atmosphere via aircraft (top-down
methods). Based on the results, the authors estimated that roughly 2.3 percent of all the
natural gas extracted in the United States escapes into the air. This estimated level of
leakage was 60 percent higher than the EPA’s estimate of 1.4 percent. The authors
believe their emissions estimate is the more accurate because they used helicopters to
capture episodic releases of large plumes of methane caused by “abnormal operating
conditions” and “failure-prone systems” that were likely missed by the sampling methods
used for EPA’s greenhouse gas inventory. Liquid storage tank hatches and vents were the
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source of most of acute incidents.1558
•

December 20, 2017 – A major study led by NASA researchers concluded. that fossil fuel
sources are driving the sharp uptick in global atmospheric concentrations of methane
since 2006. Using satellite measurements and isotopic analysis, the team showed that
methane from biomass sources, such as fires, decreased over the time period 2001-2016
while fossil fuel sources of methane increased. These findings helped reconcile
conflicting results from other previous studies.1559

•

October 17, 2017 – Using planes, an international team of researchers measured regional
airborne methane and ethane emission rates from the Alberta oil and gas fields in Canada.
They compared these results to emissions reported by the industries themselves, as part of
an accounting system that requires operators to report flaring and venting volumes, and
found large discrepancies. Based on the amounts of methane and ethane detected in the
atmosphere above the oil and gas fields, the reported industry emissions in this region
should be 2.5 ± 0.5 times higher. Such large discrepancies between actual methane
emissions and industry-provided data represent a “reporting gap” and present a critical
challenge when determining policy. Proposed regulations in Canada currently call for
reducing methane emissions from Canadian fracking operations by 45 percent. However,
these data indicate that most of the methane emissions from these operations arise from
fugitive leaks that are not being measured at all and/or from episodes of unreported
venting.1560

•

July 18, 2017 – A team of 15 climate scientists led by James Hansen at Columbia
University conducted a study on the growth rate of greenhouse gas climate forcing, which
has accelerated by 20 percent in the past decade. (Climate forcing is the difference
between the amount of the sun’s energy that is absorbed by the Earth and amount that
radiates back into space.) The authors note that methane (CH4) is the largest climateforcing gas after carbon dioxide. With an atmospheric lifetime of only about ten years,
“there is potential to reduce climate forcing rapidly if CH4 sources are reduced.”
However, “there is a danger of increased leakage with expanded shale gas extraction.”
Noting that the speed of ice sheet melting and sea level rise are difficult to predict, the
authors assert that targets for limiting global warming should aim to keep global
temperatures close to the preindustrial Holocene range rather than allow them to rise to
those found during the prior Eemian period, when sea levels were 6-9 meters higher than
today. Such targets require immediate phase-out of fossil fuel emissions, along with
profound changes in farming and forestry practices. A delay in taking these measures to
minimize irreversible climate impacts means that the next generation will be required to
undertake risky, expensive, large-scale CO2 extraction practices, such as carbon capture.
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“If high fossil fuel emissions continue, a great burden will be placed on the young. . . .
Continued high fossil fuel emissions unarguably sentences young people to either a
massive, implausible cleanup or growing deleterious climate impacts or both.”1561
•

July 8, 2017 – An investigative report from the Inter Press Service News Agency
examined the climate impacts of methane emissions from Mexico, which is sixth among
the world’s nations in technically recoverable shale gas reserves (after China, Argentina,
Algeria, the United States, and Canada). Mexico’s current energy policy, introduced in
2014, emphasizes the exploitation of shale gas using fracking. Using data from the stateowned energy company Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), the Inter Press Service story
documents that as of 2017, more than 900 wells, located in six of Mexico’s 32 states,
have been drilled and fracked. High volumes of methane are emitted during venting, and
methane emissions have been increasing sharply. In 2016, the total methane emissions
from Mexico’s PEMEX Exploration and Production operations were 641,517 metric tons,
38 percent higher than the previous year. According to researcher Ramón Torres, of the
National Autonomous University of Mexico, who is quoted in the story, “Current
regulations are based on best practices, but the philosophy of environmental protection
has been abandoned. Exploitation is deepening inequities in a negative way, such as
environmental impact. It is irresponsible to auction reserves without a proper evaluation
of environmental and social impacts.”1562

•

June 19, 2017 – A study that measured methane emissions from various components of
drilling and fracking equipment on well pads located in four different shale basins in
Colorado, Utah, Arkansas, and Wyoming found widely varying results. In Colorado and
Utah, a small percentage of well pads leaked the vast majority of methane, whereas
leakage was more equitably distributed among wells in Wyoming. The research team also
found variations that were dependent on oil/gas/water content as well as on the numbers
of wells per well pad. In sum, emissions from well pads contributed significantly to
basin-wide methane emissions but varied depending on location. [Note: the authors
identify XTO Energy as a cost share partner in this study.]1563

•

April 18, 2017 – San Juan Basin in the four-corner region of Utah, Arizona, New
Mexico, and Colorado, is one of the largest coal-bed methane producing regions in North
America. Between 2003 and 2015, natural gas production declined, and yet, as revealed
by atmospheric sampling from aircraft flying over the basin, methane emissions did not
decrease during this same time period. These results confirm earlier findings from a
satellite study that also showed no declines in regional methane concentrations in spite of
significant declines in natural gas production. According to the authors, the likely
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explanation for the region’s persistent, elevated methane levels is increased oil drilling in
the basin.1564
•

February 9, 2017 – Using ground-based monitoring methods, a team led by Drexel
University researchers monitored a range of emissions, including methane, in two
intensively drilled regions of the Marcellus Shale basin in Pennsylvania. The goal was to
understand the concentrations and sources of relevant air pollutants that had previously
been reported as impacts of drilling and fracking operations. Airborne methane
concentrations were higher in southwestern Pennsylvania as compared to northeastern
Pennsylvania. The authors conclude that urban-like levels of air pollutants in rural
Pennsylvania are likely due to emissions from oil and gas operations in the Marcellus
Shale basin.1565

•

January 9, 2017 – A modeling study found that short-lived greenhouses gases, such as
methane, contribute to thermal expansion of the ocean over much longer time scales than
their brief atmospheric lifetimes might otherwise predict. “Actions taken to reduce
emissions of short-lived gases could mitigate centuries of additional future sea-level
rise.”1566

•

December 12, 2016 – As part of the interdisciplinary Global Carbon Project, a
consortium of scientists undertook a meta-analysis that synthesizes many hundreds of
individual studies in order to better understand the global methane cycle. Integrating
atmospheric measurements with ground-based data, the researchers found more
uncertainty in the emissions from natural sources than from human activities. For the
2003–2012 decade, global methane emissions were 558 teragrams per year (range of
540–568), with 60 percent of global methane emissions attributed to anthropogenic
sources of all kinds and with a significant contribution (likely at least 39 percent) from oil
and gas production operations.1567

•

December 12, 2016 – An editorial published in Environmental Research Letters by an
international team of scientists urges immediate attention to quantify and reduce methane
emissions. “Unlike CO2, atmospheric methane concentrations are rising faster than at any
time in the past two decades and, since 2014, are now approaching the most greenhousegas-intensive scenarios.” The authors present methods of evaluating anthropogenic and
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biogenic sources of methane, as from agricultural practices and project future methane
emissions.1568
•

November 8, 2016 – The government of Scotland released a report confirming that the
pursuit of unconventional oil and gas extraction would make more difficult the nation’s
goal of meeting its climate targets on greenhouse gas emissions.1569

•

November 1, 2016 – A life cycle analysis of greenhouse gas emissions from fracking
operations in the Marcellus Shale region found that upstream activities associated with
the use and transportation of chemicals, water, and sand mining contributed relatively
lower emissions than downstream phases of the fracking process, which include gas
combustion, methane leakage, venting, and flaring.1570

•

October 5, 2016 – A new inventory of worldwide methane emissions from various
sources finds that methane emissions from the fossil fuel industry are 20-60 percent
higher than previously thought.1571 This discovery, based on isotopic fingerprinting of
methane sources, has prompted researchers to call for revisions to current climate
prediction models and for a renewed emphasis on reducing methane emissions as a
necessary tool for combating climate change.1572

•

September 26, 2016 – In ratifying the Paris Climate Agreement, the United States
pledged to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions 26-28 percent by 2025 as compared to
2005 levels. A research team from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory found that
the United States is on track to miss this target, in large part because of soaring methane
emissions.1573, 1574

•

September 12, 2016 – Using isotopic analysis and archived air samples collected from
1977 to 1998, as well as more contemporary data, a team of researchers from Oregon
presented “strong evidence” that methane emissions from fossil fuel sectors were
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approximately constant in the 1980s and 1990s but then increased significantly between
2000 and 2009. Over the same time period, methane emissions from biomass burning,
rice cultivation, and wetlands decreased. These results contradict the findings of earlier
studies that used atmospheric ethane as a marker for methane and had concluded that
fugitive fossil fuel emissions fell during much of that period. (More recent studies show
that ethane emissions are increasing again.)1575, 1576, 1577
•

July 11, 2016 – A group of 130 environmental and health organizations signed a formal
complaint with the Inspector General of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) about a pivotal 2013 study that was published in the Proceedings of the National
Academies of Sciences and which was led by University of Texas chemist David T.
Allen. The letter accused Allen of “systemic fraud, waste, and abuse” for his reliance on
an inaccurate measurement device that was known to underestimate methane levels.
Partially funded by the oil industry, Allen’s study reported very low methane emission
rates as part of a large survey of 190 drilling and fracking sites across the nation. That
flawed study was influential, said complainants, in preventing EPA from recognizing the
magnitude of methane leakage from drilling and fracking operations.1578 (See also the
entry below for March 24, 2015.)

•

June 17, 2016 – A comparative assessment of emerging methods for measuring methane
emissions from different sources recommends combining analytic methods with chemical
mass balance (CMB) methods. The CMB system is currently used in the Barnett Shale oil
and gas production region in Texas as an approach to tracing methane emissions back to
their sources.1579

•

May 25, 2016 – As part of the first field study to directly measure methane emissions
from the heavily drilled Bakken Shale formation in northwestern North Dakota, a team
led by atmospheric chemist Jeff Peischl at NOAA flew research aircraft over the region
in May 2014. The researchers derived a methane emission rate of 275,000 tons of
methane per year, which is similar to the rate of methane leakage in the Front Range area
of Colorado but significantly lower than previous studies of the Bakken area that relied
on satellite remote sensing data during an earlier time period (2006-2011). Analyzing the
chemical composition of air samples, the NOAA team determined that almost all of the
methane originated with oil and gas operations, rather than with natural or agricultural
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sources, and estimated a leakage rate of 4.2-8.4 percent.1580 Scaled to production, this
emission rate is slightly lower than that estimated by EPA in its recently revised
inventory.1581, 1582 (See April 15, 2016 entry below.)
•

April 15, 2016 – In its 21st annual greenhouse gas inventory, which includes 2014 data,
the EPA increased its leakage assessment from oil and gas operations by 34 percent. For
oil production alone, the EPA more than doubled its estimates of methane emissions.
Further, in an admission that the agency had been historically underestimating methane
leaks, the EPA also retroactively increased estimates of past emissions from the fossil
fuel sector as expressed in prior inventories.1583, 1584 In an accompanying news release,
the agency said, “Data on oil and gas show that methane emissions from the sector are
higher than previously estimated. The oil and gas sector is the largest emitting-sector for
methane and accounts for a third of total U.S. methane emissions.”1585 Past EPA
inventories had identified livestock as the number one source of U.S. methane. These
annual inventories fulfill the EPA’s obligations under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change, signed and ratified by the United States in 1992, and
attempt to identify and quantify U.S. anthropogenic sources and sinks of greenhouse
gases for the time period 1990 and forward. The upward revision in both past and current
inventories is a reflection of changing methodologies for measuring methane leaks.1586
Older methods included the incorporation of “bottom-up” data supplied by the oil and gas
industry, without attention to high-emitting or super-emitting sources or possible sources
of error introduced by flawed measuring equipment. In addition, the use of a Global
Warming Potential multiplier of 25 for methane, which is based on a 100-year time
horizon, rather than 86 for a 20-year time horizon, has come under sustained criticism
given the urgency of the climate crisis.1587, 1588
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•

April 7, 2016 – Since 2009, corresponding to the advent of the U.S. shale gas boom,
North American ethane emissions have increased by 5 percent per year. This trend
represents a reversal of a previous multi-decade decline (mid-1980s until the end of the
2000s) in the abundance of atmospheric ethane that had been attributed to the reduction
of fugitive emissions from fossil fuel sources. These are the findings of an international
research team, which analyzed remote sensing data gathered by the Network for the
Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change at globally distributed ground-based
sites. Ethane is a volatile organic compound (VOC) that readily reacts with nitrogen
oxides in the presence of sunlight to create ground-level ozone (smog). Also a potent
greenhouse gas, ethane is co-released along with methane from drilling and fracking
sites. The source of two-thirds of the ethane in Earth’s atmosphere is leakage from
natural gas wells and pipelines. Because ethane is co-emitted with methane and can serve
as a marker for it, this documentation of a sharp, recent uptick in atmospheric ethane is
part of a larger body of evidence suggesting that U.S. drilling and fracking operations are
driving up global methane levels.1589 (See also entry dated June 13, 2016 in Air Pollution
section].)

•

April 5, 2016 – Helicopter-based infrared camera surveys of more than 8,000 oil and gas
wells in seven U.S. regions found that well pads emit considerably more methane and
VOCs than captured by earlier inventories. Moreover, these emissions were widely and
unpredictably variable from site to site and from well to well. Between 1 and 14 percent
of oil and gas well pads surveyed were high emitters of hydrocarbons and VOCs, with the
greatest number observed in oil-producing areas and in areas with horizontal drilling.
Further, while some leakage was intentional or part of routine maintenance operations,
unplanned releases from malfunctioning equipment were also common, as were
combustion emissions from flares and compressor engine exhaust. Over 90 percent of
total airborne emissions from well pads originated with vents and hatches on
aboveground storage tanks. These findings deeply undercut the assumption in the EPA’s
Oil & Gas Emission Estimation Tool that tank control systems offer 100 percent capture
efficiency. The overall inability to predict which sites were super-emitters (meaning that
they leaked into the air more than 200 cubic feet of methane and VOCs per hour)
demonstrates that continuous, site-specific monitoring would be required to identify and
remediate methane leaks from drilling and fracking operations.1590 In a comment about
the findings to Inside Climate News, Cornell University engineer Anthony Ingraffea, who
was not an author of the paper, said, “It makes regulation very difficult. If you have all
these possible sites where you can have leaks, you can never have enough inspectors with
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all the right equipment being in all the right places at all the right times. It’s too complex
a system.”1591
•

March 10, 2016 – Attempting to explain a methane plateau between 1999 and 2006
within otherwise almost continuously increasing levels of atmospheric methane since the
dawn of the industrial revolution, an international team of atmospheric scientists
reconstructed the global history of methane and used isotopic carbon fingerprinting to
parse the sources of its emission. Thermogenic emissions were assumed to result from
fossil-fuel sources, while biogenic sources were assumed to arise from wetlands and
agricultural operations. Based on a geographic distribution of methane revealed by
remote sensing, the authors concluded that agricultural emissions, especially increases in
livestock inventories and rice cultivation, were the most likely drivers of observed global
methane increases from 2006 to 2014.1592 These results stand in contrast to other
contemporaneous and recent studies that have supplied evidence for the role of oil and
gas extraction in the recent upsurge in atmospheric methane.1593 (See entry for February
16, 2016 below.)

•

February 16, 2016 – A Harvard-led team used both satellite retrievals and surface
observations to estimate that methane emissions in the United States increased by more
than 30 percent over the past twelve years. These findings, which contradict the 10
percent decline reported by the EPA, suggest that the United States could be responsible
for 30-60 percent of the recent global spike in atmospheric methane.1594, 1595 Since 2015,
research on atmospheric methane has frequently relied on an “inverse method” to
optimize emission estimates by combining “bottom-up” and “top-down” data, yet data
from different sources have not yielded consistent estimates of methane emissions and
levels. Three major sources (Wecht et al. [2014], Miller et al. [2013], and Turner et al.
[2015]) all found maximum emissions in the South Central United States, with spatial
overlaps that made separating livestock sources from oil and gas sources difficult. Taking
into account the time period investigated by differing studies reveals an increasing trend
in methane emissions, with an increase of 38 percent from 2004 to 2011, a period of
greatly increasing drilling activity. This trend is confirmed by analyzing temporal trends
in satellite data. While this account still differs from the EPA’s inventory in 2014
showing a 3 percent decrease in oil and gas emissions over that same time period, the
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EPA’s data presumed better control of measured leaks, which may not correlate with
better control of overall emissions.
•

January 29, 2016 – Working in the Marcellus Shale Basin, a Carnegie Mellon research
team compared methane emissions from older conventional gas wells (those that were
vertically drilled) and newer, unconventional gas wells (those that combined fracking
with horizontal drilling). Measured by facility, the mean emission rate for unconventional
wells was 23 times higher than that of conventional wells. This difference, in part, was
attributed to the larger size of unconventional well pads, which, typically, have multiple
wells per pad, more ancillary equipment, and produce more gas. When corrected for
production, the conventional wells leaked more—that is to say, they lost a comparably
larger fraction of methane per unit of production—likely due to “unresolved equipment
maintenance issues.” All together, the authors concluded, these new emissions data show
that the recently instituted Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection’s (PA
DEP) methane emissions inventory substantially underestimates facility-level methane
emissions. Five unconventional well sites included in this study leaked 10-37 times more
methane than estimated in the state inventory.1596

•

January 25, 2016 – Cornell University scientists introduced an innovative methodology
for assessing potential climate impacts of alternative choices and used it to demonstrate
that emissions of the two most important greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide and
methane), calculated as time-integrated radiative forcing, are lower with heat pump water
heaters than any other means of heating water. Further, their calculations showed that
heat pump water heaters powered by coal-generated electricity achieve greater net
climatic benefit than heaters powered by natural gas, while even greater benefits may be
achieved by combining heat pump water heaters with electricity generated by renewable
sources. The authors proposed and justified a methane emission rate of 3.8 percent for
conventional shale gas, which is therefore offered as a lower bound for future, tightly
controlled methane emissions from unconventional gas activities. The authors also made
their web-based tool for evaluating the greenhouse gas footprint of reference and
alternative technologies and its source code available to the public (at
http://www.eeb.cornell.edu/howarth/methane/tool.htm).1597

•

December 22, 2015 – To reconcile troubling divergences in published estimates of
methane emissions, in which “top-down” estimates, based on atmospheric or satellite
sampling, often exceed “bottom-up” estimates, based on ground-level sampling or
individual source reports, researchers used a combination of repeated mass balance
measurements plus ethane fingerprinting to improve top-down estimates and incorporated
a more complete and detailed count of facilities to improve bottom-up estimates.1598 The
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results, as demonstrated in the Barnett Shale oil and gas-producing region of Texas,
revealed a convergence of estimates to within 10 percent for fossil methane and 0.1
percent for total methane, with predicted methane emissions 90 percent larger than those
estimated by the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory. Exclusion of additional problematic
studies might have resulted in even greater convergence and higher estimates.1599 The
agreement between top-down and bottom-up estimates demonstrates that well-designed
surveys using either approach can be useful, with spatially resolved bottom-up estimates
pointing toward production sites as the source of 53 percent of emissions, compressor
stations 31 percent of emissions, and processing plants 13 percent of emissions. The
Barnett shale emission rate of 1.5 percent calculated in this study is low enough (less than
3 percent) to suggest that gas fired electricity production in this region causes less climate
forcing than coal-fired electricity, but it is high enough (greater than 1 percent) to argue
against the conversion of diesel-powered freight trucks to compressed natural gas. Gas
production practices and heavier activity in other basins may lead to higher emission
rates, as may the storage and long-distance or very long-distance transmission of natural
gas.
•

December 22, 2015 – Climate scientists want the United Nations to stop expressing the
heat-trapping potential of methane over a 100-year time frame and instead use a twentyyear time frame when generating global warming potential, the conversion factor that
allows policymakers to compare methane’s ability to trap heat with that of carbon
dioxide. Methane is a far more potent heat-trapping gas than is carbon dioxide, but it is
also shorter lived. By convention, policymakers have used a 100-year time frame when
calculating global warming potentials. However, there is no scientific reason to do so,
and many scientific critics argue that choosing this time scale veils the true climate
impacts of natural gas and “makes the gas appear more benign than it is.”1600

•

November 25, 2015 – Using reports from countries and companies with proved reserves
of recoverable oil, natural gas, and coal, an analysis published in Global Environmental
Change shows that full production of these resources would use up 160 percent of the
world’s estimated remaining carbon budget (designed to restrict anthropogenic climate
change to equal to or less than 2o C). While 76 percent of reserves are owned by states or
state entities, the relatively smaller amount of reserves owned by investors poses the
greater immediate threat, since those companies are more likely poised to produce, refine,
and deliver fossil fuels to global markets in the near term. However, exploitation of
existing proved reserves controlled by the private sector alone does not lead to warming
above the 2o limit, if it is not accompanied by exploration for and development of new
reserves. Future considerations of fossil fuel use should focus not only on reducing
private sector contributions but also on reducing contributions from countries that have
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historically dominated or currently dominate emissions, and especially nation-states with
large undeveloped reserves.1601
•

November 9, 2015 – Including data available through 2014, the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) reported that globally averaged levels of carbon dioxide, methane,
and nitrous oxide reached new highs in 2014, with values, respectively, “143%, 254%
and 121% of pre-industrial (1750) levels.” 1602, 1603 While the atmospheric increase in
carbon dioxide has slowed, methane and nitrous oxide levels continue to increase.
Measurements from the WMO’s Global Watch Programme point to wetlands in the
tropics and anthropogenic sources at mid-latitudes of the northern hemisphere as the
sources of increased methane over the past decade.

•

October 8, 2015 – As a foundation for policy recommendations, Cornell University
biogeochemist Robert Howarth summarized and analyzed the evidence documenting the
magnitude of methane emissions related to oil and gas development in the United States
since 2007. With estimated emission rates ranging from 3.8-12 percent, the high radiative
forcing of methane over a twenty-year period prevents natural gas from serving as a
bridge fuel. Instead of further investments in natural gas, Howarth proposes a rapid
transition to electric powered vehicles for transportation, high-efficiency heat pumps for
space and water heating, and imposition of a methane tax that is roughly 86 times higher
than currently proposed carbon taxes, which typical address only carbon dioxide.1604
Howarth also noted that the EPA “has seriously underestimated the importance of
methane emissions in general—and from shale gas in particular.”1605

•

August 4, 2015 – A developer of high flow sampling technology determined that a
commonly used instrument to quantify methane leakage has unreliable sensors and
malfunctions in ways that vastly underreport emissions by factors of three to five. More
than 40 percent of the compiled national methane inventory may be affected by this
measurement failure, according to the author of this study.1606 The implications of this
discovery for our understanding of system-wide methane leakage rates from drilling and
fracking operations are not known, but they do call into question the results of at least
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one major study of methane emissions that relied on this device for collecting data. This
is the second of two studies that finds that the primary tool approved by the EPA for
measuring and reporting emissions of methane fails to function properly when used as
directed by the manufacturer. (See also entry below dated March 24, 2015.)
•

July 21, 2015 – An international team of researchers investigated the claim that the
fracking boom, which has dramatically increased supplies of natural gas in the United
States, is the main driver of the modest decline in carbon dioxide emissions since 2007.
Conventional wisdom, as expressed by the Third National Climate Assessment of the
U.S. Global Change Research Program, attributes the drop in emissions to a shift away
from carbon dioxide-intensive coal and toward natural gas in power plants. But this team
analyzed the sources of change in carbon dioxide emissions and, using a tool called
input-output structural decomposition analysis, documented that the economic downturn,
not fuel switching in the power sector, was the explanation for declining carbon dioxide
emissions since 2007. The single biggest impact on U.S. emissions was changes in the
volume of goods and services consumed. Between 2007 and 2013, driven by a huge drop
in the volume of capital investment, emissions associated with capital formation
decreased by almost 25 percent. During the same period, emissions related to household
consumption decreased by 11 percent.1607

•

July 7, 2015 – A scientific opinion piece by Environmental Defense Fund researchers
involved in a group of 11 studies on methane emissions in Texas’ Barnett Shale provided
an overview and orientation to new research that either measured or estimated methane
emissions from oil and gas operations. Research from both top-down estimates (based on
measuring atmospheric methane or related compounds at regional or larger scales)
and bottom-up measurements (made directly from components or at ground level near
studied sites) demonstrated that methane emissions from oil and gas operations in the
Barnett Shale region exceeded the emissions expected from the EPA’s greenhouse gas
inventory, which relies on industry self-reporting and excludes many compressor
stations. The new research detailed the importance of addressing high-emitting landfills
and natural gas facilities (“super-emitters”) and malfunctioning equipment in efforts to
control ongoing methane emissions.1608

•

May 28, 2015 – A comprehensive working paper from the New Climate Economy
initiative of the Global Commission on the Economy and Climate at Stockholm
Environment Institute found that the experience in the United States of substituting
natural gas for oil was unlikely to be replicated around the globe and probably will not
provide climate benefits unless coupled with strict controls on methane leakage, limits on
total energy use, and policies to prevent the displacement of non-fossil fuel energy by
methane. Citing multiple studies of the net climate impact of “more abundant, cheaper
natural gas supplies,” the Commission concluded that “both globally and for the United
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States, the increase in emissions from the scale effect [from increased energy
consumption boosted by cheap natural gas and loss of potentially more expensive lower
carbon approaches] fully offsets the emission benefits from the substitution effect, net of
methane leakage.”1609, 1610
•

March 24, 2015 – A University of Cincinnati researcher and independent engineers
documented that the Bacharach Hi-Flow Sampler (BHFS)—one of the only tools
approved by the EPA for measuring and reporting emissions of methane from natural gas
transmission, storage, and processing facilities—failed to function properly when used as
indicated by the manufacturer. The BHFS, unless recalibrated daily and running revised
software (or taking measurements in a nearly pure methane environment, which is
exceedingly rare in the field), misreported high levels of natural gas by as much as an
order of magnitude lower than actual concentration. A reanalysis of 2011 results from the
City of Fort Worth Air Quality Study revealed at least seven instances for which the
BHFS indicated sample concentrations at or below 5 percent when more reliable canister
methane readings indicated concentrations that ranged from 6.1 percent to 90.4 percent.
Inaccurate measurements like these can contribute to the discrepancy between “topdown” and “bottom-up” measurements of methane, with ground-level measurements
from the BHFS potentially producing reports of falsely low emissions.1611 This study was
followed by another that further documented malfunctions in the BHFS device and called
into question the results of a landmark 2013 survey of methane emissions at 190 drilling
and fracking sites across the United States. That 2013 survey, from the University of
Texas, relied on the BHFS device for collecting data and found very low leakage
rates.1612 (See also entry above dated August 4, 2015.)

•

March 20, 2015 – A team led by Bruno Franco from the University of Liege in Belgium
discovered an abrupt uptick in ethane levels at a mountaintop station in the Swiss Alps
that is far removed from local pollution sources.1613 In a later comment about this
discovery, Franco said, “Since 2009, we observed increases of 5% per year here—it was
completely unexpected.”1614 The team attributed the trend reversal to the natural gas
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boom in North America. Ethane is released together with methane from drilling and
fracking operations and serves as a proxy for it. (See also the entry above for April 7,
2016.)
•

March 9, 2015 – With specialized equipment in a mobile van, University of Colorado,
NOAA, Environmental Defense Fund, and independent researchers continuously
measured methane and ethane from public roads at sites downwind of potential emission
sources, such as natural gas production wellheads, processing plants, and compressor
stations. The sampling method and modeling allowed capture of multiple “accidental”
plumes, acquired during long drives across the study region between planned
measurements near large facilities. Sampling was not random but documented a large
number of facilities with low methane emission rates (equal to or less than 10 kg/hr), with
a smaller yet important number of facilities showing much higher emissions. Although
the largest measured emission in this study (1,360 kg/hr) corresponded to approximately
$1.2 million in lost revenue per year, the authors noted that, in this industry, the “leak
fraction” or “proportional loss” levels they documented would generally translate into
only a small proportion of lost revenue, probably not sufficient to prompt strong energysector self-regulation.1615

•

March 1, 2015 – Using a simulation model, the Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety, writing for Germany’s Federal
Environmental Agency, found that shale gas was not a cheap option to reduce global
greenhouse gas emissions. Multiple comparison simulations found that shale gas
availability, especially in the short-term, tends to lead to higher emissions due to lower
energy prices inducing higher use. The net result is higher costs to achieve compliance
with climate targets. In this model, shale gas was also found to compete in an unhelpful
way with renewable energy sources, resulting in reduced use of renewable energy sources
and reduced investment in energy efficiency measures.1616

•

January 8, 2015 – Using a single integrated modeling program that incorporates detailed
estimates of the world’s reserves of oil, gas, and coal and is consistent with a wide variety
of prior modeling approaches, University College London researchers demonstrated that,
around the world, “a third of oil reserves, half of gas reserves and over 80 per cent of
current coal reserves should remain unused from 2010 to 2050” in order to meet a target
of less than or equal to a 2 degree Celsius rise in global temperature. In addition,
“development of resources in the Arctic and any increase in unconventional oil
production are incommensurate with efforts to limit average global warming” below the 2
degree threshold. Calling for a “stark transformation” of our understanding of fossil fuel
availability, the authors noted that, in a climate-constrained world, fears of scarcity of
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fossil fuels must be superseded by a commitment to preventing overuse of existing
resources and reserves.1617
•

November 26, 2014 – Stanford University and independent researchers compared coal
and natural gas for power generation and concluded that the question of “whether natural
gas plants are better than coal plants cannot be answered in the general case.” During the
period of plant operation, “natural gas plants can produce greater near-term warming than
coal plants, with the same power output.” They found that over time, natural gas plants
can produce some reduction in near-term warming, but only if life cycle methane leakage
rates are low and power plant efficiency is high. Relative to coal, there is the potential
that “deployment of natural gas power plants could both produce excess near-term
warming (if methane leakage rates are high) and produce excess long-term warming (if
the deployment of natural gas plants today delays the transition to near-zero emission
technologies).”1618

•

October 23, 2014 – Adding to the debate about natural gas and climate change, a multicenter, international research team used a sophisticated, integrated approach to the global
energy-economy-climate systems question and found no climate benefit to natural gas
over other fossil fuels. As summarized by the editor of Nature,
The development of hydraulic fracturing technologies has led to rapid growth in
the use of natural gas as an energy source. Some evidence has suggested that this
growing adoption of natural gas might lead a reduced greenhouse gas burden and
consequent mitigation of climate change. This collaboration between five energy–
climate modelling teams show that instead—under a scenario of abundant natural
gas availability—increased consumption will have little or no impact on climate
change.” The authors concluded, “although market penetration of globally
abundant gas may substantially change the future energy system, it is not
necessarily an effective substitute for climate change mitigation policy.1619

•

October 6, 2014 – Utilizing satellite data for the Bakken and Eagle Ford formations,
scientists from Germany, the United Kingdom, and the University of Maryland
confirmed that higher “top-down” estimates of fugitive methane leaks from oil and gas
fields (which are obtained via tall tower flask samples, aircraft measurements, and road
surveys) are more accurate than lower “bottom-up” estimates (which are obtained by
summing emissions from different types of known sources at sites provided by
participating utility companies). According to “bottom-up” estimates, the average U.S.
leakage rate ranges from 1.2-2.0 percent. But satellite data show much higher leakage
rates: 10.1 percent (± 7.3 percent) and 9.1 percent (± 6.2 percent), for the Bakken and
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Eagle Ford formations, respectively. These higher estimates indicate that current
inventories likely underestimate fugitive emissions and call into question any immediate
climate benefit from switching from coal to natural gas. Similar results were seen for the
Marcellus shale region, but as a result of technical and geographical limitations, the
authors declined to quantify their results, pending future studies with enhanced
equipment.1620
•

September 24, 2014 – According to a paper published by scientists from the University of
California and Stanford University, “… without strong limits on [greenhouse gas]
emissions or policies that explicitly encourage renewable electricity, abundant natural gas
may actually slow the process of decarbonization, primarily by delaying deployment of
renewable energy technologies.” The study builds on previous research by examining
natural gas in a range of supply curves, with a tested economic model, and across three
different types and levels of climate policy. Researchers found that abundant natural gas,
even with low rates of methane leakage, does little to reduce—and may increase—
greenhouse gases. They conclude that delaying deployment of renewable energy
technologies “may actually exacerbate the climate change problem in the long term.”1621

•

September 2, 2014 – Analyzing the level of greenhouse gas emissions attributable to
electricity from natural-gas-fired power plants and coal-fired power plants, economist
Chris Busch and physicist Eric Gimon conclude that, over short time frames and at high
rates of leakage, natural gas offers little benefit compared to coal and could exacerbate
global warming. Although Busch and Gimon acknowledge that natural gas offers some
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions over longer time frames, they point out that such
reductions are not large enough for natural gas to play an expanded role in efforts to
manage emissions. They conclude that under the best of circumstances, natural gas-fired
electric power offers a modest benefit toward abating climate change, while if poorly
developed (i.e., with extensive methane leaks, estimated by these authors to be on the
order of 4 percent or higher), or if used to displace energy efficiency or renewable
energy, natural gas could seriously contribute to increased greenhouse gas emissions.1622

•

August 5, 2014 – Reporting in Scientific American, the science news organization
Climate Central outlined the natural gas-related factors that threaten any ability to
achieve climate goals through the proposed Clean Power Plan. “No one has any idea how
much methane is leaking from our sprawling and growing natural gas system. This is a
major problem, because without a precise understanding of the leak rate natural gas could
actually make climate change worse.” Referring to an interactive Climate Central tool
that runs various methane leakage scenarios, the article notes that, even given modest
leak rates and an aggressive transition, “we could still end up with little or no climate
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benefits by 2030 after an enormous financial and political investment in natural gas.”1623
•

July 25, 2014 –EPA’s Office of Inspector General reports that the agency “has placed
little focus and attention on reducing methane emissions from pipelines in the natural gas
distribution sector.” According to this report, the EPA acknowledged in 2012 that leaks
from natural gas pipelines “accounted for more than 13 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide equivalent emissions,” are almost 100 percent methane, and represent more than
10 percent of total methane emissions from natural gas systems in the United States.
Nevertheless, as report went on to note, the EPA does not have the partnerships in place
to begin controlling methane leaks, such as with the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration, nor has it conducted a comprehensive analysis of emissions
factors, relying instead on a 1996 study with a “high level of uncertainty.”1624

•

May 15, 2014 – A recent review of existing data on life cycle emissions of methane from
natural gas systems concluded that, as a strategy for addressing climate change, natural
gas is a “bridge to nowhere.” The review found that, over a 20-year time frame, natural
gas is as bad as or worse than coal and oil as a driver of climate change.1625 Referencing
this review and other recent studies, Bloomberg Business News reported that the EPA has
underestimated the impact of methane leakage resulting from the production,
transmission, and distribution of natural gas and is using outdated estimates of methane’s
potency compared to more recent estimates from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC).1626

•

April 25, 2014 – A reassessment of the heat-trapping potential of greenhouse gases
revealed that current methods of accounting underestimate the climate-damaging impact
of methane pollution from all sources, including drilling and fracking operations.1627

•

April 14, 2014 – A study from researchers at Purdue University, NOAA, Cornell
University, University of Colorado at Boulder, and Pennsylvania State University,
published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences found very high levels of
methane emissions above many wells being drilled at fracking sites in Pennsylvania.
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Levels were 100-1,000 times above the estimates of federal regulators, who have always
assumed very low methane emissions as wells are drilled.1628, 1629
•

February 26, 2014 – The United Nations’ top environmental official, Achim Steiner,
argued that the shale gas rush is “a liability” in efforts to slow climate change and that a
switch from coal to natural gas is delaying critical energy transition to renewables.1630

•

February 13, 2014 – A major study in Science by Stanford University, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and the U.S. Department of Energy found that methane leaks
negate any climate benefits of natural gas as a fuel for vehicles, and that the EPA is
significantly underestimating methane in the atmosphere.1631 Lead author Adam R.
Brandt told the New York Times, “Switching from diesel to natural gas, that’s not a good
policy from a climate perspective.”1632 This study also concluded that the national
methane leakage rate is likely between 3.6 and 7.2 percent of production.

•

January 15, 2014 – As reported by the Guardian, a new study by BP concluded that shale
gas “…will not cause a decline in greenhouse gases” and will do little to cut carbon
emissions.1633

•

December 30, 2013 – An analysis of fracking-related truck transportation in the
Susquehanna River Basin in Pennsylvania found that greenhouse gas emissions from
frack water and waste hauling operations were 70-157 metric tons of CO2 equivalent per
gas well.1634

•

November 11, 2013 – In a letter to California Governor Jerry Brown, twenty of the
nation’s top climate scientists warned that pro-fracking policies will worsen climate
disruption and harm California’s efforts to be a leader in reducing greenhouse gas
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emissions. The letter called on Governor Brown to place a moratorium on fracking.1635
On November 21, 2013, a group of Governor Brown’s former policy and campaign
advisors made a similar request in light of concerns about the effects of fracking on
climate change and water pollution. 1636
•

October 18, 2013 – A team of researchers from multiple institutions including Harvard,
the University of Michigan, and NOAA reported that methane emissions due to drilling
activities in the south-central U.S. may be almost five times greater than reported by the
world’s most comprehensive methane inventory. “These results cast doubt on the US
EPA’s recent decision to downscale its estimate of national natural gas emissions by 2530 percent,” the authors wrote.1637 As the New York Times reported, “The analysis also
said that methane discharges in Texas and Oklahoma, where oil and gas production was
concentrated at the time, were 2.7 times greater than conventional estimates. Emissions
from oil and gas activity alone could be five times greater than the prevailing
estimate.”1638

•

October 18, 2013 – A major study spearheaded by Stanford University’s Energy
Modeling Forum concluded that fracking and the shale gas revolution will have no longterm climate benefit. The study brought together a working group of about 50 experts and
advisors from companies, government agencies, and universities, and modeling teams
from 14 organizations. The study also found that build-out of infrastructure for fracking
and natural gas will discourage efforts to conserve energy and boost efficiency. The study
did not examine methane leaks in order to weigh in on the short-term climate impacts of
natural gas.1639

•

October 11, 2013 – As reported in the Guardian, key climate scientists argued that the
growth in fracking across the United States is hurting the United States’ credibility on
climate change.1640

•

October 2, 2013 – Updated measurements from the IPCC determined that methane is
even worse for the climate than previously thought. The IPCC determined that methane is
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34 times more potent as a greenhouse gas in the atmosphere than CO2 over a 100-year
timeframe, and 86 times more potent over a 20-year timeframe.1641
•

September 27, 2013 – The IPCC formally embraced an upper limit on greenhouse gases
for the first time, warning that the world will exceed those levels and face irreversible
climatic changes in a matter of decades unless steps are taken soon to reduce emissions.
The IPCC reported that humanity faces a “carbon budget”—a limit on the amount of
greenhouse gases that can be produced by industrial activity before irreversible,
damaging consequences—of burning about a trillion metric tons of carbon. The world is
on track to hit that by around 2040 at the current rate of energy consumption.1642

•

August 12, 2013 – A New Scientist review of the science on fracking and global warming
concluded that fracking could accelerate climate change rather than slow it.1643

•

May 28, 2013 – A research team led by Jeff Peischl, an associate scientist at NOAA and
the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, estimated that methane
leakage from Los Angeles-area oil and gas operations was about 17 percent.1644, 1645

•

May 2013 – A group of scientists and journalists studying climate change, led by energy
systems analyst Eric Larson of Princeton University and the news organization Climate
Central, reported that the often-purported 50 percent climate advantage of natural gas
over coal is unlikely to be achieved over the next three to four decades given methane
leaks and other factors.1646 The 50 percent claim is based on the fact that natural gas
produces half as much carbon dioxide when burned than coal, but it ignores the
significant greenhouse gas impacts of methane leakage that occurs throughout the life
cycle of natural gas production, transmission, and distribution.

•

January 2, 2013 – A NOAA study found methane emissions from oil and gas fields in
Utah to be as high as nine percent of production. These levels are considered extremely
damaging to the climate.1647

•

November 2012 – A review by the United Nations Environment Programme found that
emissions from fracking, as well as other unconventional natural gas extraction methods,
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could increase global warming in the short-term and be comparable to coal over a 100year timeframe.1648
•

November 2012 – The International Energy Agency (IEA) found that a large natural gas
boom—even with improvements in place to reduce leakage—would eventually lead to
greenhouse gas concentrations of 650 parts per million and a global temperature rise of
3.5o C, far exceeding the 2o C limit which is critical to avoid the most severe effects of
climate change.1649

•

May 29, 2012 – The Guardian summarized a special report on natural gas by the IEA: “A
‘golden age of gas’ spurred by a tripling of shale gas from fracking and other sources of
unconventional gas by 2035 will stop renewable energy in its tracks if governments do
not take action.”1650

•

February 2012 – A study published in Environmental Research Letters found that the
carbon dioxide emitted from the burning of natural gas —even neglecting the impacts of
methane leakage—contributes significantly to greenhouse gas emissions that are driving
climate change.1651

•

February 7, 2012 – A NOAA study of Colorado gas fields measured methane emissions
of about four percent, a significant percentage that could be very damaging to the
climate.1652

•

December 29, 2011 – As reported by the New York Times, levels of methane in the
atmosphere have been steadily rising since 2007—coinciding with the onset of the
fracking boom and posing a serious threat to the Earth’s climate.1653

•

October 2011 – A study from the National Center for Atmospheric Research concluded
that substituting the use of natural gas for coal will increase, rather than decrease, the rate
of global warming for many decades.1654
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•

July 6, 2011 – According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration and other
research, significant amounts of methane are leaking from aging gas pipelines and
infrastructure.1655

•

April 2011 – A comprehensive analysis of the greenhouse gas footprint of natural gas
from shale formations found that between 3.6 percent to 7.9 percent of the methane from
natural gas production wells escapes into the atmosphere, rather than being combusted,
thereby undermining any climate benefits of gas over coal as a source of energy.1656, 1657
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Threats from fracking infrastructure
The infrastructure for drilling and fracking operations is complex, widespread, and poses its
own risks to public health and the climate. Beginning where silica sand is mined and processed
and ending where gas is burned or liquefied for export, infrastructure includes pipelines,
compressor stations, dehydrators, processing plants, flare stacks, gas-fired power plants, and
storage depots through which oil or gas is moved, filtered, pressurized, warehoused, refined,
and vented. It also includes injection wells and recycling facilities that dispose and treat the
prodigious amounts of liquid waste that fracking generates. Air pollution is produced at every
stage of the process. [Note: harm from flare stacks is included in Air Pollution and is not taken
up in the sub-sections that follow.]

Sand mining and processing

Silica sand is used as an ingredient in fracking fluid to prop open the cracks and fissures created
during the hydraulic fracturing process in order to allow bubbles of gas or oil to escape the rock.
By 2015, the United States had become the world’s largest producer of sand for fracking
operations, with 70 percent of domestic frack sand mined in Wisconsin and Minnesota.
In the Upper Midwest, this boom in silica sand mining threatens both air and water quality. It
has transformed rural areas into industrialized zones and introduced complex public health
risks and occupational health risks that are not well understood. Silica dust is a well-known
cause of disabling and potentially fatal lung diseases, including both lung cancer and silicosis,
and represents a proven occupational health threat to workers so exposed in other industries.
Inhalation exposures to silica dust can occur in several ways: during sandstone mining and
loading operations; from truck traffic to and from mines and sand storage depots; during
crushing, washing, and drying processes; and whenever dust is visible. Precise exposures to
downwind communities remain uncertain. A 2018 study found elevated levels of particulate air
pollution in ambient air near two Wisconsin industrial silica sand operations at levels that may
pose health risks to nearby residents. Mining operations in Wisconsin and Minnesota are now
increasingly the subject of citizen lawsuits on the grounds of noise pollution, water
contamination, silica dust exposure, and loss of property value. In January 2021, a county-wide
ban on frack sand mining in Winona County, Minnesota was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court.
By 2018, the center of U.S. frack sand mining had begun to shift from western Wisconsin to
western Texas where sand mines in the Permian Basin have now become a major U.S. supplier
of frack sand. Texas sand is considered inferior to Wisconsin sand, which is crush-resistant and
ideally shaped to prop open fractures to allow oil and gas to flow up the borehole. However,
Texas sand is up to 50 percent cheaper as it does not incur the cost of rail transport to reach the
booming Permian Basin oil wells.

416

Like fracking itself, frack sand mining is a boom-and-bust industry that was hit hard by the
downturn in oil and gas demand and crashing prices before and during the COVID-19
pandemic. In 2019-2020, silica sand mining companies in Wisconsin underwent a wave of
bankruptcies, raising questions about whether the bonds set aside for mine restoration were
sufficient. Although companies are responsible for returning their mines to farmland, prairie,
or forest, the required bonds for the restoration work are sometimes backed up by subsidiary
companies that may also go bankrupt. By July 2021, industry analysts were predicting growth
in the global frack sand mining industry through 2025.1658
Frack sand dust generated during fracking operations is a more complex mixture of respirable
particles than crystalline silica alone. In 2020, a multi-part study led by the National Institute
of Occupational and Environmental Health, examined frack sand dust toxicity on several organ
systems and reported a wide range of harms. These are described below. For more on the health
threats of frack sand to fracking workers, see also “Occupational health and safety hazards.”
•

June 2, 2021 – In 2013, researchers with the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) published exposure assessment results for respirable silica dust
among oil and gas workers conducting fracking operations. These results revealed,
among other things, that occupational exposure limits for some fracking workers were
being exceeded by a factor of ten. This paper describes the historical background of this
research project, beginning in 2008 when NIOSH began a focused effort to understand
the suite of occupational hazards among fracking industry workers that eventually led to
the 2013 report. The authors also summarize the known risks of crystalline silica
exposure for workers: lung cancer; chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; kidney
disease; and incurable silicosis, which can either progress gradually or, in some cases,
swiftly and fatally after only a few months of very intense exposure.1659

•

May 24, 2021 – One of Wisconsin’s biggest producers of sand for fracking, Hi-Crush
Proppants, liquidated one of its four sand mines in the state after declaring bankruptcy
last year.1660

•

January 24, 2021 – The U.S. Supreme Court let stand a ban on the mining of sand for
fracking operations in Winona County, Minnesota. The ban was first enacted in 2016 on
the grounds that frack sand mining was incompatible with land stewardship and healthy
communities. The ban was previously challenged by the industry in county and in state
courts, both of which had upheld it.1661
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•

December 11, 2020 – A spate of lawsuits against frack sand mining operations in
Wisconsin have targeted several proposed new mines as well as existing mines that have
already been cited for multiple environmental violations, including spills of mine sludge
into surface water and groundwater contamination.1662

•

November 9, 2020 – Workers who service gas wells while they are being fracked are
migratory, moving from one well pad to another after spending a few weeks at each well
during the fracking stage. Because of the itinerant nature of their work, there is no
registry of lung diseases in workers due to exposure to fracking sand dust. A multi-part
investigation using a rat model attempted to understand whether inhalation of sand used
at fracking sites could have adverse effects, even after short-term exposure bursts at
concentrations that mimic those found at fracking well sites. This paper outlined the
scope of the whole study. The organ systems studied included lungs, heart, kidney, brain,
and the immune system. Cytotoxicity, inflammation, and molecular mechanisms were
also explored. The findings showed that exposure to fracking sand dust has weaker
biological effects than exposure to pure crystalline silica dust, but, nevertheless, harmful
effects were seen across many organ systems even after short-term exposure.1663

•

November 7, 2020 – As part of a multi-part investigation (see above), researchers studied
the organ systems of rats exposed to fracking sand dust using an intratracheal instillation
and inhalation exposure model in both living animals and in tissue studies. The major
finding was that the toxicity of fracking sand dust extended to many organ systems—
including the cardiovascular system, immune system, kidneys, and brain—which were
harmed, for the most part, more severely than the lungs. The mechanism by which
fracking sand provoked responses in organs distance from the lungs is not understood.1664

•

October 22, 2020 – As part of a multi-part investigation (see above), researchers exposed
rats to fracking sand dust and found changes in the brain. Specifically, acute inhalation of
fracking sand dust altered the blood-brain barrier, elicited neuroinflammation, and caused
changes in cells supporting the olfactory bulb, the hippocampus, and the cerebellum. The
cerebellum also showed signs of synaptic injury.1665

•

October 15, 2020 – As part of a multi-part investigation (see above), researchers
compared the physico-chemicals properties of nine different samples of frack sand dust to
pure respirable crystalline silica dust typically used in lab experiments. They also
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compared the pulmonary responses of rats exposed to both types of dust. The findings
showed that both the physico-chemical characteristics and the biological effects of the
two types of dust have distinct differences. Fracking sand dust samples had
comparatively great amounts of non-silica minerals, the grains were less uniform in size,
and the toxicity to lung tissue was less. Further, researchers documented significant
differences in bioactivity among the various samples of frack sand dust.1666
•

October 15, 2020 – As part of a multi-part investigation (see above), researchers
examined the biological effects of inhaled fracking sand dust on the lung mechanics of
laboratory rats. They found differences among nine different samples of dust collected at
well pads during fracking operations. Some dusts caused temporary harm to various
measures of breathing that appeared to resolve over time. A strong pro-inflammatory
response, which is typical of silica dust exposure, was not evident in cases exposed to one
of the nine different dust samples. However, the epithelial lining of the airways did show
functional alterations.1667

•

October 13, 2020 – In laboratory animals and humans alike, the deposition of silica dust
in small airways of the lung, where they are ingested by macrophages, causes cell death
and elicits dramatic and sustained inflammation. As part of a multi-part investigation (see
above), researchers exposed rodent immune cells growing in culture to frack sand dust
collected from a fracking site and looked for toxicity and inflammatory responses. The
results confirmed that this particular sample of frack sand dust was toxic to mammalian
lung cells, damaging their DNA and increasing inflammatory cytokine production.1668

•

October 13, 2020 – As part of a multi-part investigation (see above), researchers
examined the biological effects of inhaled fracking sand dust on the pulmonary
inflammatory responses of laboratory rats and looked also for signs of toxicity and
oxidative stress. Unexpectedly, the rats exposed via inhalation to frack sand dust showed
only minimal signs of toxicity or changes in gene expression in their lung tissue. The
researchers noted that the association of other minerals on the surfaces of the particles of
this particular sample of frack sand dust may have “prevented, through masking, cellular
interactions that would trigger an inflammatory response. It is of interest to determine
whether frack sand dust collected from other hydraulic fracturing sites in the U.S. would,
in this rat inhalation model, have a similar toxicity profile as the dust examined in the
present study.”1669
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•

September 30, 2020 – As part of a multi-part investigation (see above), researchers
examined the biological effects of inhaled fracking sand dust on immune responses of
exposed laboratory rats. They found several impacts. Exposure to fracking sand dust
significantly altered lymph node cellularity and frequency of T-cells, B-cells, and natural
killer cells, among other endpoints. These changes all signal impairment of immune
functioning.1670

•

September 12, 2020 – As part of a multi-part investigation (see above), researchers
examined the biological effects of inhaled fracking sand dust on the cardiovascular of
exposed laboratory rats. The results showed constriction of arteries, decreased heart rate,
and alterations in blood pressure. Also, of expressions of proteins in kidney tissue were
indicative of injury. “Thus, it appears that inhalation of fracking sand dust does have
some prolonged effects on cardiovascular and, possibly, renal function.”1671

•

July 14, 2020 – Three companies mining silica sand for fracking declared bankruptcy in
the five weeks preceding this report by the Houston Chronicle.1672 One of those
companies described holds over $953 million of assets but carries over $699 million of
debt. The pandemic was cited as dramatically cutting demand and forcing the closure of
silica mines across the United States.

•

June 27, 2020 – Hi-Crush Inc. closed three of its four Wisconsin silica sand mines
including its largest, as a result of reduced demand. The company told the Wisconsin
State Journal that it had reduced its workforce by about 60 percent in the past three
months.1673

•

May 18, 2020 – An update on the Atlas Sand Company’s frack sand conveyer belt project
appeared in the Permian Basin Oil and Gas Magazine.1674 The magazine reported that
public scoping process of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for the 16.6-mile-long
conveyor belt system for moving frack sand from West Texas into Southeast New
Mexico had taken place, and the BLM was preparing an environmental assessment. The
BLM was “analyzing a range of alternatives and its associated environmental effects,”
and, once the environmental assessment was complete, a 30-day public comment period
would commence. (BLM published the assessment and opened the comment period on
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Aug. 28, 2020, accepting comments through Sept. 28, 2020.1675) The plan’s developer
claimed the project would lead to a 47 percent reduction per year in frack sand hauling
trucks on public roadways. Trucking plays a role in the sand transfers within the new
project, with the 140-acre offloading facility plan calling for 24 truck loading lanes.
Proposed health and safety precautions in the proposal include a cover for the belt to
decrease noise, and “environmental awareness training… to instruct personnel on the
protection of cultural, ecological, and other natural resources.”
•

April 29, 2020 – Frack sand mining plants in Wisconsin laid off workers as oil prices
crashed as the pandemic took hold. Sand from western Wisconsin “has the shape and
composition to be widely used in the process of extracting oil and gas from shale rock,”
and the mines and layoffs are concentrated there.1676

•

January 9, 2020 – The company behind the frack sand mine proposed in Kane County,
Utah announced that it was “stepping away” from the project, “citing the conclusions of
‘feasibility assessments,’” reported KUER radio.1677 Southern Red Sands released the
announcement together with Best Friends Animal Society, a national animal shelter
organization sharing a border with the company’s mining claim. The animal sanctuary
had been one of the project’s “most vocal opponents.” Other expressions of opposition to
the frack sand mine included a petition that garnered over 12,000 signatures.

•

January 8, 2020 – The Atlas Sand Company sought to construct a 16.5-mile conveyor
belt to carry silica sand for fracking, from an offloading facility in rural West Texas to a
proposed 140-acre loadout facility in southeast New Mexico.1678 The plan was submitted
in January 2020 to the Bureau of Land Management, from which the project would need
a permanent, 70-foot-wide right of way across federal land. The conveyer belt would be
in place of trucking, the main method of transporting sand to well sites.

•

July 7, 2019 – A company proposing a massive frack sand mine in southern Utah sought
1,200 acre-feet of water per year, which would be needed to process the sand. Residents
and organizations, including an animal sanctuary, expressed alarm at the Kanab City
Council’s water service agreement near finalization. Those opposed also addressed truck
traffic and harmful impacts on tourism, telling the Salt Lake City Tribune, “such an
operation is not a good fit for a county so rich in geological scenery and steeped in
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agricultural traditions,” and “authorities seem too eager to facilitate a proposal that could
have far-reaching consequences and undermine the area’s amenity-based economy.”1679
(See January 9, 2020 entry for an update addressing the cancellation of this project.)
•

May 13, 2019 – As another Wisconsin frack sand company faced bankruptcy, an industry
analyst said that many of the 128 silica mines in the state that supply oil and gas
producers might have to close due to oversupply.1680 “Maybe half of these mines, maybe
as much as 75 percent of these mines, might need to be retired or just permanently
reclaimed and then it brings up the question of is there enough money set aside for
reclamation and restoration,” the analyst told Wisconsin Public Radio. Though companies
are responsible for returning the land to either farmland, prairie or forest, the analyst cast
said that the required bonds for the restoration, “could be suspect,” because they are
backed up by subsidiary companies that may also go bankrupt.

•

March 7, 2019 – The Minnesota Supreme Court announced that it would hear oral
arguments on the legality of Winona County’s ban on the mining of silica sand for use in
fracking operations. A Winona County judge, as well as a Minnesota Court of Appeals,
sided against Minnesota Sands, LLC and ruled in favor of the county legislature.1681 The
ban prohibits mining sand for industrial purposes but allows mining for construction
purposes. The county has argued that it is within its rights to protect the health of its
citizens. Its original ordinance, passed on November 22, 2016, was the first countywide
ban in the nation on the extraction of silica sand for use in drilling and fracking
operations. It became the subject of a lawsuit by Minnesota Sands on the grounds that the
ordinance violates the federal Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution.1682, 1683

•

December 27, 2018 – Wisconsin’s frack sand mining industry had a volatile year in 2018.
Mines that had closed in 2016 due to market downturns reopened on news of increased
drilling activity. However, later in the year, the price for sand dropped dramatically as
sand mines opened in Texas to serve fracking operations in the nearby Permian Basin.
Wisconsin sand companies then closed mines again, with one company laying off 37
employees.1684
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•

July 17, 2018 – As part of an industry-funded study, a research team retrospectively
assessed the silica dust exposure among workers in the industrial sand industry, which
includes sand used for fracking. Workers who went on to develop silicosis had
significantly more exposure to silica dust than those who did not. Results showed
decreases in exposure throughout the industry over time, driven in part by the
establishment of workplace regulations in the 1970s that helped accelerate silica dust
control programs. Adjustment for use of respiratory protection showed only modest
reductions in estimated exposures.1685

•

May 11, 2018 – The dunes sagebrush lizard in western Texas is imperiled because of
booming demand for frack sand. “It’s really a new threat and it just sort of came in all at
once and really has the potential to wipe out a lot of lizard habitat, if not controlled,” said
a petition to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that urged the agency to add the dunes
sagebrush lizard to the endangered species list.1686 Sand mines in the Permian Basin of
west Texas now provide one quarter of the total U.S. supply of frack sand. Texas sand is
up to 50 percent cheaper than Wisconsin sand as it does not incur the cost of rail transport
to reach the booming Permian Basin oil wells, although it is considered inferior to
Wisconsin sand, which is crush-resistant and ideally shaped to prop open fractures to
allow oil and gas to flow up the borehole.1687

•

March 12, 2018 – Significantly higher PM2.5 levels than background were identified in
ambient air around two Wisconsin industrial silica sand operations, by a team of
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire researchers led by environmental public health
toxicologist and silica sand researcher Crispin Pierce.1688 Average PM2.5 concentrations
found both above and below the EPA standard were likely due to: “site-specific
considerations such as degree of year-round activity; proximity to other sand facilities;
rail traffic; and differences between mining, processing, and transport activities.”
Average PM10 levels at both sites were above the State of California and WHO annual
average standard. Though PM10 is not as closely associated with human health effects as
the finer PM2.5, and though required by Clean Air Act, the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources has not collected PM2.5. Authors concluded, “Given that no known
level of particulate exposure is considered harmless, that risk has been established down
to at least 5 µg/m3, and that statistically significant increases in PM2.5 were measured in
this study, health risks may be increased for residents around frac sand facilities.”
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•

August 7, 2017 – A University of Iowa team evaluated the impact of frack sand mining
and processing on the concentration of particulate matter in the air of surrounding
communities. Sampling in 17 homes located within 800 meters from sand mining
activities, the team found that, overall, particulate matter and silica concentrations were
lower than regulations and guidelines established to prevent silicosis but spiked when
winds blew over the facility. They concluded that particulate matter levels from fracking
sand mining and processing were “unlikely to cause chronic adverse health conditions.”
Sampling for this study, which took place in 2014, did not consider the impact of living
near multiple adjacent frack sand operations. The industry in western Wisconsin has
expanded considerably since that time.1689

•

November 25, 2017 – In Minnesota, a district judge upheld Winona County’s ban on the
mining, processing, and loading of frack sand. In her decision, the judge referenced
public health and safety threats, fragility of the water quality in the area, and evidence for
harm from sand mines in other areas. Winona is the first county in the United States to
pass a countywide ban on frack sand extraction. Efforts to replicate the ban are now
ongoing in neighboring counties.1690, 1691

•

July 5, 2016 – The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) released a
Strategic Analysis for Public Review of the state’s industrial sand mining industry that
downplayed environmental health effects from air pollution. There are 128 industrial
sand mine facilities in Wisconsin, including the mines themselves and processing and rail
loading facilities. The DNR identified airborne particulate matter as a primary concern
for industrial sand mining facilities and said that air quality monitors in western
Wisconsin have not detected a problem.1692 Researchers, organizations, and the native
community involved in monitoring impacts of the frack sand industry challenged these
findings, pointing to lack of data collection on the most dangerous kind of particulate
matter called PM2.5, which represents fine particles that are less than 2.5 microns in
width. These critics noted that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had
previously expressed concerns about the DNR’s approach to regulating PM2.5.1693
Regarding groundwater, the report described elevated levels of several metals in
wastewater holding ponds at the sand mines, presenting a risk to groundwater quality.
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•

March 25, 2016 – The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) amended
its existing standards for occupational exposure to respirable crystalline silica, “having
determined that employees exposed to respirable crystalline silica at the previous
permissible exposure limits face a significant risk of material impairment to their
health.”1694 Key provisions include the reduction of the permissible exposure limit to 50
micrograms per cubic meter of air, averaged over an 8-hour shift. The standards cover
many industries with some having two years to comply; the hydraulic fracturing industry
is allowed an additional five-year extension for engineering controls, until June 23,
2021.1695 The New York Times reported that safety experts have advocated for a
tightening of silica exposure standards for the past forty years but that “progress was
stymied for decades by resistance from affected companies and regulatory inaction.” The
article reported that many oil and gas companies in particular were not meeting the
current silica exposure standard. The new rules, when fully in effect, are estimated to
save 600 lives and prevent 900 new cases of silicosis per year.1696

•

March 1, 2016 – University of Wisconsin anthropologist Thomas Pearson conducted indepth interviews examining the impact of frack sand mining on sense of community,
quality of life, and place in nearby residents. His findings indicated that the sudden influx
of this heavy extractive industry has eroded residents’ sense of place and belonging and
that these experiences are rarely taken into account by policymakers. Residents report
“significant anxiety and stress from truck traffic, noise, light pollution, and uncertainty
about environmental health impacts,” and distress caused by drastic changes to longfamiliar landscapes over which they have no control. Pearson concluded that
policymakers should pay closer attention to the uneven distribution of benefits and costs
and “recognize that the costs go beyond quantifiable economic or environmental
impacts.”1697

•

January 29, 2016 – The Institute for Wisconsin’s Health, Inc. released its Health Impact
Assessment (HIA) on frack sand mining operations in western Wisconsin, prepared with
the participation of 15 local and tribal health departments. According to the report, the
HIA was a collaborative effort. The scope of the report was limited to the potential for
community-level health effects of industrial sand mining in western Wisconsin.
Regarding air quality, the report concluded that health effects from the impact of
industrial sand mining on community-level air quality related to particulate matter are
unlikely, and that it was also unlikely that community members would be exposed to
respirable crystalline silica from industrial sand mining as currently regulated. Regarding
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water quality, the report concluded that contamination is possible; however, health effects
were unlikely. Quality of life effects were likely, but variable.1698 Though it was a “Level
1 Partner” for the report, the Ho-Chunk Nation responded to the HIA with criticism,
writing, “we are disappointed with the conclusions drawn in the report, particularly in the
section on air quality impacts, and we believe a more robust assessment of the air quality
impacts is required before such conclusions can be drawn.” They wrote that the HIA
failed to provide an accurate and complete analysis of the health threats posed by this
industry because of the limited scope, and “minimal discussion about fine particulate
matter (or PM2.5), which likely presents the biggest threat from industrial sand mining
operations.1699 As reported by Rochester, Minnesota’s Post-Bulletin, Crispin Pierce,
director of University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire’s environmental public health program,
“believes the study ignored important air quality data collected by university students at
sand mining sites at Bloomer, New Auburn and Augusta during the past 18 months,”
which he described as “the only work that looked at these fine particles.”1700
•

November 6, 2015 – According to findings from a pilot study led by Crispin Pierce (see
entry above), levels of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) are not being adequately measured
near frack sand operations. Air monitors set up by Pierce and his team consistently
showed higher readings than detections measured by Wisconsin’s DNR.1701 In some
instances, PM2.5 levels exceeded the EPA guideline of 12 micrograms per cubic meter of
air. In an accompanying news story, Pierce noted that the state’s air quality data largely
comes from industry itself. “‘The DNR so far has continued to shy away from doing their
own monitoring,’ he said. ‘The monitoring I’ve seen so far is inadequate. People aren’t
looking at PM2.5, and they really should be—from unbiased sources.’”1702

•

October 15, 2015 – Inside Climate News reported on the response of nearby communities
to the “bust” cycle of the frack sand industry in Wisconsin and Minnesota. Reactions
reported included ongoing concerns that the industry does not provide permanent
economic prosperity. Municipalities and community organizations are using the lull to
advance protections in advance of a possible upturn: “Towns in the region are also trying
to strengthening their local zoning ordinances, such as adding rules to limit industrial
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noise and light pollution. In other cases, communities are trying to oust pro-sand
advocates from office.”1703
•

June 30, 2015 – Because the amount of sand used per fracking well has increased,
demand for silica sand by the oil and gas industry is still growing even though new
drilling activity has taken a downturn. A global investment bank reported that fracking
operations now require an average of 4.2 million pounds of sand per well. A few years
ago, silica sand comprised 9.5 percent of fracking fluid but now is closer to 20 percent.
Further “rising intensity” of sand use is expected.1704

•

June 15, 2015 – An investigative report by EnergyWire documented self-reported health
impacts among residents of southwestern Wisconsin who live near silica sand mining
operations that service the fracking industry. Exposure to silica dust is a proven cause of
silicosis and lung cancer. (See further entries on silica sand exposure among workers in
the section, “Occupational Health and Safety Hazards.”) Residents near frack sand mine
operations reported exposure to dust pollution and respiratory problems. Air monitoring
data from the Wisconsin DNR showed that none of the state’s 63 active sand mines were
in violation for particulate matter, but, as the author noted, the state measured particles
only 10 micrometers in diameter or larger.1705 Below this diameter, crystalline silica
particles are small enough to bypass the body’s natural clearance mechanisms and are
likely to lodge deep in the lungs where they can initiate scarring, autoimmune reactions,
and tumor formation.1706

•

May 28, 2015 – The U.S. Geological Survey reviewed the geological and economic
status of sand mining for hydraulic fracturing operations in the United States. More the
70 percent of the sand used in U.S. fracking operations originates from the Upper
Midwest, especially in Wisconsin and Minnesota, where an ongoing sand mining surge
has paralleled the national fracking boom. More than 40 different operators are involved
in the mining, processing, transportation, and distribution of frac sand to a fast-growing
domestic market. U.S. frack sand is also exported and shipped throughout the world.1707
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Pipelines and compressor stations

More than 300,000 miles of natural gas transmission pipelines traverse the United States. They
are serviced, every 40 to 100 miles, by compressor stations that maintain the pressure of the gas
flowing through them. (Pump stations do the same for oil pipelines.)
Pipelines and compressor stations are significant sources of air pollutants, including benzene
and formaldehyde, constituting potential health risks to those living nearby while offering no
economic benefits. Instead, they are associated with loss of tax revenue and economic
development for the communities where they are sited. A 2017 study identified 70 different air
pollutants in compressor station emissions. A 2019 study found that 39 of the chemicals released
are linked to cancer. A 2020 study found that proximity to higher amounts of volatile emissions
from compressor stations were linked with higher death rates. A 2021 study found “alarming
levels” of volatile organic compounds, including cancer-causing benzene, in the indoor air of
homes located near a compressor station in Ohio.
Pipelines and compressor stations vent methane into the atmosphere as part of routine
maintenance operations and represent a climate risk. Historically, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, which undertakes environmental reviews of proposed pipelines, has
not considered climate impacts in its approval process. In 2021, the Commission signaled that
it would begin considering greenhouse gas emissions as part of its permitting requirements but
did not settle on a method for doing so.
Pipelines and compressor stations are also accident-prone. The Medical Society of the State of
New York, the Massachusetts Medical Society, and the American Medical Association have
each called for comprehensive health impact assessments regarding the health and safety risks
associated with natural gas pipelines, which include fires, explosions, and leaks.
In addition to transmission pipelines, 450,000 miles of gathering lines carry raw oil and gas
from the wellheads to collection and processing sites with the United States. These smallerdiameter, lower-pressure pipelines are regulated lightly or, in rural areas, not at all. In some
cases, large, high-pressure gas pipelines legally qualify as gathering lines and so remain exempt
from regulations despite their size. More than one-third of the nation’s gathering lines are in
Texas. In 2018, three gathering line explosions in Texas’ Permian Basin killed several people,
including a three-year-old child, and badly burned others. Nevertheless, in October 2019, the
Texas Railroad Commission, which overseas oil and gas extraction in Texas, rejected a proposal
to subject the state’s rural gathering lines to regulation and set safety protocols.
A 2021 nationwide study found that gathering and transmission pipelines are disproportionately
sited in socially vulnerable communities, especially Indigenous communities.
Distribution pipelines, which carry gas into individual homes and businesses, are an overlooked
but significant source of methane emissions and a cause of urban tree death, according to
emerging research. In October 2018, a Columbia Gas work crew in Massachusetts’ Merrimack
Valley over-pressurized a natural gas distribution system while replacing aging pipelines and
triggered 80 simultaneous natural gas explosions, killing one teenager, injuring 23 people,
428

destroying or damaging 130 buildings, prompting a mass evacuation, and costing the company
over $1 billion.
•

July 15, 2021 – Two former pipeline inspectors became whistleblowers about hazards on
an ethane pipeline carrying the highly volatile liquid from Marcellus Shale fracking wells
in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia to a new Shell petrochemical plant.
Investigative reporting that relied on heavily redacted documents obtained through
Freedom of Information Act requests documented several serious safety charges in the
whistleblower complaint. Among the most serious are compromised pipeline coatings, a
problem that increases the risk of corrosion. According to Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), corrosion is the cause of about 18 percent of
pipeline accidents. Although the Shell contractors on the project fired the inspectors and
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) dismissed the complaint,
PHMSA investigators had, prior to the whistleblower complaint, “found that Shell had
inadequate procedures for the company’s inspectors to detect coating damage and other
problems.” The investigation documented a culture of clique behavior among the
industry’s inspectors—hired and paid by the industry—that effectively encouraged
overlooking expensive problems but which the terminated inspectors, who are appealing
OSHA’s dismissal, had resisted.1708

•

June 23, 2021 – The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, denied a
certificate for the Spire STL pipeline in a strong opinion that criticized the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for failing to determine whether there was a
need for the 65-mile natural gas pipeline from Illinois to Missouri. The previous year,
FERC Chairman Richard Glick reopened a review of its Certificate Policy Statement,
which dictates the process for determining whether a proposed pipeline is in the public
interest and should therefore be approved. The federal court’s ruling may have an impact
on this review. However, there are precedent agreements that have historically been
viewed by the commission as a proxy for pipeline need. Glick, who voted against
FERC’s 2019 decision to approve the Spire STL pipeline, has criticized the reliance on
precedent agreements, particularly in cases where project applications only include
agreements between affiliated companies.1709

•

June 13, 2021 – Responding to community concerns, a research team investigated the
relationship between proximity to a natural gas compressor station in eastern Ohio’s
Jefferson County and health risks to residents. The results showed that concentrations of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were indeed elevated in the air inside of homes
closer to the compressor station and had reached “alarming levels.” Cancer-causing
benzene was 2-17 times higher in homes located fewer than two kilometers from the
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compressor. Other VOCs were also detected in elevated quantities near the compressor
and validated the residents’ concerns. Authors recommended further study to explicate
the specific pathways of exposure.1710
•

June 3, 2021 – The Danish Environmental Protection Agency halted work on the
Denmark of Baltic Pipe, a pipeline connecting Poland with Norwegian gas fields, and
temporarily withdrew an environmental permit because of concerns over the impact on
protected mice and bat species. The initial study had provided insufficient information on
protection of the animals.1711

•

June 1, 2021 – Using a questionnaire administered to pipeline operators, asset managers,
and industry regulators in Nigeria, researchers determined the challenges to “Nigerian
Pipeline Integrity Management Systems.” Pipeline leaks result in environmental damage
and economic loss. The results described in this peer-reviewed study showed that
management plans are poorly implemented and that most pipeline failures were due to:
forces such as corrosion, weather, and aging; human errors such as poor operation; and
willful damage and vandalism. Authors found multiple reasons for the lack of effective
implementation of pipeline integrity management in Nigeria. These included “shoddy”
repair of pipelines and ancillary facilities, lack of management commitment to safety,
high costs of pipeline integrity management procedures, and poor management of
data.1712

•

May 18, 2021 – As part of nationwide study, a research team found that people living in
U.S. counties where gas infrastructure is located are at greater risk of exposure to water
and air pollution, public health and safety issues, and other negative impacts. Further,
counties with more socially vulnerable populations, especially Indigenous populations,
had significantly higher densities of gathering and transmission pipelines than counties
with less socially vulnerable populations. “Assuming natural gas gathering and
transmission pipelines continue to be built, decision-makers and the general public should
keep in mind that the network is already distributed inequitably with respect to social
vulnerability, and that future projects can either maintain the inequitable status quo or
shift the distribution in ways that will potentially exacerbate or ameliorate current
disparities.”1713 The study’s lead author said to North Carolina Health News, “This is
what the communities themselves have been saying for a long time… For the first time,
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we gathered all of this together and zoomed out and took a national look and said, ‘You
know what, these pipelines don’t exist in a vacuum.’”1714
•

March 19, 2021 – The Department of the Interior's Bureau of Safety and Environmental
Enforcement (BSEE) has oversight of the approximately 8,600 miles of active offshore
oil and gas pipelines located on the seafloor of the Gulf of Mexico. However, it does not
have a robust oversight process for ensuring the integrity of these pipelines. BSEE has
authorized industry to leave over 97 percent (about 18,000 miles) of all decommissioned
pipeline mileage on the Gulf of Mexico seafloor since the 1960s. Further, if pipelines
decommissioned-in-place are later found to pose risks, there is no funding source for
removal. “GAO recommends that BSEE take actions to further develop, finalize, and
implement updated pipeline regulations to address long-standing limitations regarding its
ability to (1) ensure active pipeline integrity and (2) address safety and environmental
risks associated with pipeline decommissioning. Interior agreed with this
recommendation.”1715

•

March 19, 2021 – Following a certificate from FERC to begin operations at the Enbridge
compressor station in Weymouth, Massachusetts, two incidents resulted in emergency
shutdowns and large gas releases from the facility, at least one of them caused by
equipment malfunction. Long-standing public opposition to the facility reflects concern
about risks to public health and safety in this urban environment, environmental justice
violations, and greenhouse gas emissions. In apparent response to this public pressure,
the Commission voted in February 2021 to establish a “paper briefing process,” a type of
official comment period which has the goal of answering specific unresolved questions.
This decision appeared to signal a rare instance of a willingness by the Commission to
reexamine the approval of a facility already in service. More than 60 entities applied to be
“intervenors,” or participants, in this proceeding. On the side opposing the Enbridge
compressor, applicants responded to this unusual “second chance,” and the possibility of
a FERC reversal of authorization for the project. Pediatric environmental health
researcher Philip Landrigan, MD, said, “All of these groups are joining together and
they're catalyzed by the recognition that a very poor job was done in the health impact
assessment several years ago. There's a real opportunity against the background of this
incomplete piece of work to overturn the decision.” Brita Lundberg, MD, of Greater
Boston Physicians for Social Responsibility said, “FERC specifically asked about what
safety and environmental justice issues we know about now that we did not know about
when the project was approved. … I find it a very hopeful sign that FERC is now offering
to listen. … There is still the opportunity to do the right thing.”1716
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•

March 4, 2021 – Tracking methane emissions from pipelines has largely focused on
structural defects and fugitive emissions. However, these sources are underestimates, as
revealed by high resolution satellite monitoring that can capture episodic, intentional
methane releases, including venting.1717

•

February 24, 2021 –Members of the Massachusetts congressional delegation asked
federal regulators to reconsider their decision to allow the Enbridge compressor station in
Weymouth to go into service. “The site is located within a half mile of Quincy Point and
Germantown – ‘environmental justice communities’ that suffer persistent environmental
health disparities due to socioeconomic and other factors – as well as nearly 1,000 homes,
a water treatment plant and a public park,” the legislators wrote in the letter. “An
estimated 3,100 children live or go to school within a mile of the site, and more than
13,000 children attend school within three miles of the compressor station.”1718

•

February 14, 2021 – A study tested whether key demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics of a neighborhood’s population—racial composition, educational
attainment, poverty rate, and rurality—are associated with the probability of a proposed
pipeline running through it. The study addressed planned natural gas transmission
pipelines in the United States for which researchers were able to discover proposed
routes, combined with 2015 census data. It found only limited, and sometimes
contradictory evidence of environmental injustice regarding these proposed pipelines. It
is not clear whether systemic inequalities in environmental hazards hold true for existing
pipelines, as their precise routes are kept confidential by the industry and the federal
government, and therefore cannot be studied in this way. The study responded to the
environmental justice community’s calls for an assessment of the environmental risks
caused by the development of gas infrastructure, and whether those risks are equally
distributed within the population. Authors of this study emphasized that their results
“cannot be used as a verdict over the equity of specific pipelines without considering
local contexts and group-specific experiences of marginalization.” They also stated that
more realistic models are needed, that risks may go beyond the census tract of the
pipeline, and that the study lacks precision in the large census tracts.1719

•

February 5, 2021 – The Coastal GasLink project, a $6.6-billion pipeline designed to carry
natural gas, continued, with more than 140 kilometers of pipe laid in northern British
Columbia toward a $40-billion LNG terminal on the province’s North Coast for export to
Asia. Although the hereditary Wet’suwet’en chiefs still oppose the pipeline, their
priorities have shifted to caring for their elders during the pandemic. In British
Columbia's north, First Nations people have been disproportionately hit with COVID-19,
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with double the confirmed cases compared to the rest of the population. There have also
been outbreaks among industry employees and that has slowed construction.1720
•

February 4, 2021 – Because of violations for erosion and sedimentation control, the
Mountain Valley Pipeline has paid over a half a million dollars in fines by consent order
of the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection. Altogether there were 29
notices issued, and some of them contained multiple violations.1721

•

February 3, 2021 – Natural gas pipelines have proliferated throughout Appalachia’s
Marcellus Shale region. In West Virginia alone, natural gas production increased fourfold in the past decade. Survey research on the effects of pipeline development in rural
Appalachia found that residents live with the fear of disasters, toxic contamination,
explosions, construction noise, and the anxiety of having no control over their own
land.1722

•

February 1, 2021 – Global Energy Monitor identifies, maps, describes, and categorizes
oil and gas pipelines, and liquified natural gas (LNG) terminals throughout the world. Its
online database, Global Fossil Infrastructure, shows that $1 trillion in capital
expenditures are on a collision course with commitments by most large economies to
transition to carbon neutrality by mid-century, representing risks for stranded assets.
United States, as the world’s leading developer of pipelines, is at particular risk, as is
natural gas infrastructure in general: 18 of the 20 longest pipelines in development and
82.7 percent of all pipelines in development globally carry natural gas. Currently, only
four major financial institutions have restricted investments in pipelines. At the same
time, opposition from landowners, indigenous groups, and climate activists is causing the
cancellation or delay of high-profile pipelines and is changing perceptions of pipelines as
a good investment. “Closing the midstream policy gap at financial institutions is key to
mitigating the effects of climate change and the increasing risk that, in a decarbonizing
world, many of these midstream assets will soon be stranded.”1723

•

January 19, 2021 – Natural gas compressor stations emit loud, low-frequency noise that
travels hundreds of meters and is audible to birds. A study that investigated its effects on
bird reproduction introduced a recorded playback of compressor noise into nest boxes of
eastern bluebirds and tree swallows. The authors measured reproductive output and
success, including the number of eggs per nest, the proportion of eggs that hatched, the
proportion of young that fledged, as well as proportion of eggs that produced fledglings.
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Incubation rates were lower in noisy boxes for both bluebirds and tree swallows. Also,
for both species, the noise reduced hatching success by 9–15 percent compared to quiet
boxes.1724 A summary article reported that “compressor noise caused behavioral changes
that led to reduced reproductive success for eastern bluebirds and tree swallows. The
results indicate … that natural gas infrastructure can create an ‘equal-preference
ecological trap,’ where birds do not distinguish between lower and higher quality
territories, even when they incur reproductive costs.”1725
•

August 1, 2020 – A Michigan Technological University team collected publicly available
fuel and emissions data from the entire extraction, transport, and combustion lifecycle to
determine that oil and gas pipelines have the highest total embedded carbon emissions.
Their method, introduced in this paper, considers all the emissions that a facility enables
rather than only what it emits at a point-source, as conventional methods do. This
“bottleneck method” showed that the top ten CO2 emission bottlenecks in the U.S. are
predominantly oil (47 percent) and natural gas (44 percent) pipelines.1726 Commenting on
their findings, the researchers expressed surprise at the large emissions contribution from
natural gas. “For natural gas, the biggest emissions came from pipeline transport. The
sheer length of pipelines—the Transcontinental Gas Pipeline (Transco) alone branches
into more than 16,900 kilometers (10,500 miles) of pipeline from Texas to New York—
means there are lots of places to emit gas.”1727

•

July 31, 2020 – In early May 2020, a cloud of methane 12 miles wide and drifting over
five counties in Florida was picked up in an analysis of satellite data. For more than two
months, its source remained a mystery until the state’s Department of Environmental
Protection confirmed that three hundred metric tons of methane had been intentionally
released from a compressor station near Gainesville during an emergency shutdown. The
facility is part of the Florida Gas Transmission Pipeline, a joint venture between Energy
Transfer and Kinder Morgan.1728

•

July 20, 2020 – The Dakota Access pipeline was ordered to cease operations by a federal
judge after a ruling found that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers had violated the
National Environmental Policy Act in permitting it. In the same month, the lesser-known
Tesoro High Plains pipeline was also ordered shut down for the first time in its 67 years
of operation after a determination that the pipeline was trespassing on Native American
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land.1729 Together, the two pipelines ship over a third of fracked crude from the Bakken
shale formation to market. “Their travails signal the ebbing of the oil industry’s sway in
the U.S. heartland and underscore the growing heft and savvy of challengers who’ve
become emboldened to demand higher compensation and safeguards.”
•

July 17, 2020 – Subsidence and the development of sinkholes have occurred alongside
pipeline construction for the transport of natural gas liquids from the Marcellus Shale
fields in western Pennsylvania to an export terminal in Delaware County. Sunoco’s
Mariner East pipeline development had “catastrophic” potential, according to the state’s
Public Utility Commission in 2018, though they later changed that determination.
Pipeline leaks of natural gas liquids can be more dangerous than methane leaks because
the liquids turn into gases once they escape. Heavier than air, these gases then sink to the
ground rather than dissipate, are highly volatile, and can easily explode.1730

•

June 30, 2020 – The D.C. Circuit Court ruled that the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) can no longer use “tolling orders” to prevent opponents of proposed
pipeline projects from going to court while the Commission considers their appeals while
allowing construction to proceed.1731 Under the Natural Gas Act, landowner opponents of
pipelines must file a petition at FERC and wait for the Commission to resolve it before
going to court, which it must do within 30 days. But the agency routinely issues so-called
tolling orders to extend that review period indefinitely while land seizures and
construction often move forward. The DC Circuit Court decision coalesced around a
simple conclusion: The Natural Gas Act didn’t give FERC the authority to issue tolling
orders and stall litigation.

•

June 27, 2020 – A gas pipeline crew drilling horizontally under the Blanco River in
Texas’ Hill Country spilled 36,000 gallons of drilling fluid into the Trinity Aquifer,
contaminating at least six water wells drawing from it. Reporting on the incident three
months following, the Houston Chronicle interviewed residents whose wells were
contaminated, including those who had opposed the 30-mile Permian Highway fracked
gas pipeline from the time of its announcement. Those interviewed reported challenges
for maintaining personal hygiene during the pandemic, dependency on bottled water, and
startling results from water testing that turned up detections of arsenic, lead, and other
metals at levels beyond maximum allowable concentrations in public drinking water
supplies. Ultimately, Kinder Morgan offered to install a rainwater collection system on
the properties. Some of the property owners have gone on to sue the company for
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“injecting contaminants, including a ‘cocktail of carcinogens,’ into the aquifer that feeds
their wells.”1732
•

June 25, 2020 – Satellite data is now being used by companies, academic researchers, and
some energy producers to find large methane leaks.1733 For example, energy consultancy
Kayrros recently observed a leak spewing 93 metric tonnes of methane every hour from
the Yamal pipeline that carries gas from Siberia to Europe. Kayrros said its analysis of
the satellite data showed concentrations of methane around compressor stations along the
pipeline. According to Reuters, satellite discoveries of methane leaks could also lead to
“more stringent regulatory regimes targeting natural gas, once seen as a ‘clean’ fossil
fuel, as governments seek to combat climate change.”

•

June 21, 2020 – New Jersey Natural Gas stopped work on its pipeline in Monmouth
County following an “inadvertent return, or the unintended discharge of drilling mud to
the surface through a natural crack or fissure in the bedrock being drilled.”1734 This
inadvertent return damaged a home and flooded its basement by sending drilling mud
into a fissure leading to the home’s foundation. A statement from the homeowner read, “I
was almost too terrified to investigate after what had felt like an explosion in my house…
I discovered huge cracks in my foundation, my basement floor, and even my walls. As I
watched in horror water and sludge came pouring in through the cracks, I ran to the
construction site and begged them to stop.” The sludge also flowed into a nearby stream.
A 2018 lawsuit to overturn the pipeline’s approvals was still pending in the Appellate
Division of State Superior Court.

•

June 19, 2020 – In Michigan, the Canadian company Enbridge reported additional
damage to its Line 5 pipeline running through the Straits of Mackinac. That line has since
been shut down. The damage included a damaged screw anchor support that had shifted
from its original position, 150 feet from spots on the pipeline where protective coating
had worn away, according to the Governor’s office. The Michigan Attorney General’s
office issued a statement saying, “Yet again, Enbridge has confirmed what we already
know—Line 5 is a clear and present danger to our Great Lakes and to the millions of
Michiganders who rely on those lakes for recreation, business and tourism.”1735

•

June 10, 2020 – Using data collected from an advanced mobile leak detection (AMLD)
platform in twelve metropolitan areas, a research team estimated methane emissions from
local gas distribution systems. An historically underreported source of greenhouse gases,
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distribution pipelines are the low-pressure network of service lines that carry natural gas
into individual homes and business. The results of this study fill in an important data gap
as most recent national assessments of methane emissions from the US gas supply chain
did not take local gas distribution systems into account at all. The team found that the age
and the material of the pipelines and their interaction affected leakage rate. Overall,
emissions were far greater than those of previous studies. The mean of their emissions
estimates was 0.55 teragrams of CO2 equivalent per year, a value 3.85 times greater than
the current EPA estimate.1736
•

May 26, 2020 – A 30-inch diameter gas pipeline that runs between southern Mississippi
and Pennsylvania exploded in Kentucky in August 2019, killing one person and injuring
several others. A Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA)
investigation found that the company had missed evidence of defects in the pipeline in
2011, the year of its last inspection. The pipeline is operated by Texas Eastern
Transmission LP, a subsidiary of Enbridge.1737

•

May 14, 2020 – The nation’s gathering pipelines that carry raw natural gas from the
wellhead to processing plants are served by gathering stations, each of which includes a
compressor along with associated separators and tanks. Many include dehydrators, which
remove water from the gas, and equipment to remove hydrogen sulfide gas and other
contaminants. In a study funded by the oil and gas industry, a research team estimated the
collective methane emissions from the nation’s 5,200 gathering stations by compiling 85
hours of data from a representative sample of 180 stations, as provided to them by
industry partners. Measurements were taken using optimal gas imaging cameras and
Bacharach Hi Flow samplers. The team reported a 45 percent lower mean methane
emissions rate than a previous study, likely because the gathering stations included in the
current study were smaller and lower throughput. The authors argue that their sample was
more representative of the gathering station population nationally. Their results also
showed that the whole gas emission rates from the components on gathering stations
were comparable to, although somewhat higher than, emission factors used by EPA’s
greenhouse gas reporting program. However, when the activity data of the gathering
stations were factored in, the study’s estimate of total methane emissions (1,290
gigagrams/year) was just 66 percent of the current estimates used in the EPA’s
Greenhouse Gas Inventory (1,955 gigagrams/year). The authors propose a replicable
method that incorporates activity data to update emissions estimates from gathering
stations. The field data and the EPA data together show that significantly more methane
was released from gathering stations as part of normal operations (venting, flaring,
compressor exhaust, maintenance blowdowns) than via accidental fugitive leaks from
equipment.1738
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•

May 10, 2020 – Proximity to higher amounts of non-methane volatile organic compound
(VOC) emissions from natural gas pipeline compressor stations were linked to higher
death rates in a national, county-level ecological study.1739 Twelve specific VOCs were
also associated with significantly higher mortality rates, including styrene, 2,2,4trimethylpentane, ethylene dichloride, and vinyl chloride. Studies of human health
impacts from compressor stations have been almost completely absent from the literature,
despite the expansion of natural gas infrastructure. The Indiana University team also
found that counties with compressor station emissions had higher percentages of
Hispanic populations and lower percentages of non-Hispanic White populations. Authors
concluded that the “results of the current study, along with findings from other research,
challenge the conventional wisdom that natural gas is a clean fuel that we may rely on to
provide for our energy needs with little adverse effect.”

•

May 7, 2020 – When a Beaver County home was destroyed in a 2018 explosion, pipeline
company ETC Northeast Pipeline LLC, a subsidiary of Energy Transfer, was fined a
record $30 million. Subsequently, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection has issued hundreds of additional construction violation notices on the same
pipeline for infractions such as slipping slopes along the pipeline route, failed erosion and
sedimentation barriers, and sediment-laden water getting into streams, all violations of
the company’s clean water permits.1740

•

April 27, 2020 – Public concerns about Kinder Morgan’s storage of pipeline segments for
the 428-mile Permian Highway Pipeline led to an investigative report by Austin, Texas
radio station KXAN.1741 Residents had noticed coated pipe segments lying out in the
open despite manufacturer warnings that the epoxy coatings can degrade with prolonged
exposure to sunlight. KXAN’s investigation found no existing regulations that govern
pipe coating exposure to UV radiation.

•

April 17, 2020 – The proposed Northeast Supply Enhancement (NESE) pipeline would
bring fracked gas from Pennsylvania to Long Island at a cost of a billion dollars. A report
by the Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis (IEEFA) described the lack
of need for the gas and the significant cost to ratepayers in four New York boroughs. The
report lead author called the proposal “unwise and high-risk with ratepayers expected to
bear the brunt of the cost.”1742
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•

April 8, 2020 – A Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) report concluded the Indian
Point Energy Center nuclear power plant would remain safe even in case of a rupture on a
nearby, newly installed 42-inch gas transmission pipeline.1743 The study called a rupture
“unlikely” and stated that even if one were to occur, “the nuclear power plant would
remain protected.” The study team, composed of NRC and external experts, did however
criticize earlier “optimistic assumptions in analyzing potential rupture” and
recommended follow up actions, stating, “The NRC needs to improve its processes and
practices for technical reviews, inspection support, petition reviews, pipeline
analysis, and coordination with other agencies.” (Emphasis in original.)1744
Environmental groups expressed dissatisfaction with the NRC conclusion that
“maintain(s) the status quo.”1745

•

April 3, 2020 – A study that investigated natural gas leaks and tree deaths found that
fugitive methane exposure from leaky natural gas distribution systems threatens urban
tree canopies. Researchers measured methane and oxygen concentrations in subsurface
soil at the base of case (dead or dying) trees and control (healthy) trees in Chelsea,
Massachusetts. About 25 percent of dead trees had increased methane in their base soil,
as opposed to one percent of healthy trees. The research team found the greatest soil
methane concentrations on the side of the tree pit closest to the street, nearest to where
natural gas distribution pipelines are located, suggesting that “elevated soil methane may
contribute to urban street tree decline and that the fugitive methane may be the result of
leaking pipeline infrastructure beneath the street surface.”1746

•

March 19, 2020 – An x-ray technician working on the Mariner East pipeline in
Pennsylvania was charged with fraud for falsifying documents recording x-rays of
pipeline welds.1747 The worker allegedly certified in writing that the welds had been
properly x-rayed and were acceptable when these certifications were false. He eventually
pled guilty in federal court.1748 The Mariner East pipeline carries natural gas liquids,
which can cause a catastrophic explosion if they leak.
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•

March 9, 2020 – Residents living a quarter-mile from a compressor station in rural
Washington County, Pennsylvania told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette that the persistent
low-frequency sound from the station “gives them headaches and feels like torture.”1749
The township does not regulate low-frequency noise. A member of the same family was
recently diagnosed with multiple myeloma, a blood plasma cancer linked to benzene and
other pollutants. This compressor station emitted 1.2 tons of benzene in 2018, “making it
the third biggest source of the carcinogen in the seven-county southwestern Pennsylvania
region,” according to data obtained from the Pennsylvania Department of Energy
Emissions Inventory. Washington County has 40 compressor stations pushing gas
through the pipelines.

•

February 13, 2020 – NRC’s Office of Inspector General conducted an inquiry into NRC’s
hazard analysis of a natural gas pipeline then proposed to run through the grounds of the
Indian Point nuclear power plant. The inquiry found that the NRC failed to properly
analyze the safety impact of a potential rupture of that pipeline and did not provide an
appropriate response to “relevant and on point” stakeholder concerns.1750
Congresswoman Nita Lowey and Westchester County Executive George Latimer
expressed disappointment and outrage about these failures. “NRC must immediately
explain to our communities the risks they face as a result of the agency’s faulty processes
and take steps to protect the public from any dangers that have resulted from the
pipeline’s approval and installation,” the congresswoman stated.1751

•

December 3, 2019 – In a “first-of-its-kind dispute,” a pipeline operator sued the Texas
Railroad Commission, which regulates oil and gas drilling, over approval of gas
flaring.1752 Dallas-based Exco Operating Co. had requested and received permission to
flare natural gas that comes up with the oil it pumps from the Eagle Ford Shale. Exco
flared off the gas following its emergence from bankruptcy, claiming inability to afford
the cost of pipeline transport of the gas. Although natural gas flaring has long been
restricted in Texas, the Commission has granted exceptions with increasing frequency in
the past years.

•

October 24, 2019 – In a 2017 settlement with Exxon which was sealed but obtained by
Inside Climate News, residents documented illnesses and property damage following the
rupture of Exxon’s Pegasus pipeline that sent heavy crude oil diluted with dangerous
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solvents spilling into a subdivision in Mayflower, Arkansas.1753 Residents subsequently
filed a class action lawsuit against Exxon alleging negligence in its maintenance of the
69-year-old pipeline. They faced “significant risks” after being exposed to a cocktail of
chemicals including benzene, a known carcinogen; cyclohexane; naphthalene; and
toluene, according to an environmental consultant hired by the plaintiffs’ lawyers. The
residents reportedly were awarded between $2,000 and $15,000. Exxon denied liability,
claiming it “acted in conformity with generally recognized, state-of-the-art standards in
the industry.”
•

October 10, 2019 – The Texas Railroad Commission, which oversees the state’s oil and
gas activity, rejected specific safety proposals drafted by its own staff for rural gathering
lines and opted instead for vaguer requirements. This decision was praised by pipeline
operators.1754 Gathering lines are typically small-diameter, low-pressure pipelines
carrying oil and gas from wells to processing sites, but recently industry has been
building larger and higher-pressure pipelines that legally qualify as gathering lines. This
new ruling allows gathering lines to escape regulations in remote, rural areas despite their
size.

•

June 4, 2019 – At least six pipeline explosions were caused by landslides, sinking and
caving of land, and other types of land movement in the steeply sloped Appalachian
mountains.1755 Among them: TransCanada Corp’s Leach Xpress natural gas pipeline
exploded and demolished a house in Moundsville, West Virginia after five months in
operation; a landslide caused a pipeline explosion near Aliquippa, Pa., burning down a
house; and a boy and his grandfather were injured in an explosion in southeastern Ohio.
An E&E investigation examined the gaps in comprehensive oversight: while PHMSA is
responsible for the safety of construction and adherence to the agency’s minimum
standards, they are not involved in pipeline routes. That is handled by a different agency,
FERC, which reviews how the path selection will affect the environment. The
commission defers on safety issues to PHMSA. Thus, no one entity is in charge of
ensuring that pipelines are built in safe places.

•

May 7, 2019 – University at Albany researchers investigated health harms associated
with chemical emissions from natural gas compressor stations in New York State.
Between 2008 and 2014, 18 gas compressor stations (out of 74 compressors in the state)
released a total of 36.99 million pounds of air pollutants, excluding methane and carbon
dioxide. Thirty-nine of the chemicals released were human carcinogens. The study also
included a greenhouse gas inventory, with data available for ten of the compressors.
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Those facilities released 6.1 billion pounds of greenhouse gases release in a single
year.1756 (See also entry for October 12, 2017 below.)
•

May 2, 2019 – Eight months after heavy rains and landslides led to the rupture and
explosion of Energy Transfer’s natural gas liquids Revolution Pipeline in Beaver County,
Pennsylvania, destroying a house and knocking down power lines, PHMSA issued an
advisory bulletin for operators of gas and hazardous liquid pipelines to “remind” them of
the potential for damage from flooding, landslides, subsidence and other geologic
hazards.1757 The advisory bulletin reviewed specific guidance for monitoring, risk
identification, and preventative and mitigative measures, as well as the many recent
geological-related pipeline failures, particularly in the eastern portion of the United
States. Unlike a regulation, a federal advisory is not enforceable but serves as a warning
and a reminder of the regulations that are associated with pipeline safety. (See also entry
for September 10, 2018 below.)

•

March 4, 2019 – E&E News investigated accidents involving “gathering lines,” which are
small diameter pipelines that carry oil or gas from wellheads to processing facilities.
Nationally, there are 450,000 miles of gathering lines. However, only high-pressure
gathering lines in urban areas are regulated, and these represent only 18,000 miles of
pipeline. The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) has no
rules for the rest. Nor do most states. Hence, it is not known how many fatalities have
occurred due to explosions of gathering lines because no records are kept in rural areas.
Rural gathering lines “don’t have to be marked, built to standards or regularly inspected.
Unlike for transmission lines, operators don’t have to have emergency response plans for
when they leak or explode.”1758

•

February 20, 2019 – During a polar vortex on January 30, 2019, a compressor station at
an underground gas storage depot in Macomb County, Michigan was destroyed by an
explosion after an equipment malfunction triggered emergency venting of gas. The
extremely low temperatures prevented the methane plume from dispersing, and high
winds pushed it along the ground until the gas encountered heat from another compressor
station and exploded. The resulting gas shortage necessitated a statewide emergency call
to residents and businesses to voluntarily turn down thermostats and reduce natural gas
use. General Motors in Flint suspended operations for three days.1759
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•

January 1, 2019 – As part of the planned Atlantic Bridge pipeline project, which will
ferry fracked natural gas from New Jersey through New England and into Canada,
Calgary-based Enbridge Inc. (formerly Spectra Energy) applied to site a 7,700horsepower compressor station in Weymouth, Massachusetts, south of Boston. The
Enbridge compressor station in Weymouth would maintain pipeline pressure needed to
push the gas north to Maine and Canada. In 2016, the company offered the town $47
million to drop its opposition to the plan, which would place the compressor station in a
port area immediately adjacent to densely populated neighborhood, the highly utilized
Fore River lift bridge, a power plant, a sewage pumping station, and a gas metering
station. Instead, residents and local political leaders rejected this offer and demanded a
Health Impact Assessment (HIA). Ordered by Governor Charlie Baker in July 2017 and
released in January 2019, this study received considerable criticism from the public
health community due to its deviation from standard HIA methodologies. The HIA
showed that the Fore River Basin already suffered from levels of benzene, formaldehyde,
and other air toxics that exceeded state guidelines for these carcinogens while concluding
that adding another source of these same pollutants would have negligible impact on
residents’ health.1760, 1761 Shortly thereafter, the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection issued an air quality permit for the compressor station. This
decision—and the HIA’s conclusion on which it was based—was immediately contested
by independent public health researchers. In February 2019, Greater Boston Physicians
for Social Responsibility (GBPSR) issued their own report on the health risks of the
Weymouth compressor that outlined their concerns about the safety and emergency
response hazards associated with the proposed compressor and rejected the “no health
impact” conclusion of the HIA. While the HIA acknowledged that the residents of the
Fore River Basin already experienced excess rates of lung disease, heart disease, and
cancer, the GBPSR report argued that disproportionately health-burdened people “require
greater, not lesser, environmental safeguards.”1762, 1763At this writing, the air quality
permit, which was greenlighted by the HIA’s findings, is under appeal before the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection.

•

December 18, 2018 – “Given that many pipelines transport volatile, flammable, or toxic
oil and liquids, and given the potential consequences of a successful physical or cyberattack, pipeline systems are attractive targets for terrorists, hackers, foreign nations,
criminal groups, and others with malicious intent,” according to a report from the U.S.
Government Accountability Office that urged the U.S. Department of Homeland
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Security’s Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to address weaknesses in its
management of pipeline security. TSA oversees the physical security and cybersecurity
of the more than 2.7 million miles of gas, oil, and hazardous liquid pipelines in the
United States.1764
•

December 14, 2018 – The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) took action
against Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) for what CPUC said are systemic
violations of rules to prevent damage to natural gas pipelines during excavation activities.
PG&E had been noncompliant with the law pertaining to the locating and marking of
natural gas distribution pipelines, as well as related requirements to inform construction
personnel and private persons on the location of PG&E’s underground pipes and other
natural gas infrastructure in a timely and accurate manner.1765, 1766, 1767

•

December 10, 2018 – The Atlantic Coast Pipeline is a 600-mile project led by Dominion
Energy that would extend from West Virginia to eastern North Carolina. Construction
was halted when the U.S. Court of Appeals stayed a permit from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service that had authorized building the pipeline in critical habitat for four
endangered species: the Indiana bat, the rusty-patched bumblebee, the clubshell mussel,
and a shrimp-like crustacean called the Madison Cave isopod.1768

•

November 15, 2018 – An E&E News analysis of interstate pipeline enforcement found
that interstate pipelines have caught fire or exploded 137 times since 2010. In 90 percent
of those disasters, no fines were levied by PHMSA (the federal agency that directly
regulates 350,000 miles of pipelines, more than 400 natural gas storage facilities, and 26
liquefied natural gas facilities). PHMSA’s reluctance to levy fines is a direct result of
federal pipeline laws, which were largely drafted after 1994 when deregulation was a
federal priority.1769

•

November 1, 2018 – A Russian team used a cartographic model to assess the potential
impact on health and environment of compressor station emissions during scheduled
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outages and repairs. They described a method of gas flow redistribution that would
obviate the need for large-scale venting of methane into the atmosphere.1770
•

October 11, 2018 – Overpressurizing a natural gas distribution system while replacing
aging pipelines triggered 80 simultaneous natural gas explosions in Massachusetts’
Merrimack Valley on September 13, 2018. One teenager was killed, 23 were injured, 130
buildings were destroyed or damaged, and thousands evacuated from communities in
Lawrence, Andover, and North Andover. The explosions cost Columbia Gas more than
$1 billion.1771

•

September 10, 2018 – A landslide triggered by four days of intense rain caused a pipeline
explosion that burned down a house in Beaver County, Pennsylvania and prompted
evacuations. This pipeline, built by Energy Transfer Partners (which merged with Sunoco
in 2017), was part of the Mariner 2 East Pipeline that is intended to carry the liquid
hydrocarbon, ethane, to coastal ports where it will be exported for plastics manufacturing
abroad. In western Pennsylvania, ethane co-occurs with methane in the shale bedrock and
is released during fracking operations.1772, 1773, 1774

•

August 10, 2018 – A joint investigation by the Charleston Gazette-Mail and ProPublica
found that pipeline operators continue to break environmental rules, and state and federal
agencies continue to clear roadblocks to allow these projects to move forward despite
serious unanswered questions.1775

•

July 25, 2018 – The Attorneys General of six states (Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New
Jersey, Maryland, Illinois, Washington) and the District of Columbia submitted
comments to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) on how the
Commission should revise its approach to certifying new natural gas transportation
facilities. They recommended that the Commission assess need on a comprehensive,
regional basis; consider environmental harm, including climate impacts that consider the
social costs of carbon; and more heavily weigh the harm of eminent domain. They urged
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better incorporation of state and local land use policies. And they recommended that the
Commission no longer issue partial notices to proceed with construction when rehearing
requests are pending.1776
•

May 24, 2018 – The Office of the Inspector General at the Department of Energy audited
FERC’s Natural Gas Certification Process. It found that FERC lacked a consistent
process for tracking public comments on proposed pipeline projects, suggesting that all
comments might not be reviewed. “In the absence of a consistent methodology, we did
not verify to what degree comments received by FERC were considered, aggregated, and
reflected in the environmental documents or final orders for the certificate applications
during our review,” the report concluded. “The lack of a consistent methodology could
increase the risk that FERC may not address significant and impactful public comments
in the environmental document or final order.”1777, 1778

•

May 16, 2018 – A team of researchers in Alberta, Canada investigated how noise from
natural gas compressor stations and oil wells affected the behavior and communication of
Savannah sparrows (Passerculus sandwichensis). The results showed that alarm
responses and feeding visits were impaired by noise-producing infrastructure. Savannah
sparrows were less vigilant when provisioning nestlings and distracted from their
reproductive tasks when in the vicinity of compressor stations. “Our observation that
Savannah sparrows are less responsive to anti-predator signals in the vicinity of natural
gas compressor stations is of conservation concern and adds to a growing body of
evidence that noisy anthropogenic structures have the potential to negatively affect birds
by interfering with acoustic communication.”1779 Previous research in the same region
found that the Savannah sparrow altered its song structure and song features when
exposed to noise from oil and gas infrastructure, including compressor stations, and that
these noise-altered songs were less effective at provoking responses from other birds.1780,
1781
Similarly, researcher working in the San Juan Basin of New Mexico found that
chronic noise from drilling and fracking operations, including compressor stations,
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affected levels of stress hormones in songbirds and masked critical acoustic cues in ways
that decreased the birds’ ability to survive and reproduce.1782, 1783
•

April 26, 2018 – Studies that investigate the health impacts of drilling and fracking
activities typically incorporate the distance between participants’ home addresses and
well pads and do not consider potential exposures to emissions from other ancillary
pieces of infrastructure. A study led by Johns Hopkins University researchers working in
Pennsylvania attempted to develop exposure metrics for air emissions from compressor
stations, flare stacks, and impoundments. The research team identified 457 compressor
stations in Pennsylvania and 1419 compressor station engines. Data on compressor
stations engines were not available electronically, and only 361 stations could be
confirmed as operational. The team found that compressor engines, impoundments, and
flaring events are all potential sources of emissions related to drilling and fracking that
have not previously been accounted for in epidemiological studies “in part because data
are not readily available. The value of including these additional sources of information
on [fracking], particularly in health studies, remains unknown.”1784

•

April 26, 2018 – Pipelines are inspected and cleaned through a process called pigging, in
which devices are placed inside, and travel through, the pipe. Pigs can be used to force
water or air through a pipeline, check for obstructions, detect leaks, scrape debris from
the pipe wall, prevent corrosion, or apply coatings. Pigging is necessarily accompanied
by venting of hydrocarbon gases into the air, including methane. A federal settlement
acknowledged that the use of the maintenance pigging technique is a major source of
harmful emissions in pipeline systems carrying fracked gas extracted from shale that also
contains other hydrocarbons, such as natural gas liquids. “The settlement between the
U.S. Department of Justice, Environmental Protection Agency and Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection and two MarkWest subsidiaries … alleges the
company failed to apply for or comply with air pollution permits. As a result, the
company unlawfully vented hundreds of tons of natural gas and volatile organic
compounds.”1785

•

October 12, 2017 – Researchers at University of Albany’s Institute for Health and the
Environment prepared a 300-page technical report on the health effects of the emissions
from 18 natural gas compressor stations in New York State. The team found that,
collectively, these sites released 40 million pounds of 70 different contaminants over a
seven-year period, making natural gas compressor stations the seventh largest point
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source of air pollution in the state. By volume, the largest emissions were nitrogen
oxides, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), formaldehyde, and
particulate matter. Exposure to these chemicals is linked to cancer, as well as
cardiovascular, neurological, and developmental disorders. The authors noted, “The
potential health impacts of the large volumes of pollutants generated by natural gas
compressor stations have not been addressed, let alone answered, by those arguing for
their construction and expansion.”1786
•

October 11, 2017 – A study of airborne methane emissions from assorted components of
natural gas infrastructure in California, including compressor stations and storage
facilities, confirmed earlier studies in finding widely variable leakages. The results
suggested that a significant fraction of the methane emitted from storage facilities may, in
fact, be escaping from their associated compressor stations.1787

•

July 17, 2017 – A comprehensive investigation of the pipeline approval process by the
Center for Public Integrity, StateImpact Pennsylvania, and National Public Radio found
that FERC, which is charged with ensuring the public’s interest, routinely assesses need
based on company filings and functions as an agency captured by industry interests,
concluding, “at every turn, the agency’s process favors the pipeline companies.” The
result, according to this analysis of more than 500 pipeline cases, is that the financial
interests of the gas industry, and not market demand or public necessity, is driving the
ongoing pipeline build-out. In some cases, utility companies have complex financial ties
to the pipeline companies that service them.1788 Continuing this investigation, Inside
Climate News then reviewed several large, new pipeline proposals in the Marcellus and
Utica Shale regions, focusing on joint ventures and interlocking financial relationships
between customers (state-regulated utilities) and suppliers (pipeline companies). Affiliate
agreements that allow parent companies of utilities to seek federal certificates for
interstate pipelines—which typically allow a 14 percent return on equity—contribute to
the ongoing frenzy of pipeline construction even when natural gas demand is flat.
Existing pipelines, the investigation noted, run at only slightly more than half
capacity.1789

•

July 12, 2017 – A Canadian study found that oil and gas infrastructure, including
compressor stations, contributes to habit fragmentation and increases parasitism by
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cowbirds on Savannah sparrow nests in the Northern Great Plains. Populations of North
American grassland songbirds, including the Savannah sparrow, are declining
precipitously, mostly due to habitat loss and degradation. These results suggest that
“brood parasitism associated with oil and natural gas infrastructure may result in
additional pressures that reduce the productivity of this declining grassland songbird.”1790
•

May 16, 2017 – An analysis of records from state agencies revealed that low-pressure
flow lines at oil and gas well sites are responsible for more than 7,000 spills, leaks, and
accidents since 2009. Flow lines carry oil, gas, or wastewater from scattered pieces of
equipment within a production site. Other than in New Mexico, operators are not required
to report gas leaks from flow lines. A fatal explosion in April 2017 in a Firestone,
Colorado home built on top of an oil field was triggered when an abandoned flow line
seeped gas into a basement where it ignited. Two people were killed and one person was
badly injured. Soon after, Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper ordered a statewide
review of all oil and gas lines located near occupied buildings. Preliminary data showed
that 16,000 wells across Colorado have flow lines that lie within 1,000 feet of homes.
Corrosion is a leading cause of flow line failures.1791, 1792

•

February 15, 2017 – A team of researchers from University of Texas investigated
emissions from natural gas compressor stations throughout Pennsylvania and New York.
They found that compressors emitted highly variable plumes of methane that spread
downwind and were measurable a full mile away at levels that could expose nearby
residents, especially during temperature inversions. The researchers concluded, “Our data
indicate that compressor stations are likely sources of methane emissions and presumably
co-emitted air contaminants, and can sporadically/episodically emit methane at relatively
high levels…if such facilities are to be permitted to release specified amounts of
contaminants, those amounts should be actively measured and verified. Without
measurement there can be no assurance that permit conditions are being met.”1793

•

November 30, 2016 – A CityLab investigation used data from the Pipeline and
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration to map all significant U.S. pipeline accidents
between 1986 and 2016 and concluded, “wherever pipelines are extended, deadly
accidents will follow.” Pipeline accidents over the past 30 years have resulted in 548
deaths, more than 2,500 injuries, and over $8.5 billion in damages. Accidents are
particularly common in Texas and Louisiana.1794
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•

July 5, 2016 – The National Energy Board, Canada’s pipeline watchdog, gave two of
Canada’s largest pipeline companies six months to fix severe deficiencies in pipelines,
ultimately issuing an emergency safety order in February 2016. Newly released federal
documents showed that Texas-based Kinder Morgan and Alberta-based Enbridge were
both looking into the use of defective parts purchased from Thailand-based Canadoil Asia
that recently went bankrupt. U.S. regulators warned of these deficiencies eight years
prior. At least one Canadian pipeline with defective materials exploded during that
period.1795

•

June 10, 2016 – EPA Region 2 submitted comments to FERC on Docket Nos. PFI6-3,
Eastern System Upgrade Project, which includes new natural gas compressor stations in
Hancock and Highland, New York. The EPA submission suggested an analysis of
whether this project was needed; clarification of what is meant by a loop system;
evaluation of alternatives; a comprehensive analysis of cumulative, indirect, and
secondary impacts; information on greenhouse gas emissions and climate change
impacts; a Health Impact Assessment; the inclusion of all pollution prevention practices;
and a consideration of environmental justice concerns.1796 The company agreed to
provide funding toward a health study but wished to retain the ability to determine the
study parameters.1797 Skeptical of the health study’s funding and parameters, residents
and potentially impacted towns objected to the company’s dismissal of the towns’ laws
prohibiting the construction and operation of heavy industrial use facilities. The Deputy
Supervisor of one of the affected towns “said he was encouraged by the federal
Environmental Protection Agency’s comments on the project’s preliminary federal
application. He said the EPA concerns were ‘the same as ours.’”1798

•

April 27, 2016 – In its report on two natural gas pipeline expansion projects in
Appalachia, the Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis demonstrated that
the Atlantic Coast and Mountain Valley pipelines are “emblematic of the risks that such
expansion creates for ratepayers, investors and landowners.” The report concluded that
pipelines out of the Marcellus and Utica region are being overbuilt, putting ratepayers at
risk of paying for excess capacity, landowners at risk of losing their property to
unnecessary projects, and investors at risk of loss. The report stated that FERC facilitates
this building of excess pipeline capacity and its approach for assessing need is
insufficient.1799
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•

April 22, 2016 – The federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(ATSDR) released a report on air quality near a natural gas compressor station in
Brooklyn Township, Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania, finding levels of fine
particulate matter (PM2.5) at levels that can damage human health in those with longterm exposure. Evaluating data from an 18-day EPA field air monitoring event, the report
found that the average ambient 24-hour PM2.5 concentration observed at one residence
(19 μg/m3) was higher than the nearest regional National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) monitoring station (12.3 μg/m3) in Scranton, PA, over the same period.
ATSDR concluded that there was evidence that long-term exposure to PM2.5 at the
levels found can cause an increase in mortality, respiratory problems, hospitalizations,
preterm births, and low birth weight. The agency said that in the short term, exposure
could be harmful to sensitive populations, such as those with respiratory problems or
heart disease. The agency recommended that sensitive individuals monitor air quality and
limit activity accordingly, and that the PA DEP work to reduce other sources of PM and
its precursors.1800

•

April 3, 2016 – The Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project issued a
Technical Report in response to the January 29, 2016 federal ATSDR report on the
Brigich compressor station in Chartiers Township, Washington County, Pennsylvania.
ATSDR detected chemicals that had been reported at gas sites previously, and this
confirmation of their presence provided “an important acknowledgement that neighbors
of such facilities are being exposed (often at very close range) to chemicals that bring
with them the possibility of short- and long-term health effects.” The report stated that, in
conjunction with the monitoring work of the EPA, ATSDR “provided a solid set of data.”
However, due to the limitations of the methodologies available to them, the authors were
“concerned that there was, in the end, an underestimate of risk to community
members.”1801

•

April 1, 2016 – Kinder Morgan, the largest energy infrastructure company in North
America, suspended construction of a $1 billion pipeline project that would have carried
gasoline and diesel fuel across the southeastern United States. Construction was
suspended after landowners protested the seizure of their property, a Georgia Superior
Court judge upheld a decision denying a certificate that would have allowed the company
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to use eminent domain, and the state legislature passed legislation to block the property
seizure.1802
•

March 26, 2016 – According to a Boston University-led study, fugitive emissions from
urban natural gas pipeline systems were the largest anthropogenic source of the
greenhouse gas methane in the United States and contribute to the risk of explosions in
urban environments, with 15 percent of leaks qualifying as potentially explosive.1803 “All
leaks must be addressed, as even small leaks cannot be disregarded as ‘safely leaking,’”
concluded the report authors. In an interview with Inside Climate News, the lead author
said that in addition to weighing the safety risks from gas leaks, regulators and utility
companies must also consider the climate impact of leaks when determining priorities for
repairing and replacing pipes.1804

•

March 7, 2016 – A lawsuit filed against FERC in U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C
challenged the agency’s relationship with industry, reported Penn Live: “The suit accuses
the commission of regulatory capture, a situation in which corporations control
regulators.” FERC receives all of its funding from the energy companies that it regulates
and had never rejected a pipeline plan, which, according to the complainant,
demonstrates “clear bias and corruption.”1805

•

February 26, 2016 – Congressman Chris Gibson (NY-19), in response to citizen
concerns, sent a letter to FERC regarding the proposed 41,000-horsepower compressor
station in southern Rensselaer County, New York, part of the Northeast Energy Direct
(NED) pipeline project. He discussed the inadequacy of federal exposure standards with
regard to exposures at compressor sites and lack of medical expertise in these decisions.
He requested public health expertise on all Environmental Assessment and
Environmental Impact Statement teams, an independent panel to review the federal
exposure standards around compressor stations, and “a transparent and effective review
process.”1806 His call was supported by other elected officials, as well as public health
researcher David O. Carpenter, MD, who has studied compressor station pollutants.1807
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•

January 29, 2016 – ATSDR, in collaboration with the EPA Region 3 Air Protection
Division, conducted an exposure investigation to evaluate exposures of residents living
near the Brigich natural gas compressor station in Chartiers Township, Washington
County, Pennsylvania. ATSDR concluded that, although exposure to the levels of
chemicals detected in the ambient air was not expected to harm the health of the general
population, “some sensitive subpopulations (e.g., asthmatics, elderly) may experience
harmful effects from exposures to hydrogen sulfide and PM 2.5 [and] [s]ome individuals
may also be sensitive to aldehyde exposures, including glutaraldehyde.” According to
ATSDR, one of the study’s limitations was that the sampling “may not have adequately
captured uncommon but significant incidents when peak emissions (e.g. unscheduled
facility incidents, blowdowns or flaring events) coincide with unfavorable meteorological
conditions (e.g. air inversion).” ATSDR recommendations included reducing exposures
to the chemicals of concern to protect sensitive populations, continued collection of
emissions data for long-term and peak exposures, and air modeling to better understand
ambient air quality.1808

•

December 8, 2015 – The Niagara County Legislature, following the recommendations of
the Medical Society of the State of New York, called for a Health Impact Assessment
(HIA) on natural gas infrastructure, including compressor stations, and co-hosted a
conference in Albany on the Medical Society’s health findings. A compressor station
with twin compressors, part of the “2016 Northern Access Plan” to transfer gas from
Pennsylvania to Canada, is proposed for the county.1809

•

November 9, 2015 – Following the 2010 heavy oil spill in Michigan’s Kalamazoo River,
Congress ordered an audit that spotlighted the industry’s poor record of spotting leaks.
Politico reported on the 2015 regulatory structure ultimately unveiled in response,
determining the proposal “fails to patch that hole in the nation’s pipeline safety net.”
“While the agency’s proposed rule expands the number of pipelines that must have a
leak-detection system in place, it sets no basic standards for how well that technology
should work. Instead, safety advocates say, it lets pipeline operators decide for
themselves whether they are adequately prepared.”1810

•

October 16, 2015 – The EPA urged FERC to consider “whether the Northeast Energy
Direct pipeline could be combined with other projects, rather than constructing a new
system that would have a host of environmental impacts,” reported Oneonta, New York’s
Daily Star. The EPA also advised “that the gas demand addressed by NED’s application

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, “Exposure Investigation, Natural Gas Ambient Air Quality
Monitoring Initiative Brigich Compressor Station, Chartiers Township, Washington County, Pennsylvania,” Health
Consultation (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, Division of Community Health Investigations,
January 29, 2016),
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could be met by renewable forms of energy such as solar and wind power…”1811 (Note:
Kinder Morgan withdrew its NED pipeline application in April 2016.)
•

September 17, 2015 – At a shale gas conference, industry representatives espoused the
construction of new pipelines as necessary to re-invigorate the gas industry in the
Marcellus. Speakers noted that FERC approval can be expected to now take longer, by
about six months, blaming environmental groups for the delays.1812

•

September 9, 2015 – New pipelines are failing at a rate on par with gas transmission lines
installed before the 1940s, according to an analysis of federal data by the Pipeline Safety
Trust, reported by S&P Global Market Intelligence. “The gas transmission lines installed
in the 2010s had an annual average incident rate of 6.64 per 10,000 miles over the time
frame considered, even exceeding that of the pre-1940s pipes. Those installed prior to
1940 or at unknown dates had an incident rate of 6.08 per 10,000 miles.” The director of
the National Transportation Safety Board’s Office of Railroad, Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Investigations “agreed that the rapid construction of pipelines in the U.S. is
likely a contributing factor.”1813

•

August 18, 2015 – Houston Advanced Research Center (HARC) scientists addressed “the
commonly acknowledged sources of uncertainty which are the lack of sustained
monitoring of ambient concentrations of pollutants associated with gas mining, poor
quantification of their emissions, and inability to correlate health symptoms with specific
emission events.” They concluded that “more contemporary monitoring and data analysis
techniques should take the place of older methods to better protect the health of nearby
residents and maintain the integrity of the surrounding environment.” “Real-time mobile
monitoring, microscale modeling and source attribution, and real-time broadcasting of air
quality and human health data over the World Wide Web” have been demonstrated, they
wrote, by past, current, and planned future monitoring studies in the Barnett and Eagle
Ford shale regions.1814 Founded as a technology incubator in 1982 by Houston oilman
George P. Mitchell, HARC later re-aligned to focus on sustainable development.

•

August 14, 2015 – HARC scientists found that port operations involving petrochemicals
may significantly increase emissions of air toxics, including peaks of carcinogenic
benzene of up to 37 ppb. The scientists matched the benzene spikes with pipeline
systems. The spikes were at levels much higher than those reported in the EPA’s 2011
National Emissions Inventory. The authors recommended the use of updated methods for
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ambient monitoring.1815 Lead scientist Jay Olaguer said in a related interview that
“government regulators should wake up to the reality of the situation, that their methods
of tracking air pollution need to be updated so that the samples are taken in real time and
can catch it when toxic vapors of this magnitude are released.”1816
•

July 15, 2015 – Rensselaer County lawmakers passed a resolution asking the state of
New York to freeze the approval process for the Northeast Energy Direct pipeline—
which would carry fracked gas from Pennsylvania to Boston—until it conducts a
comprehensive health impact assessment for natural gas pipelines.1817

•

July 8, 2015 – Researchers from West Virginia University completed leak and loss audits
for methane emissions at three natural gas compressor stations and two natural gas
storage facilities, with a “leak” defined as an unintended release of natural gas due to
malfunction of a component, and a “loss” defined as an intended release of natural gas. In
terms of frequency, most emissions were leaks, but on a mass basis, losses were the
dominant source of methane emissions (88 percent). The top loss emitters were engine
exhausts (accounting for nearly half), packing vents, and slop tanks. Emissions from
compressor blowdowns were not included.1818 A related study by a University of Houston
team found that emission rates from compressor stations in Texas’ Barnett Shale were far
higher than from well pads.1819, 1820

•

July 7, 2015 – Seeking a method to bridge the gap between bottom-up and top-down
methods of measuring methane emissions, Purdue University, University of Houston, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Environmental Defense
Fund, and independent researchers surveyed eight high-emitting point sources in the
Barnett Shale using an aircraft-based “mass balance” approach. Results from four gas
processing plants and one compressor station highlighted the importance of addressing
methane “super-emitters” and confirmed that self-reports from the Greenhouse Gas
Reporting Program underestimated actual emission rates by a factor of 3.8 or higher, due
to “underestimated facility emissions, temporal variability of emissions, and the
exclusion of nonreporting facility emissions.”1821
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•

July 7, 2015 – Using relatively easy-to-acquire and inexpensive stable isotopic and
alkane ratio tracers, researchers are now able to distinguish methane arising from natural
gas production and transport from agricultural and urban methane sources, and, in
addition, to distinguish between methane released from shale gas as opposed to
conventional wells. Initial research from the University of Cincinnati, University of
California at Irvine, and the Environmental Defense Fund found that methane in the
Barnett Shale hydraulic fracturing region near Fort Worth, Texas, represents a complex
mixture of these sources. This new approach, used for ground-level measurements, can
complement and extend top-down approaches, allowing for more accurate inventories
of thermogenic and biogenic sources of methane emissions.1822

•

July 1, 2015 – In New York State, Schoharie County supervisors and medical
professionals demanded comprehensive health impact assessments as a precondition for
permitting natural gas pipelines and compressor stations.1823

•

June 12, 2015 – The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry investigated the
health effects of ruptured gas pipelines in an analysis of data in a database on acute
petroleum-related releases to which seven states contribute (Louisiana, New York, North
Carolina, Oregon, Tennessee, Utah, and Wisconsin). From 2010 to 2012, there were
1,369 such incidents, which resulted in 259 injuries. More than three-quarters of these
incidents were related to natural gas distribution. Equipment failure accounted for half of
all incidents; human error accounted for 40 percent. The report noted the “continuing
occurrence” of petroleum release incidents—including from natural gas pipeline
ruptures—which have “the potential to cause mass casualties and environmental
contamination.”1824

•

June 9, 2015 – The American Medical Association (AMA) adopted a resolution,
“Protecting Public Health from Natural Gas Infrastructure,” that was based on a
resolution adopted by the Medical Society of the State of New York. (See below.) The
resolution states, “Our AMA recognizes the potential impact on human health associated
with natural gas infrastructure and supports legislation that would require a
comprehensive Health Impact Assessment regarding the health risks that may be
associated with natural gas pipelines.”1825

•

May 2, 2015 – The Medical Society of the State of New York adopted a resolution,
“Protecting Public Health from Natural Gas Infrastructure,” that recognizes the potential
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impact to human health and the environment of natural gas pipelines and calls for a
governmental assessment of these risks.1826
•

March 3, 2015 – Researchers with the Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health
Project measured ambient levels of particulate and volatile air pollutants from frackingrelated operations and calculated expected human exposures in Washington County,
Pennsylvania. Extremely high exposures peaked at night when air was still. These
fluctuating exposure events mimic, in frequency and intensity, the episodic nature of
health complaints among residents. Over a one-year period, compressor stations were
responsible for more extreme exposure events (118) than well pads or gas processing
plants.1827

•

February 24, 2015 – As part of a literature review on the health impacts of compressor
stations, the Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project reported that peak
emissions of fine particles tended to occur during construction time, that day-to-day
emissions during operational time can fluctuate greatly, and that a compressor blowdown
typically represented the single largest emission event during operations. Hence,
documentation of these fluctuations cannot be captured by calculating yearly averages. A
blowdown is an intentional or accidental release of gas through the blowdown valve that
creates a 30- to 60-meter-high gas plume. Blowdowns, which are used to release
pressure, can last as long as three hours. The authors noted that blowdowns result in
periods of high levels of volatile organic compound releases and that anecdotal accounts
associate blowdowns with burning eyes and throat, skin irritation, and headache.1828
There is neither a national or state inventory of compressor station accidents nor a body
of peer-reviewed research on the public health impacts of compressor stations.

•

February 17, 2015 – A Boston study found that emissions from residential, end-use
natural gas infrastructure was a significant source of atmospheric methane—two to three
times larger than previously presumed—and accounted for 60 to 100 percent of methane,
depending on the season. Of all the natural gas in the downstream component of the
natural gas system, 2.7 percent was lost to the atmosphere.1829

•

February 10, 2015 – A team of engineers from Pennsylvania and Colorado examined
methane emissions from natural gas compressor stations and found that vents, valves,
engine exhaust, and equipment leaks were also major emissions sources. There was
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considerable variation in emissions among the 45 compressor stations measured.
Surprisingly, substantial emissions were found even when compressors were not
operating.1830
•

December 27, 2014 – A Pittsburgh Tribune-Review investigation found that the vast
majority of natural gas “gathering lines”—pipelines that take natural gas from rural well
pads to processing plants—were regulated by neither federal nor state pipeline safety
laws. The United States has nearly 230,000 miles of natural gas gathering lines that are
unregulated, operating without safety standards or inspection. These pipelines are among
the largest and highest-pressure pipes in use and carry gas at nearly three times the
pressure of transmission lines, which transport the gas from the processing plants to
urban distribution networks.1831

•

November 11, 2014 – An analysis by a Carnegie Mellon University research team of
40,000 pipeline accidents from 1968 to 2009 found that comparatively few accidents
accounted for a large share of total property damage, whereas a large share of fatalities
and injuries were caused by numerous, small-scale accidents. There are 2.4 million miles
of natural gas pipeline in the United States and 175,000 miles of hazardous liquid
pipeline (which includes crude oil).1832

•

October 30, 2014 – A research team led by David O. Carpenter at University at Albany
found high levels of formaldehyde near 14 compressor stations in three states. In
Arkansas, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming, formaldehyde levels near compressor stations
exceeded health-based risk levels. The authors noted that compressor stations can
produce formaldehyde through at least two routes: it is created as an incomplete
combustion byproduct from the gas-fired engines used in compressor stations. It is also
created when fugitive methane, which escapes from compressor stations, is chemically
converted in the presence of sunlight. Formaldehyde is a known human carcinogen. Other
hazardous air pollutants detected near compressor stations in this study were benzene and
hexane. One air sample collected near a compressor station in Arkansas contained 17
different volatile compounds. (See entry for October 30, 2014 in Air Pollution.)

•

October 15, 2014 – In comments to FERC, New York’s Madison County Health
Department reviewed the literature on compressor station emissions and expressed
concerns about associated health impacts, including documented correlations between
health problems and residential proximity to compressor stations. It also reviewed health
outcomes associated with exposures to chemicals known to be released from compressor
stations, including VOCs, carbonyls and aldehydes, aromatics, and particulate matter. In
addition, gas from fracking operations transiting through compressor stations may carry
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gaseous radon. The Health Department noted a troubling lack of information on the
intensity, frequency, and duration of emission peaks that occur during the blowdowns and
large venting episodes that are a normal part of compressor operations.1833
•

September 16, 2014 – Noting the proximity of a proposed high-pressure pipeline to
Indian Point Nuclear Facility, as well as the evidence linking compressor station
emissions to negative health impacts, New York’s Rockland County legislature adopted a
resolution calling for a comprehensive Health Impact Assessment in regards to Spectra
Energy’s planned Algonquin Incremental Market (AIM) natural gas pipeline,
compressor, and metering stations expansion project.1834 This resolution follows on the
heels of similar resolutions expressing health concerns about the AIM project from both
Westchester and Putnam County legislatures.1835, 1836

•

January 24, 2013 – A report prepared for the Clean Air Council by an independent
consulting firm to evaluate air quality impacts from the Barto Compressor Station in
Penn Township, Lycoming County, Pennsylvania predicted “large exceedances” of the
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 1-hour NAAQS. Researchers used allowable emissions in the PA
DEP permit, the 2006-2010 meteorological data and the latest EPA modeling guidance
for the model’s prediction. Three techniques were used, and for two of the techniques,
NAAQS exceedances occurred within a mile of the plant. The report concluded, “NO2
impacts from the Barto plant alone are very significant since its emissions cause large
exceedances of the 1-hour NAAQS.”1837

•

July 14, 2011 – A Fort Worth air quality study assessed the impact of drilling and
fracking operations, and ancillary infrastructure, on concentrations of toxic air pollutants
in the city of Fort Worth, Texas. The study found that compressor stations were a
significant source of fracking-related air pollution. The compressor engines were
responsible for over 99 percent of the hazardous air pollutants emitted from compressor
stations, of which 67 percent was formaldehyde.1838
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Gas storage

Gas storage facilities include not only manmade holding tanks but also geological formations,
most notably, aquifers, abandoned salt caverns, mines, and depleted oil fields left over from
drilling operations. These unlined cavities were not created with the intent to store pressurized
hydrocarbon gases, nor are they engineered for this purpose. Leakage from these facilities has
resulted in water contamination, air pollution and explosions.
The 3,600-acre Aliso Canyon gas storage facility, located in a depleted oil field in southern
California, released more than 100,000 metric tons of methane into the air of the San Fernando
Valley over a four-month period beginning in October 2015 before it was finally contained in
February 2016. This massive methane leak—the largest in U.S. history—is the greenhouse gas
equivalent of a half million cars driving for a year. The plume itself was visible from space.
More than 8,000 families in the nearby community of Porter Ranch were evacuated and
relocated, thousands were sickened, and two public schools closed. As determined by a 2019
final report, the root cause of the Aliso Canyon blowout was a corroded well casing and lack of
a shut-off valve in a half-century-old well.
Data released in 2018 reveal that there are more than 10,000 Aliso-style storage wells with gas
flowing through only a single unprotected pipe—that is, with a single point of failure. Of the
nearly 400 natural underground storage facilities in the United States, 296 of them have one or
more of these wells, and they are located in 32 states. Many natural gas storage facilities
approached capacity in 2020 as low demand and low prices created an enduring supply glut.
While not as common as depleted oil fields, salt cavern gas storage facilities suffer a
disproportionate number of serious problems, including loss of cavern integrity and consequent
gas migration.

•

May 20, 2021 –Nova Scotia’s geology includes salt formations along the Shubenacadie
River where Alton Gas is proposing to build a gas storage facility. Despite a centuries-old
treaty which gives the indigenous Mi’kmaq people rights to this land and river, they were
not consulted during the permitting process. Mi’kmaq elders objecting to the construction
predict certain destruction of land and river life from construction and maintenance of the
gas storage facility. Critics also fear dire safety issues for indigenous women living in the
area and along the 85-mile corridor that is proposed to connect the storage facility to the
proposed LNG terminal 85 miles away.”1839

•

April 30, 2021 – A $25 million public health research study on impacts of the 2015 gas
leak at Aliso Canyon is the result of a $120 million settlement between Southern Gas
California Co., Los Angeles County, the City of Los Angeles, and the state agencies. The
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Los Angeles Daily News reported widespread community dissatisfaction with the
direction of the study, which was spearheaded by the public health department with
guidance from a scientific oversight committee and a community advisory group (CAG).
The public health department released a study draft identifying key areas the health study
should address, which the CAG has described as too broad and underdeveloped. “The
CAG unanimously agrees that the loose draft language of the study’s goals and priorities
invites a mediocre study by encouraging the use of data proxies and environmental
abstractions,” said Craig Galanti, a member of CAG. Criticizing a reliance on publicly
available, utility-derived data for a modeling study, the group cited a 2018 report by the
California Council on Science and Technology which concluded that such air quality
monitoring missed the first few days of the blowout, when exposures to the highest
concentrations likely occurred. In addition, the CAG expressed the need for a clinicallybased, human-subject focused study. “CAG members say if the health study doesn’t
include the chemical list, a cancer surveillance study, accurate air monitoring and
benzene exposure data, it wouldn’t be complete.”1840
•

April 7, 2021 – A 2019 blowout of 100,000 cubic feet of natural gas from Southern
California’s Playa del Rey oilfield served as a reminder of the long legacy of fossil fuel
extraction and storage on the west side of Los Angeles. Playa del Rey’s sandstone
formation thousands of feet underground holds natural gas in an operation similar to that
of Aliso Canyon. Both storage fields, reported the Los Angeles Times, have a long history
of leaks. Opposition to Playa del Rey’s gas storage field is growing, including among
elected officials, in the form of municipal resolutions to close the facility and a call from
the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors to study the feasibility of closure. Though
it has less than three percent of the storage capacity of Aliso Canyon, 45,000 people live
within a mile of Playa del Rey field, compared with 6,500 within a mile of Aliso. Four
thousand people live directly above the Playa del Rey storage field. A 2019 Harvard
study singled out the field as particularly risky. [See July 8, 2019 entry below.]1841

•

January 12, 2021 – A study of surface deformation caused by the convergence of
multiple underground gas storage facilities focused on the increasing use of salt caverns
for gas storage, and resultant changes in pressure inside those caverns due to injection,
unloading, and additional leaching. These can cause significant cavern disruption which
can lead to deformation and subsidence. The study described an effective multi-parameter
method for determining changes in rock mass deformation for salt caverns, as well for
predicting the surface deformation for a large field of salt caverns.1842

•

October 28, 2020 – Using Bayesian analysis, researchers calculated the frequency of
accidents, incidents, failures, and other problematic events at U.S. underground natural
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gas storage facilities for each of the 31 states that host such facilities. Depleted oil and
gas fields, which are, by far, the most common type of underground gas storage facility in
the United States and have been in operation for the longest time, showed the highest
number of problematic occurrences. Aquifer storage, though not as common, has led to
contamination of drinking water wells on neighboring properties. Many occurrences have
been linked with salt-cavern storage over a relatively small number of facility-years, and
these include serious problems such as loss of cavern volume, loss of cavern integrity,
gas migration into adjacent brine caverns, and elevated cavern pressures, which can
endanger surface wellheads and related infrastructure of the brine caverns. “States having
the largest number of occurrences at the lowest, nuisance-group level of severity are
California and Pennsylvania (for oil-and-gas storage), Iowa and Illinois (for aquifer
storage), and Texas (for salt-cavern storage).” [See also entry below for November 5,
2019.]1843
•

July 29, 2020 – A natural gas storage facility exploded in Mont Belvieu, Texas after a
contractor struck an underground pipeline.1844 The facility belonging to Lone Star NGL, a
subsidiary of Dallas-based Energy Transfer LP, stores and processes natural gas liquids,
including propane, butane and ethane. Five hundred and thirty-five miles of pipeline from
the Permian Basin, Barnett Shale and East Texas transport natural gas liquids to the Mont
Belvieu storage and fractionation facility. A company spokeswoman said that the
company planned an investigation.

•

June 30, 2020 – SoCalGas executives sought to delay by six months the next round of
mechanical integrity tests on wells used to access the Aliso Canyon gas storage field, site
of the 2015 four-month blowout releasing 100,000 metric tons of methane.1845 These tests
were required after a root cause analysis had determined that the blowout was caused by
a faulty well casing at the facility, linked to microbial corrosion caused by contact with
groundwater. (See entry for May 16, 2019.) California regulators instituted new
regulations following the disaster, including the requirement that all wells undergo
mechanical integrity tests at least once every two years. SoCalGas asked the state to
suspend the requirement, citing the pandemic. The request was denied.

•

June 9, 2020 – Use of the SoCalGas Aliso Canyon gas storage field has vastly expanded
during California Governor’s Newsome’s tenure, despite a stated commitment to close
the facility following the 2015 massive blowout.1846 SoCalGas withdrew 20 billion cubic
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feet of gas from the facility in winter 2019-2020, up from 14 billion the winter before,
and one billion in 2017-2018. “The more the gas company uses the storage field, the
higher the risk of additional leaks,” said USC engineering professor Najmedin Meshkati,
who authored a study examining the causes. (See December 1, 2017 entry.)
•

May 20, 2020 – The Texas Observer reported on threats to the state’s drinking water
from changing oil and gas storage practices in Texas during a time of supply glut,
negative prices for oil, and a growing scarcity of Gulf Coast storage tank capacity. As
producers sought to store their excess oil and gas in underground salt caverns, in the same
way the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve stores their crude, the Texas Railroad
Commission, which regulates oil and gas producers in that state, granted permission for
such storage up for to five years. Commissioners also lifted the requirement to hold
public hearings. Environmental groups and scientists decried the absence of formal
opportunity for public comment, particularly concerned about the threat to the nine
aquifers across Texas, which provide 60 percent of the state’s water and underlie the oil
fields. “Is it going to stay there and not leak into the aquifer?…The environmental
concerns are the biggest issue here,” according to Ramanan Krishnamoorti, petroleum
engineer at the University of Houston.1847 The agency’s history of indifference toward
potential contamination of aquifers is longstanding. “In 2014, the commission sided with
Marathon Oil Company when a local groundwater conservation district raised concerns
about the company injecting drilling waste into a productive South Texas aquifer. In its
most recent annual report on groundwater contamination in Texas, a group of state
agencies tasked with studying the issue found roughly 630 cases of groundwater
contamination linked to ‘total petroleum hydrocarbons’ in 2018.” The Observer noted
that another risk of gas and oil storage in salt caverns is explosion. One such accident in
1992 in Brenham, TX killed a six-year-old boy and injured 13 others.

•

May 18, 2020 – Gas storage has reached capacity as natural gas exceeds demand, and
prices plummet, according to Oilprice.com.1848 In Europe as in the United States, these
trends have been exacerbated by mild weather in winter 2019-2020, more renewable
energy production, and a crash in industrial demand for gas amid the pandemic. Although
prospects for gas are better than oil because of the electrical generation industry, demand
for gas will continue to decrease significantly if Europe embraces a green recovery and
renewable energy sources are pressured to expand.

•

April 15, 2020 – Using advanced remote sensing and in situ observations of near-surface
atmospheric methane combined with wind data, researchers studied twelve active
underground gas storage facilities in California, including Aliso Canyon, between
January 2016 and November 2017 to determine net annual methane emissions.1849 The
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team, consisting of scientists from CalTech, Stanford, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, and other institutions, said their “analysis reveals significant discrepancies
with the State’s accounting of UGS emissions as well as under reporting by individual
facilities which if unresolved could impede efforts to meet future mitigation targets,” and
they found this conclusion to be consistent for both of their estimation techniques. The
study’s 2016 estimations of net annual methane emissions for the seven facilities that did
report were approximately five times higher than they reported. Methane has been
targeted for emissions mitigation by the State of California, including legislation focused
on natural gas leak detection and repair and identification of emission hotspots. This
study’s findings included that, even since the massive Aliso Canyon release, researchers
found persistent venting from the shutdown stack and episodic venting from equipment.
Results from other facilities included highly variable emissions, and this variability
“remains one of the most challenging aspects of UGS emissions quantification,
underscoring the need for more systematic and persistent methane monitoring.”
•

April 10, 2020 – Ethane, a byproduct of fracked shale gas and needed to produce plastics,
is often stored in underground caverns. Cracker plants, which would use the ethane, are
being constructed and proposed along the Ohio River around Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to
use the wet fracked gas from Pennsylvania and Ohio. A 2017 an Appalachian Oil and
Natural Gas Research Consortium study identified regions in West Virginia,
Pennsylvania, and Ohio for constructing caverns in underground salt beds or limestone
rock, as well as in abandoned gas fields, for storing natural gas liquids. An Inside Climate
News piece provided this background, as well as the mechanics of underground gas
storage, for examining the history and hazards of Mont Belvieu, 30 miles northeast of
Houston, the world’s largest natural gas liquids underground storage area.1850 Mont
Belvieu has a history of environmental calamities, and the complex’s operator continues
to be the target of enforcement actions. In view of that history, the Ohio River
underground storage facilities are being promoted as very different from the accidentprone and violation-ridden Mont Belvieu. “We just want to be a warehouse,” said David
Hooker, president of Mountaineer NGL Storage, which is developing a site along the
Ohio River in Monroe County.

•

March 24, 2020 – In 2016 Nova Scotia’s environment minister, Margaret Miller,
permitted a gas storage facility on the banks of the Shubenacadie River. Alton Gas, a
subsidiary of Calgary-based energy company AltaGas, proposed to store up to 10 billion
cubic feet of natural gas in underground caverns. The Sipekne’katik First Nation sued to
stop the project both because it is Aboriginal land and because the process would cause
significant pollution of the river. The storage cavern would be created by flushing nearby
salt deposits with water from the Shubenacadie River. As reported by the CBC, the Nova
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Scotia Supreme Court agreed to a delay of at least 120 days and has ordered the province
to resume consultations with Sipekne’katik First Nation.1851
•

March 20, 2020 – In 2016, Congress passed the Protecting our Infrastructure of Pipelines
and Enhancing Safety (PIPES) Act requiring the U.S. Department of Transportation’s
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) to promulgate
underground natural gas storage safety regulations following the massive 2015 Aliso
Canyon gas leak. In February 2020, PHMSA issued its Final Rule, which weakened
existing safety regulations applicable to underground natural gas storage facilities,
including limiting the type of accidents or routine maintenance activities that had
previously been deemed reportable. Only well plugging or abandonment or maintenance
costing more than $200,000 now require reporting to PHMSA. According to the legal
news digest, JD Supra, “the Final Rule provides clarifications to the Interim Final Rule in
ways that should benefit storage operators,” and the agency resisted in its rule “calls to
impose additional safety requirements on storage operators at least for the foreseeable
future.”1852

•

January 24, 2020 – Porter Ranch residents presented in Superior Court the damages they
sustained from the massive Aliso Canyon gas storage site gas leak and the actions they
would have taken to protect themselves and their property if SoCalGas had not delayed in
notifying authorities and residents. A state appeals court panel had ruled that residents
were entitled to this hearing addressing “whether petitioners can prove damages from the
three-day delay in reporting the leak, as charged in the criminal complaint.” At 2016
settlement talks between prosecutors and SoCalGas, residents complained of not being
part of the proceedings and left unable to seek restitution. Many residents are still sick
and property still contaminated, according to the residents’ attorney.1853

•

January 7, 2020 – NBC Los Angeles reported that Los Angeles County Board of
Supervisors unanimously called on California Governor Gavin Newsom to expedite the
closure of the Aliso Canyon natural gas storage facility in Porter Ranch, site of the largest
methane leak in U.S. history.1854 Supervisor Kathryn Barger said, “We do not know what
the long-term impacts of the gas leak will be… The only way to preserve the health and
safety of the residents around Aliso Canyon is for it to close.” Operator of the site,
SoCalGas continued to maintain that the site is needed to provide an affordable electric
energy supply. Fearing expansion at another SoCalGas storage facility in the Los Angeles
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area, a Supervisor successfully added an amendment to the Board’s call to the governor,
requesting a feasibility study of closing the Playa del Rey facility.
•

November 19, 2019 – California Governor Gavin Newsom called on California’s utilities
regulator to identify ways to accelerate the pace to state reliance on renewables, with the
objective of closing the Aliso Canyon gas storage facility. Renewable energy sources like
solar and wind play increasing roles in California’s energy landscape, but natural gas still
accounts for the largest single source of in-state generation, at 46.5 percent.
Environmental groups criticized the Governor’s call for additional study, citing an
independent energy consulting group’s finding that natural gas injections at Aliso Canyon
were not needed in the short-term. For the long-term, the report said that advances in
energy efficiency and carbon-free storage will make Aliso Canyon obsolete. At the time
of this San Diego Tribune report, Aliso Canyon gas storage was permitted at about 39
percent of maximum capacity, after the initial resumption in July 2017.1855

•

November 5, 2019 – The first probabilistic analysis of natural gas accidents—variously
referred to as events, incidents, accidents, or failures across studies—at underground gas
storage facilities in the United States found in its review an occurrence rate “larger than
has been previously reported.”1856 The researchers predicted, “The probability of one
serious or catastrophic leakage occurrence to the ground surface within the next 10 years,
assuming constant number of facilities, is approximately 0.1–0.3% for any facility type.”
Using a Bayesian statistical approach, an inference method that integrates new data with
existing knowledge, researchers said that their study “demonstrates the value of
collecting new historical data for occurrences as well as comparing the newly acquired
data to earlier databases.” The study’s characterization of risks to plan improved risk
management and regulatory policy of underground gas storage facilities included cause,
severity, and uncertainty for depleted oil-and-gas field storage, aquifer storage, and
solution-mined salt cavern storage. Depleted oil-and-gas field storage showed the largest
probabilities and the smallest uncertainties for accidents.

•

October 15, 2019 – As the October 2019 Saddleridge Fire burned and a fire broke out and
burned for 24 hours next to the Aliso Canyon gas storage facility, residents of Porter
Ranch, California prepared for mandatory evacuation, Knock LA reported.1857 Since and
before the oil field was repurposed for gas storage in 1973, fires have been frequent at
and around the facility, some caused by ruptured gas lines and others triggered by
earthquakes. Although the local department of health failed to warn residents to wear
respirator masks until 12 hours after the evacuation, a physician in the area advised
residents to use respirators for protection against particulate matter that included not only
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soot from burned vegetation, but also from burning contaminants released during the
Aliso Canyon blowout. The piece referenced the recent study (See Jun 26, 2019 entry
below) that found “a broad range of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs)” co-emitted during
the Aliso Canyon blowout and during “final well kill attempts.” Two deaths were
reported in the aftermath of the fire: that of a park ranger and a Porter Ranch resident,
both of heart attacks, known health consequences of particulate matter exposure.
•

July 31, 2019 – A ProPublica investigation explored the political connections behind the
proposed Appalachian Storage and Trading Hub, a $10 billion dollar mammoth
underground storage facility for ethane and other byproducts used in plastics
manufacturing.1858 West Virginia state officials see the reserves that form the largest
natural gas field in the world as “a path to renewed political and economic relevance for
the Mountain State, which they envision rivaling the Gulf Coast as a center for
processing natural gas and producing plastics.” However, such a large facility is beyond
what the region could support and carries a range of risks. West Virginia leaders sought a
$1.9 billion federal loan guarantee, one of the largest ever considered, and which could
leave taxpayers on the hook in the event the project fails, as well as looking to the federal
government for a “streamlined” review process. The hub’s prospects were considered
weakened by “uncertainty and turmoil” of the U.S.-China trade war.

•

July 8, 2019 – Tens of thousands of U.S. homes and residents are located within a
proposed underground gas storage (UGS) “Wellhead Safety Zone” of active UGS wells,
according to a multi-institution study comparing methods of estimating this hazard.1859 In
some cases homes and residents were within a state’s oil and gas well surface setback
distance. Lead author Drew Michanowicz, of the Center for Climate, Health and Global
Environment at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health said to West Virginia
Public Radio, “Our results were somewhat surprising in that a lot of these wells are in
residential suburban areas, which in terms of the entire natural gas supply chain is
definitely a unique kind of land use conflict.”1860 The researchers applied a new method
of allocating an average person per household to geospatially-identified residential
housing unit. This new method showed 65 percent of UGS wells occupying residential
urban and suburban areas, and across the six states studied, 41 percent of underground
storage wells were located within one city block of at least one home. As reported by
West Virginia Public Radio, “in Ohio, more than half of the state’s underground storage
wells are located within one block of a residence” and “affected an estimated 12,000
Ohio homes and over 30,000 residents.” The new method provided more precise
estimates than the previous standard method, but by either benchmark, there is “a
substantial degree of land use conflict between populations and UGS wells” in Ohio.
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•

Jun 26, 2019 – Scientists from the United Kingdom, China, and the United States
conducted a study of links between particulate matter (PM), hazardous air pollutants
(HAPS), and methane emissions, during the Aliso Canyon gas storage facility
blowout.1861 Samples obtained during the massive methane release showed a unique gas
and particle concentration in ambient air and a characteristic “fingerprint” of metals in
the indoor dust samples, similar to samples taken at the blowout site. These analyses,
together with health surveys of several households, provided plausible explanations for
health symptoms that persisted post-remediation. Various kill-well attempts were a
source of multiple toxic air pollutants, such as various sizes of PM and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). Of note in their analyses, the researchers found that long-term
averaged HAPs levels were normal, but short samplings, such as the individual 5-minute
“trigger” samples, identified elevated concentrations, several above health benchmarks.
Speaking to CleanTechnica, lead author UCLA environmental health scientist Diane A.
Garcia-Gonzales said, “Our findings demonstrate that uncontrolled leaks or blowout
events at natural gas storage facilities can release pollutants with the potential to cause
not only environmental harm, but also adverse health consequences in surrounding
communities.”1862 Adding to the complicated picture, researchers lacked baseline
measurements, the full range of toxins emitted during the active blowout may not have
been sampled, and the study may not have addressed all potentially biologically relevant
pollutants; elevations in HAPs benzene, known to cause cancer, and hexane and xylene,
neurotoxins also harmful to human health, all correlated with elevated methane levels.

•

May 16, 2019 – A root cause analysis of the 2015 Aliso Canyon blowout determined that
surface corrosion on the outside of well casing was the immediate cause of the disaster
that sent uncontrolled releases of methane into the air for 111 days. Prolonged contact
with groundwater and microbes, most likely methanogenic Archaea, was the underlying
cause of the corrosion. Additional contributing factors identified in this final report
include lack of detailed follow-up investigations after other failure events in the Aliso
Canyon storage field; lack of investigations following the discovery of corrosion in other
wells; lack of any form of risk assessment focused on wellbore integrity management;
lack of understanding of groundwater depths; and lack of a dual mechanical barrier
system in the wellbore.1863

•

February 1, 2019 – An assessment of gas leakage from different types of natural gas
storage facilities that established a mathematical model to predict leakage points showed
that long-term periodic injection of gas and improper construction will lead to some
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degree of gas leakage risks, no matter what kind of construction process is used to create
the gas storage reservoir.1864
•

December 17, 2018 – Plans by Alton Natural Gas to create a massive gas storage hub in
salt caverns north of Halifax, Nova Scotia were delayed due to “project and regulatory
planning,” and the company has asked the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board to
extend its cavern construction permit. The plan involves hollowing out underground salt
deposits using water from the tidal Shubenacadie River. The brine waste would then be
dumped into the river, twice a day at high tide, over a two- to three-year period. Members
of the Sipekne’katik First Nation argue that the project will harm the ecology of the tidal
river, which runs through the middle of Nova Scotia. They have continuously occupied
and protested at the site since 2014.1865

•

August 20, 2018 – A research team investigated the geomechanics of an underground
natural gas storage facility in China. They noted that geological factors and engineering
factors can both contribute to leaks. Engineering factors include problems with casing
integrity, cementing quality, and salt cavern operating pressure. Geological factors
include challenges posed by the complexity of geological formations, imperfect sealing
by the caprock, and the presence of faults. Using geological analysis, permeability tests,
and CT scans, the authors determined that the risk of leakage in this salt cavern
underground gas storage arises mainly from a failure of wellbore tightness within a
mudstone interlayer.1866

•

July 12, 2018 – The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation denied
a permit for liquified petroleum gas storage (propane) in abandoned salt caverns on the
shoreline of Seneca Lake. “The record demonstrates that the impacts of this project on
the character of the local and regional community, including but not limited to the
environmental setting and sensitivity of the Finger Lakes area and the local and regional
economic engines (e.g., wine, agricultural and tourism industries), are significant and
adverse and the project does not avoid or minimize those impacts to the maximum extent
practicable. Furthermore, the significant adverse impacts on community character are not
outweighed or balanced by social, economic or other considerations, and cannot be
avoided or minimized to the maximum extent practicable by the proposed mitigation
measures.” Concerns were also raised about the structural integrity of the caverns
following disclosure by the gas storage company that additional pressure testing in the
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caverns would be required to assess possible leaks.1867, 1868The previous year, a subsidiary
of the same company scrapped a parallel plan to expand the storage of natural gas in
adjacent salt caverns along the lake shore.1869
•

June 22, 2018 – A research team undertook an analysis to determine why the roof of
China’s first salt cavern underground gas storage facility collapsed, as determined by a
sonar test after just 1.3 years of use. They concluded that the main reasons for the
collapse were the large-span ﬂat roof, a too-rapid decrease in internal gas pressure, and
localized damage that led to massive collapse. They also concluded that this cavern has a
high risk of roof collapse taking place again. The study includes evaluations of other
similar incidents worldwide. Using geomechanical modeling, the authors developed a
“new failure prediction index, consisting of volume shrinkage, dilatancy safety factors,
displacement, vertical stress, and equivalent strain.”1870

•

May 4, 2018 – A new Department of Transportation rule requires gas companies that
operate storage facilities to disclose information about design, leaks, and repairs of their
wells. According to data released on April 4, 2018 as part of this rule, more than 10,000
wells have gas flowing through only a single unprotected pipe—that is, with a single
point of failure. Of the nearly 400 natural underground storage facilities in the United
States, 296 of them have one or more of these wells, and they are in 32 states.1871 These
statistics update an earlier estimate by Harvard University researcher Drew Michanowicz,
who, consulting earlier databases, had pegged the number of Aliso-type wells at about
2,700.1872 (See also entry for May 24, 2017.)

•

March 6, 2018 – Illinois has the largest amount of natural gas storage in salt formations
in the nation. Some of these storage sites underlie the Mahomet Aquifer, which provides
drinking water for 14 counties in east-central Illinois. Prompted by an October 2016
report by a federal task force in the aftermath of California’s Aliso Canyon natural gas
leak, a team from the University of Illinois’ Prairie Research Institute created an
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introductory guide to provide basic information about the Mahomet Aquifer and natural
gas storage in east-central Illinois.1873 (See also entry for October 18, 2016.)
•

January 18, 2018 – The California Council of Science and Technology released a 910page report analyzing the safety risks of all 14 facilities in the state that store gas in
depleted oil fields. Among its findings: gas companies do not disclose the chemicals that
are pumping underground; state regulators lack necessary information to assess risks; and
many wells servicing the storage fields are 60 to 90 years old with no regulatory limit to
the age of the well.1874

•

December 1, 2017 – A University of Southern California-led team investigated the roots
causes of the catastrophic Aliso Canyon gas storage blow-out, which began October 23,
2015 and continued for four months before being contained. Using methodology
designed to capture both social and technological factors, the team concluded that
corporate dysfunction and lack of government oversight were the driving forces
responsible for the accident. “Risk analysis is vital for safe well operations and relies on
analyzing prior data records, yet no national standards for well records were in place
prior to the accident. There was no clear overarching agency that was in control of the
accident’s intervention and aftermath.”1875 In a subsequent news piece from the
university, Najmedin Meshkati, senior author of the study, said, “SoCal Gas had lenient
requirements for infrastructure record keeping, no comprehensive risk management plan,
and no testing programs or plans in place to remediate substandard wells. The company
needs to improve its safety culture.”1876

•

November 22, 2017 – The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) reported that,
two years after the Aliso Canyon blow-out, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration (PHMSA) is failing to inspect natural gas storage sites in a timely
manner, as called for by the Department of Transportation’s interim standards. Until
2016, states set the standards for 211 of the nation’s 415 gas storage sites, while the 204
sites that were connected to interstate pipelines had no standards at all. Collectively, these
415 natural gas storage sites contain about 17,000 wells that inject or withdraw natural
gas from the underground formations below, which include depleted oil and gas
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reservoirs, abandoned mines, depleted aquifers, and hard rock caverns. The GAO noted
that more than 300 cities and towns are located near natural gas storage sites.1877
•

June 21, 2017 – In response to requests from the oil and natural gas industry, the White
House announced that it will delay implementation of a rule that would have set national
standards for underground natural gas storage. Prompted by the 2015 disaster at Aliso
Canyon and developed under the previous administration, this federal interim rule had
called for phasing out single-point-of-failure, single-containment designs of the type that
made impossible the task of swiftly shutting off the impaired Aliso Canyon well once it
began leaking.1878

•

May 24, 2017 – A national assessment of thousands of underground gas storage wells by
a Harvard School of Public Health team found that more than 20 percent are similar in
design to the well that failed at Aliso Canyon. These obsolete wells, with single failure
points and a median age of 74 years, operate in 19 states and represent more than half of
the working capacity for U.S. natural gas. More than 2,700 of these wells were not
originally designed to hold gas and, as at Aliso Canyon, have been repurposed to do so.
An estimated 210 of these repurposed wells (located in Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York,
and West Virginia) are more than 100 years old and entirely lack cement zonal isolation
methods. Study author Jonathan Buonocore said, “Partly because no federal safety
regulations apply to natural gas storage wells or their operations (now pending), very
little aggregate information was available. . . . After we identified this data gap, we
realized we needed to build our own database to begin to assess this previously
inapparent hazard.” With the 50 percent increase in domestic natural gas production over
the last ten years, natural gas storage is at an all time high and in demand.1879, 1880

•

October 21, 2016 – The California Air Resources Board determined that the Aliso
Canyon gas storage facility released 100,000 tons of methane, becoming the largest ever
natural gas leak in U.S. history.1881
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•

October 18, 2016 – A federal task force issued a report with 44 recommendations
intended to prevent another Aliso Canyon-style disaster. Chief among them is a phase-out
of “single-point of failure” designs.1882

•

July 13, 2016 – As reported by the Los Angeles Daily News, Los Angeles County health
officials were prepared to go to court to ensure that the Southern California Gas
Company complies with an order to pay for professional comprehensive cleaning in the
homes of residents who were relocated due to the Aliso Canyon gas leak. The company
had filed legal papers asking that the order “to remove dust and oily mist from up to
35,000 homes be nullified,” after their report of having cleaned 1,700 homes to date. The
Los Angeles County Health Department said the company had done a poor job on these
and did not follow protocol to remove the metal particles, including barium, manganese,
vanadium, aluminum, and iron previously identified in household surface dust.1883

•

July 9, 2016 – California’s South Coast Air Quality Management District and Southern
California Gas Company were still at an impasse seven months after the company was
given an abatement order that included a community health study on the potential
impacts of exposures from the massive Aliso Canyon leak. The company was ordered to
commit to paying “reasonable costs” for the study.1884

•

June 22, 2016 – The first federal legislation of gas storage facilities was signed into law.
The Protecting our Infrastructure of Pipelines and Enhancing Safety Act of 2016 includes
a provision in response to the Aliso Canyon gas leak requiring PHMSA to develop
regulations for the construction and operation of underground natural gas storage
facilities.1885 (See entry below, of February 8, 2016, for analysis of the likely
shortcomings of these first federal regulations and their inability to prevent a leak such as
that at Aliso Canyon.)

•

June 20, 2016 – As reported in Geophysical Research Letters, an airborne instrument
onboard a NASA satellite was able to detect and quantify the size and shape of the
methane plume from the Aliso Canyon gas leak as the event occurred.1886 This is the first
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time a natural gas leak has been visible from space, according to the authors of the
study.1887
•

May 4, 2016 – Southern California Gas Company said that costs related to the Aliso
Canyon natural gas storage facility leak reached an estimated $665 million. The utility
company let the Securities and Exchange Commission know they carry policies with a
combined limit available “in excess of $1 billion,” but according to the Los Angeles
Times, legal experts and lawyers said that $1 billion in insurance might not be enough for
what they ultimately need.1888

•

April 12, 2016 – California energy agencies issued a report indicating the threat of
widespread summer power outages if no gas can be withdrawn from Aliso Canyon. The
report was met with criticism. “Consumer groups and utility critics contend that the
blackout warnings are an irresponsible scare tactic to ensure that Southern California Gas
Company is allowed to keep storing gas at the facility and that ratepayers will pay for
upgrades to store even more fuel there.”1889

•

April 6, 2016 – The Los Angeles Times reported that, though prices for homes in Porter
Ranch adjacent to the Aliso Canyon gas storage leak held up, sales declined. After the
leak that began October 23, 2015, sales from December 2015 to February 2016 declined
20 percent from the year before. Disclosures for homes in the area “now include a
mention of the community’s proximity to the gas field and the recent problems.”1890

•

March 18, 2016 – The California State Oil and Gas Division of the Department of
Conservation issued penalties totaling $75,000 for three separate violations after finding
incidents of intentional venting of gas at the Aliso Canyon gas field and malicious
concealment of those acts. Both are violations of the state gas regulations.1891 Following
the Aliso Canyon gas storage leak, the California State Public Utilities Commission
ordered a statewide survey of California’s 12 natural gas storage fields and found 229
faulty valves, flanges and leaky wellheads and a 230th leak at an abandoned well; eight
were deemed hazardous.1892
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•

March 14, 2016 – Methane and ethane emissions were measured to determine spatial
patterns and source attribution of urban methane in the Los Angeles Basin. The surveys
demonstrated the prevalence of fugitive methane emissions across the Los Angeles urban
landscape and that fossil fuel sources accounted for 58–65 percent of methane
emissions.1893

•

February 25, 2016 – Measurements of methane and other chemicals were taken by aerial
equipment following the October gas release from a faulty well in the Aliso Canyon
storage field. The data demonstrated that the blowout of this single well created the
largest known anthropogenic point source of methane in the United States. The leak
lasted 112 days and released a total of 97,100 tons of methane and 7,300 tons of ethane
into the atmosphere. This was equal to 24 percent of the methane and 56 percent of the
ethane emitted each year from all other sources in the Los Angeles Basin combined.1894
Aliso Canyon was already a major pollution source before the massive leak.1895 As
determined by the study and reported by major news outlets, the recent methane link is
officially the worst in U.S. history.1896, 1897

•

February 18, 2016 – Stanford and UCLA scientists reported to Inside Climate News that
the lack of measurement data for the entire 100+ days of community exposures to the
Aliso Canyon methane leak, combined with gaps in the science about many of the
chemicals, hinders the ability to understand the health impacts of the leak. “‘The first
week is when we would expect the highest gas concentrations to reach the neighborhood
because the pressures in the storage field were the highest,’ said Robert Jackson, an earth
system science professor at Stanford University who measured methane concentrations in
nearby communities during the leak. ‘And yet we don’t have any information or data for
that first week at least.’” Jackson noted that even after monitoring was initiated, it was
intermittent rather than continuous.1898

•

February 18, 2016 – Independent regional experts from USC and UCLA interviewed by
Southern California Public Radio expressed skepticism that an industry-funded study
ordered by the South Coast Air Quality Management District following the Aliso Canyon
methane leak would be rigorously designed to answer specific questions about sub-
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chronic, cumulative exposures, including hydrogen sulfide, which was measured in the
nearby Porter Ranch community at levels far greater than the average across American
cities.1899
•

February 13, 2016 – The Los Angeles County Department of Health prepared a
Supplemental Report for its Expanded Air Monitoring Plan concerning the Southern
California Gas Company’s Aliso Canyon storage facility long-term gas leak. The report
addressed “chemicals of health concern” including toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene,
hydrocarbons, VOCs, metals, and radon and concluded, “all results suggest that chemical
exposures experienced by residents as a result of the gas leak are below the levels of
concern that have been established by various regulatory agencies.”1900 Remaining
challenges named by the report itself included possible gaps in data collection, other
chemicals present for which no sampling occurred, and further study of the symptoms
reported by the public. Many independent scientists did not concur with the Department
of Health’s ongoing statements that chemical exposures were below levels of concern.
Issues raised included monitoring not initiated until a week after the leak began, lack of
continuous monitoring, and reliance on “grab samples.” Speaking to Inside Climate
News, John Bosch, a retired air-monitoring expert with more than 30 years’ experience at
the EPA said, “Grab samples may be OK as a first-tier guestimate of what the problem is,
but you really have to have continuous monitoring.”1901

•

February 8, 2016 – PHMSA announced that it might issue its first federal safety
regulations for gas storage sites such as Aliso Canyon, while also suggesting site
operators voluntarily follow guidelines that the proposed rules (which would likely take
years to issue) will likely mirror. According to a report in Inside Climate News, these
guidelines would not require systems to stop the flow of gas in an emergency or mandate
redundancies to prevent methane from leaking into the environment.” If PHMSA
proceeds to adopt industry guidelines, the resulting rules “may not address two key issues
that turned Aliso Canyon into a disaster: emergency shutoff valves and a safer
configuration of pipes.” Further, even with new regulations, storage units would most
likely remain under state jurisdiction, “though state authorities may adopt any new
federal rules.”1902 A subsequent story reported on members of Congress pressing PHMSA
to create the first federal standards for the 418 underground gas storage facilities for
which it has authority to set regulations. In the hearing before a subcommittee of the
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House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, California representatives “spoke
about their efforts to speed up PHMSA’s rulemaking for underground gas storage.”1903
•

February 5, 2016 – As part of the Expanded Air Monitoring Plan, Los Angeles County
Department of Health provided results for the primary chemicals of concern to assess
health effects in residents, pets, and other animals in the community during the Southern
California Gas Aliso Canyon storage facility leak. Those chemicals included methane,
odorants, and benzene. The maximum level of methane detected was 4,340 ppm and the
maximum level of benzene was 30.6 ppb. Early on, average weekly benzene levels that
were close to the 1 ppb chronic exposure limit/ health protective level. “Methane levels
have remained above normal, but have decreased substantially over time,” the report
summarized. It also stated that odorants “… remained below instrument detection limits
throughout the entire period, including immediately after the leak, even at locations near
the leaking well,” and that “[b]enzene and other chemicals were originally detectable at
levels above normal from within community sampling sites, but peak levels remained
below acute exposure thresholds.”1904 While the Los Angeles County Department of
Health concluded that “health effects resulting from the on-going leak should be limited
to short-term effects resulting from exposure to the odorants,” independent scientists,
noting data gaps, have challenged these conclusions.

•

January 25, 2016 – Some health experts and residents of Porter Ranch, California,
adjacent to the Aliso Canyon gas field leak, expressed concern about long-term exposure
to the odorous component of the gas, mercaptans, to which regulators attributed several
symptoms of residents. Mercaptans are sulfurous chemicals that are added to natural gas
to aid in the detection of leaks. Though California regulators have said the health
problems, such as headaches, vomiting, and nosebleeds are temporary and will not lead to
long-term damage, medical researchers described data gaps to Inside Climate News.
There is “virtually no research on prolonged exposure to mercaptans.” Further, some
researchers suggest the health problems may have been caused by different chemicals in
the gas, and that “regulators have downplayed the significance of other contaminants that
are also present in the leak.”1905

•

January 19, 2016 – Peter Richman, MD, president of the Los Angeles County Medical
Association told the Los Angeles Daily News that, at nearly three months after the Aliso
Canyon methane leak began, physicians had yet to receive a formal statement from the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health about airborne chemical pollutants
related to the gas leak or guidelines on how to answer questions from patients about longterm health effects. Richman expressed special concern about prolonged exposure to
methane and trace chemicals known to be carcinogenic. Another area physician reported
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that, as of the interview date, his urgent care practice had seen a hundred patients whose
symptoms were consistent with exposure to leak-related pollutants.1906
•

January 14, 2016 – Boston University researcher Nathan Phillips and Bob Ackley of Gas
Safety USA drove a high precision GIS-enabled gas analyzer through roads throughout
California’s San Fernando Valley adjacent to the Aliso Canyon gas leak in early January
2016. Early results showed methane levels elevated 2-67 times the background level.1907

•

January 13, 2016 – Investigations into the possible cause of the gas leak in Aliso Canyon
included the consideration that nearby fracking may have contributed to casing failure. In
an email to the Los Angeles Daily News, California Department of Conservation Chief
Deputy Jason Marshall said that their investigation will examine well records, including
those pertaining to “well stimulation operations.”1908 According to a 2015 report prepared
for the California Council on Science and Technology, hydraulic fracturing is used about
twice yearly to enhance storage “mostly in one facility serving southern California (Aliso
Canyon).”1909

•

January 13, 2016 – “Aliso Canyon is a wake-up call,” according to a Rocky Mountain
PBS News investigative report on the state of U.S. natural gas infrastructure. Natural gas
is no longer a cleaner fuel than coal when methane leakage rates exceeds 2-4 percent, but
the vast size of the nation’s interconnected natural gas storage and pipeline systems
makes difficult the task of tallying all the micro-leaks spread across the entire network
and answering fundamental questions about exactly how much methane is being lost. The
PBS report also expressed concern about the age of many of the system’s component
parts. According to the piece, nearly half (46 percent) of the nation’s transmission
pipelines, designed to carry high-pressure gas over long distances, were built in the 50s
and 60s and are now more than a half century old.1910

•

December 30, 2015 – According to the Los Angeles Daily News, which unearthed
November 2014 state regulatory filing documents, the Southern California Gas Company
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knew about the corrosion and potential for leakage at Aliso Canyon prior to the massive
blow-out. “In written testimony to the California Public Utilities Commission, [SoCalGas
Director of Storage Operations Phillip] Baker described a reactive maintenance process
that hinted at major leakage problems underground.”1911
•

November 20, 2015 – California state agencies collaborated with Aviation Scientific to
measure methane emission rates at two early November dates, finding rates of
44,000±5,000 kilograms of methane per hour and 50,000±16,000 kilograms of methane
per hour. The results indicated that the Aliso Canyon gas leak would have contributed
about a quarter of California’s methane emissions for the time period studied.1912

•

November 20, 2015 – According to the Los Angeles Times, one month into the Aliso
Canyon ongoing gas leak, Southern California Gas warned that it “might need several
months” to plug the leak. An order from California’s Division of Oil, Gas and
Geothermal Resources, “stated that an ‘uncontrolled flow of fluids’ and gas was escaping
and the operator had failed to fully inform state officials about the well’s status. Steve
Bohlen, the state oil and gas supervisor, also directed the company to submit a schedule
for remediation work or for drilling a relief well.”1913

•

October 19, 2015 – Houston Public Media reported on the 125 caverns carved out of salt
storing natural gas liquids (NGLs), thousands of feet under the city of Mont Belvieu,
Texas, east of Houston. “There have been fiery accidents here. But nothing like what
happened 23 years ago at a different [NGL] storage site 100 miles to the west. ‘A bomblike blast literally blew residents in this small community out of their beds this morning,
said a reporter for Dallas’s Channel 8 as he did a live report just outside the city of
Brenham.” That blast, which killed three and injured 21, was reportedly caused by the
lack of an emergency shut-off valve. There are no federal standards in place for such
requirements. Twenty-three years later, a month prior to the Houston Public Media
report, “at a hearing held by the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, &
Transportation, Donald Santa, head of the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America,
told the senators that it was only in recent weeks that the industry approved standards for
storing natural gas.” Texas did enact legislation a year after the deadly blast “and now
requires emergency shutoff valves and inspections for leaks every five years.”1914
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•

October 5, 2011 – The federal district court in Topeka struck down Kansas gas-safety
laws in 2010, and 11 underground storage sites with a capacity of more than 270 billion
cubic feet of gas have gone uninspected, leaving thousands of Kansans to live on and
around uninspected gas-storage fields.1915

•

2008 – When considering the possibility of storing natural gas in a variety of
underground gas storage facilities, the UK government commissioned the British
Geological Survey to identify the main types of facilities currently in operation
worldwide along with any documented or reported failures and incidents which have led
to release of stored product. The researchers found that California had the most incidents,
but concluded that many of these problems and geological factors would not necessarily
be applicable to the UK. The incidents most relevant to gas storage in the UK resulted
from a failure of either the man-made infrastructure (well casings, cement, pipes, valves,
flanges, compressors etc.), or human error, which has included overfilling of caverns and
inadvertent intrusion. Extreme natural events, including earthquakes, also played a role.
The researchers looked closely at incidents in salt caverns that had been repurposed to
store gas. They reported that “early salt cavern storage in the US was done in brine wells
that had been solution mined [in which salt deposits are melted away with hot water or
steam] without consideration for subsequent storage in the depleted caverns. This practice
sometimes resulted in later problems for storage operations in retrofitted brine caverns.”
The authors conclude that the rate for a geological failure of the storage cavity in an
underground gas storage facility is of the order of 10-5 failures per well year.1916

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is methane vapor that has been turned into liquid through a
cryogenic process that lowers the temperature of the gas to its condensation point (– 259o F).
Chilling natural gas to its liquid state shrinks its volume by a factor of 600, allowing LNG to be
transported to places where pipelines don’t reach, as when it is exported overseas on massive
tanker ships. LNG is also sometimes used as vehicle fuel in, for example, long-haul trucks. LNG
facilities encourage fracking by creating storage for the glut of gas that fracking has created,
by enabling its export, and by driving up prices and profit margins. LNG facilities are capitalintensive and consist of liquefaction plants, import/export terminals, tanker ships, regasification
terminals, and inland storage equipment.
LNG liquefaction requires immense energy in order to achieve the ultra-low temperatures
required for condensation. An LNG facility typically requires its own power plant. Because they
rely on evaporative cooling, LNG tanks are leaky by design: to maintain the liquid at superchilled temperatures and prevent explosions, vaporized gas is vented from storage tanks directly
Dion Lefler, “Lawsuit Leaves Large Gas Storage Fields in Kansas Unregulated,” The Wichita Eagle, October 5,
2011, https://www.kansas.com/news/article1071558.html.
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into the atmosphere. Larger tanks are engineered to capture boiled-off gas, but this process is
not leak-proof. Before it is combusted or sent down a pipeline, LNG must be regasified via an
energy-intensive process that requires massive infrastructure of its own, including periodic
flaring to control pressure. Refrigeration, venting, leaks, flaring, and shipping make LNG more
energy intensive than conventional natural gas. A recent analysis shows that exporting large
quantities of LNG from the United States will likely cause global greenhouse gas emissions to
rise not only because of its energy penalty but also because LNG exports add more fossil fuels
to the global market and extend the lifespan of U.S. coal-fired plants.
LNG creates acute public safety risks. LNG explodes when spilled into water and, if spilled on
the ground, can turn into rapidly expanding, odorless clouds that can flash-freeze human flesh
and asphyxiate by displacing oxygen. If ignited at the source, LNG vapors can become flaming
“pool fires” that burn hotter than other fuels and cannot be extinguished. LNG fires burn hot
enough to cause second-degree burns on exposed skin up to a mile away. LNG facilities pose
significant risks to nearby population centers and have been identified as potential terrorist
targets.
Nevertheless, in June 2020, over the strong objections of the International Association of
Firefighters, the National Association of Fire Marshalls, and the National Transportation
Safety Board, the Trump administration, by executive order, lifted the nationwide ban on
transporting LNG by rail to facilitate the planned construction of an LNG export terminal in
Gibbstown, New Jersey. As of this writing, that executive order has not been lifted by the Biden
administration. The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA)
together with the Federal Railroad Administration have convened a task force to initiate
rulemaking that would allow the transportation of LNG by re-designed rail cars. This work was
largely finished in 2020. Concurrently, Congress directed the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine to convene a committee to study the transportation of LNG by rail
and review the research and testing activities of the task force. The second phase of the
committee’s project, to be completed in mid-2022, will address a range of risk factors, including
incidents caused by deliberate acts.

•

July 2, 2021 – Calling its own project “impractical,” Pieridae Energy said it will not
proceed with its planned LNG processing and export facility in Nova Scotia with an
estimated construction cost of $14 billion. Although the German government had offered
the company a US $4.5 billion loan guarantee contingent on its ability to secure
additional financing, the company failed to submit an application for for additional funds
from the Canadian government by the ageed-upon deadline. The editor and publisher of
the Halifax Examiner noted that the company could still alter the project—importing
natural gas from Pennsylvania through existing pipelines rather than as originally planned
from Alberta—but such a shift would create a dependency on the problem-plagued
Enbridge compressor station in Weymouth, Massachusetts, throwing the viability of the
project into doubt. “Natural gas’s time has passed. The public hates it, governments
won’t finance it, and no one is buying.”1917

Tim Bousquet, “The Goldboro LNG Plant Scheme Has Collapsed,” Halifax Examiner, July 2, 2021,
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•

June 30, 2021 – Pieridae Energy, having missed a deadline to submit an application to the
Canadian government for $925 million in grant, repayable contribution, or loan guarantee
for its planned LNG facility in Nova Scotia, would still need to undergo environmental
assessment and receive regulatory permissions even if all the necessary funding were
secured. The plan’s opponents are prepared to mount substantive challenges, out of
concern that the LNG facility would prevent Nova Scotia from meeting emissions goals,
that the large labor camp would threaten the safety of native Canadian women, and that
the use of public funds to increase fossil fuel production in a time of accelerating
renewable energy investments is inappropriate.1918

•

June 22, 2021 – U.S. company New Fortress Energy (NFE) announced its intention to
apply for permission for an LNG terminal in Ireland despite the country’s May 2021
pause on all new LNG terminals. The project would include a power plant and battery
storage facility, with an offshore LNG terminal in the Shannon estuary. A previous plan
was put on hold in 2019 because of concerns over the import of fracked gas. Ireland has
pledged to obtain 70 percent of energy from renewables by 2030 and has excluded the
use of fracked gas. NFE claims that its project will not be dependent on fracked gas.1919

•

June 16, 2021 – As part of the Further Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2020,
PHMSA entered into an agreement with the Transportation Research Board, a major
program of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) to
convene a committee of independent experts to critique the safety research and testing
protocols undertaken by the task force engaged in the final rulemaking process for
allowing the transportation of LNG by rail tank car. Among other concerns, the
committee in its report asked for a clearer rationale for how full-scale impact testing, tank
fire testing, and worst-case scenarios protocols were developed. The second phase of the
project, to be completed in mid-2022, will provide a more in-depth review and
examination of the applicability of existing guidelines for emergency responses to LNG
rail incidents, including “incidents caused by deliberate acts, human factors, or track
component defects.”1920

•

June 3, 2021 – According to an engineering analysis, the force of a vapor cloud explosion
(VCE) at LNG plants has likely been significantly and systematically underestimated by
industry. VCEs occur when heavier hydrocarbons, which are used to cool natural gas,
leak and ignite. LNG terminals, which typically hold 50 tons of these refrigerants, are
usually designed with barriers at the perimeter to prevent vapor leaks from spreading off
site, but, on rare occasions, as during windless conditions, such barriers can allow vapor
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accumulation sufficient for explosions, which can be massive. In 2019, for example, a
VCE in Philadelphia threw a 38,000-pound vessel across the Schuylkill River and led to
the permanent closure of that oil refinery. Although federal standards are in place for risk
calculations for other types of hazards, PHMSA had accepted industry’s computer model
indicating that the force of a VCE would be greatly diminished by the time it reached the
edge of the facility. However, an expert study not associated with the industry showed
that the force of that type of incident could be 15 to 20 times higher than projections from
industry modeling. PMHSA intends to develop new rules on VCEs in the coming year
and yet, meanwhile, approved safety plans for three proposed LNG terminals in
Louisiana (although one of three was subsequently cancelled because of financial issues).
Jerry Havens, the former director of the Chemical Hazards Research Center at the
University of Arkansas said, “If something doesn’t get corrected, there might be some
terrible accidents.”1921
•

May 14, 2021 – The Irish government pledged in June 2020 to disallow the import of
LNG derived from fracked gas, and Ireland’s Department of the Environment, Climate
and Communications (DECC) has said that no LNG projects should proceed until a
review of the country’s energy supply security is completed. DECC has also said that
Ireland would withhold EU member state approval for EU funding for LNG import
terminals in the country. A spokesperson for the agency commented, “as Ireland moves
toward climate neutrality, it does not make sense to develop LNG projects importing
fracked gas.” This policy has led to the suspension of one planned project by a U.S.
developer, but two others are still in progress: Shannon and Predator. The High Court in
Ireland ruled against all development consents for the Shannon LNG project, but
Shannon is preparing new applications and hopes to come online in late 2022. Predator, a
UK project, plans a floating LNG import terminal and stated it would not use LNG
sourced from fracking.1922

•

April 30, 2021 – Plans for a €40 million LNG terminal at the port of Bratislava, Slovakia
are backed by unsubstantiated claims from the state-owned investor that the facility will
reduce pollution and greenhouse gas emissions on the Danube and make freight transport
“greener.” Part of an EU plan to build a Rhine-Danube transport corridor connecting
different means of transport across Europe, the terminal will be located less than one
kilometer away from a densely populated area, and, according to critics, would increase
traffic and cause a reduction in air quality. Concerns about the project’s potential to
increase Slovakia’s reliance on natural gas have prompted request for an analysis of its
compatibility with EU climate policies.1923
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•

April 26, 2021 – The United Kingdom approved $1 billion for a large LNG development
in Mozambique that is now facing a court challenge on the grounds that the project is
consistent with neither the United Kingdom’s nor Mozambique’s obligations under the
Paris Climate Agreement. The construction phase of the project would increase
Mozambique’s GHG emissions by up to 10 percent and the burning of the fuel produced
would cause emissions equivalent to those of the EU’s total aviation sector.1924

•

April 22, 2021 – Plans for three LNG import terminals in Germany have received strong
state support, even though plans for a renewable energy transition would render over 70
percent of all gas distribution grids in that nation unnecessary. A research team examined
the ways in which the continuing build-out of LNG infrastructure in Germany locks in a
dependency on natural gas, allowing the industry to avoid stranded assets while also
impeding the transition to renewables and substantially delaying the attainment of climate
goals. They found that local and political forces work together to create momentum for
LNG proposals and to keep federal opposition weak. The continued use of gas requires
no change in equipment or consumer behavior while political pressure from the United
States to reduce Russian gas imports and to import U.S. LNG keep climate and
environment issues subordinate to short-term economic and energy security concerns.
The authors recommend that policy and energy investment decisions include climate
targets and the risks of locking in natural gas dependencies.1925

•

April 15, 2021 – The Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC), comprised of
representatives of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware, as well as the
commander of the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers’ North Atlantic Division, has made
paradoxical decisions regarding fracked gas. In February 2021 the DRBC banned
fracking in the area that it oversees. However, only a few months earlier, the Commission
approved a dock in Gibbstown, New Jersey to export LNG from a plant in Pennsylvania,
potentially placing at risk over 1.5 million people in an area ranging over 200 miles from
the plant to the export dock. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
estimated that the LNG plant would produce more than one million metric tons of
greenhouse gases yearly and burning the gas after delivery would produce millions more.
A special permit from the Trump administration for the use of rail to transport LNG from
Pennsylvania to New Jersey for this project was followed by a complete lifting of the
federal ban on LNG transport by rail in densely populated areas in 2020. When New
Fortress Energy built a dock in Gibbstown in 2017, the company indicated the facility
would not use it for LNG export. However, a subsidiary of New Fortress applied for a
permit to build the Pennsylvania LNG plant intending to export the gas from a port on the
Delaware River. The subsidiary, Delaware River Partners, subsequently applied for a
permit to construct another dock attached to the Gibbstown facility, which would be used
for LNG export. Not only adjacent to a low-income and largely non-white “overburdened
community,” the location itself is a Superfund site, and dredging needed for the dock
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could release carcinogenic PCBs into the river. When the DRBC approved “Dock 2,” the
agency stated that the climate and environmental issues would need to be addressed at the
state, interstate, and federal level. New Fortress still needed permits from New Jersey’s
Department of Environmental Protection and an export permit from the federal
Department of Energy. A motion for summary judgement was filed with the New Jersey
district court asking that the Army Corps of Engineers’ permit be nullified because a full
environmental impact assessment had not been done prior to approval. Other roadblocks
to the project include the possibility that President Biden could revoke the prior
administration’s executive order regarding LNG rail transport.1926
•

March 30, 2021 – Bowing to public pressure and determining that its chemical discharges
would harm local wetlands, the Australian government denied the LNG import terminal
at Crib Point planned by AGL Energy. Australia’s biggest climate polluter, AGL Energy
had already spent about $130 million on the project. AGL also plans to split its business
in two, in an attempt to improve its emissions profile and reputation, by separating out its
continued coal-fired power generation.1927

•

January 22, 2021 – The accidental release of LNG from a railroad tank car can result in
fire and boiling liquid expanding vapor explosions. Because of these risks, transport of
LNG by rail, which is regulated by the PHMSA and the Federal Railroad Administration,
had been allowed only on a case-by-case basis. However, on July 24, 2020, PHMSA
finalized the LNG by rail regulation allowing the practice. The decision has been
challenged in court, but the Biden administration requested that the case be delayed until
it reviews the LNG by rail rule.1928

•

November 9, 2020 – LNG transport from Russia to Asia via the Northeast Passage has
markedly increased due to climate change-induced ice melt. That sea route, from Russia
past the North Pole and Alaska and south to China, historically was covered with ice for
most of the year, but, when available for shipping, cuts about 2400 nautical miles off the
trip. The route is now open for much longer periods each year, and there have been
thousands of transits since 2015. China, expected to double its natural gas use in the next
15 years, had previously obtained most of its natural gas via pipelines from other Asian
countries and southern Russia. In 2017, Russia opened an LNG export terminal on the
Yamal Peninsula that offers easy access, via the Northeast Passage, to China. Traffic is
expected to increase as ice melt continues. In contrast, a proposed US LNG export
terminal in Oregon is on hold because of climate concerns.1929
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•

July 6, 2020 – Investors concerned about falling demand, rising competition from
renewable energy, and opposition due to climate concerns have delayed financing for at
least 20 of 45 major LNG projects in preconstruction development around the world.1930
“Investing in new fossil fuel infrastructure like liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals is
increasingly an economically unsound decision,” commented Andrew McDowell, the
vice president of European Investment Bank (EIB). EIB will stop financing fossil fuel
projects after 2021. The pandemic has also slowed LNG terminal development. The
industry and some nations, however, still plan to boost LNG exports over the next 10
years. Methane, the main component of LNG, is a potent greenhouse gas, and these plans
raise concerns about the possibilities of achieving the goals of the Paris climate accord.

•

June 23, 2020 – The US Energy Information Administration reported that LNG export
capacity would be used at less than 50 percent during June, July, and August 2020.1931
Seventy-four US cargoes were exported in January 2020, but over 70 were cancelled for
June and July and more than 40 cancelled for August. According to the report, “A mild
winter and COVID-19 mitigation efforts have led to declining global natural gas demand
and high natural gas storage inventories in Europe and Asia, reducing the need for LNG
imports. Historically low natural gas and LNG spot prices in Europe and Asia have
affected the economic viability of U.S. LNG exports.”

•

June 23, 2020 – Royal Dutch Shell’s “Prelude,” a floating plant designed to produce
LNG from remote offshore gas fields has not been operational since January 2020
because of safety problems, reported Forbes.1932 Shell had not revealed the cost of the
project, but estimates ranged from $12 billion to $17 billion. Operational costs were
estimated to be high as well. Analysts at Goldman Sachs estimated that Prelude’s costs
are more than double those from other new LNG projects. Oil and gas prices have fallen
dramatically since the project began about 10 years ago, and an analyst at Credit Suisse
said that record low LNG prices make it difficult to cover operating costs. In contrast,
Shell Australia’s chairman said that Shell was pleased with Prelude’s progress.

•

June 19, 2020 – Following President Trump’s executive order signed in Houston in April
2019 to reconsider the prohibition of LNG transport by rail, the U.S. Department of
Transportation (USDOT) and the Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration
(PHMSA) issued a final rule in June 2020 allowing the practice.1933 The Congressional
Research Service (CRS) published a report addressing the new rule, including criticism:
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“perceived public safety and security risks of LNG by rail have raised concerns among
state officials, the National Transportation Safety Board, and other members of
Congress.”1934 The rule includes new operational safeguards and monitoring requirements
for the highly combustible product including increased outer tank thickness, new braking
requirements, and remote monitoring of pressure and location of each LNG car. There are
also requirements that attempt to reduce security risk. The CRS report reviewed the
inherent risks of LNG by rail, safety and environmental record of the industries, and
policy issues including legislation actions. Ongoing concerns included inadequacy of
emergency responder training, manpower, and resources to deal with an LNG rail
accident. LNG burns hotter and more rapidly than gas or oil. If LNG spills but does not
ignite it can cause asphyxiation or can create a vapor cloud which can burn if it contacts
an ignition source. A boiling liquid expanding vapor explosion (BLEVE) could occur if a
tank car was heated until rupture, resulting in a blast wave. “Cascading failures,” where
an LNG release and fire from one tank car can trigger succeeding cars to fail in the same
manner, have occurred in rail accidents involving rail shipments of crude oil and ethanol,
according to the report. Proposed legislation includes an Act to carry out further
evaluation of LNG-by-rail safety, containing specific requirements, and which “would
rescind any special permit or approval for the LNG transportation by rail tank car issued
prior to enactment and would prohibit any regulation, special permit, or approval prior to
the conclusion of a specified study period.”
•

May 25, 2020 – Seven LNG projects are in various stages of construction in Canada’s
British Columbia, where the province is expecting a fracking boom to feed the projects
while concomitantly trying to address methane emissions.1935 The largest of the LNG
projects under construction is expected to require double the existing fracking operations.
The province must also consider significant emissions from inactive and orphan wells.
As new wells are drilled to meet LNG demands, the number of unattended wells is
expected to rise dramatically, which will undermine efforts to cut methane emissions.
British Columbia’s goal is a 45 percent reduction in methane emissions from 2014 levels,
to be achieved by 2025. Controversy surrounds the province’s methods of assessing
methane emissions, with one evaluation indicating that emissions were 2.5 times the
province’s official report. British Columbia has formed a methane research group to
better evaluate the problem, but, the “group’s work is focused solely on upstream
operations—companies that extract or produce oil and gas—meaning facilities like LNG
Canada are off the hook as an end-use, downstream facility.” One member of the group
noted that LNG Canada receives significant government subsidies including carbon tax
exemptions estimated in excess of $150 million a year: “If the government wants to reach
its methane target it needs to stop subsidizing oil and gas.”

•

May 15, 2020 – Now recognized by the European Union (EU), the problem of high
methane emissions from the oil and gas industry offsets any potential climate benefits of
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importing LNG over coal. The EU’s goal of climate neutrality by 2050 and multipronged strategies to curb methane emissions of imported natural gas, considers
measurement and reporting across fossil fuel sectors and supply chains, as reported by the
Germany-based, cross-border focused energy journalism group, Clean Energy Wire.1936
Such a strategy, codified as concrete legislation, could force U.S. LNG producers to take
their methane leakage problem more seriously if they want continued access to EU
markets. The United States has been a net exporter of LNG since 2016, with most of the
gas coming from the Permian Basin in western Texas and southeastern New Mexico that
is now the world’s largest oil-producing region and the United States’ second biggest
gas-producing region. Recent studies have shown that flaring, venting, and leaking of
natural gas are much worse in the Permian Basin than elsewhere in the United States.
One recent study indicated that the amount of fugitive methane emissions from the
Permian oil and gas operations nearly triples the climate impact of burning the produced
gas. Natural gas production, liquefaction, and transport are all energy intensive and lead
to carbon dioxide emissions as well.
•

March 1, 2020 – In April 2019 Donald Trump signed an executive order instructing the
US Department of Transportation to write rules allowing rail transport of LNG. A
detailed piece in the National Fire Protection Association’s NFPA Journal detailed the
issues of concern to the safety community, in the period between the Trump order and the
release of the final rule.1937 Public safety organizations such as the International
Association of Firefighters (IAFF), the National Association of Fire Marshalls, and the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) were “strongly opposed” to the proposed
rule. “The IAFF, pointing out that LNG will quickly evaporate into an immense and
potentially flammable vapor cloud when exposed to ambient air, wrote that ‘it is nearly
certain any accident involving a train consisting of multiple rail cars loaded with LNG
will place vast numbers of the public at risk while fully depleting all local emergency
response forces.’” Safety experts noted that communities and public agencies should be
preparing for rail accidents and recommended the involvement of the nation’s 3,000 local
emergency planning committees, mandated by Congress in 1986 to develop
comprehensive emergency response plans.

•

January 28, 2020 – For use as a marine fuel, there was no climate benefit for 20-year
global warming potential from using LNG, and the use of LNG appeared to actually
worsen the climate impact of shipping, according to a working paper from the
International Council on Clean Transportation.1938 More ships are being built to use LNG,
which emits 25 percent less CO2 than usual fuel for the same amount of propulsion. The
study evaluated climate impact by comparing lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions of
LNG, marine gas oil, very low sulfur fuel, and heavy fuel oil when used for marine
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shipping. The assessment included leakage during extraction, processing, and transport,
as well as downstream emissions from combustion and unburned gas. The paper
emphasized that the International Maritime Organization has developed climate goals,
has “signaled” that it will regulate emissions, and that “continued investment in LNG
infrastructure on ships and on shore risks making it harder to transition to zero-emission
vessels in the future.”
•

January 14, 2020 – The NTSB warned of the risk of “catastrophic” fires and explosions
in response to a Trump administration draft rule to allow LNG transport by rail. Other
groups, including fire marshals, the union representing rail engineers, and 16 state
attorneys general, also oppose the rule. The NTSB recommended that PHMSA should
require stricter safety precautions, but some rail industry groups oppose this. The
executive director of the National Association of State Fire Marshals said, “The
combination of a lack of information with no increased safety measures…puts the public
and our first responders at even greater risk.”1939

•

January 11, 2020 – Scientists from Greece’s National Centre of Scientific Research
identified “scientific and harmonization gaps” at ports storing and transferring LNG.1940
The study examined 35 legislative documents and 23 articles in an extensive review of
literature regarding safety and risk assessment, and summarized regulations addressing
LNG storage tanks, bunker trucks, buffer ships, and LNG fueled ships. At the time of the
study, there were 21 operating LNG ports worldwide, and ten more with “confirmed
plans to operate by 2020,” but, the authors stated, “the knowledge regarding safe storage,
handling and supply of LNG is still insufficient.” They identified gaps including
harmonization of LNG safety regulations at sea and on land, for all LNG operations at
ports and within various countries. Additionally, more work needs to be done using
quantitative risk methods to better define safety and hazardous zones during LNG storage
and bunkering at ports. The authors identified areas for further work by the academic
community and industry organizations.

•

October 10, 2019 – Authors of an overview of risk analysis in the LNG sector proposed a
“comprehensive classification framework,” a classification strategy for LNG risk studies
covering “more aspects of risk analysis process compared with the existing review
articles.”1941 The storage, transport, and use of LNG carries the potential for catastrophic
accident, and the field of risk analysis has been used “to identify the potential hazards,
calculate the probability of accidents, as well as assessing the severity of consequences.”
The authors reviewed and categorized 66 papers addressing risk analysis in the LNG
sector. The literature was examined with regard to methods, tools, data sources, and the
type of LNG facility. The various risk analysis tools were described, along with their
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advantages and drawbacks. Authors said that in spite of progress in the application of
LNG risk analysis in the LNG sector, further research is needed, for which they make
specific recommendations. These included attention to improved data quality and the
introduction of real-life electronic data, more use of dynamic versus conventional risk
assessment, and the use of more powerful risk assessment tools and methods. The review
of data sources revealed that “expert judgement” was the most common source,
suggesting that there is a lack of good quality data for LNG risk analysis.
•

September 5, 2019 – The Trump Administration has used multiple means to push Europe
to buy more American LNG, according to the Houston Chronicle.1942 Trump aggressively
promoted the exports through speeches and meetings with heads of state, and eight
federal agencies have been charged with getting overseas gas infrastructure built. US
officials have acted as “go-betweens” with foreign counterparts regarding their own
energy sectors, assisting US allies in developing their own gas exports. Some in Europe,
however, question America’s sincerity about the stated goal of helping them achieve
energy security: “After the Senate passed sanctions in 2017 targeting Russia’s Nord
Stream 2 natural gas pipeline into Germany—a project the Trump administration has
fought to block—Austria and Germany’s foreign officials released a joint statement
calling the vote a bid to aid American energy companies.”

•

July 22, 2019 – An upcoming rule from PHMSA is expected to concern “streamlining
U.S. regulations and harmonizing them with those in other countries,” rather than
focusing on safety and prevention of catastrophic explosions, reported E&E News.1943 A
PHMSA working group indicated in September 2018 that there “… is no process in place
to evaluate the suitability of the software models to calculate these hazards.” Five new
LNG export facilities were expected to be operational by the end of 2019, and six more
had been fully permitted. It remained unclear what the PHMSA will do to address the risk
of explosion. Jerry Havens, a professor emeritus of chemical engineering, expressed
concern that the current LNG infrastructure fails to account for the risk of catastrophe.
Current LNG computational safety models are proprietary so he could not determine their
accuracy, and PHMSA had no protocol to evaluate the models. Havens said that the
current system might dramatically underestimate the power of a worst-case accident by a
factor of ten.

•

July 1, 2019 – The climate impact of proposed LNG expansion would be twice that of the
current base of coal in the United States, Global Energy Monitor told CNN, for their
coverage of a new report by the network of researchers who track fossil fuel projects.1944
This impact is primarily related to leaks of methane, the potent greenhouse gas, and the
reason that the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has called
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for reducing natural gas in the coming decades, CNN reported. Economic viability is also
in doubt, according to the Global Energy Monitor report, with “plunging renewable
energy costs” putting much of the $1.3 trillion of LNG investments at risk.
•

July 13, 2018 – A retrospective look at the risk management and risk governance used to
develop and construct three LNG facilities in Gladstone, Australia evaluated the process
by which multiple stakeholders—including government, business, community, and
environmental groups—contributed to decision-making and management. The framework
developed by the International Risk Governance Council was used for comparison.
Environmental, social, and economic impacts occurred during construction, including
death of harbor marine life, increased housing prices, and increased cost of living.
Several problems in risk assessment and management were identified, including lack of
cooperation between organizations at the onset of construction; disagreement as to
whether monitoring and compliance mechanisms were adequate; and concern that the
government was reactive to problems, rather than attempting to prevent or mitigate risks.
Several recommendations were made to improve the risk management process of future
projects.1945

•

February 12, 2018 – Two LNG storage tanks were shut down at Cheniere Energy’s
Sabine Pass export facility after leaking LNG was found in a containment ditch around
one of the tanks and 14 separate natural gas leaks were discovered around the base of a
second tank. The Sabine Pass facility is located on the U.S. Gulf Coast on the border
between Texas and Louisiana. Emergency procedures were put into place to assure the
safety of the 107 on-site workers, but the public was not notified about this incident until
more than two weeks later. Inspection revealed four cracks up to six feet long in the outer
shell of the tank that had leaked LNG. These tanks are double walled, but only the inner
tank is designed to tolerate the super-chilled temperature of LNG. The outer tank, rated to
only -25o F, became brittle upon contact with -260o F LNG. The resulting investigation
uncovered a long history of safety issues at this plant, including 11 other incidents
involving these tanks that had occurred as far back as 2008 (when Sabine Pass was
operating as an LNG import facility) after the federal Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration (PHMSA) ordered Cheniere to conduct a root cause analysis and
turn over records of any prior leaks.1946 The agency also issued an order stating,
“continued operation of the affected tanks without corrective measures is or would be
hazardous to life, property, and the environment.” Sabine Pass facility was required to
receive written authorization from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
before the tanks could be put back in service.1947 As part of a later hearing, parts of which
were closed to the press and to the public, an accident investigator with PHMSA said that
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she had struggled with the company to get information “timely and in enough detail.”1948
In April 2018, the parties agreed to resolve the issue without administrative proceedings
or litigation.1949
•

November 20, 2017 – Using a hybrid lifecycle and energy strategy analysis, a team of
energy researchers investigated the potential climate impacts of U.S. LNG exports to
Asia. They found that gas emissions were widely variable, dependent on the specific
destination and the ultimate purpose for which the gas is used. Despite this range, under
a scenario in which U.S. LNG exports continue to rise, “emissions are not likely to
decrease and may increase significantly” because of additional energy demand, higher
U.S. emissions, and increased methane leakage. The study also predicted that increased
LNG exports could actually prolong the lifespans of coal-fired plants within the United
States. All together, these factors, “have the very real potential to undermine any
prospective climate benefit in the long run.” Going forward, policymakers must consider
“the complete climate ramifications of LNG exports.”1950 E&E News, reporting on the
study, quoted one of the authors as saying, “The implications of our paper are that the
greenhouse gas impacts from exporting U.S. natural gas…here at home and abroad, can
be very, very bad.”1951

•

November 16, 2017 – A legal analysis in the Energy Law Journal examined the contested
decision by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to authorize the expansion of the
Dominion Cove Point LNG facility to allow for export as well as import activity, by
examining the multiple direct and indirect effects of the expansion. Direct effects
included impacts on water quality, the North Atlantic right whale, and the public safety of
local residents. Indirect effects included an increase in domestic fracking, increase in
tanker traffic, and exacerbation of climate change as export markets increase demand for
natural gas. Because this latter set of problems is not directly related to facility expansion
but rather to increased LNG exports, two different federal agencies have jurisdiction. The
responsibilities of FERC and the Department of Energy (DOE) were clarified regarding
this distinction. FERC handles the environmental review, while the DOE regulates export
of LNG. In the case of Cove Point, FERC had issued a finding of no significant impact
and was therefore not legally required to investigate indirect effects such as climate
change. The analysis therefore concluded that FERC followed proper procedures and that
the DOE would be a more appropriate target of legal action because of its control over
LNG exports. This analysis reveals the diffusion of responsibility among federal agencies
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regulating LNG facilities and the legal difficulties of addressing far-removed, indirect
harms.1952
•

July 25, 2017 – Citing volatile market conditions, Malaysia’s energy giant Petronas
cancelled plans for a massive LNG export terminal at the mouth of the Skeena River on
British Columbia’s remote northwest coast in Canada. As reported extensively by The
Tyee, the project was the target of intense protest by First Nations people and the subject
of many lawsuits, as it threatened public health and would industrialize pristine salmon
habitat. “At one time as many as twenty LNG projects were proposed for coastal
communities, but not one has been built. The majority of largely Asian-backed
proponents have now cancelled or deferred their projects. A 50 percent drop in global oil
prices combined with a 70 percent drop in global LNG prices forced Petronas to…scuttle
a number of projects over the last two years.”1953

•

July 10, 2017 – Using a lifecycle assessment and optimization analysis to forecast the
environmental impacts of LNG, researchers modeled three usage scenarios: hydrogen
production; electricity generation; and vehicle fuel. The model assumed LNG transport
by pipeline only, and not by tanker. The highest environmental impact in each case was
global warming potential (GWP), and the highest GWP occurred when LNG was used as
vehicle fuel.1954

•

April 11, 2017 – The World Bank Group, which makes loans to developing nations for
capital projects like infrastructure, released environmental, health, and safety guidelines
for LNG facilities. These guidelines address the risks of spills, fire, explosions, air quality
impacts, venting, flaring, and fugitive emissions. Also addressed was the danger of “rollover,” a phenomenon that occurs when layers of LNG of different density in a storage
tank mix inappropriately. The result can be a rapid release of vapors and rise in pressure,
potentially leading to catastrophic structural damage of the tank.1955

•

March 30, 2017 – Transportation researchers identified and assessed potential risks to
public safety from LNG transport on inland waterways and as a fuel for vessels and
ferries. The hazards included the possibility of collision with other ships or with
stationary objects such as bridges, as well as the threats of vapor release, flash and jet
fires, boiling liquid expanding vapor explosion, and rapid phase transition. Firefighting
strategies for different scenarios were proposed.1956
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•

March 9, 2017 – Liquefaction, LNG transport, and LNG evaporation determined more
than 50 percent of LNG’s global warming potential (GWP) in a “cradle to gate” life cycle
analysis of LNG imported to the UK from Qatar. The analysis confirmed the dangerous
effect of fugitive methane emissions on the total GWP of the supply chain. Other
important parameters affecting GWP included the shipping distance and the tank
volume.1957

•

December 22, 2016 – Methane emissions from the heavy-duty transportation sector have
climate change implications, according to a “pump-to-wheels” evaluation of natural gas
powered vehicles and the compressed natural gas and LNG stations that fuel them. While
fueling stations themselves leak methane, tailpipe and crankcase emissions were the
highest sources.1958

•

May 2, 2016 –The potential economic and greenhouse gas (GHG) impacts of importing
LNG to Hawaii for electricity generation was modeled. Methane is a potent GHG, and
although the use of LNG would decrease the local GHG output of Hawaii’s electrical
sector, lifecycle (global) GHG emissions would likely increase. This study did not
examine other potential environmental impacts of LNG. Currently, the majority of
Hawaii’s electricity is provided by oil-fired generation.1959

•

November 12, 2015 – New York Governor Andrew Cuomo rejected a heavily contested
proposal to construct an LNG terminal 19 miles off the coast of Long Island. From his
letter to the Maritime Administration: “The security and economic risks far outweigh any
potential benefits….The potential for disaster with this project during extreme weather or
amid other security risks is simply unacceptable.” The governor also noted the risks
posed to scallop and squid fisheries as well as the project’s conflict with a proposed
large-scale, offshore wind farm.1960

•

September 30, 2015 – Measurements of the gaseous and particulate emissions of a cruise
ferry on the Baltic Sea using a dual-fuel engine showed that LNG is not a clean fuel for
ships. Methane made up about 85 percent of the vessel’s hydrocarbon emissions.
Particulate emissions showed a huge amount of volatile and nonvolatile particles, both of
which are hazardous to human health.1961
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•

September 26, 2014 – The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a
report of the federal process for reviewing applications to export LNG. As part of the
process, the DOE and FERC consider public comment. Numerous environmental
concerns include the risk that exports will increase hydro-fracking for natural gas, along
with its associated environmental effects and greenhouse gas emissions. Under the
National Environmental Policy Act, the DOE must consider the environmental effects of
its decisions.1962

•

April 23, 2014 –The dynamics and hazards from a LNG spill are not well understood and
require further research, according to a comprehensive review of research into the LNG
production chain from Australia that examined vapor production, vapor dispersion, and
mechanisms of combustion. Noting the “intrinsic process safety issues” of LNG as well
as potential attraction as a terrorist target, authors described various threats to human
safety, including pool fires, jet fires, and vapor cloud explosions.1963

•

December 14, 2009 – Certain LNG hazards are not “understood well enough to support a
terminal siting approval,” according to a Congressional Research Service (CRS) report
that summarizes LNG hazards in the context of federal rules related to where LNG
terminals are located. Potential risks include pool fires and flammable vapor clouds, as
well as the possibility of terrorist attacks. The analysis points out the need for additional
LNG safety research.1964

•

July 7, 2009 – Because LNG projects are among the most expensive energy projects, the
reserves of gas to justify the investment need to be large enough to guarantee about 30
years of production, according to a report by the Joint Research Centre of the European
Union.1965

•

May 13, 2008 – LNG infrastructure is “inherently hazardous and it is potentially
attractive to terrorists,” according to a CRS study that was prepared at a time when the
United States was a net importer of LNG. Security of tankers, import terminals, and
inland storage plants were identified as issues of concern. Serious risks include pool fires
with intense heat, which can occur when LNG spills near an ignition source; flammable
vapor clouds that can drift until reaching an ignition source; and a rapid phase transition
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that can generate a flameless explosion. As per this report, there have been 13 serious
accidents at onshore LNG terminals since 1944.1966
•

February 22, 2007 – The GAO examined the results of studies on the consequences of an
LNG spill and discussed expert opinion about the consequences of a terrorist attack on an
LNG tanker. The studies indicate that 30 seconds of exposure to the heat of an LNG fire
could cause burns up to a distance of about one mile. The experts concluded that this
would be the most likely public safety hazard, with the risk of explosion less likely.
Recommendations were made for further studies, including evaluating the possibility of
“cascading failure,” where multiple LNG tanks on a ship might fail in sequence.1967

•

September 9, 2003 – As part of a larger investigation of potential terrorist targets in wake
of the 9/11 attacks, the CRS provided a background report to the U.S. Congress on the
security of LNG terminals in the United States. At the time, the United States was a net
importer of natural gas, and LNG was shipped from overseas to U.S. ports. CRS
identified LNG tanker ships and storage infrastructure as “vulnerable to terrorism,”
noting that tankers could be turned as weapons against coastal cities and that inland LNG
facilities are typically located near large population centers. The CRS further noted that
the public cost of security for LNG shipments, via Coast Guard escorts of tankers through
coastal shipping channels, was considerable ($40,000-$80,000 per tanker).1968

•

August 1, 1995 – The U.S. Department of Transportation identified three important
hazardous properties of LNG: flammability hazards (fire or explosion from ignition of
leaks); toxicity hazards (asphyxiation from exposure to non-odorized fuel gas); cryogenic
hazards (personal injury plus structural failure of equipment from prolonged exposure to
extremely cold temperatures.)1969

Gas-fired power plants

In 2016, natural gas-fired power plants surpassed coal-burning plants as the leading source of
electrical generation in the United States. In 2019 alone, U.S. gas-fired generation increased by
8 percent, according to the International Energy Agency. As of May 2021, at least eight large
utilities in the United States were building new gas plants, and five were considering it.
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There are two types of gas-fueled power plants: combined cycle plants and simple cycle plants.
Both types are major emitters of carbon dioxide, uncombusted methane, and nitrogen oxides,
which contribute to the formation of ground-level ozone (smog). Combined cycle gas plants
reuse waste heat to generate additional electricity and are roughly equivalent in efficiency to an
older coal plant. Simple cycle gas plants—also called peaker plants—can be turned on and off
faster to meet fluctuating energy demands when electricity needs peak, but they are much less
efficient and more polluting than combined cycle plants. Simple cycle peaker plants can often
generate more nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide than coal plants.
Gas-fired combined cycle plants were formerly promoted as a bridge to reduce emissions while
renewables ramp up. However, renewable prices have fallen low enough to allow a transition
directly from coal to solar and wind power, revealing that gas plants, with long returns on
investment, are more barrier than bridge and serve to delay a speedy transition to renewable
energy. At the same time, the lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions of both types of gas-fired power
plants have been shown to be far higher than previously estimated. In Virginia, carbon dioxide
emissions from electricity generation rose rather than fell after the state retired its fleet of coal
plants and embarked on a massive build-out of gas-burning plants.
New natural gas plants, which have an operational lifespan of 40 years, lock in demand for gas
for longer than current climate scenarios dictate, which call for net-zero carbon emissions by
mid-century. Gas plants thus risk becoming stranded assets, as they would need to be
decommissioned well before the end of their lifespan.
Gas-fired simple cycle plants that are used on demand as peakers have become obsolete as
battery technology now allows for the storage of renewable energy, eliminating the need for gas
plants to provide power in times of peak demand.
Emerging evidence shows a variety of health impacts to people living near gas-fired power
plants. At this writing in New York State, several fracked gas power plant projects are facing
stiff opposition on climate, public health, and economic grounds. These include a proposed
expansion of the Danskammer peaker plant; three recently built gas plants (CPV Valley, Cricket
Valley, and Bayonne Energy Center); and NRG’s proposed peaker plant oil-to-gas conversion
in Astoria.
•

July 2, 2021 – In New York State, the proposed rebuilding of the Danskammer gas-fired
power plant in the environmental justice community of Newburgh prompted day-long
hearings on the part of two state agencies, the Public Service Commission, which
oversees the state’s power plant siting laws, and the New York Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC), which permits air pollutants and other discharges.
The Danskammer plant is the first large-scale gas-fired power plant to be considered by
New York state authorities since the 2019 passage of the Climate Leadership and
Community Protection Act (CLCPA). This legislation calls for sharp, rapid reductions in
the use of all fossil fuels, including natural gas, in New York State and therefore the
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Danskammer plant would interfere with its attainment, according to both testimony and
the DEC.1970
•

June 18, 2021 – Energy stakeholders are split over California’s inclusion of fossil fuel
resources in a proposed procurement package. At issue is ensuring grid reliability due to
the closure of a nuclear power plant and unreliable and aging power plants.
Environmental groups maintained that modeling has not indicated a need for additional
fossil fuel resources in the state.1971

•

May 21, 2021 – President Biden set a 15-year deadline for a zero-emissions electric grid.
A new gas plant has a projected lifespan of 40 years. This discrepancy places any new
power plant into a timeslot which falls outside of that carbon neutral timeline. At least
eight large utilities in the U.S. are currently building new gas plants right now, and
another five are considering doing so.1972

•

April 22, 2021 – The Danskammer power plant in Newburgh is testing New York’s
Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act (CLCPA), passed in 2019, and the
state’s commitment to reducing fossil fuel emissions, according to an investigation
published jointly by City & State New York and New York Focus. An advisory panel to
the Climate Action Council planned to recommend that New York declare a moratorium
on new natural gas facilities.1973

•

April 1, 2021 – Ocean water is customarily used to cool some machinery at older natural
gas plants on the California coast, a practice resulting in releases of much warmer water
back into the ocean, harming fish and the environment. Local politicians, including the
mayor of Redondo Beach, have opposed this practice and have called for the closure of
these archaic power plants. However, power shortages during the hottest summer on
record in 2020 prompted the Statewide Advisory Committee on Cooling Water Intake
Structures to vote to recommend a delay of the planned shutdown of the Redondo Beach
gas plant until the end of 2023.1974

•

February 2, 2021 – The federally owned electric utility corporation, Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA), is proposing to replace its aging coal plants with natural gas plants.
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Over the past decade and a half, the sources of TVA’s electricity generation have shifted
away from coal toward more natural gas and nuclear power. Among the 50 biggest U.S.
utilities, TVA had the second biggest increase planned in new natural gas production,
with more than 3 gigawatts of capacity in its long-range plans. TVA provides electricity
to all of Tennessee as well as parts of Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North
Carolina, and Virginia.1975
•

January 21, 2021 – The largest gas-fired power plant in Europe, under development
by Drax in North Yorkshire in the United Kingdom would, all by itself, account for 75
percent of emissions from the UK’s power sector when it becomes fully operational. The
Planning Inspectorate, a U.K. executive agency on land use planning, recommended that
ministers refuse permission for the plant on the grounds that it would undermine the
government’s commitment, as codified in the Climate Change Act 2008, to cut
greenhouse emissions. However, the Inspectorate was overruled.1976

•

September 3, 2020 – Between 2000-2018, the proportion of U.S. electricity generated by
coal fell by half (from 52 percent to 27 percent) and electricity from burning natural gas
more than doubled (from 16 percent to 35 percent). Over the same time period, carbon
dioxide emissions from the U.S. power sectors dropped by 24 percent. However, using a
commitment accounting approach, an analysis of U.S. power plants found that coal-togas switching in the power sector has, in fact, failed to lower greenhouse gas emissions.
Commitment accounting takes into account cumulative emissions across the entire
assumed operating lifecycle of coal and gas plants. Because coal plants nearing the end of
their operation lifespans tend to be replaced by new gas plants that have more future
longevity, substituting gas plants for coal plants has not functioned to decreased
committed emissions, even when a modest upstream methane leakage rate of 3 percent is
assumed. “Thus, although annual emissions have fallen, cumulative future emissions will
not be substantially lower unless existing coal and gas plants operate at significantly
lower rates than they have historically. Moreover, our estimates of committed emissions
for U.S. coal and gas plants finds steep reductions in plant use and/or early retirements
are already needed for the country to meet its targets under the Paris climate agreement—
even if no new fossil capacity is added.”1977

•

July 15, 2020 – The municipality of Cornwall, New York passed a resolution opposing
the expansion of the Danskammer power plant, which is seeking to retool its gas-fired
peaker plant in the Hudson River Valley into a continuously operating baseload facility.
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In so doing, Cornwall joined 20+ other towns and cities in opposing the project.1978 The
Danskammer plant would increase nitrogen oxides, ozone, and particulate matter in the
area and increase greenhouse gas emissions. Permitted through 2053, its operation would
also exceed the state’s timeline to reach 100 percent clean energy by 2040. Further, the
downwind city of Newburgh is an environmental justice community. As noted by the
City of Hudson Common Council when it passed its own resolution, the proposal, if
approved, “will continue the state’s reliance upon fossil fuels and will not promote the
state’s climate change policy.”1979 The proposal is currently under review by the New
York State Public Service Commission. A decision will be made by a State Siting Board.
•

July 8, 2020 – Samples of water, sediments, soil, and biota were analyzed for
concentration of potentially toxic trace metals—arsenic, cadmium, chromium, mercury,
lead, zinc—in a lagoon next to a gas and oil power plant in Lagos, Nigeria.1980 Rigorous
sampling and analysis of crabs and shrimp, which are ingested by the local population as
an important food source, showed bioaccumulation of cadmium, lead, mercury, and zinc.
Another pathway of exposure was via air, as atmospheric deposition of pollutants was
believed to be responsible for chromium measured in proximal soil samples. And since
the concentration of arsenic, cadmium, chromium, and lead in the lagoon water decreased
steadily with distance away from the plant, the authors concluded that their levels in the
lagoon were influenced by operations of the power plant.

•

May 22, 2020 – The approval of the largest power plant in Europe, which is being
developed by Drax in North Yorkshire, could account for 75 percent of the UK’s power
sector emissions when fully operational. The UK’s planning inspectorate recommended
that ministers refuse permission for the 3.6GW gas plant because it “would undermine
the government’s commitment, as set out in the Climate Change Act 2008, to cut
greenhouse emissions” by having “significant adverse effects.”1981 This was the first time
this group had ever taken such an action. Despite this recommendation, the secretary of
state for business, energy and industrial strategy rejected the advice and approved the
project in October 2019.

•

May 22, 2020 – A new set of data visualization tools from Physicians, Scientists, and
Engineers for Healthy Energy (PSE) demonstrates that peaker generating natural gas
plants causing the greatest health burdens can be retired and replaced with energy
storage. For each state with storage-friendly policies—California, Nevada, Arizona, New
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Mexico, Texas, Florida, New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts—there is a report
with data visualization. According to PSE’s Director of Research Elena Krieger,
“Regulators and policymakers can use our findings to inform decisions related to energy
storage and clean energy targets, greenhouse gas and criteria pollutant emission
reductions, and investments to improve clean energy access for under-served and
vulnerable communities.”1982
•

May 20, 2020 – A review of EPA emissions data show that Virginia is an outlier for U.S.
electricity emissions reductions, attributable to the state’s massive build-out of natural
gas plants.1983 Although all but two of its six remaining coal plants have closed, the
state’s replacement with gas for electricity generation has led to soaring carbon dioxide
emissions: about four million tons in 2009 to almost 25 million tons in 2019, accounting
for 80 percent of all power sector emissions in Virginia. The low cost of fracked gas
served as an incentive to the power plant boom as did state legislation that encouraged
utilities to build more power plants.

•

May 4, 2020 – Tens of billions of dollars of shareholder risk accompanies new natural
gas infrastructure according to a report reviewed by Forbes.1984 The report by the
organization Energy Innovation and the shareholder advocacy group As You Sow argues
that utility investment in new natural gas infrastructure only compounds risks for
investors, consumers, and society. Due to incompatibilities with climate goals, as well as
intense competition from renewables, the report advocates for a clean energy transition as
the more affordable, less risky option. The article reinforced the report’s findings, citing
studies by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, Evolved Energy, and Vibrant Clean Energy, which found
that at least 80 percent our electricity could be generated from renewable sources without
reliability or affordability issues.

•

April 26, 2020 – Air pollution is strongly associated with cardiovascular disease. In one
of the first studies of its kind, a research team investigated the effects of air pollution
exposure among workers in natural gas-fired power plants in Nigeria and matched them
with healthy controls.1985 They found increased systolic blood pressure, increased pulse
rate, and higher levels of the inflammatory marker C-reactive protein in the workers
compared to the controls. The longer the workers were employed there, the more
abnormal their results.
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•

April 8, 2020 – New York State could have met the need for electricity with renewables,
storage, and energy efficiency measures following the closure of the Indian Point nuclear
power plant without constructing two major gas-fired power plants, according to an
analysis by PSE Healthy Energy.1986 The report concludes expanding gas infrastructure
risks creating stranded assets and threatens to undermine New York’s climate goals, and
that employing clean resources instead of gas “could bring co-benefits like improved
local air quality from the reduction of criteria air pollutants emitted by natural gas plants
and enhanced grid resiliency in the case of natural disasters or other emergencies.”

•

March 12, 2020 – The Leviathan natural gas fields, discovered ten years earlier off the
coast of Haifa in Israel, became operational in December 2019. Hundreds of billions of
dollars in revenue were anticipated. However, the economic downturn, a European Union
carbon tax imposed on imported fossil fuels, decreased demand, falling costs of
renewables, and greater concern about climate change combined to reduce the expected
windfall by a factor of ten, raising questions about further investments in gas
infrastructure and in building gas-fired power plants that will be obsolete within 20
years.1987

•

February 27, 2020 – The monthly report by an energy analyst from the Australian
National University’s Crawford School of Public Policy challenged the national
government’s investment in a program that proposes up to five new gas-powered power
plants.1988 The monthly National Energy Emissions Audit suggested instead that to
increase supply, currently functioning power plants can operate at greater capacity.
According to the Audit, combined-cycle gas plants in the national grid were operating at
only 30 percent capacity. “In reality, gas is expensive, it’s high-polluting and, as this
research shows, it is under-performing… Given this, why would we underwrite new gasfired plants?”1989

•

January 6, 2020 – The Cayuga Power Plant in Lansing, New York ceased generating
power on August 29, 2019 after plans to convert the facility from a coal plant to a natural
gas peaker plant were scrapped in the face of massive public opposition and after
electricity transmission upgrades made electricity generated from this plant unnecessary.
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An advisory committee to the Lansing Town Council will oversee the future of the site.
Current plans are to convert the facility into a data center with energy storage.1990
•

September 9, 2019 – Renewables and large storage batteries will put gas-fired powered
plants out of business, according to an analysis by Bloomberg: “It will happen so quickly
that gas plants now on the drawing boards will become uneconomical before their owners
are finished paying for them.”1991

•

September 9, 2019 – An analysis by USA Today found as many as 177 natural gas power
plants in the United States “planned, under construction or announced,” with close to
2,000 currently in service. In addition to the potentially catastrophic climate implications
of increased methane emissions from such plants, figures show that their cost “will be
more expensive than renewable alternatives” and that incentives reward utility companies
for building them instead of turning to renewable alternatives. That is, in most of the
country “a combination of state-level rate-setting requirements and regional market rules”
lead to compensation structures that favor coal and natural gas over renewable sources of
energy.1992

•

July 8, 2019 – S&P Global reported that economics are causing some utilities to consider
renewable energy projects over gas-fired power plant investments.1993 States that have
placed moratoria or rejected plans for new gas-powered plants include Arizona,
Colorado, California, and Virginia. Investments in new gas plants will become more
risky if some form of carbon dioxide emissions price is enacted in the next few years.

•

February 11, 2019 – The mayor of Los Angeles announced that the city will close rather
than modernize three gas-fired power plants after the California legislature passed a bill
requiring the state to get 100 percent of its electrical power from climate-friendly sources
by 2045. Instead, the city will pursue clean energy technologies with battery storage. The
Scattergood, Haynes, and Harbor natural gas plants will be phased out by 2029.1994 In a
press statement, Los Angeles mayor Eric Garcetti said, “This is the beginning of the end
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of natural gas in Los Angeles. The climate crisis demands that we move more quickly to
end dependence on fossil fuel, and that’s what today is all about.”1995
•

February 8, 2019 – The Arizona Corporation Commission voted to extend the state
moratorium on buying or building new gas-fired power plants and called for energy
storage to provide peak power rather than additional natural gas plants.1996

•

April 1, 2018 – Integrating environmental, economic, and social factors to evaluate
overall sustainability, a British team compared shale gas with other electricity options in
the United Kingdom. Fracking emerged as one of the least sustainable ways to produce
electricity. Specifically, shale gas ranked seventh out of nine options for electrical
generation, with wind and solar energy scoring the best and coal the worst. These results
suggest that “a future electricity mix … would be more sustainable with a lower rather
than a higher share of shale gas.”1997, 1998

•

July 14, 2017 – A European team evaluated the performance of coal- and gas-fired power
plants that are used to back up renewable energy as the European Union transitions to
greater reliance renewable sources for electrical generation. As renewables increasingly
dominate, traditional fossil fuel plants will be required to ramp up and down and cycle on
and off more frequently, However, these ramping and cycling events will negatively
impact the operation of the fossil fuel power plants, as they will become fatigued,
resulting in higher operational and maintenance costs, reduced lifetime, degraded
performance, and higher emissions of air pollution over time. Gas plants are generally
more efficient, faster, and less polluting than coal, but under certain conditions will
produce more nitrogen oxides (a component of smog) and more carbon monoxide than
coal-fired plants. Current fossil fuel technology will need significant and costly
improvements in order to handle the increased gradients, number of starts, lower
minimum load and emissions.1999

•

February 1, 2017 – There is a high degree of uncertainty about the methane emissions
from natural gas-fired power plants. As part of a study that also included oil refineries, a
Purdue University team evaluated methane emissions from three gas-fired power plants
in Utah, Indiana, and Illinois during hours of peak operation. Both fugitive methane leaks
from the facility at large as well as uncombusted methane from the stacks were measured
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using aircraft. Results showed that average methane emission rates were larger than
facility-reported estimates by factors of 21-120. The authors concluded that gas-fired
power plants “may be significant contributors to annual methane emissions in the U.S.
despite lack of facility emission reporting in U.S. inventories. Futhermore, results suggest
that the primary source of methane emissions at these facilities may be from
noncombustion sources.”2000
•

June 28, 2015 – Pregnant women living near gas-fired power plants were more likely to
give birth prematurely, according to a study of more than 400,000 infants born in Florida
between 2004 and 2005. This study investigated associations between adverse birth
outcomes and residential proximity to several types of power plants, including those
burning oil, gas, and solid waste.2001

•

September 22, 2012 – An investigation of methane and nitrous oxide emissions at eight
different gas-fired power plants in Korea found that emissions can vary depending on
combustion technologies. Results from this study differed both from those used as default
emission rates by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and from those
measured in Japan. The authors concluded that technology-specific and country-specific
emission factors for gas-fired power plants need to be established.2002

•

February 27, 2012 – Using hospitalization data, a research team working in New York
State examined whether living near a fuel-fired power plant increased the rate of
hospitalization for asthma, acute respiratory infections, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, all of which have known links to air pollution exposure. Preliminary
analyses of hospitalization rates associated with a residence in a zip code with a power
plant stratified by type of fuel used (coal, gas, oil, or solid waste) did not show clear or
consistent patterns. Therefore, patients were classified as exposed if they lived in a zip
code with at least one power plant in it regardless of the type of fuel used. After adjusting
for age, sex, race, median household income, and rural/urban residence, the research team
found significantly elevated rates of hospitalization for asthma (11 percent increase),
acute respiratory infection (15 percent increase), and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (17 percent increase) among New Yorkers living near at least one fuel-fired
power plant.2003

•

October 20, 2011 – Emergency room visits and hospital admissions in elderly people
living close to a new gas-fired power plant in Italy were counted and related to levels of
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air pollution both before and after the plants became operational. The results showed that
ambient levels of nitrogen oxides and particulate matter rose after the plant started
operations. Further, despite the fact that pollutants were below the limits set by the
European legislation, there was a positive correlation between number of emergency
room visits and daily concentrations of these air pollutants among nearby residents aged
70 or older.2004
•

April 5, 2010 – Most new fossil fuel power plants are gas-powered. In this study, a
research team estimated the number of premature deaths from fine particulate matter that
would result from bringing 29 proposed fossil-fuel power plants in Virginia on line. Their
modelling predicted that, were all 29 plants made operational, concentrations of fine
particulate air pollution would rise in 271 counties across 19 states. Over a six-year
period, 104 cumulative excess deaths would occur due to operations of these proposed
plants.2005
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Inaccurate jobs claims, increased crime rates, threats to property values and
mortgages, and local government burden
According to multiple studies in multiple states, the oil and gas industry’s promises of job
creation from drilling for natural gas have been greatly exaggerated. Many of the jobs are shortlived, have gone to out-of-area workers, and, increasingly, are lost to automation. The
contraction of the industry in 2019 and 2020, accelerated by the coronavirus pandemic, has led
to mass lay-offs, lost jobs and high unemployment among fracking crews and associated
workers. These jobs showed no sign of rebounding. Of the 100,000 jobs shed within the oil and
gas industry in 2020, 70 percent of those may never return, according to a 2021 analysis. In
April 2021, the economic sector within which oil and gas jobs are tracked, the mining sector,
had the highest US unemployment rate.
With the arrival of drilling and fracking operations, rural communities have consistently
experienced steep increases in rates of crime, variously including murder, assault, rape, sex
trafficking, larceny, robbery, burglary, embezzlement and auto theft. Indigenous women are
disproportionately victimized by violent crimes associated with oil and gas activities. In the
Marcellus Shale region, violent crime increased 30 percent in counties that experienced a
fracking boom compared to those without fracking. Aggravated and sexual assaults were the
crimes primarily responsible for this increase. Crime rates have increased even with additional
allocation of funds for public safety.
Financial and other strains on municipal services include those on law enforcement, road
maintenance, emergency services, and public school district administration. In shale boom
areas, school districts suffer lower test scores, lower attendance, higher teacher turnover, and
exacerbated education inequities. Economists are increasingly quantifying community quality
of life impacts and the unequal distribution of costs and benefits associated with drilling and
fracking.
Drilling and fracking pose an inherent conflict with mortgages and property insurance due to
the hazardous materials used and the associated risks. With the departure of drilling and
fracking operations from these communities, some of the challenges are eased. However, such
departures can also lead to additional economic harms, such as by sharp upticks in foreclosures,
late car and mortgage payments, empty housing units, and failed or diminished local businesses.
In Oklahoma and in England, fracking-induced earthquakes have negatively affected property
values.

•

July 8, 2021 – Citing a “transition towards a more renewable future” and an all-time low
of only ten registered students over the previous two years, the University of Calgary in
Canada suspended admission to its oil and gas engineering bachelor program.2006
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•

July 2, 2021 – Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas researchers found that the region’s oil and
gas industry employed fewer people by 2020 than at the beginning of the fracking boom
eleven years ago, even as production quadrupled. Due to technological “efficiencies,”
Texas and New Mexico production rose 14 percent from December 2014 and December
2017 while industry employment dropped 29 percent during that time. The pandemic led
to further job cuts and though recovery may add jobs, companies will “require fewer
employees for more output.”2007

•

July 1, 2021 – Writing in the MIT Technology Review, environmental sociologist Colin
Jerolmack reviewed the shaky financial ground on which the Appalachian fracking boom
was based and provided a realistic view of actual fracking employment trends. He wrote,
“Fracking has always been expensive; extraordinarily generous fossil-fuel subsidies
helped hide the true cost.” The oil and gas industry eliminated more than 100,000 jobs in
2020, and 70 percent of those may not ever return. In April 2021, the economic sector
within which oil and gas jobs are tracked, the mining sector, had the highest US
unemployment rate.2008

•

June 17, 2021 – Economists determined that fracking booms in Arkansas, North Dakota,
and West Virginia were associated with more crime than comparison states, and these
crimes carried an estimated $15.68 million (in 2008 dollars) “annual victimization cost”
per state. The methods used to estimate these costs was based on an established
methodology on the cost of crimes to society. The comparison states had similar crime
rates to the fracking states before the boom. The data from multiples sources used in the
study covered the years 2000 to 2015. Crimes linked with fracking in the study were
murder, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, and embezzlement. Breaking
these down by the instances and costs of specific crimes, this research showed that the
1.3 more murders per 100,000 residents led to a cost of $11.63 million, and the three
additional forcible rapes per 100,000 averaged $7.45 million. The fracking boom states
had 27.53 more aggravated assaults, costing about an extra $2.94 million. Researchers
said their “consistent and robust results… support the hypothesis that the shale boom
increases crime for relatively rural American states, especially violent crime.”2009

•

June 4, 2021 – The Enbridge Line 3 pipeline project brought an influx of thousands of
workers to Minnesota “who are staying in hotels, campgrounds and rental housing along
the pipeline route, often in small towns like Thief River Falls, and on or near Native
reservations.” The Violence Intervention Project in Thief River Falls received “more than
40 reports about Line 3 workers harassing and assaulting women and girls who live in
north-western Minnesota.” In addition, two workers charged in a sex trafficking sting
operation were Line 3 workers from Missouri and Texas, employed by the Enbridge
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subcontractor Precision Pipeline. Violence prevention advocates had warned state
officials in advance of the project “of the proven link between employees working in
extractive industries and increased sexual violence.” Indeed, Minnesota’s Public Utilities
Commission acknowledged in its environmental impact statement that the likelihood of
sex trafficking or sexual abuse would increase if Line 3 were permitted and that the
affected regions do not have the resources to track and prevent this violence.2010
•

June 4, 2021 – Economists found that lower-income census tracts in Oklahoma
experienced disproportionately greater negative impacts on property values from
“induced” earthquakes compared to higher-income areas. Scientists attribute the dramatic
increase in earthquakes in Oklahoma after 2009 to the disposal of fracking wastewater
into deep injection wells. Most of these range in magnitude from 3 to 4—strong enough
to be felt, though rarely causing property damage—but 30 of the 850 earthquakes in 2015
were magnitude 4 or greater. These induced earthquakes may negatively impact property
values through the physical damage they cause. This study added to the literature on
fracking and property values by using a unique dataset, US Geological Survey’s Did You
Feel It? system, by extending into the years following implementation of Oklahoma’s
wastewater injection rules that decreased induced earthquakes, and by addressing the
environmental justice dimension, motivated by the body of research indicating lowerincome groups suffer disproportionate harm from natural disasters. This study confirmed
that earthquakes negatively impact the pricing of housing, including negative impacts
linked with each additional earthquake in 2012, 2013, and 2014. Not only did the
researchers find that lower-income households saw disproportionate impacts, but these
impacts also lasted longer. The researchers “posit that poorer households incur greater
proportional damage for any relative seismic event due to lower quality construction of
their properties,” and that these households may not be able to repair their properties in a
timely way following an earthquake. Overall, the pricing impacts began to lessen in 2016
coinciding with the law mandating a reduction in induced seismic activity.2011

•

April 26, 2021 – Pennsylvania “has an opportunity to manage the decline of its polluting
energy industry while investing in sustainable, high-paying green union jobs as a
replacement,” according to the Philadelphia Inquirer Editorial Board. The Board
criticized the state’s continued investment in natural gas infrastructure in light of climate
concerns and the failure of the industry to provide a remedy for the previous, unmanaged
decline of coal and steel jobs. Citing statistics on increasing employment for solar
installers and wind power technicians, the Board recommended that Pennsylvania
transition fossil fuel subsidies into green jobs and called for investment in communities
now shedding fracking jobs as well as in black communities that have suffered the most
harm from oil and gas pollution.2012
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•

March 31, 2021 –Colorado regulations now require a minimum 2,000-foot setback
between oil and gas sites and homes. However, residents living near proposed fracking
sites that were approved before the law went into effect are not protected by this rule.
New homeowners in Colliers Hill, a suburban development in Erie, found themselves just
940 feet from a well pad. As reported by the Colorado Sun, this Occidental Petroleum
Corporation fracking operation is exempt from the setback rule, as are 200 drilled but
uncompleted wells and nearly 1,600 drilling permits that had been approved in the state
in the twelve months before new rules went into effect. Colliers Hill residents began
demanding action from the Erie Board of Trustees and filing complaints with the state.
Erie Mayor Jennifer Carroll “told them that there was little the town could do, even
though it had adopted its own stringent oil and gas rules, because the road separating
Colliers Hills from the wells was also the boundary between Erie and unincorporated and
pro-oil development Weld County.”2013

•

March 29, 2021 – At least 20 percent of jobs in oil and gas drilling, operational support,
and maintenance may be automated in the next 10 years, reported the Houston Chronicle.
Robotics and automation will replace hundreds of thousands of oil and gas industry jobs,
in addition to those lost in the pandemic. In addition to inspection, maintenance, and
repairs, the industry expects robotics to “reduce the number of roughnecks required on a
drilling rig by 20 to 30 percent.”2014

•

March 8, 2021 – Greene County, a Pennsylvania fracking boom region with 1,257 gas
wells, may not be able to cover its costs by 2023, despite receiving $37.2 million in gas
development-related impact fees over ten years as part of a state program. Newly elected
Green County commissioners criticized previous impact fee expenditures as
“shortsighted and wasteful” and resolved to stop using these funds to balance the budget
each year, according to an investigation by Spotlight PA. The new commissioners said
that the county never planned appropriately for the transition from the coal bust and is
now paying the price as the fracking bust arrives. The county’s hospitality and rental
markets had expanded dramatically to accommodate temporary, out-of-town gas
company workers. Now many fewer such workers are spending money on rent, hotels,
and elsewhere in the local economy. Public records showed that the county spent no
income from the impact fees on planning initiatives, tax reductions, water preservation,
or career and technical centers.2015

•

March 8, 2021 – The Violence Intervention Project in Thief River Falls, Minnesota
experienced an increase in calls for their services since the Enbridge Line 3 pipeline
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construction began in December 2020. The Violence Intervention Project described the
assaults experienced by their callers, as well as other instances of harassment at local
businesses, in a request for reimbursement from Enbridge’s public safety fund, obtained
through a public records request by the Minnesota Reformer. State permits for Enbridge
Line 3 pipeline construction had required that the company create this fund to cover
expected additional law enforcement costs as well as the human trafficking prevention
plan linked with the project. The Violence Intervention Project’s request—seeking
reimbursement for hotel room costs for victims when its emergency shelter was full—
said that finding hotel rooms has been increasingly difficult as pipeline workers occupy
them, and that the cost of hotel rooms had doubled in recent months.2016
•

February 24, 2021 – Contractors on Enbridge’s Line 3 pipeline were arrested and charged
in a human trafficking sting in Itasca County, Minnesota. The two men, out-of-state
workers, were among seven arrested. One was charged with carrying a pistol without a
permit and one count of solicitation to engage in prostitution and the other with one count
of solicitation of a person believed to be a minor.2017

•

February 18, 2021 – A policy researcher identified 23 locations in the US that have the
highest rates of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women (MMIW) cases. Within these,
the researcher pinpointed 16 “hot spots,” and of these, six were within 25 miles of
drilling and fracking sites, and three more within 25 to 50 miles. The researcher wrote
that this “analysis of the locations of fracking and other resource extraction sites in
relation to the MMIW ‘hot spots’ highlights a need for additional research into the
possible correlation of these two factors.” The paper reviews the evidence showing that
“man camps” change the demographics of communities near fracking “and have been
connected to increased rates of violence, sexual assault, sexually transmitted diseases,
prostitution, sex trafficking, and an increased presence of illicit drugs.”2018

•

February 12, 2021 – A study published by the Ohio River Valley Institute, a non-profit
research center, found that jobs, personal income, and population all declined between
2008 and 2019 in the 22 Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia counties that produce 90
percent of Appalachia’s natural gas. The seven eastern Ohio counties that suffered the
worst impacts experienced a net job loss of more than eight percent. In addition, money
that had been expected to stay in communities was spent outside the region, and, because
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counties were counting on job creation by oil and gas companies, they had given tax
breaks and other incentives that reduced the amount of revenue they received.2019, 2020
•

January 29, 2021 – An investigation by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette predicted that
Pennsylvania counties, municipalities, state agencies, and conservation initiatives will
have a difficult time making up for the expected record low impact fees to be collected.
Based on natural gas prices and wells drilled, total impact fees assessed on the state’s
shale gas wells were predicted to fall by $56 million, to a record low of $145 million.
Lower gas prices also mean lower royalties for landowners who lease land for fracking,
including the state itself. The state doubled fracking permit prices in August 2020 but
was receiving far fewer applications than anticipated in the fiscal year of this
investigation. Because the Department of Environmental Conservation’s Office of Oil
and Gas Management is funded largely by well-drilling application fees, the Office was
struggling to maintain its level of staffing and inspection responsibilities and could be
short $17.5 million for the year.2021

•

December 22, 2020 – UK researchers determined that earthquakes caused by fracking a
first exploratory well in the Lancashire area of England led to a 3.9 to 4.7 percent housing
price decrease in the region where the earthquakes occurred. Notably, no commercial
fracking had yet taken place. This study specifically focused on the effects of issuing
licenses that served as an official signal of potential fracking development. The results
showed that the licensing itself did not affect housing prices, but when the exploratory
fracking triggered small earthquakes, although they did not cause property damage,
housing prices fell.2022

•

July 30, 2020 – Oil and gas production employment in the state was expected to fall to its
lowest since 2005, according to Texas Alliance of Energy Producers, which represents
2,600 independent oil and gas producers.2023 Texas had already lost 46,100 jobs in
production and oil-field services from February to June 2020, related to dropped demand
during the coronavirus pandemic. The alliance noted that the oil and gas industry was
contracting well before the pandemic.
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•

July 8, 2020 – When considered in aggregate, 25 relevant, quantitative studies all
published between 2005 and 2019 provide clear evidence that U.S. drilling and fracking
is linked to an increase in crime, according to a systematic review by a social scientist
and legal scholar.2024 A majority of studies found “that shale gas development increases
total crime, violent crime, property crime, social disorganization crimes and violence
against women.” Of seventeen studies that addressed violent crime, none showed that
shale gas development led to less violent crime. Of the seven studies addressing shale gas
development and crime against women, five of them showed a positive link, one
suggested mixed results, and one suggested there no relationship. Of those studies that
included data on pre- and post- increases in shale gas production, the review found
drilling and fracking leads to a 28 to 46 percent increase in crime in surrounding
communities. Only one study addressed shale gas development and crime outside of the
United States. Noting the “considerable consistency” in these findings, the researchers
recommended that, in addition to environmental impacts, the shale gas-crime
considerations “should be considered by policymakers and planners when determining
whether and how shale development should be allowed.”

•

May 26, 2020 – In April 2020, the oil and gas industry cut a record-breaking 26,300 jobs,
according to the Texas Workforce Commission. Most of the jobs lost were drilling rig
operators, hydraulic fracturing crews and equipment manufacturers.2025

•

May 11, 2020 – Oil and gas industry journalist Irina Slav examined why young
professionals view employment in the oil and gas industry as a poor career choice.2026
The average age of Society of Petroleum Engineers’ members is growing older while the
number of students choosing engineering majors linked to careers in oil and gas are
dropping. The current industry crisis is triggering layoffs among fracking crews as well
as cancelling internships among young professionals. In addition, Slav argues, the
contribution of the industry to the ongoing climate crisis is a disincentive to youth. Just as
laid-off oil and gas workers find work in other industries, university graduates will
likewise gravitate to internships and consequent recruitment in companies “that are not
victims of the whims of the most volatile commodity market in the world.”

•

April 7, 2020 – A survey conducted by the Louisiana Oil and Gas Association of its 450
member companies found more than 23,000 jobs in the industry to be at immediate risk
due to the coronavirus pandemic and the oil glut.2027 This would constitute 70 percent of
their workforce. “To boost the oil industry, LOGA put forth several measures, which
include things it has long supported: suspending severance tax collections for one year,
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ending government-led coastal restoration lawsuits, easing regulations at the Office of
Conservation and identifying ways to expedite oil storage capacity.”
•

February 20, 2020 – Penn State education policy scholars found that fracking
economically harms school districts and exacerbates educational inequalities.2028 Using
data from 2007-2015, they found that public school districts in Pennsylvania with
fracking had “lower per pupil revenues, locally-raised per pupil funding for schools, per
pupil income, and per pupil property wealth,” than otherwise similar districts without
fracking. School districts with fracking had $1,550.50 less per pupil compared to the
otherwise similar districts. They concluded that fracking “may help to maintain and
entrench spatial inequality across school districts.”

•

December 18, 2019 – A research team quantified various aspects of equity within the
populations affected by the shale gas boom in Appalachia. Their findings revealed a
disproportionate burden on the poor that included higher mortality risks induced by
fracking-related air pollution. Poorer residents also derived fewer economic benefits from
the industry.2029 In addition to documenting that mortality risk from natural gas pollution
increased as income decreased, the team also documented inequities in employment. In
states where fracking takes place, 80 percent of natural gas-related employment was
concentrated in just 10 percent of counties. Though authors discussed options for
incorporating equity in planning and policy related to shale gas systems, their
recommendations pointed to the need for fundamental socio- technical change in energy
systems, in order to reduce or relieve “disproportionate costs to the poor and to future
generations.” A companion study to this one is described below (November 18, 2019).

•

November 18, 2019 – A Carnegie Mellon, Stanford, and Princeton University study
examined both the human health and climate impacts of fracking in Appalachia and was
the first to put dollar values on some of the external and cumulative costs. The team
found that premature deaths caused by the industry’s pollution had an economic cost of
$23 billion, while climate impacts cost an additional $34 billion, from 2004-2016. Their
findings showed that one year of life is lost for every three job years created by the
industry. These premature deaths extend beyond the communities where the gas wells—
and attendant employment benefits—are located, with almost half occurring downwind
of the fracking areas in urban regions of the Northeast. While these health harms from air
pollution effects follow the boom-and-bust cycles of the industry, the climate harms will
persist for generations well beyond the end of fracking. The study’s lead author, Erin
Mayfield, a postdoctoral research associate at the Princeton Environmental Institute, said,
“Private firms across the supply chain have not faced the full costs of natural gas
development… and the public has effectively subsidized greenhouse gas and air pollution
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emissions that result in climate change and health impacts.”2030, 2031 See also the
companion study above (December 8, 2019).
•

October 9, 2019 – In a nationwide study, an Ohio State team examined social changes
linked to fracking from 2009 to 2014. They anticipated that oil and gas employment
growth during the shale boom would increase marriage rates. However, they found just
the opposite. Marriage rates decreased and divorce rates increased. Specifically, fracking
was linked to a decline in the share of the population who were married, an increase in
the proportion of divorced people, and had little effect on those who never married or
cohabited.2032 Authors discuss the range of potential negative and positive consequences
of this demographic restructuring in rural communities along with the possible role that
inevitable fracking busts may play in altering marriage behaviors as compared to boomphase fracking.

•

October 1, 2019 – Fracking booms can bring gains in income, employment, and salaries,
and increases in housing prices and rent. An economic analysis of nine U.S. shale regions
found that, despite improvements in certain economic indicators such as these, fracking
was also linked to “deterioration in local amenities, which may include increases in
crime, noise, and traffic and declines in health.2033 The researchers developed a measure
called “willingness to pay” for allowing fracking, which was about $2,500 per household
annually. They emphasized that they found “evidence of important heterogeneity in the
local net benefits,” and understanding these differences “is a first-order question for
researchers and policymakers interested in assessing the impacts of allowing fracking in
their community.”

•

August 29, 2019 – Economists found reduced student test scores and reduced student
attendance in Texas school shale oil districts, compared to non-shale districts.2034 Despite
tripling of the local tax base in these districts in the study period from 2001 to 2014,
schools did not spend money on teacher and other school staff wages. “As the gap
between teacher wages and private sector wages grew, so did teacher turnover and the
percentage of inexperienced teachers, which helps explain the decline in student
achievement.” Researchers noted that per capita student spending did increase in other
needed areas such as renovations and debt service, but this type of spending did not
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prevent the declines in student achievement. They noted that oil and gas revenue has
entirely bypassed the education section in other fracking states.
•

August 7, 2019 – The Houston Chronicle reported on data from two research firms that
compared differences between mid-2018 and mid-2019 in numbers of wells fracked and
numbers of workers in the Permian Basin. The data showed that the wells were being
fracked and completed at record numbers, but with the number of crews down almost 20
percent. The article stated, “the work is being done with far fewer people as energy
companies scale back costs to appease Wall Street investors concerned about
overspending.”2035

•

July 6, 2019 – Substantial evidence shows that that vulnerable women face increased
violence in boomtowns full of transient laborers building big resource projects, according
to a report by the Canadian National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls. Pertinent to the impending approval of the Trans Mountain pipeline,
the report is based on the testimony of thousands of survivors and family members of
murdered and missing women, and it links “man camps” with higher rates of violence
against Indigenous women. The report also raises concern about vulnerable women
entering the sex trade near activity such as pipeline projects. “Women are made
vulnerable by the combination of exclusion from high-paying resource jobs and having to
make ends meet in a town where the cost of living is rising,” according to Indigenous
advocate Connie Greyeyes.2036

•

July 5, 2019 – A statewide survey of 2,240 Pennsylvanians found that 23.4 percent of
respondents had encountered fracking-related activities, including well sites, related truck
traffic, pipelines, or fracking workers, during outdoor recreation. Over 12 percent
reported being substantially impacted by fracking activities in their recreation, and almost
14 percent changed their plans, avoided a certain area, or no longer traveled to the
Pennsylvania for outdoor activities due to these encounters. Outdoor recreation impacts
were highest in the North Central and Southwest Pennsylvania, where fracking is most
prominent.2037 As noted in coverage of the study by Consumer Affairs, “outdoor activities
provide a huge influx of income to the U.S. government, and interfering with such
activities will start to interfere with those profits.”2038
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•

March 16, 2019 – University of Rochester environmental and health economists found
that the public announcement of the proposed Constitution pipeline led to a led to a 9.29
percent (about $12,000) decrease in sale price for New York State homes located within
three kilometers of its main route, compared to houses between 3-20 kilometers away.2039
“Our results suggest that homebuyer expectations of the environmental externalities of
natural gas pipeline construction and operations are large and negative.” (The
Constitution pipeline was cancelled in February 2020 after years of public opposition and
failure to obtain a state water permit.)

•

March 14, 2019 – A Canadian team reviewed the research published between 2009–2018
on the impacts on communities of “the whole suite of technologies that aid in the
exploration, extraction, and transportation” of natural gas. This first review of impacts
across the supply chain found most of the studies addressed upstream communities (those
adjacent to the gas extraction), and that midstream and downstream communities were
understudied. Midstream communities were those located in transportation corridors,
such as near pipelines, and downstream communities were those near processing and
shipping facilities. The study identified 28 community impacts across four broad
categories: environmental impacts; impacts to infrastructure and service delivery; impacts
on policy, regulation, and participation in decision-making; and socioeconomic impacts.
In each area, the reviewers identified common findings, mixed results across studies, and
research gaps. For social service delivery, for example, the review found significant
effects from the boom and bust cycles. In the boom cycle these included “increased
pressure on limited infrastructure, affordable housing and daycare, recreational and
child/youth programs, and social services to address alcohol and drug addictions,
domestic violence, and crime.” In the bust cycle there is a continued need for social
services, especially as created by unemployment, economic hardship, local business
closures, dropping property values, and out-migration. In this period though, there may
be cuts to social services, and “peer-reviewed articles rarely focused on the capacity of
local governments to address impacts before, during, and after they happen.”2040

•

December 10, 2018 – Although Pennsylvania has been able to realize modest short-term
economic growth from fracking, policy researchers found that the state has also allowed
costs to be externalized to public health, the environment, and community integrity.
Despite emerging evidence on adverse public health effects, there remain significant
uncertainties about these externalized costs, especially with regard to the long term.
Research done in the state has shown “significant remaining uncertainties in detecting
and attributing responsibility for groundwater contamination” associated with fracking.
Intensive gas extraction in Pennsylvania can strain communities by several pathways:
increased demand for emergency medical and mental health services; loss of housing for
low income residents displaced by temporary, out-of-state workers; and increased traffic
violations and arrests for driving under the influence. Emergencies at fracking sites can
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also strain or exceed the capabilities of local emergency response organizations. At the
state level, policy weaknesses include failure to mandate the disclosure of fracking
chemicals, failure to exercise adequate inspection and enforcement, and failure to
institutionalize “stewardship of rents extracted from a nonrenewable resource for future
generations.”2041
•

November 21, 2018 – The presence of drilling and fracking operations is linked with
fewer visits to overnight recreation sites in National Forests in western states. As part of a
USDA Forest Service study that analyzed visitor use data from 27 National Forests with
722 overnight use areas, researchers found that, on average, each additional oil or gas
well within a five-kilometer radius of a site was linked to six fewer visits annually.
Within a five-kilometer radius, the distance between the well and the campground was
not a significant factor. The researchers did not speculate on the overall user experience
but wrote that their results do “suggest that the presence of oil and gas development may
have a significant enough effect on the user experience to motivate users to recreate
elsewhere.”2042

•

October 28, 2018 – In 15 states between 2000 and 2013, intensive shale oil and gas
drilling activity was linked with 41,760 fewer students enrolled in school per year in
grades 11 and 12. This phenomenon was greatest in states with a younger compulsory
schooling age (16 years of age instead of 17 or 18), in states with a lower effective tax
rate on oil and gas production, and in rural counties with traditional mining or persistent
poverty.2043 The results of the study, conducted by a team of economists, aligned with
historical evidence from the 1970s energy boom as well as complementary research from
the 2000s, both showing that oil and gas booms “can discourage educational attainment
by increasing the opportunity cost for students to stay in school.” (See entry below for
July 2015.)

•

September 24, 2018 – An E&E investigation examined cities in North Dakota,
Pennsylvania, and Oklahoma that are experiencing lingering financial and social
disruptions following oil and gas booms. In Oklahoma, “the state Legislature is trying to
fix what some viewed as a string of bad fiscal decisions that led to cuts in education and
other services.” In Pennsylvania, communities are still roiled by “a series of bitter
disputes about whether local landowners were getting their fair share of royalties from
gas drilling.” In North Dakota, the debt held by the city of Williston was high for a town
its size, with its manageability dependent on continuing oil tax income from the state.2044
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•

August 22, 2018 – Marking a decade since Marcellus Shale fracking began in earnest, a
five-university research team presented a review of impacts to people, policy, and culture
in the greater mid-Atlantic region of the United States. The review’s geographic and
thematic sections address a range of impacts on Pennsylvania communities and a
discussion of the less-studied communities in West Virginia and Ohio undergoing
fracking. Economic impacts in Pennsylvania, contrary to what political and business
interests typically tout, are mixed. Employment data showed that positive effects for local
residents “are relatively small and temporary, in large part because much of the
employment benefits from the activity goes to workers living outside the host
communities.” Further, among local residents, economic benefits were unequally
distributed based on land ownership. In Pennsylvania, about half of lease and royalty
dollars accrue to the top 10 percent of local landowners who owned the most acreage,
while the bottom 70 percent of landowners collectively receive only 2.8 percent of all
such dollars. “The vast majority of local residents were not rural landowners and thus
were unable to take advantage of gas leasing for revenue.” For poorer residents in
fracking areas, “radically tightening housing markets, coupled with skyrocketing housing
costs,” presented fundamental economic hardships.2045

•

June 6, 2018 – Uneven distribution of economic/service-related benefits and
social/environmental costs characterize the Barnett and the Eagle Ford shale plays in
Texas, according to an analysis of shale energy development in the southern United
States that included both objective and perceived effects. Transportation-related hazards,
deemed “the big one,” were seen as the primary concern to community leaders and
residents. Multiple sources and study types corroborated the objective transportation
trends and harms. For example, a survey of county and city public officials in the 15county Eagle Ford Shale region concluded that increasing transportation demands
resulting from fracking “have not been met with needed state resources to maintain
and/or upgrade transportation facilities to meet the increased volume and weight of
vehicles using the transportation system in local communities.” An Academy of
Medicine, Engineering and Science of Texas Task Force on Environmental and
Community Impacts of Shale Development in Texas likewise concluded, “the level of
funding to address the impacts to the transportation infrastructure and traffic safety in the
oil and gas industry area is low relative to the magnitude of the impact.” This analysis
also described uneven distribution of benefits. For example, individuals and energy
companies located outside of the region held 96 percent of Eagle Ford mineral wealth.2046

•

May 21, 2018 – Public administration scholars at Binghamton University interviewed 43
local government officials in 26 municipalities in high-density drilling areas of the
Marcellus Shale regions of Pennsylvania.2047 They considered these officials to be “on
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the frontlines” of social equity issues linked to the geographic distribution of
environmental costs versus economic benefits of fracking. They found that most
municipal officials “explicitly recognized that there were distributional benefits-sharing
problems associated with shale gas drilling,” while most also believed shale gas drilling
was a net positive for their communities. Still, “there were mixed feelings regarding
whether the financial gains of drilling compensated for the environmental impacts,” with
some expressing “incredulity” at the idea that money compensated for impact.
Researchers demonstrate that local officials are aware of equity issues, with some taking
action to reduce inequities, but that action in their communities often conflicts with
convictions about property rights.
•

March 4, 2018 – Local governments in highly rural regions experiencing large-scale
growth in oil and gas activity faced the greatest fiscal challenges, according to a study
evaluating the effects of this development in 21 U.S. regions during boom and bust
periods. “Increased crime, vehicle accidents, and other public safety issues were major
challenges,” and “the scale of these challenges tended to track the scale of population
growth and a region’s rurality.” Though revenues from property and sales taxes and other
sources resulted in a net gain for many local governments, the volatility of industry
activity and population growth created especially difficult challenges for some
municipalities. In a rural western Colorado city, for example, residents were faced with
increased taxes, as well as increased water and wastewater fees to service the debt
incurred by needed upgrades.2048

•

February 13, 2018 – Economists found that Oklahoma home prices in 2006 to 2014
declined by three to four percent after experiencing a moderate earthquake. Further, sale
prices for the properties affected by the most intense earthquakes were estimated to have
declined from 3.5-10.3 percent. The study also found that houses were on the market
significantly longer following earthquake exposure. The intensity of a quake for each
property was determined by linking earthquake magnitude to the distance of the home
from its epicenter. The researchers wrote, “Oklahoma provides an exceptional case study
as the state most affected by sudden changes in seismic frequency and intensity,” and that
although the exact proportion of earthquakes induced by oil and gas activity is not
certain, “the Oklahoma Geological Survey has recognized that the majority of
earthquakes are likely to be induced.” They concluded that the rise in earthquake activity
“has inflicted substantial costs on homeowners in Oklahoma.”2049

•

January 25, 2018 – In the Marcellus Shale region, counties experiencing a fracking boom
suffered a 30 percent increase in violent crime, compared to those with no gas boom.
Aggravated and sexual assaults were the crimes primarily responsible for this increase.
This research took advantage of “natural experiment” conditions in the region, with a
prohibition on fracking in New York State and a fracking boom across the border in
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Pennsylvania. The study used 2004 to 2012 county-level data from New York and
Pennsylvania Marcellus Shale regions, on unconventional gas wells drilled, and on seven
“FBI Index I” offenses. The offenses were violent crimes (aggravated assault, rape,
robbery, and murder) and property crimes (larceny, burglary, and auto theft). While
violent crimes increased in fracking boom areas, property crimes did not. The research
featured many controls to isolate the effects of the fracking economy on crime rates. In
addition, “victimization costs” were estimated to be $8.1 million per year in high fracking
counties. “Policymakers along with oil and natural gas proponents often cite the benefits
in terms of jobs and income that are created in a community. However, the welfare costs
of victims of crimes, among other issues, should also be considered to make optimal
policy decisions.”2050
•

January 24, 2018 – The nearest full-time fire department to a deadly Quinton, Oklahoma
natural gas rig explosion was nearly 30 miles away, according to an E&E investigation
focusing on emergency response. “The deaths highlight a crucial fact of the drilling
boom—much of it has occurred in rural areas where small-town police officers, sheriff’s
deputies and volunteer firefighters are often the first responders.”2051

•

January 13, 2018 – Sex trafficking in oil boomtowns remains a huge problem, according
to interviews with 185 health and social service professionals, criminal justice personnel,
industry and community representatives, and victims of violence in the Bakken oil field
region. These results are reflective of the growing literature on the topic. Interviewees
shared information on increases in domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault,
stalking, and sex trafficking, Findings demonstrated that sex trafficking was linked to “a
confluence of underlying forces including big oil money, an increase in drug cartels and
drug use, degradation of women in a male-dominated workforce, increased access to
weapons, and a rise in transient populations.” A noteworthy contribution of this study
was the documentation that participants felt unprepared to address the needs of victims of
sex trafficking, having very few resources, and limited background and experience with
these problems.2052

•

December 12, 2017 – Fracking is unlikely to be a panacea for economically marginalized
rural, suburban, or urban areas, and economic optimism regarding fracking tends to be
overgeneralized, according to a study analyzing national data on socioeconomic
wellbeing for the years 2000 to 2011. Researchers noted that large profits for industry
and economic development “may not trickle down to residents living in high-production
counties,” but instead often benefit a relative few, over a temporary time period. The
study measured percentage of families below the poverty line in each county, average
earnings, median household income, and employment status, to understand these
socioeconomic impacts of oil and gas booms. Their literature review also uncovered a
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disparity in findings: “industry-funded studies have found substantial economic windfalls
related to extraction… but the peer-reviewed literature suggests mixed or modest
effects.”2053
•

September 26, 2017 – The partial abandonment of the Eagle Ford Shale dramatically hurt
small business owners, according to a report by Bloomberg. “As the shale drillers moved
on to richer fields, the South Texas landscape became pockmarked with abandoned
structures. This nimbleness—the ability to just pack up and leave at a moment’s notice—
may give U.S. oil companies a competitive advantage against their more rigid state-run
OPEC rivals, but there is a human cost to it all.” Concerning one tool and supply
company in the region, the investigation found: “During the height of the Eagle Ford
boom, R. Katz was supplying as many as 52 rigs and employing as many as 18 people in
its office outside Cuero’s main strip. Today, it’s got 11 rig clients and three
employees.”2054

•

August 10, 2017 – Researchers from the independent, nonpartisan economic research
group Resources for the Future studied the impacts of unconventional oil and gas booms
on public school districts in the oil- and gas-producing states Pennsylvania, Ohio, West
Virginia, North Dakota, Montana, and Colorado between 2000 and 2013. Using
quantitative data analysis as well as extensive interviewing with parents and students in
the districts, the study addressed the effects of recent oil and gas booms on student
enrollment, teachers, public education finances, and student achievement metrics.
Though divergent trends were found between school districts in the eastern versus
western U.S., “nearly all boom districts reported heightened stress from financial
volatility.” Though some districts had a statistically positive increase in per student
funding while others had a decline, “the study found that greater revenues do not always
translate into increased educational outcomes…. One western Colorado school district
had to operate on a four-day-a week schedule and cut academic programs because of
increased economic volatility.”2055 As reported in U.S. News and World Report, “the
boom-and-bust cycle of the industry was found to create overwhelming stress on local
districts as students and teachers were moving in and out of a region to meet the
economic demands of drilling.”2056

•

June 18, 2017 – A Shale Task Force of the Academy of Medicine, Engineering and
Science of Texas (TAMEST) developed the report, Environmental and Community
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Impacts of Shale Development in Texas, a “first-of-its-kind, comprehensive review of
scientific research and related findings regarding impacts of shale oil and gas production
in Texas.” Transportation impacts included road damage costing Texas an estimated $1.5
to $2 billion a year, and rural crashes involving commercial vehicles increasing over 75
percent in some drilling regions. The number of fatal collisions in the Permian Basin
doubled from 94 during 2006 to 2009, to 183 from 2010 to 2013. The report also noted
that Texas is the only major oil and gas producing state without a “surface damage act” to
protect landowners, who do not own the mineral rights on their land and have little
control over oil and gas operations. The report, which also addressed topics such as
seismicity, air, and water, noted that the various impacts of oil and gas development
“can’t be studied or addressed in isolation.” Authors continued, “[t]hese connections are
important and pervasive, but are not well-studied yet.” TAMEST includes all of the
state’s Nobel Laureates, plus Texas-based members of the National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine.2057
•

April 6, 2017 – The economic impacts of fracking at the advent of the Marcellus Shale
boom is an understudied topic. The onset of fracking was so rapid that academics were
challenged to provide accurate and timely information to policymakers, and the one
major paper that did appear in 2011 did not clearly disclose its industry sponsorship. A
Pennsylvania Department of Community & Economic Development-funded study set out
to investigate those early years. In addition to scrutinizing available data, the authors
conducted a survey of 1,000 landowners in Bradford and Tioga counties, the two counties
with the most fracked wells in Pennsylvania at the start of the boom. From the 501
returned surveys, they determined residents saved more than half of their earliest royalty
and lease income, which “may or may not ultimately be spent within Pennsylvania.”
Hence, the windfalls from mineral rights created “little economic impact during the year
received.” Further, the study’s overall “lower-bound” estimate of economic impacts for
2009 found that fully 15.4 percent of these mineral rights were owned by non-residents.
At the same time, survey results showed that 37 percent of the workforce consisted of
non-residents with only half of their income staying in the state. This study’s upperbound jobs count for 2009 was substantially lower than the estimates that made at the
time. In addition, the study urged caution regarding future jobs predictions, as the sharp
decline between 2011 and 2013 “was totally unexpected” and was not captured in a 2010
forecast for jobs in 2020.2058

•

April 5, 2017 – Economists at Colorado State University quantified the “substantial
environmental costs associated with hydraulic fracturing,” as part of an analysis of the
market and non-market costs and benefits of fracking in 14 U.S. states. These costs were
“dominated by $27.2 billion ($12.5–$41.95 billion) health damages from air pollution.”
They also found costs including “$3.8 billion ($1.15–$5.89 billion) in greenhouse gas
emissions, $4 billion ($3.5–$4.45 billion) in wildlife habitat fragmentation, and $1 billion
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($0.5–$1.6 billion) in pollution of private drinking water wells.” Results also showed a
disconnect between those reaping economic rewards from fracking and those paying the
price: the “benefits” (mostly in the form of lower natural gas prices to residential,
commercial, and industrial consumers) were geographically dispersed while the costs
tended to concentrate in localized areas where drilling took place. Although the most
comprehensive economic study to date, this analysis was not able to fully quantify all
costs, including those related to water contamination (beyond surface-spill related costs
for damage to private wells); diminishment of open spaces and aesthetics for community
members; and seismic activity. The authors concluded that costs might well outweigh the
benefits for suburban dwellers near fracking operations, as exemplified by Denton,
Texas, where “nearly all the royalty money was flowing to mineral owners living
elsewhere…rather than to adjacent homeowners.”2059
•

February 19, 2017 – The New York Times reported on the oil and gas industry’s embrace
of automation and its threat to preserving and bringing back jobs. Executives interviewed
as part of the investigation were straightforward in their intentions to shrink their work
forces. “‘We want to transform our work force to the point where we need to hire fewer
people,’ said Joey Hall, Pioneer’s executive vice president for Permian Operations.” In
2016 Pioneer Natural Resources added 240 wells in West Texas without adding any new
employees. A vice president at a Pennsylvania manufacturer of drilling rigs stated, “If it’s
a repetitive task, it can be automated, and I don’t need someone to do that. I can get a
computer to do that.”2060

•

February 1, 2017 – Stanford University earth science professor Robert Jackson and two
professors of law assessed how a new type of “conservation easement,” an established
kind of legal agreement, could enable landowners to restrict fracking on their properties.
A mineral estate conservation easement (MECE) can serve as a private landowner
response to the demonstrable threats of fracking to property and community:
“Accompanying the rise of high-volume hydraulic fracturing has been a suite of
environmental and social concerns, including potential water and air contamination,
greenhouse gas emissions, health effects, and community disruptions.” “We support the
exploration of MECEs as an additional tool for landowners to exercise their rights and
responsibilities,” the team concluded.2061

•

January 26, 2017 – Automation is reducing the size of drilling crews and will lessen the
number of jobs added nationally with any upturn in oil and gas operations, according to a
piece on OilPrice.com. The author described predictions, including:
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Automated drilling rigs may be able in the future to reduce the number of persons
in a drilling crew by almost 40 percent, from 25 workers to 15 workers, Houston
Chronicle’s Jordan Blum writes, quoting industry analysts.
Drilling company Nabors Industries expects that it may be able to reduce the size
of the crew at each well site to around 5 people from 20 workers now if more
automated drilling rigs are used, Bloomberg’s David Wethe says.2062
•

December 22, 2016 – Researchers with the Energy Policy Institute at the University of
Chicago measured the costs and benefits of fracking in local communities across nine
U.S. shale basins. They found that, despite contributions to local economies with the
arrival of fracking, residents experienced decreases in local quality of life. Spikes in
crime were the most directly measurable of these effects. “Despite local governments’
efforts to improve public safety—allocating 20 percent more funding—the crime rates
still marginally increased.” The study also found unequal distribution of benefits.
Students, the elderly, and those who don’t own mineral rights did not benefit at all. Their
analysis found an average gain of about $1,300 to $1,900 per household per year, but
these gains were offset by a reduction in the typical household’s quality of life, which the
authors computed at about $1,000 to $1,600 per year.2063

•

December 21, 2016 – Economists from the University of Anchorage and Montana State
University studied the impact of regional shale energy booms on crime rates across U.S.
counties from 2000 to 2013, documenting increased rates of many types of crime,
including assault, rape, larceny, and auto theft. In 2013, they pegged the average
monetary cost of these additional crimes at $2 million per county. Researchers
emphasized these results represented short-term costs only, as they could not predict how
crimes rates and attendant costs will accrue over longer periods of time, as, for example,
if criminal behavior and labor migration facilitate a slow drain of human and physical
capital from the region and propagate “a long-term resource curse.” The study also found
“that registered sex offenders moved in disproportionate numbers to boom towns in
North Dakota,” and “that income inequality increased as the shale boom progressed.”2064

•

May 24, 2016 – In 327 U.S. counties previously at the center of the fracking boom,
overdue car loans approached their highest level in five years, and late mortgage
payments also rose, according to a report by the Financial Times that examined data from
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. These trends stood in stark contrast to lowered
overdue debt rates in the rest of the U.S. This surge in late car payments in intensely
fracked areas of the United States has “exposed the damage done by the collapse in
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drilling activity and marred broadly positive trends for late debt payments by American
consumers.”2065
•

May 8, 2016 – With the downturn in the fracking industry, Wisconsin’s sand mining
sector, which provides silica sand for fracking operations, has also slumped and prompted
significant layoffs and job losses in both 2015 and 2016, according to a report by Eau
Claire’s Leader-Telegram. “This is what the bust part of the boom-and-bust cycle of the
energy sector looks like, and it’s something west-central Wisconsin residents, who are
mostly new to the industry, aren’t used to seeing.” Other companies that supply goods
and services to sand mining operations in the region have also experienced a
downturn.2066

•

March 8, 2016 – A DeWitt County, Texas judge estimated it will cost his county $432
million to rebuild its roads, noting that if a road “leads to a rig site, it’s bound to be a
broken road.” The judge stated that ultimately the companies would pay a large share.2067

•

February 22, 2016 – Inside Energy investigated oil-industry related wage theft claims in
the West, finding “a growing number of oil workers are turning to the courts, saying they
weren’t paid fairly even when times were good.” Between 2010 and 2015, wage theft
suits against oil and gas companies in Colorado increased by a factor of nine, and in
Texas nearly ten times. The investigation found that oil and gas companies were
consistently among the top violators of wage laws—especially in failure to pay overtime.
A federal investigation of the industry led to the recovery of $40 million dollars in unpaid
wages. One of the officers involved in the investigations is quoted saying, “We have
found cases where workers were not even paid the minimum wage, because they’re
working so many hours…. So the idea that they’re being highly compensated, in some
cases, they’re not.”2068

•

January 13, 2016 – A fire on a fracking site in Grady County, Oklahoma that consumed
22 oil tankers required the response of six regional fire departments.2069

•

December 15, 2015 – The value of homes that rely on well water in Pennsylvania
dropped an average of $30,167 when fracking took place within 1.5 kilometers,
according to a study by Duke University researchers published in the American Economic
Review. For these groundwater-dependent homes, a fracking well located within one
kilometer was linked to a 13.9 percent average decrease in values; homes with wells at
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least two kilometers away maintained their value. The study was based on home sales
between 1995 and 2012 in 36 counties. Researchers stated that their figures may not fully
reflect the total costs associated with groundwater contamination risk, as, for example,
when homeowners purchase expensive home water filtration systems. Though their study
does not incorporate data on actual contamination, concerns about contamination can
significantly affect property values. Researchers found “strong evidence of localized
costs borne particularly by groundwater-dependent homes.”2070
•

December 8, 2015 – Even as housing prices in shale gas-areas of Pennsylvania have
dropped along with fracking activity, many seniors and people living on low incomes are
still being priced out of the market, StateImpact reported. Pennsylvania still lacks a
quarter million affordable rental homes for people in poverty despite a 2012 law
requiring gas companies to pay well fees intended to offset the costs of affordable
housing programs in communities where drilling is occurring.2071

•

December 2, 2015 – “The local economy is feeling the pinch” of the downturn of activity
in Pennsylvania’s gas fields, according to a Reuters report. The late 2015 slump marked a
turning point in Marcellus Shale fracking. Regional economic effects reported include
empty hotel rooms and foreclosure notices in Lycoming County at their highest since
data were first collected.2072

•

October 7, 2015 – Vehicular collisions and Texas fracking activity are closely linked,
according to a report by the Texas A&M University Transportation Institute. Researchers
analyzed the number of crashes and injuries across Texas during the period from 2006 to
2009, when drilling and fracking operations were intensive over the Barnett Shale, as
well as from 2010 to 2013, when activity increased in the Permian Basin in West Texas
and the Eagle Ford Shale in South Texas, and decreased in the Barnett. Collisions
increased where shale gas activity increased and decreased where it slowed down.2073
Quoted in the Texas Tribune, report co-author Cesar Quiroga said, “The two trends
correlated so well, and they were perfectly aligned ….We could use this as a predictive
model.”2074 Further, the increase was greater in South Texas, the region that relies most
heavily on horizontal, hydraulic fracking requiring millions of gallons of water and sand
to be trucked in, compared to West Texas which does use fracking but also more simple,
vertical wells. The comprehensive cost of these collisions was estimated to be about $2
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billion more from 2010 to 2013—in both the Eagle Ford and Permian Basin—compared
to the previous period.
•

September 30, 2015 – The North Dakota Bureau of Criminal Investigation was set to hire
nine new agents, reported the Billings Gazette, “…allowing for more attention to cases of
human trafficking and organized crime in western North Dakota … as increased oil
production resulted in growing populations.”2075

•

September 29, 2015 – “New residential units sit empty as gas production falls,”
HousingWire Magazine wrote, following up on their earlier reporting describing the link
between the drilling boom and the real estate boom in the Bakken shale region of North
Dakota. Economic data indicate that Bakken drilling is not lasting long enough to sustain
the building explosion.2076

•

September 9, 2015 – Most local governments in Western North Dakota and Eastern
Montana’s Bakken region have experienced net negative fiscal effects, according to a
Duke University analysis published by the National Bureau of Economic Research. These
trends were also seen in municipalities in rural Colorado and Wyoming, which also
struggled to manage fiscal impacts during recent oil and gas booms, but in these two
states the fiscal impact eased as drilling activity slowed.2077 Referencing the report,
McClatchyDC wrote, “North Dakota cities and counties have been slammed.” Municipal
challenges have included providing water and sewer infrastructure, substantial damage to
roads, soaring housing prices, and strained emergency services.2078

•

August 27, 2015 – Fracking in or near public parks could cause tourists to stay away and
lead to a decline in park use, according to a report published by a team of tourism,
recreation, and sport management researchers from the University of Florida, North
Carolina State University, and Florida State University. Using data collected from 225
self-identified park users from Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, and
Tennessee, researchers reported that only one-third of participants were willing to
participate in recreational activities near fracking operations, compared to 38 percent
unwilling, and 29 percent neutral. Forty-six percent of respondents supported a ban on
fracking on public lands, while 20 percent agreed with promoting fracking on public
lands.2079
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•

July 1, 2015 – Britain’s Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs released
previously redacted sections of a report on the impacts of drilling and fracking. The
report found that housing prices near fracking wells would likely fall up to seven percent
for houses within a mile of wells. Furthermore, properties within one to five miles of
fracking sites could incur additional insurance costs. The report warned of environmental
damages, including from leakage of fracking waste fluids, and found that public health
could be affected indirectly through consumption of contaminated wildlife, livestock, or
agricultural products. The report also found potential for some benefits, such as job
growth.2080

•

July 2015 – A working paper by researchers with the National Bureau of Economic
Research found that fracking resulted in an increase in male teen high school dropout
rates. “Our estimates imply that, absent fracking, the male-female gap in high school
dropout rates among 17- 18-year olds would have narrowed by about 11 percent between
2000 and 2013 instead of remaining unchanged.” The authors explained that by
increasing the demand for low-skilled labor, fracking could slow growth in educational
attainment. They noted that the relative wage boost from fracking may be only
temporary. Indeed, by the end of the sample period, the benefits had started to wane as
the labor demand from fracking appeared to no longer favor dropouts. Thus, the fracking
boom may be inhibiting educational achievement among young men who “would already
be near the bottom of the skill distribution, with possible implications for future
productivity and the social safety net.”2081, 2082

•

March 20, 2015 – The U.S. Attorney for Western New York linked a rise in production
of methamphetamine to use among workers in the fracking fields of northern and western
Pennsylvania. Surging demand for the drug, which allows users to stay awake for 48 to
72 hours, may be related to the extremely long working hours that employees in the gas
industry must endure.2083

•

January 4, 2015 – A documentary by Forum News Service, “Trafficked Report,” revealed
that sex trafficking, including of children, in the Bakken oil fields of North Dakota was a
significant problem.2084 The dynamics of the oil boom, with an influx of out-of-state and
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primarily male workers far from their families, created an increase in demand for
prostitution.2085
•

December 28, 2014 – The New York Times profiled the impacts of oil drilling and
fracking on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation in North Dakota, finding corruption,
crime, and negative environmental impacts. Aside from a significant rise in jobs, which
often go to transient workers, many residents “see deterioration rather than improvement
in their standard of living. They endure intense truck traffic, degraded roads, increased
crime, strained services and the pollution from spills, flares and illegal dumping.”
According to the Times’ calculation, the reservation had seen 850 oil-related
environmental incidents from 2007 through mid-October 2014, which generally went
unpunished.2086

•

December 26, 2014 – Examining Pennsylvania Department of Transportation data,
Ohio’s Star Beacon newspaper found that fracking poses a safety threat on rural roads.
The paper found that Pennsylvania’s five busiest drilling counties recorded 123 more
heavy truck crashes in 2011 than before the gas boom began—a 107 percent increase.
The paper noted the burden drilling and fracking placed on local communities and
governments, including the strain on local emergency responders.2087

•

December 17, 2014 – Heavy drilling and fracking (defined as 400 or more wells drilled
within a county over 5-8 years) was positively correlated with increased crime, sexually
transmitted diseases, and traffic fatalities, according to a report by the Multi-State Shale
Research Collaborative.2088 The report looked at the impacts in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
West Virginia, primarily finding statistically significant impacts in six heavily drilled
counties in Pennsylvania. In those six counties, violent crime increased 17.7 percent—
corresponding to about 130 more violent crimes in those counties in 2012—compared to
a decrease in violent crime rates in both urban and rural non-drilling communities.
Property crime increased 10.8 percent in those six counties, drug abuse rates rose 48
percent, and drunk-driving offenses rose 65 percent compared to 42 percent in rural areas
with no drilling. The report found a statistically significant increase of 24 percent to 27
percent in rates of sexually transmitted diseases across drilling counties in all three states.
Motor vehicle fatalities increased 27.8 percent in Pennsylvania’s six high-drilling
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counties. The report found a modest increase in jobs, but noted that an influx of out-ofstate workers at least partially explained the increases in traffic and crime.2089
•

December 15, 2014 – A report written in French by Quebec’s Advisory Office of
Environmental Hearings concluded that the environmental costs of fracking in the St.
Lawrence Lowlands would outweigh the potential economic benefits. In a press release,
the Advisory Office of Environmental Hearings concluded that fracking “would not be
advantageous for Quebec because of the magnitude of the potential costs and
externalities, compared to royalties that would be collected by Quebec. Other concerns
also remain, including plans of social acceptability, legislation, and a lack of knowledge,
particularly with respect to water resources.”2090

•

October 30, 2014 – The New York Times profiled the profound impact heavy drilling has
had on Glasscock County, Texas, including its farming community. Farmers described
increases in trash, traffic accidents, clashes around farmers selling groundwater to
drillers, and economic detriment. In many cases, acres of farmland around a drill site
“will probably never be suitable for fertile farming again,” and farmers are “at the mercy”
of what drillers want to pay for damages. The county itself receives revenue, but most of
that additional money “is being used to repair roads damaged by oil field truck activity.
Overall, the gains from drilling are not viewed as worth the drawbacks in a county long
dominated by cotton farming.”2091

•

September 28, 2014 – A Washington Post investigation reported on heroin and
methamphetamine addiction—and associated violent crime—among Native American
communities located within the Bakken Shale oil fields. According to a chief judge for
the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Nation, “The drug problem that the oil boom has
brought is destroying our reservation.”2092

•

September 11, 2014 – An editor for the Washington Post examined jobs and
manufacturing data in Youngstown, Ohio, to demonstrate that drilling and fracking are
not resulting in a revitalization of the Rust Belt as some proponents and a prominent New
York Times story asserted. The Post determined that in Youngstown, Ohio, the
manufacturing sector has lost jobs by the tens of thousands in the last twenty years and
the oil and gas industry has created approximately two thousand jobs since the recession
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ended. Six years prior, there were 13,000 more jobs in the Youngstown metro area than
there were in summer 2014.2093
•

September 9, 2014 – A study by researchers at Colorado State University examined the
political economy of harm and crime associated with the oil and gas industry in rural
Colorado, particularly around the rise of fracking. The researchers looked at complaints
that citizens filed with the state, and also conducted interviews and examined other data.
They found 2,444 complaints between November 2001 and June 2013 covering a range
of issues including water, environment, noise, air quality, land use, and more. They
characterized citizen complaints as “extensive and complex” and concluded that,
regardless of the nature of the harm, most were “persistent and omnipresent” rather than
short-lived, isolated problems.2094

•

September 6, 2014 – In Williams County, North Dakota, in the Bakken Shale, increases
in crime have corresponded with the flow of oil. The infusion of cash has attracted career
criminals who deal in drugs, violence, and human sex trafficking. The Williston Herald
portrayed, in a “reader’s discretion advised” article, the rapid rise of “index crimes”—
”violent crimes that result in the immediate loss of an individual’s property, health or
safety, such as murder, larceny and rape.” With fewer than 100 law enforcement
personnel, crime in Williams County “has risen in kind with the county’s population, but
funding, staffing and support training for law enforcement has not.”2095

•

September 2014 – Reporting on the social, environmental, health and safety, and
economic burdens endured by localities from fracking, the magazine Governing: The
States and Localities found that “fracking, in many cases, negatively impacts property
values, which in turn depresses property tax revenue. For property owners who own the
rights to the oil and gas on their land, the effects of drilling can be offset by royalty
payments. But localities have no revenue offset if properties lose value.”2096

•

August 26, 2014 – The U.S. Justice Department Office on Violence Against Women
awarded three million dollars to five rural and tribal communities to prosecute crimes of
violence against women and provide services to victims of sexual assault, domestic
violence, and stalking in the Bakken Region of North Dakota and Montana.2097 Rationale
documented by tribal leaders, law enforcement, and the FBI included, “rapid
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development of trailer parks and modular housing developments often referred to as ‘man
camps;’ abrupt increase in cost of living, especially housing; rapid influx of people,
including transients, in a previously rural and stable community; constant fear and
perception of danger; and a lost way of life. Local and tribal officials and service
providers reported that these changes have been accompanied by a rise in crime,
including domestic and sexual violence.”2098
•

May 27, 2014 – A Bloomberg News analysis of 61 shale-drilling companies found that
the economic picture of shale oil and gas is unstable. Shale debt has almost doubled over
the last four years while revenue has gained just 5.6 percent. For the 61 companies in
their analysis, Bloomberg News reported: “In a measure of the shale industry’s financial
burden, debt hit $163.6 billion in the first quarter.” Further, Bloomberg noted that drillers
are caught in a bind because they must keep borrowing to pay for exploration needed to
“offset steep production declines typical of shale wells…. For companies that can’t afford
to keep drilling, less oil coming out means less money coming in, accelerating the
financial tailspin.”2099

•

May 5, 2014 – An Associated Press analysis found that traffic fatalities have spiked in
heavily drilled areas of six states, whereas most other roads in the nation have become
safer even as population has grown. In North Dakota drilling counties, for instance,
traffic fatalities have increased 350 percent.2100

•

April 16, 2014 – A comprehensive article in the Albany Law Review concluded that the
risks inherent with fracking are not covered by homeowner’s insurance, not fully insured
by the oil and gas industry, and threaten mortgages and property value.2101

•

April 2014 – A report by the Multi-State Shale Research Collaborative, “Assessing the
Impacts of Shale Drilling: Four Community Case Studies,” documented economic,
community, government, and human services impact of fracking on four rural
communities. The study found that fracking led to a rapid influx of out-of-state workers
and, although some new jobs were created, these were accompanied by additional costs
for police, emergency services, road damage, and social services. In addition, increased
rents, and a shortage of affordable housing accompanied the fracking boom.
Unemployment rose after one county’s boom ended; in another county, unemployment
stayed above the state average throughout.2102
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•

March 27, 2014 – A report by researchers at Rand Corporation determined that each
shale gas well in Pennsylvania causes between $5,400 and $10,000 in damage to state
roads. The report did not calculate damage to local roads, which is also significant.
Researchers used estimates of truck trips that are significantly below the number
estimated for New York by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYS DEC).2103, 2104

•

February 15, 2014 – The Los Angeles Times detailed steep increases in crime that have
accompanied fracking in parts of the Eagle Ford Shale in Texas, including sexual assaults
and thefts.2105

•

February 14, 2014 – Pennsylvania landowners with fracking leases rallied in Bradford
County against gas companies for precipitous drops in royalty payments.2106

•

December 20, 2013 – The National Association of Realtors’ RealtorMag summarized a
growing body of research, including a University of Denver survey and a Reuters
analysis, that shows threats property values from fracking and gas drilling.2107

•

December 12, 2013 – A Reuters analysis discussed how oil and gas drilling has made
making some properties “unsellable” and researched the link between drilling and
property value declines. The analysis highlighted a Duke University working paper that
finds shale gas drilling near homes can decrease property values by an average of 16.7
percent if the house depends on well water.2108

•

December 10, 2013 – Pennsylvania’s Daily Review reported that more gas companies are
shifting costs to leaseholders and that royalty payments are drastically shrinking. The
story quoted Bradford County Commissioner Doug McLinko saying that some gas
companies “are robbing our landowners” and that the problem of royalty payments being
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significantly reduced by deductions for post-production costs “is widespread throughout
our county.”2109
•

November 30, 2013 – The New York Times reported striking increases in crime in
Montana and North Dakota where the oil and gas boom is prevalent, as well as challenges
faced by local residents from the influx of out-of-area workers and the accompanying
costs. The New York Times reported, “‘It just feels like the modern-day Wild West,’ said
Sgt. Kylan Klauzer, an investigator in Dickinson, in western North Dakota. The
Dickinson police handled 41 violent crimes last year, up from seven only five years
ago.”2110

•

November 21, 2013 – The Multi-State Shale Research Collaborative released a six-state
collaborative report demonstrating that the oil and gas industry has greatly exaggerated
the number of jobs created by drilling and fracking in shale formations. The report found
that far from the industry’s claims of 31 direct jobs created per well, only four jobs are
created for each well. It also demonstrated that almost all of the hundreds of thousands of
‘ancillary’ jobs that the drilling industry claims are related to shale drilling existed before
such drilling occurred. As Frank Mauro, Executive Director Emeritus of the Fiscal Policy
Institute put it, “Industry supporters have exaggerated the jobs impact in order to
minimize or avoid altogether taxation, regulation, and even careful examination of shale
drilling.”2111

•

November 12, 2013 – The American Banker reported that the “Fracking Boom Gives
Banks Mortgage Headaches,” with a number of financial institutions refusing to make
mortgages on land where oil and gas rights have been sold to an energy company. The
article stated that the uniform New York state mortgage agreement used by Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac requires that homeowners not permit any hazardous materials to be used
or located on their property. Fracking is therefore a problem because it is just such a
hazardous activity with use of hazardous materials.2112

•

September 25, 2013 – A report found that fracking is linked to significant road damage,
increased truck traffic, crime, and strain on municipal and social services. Data from the
past ten years on the social costs of fracking including truck accidents, arrests, and higher
rates of sexually transmitted diseases are all causes for alarm.2113
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•

September 12, 2013 – In a feature titled “Pa. fracking boom goes bust,” The Philadelphia
Inquirer presented data from the independent Keystone Research Center detailing “flat at
best” job growth and declines in production and royalty payments.2114

•

August 22, 2013 – A University of Denver study in the Journal of Real Estate Literature
found a 5-15 percent reduction in bid value for homes near gas drilling sites.2115

•

August 21, 2013 – The Atlantic Cities and MSN Money reported that fracking operations
may be damaging property values and may impair mortgages or the ability to obtain
property insurance.2116, 2117

•

August 13, 2013 – A ProPublica investigative analysis found that Chesapeake Energy is
coping with its financial difficulties in Pennsylvania by shifting costs to landowners who
are now receiving drastically reduced royalty payments.2118

•

August 4, 2013 – In a survey of West Virginia landowners with shale wells on their
property, more than half reported problems including damage to the land, decline in
property values, truck traffic, and lack of compensation by the oil and gas company.2119

•

May 24, 2013 – Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Secretary Allen D. Biuhler
and Pennsylvania State Police Commissioner Frank Pawlowski said that gas drilling has
led to increases in truck traffic, traffic violations, crime, demand for social services, and
the number of miles of roads that are in need of repairs. They noted that drilling
companies that committed to repairing roads have not kept pace with the roads they
damage. Commissioner Pawlowski reported that 56 percent of 194 trucks checked were
over the legal weight limit and 50 percent were also cited for safety violations.2120

•

May 4, 2013 – Pennsylvania’s Beaver County Times asked, “What boom?” in pointing to
Keystone Research Center data showing that the number of jobs numbers created by
shale gas extraction do not add up to what the gas industry claims, noting that
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unemployment has increased and the state actually fell to 49th in the nation for job
creation.2121
•

April 2, 2013 – The New York Times reported that manufacturing jobs resulting from an
abundance of shale gas have not appeared. “The promised job gains, other than in the
petrochemical industry, have been slow to materialize,” The New York Times reported.
The article suggested that increased automation has made it unlikely that manufacturers
will add many jobs.2122

•

March 19, 2013 – The Wall Street Journal reported that the shale gas boom has not had a
big impact on U.S. manufacturing because lower energy prices are only one factor in a
company’s decision on where to locate factories, and not always the most important
factor. “Cheap energy flowing from the U.S. shale-gas boom is often touted as a ‘game
changer’ for manufacturing,” the Journal reported. “Despite the benefits of lower energy
costs, however, the game hasn’t changed for most American manufacturers.”2123

•

February 2013 – A peer-reviewed analysis of industry-funded and independent studies on
the economics of fracking found that it is unlikely that fracking will lead to long-term
economic prosperity for communities. The analysis noted that shale gas development
brings a number of negative externalities including the potential for water, air, and land
contamination; negative impacts on public health; wear and tear on roads and other
infrastructure; and costs to communities due to increased demand for services such as
police, fire departments, emergency responders, and hospitals.2124

•

November 16, 2012 – A Duke University study showed a drop in home values near
fracking for properties that rely on groundwater.2125

•

September 27, 2012 – The New York Times reported that the prospect of fracking has
hindered home sales in the Catskills and raised concerns about drops in property values,
according to real estate agents and would-be buyers.2126
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•

August 17, 2012 – A study by the state agencies, the Montana All Threat Intelligence
Center and the North Dakota State and Local Intelligence Center, found that crime rose
by 32 percent since 2005 in communities at the center of the oil and gas boom.2127

•

October 30, 2011 – A comprehensive article in the New York State Bar Association
Journal concluded that the risks inherent with fracking threaten mortgages.2128

•

October 26, 2011 – The Associated Press reported that areas with significant fracking
activity, including Pennsylvania, Wyoming North Dakota and Texas, are “seeing a sharp
increase in drunken driving, bar fights and other hell-raising.”2129

•

October 20, 2011 – A New York Times investigation found that fracking can create
conflicts with mortgages, and that “bankers are concerned because many leases allow
drillers to operate in ways that violate rules in landowners’ mortgages,” and further that
“[f]earful of just such a possibility, some banks have become reluctant to grant mortgages
on properties leased for gas drilling. At least eight local or national banks do not typically
issue mortgages on such properties, lenders say.”2130

•

September 7, 2011 – The NYS DEC estimated that 77 percent of the workforce on initial
shale gas drilling projects would consist of transient workers from out of state. Not until
the thirtieth year of shale gas development would 90 percent of the workforce be
comprised of New York residents.2131

•

August 15, 2011 – The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reported that increases in crime followed
the Pennsylvania gas drilling boom, noting, for instance, that drunken driving arrests in
Bradford County were up 60 percent, DUI arrests were up 50 percent in Towanda, and
criminal sentencing was up 35 percent in 2010.2132
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•

July 26, 2011 – A New York State Department of Transportation document estimated
that fracking in New York could result in the need for road repairs and reconstruction
costing $211 million to $378 million each year.2133

•

June 20, 2011 – A Keystone Research Center study found that the gas industry’s claim of
48,000 jobs created between 2007 and 2010 as a result of natural gas drilling in
Pennsylvania is a far cry from the actual number of only 5,669 jobs—many of which
were out-of-state hires.2134

•

May 9, 2011 – A study in the Journal of Town & City Management found that shale gas
development can impose “significant short- and long-term costs” to local communities.
The study noted that shale gas development creates a wide range of potential
environmental hazards and stressors, all of which can adversely impact regional
economies, including tourism and agriculture sectors.2135

•

November 30, 2010 – The Dallas Morning News featured a story, “Drilling Can Dig into
Land Value,” reporting that the Wise County Central Appraisal District Appraisal
Review Board found that a drilling company had caused an “extraordinary reduction” in
property value, by 75 percent.2136

•

November 28, 2010 – The Texas Wise County Messenger reported that some landowners
near fracking operations experience excessive noise, exposure to diesel fumes, and
problems with trespassing by workers.2137
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Inflated estimates of oil and gas reserves, profitability problems, and risk
disclosure to investors
Industry projections of shale-based oil and gas reserves have proven undependable, and unable
to forecast how much oil or gas can be extracted from a given basin based on the production of
existing wells. Further, unlike conventional oil or gas fields, which can provide steady yields for
decades, fracked wells typically deplete 70-90 percent within three years, requiring more drilling
and continuous capital investment. Low yields and heavy extraction costs have led companies
drilling shale to reduce the value of their assets by billions of dollars, creating shortfalls that
are largely filled through asset sales and mounting debt load. Throughout the fracking boom,
the industry as a whole has spent more money drilling wells than selling oil and gas, remaining
dependent on cheap credit made possible by historically low interest rates. Fracking has never
been consistently profitable, despite being heavily subsidized through tax incentives that have
functioned to encourage continuing investments even when gas and oil prices are low.
In 2014, a fall in oil and gas prices led to a two-year downturn in fracking operations and a
wave of bankruptcies. When companies abandoned operations, they also abandoned the wells
they drilled, raising questions about who serves as the custodian of inactive wells and their
associated infrastructure, now and hereafter. Bonding requirements proved—and still are—
notoriously inadequate. In New Mexico alone, the gap between the posted bonds for remediating
abandoned and depleted wells and the actual clean-up cost should companies go bankrupt is,
as of April 2021, $8.18 billion.
A modest upswing in prices in 2017 brought renewed industry enthusiasm for fracking.
However, because of the rapid depletion of individual shale wells and the falling output of major
shale basins, operators invested in drilling new wells at an increasingly rapid pace to maintain
the same level of extraction. More than half of all U.S. oil was extracted from wells that were
two years old or younger, and they pumped less oil than forecast. Despite rising oil prices,
fracking-focused companies continued to lose cash. Thus, by 2018, the need to stabilize
economic fundamentals by increasing production and lowering costs contributed to the shift
toward mega-fracking—with ever-longer laterals and higher volumes of water, sand, and
chemicals per well—and also toward the practice of clustering many secondary wells near a
productive parent well. The act of fracking these so-called child wells, however, often
permanently damages the primary wells they surround, undermining production in the whole
area.
In 2020, oil and gas prices collapsed under suddenly constricted demand during the COVID-19
pandemic, oversupply in the global markets, and a price war between Russia and Saudi Arabia.
By April 2020, oil futures had fallen to levels below the break-even point for fracking operations,
triggering a wave of bankruptcies. Decisions by major investors to divest from fossil fuel projects
and rising competition from renewable energy sources abroad have further constrained
profitability of fracking and liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports. In 2020 renewables surpassed
fossil fuels in their share of European electricity generation.
By 2021, under investor pressure to turn profits and slash carbon emissions, oil and gas majors
began selling off fracking assets to smaller, independent companies. As a group, however, these
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companies are among the biggest methane emitters in the industry. Commitments by nation
states to deep decarbonization under the Paris Agreement, if enacted, will render many new
investments in drilling and fracking unprofitable, especially in the Appalachian basin.
Recognition is rapidly consolidating that carbon emissions and related policy and litigation pose
material risks to oil and gas investments. First publicly acknowledged by a major oil company
in 2016, these risks have since been disclosed in an increasing number of drilling company
annual reports. An international shift toward compulsory corporate climate risk reporting is
accelerating. Credit risks are rising for natural gas infrastructure projects, while major oil
company credit ratings have been downgraded. In May 2021, climate activist investors claimed
three of Exxon’s board seats, and a Dutch court ordered Shell to cut carbon emissions. While
banks around the world are increasingly limiting exposure to, and raising borrowing rates for,
oil and gas investments, the European Investment Bank is scheduled to terminate fossil fuel
industry lending altogether by the end of 2021. Goldman Sachs forecasts renewable power
investment overtaking oil and gas within the year.

•

June 23, 2021 – A study from the Stockholm Environment Institute, a nonprofit research
center, examined how U.S. federal policy in the form of powerful tax incentives has
created an indirect subsidy to the fracking industry throughout the past two decades.
These tax breaks reduce the risks of investing and amplify the expected financial returns
of investing in fracking operations, thereby aiding and sustaining the U.S. shale boom.
The expensing of intangible drilling costs and percentage depletion provisions, for
example, work to reduce tax payments and increase the expected value of new oil and gas
wells by up to $20 billion in a single year. Among other specific findings: between 2007
and 2014, when oil prices were high (above $60/barrel), subsidies had relatively little
effect on decisions to drill. But in low-price years, “subsidies increased expected returns
enough to push more than 30 percent of new oil projects into profitability, greenlighting
their investment decisions.” Further, subsidies likely played a substantial role in abetting
the fracking boom in Appalachia, “making new gas projects viable, beginning in 2010,
when more than 30 percent of new gas projects may have been subsidy-dependent.” This
study illustrates that tax code is a powerful policy tool, able to influence what energy
projects get developed.2138

•

June 14, 2021 – Small, independent drilling and fracking companies backed by private
equity are disproportionately represented among the highest emitters of methane,
according to a report based on industry data submitted to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. These 195 small producers together account for 9 percent of
production but contribute 22 percent of total reported emissions. “The study also
reinforces concerns that oil firms ‘greening up’ by selling assets does little to help the

Peter Erickson and Ploy Achakulwisut, “How Subsidies Aided the US Shale Oil and Gas Boom” (Stockholm
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climate when the emissions are just transferred to another operator that may be less
environmentally minded.”2139
•

May 26, 2021 – A group of investors, backed by three large pension funds, installed new
board members at ExxonMobil over the objection of the company’s management. The
new investors want ExxonMobil to pledge to reduce its emissions to net zero by 2050,
warning that an emissions reduction strategy was a fundamental investor issue given the
immense risk to ExxonMobil’s current business model and flagging financial
performance. “Investors are no longer standing on the sidelines.”2140

•

May 26, 2021 – The Hague District Court ordered Royal Dutch Shell to cut carbon
emissions by 45 percent by 2030, in line with United Nations guidance for member states
to limit global warming to 1.5° Celsius above pre-industrial levels. This is the first ruling
in the Netherlands of a non-State entity being ordered to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions, a ruling which can potentially pave the way for further litigation against other
emitters in and outside of the Netherlands.2141

•

May 18, 2021 – The International Energy Agency, an intergovernmental energy policy
advisor to 30 different member nations and other emerging economies, called in a major
report for no new investments in fossil fuels as part of a plan to achieve to net-zero
emissions by 2050. The plan also calls for retiring coal plants by 2030 and banning sales
of new internal combustion engine cars by 2035.2142

•

April 30, 2021 – The first study to fully assess the inadequacies of New Mexico’s oil and
gas bonding requirements on both state and private lands found a $8.18 billion gap
between the bonds posted for in the state ($201.42 million) and the projected costs of
cleaning up the sites should companies declare bankruptcy ($8.38 billion). The study also
found that no bonding requirements exist for many of the ancillary pieces of drillingrelated infrastructure, including compressor station sites, fracking waste pits, storage
facilities, and warehouses.2143 This study was based on publicly available data as well as
data provided to researchers by the New Mexico State Land Office. However, the authors
emphasize that their analysis was limited by lack of transparency. “For instance, we did
not have access to a full report on the financial assurance carried by operators permitted
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by the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division, and therefore we had to use sampling
techniques to build a reasonable estimate.”2144
•

March 9, 2021 – A joint analysis by the Stockholm Environment Institute and the Ohio
River Valley Institute looked at the major drivers of demand for natural gas and found
financial risks for expanding natural gas extraction in Appalachia, including for new gas
wells, pipelines, and export terminals. Analysts predicted that decreased global demand
and robust competition from renewables will ultimately render new fracking operations
in the region, which includes Ohio, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania, unprofitable.2145

•

February 9, 2021 – Chesapeake Energy, once the United States’ second-largest natural
gas producer, emerged from bankruptcy with a business plan that signals a shift back to
fracking for natural gas—with a focus on Louisiana and Appalachia—and away from oil
extraction. Chesapeake filed for court protection in June 2020 and won approval, six
months later, for a plan that allowed it to shed about $7.7 billion in debt. Chesapeake was
unable to turn a profit while simultaneously paying down $9 billion in debt. To complete
its exit from bankruptcy, Chesapeake took on $1 billion in new debt and dismissed 15
percent of its workforce. “We were never able to invest in our assets to the benefit of our
shareholders,” said Chief Executive Doug Lawler in an interview with Reuters.2146

•

February 1, 2021 – S&P Global Ratings downgraded the credit ratings of Exxon Mobil
Corp, Chevron Corp and ConocoPhillips, citing poor financial performance and pressure
to act on climate change. Weeks earlier, the agency had warned it was considering
downgrades for 13 of the world’s largest oil companies due to rising risk from energy
transition and price volatility.2147

•

January 21, 2021 – The president of the European Investment Bank, Werner Hoyer,
announced that the bank is phasing out funding for fossil fuel projects and intends to
pursue a decarbonization policy that aligns with the goals of the Paris Climate
Agreement. “To put it mildly, gas is over. This is a serious departure from the past, but
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without the end to the use of unabated fossil fuels, we will not be able to reach the
climate targets.”2148
•

January, 2021 – Providing 38.2 percent of Europe’s electricity, renewable energy
surpassed fossil fuels in the European power sector in 2020, jumping by four percent over
its 2019 contribution. The use of fossil fuels for power generation declined in the years
2010-2020 from 49 percent to 37 percent, with coal falling fastest.2149

•

October 2, 2020 – Credit rating agency Moody’s announced that long-term credit risks
for natural gas infrastructure projects are rising, as the increasing public focus on
decarbonization threatens to reduce demand for natural gas. Moody’s cited obstacles to
pipeline permitting and construction, rising capital costs, and climate goals, in addition to
methane emissions and rising safety concerns.2150

•

July 22, 2020 – An analysis of energy return on investment showed that the fracking
industry has consumed an ever-larger portion of the energy it extracts as the shale basins
become exhausted and the energy infrastructure is forced to expand and absorb more
GDP. Further, because fracked wells typically deplete 70-90 percent within three years,
fracking incurs heavy extraction costs and continuous capital investment. The advent of
the fracking boom itself, which corresponds to the economic downturn in 2008, was
made possible by historically low interest rates and continues to depend on cheap credit.
Driven by fracking, the fossil fuel economy suffers from an inability to sustain economic
growth as the energy return on investment is lower with fracking than it was for
conventional fossil fuels. This article concludes that the United States’ increasing reliance
on fracking to obtain energy is not sustainable. “On the one hand, this will lead to ‘energy
sprawl’—the growth of the energy sector, as this sector consumes a much larger portion
of the energy it extracts—leaving less energy surplus for other sectors. On the other hand,
we will see an unsustainable imbalance between the fuel prices that fossil‐fuel companies
will need to meet their costs and the fuel prices that the larger economy can afford to
pay.”2151

•

July 7, 2020 – The energy media outlet Energy Review reported that the collapse in the
global gas market has jeopardized the future of capital-intense LNG export projects,
which were driven by the U.S. fracking boom. Even as spending on new gas terminals to
ship LNG abroad has doubled since 2019, these projects are at risk of being abandoned
because of a global glut of fossil fuels. At least two dozen such projects are already
cancelled or facing serious financial difficulties. These problems have been made worse
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by the pandemic but are not expected to resolve when the pandemic ends due to other
underlying trends. Other nations have adopted renewable energy technology sooner than
expected, and some large investors, including the European Investment Bank, have
stopped funding fossil fuel projects altogether as it becomes clear that any new gas
infrastructure places the goals of the Paris Climate Accord out of reach.2152
•

June 28, 2020 – Fracking giant Chesapeake Energy said that it had filed for bankruptcy
protection. Once the nation’s second-largest gas producer, Chesapeake was beset by debt
and deeply harmed by the downturn in oil and gas prices in the wake of the coronavirus
pandemic. Owing $9 billion to lenders, Chesapeake entered an agreement to cut $7
billion of its debt.2153, 2154

•

June 17, 2020 – Goldman Sachs Group reports that investment in renewable energy is
expected to overtake oil and gas investment in 2021, representing a $16 trillion
investment opportunity in the coming decade. This trend is driven in part by a diverging
cost of capital, as borrowing rates have risen as high as 20 percent for hydrocarbon
projects compared with as little as 3 percent for clean energy.2155

•

April 24, 2020 – The largest oil producer in North Dakota, Continental Resources,
stopped all drilling in the state and shut in most of its wells as another major player the
Bakken Shale, Whiting Petroleum, filed for bankruptcy.2156

•

April 19, 2020 – U.S. oil prices fell into negative numbers as demand for crude oil
plummeted and created a supply glut that filled storage facilities, including tanker vessels
anchored at sea. U.S. crude futures fell to levels well below the break-even costs for
fracking operations, leading to a wave of drilling halts. Fracking service company
Halliburton reported a $1 billion loss during its first quarter.2157

•

April 10, 2020 – In a financial analysis of U.S. fracking operations, journalist Bethany
McLean argued that the willingness of investors to continue buying debt at super-low
interest rates has served as a financial lifeline to the fracking industry for the past decade.
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“They have subprimed the American energy ecosystem.” As debt markets grew more
cautious, fracking was propped up by private equity investors. “In the Haynesville and
the Utica Shales, two major natural gas plays, over half of the drilling is being done by
private equity-backed companies; in the oil-rich Permian Basin, it’s about a quarter of the
drilling. From 2015 through 2019, private equity firms raised almost $80 billion in funds
focused mostly on shale production…. Energy independence was a fever dream, fed by
cheap debt and frothy capital markets.”2158
•

April 1, 2020 – U.S. fracking company Whiting Petroleum announced it had filed for
bankruptcy protection.2159

•

March 11, 2020 – U.S. fracking company Occidental Petroleum announced it had cut
dividends to investors for the first time in 30 years due to a sharp decline in prices.2160

•

December 23, 2019 – Banks that have helped fund the fracking boom have begun to
tighten revolving lines of credit as they revise estimates on the value of shale reserves
held as collateral.2161

•

December 11, 2019 – Chevron announced that it would write down at least $10 billion in
assets, mostly shale gas holdings in the Marcellus Shale and a planned LNG export
facility in Canada, while EQT, also a major player in the Marcellus Shale, cut a quarter of
its work force.2162

•

August 20, 2019 – Using new methods involving water pyrolysis, a team of researchers at
University of Nottingham estimated the amount of gas inside the Bowland Shale in the
United Kingdom. Their findings showed dramatically less gas available for extraction by
fracking than previous supposed. According to their results, the amount of gas available
is the equivalent of five to seven years of gas, based on current rates of consumption in
the United Kingdom. Previous estimates by the British Geological Survey had pegged the
likely amount of gas as a 50-year supply.2163, 2164
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•

January 2, 2019 – An analysis by the Wall Street Journal comparing productivity
estimates provided to investors with third-party projections revealed that thousands of
shale wells are pumping considerably less oil and gas than owners were forecasting.
Two-thirds of projections made by fracking companies between 2014-2017 in Texas and
North Dakota oil basins were overly optimistic. All together, these companies are on
track to extract 10 percent less oil and gas than they predicted. “The Journal’s findings
suggest current production levels may be hard to sustain without greater spending
because operators will have to drill more wells to meet growth targets.”2165

•

October 17, 2018 – A research brief jointly published by the Institute for Energy
Economics and Financial Analysis and the Sightline Institute tracked cash flow for 33
leading fracking companies. It found that fracking-focused companies continued to lose
cash through the first half of 2018. Specifically, between January and June 2018, in spite
of rising oil prices, fracking companies spent $3.9 billion more on drilling than they
generated by selling oil and gas.2166

•

September 20, 2018 – Confronted with falling prices and mounting debt, Southwest
Energy sold off its assets in Arkansas’ Fayetteville Shale, placing fracking on hold.2167

•

June 4, 2018 – A macroeconomic study using a simulation model found that economies
that depend on fossil fuel extraction could be gravely harmed if global demand for fossil
fuels declines in the face of innovations in energy efficiency and renewable technologies
and public policy that promotes them. “Russia, the United States or Canada…could see
their fossil fuel industries nearly shut down. ... The United States is worse off if it
continues to promote fossil fuel production and consumption than if it moves away from
them. This is due to the way global fossil fuel prices are formed. If the rest of the world
reduces fossil fuel consumption and there is a sell-out, then lower fuel prices will make
much US production non-viable, regardless of its own policy, meaning that its assets
become stranded.”2168

•

December 12, 2017 – Under pressure from investors, Exxon agreed to disclose more
details about climate risks by filing with the SEC, in a Form 8-K, a statement that said the
company would no longer resist motions from shareholders seeking this information.2169
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•

June 16, 2017 – Because of a persistent slump in gas prices and the declining productivity
of many of its Marcellus Shale wells, the revenue from gas drilling fees fell for a third
straight year in Pennsylvania. The annual fee revenue goes to county and municipal
governments, roadway repairs, and infrastructure upgrades, among other things.2170

•

April 3, 2017 – A British team of researchers assessed the physical footprint of well pads
in Europe and the United Kingdom if shale gas development goes forward. When they
included proposed setbacks for the UK—the minimal distance well pads have to be away
from existing homes and other infrastructure—they found that recoverable oil and gas
would be limited by 74 percent.2171

•

March 25, 2017 – The Economist took shale fracking to task for its unstable finances and
inability to turn a profit. “Shale firms are on an unparalleled money-losing streak. About
$11bn was torched in the last quarter, as capital expenditures exceeded cashflows. The
cash-burn rate may well rise again this year. . . . The oil bulls of Houston have yet to
prove that they can pump oil and create value at the same time.”2172

•

March 21, 2017 – An MIT study questioned the U.S. Energy Information
Administration’s rosy projections on the abundance and availability of shale gas and oil.
Analyzing field data on oil wells in North Dakota’s Williston Basin, the authors found
that advances in fracking technology, such as the shift to longer laterals per well, have
had a more modest impact on boosting oil and gas production than the agency had
estimated. At the same time, the attraction of operators to the most productive areas of
basins has had a greater impact. As time goes by, the prime drilling spots with the easyto-extract oil or gas will get used up, the authors argued, and technology may not be able
to compensate.2173, 2174

•

March 2, 2017 – In 2016, Chevron became the first major oil company to warn investors
in its Form 10-K, which oil and natural gas companies are required to file with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission, about the risk of climate change lawsuits.
“Increasing attention to climate change risks has resulted in an increased possibility of
governmental investigations and, potentially, private litigation against the company.”2175
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•

July 7, 2016 – “Oil-field-services companies are depleted after slashing prices and laying
off workers, and their slow recovery could crimp the energy industry’s overall ability to
bounce back from the oil bust,” according to the Wall Street Journal. Almost 70 percent
of fracking equipment in the United States has been idled, and 60 percent of field workers
involved in fracking have been laid off. Halliburton alone has laid off over 28,500
workers, which is one third of its workforce. More than 70 oilfield services companies
have filed for bankruptcy since the beginning of 2015.2176

•

June 15, 2016 – Billions of dollars of proven reserves have become unproven this year, as
“59 U.S. oil and gas companies deleted the equivalent of 9.2 billion barrels, more than 20
percent of their inventories,” according to Bloomberg. In 2009, the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) made it easier for the companies to include in their proven
reserves undeveloped acreage and wells that wouldn’t be drilled for years on the grounds
that “shale prospects are predictable across wide expanses.” Since then, the SEC has
become more strict about inflated reserves estimates.2177

•

May 16, 2016 – CNN Money reported on the two latest U.S. oil and gas bankruptcies:
SandRidge Energy’s Chapter 11 filing was based on roughly $4 billion of debt and came
the week after the biggest such bankruptcy to date—that of Linn Energy with more than
$10 billion in debt. There had been at least 29 U.S. oil and gas bankruptcies in 2016 at
the date of the article’s publication, bringing the 2015-2016 total to at least 64. “The
industry has historically been full of wildcatters and speculators. It’s not surprising we’re
going through this boom-and-bust cycle,” the article quoted the managing director at oil
restructuring firm SOLIC Capital, George Koutsonicolis, as saying.2178

•

May 9, 2016 – “The pace of oil patch bankruptcies is picking up,” a Forbes piece read,
listing the 15 biggest such bankruptcies to date. “All told, 69 oil and gas producers with
$34.3 billion in cumulative secured and unsecured debt have gone under.”2179

•

March 25, 2016 – Oil and gas borrowers “feasted on what Bloomberg estimates was $237
billion of easy money without scrutinizing whether the loans could endure a drastic
downturn,” according to a Washington Post piece focusing on one company, Swift
Energy, which itself was $1.349 billion in debt and had entered bankruptcy. Despite
having been cautious prior to the Texas fracking boom, “[a]s the company began to frack
more often, the amount it spent on exploration and drilling skyrocketed by hundreds of
millions of dollars.” Those expenses combined with global developments led to its
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failure, along with over 40 other oil and gas companies in 2015. “The consequences are
far-reaching. The U.S. oil industry, having grown into a giant on par with Saudi Arabia’s,
is shrinking, with the biggest collapse in investment in energy in 25 years. More than
140,000 have lost energy jobs. Banks are bracing for tens of billions of dollars of
defaults, and economists and lawyers predict the financial wreckage will accelerate this
year.”2180
•

March 10, 2016 – Crude oil production is not falling as quickly as predicted, given the
sharp decline in prices and the drop-off in new drilling and fracking operations. As
reported by Reuters, this disconnect is due to refracking of older wells, along with other
unconventional techniques such as “choking” and “lifting,” which can extend the
productive lives of wells or otherwise capture more product from them.2181

•

March 1, 2016 – An analysis of fracking trends in the journal Nature concluded that a
European shale gas boom was unlikely due to disappointing early yields (Poland,
Lithuania and Denmark), links to earthquakes (United Kingdom), and intense public
opposition in densely populated areas throughout the continent.2182

•

June 19, 2015 – A Bloomberg Business analysis of the 62 drilling companies in the
Bloomberg Intelligence North America Independent Exploration and Production Index
found that the companies’ debt continued to be a major problem. For 27 of the 62
companies, interest payments were consuming more than 10 percent of revenue. Drillers’
debt rose to $235 billion at the end of the first quarter, a 16 percent increase over the year
prior. Bloomberg Business expressed concern that shale drillers have “consistently spent
money faster than they’ve made it, even when oil was $100 a barrel.” S&P assigned
speculative, or junk, ratings to 45 of the 62 companies in Bloomberg’s index.2183

•

April 7, 2015 – A Moody’s Investors Service analysis of liquefied natural gas (LNG)
prospects found that lower oil prices were causing suppliers to defer or cancel most
proposed LNG projects. Moody’s found that this was due in part to the drop in
international oil prices relative to U.S. natural gas prices, thus removing the economic
advantage of U.S. LNG projects. Moody’s stated, “LNG is a capital-intensive
infrastructure business prone to periodic construction cycles that lead to overcapacity,
which we expect will continue for the rest of the decade.”2184
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•

March 20, 2015 – A study by the Energy Watch Group in Germany found that the costs
of allowing fracking in Germany would outweigh the benefits, noting in part that natural
gas trading in the United States has been declining since 2009. The study also noted the
costs of infrastructure, environmental and health risks and pointed to the need to expand
renewable energy.2185

•

December 19, 2014 – An International Energy Agency (IEA) report projected that U.S.
domestic oil supplies, dominated by fracking, face challenges, and oil output from shale
formations output, will level off and decline in the early 2020s.2186 IEA Chief Economist
Fatih Birol said, “A well-supplied oil market in the short-term should not disguise the
challenges that lie ahead.”2187

•

August 29, 2014 – Andrew Nikiforuk, a Canadian energy analyst, reported on
diminishing returns and the higher-cost, higher-risk nature of fossil fuel extraction by
fracking. Nikiforuk wrote, “Most of the world’s oil and gas firms are now pursuing
extreme hydrocarbons because the cheap and easy stuff is gone…. That means industry
will spend more good money chasing poor quality resources. They will inefficiently mine
and frack ever larger land bases at higher environmental costs for lower energy
returns.”2188

•

July 29, 2014 – According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, energy
companies are incurring increasing debt and selling assets to continue drilling in shale.
“Based on data compiled from quarterly reports, for the year ending March 31, 2014,
cash from operations for 127 major oil and natural gas companies totaled $568 billion,
and major uses of cash totaled $677 billion, a difference of almost $110 billion. This
shortfall was filled through a $106 billion net increase in debt and $73 billion from sales
of assets . . .”2189

•

July 2014 – Researchers at the Washington, DC-based Environmental Law Institute and
Washington & Jefferson College in Pennsylvania collaborated to produce a report
designed in part to help communities avoid the “boom and bust” cycles of extractive
industries. Authors warned, “While resource extraction has long been regarded as an
economic benefit, a body of academic literature suggests that long term growth based
chiefly on resource extraction is rare.” Confounding factors include transience of the
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workforce, localized inflation, widening disparities in royalties and impact fee
disbursement, commodity price volatility, and communities overspending on
infrastructure.2190
•

June 19, 2014 – Energy analyst Deborah Lawrence Rogers outlined the spiraling debt and
severe deterioration of the assets of five major shale gas drillers over the last five years.
She concluded, “This is not sustainable. It could be argued that it is not even moral. It is a
failed business model of epic proportion. While companies could make the argument at
one time that this was a short term downtrend, that no longer holds water because this
pattern is long term.”2191

•

April 10, 2014 – A report by a petroleum geologist and petroleum engineer concluded the
100-year supply of shale gas is a myth, distinguished between what is technically
recoverable and economically recoverable shale gas, and asserted that at current prices,
New York State has no economically recoverable shale gas.2192

•

February 28, 2014 – Maria van der Hoeven, Executive Director of the IEA, said in an
interview with The Christian Science Monitor that there is only a decade left in the U.S.
shale oil and gas boom, noting that her agency’s analysis predicts that production will
soon flatten out and, by 2025, begin to decline.2193

•

December 18, 2013 – A University of Texas study in Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences found that fracking well production drops sharply with time, which
undercuts the oil and gas industry’s economic projections.2194 In an interview about the
study with StateImpact NPR in Texas, Tad Patzek, Chair of the Department of Petroleum
and Geosystems Engineering at University of Texas at Austin, noted that fracking “also
interferes now more and more with daily lives of people. Drilling is coming to your
neighborhood, and most people abhor the thought of having somebody drilling a well in
their neighborhood.”2195
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•

August 18, 2013 – Bloomberg News reported that low gas prices and disappointing wells
have led major companies to devalue oil and gas shale assets by billions of dollars.2196

•

October 21, 2012 – The New York Times reported that many gas drilling companies
overproduced natural gas backed by creative financing and now “are committed to
spending far more to produce gas than they can earn selling it.” “We are all losing our
shirts today,” said Exxon CEO Rex Tillerson in the summer of 2012.2197

•

July 13, 2012 – The Wall Street Journal reported that ITG Investment Research, at the
request of institutional investors, evaluated the reserves of Chesapeake Energy
Corporation’s shale gas reserves in the Barnett and Haynesville formations and found
them to be only 70 percent of estimates by Chesapeake’s engineering consultant for the
company’s 2011 annual report. Chesapeake and its consultant defended their figures.2198

•

August 23, 2011 – The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) cut the government’s estimates
of natural gas in the Marcellus Shale from 410 trillion cubic feet to 84 trillion cubic feet,
equivalent to a reduction from approximately 16 years of U.S. consumption at current
levels of natural gas use, to approximately 3.3 years of consumption. The USGS’s
updated estimate was for natural gas that is technically recoverable, irrespective of
economic considerations such as the price of natural gas or the cost of extracting it.2199

•

June 26-27, 2011 – As reported in two New York Times stories, hundreds of emails,
internal documents, and analyses of data from thousands of wells from drilling industry
employees, combined with documents from federal energy officials, raised concerns that
shale gas companies were overstating the amount of gas in their reserves and the
profitability of their operations.2200, 2201, 2202 The New York Times’ public editor criticized
the stories, but offered no evidence that the major findings were wrong.2203 The New York
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Times’ news editors publicly defended both stories against the public editor’s
criticism.2204, 2205
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Medical and scientific calls for more study, reviews confirming evidence of
harm, and calls for increased transparency and science-based policy
As published reviews and international governmental reports underscore the mounting evidence
of health risks—including developmental, neurological, carcinogenic, respiratory,
reproductive, and psychological—medical professionals and scientists in the United States and
around the world increasingly call for the suspension of fracking in order to prevent its adverse
public health harms, including health threats from climate change. Organizations of medical
professionals and scientists are also issuing calls for comprehensive, long-term study of the full
range of potential health and ecosystem effects of fracking. These appeals underscore the
accumulating evidence of harm, point to the knowledge gaps that remain, and decry the
atmosphere of secrecy and intimidation that continues to impede the progress of scientific
inquiry.
•

June 26, 2021 – The president and CEO of Mental Health Colorado called for a systemic
shift away from the “harmful and short-sighted cycle of boom and bust” energy policies,
noting that the oil and gas industry’s activities in the state have led to chronic stress,
depression, and anxiety among Colorado residents. Impacts threatening mental health
include light pollution, noise pollution, safety concerns, landscape changes, and feelings
of powerless in local decision-making. “Coloradans who have called these communities
home for generations find that they often have little to say about the transformation of
their world by an invasion of powerful industry.” The author also urged “true
representation in the decision-making process.”2206

•

June 8, 2021 – A sweeping review of the research on the environmental, economic, and
anthropogenic impacts of fracking called for greater focus on the inevitable bust periods
that follow fracking booms, noting that most research findings have been solely based on
investigations of boom-time activities. In their analysis on costs and benefits of fracking,
this team of economists and public health scientists examined the literature on local air
pollution, global air pollution, water pollution, noise, light, seismic activity, direct and
indirect measures of health, migration, education, labor, income, agriculture, and
environmental justice. Their analysis showed mixed results and revealed data gaps. The
authors emphasized that an understanding of all these impacts is critical for policy
makers, who now must also pay attention to changes affecting communities while the
industry contracts due to factors such as the COVID pandemic.2207

•

June 4, 2021 – Following the fourth “near-miss” in nine months at the Enbridge North
Weymouth gas compressor (a release of over 11,000 cubic feet of highly pressurized gas,
following large leaks on September 11, September 30, and April 6), two prominent
Boston-area physician-researchers appealed for the facility to be shut down. Dr. Caren
Solomon, a deputy editor at the New England Journal of Medicine, an associate professor
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of medicine at Harvard Medical School, and a physician at the Brigham and Women’s
Hospital, and Dr. Philip J. Landrigan, Professor at Boston College (BC) and Director of
BC’s Program for Global Public Health and the Common Good, wrote, “Enbridge’s
cavalier reaction is typical of the arrogance, dishonesty, lack of regulatory oversight, and
lack of concern for public safety that has characterized the North Weymouth compressor
project from its beginning.” They welcomed the retraction of the state’s own flawed
Health Impact Assessment but noted that state support of the project should have been
withdrawn much sooner.2208
•

May 17, 2021 – Fracking was named as an emerging concern by the American Pediatric
Society in its statement on ambient air pollution harming children. The authors of “Policy
Statement on Organizational Principles to Guide and Define the Child Health Care
System and/or Improve the Health of all Children” identified fracking wells, flare stacks,
water storage pits, tanks, sand operations, and diesel-powered equipment and trucks as
contributors of multiple air pollutants, including toxic vapors, and criteria air pollutants,
such as nitrogen oxides and fine particles. They also noted that fracking pollutants are
among those named that originate outdoors but that may enter buildings and vehicles
through open doors and windows, ventilation systems, and cracks in structures. By these
pathways, fracking can exacerbate the burden of indoor-derived air pollutants on
children.2209

•

April 26, 2021 – Three faculty members at the Columbia University Mailman School of
Public Health called for a rapid phaseout of fracking. Noting exemptions from “an
astonishing list” of key federal regulations, the authors outlined the many significant risks
research has documented for pregnant people, including congenital heart defects, elevated
maternal stress from noise and light pollution, and endocrine disruption. They also noted
environmental injustices from disproportionate impacts on low-income communities.
“For the millions of Americans directly affected by fracking, it’s time to put their health,
and the health of future generations health, first and stop these injustices.”2210

•

January 25, 2021 – Dr. Philip J. Landrigan, a leading pediatrician, epidemiologist, and
public health physician, wrote to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to request
reexamination of the agency’s decision to permit the operation of a natural gas
compressor station in North Weymouth, Massachusetts. Dr. Landrigan critiqued the
limited scope of the state’s Health Impact Assessment, citing deficiencies in its review of
fire and explosion hazards, toxic emissions, existing chronic disease burden in the
community, economic and racial justice concerns, and climate impacts.2211
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•

June 1, 2020 – Writing in the Lancet, biologist and endocrinologist Barbara A. Demeneix
called for recognition of, and action on, the interlinked threats to life brought by fossil
fuels, specifically highlighting fracking. She described a web of threats originating with
fossil fuel extraction and highlighted the dangers of endocrine-disrupting chemicals,
writing that, “Gas derived from fracking is rapidly driving the development of new
petrochemical and plastics plants worldwide,” and those stark increases harm health,
biodiversity, and the climate. Urgent attention, political support, and investment in
alternative energies will reduce these harms and help attain the United Nations
sustainable development goals.2212

•

May 9, 2020 – The Advisory Committee of the German Society of Toxicology, the
largest scientific toxicological organization in Europe, published a “Critical evaluation of
human health risks due to hydraulic fracturing in natural gas and petroleum
production.”2213 Among their conclusions: strong evidence links fracking fluids to local
environmental contamination; fracking fluids that contain known human carcinogens
cannot be confirmed as safe; and the health risks from fracking can include long-lasting
contamination of soil and water. Reviewers noted that the “… most critical part of risk
assessment in this context is the exposure assessment which is hampered by the
unavailability of data from qualified baseline monitoring” before the start of fracking
operations.

•

February 24, 2020 – An open letter signed by over 50 health care professionals cited
health risks related to fracking and climate change in their expressed opposition to the
continued construction of the Coastal GasLink fracked gas pipeline in in northern British
Columbia.2214 They wrote, “the health risks from fracking are well known, including
release of carcinogenic toxins such as benzene. Pregnant women in northeastern B.C.
have serum benzene levels three times the normal level and studies have shown this has
an association with increased childhood leukemia rates. U.S. studies have shown
increases in congenital heart disease, chronic pulmonary disorders and small birth-weight
babies in populations living in proximity to fracking operations. And as we all know,
every pipeline leaks.” Their letter expressed solidarity with Indigenous rights of
Wet’suwet’en, whose land is being annexed for this pipeline without their consent.

•

January 29, 2020 – A new report outlining the serious health and environmental dangers
of fracking by Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment called for a
moratorium on the development of new fracked natural gas wells in each province and
territory across Canada; plans to phase out existing fracking wells to meet Canada’s
commitments under the Paris Agreement; Health and Equity Impact Assessments to
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prioritize wells for early closure; and “Just Transition” plans to help workers and their
14communities prepare for the new low-carbon economy.2215 In a press release, Dr. Éric
Notebaert, member of the Association and advisor to the report, outlined findings of
urgent concern and strong evidence including low birth weight, “an indicator for a
number of serious health impacts including developmental deficits in children and
increased rates of cardiovascular disease in later life.”2216
•

January 9, 2020 – “Gas is associated with health and environmental hazards and reduced
social welfare at every stage of its life cycle,” wrote three medical doctors in the New
England Journal of Medicine.2217 The piece briefly highlighted those hazards from the
well to transport and storage, from routine exposures to explosions, as well as providing
an up-to-date summary of the threat to the climate by continued extraction and use of
fracked gas. The authors stated, “As physicians deeply concerned about climate change
and pollution and their consequences, we consider expansion of the natural-gas
infrastructure to be a grave hazard to human health,” calling for “courageous political
leadership” to enact the appropriate policies.

•

January 8, 2020 – An interdisciplinary team headed by Yale environmental health
epidemiologist Nicole Deziel together with Israeli colleagues conducted a scoping review
to assess what is known about the human health outcomes associated with fracking. Of
the 29 studies that met their criteria for inclusion, 25 reported at least one statistically
significant adverse health outcome linked to a fracking-related exposure. The authors
concluded that a growing body of evidence shows health problems in communities near
drilling and fracking sites. They also emphasized that many health outcomes may take
years to emerge, partly because of latency periods for diseases such as cancer. They
stated that while it is important that these data be replicated in other populations, “the
need for more research need not be used as a barrier to implementing policies.”2218

•

November 19, 2019 – A letter signed by over 100 leading Israeli scientists, including
Nobel laureate Robert Aumann, called for the reversal of the government’s decision to
build a new network of 16 gas-fired power plants.2219 In their appeal to transition to
renewable energy rather than to gas, they cite the powerful short-term climate warming
impact of methane as well as carcinogenic emissions. “During the production, refining
and delivery of the gas, much greater quantities of methane are released than were
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previously recognized. These emissions contain volatile organic compounds that are
recognized as carcinogenic.” The letter also warned of negative economic and social
impacts of building out a gas infrastructure instead of investing in renewables.
•

November 19, 2019 – Brian Schwartz, a professor of environmental health and
engineering at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, called for a ban on
fracking while addressing a public health conference in Pittsburgh.2220 “Schwartz, who
has presented his research at the conference in the past, but had never before called for a
ban on fracking, said he’d recently become convinced the time had come to make a
public statement.” Dr. Schwartz cited years of studies indicating that proximity to
fracking increases the risk of asthma, premature birth, headaches, and maternal stress
levels, concluding that “the evidence that fracking is bad for your health is clear enough.”

•

June 15, 2019 – A Colorado and Pennsylvania team of epidemiologists summarized the
literature to date on the health effects of populations living near fracking operations, with
a focus on methodological rigor. They adapted systematic review frameworks from the
medical and environmental health field, analyzing 20 epidemiologic studies, with 32
different health outcomes, ranging from self-reported symptoms to confirmed disease
diagnoses. The review’s highest rated studies primarily focused on birth outcomes, and in
general they found that study quality has improved over time. They found that studies of
populations living near fracking operations provide “modest scientific findings” of
“harmful health effects including asthma exacerbations and various self-reported
symptoms.”2221 The review includes an important discussion of the limitations inherent to
observational epidemiologic studies and the necessity of combining them with exposure
and risk assessments to inform public health and policies. Differences in observational
epidemiologic study types make comparing results across studies a difficult task. The
authors recommend researchers “integrate community members and concepts of health
equity and environmental justice into their research approaches.”

•

March 29, 2019 – Doctors for the Environment Australia announced the reinforcement of
its position that no new gas extraction of any kind should occur in Australia. Its position
was largely informed by the wealth of literature from the United States documenting
adverse health findings.2222 The organization’s review found growing evidence of direct
health impacts as well as a clear potential for indirect impacts of gas and oil mining on
essential environmental determinants of health. “These concerns include risks to a stable
climate, air quality, water quality, water security, food security, community cohesion and,
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in some locations, geological stability. The cumulative impacts of these industries on the
wider requirements for good health and wellbeing are extremely concerning.”2223
•

February 1, 2019 – Natural gas extraction via fracking is associated with “preterm birth,
high-risk pregnancy, and possibly low birth weight; three types of asthma exacerbations;
and nasal and sinus, migraine headache, fatigue, dermatologic, and other symptoms,”
according to a review covering research through mid-2017.2224 The Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health scientists cited the methodological robustness of
these studies and the biological plausibility of the links found. Further, they included in
their review the contribution of fracking to climate change and its further health impacts.
Authors expressed serious doubt that the risks of fracking can be managed. “Some have
suggested that regulations will prevent health impacts, but no health studies provide
guidance on what regulations, if any, will get the health effects to go away.” The authors
further noted that the fracking boom has, in many regions, outpaced the ability of science
to document health impacts with long latencies, such as cancer and neurodegenerative
diseases. The review concluded that the results of early health studies “should give
pause” about whether and how shale gas fracking should proceed and referenced the
several U.S. states and nations that have disallowed fracking, citing health concerns.

•

December 12, 2018 – “The healthcare community has a professional mandate to protect
society from harm to human health. We have a responsibility to help society move away
from fossil fuels and accelerate the transition to renewable energy,” wrote a team of
medical professionals in an editorial for the British Medical Journal. Citing the
“overwhelming” evidence that fossil fuels pose serious threats to public and planetary
health, the group identified divestment from fossil fuel corporations as a strategy that
increasing numbers of medical professional groups are taking, as part of fulfilling that
professional mandate.2225

•

December 4, 2018 – In a review of 63 studies in 20 countries, a University of Southern
California medical research team concluded that the potential public health effects of
“upstream oil extraction” include cancer, liver damage, immunodeficiency, and
neurological damage. Collectively, onshore operations that bring crude oil to the surface
affect nearly six million people that live or work nearby. Community health, worker
health, and animal health in oil-drilling regions were addressed in this review, as well as
effects on soil, air, surface water, and drinking water quality. In their analysis, the authors
included both conventional or unconventional extraction techniques but noted that, in the
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United States, hydraulic fracturing accounted for 50 percent of total oil production in
2015—up from less than two percent in 2000.2226
•

August 16, 2018 – The closer one lives to fracking sites, the more likely one is to
experience toxic exposures and a related number of health impacts. Setbacks less than
one quarter mile (1,320 feet) from drilling and fracking operations are not sufficient to
protect public health, and additional setbacks are needed to protect vulnerable groups and
settings, according to an expert panel assembled in Pennsylvania. “Vulnerable groups
were defined by the panelists as children, neonates, fetuses, embryos, pregnant women,
elderly individuals, those with pre-existing medical or psychological conditions, and
those with pre-existing respiratory conditions. Vulnerable settings were defined as
schools, day care centers, hospitals, and long-term care facilities. The panel, which
consisted of 18 health care providers, public health practitioners, environmental
advocates, and researchers/scientists, was brought together to compare existing minimum
setback requirements against research about the health impacts of living near fracking
activity. The panel was unable to come to agreement on a minimum safe setback distance
between one quarter and two miles. It also noted that the failure to achieve consensus on
this issue reflects uncertainties based on limited data of real-time toxic emissions from
drilling and fracking operations, the limited number of scientific studies available, and
the potential for episodically recurrent periods of high exposures.2227

•

June 5, 2018 – The exacerbation of climate change caused by shale gas development is
sufficient grounds to confirm that “the risks clearly and considerably outweigh any
possible benefits,” according to two public health scholars who published their editorial
in the British Medical Journal.2228

•

May 9, 2018 – With the objective of making practical recommendations for primary care
providers, researchers sought to identify all published peer-reviewed studies examining
evidence of direct relationships between high-volume hydraulic fracturing and human
health harms. As a scoping review, the study purpose was to examine the extent and
breadth of research and identify research gaps. Their criteria for inclusion were “narrow”
and included peer-reviewed journal articles from the United States, in English, published
between 2000 and September 2017. Among the 18 studies selected, 10 showed a positive
correlation to the negative health outcome, six showed a mixed relationship, and two
found no relationship. The authors wrote, “The health impacts found in the limited
studies in this scoping review should encourage health care providers to maintain a high
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index of suspicion with patients who live or have lived near [drilling and fracking]
activity or who have worked in oil and gas fields.”2229
•

April 4, 2018 – Two scholars critiqued the wide-ranging consultation on unconventional
gas extraction, including fracking, which was commissioned by the Scottish government
and published in November 2016.2230 Noting that the Scottish assessment is more
comprehensive than assessments conducted in the United States and elsewhere, the
authors wrote, “The public health impact assessment in particular is underpinned by what
appears to be a rigorous and transparent examination of existing scientific literature
drawing on external peer review at some stages.” However, they also went on to say that
some of the conclusions drawn “appear to be optimistic readings of data and experience.
For example, assessments of the ability of industry and regulators to control fracking
effects on public health do not stand up to scrutiny.” They identified several other ways
in which the health impact assessment’s conclusions were not always supported by the
evidence it reviewed and if the assessment had overlooked areas of concern. For
example, the literature on social impact assessments, as well as health research
addressing questions of well-being and mental health, were neglected. Nevertheless,
these scholars recommended the Scottish consultation as a research and policy tool.

•

February 12, 2018 – The Los Angeles County Department of Public Health reviewed the
public health and safety risks of oil and gas facilities and identified “next steps.” These
included an increase in setback distances, continuous air monitoring systems around oil
and gas operations, increased local oversight, a comprehensive Community Safety Plan,
and Emergency Preparedness Plans. For this report, authors reviewed epidemiological
literature, environmental and health impact assessments, neighborhood health
investigations, and consultations with various jurisdictions regarding oil and gas
ordinances.2231 At the time of the report preparation, there were 3,468 active and 1,850
inactive oil and gas wells countywide. Conditions varied widely. Among the most
egregious was an active well that was located 60 feet from a multi-unit housing complex
and that shared borders with a local high school and a college dormitory. “The potential
public health impacts of oil and gas sites located in densely populated areas are
concerning, particularly to those who experience disproportionate economic and health
inequities.” Recommendations for some individual neighborhoods included offering
temporary relocation assistance. “The report was ordered by the city of Los Angeles after
complaints of headaches, eye and throat irritation, nausea and vomiting were received
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from residents of South Los Angeles, Wilmington and unincorporated county areas in the
past several years.”2232
•

December 12, 2017 – Commissioned by the Australian government, the Scientific
Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory released its Draft Final
Report. Tasked with identifying and assessing the risks of shale gas fracking for
Australia’s remote Northern Territory—and with making recommendations to mitigate
those risks where possible—the Inquiry describes a multiplicity of risks, including many
that are ill-defined and understudied.2233 Most notably, it recommends a halt on all
fracking production licenses until a two-to-three-year study can be launched to further
understand the nature of the risks for the particular ecology and culture of the region.”2234
Fracking is currently prohibited in the Northern Territory, which is estimated to hold over
one-third of Australia’s shale gas.

•

November 7, 2017 – In a commentary published in JAMA, two South Dakota physicians
reviewed the data on the potential public health implications of fracking, including
asthma, water contamination, exposures to fracking fluid, and exposure of workers to
silica dust. They voiced specific concerns about parkinsonism, neuropathy, and kidney
disease, and called for prospective toxicity studies.2235

•

October 25, 2017 – Scientists and physicians (including two co-authors of this
Compendium) reviewed the body of evidence on the potential of unconventional oil and
natural gas (UOG) development and operations to contribute to neurological and
developmental harm via increased air and water pollution in the surrounding
communities where it takes place. Highlighting data gaps and research limitations (such
as the nondisclosure by industry of chemical mixtures), they nevertheless pinpointed
evidence in the existing literature showing that “the chemicals that are used in or are
byproducts of UOG operations have been linked to serious neurodevelopmental health
problems in infants.”2236 Interviewed by the Guardian, a co-author said, “Given the
profound sensitivity of the developing brain and the central nervous system, it is very
reasonable to conclude that young children who experience frequent exposure to these
pollutants are at particularly high risk for chronic neurological problems and disease.”2237
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The research team concluded that there is “a need for public health prevention
techniques, well-designed studies, and stronger state and national regulatory standards.”
•

October 23, 2017 – A Yale University research team reported that carcinogens involved
in fracking operations have the potential to contaminate both air and water in nearby
communities in ways that may increase the risk of childhood leukemia. The team
identified 55 known or possible carcinogens that may be released into air and water from
fracking operations. Of these, 20 are linked to leukemia or lymphoma.2238 “This analysis
creates a priority list of carcinogens to target for future exposure and health studies.”2239

•

July 31, 2017 – A review by a team of medical, psychological, occupational, and
environmental health professionals concluded, “there appears to be an array of levels of
psychosocial functioning that are deleteriously affected by the fracking process and
industries and their aftermath.” Though much of the research they identified linking
fracking to psychological functioning was preliminary, documented impacts included:
individual-level impacts, such as feelings of stress and powerlessness; community-level
impacts, such as disrupted social fabric and new gender/sex imbalances in the
community; collective trauma such as caused by a boom-and-bust cycle; and worker
impacts, such as psychosocial impacts of being a transient worker. The review provided
“an important first step in understanding the psychological toll that this energy
development strategy has on fracking communities and sets the stage for advancements in
research, clinical and policy, that will help us to better understand, assist, and advocate
for those affected by fracking.”2240

•

May 1, 2017 – The Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project established a
voluntary public health registry “aimed at tracking and eventually analyzing the impacts
of shale gas development on people living near wells, impoundments, compressor
stations and pipelines.” According to a spokesperson, “The point is that the vast majority
of independent science is looking at [shale gas development] and saying something’s not
good there. We need to know more… The findings of this registry will allow the health
care community to be more informed about what problems people are experiencing when
they walk into their offices. It will give the doctors some idea of what they should be
looking for.”2241

•

April 28, 2017 – Portuguese and Brazilian reviewers identified the issue of water
resources “as one of the most sensitive to negative impacts by shale gas exploration and
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exploitation,” in their examination of scientific articles published between 2010 and
2015. They pointed to “expected” new legislation and industry practices for impact
reductions but continued on to say that there are “no indications of a solution in the near
future” for the problems of wastewater and greenhouse gas emissions.2242
•

February 8, 2017 – Addressing the community health and safety harms linked with camps
that house temporary workers in extractive industries, the British Columbia Ministry of
Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation funded a research project carried out in
consultation with Indigenous nations. The premise, that “Indigenous women and youth
can experience negative impacts of resource extraction at every phase of resource
development,” was borne out by the project’s community dialogues and literature review.
“Increased domestic violence, sexual assault, substance abuse, and an increased incidence
of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and HIV/AIDS due to rape, prostitution, and sex
trafficking are some of the recorded negative impacts of resource extraction projects,
specifically as a result of the presence of industrial camps and transient work forces.” The
objectives of the project were to stimulate dialogue and to develop detailed protective
steps for Nations, government, and industry in advance of the initiation of planned
extraction projects in the region, such as the TransCanada and Spectra Energy pipelines,
in order to prevent violence against women and other life changing negative effects
linked to the industrial camps.2243

•

February 8, 2017 – Los Angeles County health officials criticized as insufficient the
allocation of only one million dollars by the Southern California Gas Company to fund an
independent health study in the aftermath of the massive methane leak at Aliso Canyon
that lasted from October 2015 until February 2016. “‘It’s a study, but not a health study,’
said Angelo Bellomo, the Los Angeles County deputy director for health protection. ‘It is
not responsive to addressing the health needs and concerns to this community. More
importantly, it’s inconsistent with advice given to [South Coast Air Quality Management
District] by health officials.’” Health experts from across the state had suggested a design
“that was comprehensive and larger in scope as well as consistent with a state Senate bill
introduced last year that estimated such a design would cost $13 million in the first three
years, and up to $40 million to complete.”2244

•

January 19, 2017 – An epidemiologist at Brown University reviewed studies to date on
health outcomes in communities living close to unconventional natural gas development,
and identified areas requiring further study. “Future epidemiologic studies should
implement personal exposure assessments to examine associations between individual
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contaminants and relevant health outcomes, particularly to explain associations seen with
respiratory and birth outcomes,” the author concluded.”2245
•

December 5, 2016 – A team of British scientists wrote a 156-paper review on the risks
and harms of fracking that attempts to “capture, review and interpret the published
literature across all the accepted domains of public health in a systematic way and
consider specific implications for the UK.” They concluded that shale gas fracking
“unequivocally presents an exposure hazard,” and that further studies were needed to
address exposure and health outcome data, noting the lack of before, during, and after
exposure data for both air and water around drilling and fracking sites. Authors also
noted that the claims that shale gas is less harmful to the climate than coal are not backed
by lifecycle analyses. This team called for more research and a delay on any proposed
drilling and fracking activity in the United Kingdom.2246

•

November 1, 2016 – The government of Scotland released a health impact assessment
that reconfirmed the evidence for potential contamination of air and water, threats to
worker health from silica dust exposure, and risks to the health of nearby residents.2247

•

October 23, 2016 – In a unanimous vote of the society’s 300-member House of
Delegates, the Pennsylvania Medical Society called for a moratorium on new shale gas
drilling and fracking in Pennsylvania and an initiation of a health registry in communities
with pre-existing operations.2248, 2249

•

October 11, 2016 – A group of health care professionals in Massachusetts called for an
immediate moratorium on major new natural gas infrastructure until the impact of these
projects on the health of the communities affected can be adequately determined through
a Comprehensive Health Impact Assessment.2250 The group noted that the operation of
natural gas facilities risks human exposures to toxic, cancer-causing, and radioactive
pollution due to the presence of naturally co-occurring contaminants, toxic additives to
the hydraulic fracturing process, and through the operation of transmission pipelines.2251
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•

September 15, 2016 – A systematic review of 45 studies, primarily but not exclusively
addressing conventional oil and gas activities, showed an emerging body of evidence
documenting harm to reproductive health from residential and occupational exposure to
these operations. The strongest evidence existed for increased risk of miscarriage,
prostate cancer, birth defects, and decreased semen quality. Authors state that there is
“ample evidence for disruption of the estrogen, androgen, and progesterone receptors
with individual chemicals and waste products related to oil and gas extraction,” and
“impacts from unconventional oil and gas activities will likely be greater, given that
unconventional activities have many similarities to conventional ones and employ dozens
of endocrine-disrupting chemicals in the process of hydraulic fracturing.”2252

•

September 14, 2016 – In a commentary about fracking in the American Journal of Public
Health, Weill Cornell Medicine physicians wrote, “mounting empirical evidence shows
harm to the environment and to human health . . . and we have no idea what the longterm effects might be. . . . Ignoring the body of evidence, to us, is not a viable option
anymore.”2253

•

July 7, 2016 –The UK health professional organization Medact released an updated
assessment of the potential health impacts of shale fracking in England that confirm the
findings of its 2015 report, Health and Fracking. The new report, Shale Gas Production
in England, concluded, “Our view that the UK should abandon its policy to encourage
[shale gas production] remains unchanged.” The new report included hundreds of new
academic papers addressing impacts on air and water quality, health, climate change,
social wellbeing, economics, noise and light pollution, and seismic events. Still, authors
wrote, “the absence of an independent social, health and economic impact assessment of
[shale gas production] at scale is a glaring omission. Given the availability of alternative
sources of energy, these are grounds for placing an indefinite moratorium on SGP (a
position adopted by many jurisdictions across the world) until such time that there is
greater clarity and certainty about the relative harms and benefits of shale gas.”2254

•

May 31, 2016 – “There are too many science, technology and risk-assessment gaps to
green-light fracking in western Newfoundland,” according to a panel that studied the
question. In an interview with Canada’s Globe and Mail, panel leader and engineering
professor Ray Gosine said, “The science, the studies that have been done, have been
somewhat limited – certainly limited compared to what we’d expect to have done in order
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to plan this kind of operation…. There are a number of gaps and deficiencies that are
significant.”2255
•

May 13, 2016 – Physicians for Social Responsibility called for a ban on hydraulic
fracturing, pointing both to the irremediable climate harm caused by methane emissions
as well to the multiple health risks from industrial-scale water consumption, air pollution,
seismic effects, the generation of large quantities of toxic liquid waste, and long-term
impacts on drinking water aquifers. “We cannot stay healthy in an unhealthy
environment. Nor can we survive indefinitely on a planet growing hotter and more prone
to extreme, unpredictable and destructive weather. These factors impel PSR to call for a
ban on fracking and for a rapid transition to cleaner, healthier, carbon-free sources of
energy.”2256

•

March 27, 2016 – Noting that many chemicals used in fracking fluids are known or
suspected endocrine disruptors, a group of public health researchers called for an
endocrine-centric component for health assessments in areas impacted by oil and gas
operations. The team outlined a series of recommendations to assess the “potential
endocrine-related risks from chemical exposures associated with oil and natural gas
operations. We present these recommendations in light of the growing body of
information regarding both chemical concentrations in the environment and adverse
health outcomes reported in humans and wildlife.”2257

•

November 24, 2015 – A Harvard University team identified a trend toward increasing
chemical secrecy and less transparency by examining 96,000 chemical disclosure forms
filed by fracking companies between March 2011 and April 2015. These forms were
submitted to the Fracfocus website, a chemical disclosure portal for the fracking industry
that operates on a voluntary basis but for which reporting in mandated in more than 20
states. Fracfocus is the largest public database on chemicals used in U.S. fracking
operations.2258 Companies involved in fracking withheld chemical data at significantly
higher rates in 2015 (16.5 percent) as compared to 2011-2013 (11 percent). The research
team also found that withholding drops by a factor of four when companies report
aggregate data without attribution to the specific products in the fracking fluid. The
authors called for state governments to retain authority in requiring disclosure of
“product-specific ingredient lists.”2259
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•

August 7, 2015 – While acknowledging the “dramatic increase in the number of peerreviewed published studies” on environmental and health impacts of fracking, Weill
Cornell Medical College’s Dr. Madelon Finkel and co-author PSE Healthy Energy’s Jake
Hays called for more well-designed longer-term epidemiologic studies to quantify the
connections between fracking-related risk factors and health outcomes. Without such
studies it is challenging to capture, for example, outcomes such as cancer that take many
years to present. The authors described several important studies that are currently
underway that will add to the body of knowledge in the future.2260

•

June 9, 2015 – Information on individual exposures and local environmental conditions
prior to the commencement of fracking in a given area is often “unavailable or hard to
obtain. These and other data gaps have hindered the kind of large-scale epidemiological
studies that can link exposures to actual health outcomes, with valid comparison groups,”
wrote public health journalist David Tuller in the journal Health Affairs.2261 In an
interview with Michigan Radio, Tuller noted that, because well development happens
quickly, there was generally a lack of pre-drilling baseline studies.2262

•

April 17, 2015 – Using sophisticated Geographic Information Systems (GIS) tools to
examine distribution of fracking wells compared to distribution of vulnerable
populations, Clark University researchers found consistent evidence that, in the
Pennsylvania Marcellus Shale region, census tracts with potential exposure to pollution
from fracking wells contained “significantly higher” percentages of poor people. They
also found clusters of vulnerable populations concentrated near drilling and fracking in
all three states they studied: Pennsylvania (for poverty and elderly population), West
Virginia (for poverty, elderly population, and education level) and Ohio (for children).
Researchers also reported difficulty in accessing high quality and consistent
unconventional well data in all three states, demonstrating an “urgent need” for common
data collection and reporting.2263 Another GIS-based study sought to begin to fill this gap
in data on spatially distributed risks of fracking, identifying Pennsylvania populations at
“very high” and “high” risk in over a dozen counties. The author called for more focus on
those areas to understand the impacts of fracking.2264
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•

March 30, 2015 – The UK medical organization Medact published a report, Health &
Fracking: The Impacts and Opportunity Costs, which concluded that fracking poses
significant risks to public health and called for an immediate moratorium to allow time
for a full and comprehensive health and environmental impact assessment to be
completed.2265 The report was supported by a letter published in the British Medical
Journal calling for shale gas development to be put on hold, signed by the Climate and
Health Council and over a dozen senior health professionals. The letter stated, “The
arguments against fracking on public health and ecological grounds are overwhelming.
There are clear grounds for adopting the precautionary principle and prohibiting
fracking.”2266

•

February 17, 2015 – Writing in the Canadian Medical Association Journal, a public
health scientist and medical doctor briefly reviewed the human health risks of fracking
documented to date and made the case for a health care worker role in insisting on
improved understanding. They cited worker and community safety issues as the biggest
short-term risks, but emphasized that more needs to be known “before health care
providers can definitively respond to their patients’ and communities’ concerns.…
Physicians may wish to advocate delaying new development activities until the potential
health effects are better understood.”2267

•

January 22, 2015 –The acting head of research at the Cancer Association of South Africa,
Carl Albrecht, said that known carcinogenic chemicals used in fracking could lead to an
epidemic of cancer in South Africa’s Karoo desert. As South Africa was poised to
publish draft regulations, Albrecht said that the effect of fracking on human health was
ignored.2268

•

January 19, 2015 – In an article that reviewed research and research gaps, a team of
British and U.S. medical and scientific professionals urged the United Kingdom and other
nations to engage in science before engaging in fracking. They warned that even strong
regulations may not effectively address air pollution from fracking, and that “permanent,
adverse environmental, climatic, and population health impacts” may exist in some
cases.2269
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•

December 17, 2014 – In an editorial, Rutgers University environmental exposure expert
Paul J. Lioy (now deceased) highlighted fracking as an area in which accurate exposure
monitoring and risk assessment did not yet exist. Lioy emphasized that the relevant
research was compartmentalized and fragmented and that exposures and health outcomes
around unconventional natural gas development need to be systematically addressed
through “well-defined exposure studies in communities and workplaces.”2270

•

December 5, 2014 – A team of medical and scientific researchers, including from the
Institute for Health and Environment at the State University of New York (SUNY) at
Albany, reviewed the scientific evidence that both adult and early life—including
prenatal—exposure to chemicals from fracking operations can result in adverse
reproductive health and developmental effects. These include: endocrine-disrupting
chemicals potentially increasing risk for reproductive problems, breast cancer, abnormal
growth and developmental delays, and changes in immune function; benzene, toluene and
xylene (BTX chemicals) increasing risk for impaired sperm quantity and quality in men
and menstrual and fertility problems in women; and heavy metals increasing the risk of
miscarriage and/or stillbirths. Potential exposures occur through both air and water.
Based on their review, the authors concluded, “Taken together, there is an urgent need for
the following: 1) biomonitoring of human, domestic and wild animals for these
chemicals; and 2) systematic and comprehensive epidemiological studies to examine the
potential for human harm.”2271 Lead author Susan Nagel said in an accompanying
interview, “We desperately need biomonitoring data from these people. What are people
actually exposed to? What are the blood levels of people living in these areas? What are
the levels in the workers?”2272

•

November 12, 2014 – A team of Australian researchers reviewed the strength of evidence
for environmental health impacts of fracking based on publications from 1995 to 2014.
They noted that the rapid expansion of fracking had outstripped the pace of science and
that most studies focused on short-term, rather than long-term, health. Hence, “very few
studies examined health outcomes with longer latencies such as cancer or developmental
outcomes.” Noting that no evidence exists to rule out health impacts, the team called for
direct and clear public health assessments before projects are approved, longitudinal
studies that include baseline data, and government and industry transparency.2273
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•

September 15, 2014 – Researchers led by University of Rochester’s Environmental
Health Sciences Center conducted interviews in New York, North Carolina, and Ohio to
evaluate community health concerns about unconventional natural gas development.
They identified many areas where more study is needed, including baseline measures of
air quality, ongoing environmental monitoring, and health impact assessments. They
noted that other areas where data are lacking involve the assessment of drilling and
fracking impacts on vulnerable populations such as very young children, and the potential
consequences of interactions between exposures resulting from shale gas extraction
operations. Researchers suggested incorporating the input of potentially affected
community members into the development of the research agenda.2274

•

July 21, 2014 – An independent assessment report by Scientists for Global Responsibility
and the Chartered Institute of Environmental Health reviewed current evidence across a
number of issues associated with shale gas extraction by hydraulic fracturing, including
environmental and public health risks, drawing on academic research. Among the
report’s conclusions: there are major shortcomings in regulatory oversight regarding local
environmental and public health risks; there is a large potential for UK shale gas
exploitation to undermine national and international efforts to tackle climate change; the
water-intensive nature of the fracking process which could cause water shortages in many
areas; the complete lack of evidence behind claims that shale gas exploitation will bring
down UK energy bills; and concerns that it will impact negatively on UK energy security.
Despite claims to the contrary, the report noted that evidence of local environmental
contamination from shale gas exploitation is well reported in the scientific literature. It
emphasizes that, “[t]here are widespread concerns over the lack of evidence on frackingrelated health impacts,” and that there is a lack of “substantive epidemiological study for
populations exposed to shale gas extraction.”2275

•

July 18, 2014 – A working group of the Environmental Health Sciences Core Centers,
supported by the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, reviewed the
available literature on the potential health impacts of fracking for natural gas. They
concluded that further research is urgently needed. Needs identified included: monitoring
of air and water quality over the entire lifetime of wells; further epidemiologic research
addressing health outcomes and water quality; and research addressing whether air
pollution associated with fracking increases the risk of pulmonary and cardiovascular
disease. The working group advocated for the participation of potentially affected
communities in all areas of research.2276
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•

July 12, 2014 – Eli Avila, Pennsylvania’s former Secretary of Health, said that health
officials need to be proactive in protecting the public from the health effects of
unconventional shale gas extraction. In 2011, funding was approved for a Pennsylvania
public health registry to track drilling related complaints and address concerns, but was
cut at the last minute. Speaking to the problem posed by the dearth of information, Avila
asked, “How can you keep the public safe if you’re not collecting data?”2277

•

June 30, 2014 – The immediate past chair of the Executive Committee of the Council on
Environmental Health for the American Academy of Pediatrics, Jerome A. Paulson, MD,
called for industry disclosure of all ingredients of fracking fluid; thorough study of all air
contaminants released from drilling and fracking operations and their protected dispersal
patterns; and study and disclosure of fracking-related water contamination and its
mechanisms. In a letter to the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PA
DEP), Paulson said:
In summary, neither the industry, nor government agencies, nor other researchers
have ever documented that [unconventional gas extraction] can be performed in a
manner that minimizes risks to human health. There is now some evidence that
these risks that many have been concerned about for a number of years are real
risks. There is also much data to indicate that there are a number of toxic
chemicals used or derived from the process, known or plausible routes of
exposure of those chemicals to humans; and therefore, reason to place extreme
limits on [unconventional gas extraction].2278

•

June 20, 2014 – Highlighting preliminary studies in the United States that suggest an
increased risk of adverse health problems among individuals living within ten miles of
shale gas operations, a commentary in the British medical journal The Lancet called for a
precautionary approach to gas drilling in the United Kingdom. According the
commentary, “It may be irresponsible to consider any further fracking in the UK
(exploratory or otherwise) until these prospective studies have been completed and the
health impacts of fracking have been determined.”2279

•

June 20, 2014 – Led by an occupational and environmental medicine physician, a
Pennsylvania-based medical and environmental science research team documented “…
the substantial concern about adverse health effects of [unconventional natural gas
development] among Pennsylvania Marcellus Shale residents, and that these concerns
may not be adequately represented in medical records.” The teams identified the
continued need to pursue environmental, clinical, and epidemiological studies to better
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understand associations between fracking, medical outcomes, and residents’ ongoing
concerns.2280
•

June 17, 2014 – A discussion paper by the Nova Scotia Deputy Chief Medical Officer
and a panel of experts identified potential economic benefits as well as public health
concerns from unconventional oil and gas development. On the health impacts, they
wrote, “uncertainties around long term environmental effects, particularly those related to
climate change and its impact on the health of both current and future generations, are
considerable and should inform government decision making…” The report noted
potential dangers including contamination of groundwater, air pollution, surface spills,
increased truck traffic, noise pollution, occupational health hazards, and the generation of
greenhouse gases. It also noted that proximity of potential fracking sites to human
habitation should give regulators pause and called for a health impact assessment and
study of long-term impacts.2281 Responding to the report, the Environmental Health
Association of Nova Scotia applauded the go-slow approach and called for a 10-year
moratorium on fracking.2282

•

May 29, 2014 – In New York State, more than 250 medical organizations and health
professionals released a letter detailing emerging trends in the data on fracking that show
significant risk to public health, air quality, and water, as well as other impacts. With
signatories including the American Academy of Pediatrics, District II, the American
Lung Association in New York, Physicians for Social Responsibility, and many leading
researchers examining the impacts of fracking, they wrote, “The totality of the science —
which now encompasses hundreds of peer-reviewed studies and hundreds of additional
reports and case examples—shows that permitting fracking in New York would pose
significant threats to the air, water, health and safety of New Yorkers.”2283, 2284

•

May 9, 2014 – In a peer-reviewed analysis, leading toxicologists outlined some of the
potential harm and uncertainty relating to the toxicity of the chemical and physical agents
associated with fracking, individually and in combination. While acknowledging the need
for more research and greater involvement of toxicologists, they noted the potential for
surface and groundwater contamination from fracking, growing concerns about air
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pollution particularly in the aggregate, and occupational exposures that pose a series of
potential hazards to worker health.2285, 2286
•

May 1, 2014 – A 292-page report from a panel of top Canadian scientists urged caution
on fracking, noting that it poses “the possibility of major adverse impacts on people and
ecosystems” and that significantly more study is necessary to understand the full extent
of the risks and impacts.2287 The Financial Post reported that the panel of experts “found
significant uncertainty on the risks to the environment and human health, which include
possible contamination of ground water as well as exposure to poorly understood
combinations of chemicals.”2288

•

April 30, 2014 – Medical professionals spoke out on the dearth of public health
information collected and lack of long-term study five years into Pennsylvania’s fracking
boom. Walter Tsou, MD, MPH, past president of the American Public Health Association
and former Health Commissioner of Philadelphia commented, “That kind of study from a
rigorous scientific perspective has never been done.” Other experts added, “There has
been more health research involving fracking in recent years, but every study seems to
consider a different aspect, and … there is no coordination.”2289

•

April 17, 2014 – In the preeminent British Medical Journal, authors of a commentary,
including an endocrinologist and a professor of clinical public health, wrote, “Rigorous,
quantitative epidemiological research is needed to assess the risks to public health, and
data are just starting to emerge. As investigations of shale gas extraction in the US have
continually suggested, assurances of safety are no proxy for adequate protection.”2290

•

April 15, 2014 – The Canadian Medical Association Journal reported on the increasing
legitimacy of concerns about fracking on health: “While scientists and area residents have
been sounding the alarm about the health impacts of shale gas drilling for years, recent
studies, a legal decision and public health advocates are bringing greater legitimacy to
concerns.”2291
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•

March 3, 2014 – In the Medical Journal of Australia, researchers and a physician
published a strongly worded statement, “Harms unknown: health uncertainties cast doubt
on the role of unconventional gas in Australia’s energy future.” They cited knowledge to
date on air, water, and soil pollution, and expressed concern about “environmental, social
and psychological factors that have more indirect effects on health, and important social
justice implications” yet to be understood. They wrote in summary:
The uncertainties surrounding the health implications of unconventional gas,
when considered together with doubts surrounding its greenhouse gas profile and
cost, weigh heavily against proceeding with proposed future developments. While
the health effects associated with fracturing chemicals have attracted considerable
public attention, risks posed by wastewater, community disruption and the
interaction between exposures are of also of concern.2292

•

March 1, 2014 – In the prestigious British medical journal The Lancet, researchers
summarized workshops and research about the health impacts of fracking, noting that the
scientific study on the health impacts of fracking is “in its infancy.” Nevertheless, the
existing evidence suggests, said these researchers, that health risks posed by fracking
exceed those posed by conventional oil and gas wells due to the sheer number and
density of well pads being developed, their proximity to densely populated areas, and the
need to transport and store large volumes of materials.2293

•

February 24, 2014 – In a review of the health effects of unconventional natural gas
extraction published in the journal Environmental Science & Technology, leading
researchers identified a range of impacts and exposure pathways that can be detrimental
to human health. Noting how fracking disrupts communities, the review states, “For
communities near development and production sites the major stressors are air pollutants,
ground and surface water contamination, truck traffic and noise pollution, accidents and
malfunctions, and psychosocial stress associated with community change.” They
concluded, “Overall, the current scientific literature suggests that there are both
substantial public concerns and major uncertainties to address.”2294

•

August 30, 2013 – A summary of a 2012 workshop by the Institute of Medicine
Roundtable on Environmental Health Sciences, Research, and Medicine featured various
experts who discussed health and environmental concerns about fracking and the need for
more research. The report in summary of the workshop stated, “The governmental public
health system, which retains primary responsibility for health, was not an early
participant in discussions about shale gas extraction; thus public health is lacking critical
information about environmental health impacts of these technologies and is limited in its
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ability to address concerns raised by regulators at the federal and state levels,
communities, and workers employed in the shale gas extraction industry.”2295
•

June 2013 – A group of three nursing professors published a cautionary review
questioning the rollout of new shale-based energy practices at a time when, “anecdotal
reports make clear that the removal of fossil fuels from the earth directly affects human
health.” Although the results of longterm studies are not yet available, the authors point
to emerging evidence for negative human and ecologic health effects of fracking.
Furthermore, they continue, “sufficient evidence has been presented to the [American
Nurses Association], the American Public Health Association, and the American Medical
Association’s Resident and Fellow Section to result in a call for a moratorium on the
issuance of new fracking permits nationally.” They urge nurses to contribute to keeping
health issues “front and center as we address national energy needs and policies.”2296

•

April 22, 2013 – In one of the first peer-reviewed nursing articles summarizing the
known health and community risks of fracking, Professor Margaret Rafferty, Chair of the
Department of Nursing at New York City College of Technology wrote, “Any initiation
or further expansion of unconventional gas drilling must be preceded by a comprehensive
Health Impact Assessment (HIA).”2297

•

May 10, 2011 – In the American Journal of Public Health, two medical experts cautioned
that fracking “poses a threat to the environment and to the public’s health. There is
evidence that many of the chemicals used in fracking can damage the lungs, liver,
kidneys, blood, and brain.” The authors urged that it would be prudent to invoke the
precautionary principle in order to protect public health and the environment.2298
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